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To the

READER.

T

HE Author of the following Trea

tiſe, Monfieur OZANAM, is a Per-

fon fo well known, and deſervedly

efteem'd, amongst the Learned who un-

derſtand him in his Native Language, that,

if all others were alike acquainted with his

Worth, his Name would be a fufficient Re-

commendation : However, having fo well

acquitted himſelf in the Preface, in giving

a true Repreſentation of his Defign, with

the Uſes and Advantages thereof; nothing

remains to be added, but a general Idea of

the Subject, and Method ; with a Word or

two concerning the Tranflation.

7

As to the first ; This Book is fuch a Col-

lection of the most curious, moſt ſurprizing,

moſt uſeful, and moſt agreeable Performan-

ces of the Arts and Sciences under which

they are ſeverally rang'd, as may prove a

Spring of Invention to the Ingenious, fur-

niſhing 'em with Hints ofinnumerable other

[ A 2] Difco-
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Diſcoveries and Contrivances ferviceable to

the Neceffity, or the Conveniency, or the

Pleaſure of human Life. It is parted into

Eight Divifions or Sections, according to

the Number of general Heads under which

the Problems are reduc'd . Problems ofArith-

metick make the firſt Claſs, being the moſt

ufeful, moſt pleaſant, and leaft embarraffing

of thofe that belong to that Art ; with cer-

tain and never-failing Rules of Solution :

The Demonſtrations, which would have in-

terrupted the defigned Pleaſure, are here,

and every where elfe, omitted. Under this

firſt Head the Reader will find the Subftance

of what is contain'd in Dr.Arburthnet's Laws

of Chance ; with Variation of Examples.

The Second fort are Problems of Geometry,

which are very numerous ; but here only

the most uncommon, most curious, and,

withal, moſt entertaining, are to be found.

To Problems of the Opticks, being a Third

Head, pertain thoſe of Perspective, of Dio-

ptricks, and Catoptricks, all extreamly diver-

ting. Gnomonicks, or Dialling, is a moſt

pleaſant part of Mathematicks, depending

on a very profound Theory, handled at

large by the Author in his Mathematical

Courfe ; but under Problems of Dialling, in

the Fourth Rank, are placed only ſuch as

may be perform'd with Eafe and Delight.

Problems ofCofmography are the Fifth in or-

der, and include thofe of Aftronomy, Geo-

graphy, Navigation, and Chronology. The

Problems
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Pro-

Problems of Mechanicks follow in the Sixth

place, being generally more uſeful than cu-

rious, becauſe converfant about Things ne-

ceffary to Life ; and to theſe are referred

thofe of Staticks and Hydrostaticks.

blems ofPhyficks, which are a Seventh Kind,

comprehend not only thoſe of Natural Phi-

lofophy, which is nearly ally'd to the Mathe-

maticks, but alſo thofe of Chymistry, Surge-

ry, and Medicine, which admit ofExperience

only for their Demonſtration. The Problems

of Pyrotechny come laſt of all, where is to

be feen what is moſt uſeful and diverting in

Artificial Fire-works, whether for Service or

Recreation.

But to come to the prefent Tranſlation ;

the Reader is to know, That thoſe concern'd

in the Publication , confidering the great Ufe

and Excellency of Mathematical Sciences,

upon which, whatever is of Certainty in o-

thers, purely Human, generally depends,

thought they could do nothing of more uni-

verfal Advantage, than to promote the Ac-

quifition of a Knowledge fo vaftly benefi-

cial, by all Methods within the Sphere of

their Buſineſs. To this Purpofe nothing ap-

pear'd more proper, than fome entire Sy-

ftem of Mathematicks, that might lead the

Studious of fuch Knowledge, from the ve-

ry first Principles, to the higheſt Pinnacle

of Perfection , without being oblig'd to in-

terrupt their Progrefs, by turning afide af-

ter other Books and Authors. Many Trea-

[A 3 ] tifes
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tifes on fome particular Parts of Mathema-

ticks occur'd, fome in English, fome in La-

tin, and other Languages, accurately com-

pos'd, and excellent in their Kind ; but none

feeming fo peculiarly adapted to the De-

fign, as the Mathematical Courfe of Monfieur

Ozanam, it was refolv'd to publish it in

English. However, it was thought fit firſt

to make Tryal, in a ſmaller Undertaking,

what Entertainment this Author might here

receive, and to that End his Mathematical

Recreations were pitch'd on ; the Care of

Tranflating being committed to a Gentle-

man of great Ingenuity, and well-vers'd in

thefe Sciences ; who had not yet compleated

the Copy, and had feen but a few Sheets

from the Prefs, when he was fnatch'd from

hence by untimely Death. This melancholy

Event put a tedious Paufe to the Work,

and is the Cauſe it appears fo late in pub-

lick, tho' Notice of it was given fome con-

fiderable Time ago.

In this one English Volume, the Reader

has all that's contain'd in the two French

ones of the Original, that is Monfieur

Ozanam's : Where he will find whatever is

in Van Eton, Oughtred, and others that have

writ on this Subject: All that belongs there-

to being herein comprehended, and much

better explain'd than any where elſe.

Thefe Mathematical and Phyfical Recreations

were defign'd by the Author, to ferve, in

fome fort, as a Supplement to his Mathema-

tical
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tical Courſe, where many Problems, which

are here to be found, were left out, that

it might not make above Five Volumes in

Octavo ; of which we will here give the

General Contents.

The First Volume contains an Introdu-

ction to the Mathematicks, with the Ele-

ments of Euclid. The Introduction begins

with the Definitions ofMathematicks, and

their moſt general Terms ; which are fol-

lowed by a little Treatife of Algebra, for

underſtanding what enfues in the Course ;

and ends with many Geometrical Opera-

tions, perform'd both upon Paper with Ru-

ler and Compaffes, and upon the Ground

with a Line and Pins. The Elements of

Euclid comprehend the firſt Six Books, the

Eleventh, and Twelfth, with their Ufes.

In the Second Volume we have Arith-

metick and Trigonometry, both Rectilineal

and Spherical, with the Tables of Sines and

Logarithms. Arithmetick is divided into

Three Parts; the Firſt handles whole Num-

bers, the Second Fractions, and the Third

Rules of Proportion. Trigonometry has

alfo Three Divifions or Books ; the Firft

treats ofthe Conftruction of Tables, the Se-

cond of Reetilineal, and the Third of Sphe-

rical Trigonometry.

The Third Volume comprehends Geo-

metry and Fortification. Geometry is di-

ftributed into Four Parts, of which, the

Firſt teaches Surveying or Meaſuring of

[A 4 ]
Land ;
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Land; the Second Longimetry, or Mea-

furing of Lengths ; the Third Planimetry,

or Meaſuring of Surfaces ; and the Fourth

Stereometry, or Meaſuring of Solids. For-

tification conſiſts of Six Parts : in the Firſt

is handled Regular Fortification ; in the Se-

cond, the Conftruction of Out Works ; in

the Third, the different Methods of Forti-

fying ; in the Fourth, Fortification Irregu-

lar ; in the Fifth, Fortification Offenſive ;

and in the Sixth, Defenfive Fortification.

The Fourth Volume includes the Me-

chanicks and Perspective. In Mechanicks

are Three Books ; the Firſt, is of Machines

Simple and Compounded ; the Second, of

Staticks ; and the Third , of Hydroſtaticks.

Perſpective gives us firft the General and

Fundamental Principles of that Science, and

then treats of Perspective Practical, of Sce-

nography, and of Shading.

The Fifth Volume confifts of Geography,

andDialling OfGeography there are Two

Parts ; the Firſt, concerning the Celeſtial

Sphere ; and the Second, of the Terreftrial.

Gnomonicks or Dialling hath Five Chap-

ters ; the First, contains many Lemma's ne-

ceffary for underſtanding the Practice and

Theory of Dials ; the Second, treats of .

Horizontal Dials ; the Third, of Vertical

Dials ; the Fourth, of Inclined Dials ; and

the Fifth, of Arches, of Signs, and of o-

ther Circles of the Sphere.

If
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If the prefent Undertaking meet with

a fuitable Encouragement, thofe concern'd

defign, with all poffible Expedition, to pub-

liſh, in English, this Mathematical Courfe, in

Five Volumes, in 8 %, as it is in the Original ;

each containing more Sheets, and Cuts than

are inthis Treatife . It is propos'd by Subfcri-

ption, at 1 l. 2 s. 6 d. in Quires : AnyPerfon

that enters his Name with any ofthoſe con-

cern'd in this Book, laying 5 s. down, fhall

receive, on paying 17 s. 6 d. more, a complcat

Set of the Volumes, which, confidering the

vaft Charge ofthe Cuts, and what it contains,

is cheaper than any thing ever yet offered :

And thoſe that fubfcribe, fhall have their

Names printed before the fame, as Encou

ragers of fo uſeful a Work.

THE
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THE

AUTHOR's

I'

PREFACE.

T has been an Opinion of long standing,

That there was fome fecret Art amongst

the most learned of the Jews, ofthe Ara-

bians, and of the Difciples of that antient

Academy, which was in Egypt when Mofes

was there educated, and still flouriſh'd in the

Time of Solomon; infomuch, that it hath

excited the Curiofity ofthe finest Wits to en-

deavour the Diſcovery of it : But is it pof-

fible to learn an Art without a Master, and

without Books ? The Learned of that Time

committed nothing to Writing ; or if they did,

it was enigmatical, and fo remote from what

a Reader did expect, that of them it may be

faid, Their Silence was more inftructive than

their Difcourfes.

Father
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Father Schott faith there are Three Sorts

of Cabala, ( fo is that fecret Art of the

Orientals call'd; ) that of the Rabbies, that of

Raimond Lully, and that of the Algebrifts.

The first he knows not what it is ; the two

laft are Recreations in Numbers and Figures :

and no doubt is to be made but the first is of

the fame Sort. Jofephus, who was a Levite,

writes with Confidence, That by Right of his

Birth he had been instructed in all the Myfte-

ries of the Jews, and had been taught all

the Secrets of their Art. He boafted, from

a Courtly Principle which ſway'd him more

than his Confcience, That, by his Art he had

fore-told the Elevation of Titus to the Im-

perial Dignity. He conceal'd his Game, as

Men of Cunning fhould, and as our Masters

teach us.
He gives out himselffor a Mira-

culous Perfon; and when he relates the Adven-

ture where he should have lost his Life by

the Despair of the Soldiers, refolv'd to cut

one another's Throat rather than furrender to

the Romans, he attributes his Deliverance to

Chance and a Miracle. Notwithstanding He-

gefippus, who wrote the fame Hiftory, fays,

That Jofephus did that Miracle by the Know-

ledge of Numbers and Figures : For he made

thefe Defperado's to be rang'd in fuch an Or-

der, that the Lot fell upon thofe, whom the

Commander defir'd to have deftroy'd: Hefav'd

his own Life, not by reafon of being a Le-

vite, but because he was a Mathematician.

Monfieur Bachet, in his 23. Probl. defcribes

this
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this Secret ; who, had he then liv'd, would

have been accounted as great a Magician as

Jofephus. Hence it appears, that the most ab-

ftracted Knowledge may be reduc'd to Practice,

and what feems most remote may become of Ufe.

'Tis moft aftonishing to find, that in the

Time of the Empereurs Dioclefian and Con-

ſtantin, the Mathematicks were prohibited by

the Laws, as a Dangerous Science, under the

Same Penalties as Sorcery or Magick, being re-

puted equally criminal and pernicious to civil

Society; as appears from the 17th Title of

the 9th Book ofJuftinian's Code.
No doubt

this was an Effect of the Ignorance which at

that Time reign'd; and because of the great

Number of Impoftors, who us'd the Mathema-

ticks to cheat, and deceive the Credulity of

the Illiterate. Nevertheless, the Stupidity of

thofe is to be blam'd, who fuffer'd themſelves to

be gull'd ; and their Negligence is not to be

allow'd, who will not fufficiently improve their

Understanding, fo as to be in a Condition not to

be abus'd. There have been States wherein Tricks

and little Thefts, cleverly perform'd, were per-

mitted, that all might be on their Guard, and

accuftom'd to a requifite Precaution.

Ignorance keeps the World in perpetual ”Ad-

miration, and in a Diffidence, which ever pro-

duces an invincible Inclination to blame and

perfecute those that know any Thing above the

Vulgar ; who, being unaccustom'd to raise their

Thoughts beyond Things fenfible, and unable to

imagin that Nature imployeth Agents that are

invifible
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invifible and impalpable, afcribe moſt an end to

Sorceries and Demons, all Effects whereof they

know not the Caufe. To remedy thefe Inconve

niencies is the Defign ofthefe Mathematical Re-

creations, and to teach all to perform thefe Sor-

ceries which were dreaded by the Council of Ju-

ftinian : Andhereby will be vindicated the Fame

ofThomas Aquinas, Albertus Magnus, So-

lomon, and many other great Men, who had ne-

ver been accus'd for Magicians, but because they

knew fomething more than others ; more effe-

ctually than has been done by the Learned, who

havebeenfatisfid, by Dint of Argument only, to

plead their Caufe.

It will, perhaps, be here objected, That by the

Paftimes ofMind, prefented to theWorld inthe

enfuing Book, the Reader is diverted from that

Study and Application, to which he might have

been engag'd by Treatifes of a ferious Nature,

which fix the Thoughts, rendring ' em penetra-

ting and inquifitive. To this it might fuffice to

alledge the Example of Men famous for Lear-

ning, whofe like Practice in this Matter, may

feem a Fuftification beyond any other could be

brought. The learned Bachet, Sieur de Mezi-

riac, famous for his excellent Works, began to

make himſelf known to the learned World, by a

Collection which he intitled, Pleaſant Problems

perform'd by Numbers ; by which he defign'd

to make Trial of his own Ability, and the Opi-

nion of theWorld, before he publifh'd his Com-

mentaries on the Arithmetick ofDiophantus of

Alexandria, and his other Works by which he

;

hath
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hath purchaſed to himselfimmortalGlory: Ma-

ny other Authors ofthis Age, as the famous Fa-

ther Kircher, the Fathers Schott and Bettin,

have gain'd no lefs Renown by the diverting Pro-

blems in their Works, than by their Reasonings,

and more ferious Obfervations.

But left thefe illuftrious Men, adduc'd as Pre-

cedents, fhould themselves be expos'd to the Cen-

fure of those who would accuſe them ofNovelty ;

Inftances much more ancient, grounded onfolid

Reafon, fhall be here produc'd, whereby it will

appear, that in all Times this has been done by

the greatest Men ; being perfuaded, that the

fame Source ofReason that makes Men take Plea-

Jure in Admiration, cauſes ' em, in like manner,

to find Delight in things which are the Object of

that Paffion.

The Enigmatical Sentences and Propofitions,

fo much admir'd and promoted by the Kings of

Syria, which occafion'd the Continuance of the

Parabolical Stilefo long after, were nothing else

but Paftimes of Mind, and Entertainments e-

quallyfitted to excite Pleaſure, and to give En-

largement ofUnderstanding. Perfons ofhigher

Birth and Rank were of the fame Make at that

Time, as thofe of our own are now : What was

painful and laborious did difcourage 'em : To en-

gage them to Studioufnefs and Reflexion, by

Pleafure and Curiofity, was a Piece ofextraor-

dinary Skill andDexterity. Doubtless, the Edu-

cationNathan, by this means, gave to Solo-

mon, did mightily conduce to that Grandure of

Soul, and to that admirable Wiſdom which con-

ftitutes
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•

ftitutes the Character, and is the Glory of that

Prince.

It was alfo by way ofDiverfion the Chaldeans

and Egyptians, the Inventers ofAftronomy, did

fore-tellto their Friends the Time, and other Cir-

cumftances, of Eclipfes, and erected Systems

which fhewed the Length of the Days, demon-

ftrated the Courfe of the Stars, and reprefented

allthe Varieties of the Celestial Motions ; being

perfuaded, no less than the Grecians, that the

firft intellectual Pleafures are thofe which pro-

ceedfrom Mathematical Sciences, in which they

educated their Children. They were convinc'd,

that Childrens Reason, tho' not yet in Action,

was not without its Strength, and wanted only

to be put in Motion, in order to its Progress to-

wards Perfection ; which might be effected by

exciting in ' em a Curiofity, that would do the

fame with them, which a long Train of Necef-

fities does in thofe of more advanced Tears.

Herein lay the Secret of Socrates, who taught

Children to refolve the greatest Difficulties of

Geometry and Arithmetick : This was the

Keywithwhichhe laid open their Understanding,

knew it's Strength, and predicted their Destiny:

This was instead of that Demon or Genius he

is faid to have confulted, and which is reported

ever to have accompanied him.

Tho' thefe Plays of the Intellect, here Spoken

of, feem only Amusements to pass away the Time ;

yet are they poffibly of no lefs Advantage than

thofe Exercifes in which the Touths of Quality

are bred up at Academies, which fashion as well

as
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as invigorate theirBodies, andgive them agraces

ful Air in their Deportment : For to be accu-

ftom'd to difcern the Proportions, and the Force

ofMixtures; to find out an unknown Point re-

quir'd, amongst a confus'd Infinity ofothers ; to

take a right Method in refolvingthe most intri-

cate and perplexing Propofitions ; is to have the

MindfittedforBufinefs, to be arm'd against Sur-

prizes, and prepared to overcome unexpected

Difficulties ; Things of no lefs Confequence, one

would think, than Adjusting the Motions of the

Bodyby the Inftructions ofa DancingMaster, or

the Tone ofthe Voice by that ofa Mufician.

Befdes, are not Diverfions fometimes neceffa

ry? Andcan any one be diverted by what he de-

fpifes, or is afham'd of? Would a Statesman

choofe to beperforming at DancingMatches, in

the Intervals ofCouncils, and of important Bu-

finefs ? Or were it becoming for him to be found

in thofe Exercises wherein hespent the time ofhis

Touth? Decency, Bufinefs, and Health, would

in no wise allow it. But Paftimes ofMind are

for all Seafons and all Ages: They inftruct the

Toung, anddivert the Old; They are not beneath

the Rich, nor above the Ability ofthe Poor : They

may be usedby either Sex without tranfgreffingthe

Bounds ofModefty. Thefe Diverfions have this

further and peculiar Advantage, that there can

be no Excefs in them : Forfeeing there is a reg

gular Conduct ofReason therein, through all the

Steps itfhould take, it can't be conceiv'd how it

Should touch upon any Extreme, its Exercife

being within the due Medium, where the So

lution[ B ]
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lution of the propofed Problem is to be found.

Those who have had the Curiofity to obferve

the Conduct of great Men in their private A-

Etions, have found that they are diftinguilht as

well in their Recreations as in their Bufinefs.

Auguftus us'd to exercise himself in the Even-

ings with his Family at thefe Diverfions, not

judging it beneath him ; and recorded with no

lefs Exactness the Particulars ofhis Recreations,

than thofe ofhis important Affairs. That lear-

ned Lawyer Mutius Scevola, after his Conful-

tations were over, diverted himselfby Playing at

Chefs, and became one of the best Players of

his Time. Pope Leo X. one ofthegreatest Men

ofhis Age, play'dfometimes at Chefs, ifwe may

believe PaulusJovius, to recreate himselfafter

the Fatigues of Business,

'Tis certain the Game of Chefs was inven-

ted for Inftruction as well as Diverfion. The

Attacks and Defences, the diverfe Steps and Ad-

vantages ofthe different Pieces, may furnish the

Confiderate with Political and Moral Reflexions.

By the Difafter of the King, we may learn, that

a Prince must infallibly fall under his Enemies

Power, when depriv'd of his Soldiers ; and that

he cannot neglect the Prefervation of' em, with-

out expofing himself and his Dominions.

All Games that are, or may be invented, may

be reduced to three Ranks. The First is of thofe

that depend altogether on Numbers and Figures ;

as the Chefs, the Draughts, and fome others :

The Second of those that are govern'd by Chance ;

as the Dice, andfach like : The Third Sort is

of
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ofthose that are ſubjected to the Laws ofMotion,

and require an Exactness and Regularity thereof;

fuch as Shooting with Guns, and with Bows, the

Tennis, andBilliards. There arefome Plays of

amixed Nature, depending partly on Skill, part-

ly on Chance; as the Tables, the Cards, and

most others. But ' tis certain, there is none of

'em which might not be so far fubjected to the

Rules of the Mathematicks, that one might be

affured ofthe Victory, had he but all the Under-

ftanding requifite. Games of Dexterity depend

So much upon Principles of Staticks and Mecha-

nicks, that ' tis only the Want of a due Know-

ledge of their Rules, or of the Way ofreducing

'em to Practice, that makes a Man fall short of

Conqueft.

In all Plays ofChance whatever, the Victory

depends uponthe coming up ofa certain Number,

uponWeight, orupon the Dimenfions ofa Figures

The Gamefter that gives the Motion, might at

pleafure determine the End ofit, were bis Skill

andDexterity perfect ; and tho' this does not

feem to be poffible, there being none to be found

Mafter of fo much Cunning; yet ' tis true that

this might be done, and that an infallible Me-

thod ofWinning, at Chefs for instance, is not

abfolutely impoffible : But no Body has hitherto

found it out; nor perhaps ever will, feeing it

depends on too great a Number ofCombinations.

Tis enough that the Point of Perfection is poffi-

ble, to encourage the Labour of the Curious.

" A perfect Orator, Jaid Tully, never was,

and yet is poffible. His Picture drawn by

[ B2 ] "that
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that famous Mafter, may be a Pattern for the

Imitation of those who study to excel in Elo-

quence. The like maybefaid ofaPoet, a Painter,

an Architect, a Phyfician, and all others. In

like manner, tho' 'tis true that no one has at-

tained an infallible Method in all Plays, nor

perhaps in any one ; this ought to hinder none

from endeavouring to become as skilful as he can,

and to come up as near as may be to the Idea of

that Method, which, becauſe founded upon Prin

ciples of Mathematicks, muft participate of a

Mathematical Certainty.

It may poffibly be thought an Extraordinary

Attempt to endeavour to profelyte Gamefters to

this Opinion, and to engage Statefmen and great

Commanders in the Study ofMathematical Re-

creations : Notwithstanding there can be no

Harm in Carrying the Light, let who will fol-

low after it : Tea, is it poffible to hinder Man-

kind from learning what is built on the most

natural Principles, and onTruths flowingfrom

the Effence of Things ? Should they be deprived

of Pleafures fo inviting by their Utility; and

which are fo familiar, fo eafie, and fo fuited to

all endowed with Reaſon, that to bereave Men

ofthem, were to rob'em of what is most agree-

able in Life.

1

CON-
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49
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[ a ]
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[ \ ]
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ibid.
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[23]
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[ a 4 ]
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Mathematical and Phyfical

RECREATIONS.

Arithmetical PROBLEMS.

PROBLEME I

A blind Abbess, vifiting her Nuns, who were equally diftri-

buted in eight Cells built at thefour Corners of a Square,

andin the Middle of each Side ; finds an equal Number

of Perfons in each Row or Side containing three Cells :

At afecond Vifit, fhe finds the fame Number of Perfons

in eachRow, tho' their Number was enlarg'd by the Ac

ceffion offour Men : And coming a third time, fhe fill

findsthe fame Number of Perfons in each Row . tho' the

four Men were then gone, and had carry'd each of ' em

a Nun with 'em.

T

3 3 3

O refolve the firſt Cafe, when the four Men

were got into the Cells, we must conceive it ſo,

that there was a Man in each Corner- Cell, and

that two Nuns remov'd from thence to each of the Mid-

dle-Cells: At this rate, each Corner-

Cell contain'd one Perfon less than be-

fore ; and each Middle-Cell two more

than before. Suppofe then, that at the

firft Vifitation, each Cell contain'd

Nuns ; and fo, that there were nine in

each Row, and twenty-four in all ; at

the fecond Vifit, which is the firtt Cafe

in queftion, there must have been five Nuns in each

3

3 3

3

3

A Middle-
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5

5

Middle-Cell, and two Perfons, viz. a

Man and a Nun in each Corner- Cell ;

which ftill makes nine Perfons in cach

Row.

To account for the fecond Cafe,

when the four Men were gone, and

four Nuns with them ; each Corner-

Cell muſt have contain'd one Nun

more than at the firft Vifit, and each Middle- Cell two

fewer And thus, according to the

Suppofition laid down, each Corner-

Cell contain'd four Nuns, and there

was only one in each Middle- Cell-;

which ftill make nine in a Row, tho'

the whole Number was but twenty.
I

PROBLEME II.

Operation of

To fubftract, with onefingle Operation, feveral Sums, from

Several other Sums given.

Swiftraction fubftract all the Sums which are under the Line

To

fhortned.

56243

84564

3252

26848

2942

A

O

at B, from all the Sums above the Line at A; be-

gin by adding the Numbers or Figures of the Right-

hand-Column under the Line, faying, 8 and

4 is 12, and 2 makes 14 ; whichtaken from

the nearest Tens, viz. 20, there remains 6 ;

which we add to the correfpondingColumn

above, faying, 6 and 8 make 14 and 2 is

16, and 4 make 20, and 3 make 23 : here

we write 3 underneath ; and, in regard

there are just two Tens, as before, we re-

tain or carry nothing. This done, we add

after the fame manner, the Numbers ofthe

next lower Column, faying, o and 5 is 5 ,

and 4 make 9 ; which taken from the nea-

reft Ten, leaves ; which we add, as above, to the fu-

perior correfponding Column, faying, 1 and 4 make 5 ,

and 5 makes 10, and 6 makes 16, and 4 makes 20 : here

we fet o underneath ; and there being here two Tens,

whereas in the inferior correfponding Column there was

but one, we keep or carry the Difference 1 to be taken

3654 B

2308

162003

from
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from the next inferior Column, becauſe we found more

Tens in A than in B : For had we found fewer in A than

in B, we must have added the Difference ; and if it

fhould fo fall out, that this Difference can not be taken

from the inferior Column, for want of fignificant Fi-

gures, as it happens here in the fifth Column ; we mult

add it to the fuperior Column, and write the whole Sum

under the Line. Thus in the Example propos'd, we

have 162003 , for the Remainder of the Subftraction.

PROBLEME III.

Compendious Ways of Multiplication.

T

O multiply any Number, 128 for inftance, by a Compendi

Number that's the Product of the Multiplication of ous ways of

Multiplica

two other Numbers ; 24 for inftance, the Product ofthe tin

Multiplication of 4 and 6, or of 3 and 8 : we multiply

the Number propos'd 128 by 4 , and the Product 512 by

6, (or elfe 128 by 3, and the Product by 8) and have 3072

for the requir'd Multiplication.

Hence it follows, that to multiply a Number propos'd

by a ſquare Number, we muft multiply the Number

propos'd by the Side or Root of the Square, and then

the Product by the fame Side again. Thus to multiply

128 by 25, we multiply it by 5 , and the Product by 5

again.

To multiply any Number, 128 for inftance, by a

Number that's the Product of the Multiplication of

three other Numbers, as 108 the Product of 2 , 6, and 9 ,

or of 3 , 6 , and 6 : we multiply 128 by 2, the Product

by 6, and the fecond Product by 9 ; or elfe 128 by 3,

the Product by 6, and the fecond Product by 6.

The Confequence of this is, that to multiply any

Number propos'd, by a Cube-Number, we muit multi-

ply it first by the Side or Root of the Cube ; then the

Product of that Multiplication by the fame Root, and

the ſecond Product by the Side again . As, to multiply

128 by 125 , the Cube- Root of which is 5 , we multiply

128 by 5 , and the Product 640 by 5 again, and the ſe-

cond Product 3200 by 5 again. Thus to find how many

Cubical Feet are in 32 Cubical Toifes, we multiply 32

by 6, the Product of that by 6, and the fecond Product

by 6. A 2 To

}
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To multiply any Number by what Power you will

of , add to the Number propos'd, on the Right-hand,

as many Cyphers as the Exponent of the Power con-

tains Unites , as, one Cypher for 5, two for its Square

25, three for its Cube 125 , and ſo on ; and divide the

Number thus augmented by the like Power from 2 ; that

is, 2 for 5 , 4 for its Square 25 , 8 for its Cube 125 , and

ſo on.

Thus to multiply 128 by 5 , we divide 1280 by 2,

and the Quotient 640 is the Product of the Multiplica-

tion : But to multiply 128 by 25 the Square of 5,

we divide 12800 by 4 the Square of 2 , and the Quo

tient is the Product demanded ; and to multiply thefame

Number 128 by 125 the Cube of 5 , we divide 128000

by 8 the Cube of 2. And fo on.

53

To know how many Inches are in 53 Foot, we mul-

tiply 53 by 12 ; or it might be done by multiplying

53 by 2, and the Product by 6 ; or 53 by 3, and

the Product by 4. But there's a way of doing

it without any Multiplication ; viz. by fetting

down 53 under 53, and then 53 again under

both, advancing it a Column to the Left, fo as

636 to make 3 ftand under 5 ; for the Sum of theſe

53

53

three is 636, the Number of Inches contain'd in

53 Foot, or of Pence in 53 Shillings.

To multiply together two Numbers compos'd of fe-

veral Figures, 12, for Inftance, and 18 ; we reduce the

firft Number, 12 , into theſe three parts, each of which

confifts only of one Figure, 2, 4, and 6 ; and in like

manner, the fecond Number, 18 , into 4 , 6, 8 ; each of

which laſt muſt be multiply'd by 2 , the first part of the

firft Number ; and then by 4, the 2d Figure of the fame

firft Number ; and at laſt by 6, the third part : and the

Sum of all thefe Products anfwers the Demand.

PRO-
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PROBLEME IV

Diviſion forten'd

5

O divide a large Number by a fmaller, by only Divifion

то
Addition and Subtraction, as 1492992 by 432 ; we thorten'd.

commonly put the Divifor to the Left, under 1492 , to

know how many times ' tis contain'd in that Number.

But yet we may fave our felves that Labour, by ma-

king a Tariff of the Divifor ; for which end we place

it on the Right over-againſt 1 ; then add it to itſelf, or

double it, and place that over-againft 2 : Then we add

it to the Double, and place the Sum oppofite to 3 ;

adding it to the Triple, we have its Quadruple oppo-

fite to 4 ; as the Additional of itſelf to the Quadruple,

gives the Quintuple oppofite to 5 ; and fo of the other

Multiples oppofite to 6, 7, 8 , 9, 10 : The laft of which,

viz. the Multiple correſponding to 10, ought, if the Ta-

ble is right done, to be the fingle Divifor with a Cypher

on the Right-hand.

I | 432

(3456

1492992

2 864 1296 ...

31296

4 172
8

1969

1728
52160

62592 2419

73024 2160

813456

2592

2592

93888

1014320

OOO

Having thus prepar'd your Table, proceed in the

common way of Divifion ; and every time you have

occafion to know how often your Divifor is contain'd

in the correſponding Number, look in your Table for

the neareſt Number that, does not exceed ; and the

Number to which that is oppofite gives you at one

view the Figure you're to put in your Quotient.

in the beginning of the Divifion here exemplify'd, you

want to know how often 432 is to be found in 1492 ;

As,

·

A 3
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1

in your Table, you find 1296 (the nearest Number to

1492 and not exceeding it) oppofite to 3 , and accord-

ingly 3 is the first Figure of your Quotient ; and fo of all

the rest.

This Wayis very convenient, when we have occafion

to divide large Numbers by a ſmaller Number; forthe

Tariff ofour Divifor keeps us from being at a ftand,by re-

folving us readily upon all our Divifions. This is frequent-

ly the Cafe of Surveyors of Land, who have occafion to

divide large Numbers by 144, when they want to reduce

fquare Inches into fquare Feet ; or by 17 : 8 . when they

want to reduce cubical Inches into cubical Feet.

To divide any Number by what Power you will of 5 ,

multiply it by the like Power of 2, and cut off from the

right hand of the Product as many Figures as there are

Unites in the Degree ofthe Power ; the remaining Figures

on the left, will reprefent the Quotient of the Divifion,

and thofe ftruck off, will be the Numerator ofa Fraction,

the Denominator ofwhich will be the like Power of 10.

To divide any Numberby a ſmaller, that is the Product

ofthe Multiplication oftwo yet fmaller Numbers, divide

theNumber propos'd, by one ofthe two fmaller, and the

Quotient by the other ; and the fecond Quotient ariling

from the lait Divifion, is what you want.

Thus to divide 20736 by 24, the Product of 3 and 8,

or of 4 and 6, we take the 8th part of it's 3d, or the 6th

part ofit's 4th, or, (which is the fame thing) we take the

3d of it's 8th part, or the 4th ofit's 6th, and our Quo-

tient proves 1728 .

Hence to reduce fquare Feet to fquare Toifes, (a Toiſe

is 6 Foot) we muſt take the 6th part of the 6th part ofthe

Numberpropos'd ofſquare Feet, becauſe a ſquare Toile is

36 fquare Foot, and 6 times 6 is 36. Thus to reduce

542 fquare Feet to fquare Toifes, we must take the 6 h

part of 90 % (the 6th part of 54 % ) and fo have 15 fquare

Toifes and 2 fquare Feet,as the Value of 5 42 fquareFeet.

J.

PRO-
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PROBLEME V.

of fome Properties of Numbers.

I.Number 9 has this Property ; that when it multiplies Propertie of
any number of Integers whatſoever, the Sum of Nmmber .

the Figures in the Product is divisible by 9 : Thus 53,

multiplied by 9, makes the Product 477 ; the Figures of

which, added together, viz. 7 and 7 and 4 make 18,

which is exactly divisible by 9.

II. Take any two Numbers whatfoever, either one of

the two, or their Sum, or their Difference is divifible by 3 :

Thus, of the two Numbers 6 and 5, 6 is divifible by 3 ;

of11 and the Difference 6 is divifible by 3 ; of 7 and 55

the Sum 12 is divifible by 3.

III. The Product arising from the Multiplication of

two Numbers, the Squares of which make a joint ſquare

Number,is divifible by 6 : Thus 12 the Product of 3 and 4

the Squares of which, viz. 9 and 16, make together the

fquare Number 25 ; this 12, I fay, is divifible by 6.

To find two Numbers, the Squares ofwhich make together To find two

a fquare Number, multiply any two Numbers, the one bythe Squares
Numbers,

the other, and the Double of the Product will be one of ofwhich

the two Numbers demanded, and the Difference of their make toge-

ther a fquare

Squares will be the other. Thus in 2 and 3 , the Double

of their Product 12, and 5 the Difference of their Squares

(4 and 9) are two Numbers of that Quality, that their

Squares 144 and 25 make together the fquare Number

169, the Root of which is 13. See Prob. 6 and 7.

IV. The Sum and the Difference ofany two Numbers,

the Squares of which differ by a fquare Number, are,

each of ' em, either a fquare number or the half of one :

Thus, take the Numbers 6and 10, their Squares 36 and

100 differ by the fquare Number 64 ; their Sum is 16,

and their Difference 4 , each ofwhich is a fquare Number:

Then take 8 and to for the two Numbers, their Squares

64 and 100, differ by the fquare Number 36 ; and the

Sum 18, and the Difference 2, are the Halfs of the two

fquare Numbers 36 and 4.

A 4 T

Number •
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Numbers,

both fquare

Numbers.

To find two Tofind two Numbers, the Sum and Difference of which,

the Sim and are, each of ' em, afquare Number, In which Cafe, the

Diffrence of Squares of these two Numbers will likewife differ by a

which , are fquare Number : pitch upon any two Numbers, as 2 and

3, the Product of their Multiplication is 6, their Squares

are 4 and 9 ; 13 the Sum ofthe two Squares, and 12 the

Double of the Product of their Multiplications, arethe

Numbers we look for ; for their Sum 25 , and their Diffe-

rence are both fquare Numbers ; and further, their

Squares 169 and 144 differ by the Square Number 25.

To find two

Numbers,

the Sum and

or Double of

To find two Numbers, the Sum and Difference ofwhich,

are each of em the Halfor the Double of a Square Number,

Difference of In which Cafe, their Squares will likewife differ by a

which , are fquare Number ; Take any two Numbers, as 2 and 3,
tach the Half the Squares of which are 4 and 9 ; 13 the Sum oftheſe

two Squares, and 5 the Difference, are the two Numbers

demanded for their Sum 18 and their Difference 8 , are

the Halfs ofthe two fquare Numbers 36 and 16, and the

Doubles of the two ſquare Numbers 9 and 4 ; and far-

ther, their Squares 169 and 25 , differ by the fquare Num-

ber 144, the Root of whichis 12.

a Square.

Howto

know that a

Nmberis

V. Every fquareNumber ends either with two Cyphers,

or with one of the five Figures 1 , 4 , 5 , 6.9, which ferves

not fquare. for a Rule To distinguish when a Number propos'd is not

Square, viz. when it does not end as above ; nay, if it

does end with two Noughts, and thefe are not preceded

by any ofthe foregoing 5 Figures, we may reit affured 'tis

not fquare.

Howto

Fractio is

not fquare.

VI. Every fquare Fraction, thatis, every Fraction that

know that a has its fquare Root, is fuch, that the Product ofthe Mul-

tiplication of the Numerator by the Denominator is fquare.

Thus weknow a Fraction is not ſquare, when that does not

happen. Take the Fraction , we know it to beſquare,

becauſe 1764, the Product of 28 , multiplied by 63, is a

fquare Number having 42 for it's Root ; and fo the

fquare Root ofthe propos'd Fraction is 43, retaining the

fame Denominator ; or , retaining the fame Numerator,

for either ofthefe is equivalent to , for the fquare Root

of the propos'd Fraction 2 or 4.

When a Fra-

cal.

VII. Any cubical Fraction , i. e. any that has its Cube-

ction is cubi Root, is fuch, that ifyou multiply the Numerator bythe

Square of the Denominator, or the Denominator by the

Square of the Numerator, the Product has its Cube-

Root ; and ' tis by this Rule that we know when a Fraction

85 a
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for 3375000, and 216000,is a Cube Fraction, fuch is

The two Products of the two ways of Multiplication juft

mention'd, have 150 and 60 for their Cube Roots, and fo

theCube Root of the Fraction is retainingtheſame

Denominator, or retaining the fame Numerator, for

each of thefe Fractions is equal to as the Cube Root of

the propos'd Fraction .

75

VIII. Tho' ' tis not poffible to find two Homogene-

ous Powers, the Sum and difference of which, are each of

'em apower of the fame degree, that is, fquare Numbers

ifthe twofirft are Squares, and Cube-Numbers ifthey are

Cubical, &c. yet ' tis poffible and very easy to find two Tri-

angular Numbers, the Sum and difference of which, are each

of' em aTriangular Number.

Numbers,

which are

Thus 15 and 21 are two Triangular Numbers, thefides To find two

of which are 5 and 6 ; and their Sum 36, and the difference Triangular

6, are likewife Triangular Numbers, having 8 and 3 for the Sum and

their fides. Again, 780 and 990 are Triangular Num- diff rence of

bers, the fides of which are 39 and 44 ; and their Sum Triangular

1770 and the difference 210 are likewife Triangular Num- Numbers.

bers, having 59 and 20 for their fides. Once more,

17475 15 and 218095 are Triangular Numbers, having

1869 and 2090 for their fides ; and their Sum 3932610

and the difference 437580 are likewife Triangular Num-

bers, the fides of which are 2804 and 935 .

Number,

By a Triangular Number we understand the Sum of the what we

natural Numbers, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , beginning with Unit, call a Tris

and rifing to what Number you will, the laft and the angular

greatest ofwhich is call'd the fide. Thus weknow that 10

is a Triangular Number, the fide of which is four, by

reaſon that 'tis equal to the Sum of the firft four natural

Numbers, 1, 2, 3 , 4, the laft and greatest of which is 4.

Twas call'd Triangular,becauseyou may difpofe 10 points

in the form of an Equilateral Triangle, each fide of which

contains 4, and hence ' twas that 4 got the Name of the

fide oftheTriangular Number 10.

1545

82

To know ifa
To know if a Number propos'd is Triangular , you muft

multiply it by 8 , and add 1 to the Product, for if the Number pro

Sum be Square, the propos'd Number is Triangular, pos'd is Tri-

Thus we knowthat io is Triangular, becauſe 81 (the angular.

Sum ofits Multiplication by 8 , with the addition of 1 ) is a

Square Number, having 9 for its Root.

IX. The difference of two Homogeneous Powers, as

of two Square-numbers, of two Cube- numbers, &c. is

divifible
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divifible by the difference of their fides. Accordingly we

find that 21 the difference ofthe two Square-numbers 25

and 4,the fides of which are 5 and 2, is divisible by 3 the

difference of the Sides or Roots, the Quotient 7 being al-

ways equal to the Sum of the fame Sides or Roots ;

and that 117 , the difference of the Cubes 125 and 8 , the

Koots of which are 5 and 2 , is diviſible by 3 the difference

of the Roots, the Quotient! 39 being equal to the Pro-

duct of the faid Roots multiplied one into another, viz. 10,

added to 29 the Sum of their Squares 25 and 4.

X. The difference of two Homogeneal Powers, the

common Exponent of which is an even number, is divifi-

ble by the Sum of their Roots. Thus, 21 the difference

ofthe two Square-numbers, 25 and 4 the Roots ofwhich

are 5 and 2, is divitible by 7 , the Sum of the faid Roots,

the Quotient 3 being equal to the difference ofthe Roots;

and 609 the difference of the Bi- quadrats 625 and 16,

the Roots of which are 5 and 2 , is divifible by 7, the Sum

ofthe Roots, the Quotient 87 being equal to the Product

arifing from 3 , the difference ofthe Roots, multiplied with

29 the Sum of their Squares 25 and 4.

XI. The Sum oftwo Homogeneal Powers, the common

Exponent of which is an odd number, is diviſible by

the Sum oftheir Roots. Thus we know that 133 the

Sum ofthe two Cubes 125 and 8, the Roots ofwhich are

5 and 2 , is diviſible by 7 the Sum of theſe Roots, the Quo-

tient 19 being equal to the Excefs of the Sum of the

Squares of the Roots (29) above the Product ofthe Roots

( o) And that 3157 the Sum of the two Surfolids 3125

and 32 , the Roots of which are 5 and 2 , is divifible by

7 the Sum ofthe Roots ; the Quotient 451 being equal to

the Excels of 741 the Sum of the Bi quadrat Powers of

the Roots 5 and 2 ( 625, 16 ) and of the Square of the

Product ofthe fame Roots ( 100, ) its Excels I fay above

290 the Product of the Sum of the Squares of the fame

Roots (29) multiplied by 10 the Product of the Roots

themſelves.

XII. All the powers of the natural Numbers 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6 , &c. have as many Differences as their Exponents

contain Units, the laft Differences being always equal

amongthemſelves in each Power, that is, the fecond Diffe-

rences, orthe Differences ofthe Differences, in the Squares

I, 4, 9, 16, 25 , 36, &c. for thefe fecond Differences

make 2, the first being the uneven Numbers 3, 5 7, 9, 1 ',

&c. The
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&c. The third Differences, or the Differences of the

Differences of the first Differences in the Cubes 1 , 8 , 27,

64, 125, 216, &c. for thefe third Differences make 6,

the first being 7, 19 , 37 , 61 , 91 , &c. and the fecond Diffe-

rences, i. e. the Differences of theſe Differences being 12,

18, 24, 30. &c. which rife by 6 for the third Difference,

and ſo ofthe rett.
Gnomon

and Pyrami

dial Num-The fame thing happens to Polygon Numbers form'd by

the continual Addition of Numbers in continual Arith- bers.

metical Progreffion, which are call'd Gnomons, and of

which the firft is always an Unit, whichis virtually any

Polygon Number. The fame is the cafe with Pyramidal

Numbers, which are form'd by the continual Addition of

Polygon Numbers confider'd as Gnomons,the firft of which

is always Unit: And in like manner with the Pyramido- L

Pyramidal Numbers, which are produced by the continual

Addition of Pyramidal Numbers, confider'd as Gnomons,

the first ofwhich is always Unity.

When the Gnomons rife, or exceed one another by

One, as 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6, &c. the Polygon Numbers

1 , 3 , 6 , 10 , 15 , 21 , &c. which are form'd from them

are call'd Triangular, the Property of which is fuch that

each of 'em being multiplied by 8 , and the Product inlar-

ged by Unity, the Sum is a Square-pumber, as we inti-

mated above. And farther, 9the Sum ofthe fecond and

the third, omitting the firft, is a Square number, and 36

the Sum ofthe fifth and the fixth, omitting the fourth, is

likewife Square, andſo on..

When the Gnomons riſe, or exceed one another bytwo

Units, as the odd Numbers 1 , 3 , 5 , 7. 9 , 11 , &c. the

Polygon Numbers form'd from'em 1 , 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, &c.

are Square-numbers ; and when the Gnomons increaſe by

three Units, as 1 , 4, 7 , 10, 13, 16 , &c. the Numbers

torm'd from 'em, 1 , 5 , 12, 22 , 35 , 51, &c. are call'd Pen-

tagons, and have this peculiar Quality that each of 'em be-

ing multiplied by 24, and I added to the Product , the

Sam is a Square-number, by which Rule we know when a

propos'd Numberis Pentagon, and fo ofthe others.

Tofindthe Sum of as many Triangular Numbers as you

will, commencingfrom Unit, of theſe eight for Inftance,

1, 3, 6, 10, 15 , 21 , 28, 36, multiply the given Num-

ber 8 by the next follower 9, and the Product 72 bythe

next after that 10, and divide the ſecond Product 720 by

6, the Quotient gives you 120 the Sum demanded.

3
2
8

3
2
9

861

The

}

3

46

ว

?

6

55
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The Sum of all thefe infinite Fractions ,, fold

&c. the common Numerator of which is 1 , and the De

nominators of which are Triangular Numbers, their Sum

I fay, is juft 1.

Tofind the Sum ofas many Square- numbers from an Unit

as you will, ofthefe eight, for Example, 1 , 4, 9 , 16, 25 , 36,

49. 64, take 36 the laft of as many Triangular Numbers,

viz. 1 , 3, 6,19 , 15 , 21 , 28 , 36 from 240 the double

of this Sum 120, and the remainder 204 is the Sum

you want.

XIII. The Cubes, 1 , 8 , 27 , 64 , 125 , 216 , &c. of the

natural Numbers, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , &c are fuch, that

the firft 1 is a Square-number, the Root of which isthe

first Triangular Number; theSum ofthe rwo firit, I and 8,

VI 9, is a Square-number, the Root ofwhich 3 is the fe-

cond Triangular Number ; 36 the Sum of the three firſt, I ,

8, 27, is a Square- number, the Root of which 6 is the

third Triangular Number, and fo on. And therefore if

ou want tofind the Sum of any Number of Cubick Num

ersfrom an Unit, of thefe fix for Example, 1 , 8 , 27,64,

125, 216, the Square of the fixth Triangular Number 21

441 ) is the Sum you defire.

XIV. Among whole Numbers, there's only 2 that be-

ing added to its felf, makes as much as when multiplied by

its felf, viz. 4, for all other Numbers make more by Mul-

tiplication than by Addition.

Tho' we can't find two whole Numbers, the Sum of

which is equal to the Product of their Multiplication , yet

we can easilyfind two fractional Numbers, and even in a

given Ratio, the Sum of which is equal to their Product, viz.

by dividing the Sum ofthe two Terms of the given Ratio

by each ofthe two Terms ; thus, ifyou give 'em the Ratio

of the two Numbers, 2, 3 , divide their Sum 5 feparately

by 2 and by 3 , and you'll have the two Numbers 2 , 1 ,

which make as much when added together, as when

multiplied together, viz. 4 %.

XV. AnyNumber is the halfof the Sum of two others

equally remote, the one inthe way of defect , and the o-

ther in Excels. For Example, 6 is the half of 12, the

Sum of the two Numbers equally remote, 5 and 7, or 4

and 8.

XVI. The Number 37 has this Property, that being

multiplied by any of theſe Numbers, 3, 6, 9, 12 , 15 ,

18, 21, 24, 27, which are in continual Arithmetical

Pro
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Progreffion, all the Products are compos'd of one Figure

thrice repeated.

37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37 37

3
6 9

III 222 333

12 15 18 21 24 27

444 555 666 777 888- 999

XVII. Thetwo Numbers 5 and 6 are call'd Spherical, Spherical

becauſe their Powers terminate in thefe very Numbers. Numbers.

The Powers of 5 , viz. 25 , 125 , 625, &c. terminate in 5 ,

and in like manner the Powers of 6, viz. 36, 216, 1296,

&c. end with 6.

7776

5 has that peculiar Quality, that when multiplied by

an odd Number (as 7 ) its Product terminares in 5 (as 35.)

and when multiplied by an even Number (as 8) its Pro-46556

duct ends in a Cypher, (as 40.)

What we
The other Number, 6, has likewife this fingular Quality, call a perfect

that ' tis the first of the Numbers which we callperfect, as Number.

being equal to the Sum of their Aliquot parts, for 6 is e- 719 3 6

qualto the Sum of its Aliquot parts 1 , 2 , 3 ; 28 is like-

wife a perfect Number, in regard 'tis equal to the Sum of

its Aliquot parts 1 , 2, 4, 7, 14: And one may find an

infinity of other perfect Numbers, as 496, whichis equal

to the Sum of its Aliquot parts 1 , 2 , 4, 8, 16, 31, 62,

124, 248 .

Tofind all theperfect Numbers in order, make use ofthe

Powers of 2, viz. 2 , 4 , 8 , 16 , 32 , &c. and fee which of

thefe Powers, when an Unit is taken from them, makes a

prime Number, and you'll find in 4, 8, 32, &c. that

if you fubftract 1 from each of 'em, the Remainders

3 , 7, 31 , &c. are prime Numbers, each of which ought

to be multiplied by

the half of the correſ

ponding Power, that is,

3 by 2 7 by 4, 31 by

16, &c. in order to ob-

tain the perfect Num-

bers 6, 28, 496, &c.

2. 4. 8. 16.
32 .

I I I

7 31

2
4 16

6 28 496

To find all
To find all the Aliquot Parts, or all the Divifors ofa pro- the Aliquot

pos'd Number,ofwhichan Unit is always one. Ifthe Num- Pasts of a

berbe 8128 (for Example) which is likewife a perfect Num- Number,

ber, divide it by the leaft Number that offers, viz. 2, which

is eafily done, becauſe 8128 is an even Number, fo the

Quotient will be 4064, which let down over against 2

for
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for your fecond Divifor, which may ftill bedivided by th

firft Divifor 2, and fo its Square 4 may likewife be a Di

vifor, which fet down under 2, over againſt the ſecond

Quotient 2032 for another Divifor, which mayſtill be di

vided by the firft Divifor 2, and rherefore its Cube 8 wi

likewiſe be a Divifor, which you are to

write under the Square 4, and oppofite

tothe third Quotient 1016 for another

Divifor Thus you go on, till you come

to the last Divifor that can't be divided

by 2 , viz, the fixth Quotient 127,

whichbeing a prime Number, that is, a

Number that can be divided bynothing

but an Unit, gives us to know that we

have traced all the Divifors of the Num-

ber propos'd 8128, and here yon fee the

Sum of the Divifors is equal to the

Number propos'd, and by confequence

'tis a perfect Number.

4064

4 2032

8 1016

16 5081

32 254

127

8001

127

8128

64

127

2 1048064

4 524032

8 262016

16 131008

32 65504

64 32752

128 16376

256 8188

4094

2047

2094081

Bythe fame Method did we

find out all the Divifors of the o-

ther Number 2096128 , which

is likewife perfect, for as you

fee 'tis equal to the Sum of its

Aliquot parts. You fee likewiſe

that the last Quotient 2047

which anſwers to 1024 thetenth

Power ofthe firſt Diviſor 2 is al-

fo a prime Number, for if it

could have been divided by any

other Number beyond 2, as by

3, it behoved us to have multi-

plied all the Powers of the first Divifor 2 by this new!

Divifor 3 , and to have divided the Number propos'd and

allthe Quotient by this new Divifor 3 , in order to have

ther Divifors, as you'll fee in the following Example.

512

1024

2047

XVIII. TheNumber 120 is equal to the half of 240,

the Sum of its Aliquot parts 1 , 2, 3 4, 5 , 6, 8 , 10 , 12 ,

15, 20, 24, 30, 40, 60. The Number 672 is likewife

equal to the half of1344 the Sum of its Aliquot parts,

as will appear by obferving the Method above prefcrib'd,

which we ſhall not now repeat. We may find a great ma-

ny other Numbers that have the fame Quality ; nay fome

may be found to be the third, or any other part of the

Sum
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Sum of their Aliquot parts, which we shall not now

infift upon.

XIX. The two Numbers 220 and 284 are call'd Amia- Amiable

Numbers,
ble, becauſe the firft 220 is equal to the Sum of the Ali-

quot-parts of the latter, 1 , 2, 4, 71, 142 ; and recipro-

cally the latter 284 is equal to the Sum of the Aliquot - parts

ofthe former, 1 , 2, 4, 5 , 10, 11 , 22 , 44 , 55 , 110. Thele

Aliquot- parts are easily found by what we have ſaid be-

fore, especially if we confider that all Numbers that end in

5 or in o, are divisible by 5.

Tofind all the Amiable Numbers in order, make uſe of

the Number 2, which is of fuch a Quality, that if you

take 1 from its Triple 6, from its Sexturiple 12 , from the

Octodecuple of its Square, 72 , the remainders are the

three prime Numbers 5 , 11 , and 71 , of which 5 and 11 be-

ing multiplied together, and the Product 55 being multi-

plied by 4 the double of the Number 2 , this fecond Pro-

duct 220 will be the first ofthe two Numbers we lookfor ;

and to find the other 284, we need only to multiply

the third prime Number 71 , by 4, the fame double of 2,

that we uſed before.

To find two other Amiable Numbers, inftead of 2 we

make uſe of one of its powers that poffeffes the fame Qua-

lity, fuch as its Cube 8 ; for you fubitract an Unit from its

Triple 24 from its Sextuple 48, and from 1152 the Oc-

todecuple of its Square 64, the Remainders are the three

prime Numbers viz. 23 , 47 , 1151 , of whichthe two firſt

23, 47 ought to be multiplied together, and their Product

1081 ought to be multiplied by 16 the double oftheCube

8, in order to have 17296 for the first of the two Num-

bers demanded. And for the other Amiable Number,

which is 18416 we muſt maltiply the third prime Num-

ber 1151 by 16 the fame double ofthe Cube 8.

Ifyou ftill want other amiable Numbers, inſtead of 2 ,

or its Cube 8 , make ufe of its Square Cube 64, for it has

the fame Quality, and will answer as above.

In regard, ' tis difficult to know whether a Number is

prime if it be a large Number, we shall at the end of this

Problem Sabjoyn a Table of all the prime Numbers

between 1 and 10000 .

XX. The Squares of the two Numbers 31 , 34, viz.

961, 1156, are fuch, that the first 961 , with its Aliquot

parts, 1 , 31 , makes a Sum ( 993 ) equal to 1 , 2, 4, 17 , 34 ,

68, 289, 578 the Aliquot parts of the fecond 1156.

XXI. The
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XXI. The two Numbers 26, 20, make, each of'em

with their Aliquot parts the fame Sum ; the firft 26 with

its Aliquot-parts 1 , 2 , 13 , makes 42 , and the fecond

(20) with its Aliquot-parts 1 , 2 , 4, 5 , 10 , makes like-

wife 42 .

The fame is the cafe of 48% and 464, each of ' em with

their Aliquot-parts making 930 of 11 and 6, each of

'em with their Aliquot- parts making 12 ; and in fine of

17 and 10, which with their Aliquot-parts make 18 a

piece.

Nay, we mayfind three Numbers, each of which with

its Aliquot-parts makes the fame Sum, as 20, 26 and 41,

as alfo 23, 14, 15 , and 46, 51 , 71 .

Wemayfind twoSquare- numbers of the fame Quality,

particularly 6 and 25 the Squares of4 and 5 ; which are

the lowest that can be, and by virtue of which we come

at asmanymore as we will of the fame Quality, viz.

bymultiplying them by fome odd Square-number, that is

not div fible by 5. For Example, if we multiply each

of 'em bythe Square-number 9, we obtain two other

Square- numbers 144 and 225 , each of which with its

Aliquot-parts makes juſt 403.

XXII. 81 the Square of 9, with its Aliquot-parts 1 ,

3, 9, 27, makes a Square-number ( 121 ) the Root of

which is 11. 400 the Square of2c, with its Aliquot-parts

makes the Square of 31 (961.)

XXIII . 666 the Sum of these three Triangular Numbers

15, 21 , 630, the fides ofwhich are 5 , 6, 35 , is likewife a

Triangular Number, the fide of whchis 36. The fame

is the cafe ofthefe three Triangular Numbers 210, 780,

1711, and likewife of thefe 666, 2628 , 5586.

XXIV. 49 the Square of 7 has this Quality, that 8

the Sum of its Aliquot parts, 1 , 7 , is the Cube of 2 , and

343 the Cube of the fame Number 7 , does with its Aliquot

parts, 1 , 7, 49, make the Square-number 400, the Koot

of which is 20. I do not here pretend to direct you

how to find out others of the fame Quality, for unleſs

you light onthem by chance, 'tis very difficult to trace 'em

without Algebra, which I propofe not to mention in this

Performance .

XXV. 9 the Square of 3 has this Quality, that 4 the

Sum of its Aliquot -parts 1 , 3 , is the Square of 2. 2401

the Square of 49 has the fame Quality , for 400 the Sum

of its Aliquot-parts 1 , 7, 49 , 343 is the Square of 20.

XXVI, The
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XXVI. The two Numbers 99, 63 , have this Qua-

lity, that ( 37 ) the Sum of the Aliquot-parts of the firſt,

1,3,9, 11 , 33, furpaffes ( 41 ) the Sum of the Aliquot-

parts of the fecond, 1 , 3 , 7, 9, 21 , by the Square-num-

ber 16,the Root of whichis Four. The fame is the con-

dition of325 and 175 ; for the Sum ofthe Aliquot-parts

ofthe firft exceeds that ofthe Aliquot-parts of the other,

bytheSquare-number 36.

XXVII. TheSum of Two-numbers that differ byU-

nity, is equal to the Difference of their Squares ; and the

Sum of the Squares of their Triangular-numbers is like-

wife a Triangular-number. Thus 5 and 6 make theSum

11 equal to the difference oftheir Squares 25 , 36, and

their Triangular- numbers 15, 21 , are fuch, that 666 the

Sum oftheir Squares, 225 , 441 , is likewife a Triangular-

Number, the fide ofwhich is 36.

XXVIII. The two Triangular-numbers, 6 , 10, of the

Two-numbers, 3 , 4, the Difference of which is likewife an

Unity, have this Quality, that theirSum 16, and their

Difference 4, are Square-numbers, having 4 and 2 for

Roots ; and 136 the Sum of heir Squares ( 36, 100 ) is a

Triangular-number, the fide of which 16 is likewife a

Square-number, the Root ofwhich is at the fame time

a Square number, having 2 for its fide or Root.

The fame is the Quality of the two other Triangular

Numbers, 36, 47, the fides of which, 8, 9 , differ only by

Unity, for their Sum 81 , and their Difference 9 , are

Square-numbers, the Roots of which are 9 and 3 , and

3321 the Sumof their Squares ( 1296, 2025 ) is a Trian

gular-number, the fide of which is 81 , and that has its

Square Root 9, which again is the Square of 3.

There are many other Triangular-numbers of this

Quality, that may be found out by fubftracting and adds

ing any Square-number to its Square, the halves of the

Remainder and of the Sum being the two Triangular-

Numbers demanded . For Example, if you fubtract 8

the Square-number 16 from and add it to, its Square

256, half the Remainder 240, and halfthe Sum 272,

prefent us with 120, and 136, for the two Triangular-

numbersthought for, the fides of which are, 15, 16, the

difference confifting ftill in Unity.

Theſe two Triangular-numbers thus found, have this

farther Quality, that the greateſt of their Sides is always

a Square-number, andthe Difference of their Squares is

likewiseB
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likewiſe a Square- number ; and withal their Sum is a

Biquadrate, equal to the Square of their Difference, and

at the fame time to the fide ofthe Triangular-number that

compofesthe Sum oftheir Squares.

XXIX. The Difference of the Squares of two Num-

bers in a duplicate Ratio, is equal to the Sum of their

Cubes divided by the Sum of their Two-numbers, and

that very Sum oftheir Cubes is the third of a Cube.

Accordingly, 4 and 8 being in a duplicate Ratio, the

difference 48 of their Squares, 16, 64, is equal to the

Quotient refulting from the Divifion of 576 ( the Sum of

their Cubes, 64, 512 ) by 12 the Sum ofthe Two-num-

bers, and the very Sum oftheir Cubes 576 is the third part

ofthe Cube 1728, the Root of which 12 is always equal

to the Sum ofthe Two-numbers.

I ſhould never have done, if I pretended here to fetch

in all the Properties of Numbers, which indeed are infi-

nite, and upon that confideration I fhall nowconclude this

Problem with the Table of the Prime- numbers that I

promis'd above,

Table
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Table ofthePrime Numbers between x and 10000,

2193'433 691 991 | 1283 | 1579 | 1889 | 2213| 2539 |2837

3 197 439 997 1289 1583 2221 2543 2843

5 199 443 701 1291 1597 1901 2237 2549 2851

449 709 1009 1297 |7

11 211 457 719 | 1013 |

13 223

17 227

19 229

23 233

29 1239

31241

1907 2239,2551 2857

1601 1913 2243 2557 2361

461 727 1019 1301 1670 1931 22512579 2879

463 733 10211303 1609 1933 2267 2591 2887

467 739 1031 1307 1613 949 2269 2503 2897

479 743 1033 13191619 1951 2374

487 751 1039 1321 1621 1973 2281 2609 2963

491 757 1049 1327 1627 1979 2287 2617 2909

499 761 1051 1361 1637 1987 2293 2621 2917

769 1061 1367 1657 1993 2297 2633 2927

773 1063137311663 1997
2647 2939

787 1069 1381 1667 1999 2309 2657 1953

797 1087 13991669 2311 2659 2957

1091 1693 2003 2333 2663 2963

281 811 1093 1409 1697 2011 2339 2671 2969
5411 821 10971423 | 1699 2017 |2341

|
2677 2971

37 25

41 257

43 263

47 269
503

50953271521

59 277 523

61

67 283

547
71 293 557

73

79

-

83/30
7/569

1

8913
11 571

97

ΠΟΙ

109

823 1427 2027 2347 268312999

3001

3011

3019

563 827 1183 1429 1709 2029 2351 2687)

829 1109 1433 1721 2039 2357 2689

839 1117 1439 172 2053 2371 2693

85311231447 1733 2063|
2377 2699

857 1129 1451 741 2069 2381

859 1151 1453 1747 2081 2383 2707 13023

863 1153 1459 1753 2083 2389 2711 3037

877.1163 14711759 2087 2393 2713 3041

88111711481 1777 2089 23992719 3049

3131577

317 587

331 593

337 599,

349 601 883 11811483 1783 2099

113 6078871187 14871787

103
347

107

353

127
16131

367

-

131
373

137
379

1359

397

617 907

- 2729
13061

2411 2731
3067

3079

2113 2423 2749
3083

3089

1193 1489 1789 2111 2417 2741

1493

619 911 1201 1499 1801 2129 2437 2753

139 383 631 9191213 1811 2131 2441 2767

149 389 641 929 1217151118232137
2447 2777 3109

151 643 937 1223 1523 1831 2141 2459 2789 3119

157 647 9411229, 1531 1847 2143 2467 2791 3121

163 653 947 1231 1543 1861 21532473
2797 3137

167 401 659 953 1237 1549 1867 2161 2477 13163

173 409 661 967 1249 155318712179
2801 3167

179 419 673 971 1259 1559 1873 ! 2503 28033169

181 421 677 977 1277 1567 1877 2203 2521 28193181

191 |431 | 683/983| 12791571
18792207

2531 28333187

B &
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Table of the Prime Numbers between 1 and 10000.

31913533 38774229 4597 4967 53235683 |605316379

3539 3881 4231 4969 5333 5689 6067 6389

3203 3541 3889 4241 4603 4973 5347 5693 6073 6397

3209 3547 4243 4621 4987 5351 6079

3217 3557 3907 14253 4637 499315381 5701 6089 6421

3221 355915911 4259 4639 4999 5385 5711 6091 6427

3229 3571 3917 4261 4643 5393 5717

3251 3581 3919 4271 4649 5003 5399 5737 6101 6451

3253 3583 3923 4273 4651 5009 5741 6113 6469

3257 3593 3929 4283 4657 5011 5407 5743 6121 6473

3259 3931 4289 4663 5021 5413 5749 6131 6481

3271 3607 3943 4297 4673 5023 5417 5779 6133 6491

3299 3613 3947 4679 5039 5419 5783 6143

3617 3967 4327 4691 5051 5431 5791 6151 6521

43371 5059 5437 616316529

4339 4703 5077 5441 5801 6173 6547

4349 4721 5081 5443 5807 6197 6551

4357 4723 5087 5449 5813 6199 6553

4363 4729 5099 54715821|
6563

4373 4733) 547715827 62036569

3331 3673 4019 4391 4751 5479 5839 6211 6571

3677 40214397 4759

3301 3623 3989

3307 3631

3313 3637 4001

3319 3643 4003

3659 40073323

3329 3671 4013

3343

3347 3391 4027 4783

3697 4049 4409 47873359

3361

3371

,3373

-

5101 5483 584 6217 6577

5107
5849 6221 6581

5113 5501 5851 6229 6599

5119

5147

5153
5507 5861 6257

5167 5519 5867 6261

5521 5869 6269

4051 4421 4789 | 5503 5857 6247

370114057 4423 4793|

3709 4073 4441 4799

23893719 4079 4447

3391 3727 4091 4451 4801!

3733 4093 4457 4813

3407 3739 40994463 4817)
3761

4481 48313413

3443 3767

3769

4111 4483 4861

6607

6619

6637

5171

5189

5179 5531 5881 6277

55275879 6271 6653

6659

5557 5897 6287
6661

5197

5563 6299
6673

5569 5903
6679

3

6691

3449 4127 4493 4871 5209 5573 5923 6301 6689

3457 3779 4129 4877 5227 5581 5927 6317

3461 3793 4133 4507 4889 52315591 5939 6313

3463 3797 41394513 5233 595316 23 6701

3467 41534517 4903 5237 562 5981 6329 6703

3469 3803 4157 4519 4909 52615639 5987 6337 6709

349138214159 4523 4919 5273 5641 3436719

3499 3823 4177 4547 4931 5279 5647 6007 635 6733

3833 4549 4933 5281 5651 6011 6353 6737

35113847 4201 4561 49375297 5653/6029 63596761

3517 3851 4211 4567 4943 56576037 6361 6763

3527 853 4217 4583 4951 5303 5659 6043 6:67 6779

3529/3863/4219 14591495715309 56696047 | 6373 6781
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Table of the Prime Numbers between 1 and 10000

6791 7103 7459 7723 8089 8419 8737 9049 9397 9719

6793 7109 7477 7727 8093 8423 8741 9059 972I

7121 7481 7741 8429 8747 9067 940319733

6803 7127 7487 7753 8101 8431 8753 9091 9413 9739

6823 7129 7489 7757 8111 8443 8761 9419 9743

6827 7151 7499 7759 8117 8447 8779 9103 9421 9749

7789 8123 8461 8783 9109 9431 9767

7793 8147 8467 9127 9433 9769

8161 88031

6829 7159

6833 7177

6841 7187 7507

6857 7193 7517
7817 8167 8501 8807

7523 7823 8171 8513 8819
6863

6869

9133 9437 9781

913719439 9787

9151 9461 9791

7529 7829 8179 8521 8821 9157 9463 979!

9161 9467

9173 9473 9803

6871 7207 7537 7841 8191 8527 8831

8539 8839 9187 9491 9817

6883
7211 7541

7853
8537 8837 9181 9479 9811

6899 7213

7547786718209
8543 8849 9199 9497 9829

17219
7549 7873 8219 85638861

||

6907 7229 7559

6911 7237 7561

6917 7243 7573

6947 7247 7577

6949 7253 7583

6959 7283 7589

6961 72977591

6967

7877 8221

7879 8231 9833
8573 8863

8581 8867 9203 9511 9839
7883

8233 8597 8887
9209 9521 |9851

8237 859988939221
953319857

7901 8243

7907 8263

7917 8269 8609

9227 9539 9859

9239 9547 9871

7927
8273 8627 8933

9277

862318929

9257 9587 |

18923 9241 9551 9883

6971 7307

6977
730917607 7937 8291

6983 7321 7621 7949 8293

7603 7933 8287

8641

9887
8629 8941 9281

960
9901

8647
8963

9293

96199923

8951
9283

9613
9907

8669
8971

6991 7331 7639
7951

8297 8663 8969

6997 7333 7643 7963

7349 7649 7993
8311867773517669

8009 8317 8681

7369 7673 8011 8329 8689

7393 7681
801718353 8693

7687 8039 8363 8699

7901

7013

7019

7027

7039

962319929

9311 9629
8999

9319
9931

9631 9941

9323 9643 9949

9001 9337 9649 9967

9007 934119661 9973

7043 74117691 8053 836990119343 9677

7057 74171769918059 8377 8707 90139349 9679

706917433 80698387 87139029 9371 9689

7079 7451 7703 8081 8389 8719 9041 9377 9697

7457 77178087
1873190439193

B 3 PRO-
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BY

PROBLEM VI.

Of Right Angled Triangles in Numbers.

Y a Rectangular Triangle in Numbers, we mean

three unequal Numbers, the greateft of which is fuch

that its Square is equal to the Square of the other two,

Such are 3 , 4, 5 , for 25 the Square of 5 the greateſt,

which we call the Hypotbenufe, is equal to the Sum of 9

and 16, the Squares of the ether Two-numbers, 3, 4,

which we call the Sides, taking one for the Bafe of the

Right Angled-Triangle, and the other for the Altitude,

or Height. Half the Product of the Bafe and the Alti-

tude, is call'd the Area, and is always divisible by 3.

The Reader will obferve all along that by the Product

of Two-numbers, we understand the Number arising

from their mutual Multiplication.

There's an infinite number ofRight- Angled Triangles,

ofdivers forts, both in whole and in broken or Fractional-

numbers, but we generally conceive them in integers,

among which the first and the leaft of all is that now

mention'd, 3 , 4, 5 , which has an infinity of fine Properties,

but 'twould be tedious to enumerate ' em, and therefore I

fhall content my felfwith obferving, that the Sum ( 216)

of the Cubes ( 27, 64, 125 ) of the two fides, 3 , 5, and of

the Hypothenufe (5 ) is a Cube, the Root or Side of which

(6) is equal to its Area.

To find in Numbers as many Right- Angled Triangles

as you will: Take any Two numbers, for Example 2 and

3 , which we call Generating- Numbers, multiply ' em the

one by the other, and ( 12 ) the double of their Product

(6) is the fide of a Right- lined-Triangle, the other fide

being equalto (5 ) the difference of the Squares (4, 9) of

the Generating numbers, 2 , 3 , and the Hypothenufe being

equal to ( 13 ) the Sum of the fame Squares, 4 , 9. And thus

you have this Right-Angled- Triangle 5 , 12, 13 , for 169,

the Square of the Hypothenfe 13, is equal to the Sum

of 25 , 144, the Squares of the two Sides 5 , 12.

The firft Right-Angled- Triangle, having 1 , 2 , for its

Generating- numbers is fuch, that the difference of the

two Sides 3 , 4, is 1 ; and ifyou want to find another ofthe

fare Quality, take the greateft of thefe Generating-

Numbers
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I

Numbers for the leaft of the Two in the Triangle de-

manded; and in order to find the greateſt for this fecond

Triangle, add 1 the leaft ofthe first to 4 the double ofthe

greateſt ofthe firft, and fo you have 5 for your greateſt

Generating-number of the ſecond Right-angled Triangle,

which confequently is 20, 21, 29, where the difference of

the twoSides 20, 21, is again 1.

Ifyou defire a third Right-angled-triangle of the fame

Quality, make uſe of the laft 20, 21 , 29, after the fame

manner as you did the firft, taking its greateſt Generating

Number for the leaſt of the Third, and adding its lealt

to the double of the greateft, for the greateſt of this your

Third Triangle ; and ſo obſerving the fame Method you

may find a fourth, fifth, &c. as appears by this Table.

Hypoth.
Generat-numbSides

3 4 2.

20 21 29 2 S

119
120. 169 12 !

696 697 1025
12 29

4059

23660 .

4060 5741 29 70

23661 . 33461 . 70.169 .

The first Right-angled-triangle 3, 4, 5, has likewiſe this

Quality, thatthe Excels of the Hypothenuſes above the

Side 4, is alfo 1 , for as much as the difference of the two

Generating-numbers is 1 , and for this reaſon you mayfind

aninfinite number of other Right- angled-triangles of this

Quality, if for their Generating-numbers you take two

that differ only by Unity, as you fee in this Table.

Altitude.Bafes
Hypoth.

Generat-numb

3 5 I 2

5 12 13
2

3-

7 24 25 3 4

9 40 41 4 5

II 60 61

84 85
6 714

Hereyou fee the firft Differences of the Bafes, 3 , 5, 7 ,

9, &c. are equal, and the fecond Differences of the Alti-

tudes, 4, 12, 24, 40, &c. are likewife equal; and the

fame is the cafe of the Hypothenufes, 5 , 13 , 25, &c.

B4 Here
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Here the Baſes are odd Numbers, and ifyou would have

'em the Squares ofthefe odd Numbers, only take the Alti-

tudes and Hypothenules for the Generating-numbers of

the Triangles you propoſe, which by confequence will run

thus

Bales
Heights Hypoth Gen.numb.

40 41
4 S

25 312 313 12 13

49 1200 1201
24 25

81
3280 3281 40 41

121
7320

14286 .

7321 60 61

14281 . 84. 85
169 .

Ifinstead ofone fide you would have the Hypothenufe to be

the Square- number, then your Generating numbers must be

the Sides of a Right-angled-triangle, as in the following

Scheme, where you fee the Hypothenufe is the Square of

the greatestGenerating-number, with theaddition of 1 .

Sides
Hypoth Gen. numb.

7 24 25 3 4

119 120 169
5 12

336 527 625 7. 24

720 1519 1681
9 40

1320 3479 3721 II 60

2184 6887 7225 13 84

The Right-angled Triangle, 21, 28, 35, has this Quality,

that the two Sides 21, 28, are Triangular-numbers, the

Sides of which, 6 and 7, differ only by Unity, and the

Square (1225) of the Hypothenule (35 ) is likewiſe a

Triangular-number, the Side of which is 49.

The fame is the Quality ofthe Triangle 820, 861 ,

1189, as alfo ofthe Triangle 28441, 28680, 40391 , and

ofothers.

The following Right angled Triangles, which may be

continued in Infinitum, are fuch that their Bales and Hy-

pothenuſes are Triangular-numbers, and their Heighths

Cubick-numbers.

Bafes
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Baſes Heighths

6 8

Hypoth.

1

Gen.numb.

3
10

36 27 45 3 6

120 64
136 IO

300 125
335 10

IS

630 216 666 IS 21

1176
343 1225 21 28

You mayfindas many fuch Triangles as you will, by ad-

ding and fubtracting a Square-number from its Square,

forin theaddition halfthe Sum is the Hypothenufe, and in

fubtracting half the Remainder is the Bafe, the Heighth

being equal to the Cube ofthe Root of the firft Square-

number: or, which is the fame thing, by taking for the

Generating-numbers the Triangular- numbers in order,

you fee in the Scheme before us, where the leaſt Gene-

rating- numbers ofone Right Angled Triangle is the grea-

teft of the preceding Triangle,

as

PROBLEM VII.

of Arithmetical Progreffion.

BYArithmetical Progreffion, wemean aSeries of Quan-
tities call'd Terms, that riſe continually by an equal

Excess, as 1, 3, 5 , 7, 9, 11, &c. where the Excels is 2,

or 1 , 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, &c. where the Exceſs is 3 ; or 2, 6,

10, 14, 18, 22, &c. where they rife by4 at a time. And

to of the reft,

The principal Property of Arithmetical Progreffion, is

this. Take three continual Terms , as 6, 10, 14, the

Sum (20) ofthetwo Extremes (6, 14,) is equal to the dou-

ble of the Middle-term ( 10.) Take four continual

Terms, as 6, 19, 14, 18, the Sum ( 24 ) of the two Ex-

tremes ( 6, 18 ) is equal to that of the two Middle-terms,

( 10, 14. ) In fine, in a larger Number of continual

Terms, fix for Inftance, as 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22 , the

Sum ( 24 ) of the two Extremes ( 2,22 ) is equal to that

of any two Terms that lie at an equal dittance from

them, as 6, 18, and 10, 14. From whence 'tis eafie to

conclude, that when a multitude of Progreffive Terms

25

is
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7

is an odd Number, the Sum of the Extremes, or of thoſe

equally remote, is the double of the Middle-term, as in

thefe five Terms, 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 ; for the Sum (20) of

the Extremes 2, 10, 18, or ofthe two equally remote, 6,

14. is the double of he Middle-term , io .

Youmay readily find fuch Numbers as have this Qua-

lity, that the fum of their Squares makes a Square-num-

ber, or, which is the fame thing, the Sides of a Right-an-

gled Triangle in Numbers ; and that by vertue of this

double Arithmetical Progreffion, 12, 23, 33, 4% , &c. where

the Excels is 2 in Fractions, and I in Whole-numbers, for

if you reduce the Integer with its Fraction to a Fraction

only, as 1 to , the Numerator 4 and the Denominator

3 will be the Sides ofthe Right-angled Triangle 3, 4, 5 ;

and in like manner ifyou reduce 2 to ( which is done

by multiplying the Whole-number 2 by the Denominator

5, and adding to the Product ro the Numerator 2 ) the

Denominator 5 and the Numerator 12, will be the Sides

ofthe Right-angled Triangle 5, 12 , 13. And fo of the

reft. Here you may fee any add Number may be one of

the Sides of a Right angled Triangle in Whole-numbers.

Inftead of the double Arithmetical Progreffion, you

maymake use of this, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 52 , &c . where

the Excels is 4 in Fractions, and 1 in Whole-numbers, for if

you reduce to ' , the Denominator 8, and the Nume-

rator 15 , willbe two Sides of the Right-angled Triangle

8, 15, 17 ; and in like manner ifyou reduce 21 to , the

Denominator 12, and the Numerator 35, will be two

Sides of another Triangle 12, 35 , 37. And fo on . Here

fee any odd Number may be one of the Sides of a

Right-Angled Triangle in Whole- numbers.

you

In an Arithmetical Progreffion , the Sum of the Terms

is equal to the Sum of the two Extremes, multiplied by

half the number ofall the Terms. And for this Reaſon,

inorder tofind the Sum of any number ofTerms in Arithme-

tical Progreffion, for Example, the Sum of theſe eight, 3,

5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, you must multiply the Sum ( 20 )

ofthe two Extremes ( 3 , 17 ) by the number of the multi-

tude ofthe Terms ( 8 ) for then halfthe Product ( 80the

half of 160 ) is the Sum you inquire for.

If on the other handyou know the Sum of the Terms,

the first Term it felf, and the number or multitude ofthe

Terms, you may find out what the Terms are, by tracing

the Excelsin this manner. Suppoſe the given Sum ofthe

Terms
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Terms to be 80, the Number of ' em 8, and the firft

Term given 3, divide ( 160 ) the double of the Sum gi-

ven ( 80 ) by the Number given ( 8 ) then fubtract from

ao the Quotient, 6 the double of the firft Term given 3,

and at lalt divide the remainder 14 by the given Number

I wanting , that is 7, and the Quotient 2 is the Exceſs

you look for, which added to the firft Term gives you s

for theſecond, and added to the ſecond 7 for the third,

and ſo on.

If the Sum of the Terms, their Number, and the Ex-

cels be given, we find out the firft Term, and by confe-

quence all the reſt after the manner of the third Queſti-

on enfuing.

Question I. A Gentleman bargains with a Bricklayer to

have a Wellfunkupon these Terms ; he's to allow him three

Livresforthefirft Toife ( a Toife is 6 Foot ) ofdepth, s for

sbefecond, foven for the third, andfo on, rifing two Livres

every Toife tillthe Well is twentyToifes deep: Query, how

muchwillbe due to the Bricklayer, when he has dig'd twenty

Toifes deep?

To refolve this Queftion, multiply the 2 LivresAugmen

tation-Mony at every Toile, by the number ofthe Toifes,

bating 1, that is by 19, to the Product 38 add 6 the dou-

ble of 3 the number of Livres promis'd for the first Toile,

then multiplythe Sum 44 by half the number of all the

Toiles, viz. 10, and the Product fhews you 444 Livres

due to the Bricklayer for finking the Well 20 Toiles deep.

Queft. II. A Gentleman travell'd 100 Leagues in eight

Days, andevery Day travell'd equallyfarther than the pre-

ceding Day. Now it being difcover'd that the firft Day ba

travell'd two Leagues, the Queftion is bow many Leagues be

travell'don each of the other Days.

To refolve this Queſtion , divide 200 the double ofthe

Leagues given 100, by 8 the number of Days given , and

from the Quotient 15, fubtract 4, the double of 2 the gi-

ven number ofLeagues that he travell'd the firft Day. Divide

the Remainder 21 by 7, the given number ofDays wanting.

one ; and the Quotient 3 fhews that he travell'd every Day

three Leagues more than the Day before, from whence ' tis

eaſy to conclude, that fince he travell'd 2 Leaguès the firſt

Day, he travell'd the fecond, 8 the third, and fo on.5

Queft. II. A Traveller went 100 Leagues in 8 Days,

and every Day three Leagues more than the preceding Day.

'Tis ask'd how many Leagues he travell'd a Day ?

Divide
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Divide 200 the double of the Leagues given 100, by8

the number of Days given, and from the Quotient 25

fubtract 21, the Product of 3 the number of the daily

increaſe multiplied by 7 the given number of Days

bating one. The Remainder being 4 half it, and that

fhews you he travel'd 2 Leagues the firft Day; from

whence 'tis eaſy to gatherthat he travell'ds the fecond,

8 the third, and ſo on.

Queft. IV. A Robber beingpursued travell'd 8 Leagues

a Day ; an Archer, who was thepurfuer, made but 3 Leagues

thefirft Day, 5 the Second 7 the third, andfo on increafing

2 Leaguesevery Day. The Queftion is in bow manyDays the

Archer willcome up with the Robber, and bow many Leagues

they willhave travel'd?

To refolve this and fuch like Queſtions, add 2 thenum-

ber of the daily increaſe ofLeagues, by the Archer, to 16

the double of 8 the number of Leagues made every Day

bythe Robber: From the Sum 18 fubtract 6 the dupli-

cate of 3 the number ofLeagues that the Archer travel'd

the first Day. The Remainder 12, divide by 2 the numi-

ber ofthe Archer's daily increaſe; and the Quotient 6

will fhew you, that the Archerwill come up with theRob-

ber at the end of fix Days, and confequently both of

'em muft by that time have travel'd 48 Leagues, for fix

times 8 is 48, and the fame is the Sum of theſe fix Terms

of Arithmetical Progreffion, 3 , 5, 7 , 9, 11 , 13 .

Queft. V. We'll fuppofe, ' tis 100 Leagues from Paris

to Lions, and that two Couriers fet out at the same time,

and took thefame Road; one to gofrom Paris to Lions, ma-

king every Day 2 Leagues more than the Day before, and the

otherfrom Lions to Paris travelling every Day 3 Leagues

farther than thepreceding Day ; And that they met exactly

half way thefirst at the end of 5 Days, and the other at the

end of four Days. Query, how many Leagues thefe two Cou-

riers travell'd each Day?

To find how many Leagues the Courier travel'd eve-

ry Day that was 5 Days upon the Road before he metthe

other ; fubtracts the number ofDays from 25 the Square

of it, and having multiplied the Remainder zo by a

the number of the daily increaſe of Leagues for this

Courier ; fubtract the Product 40 from 100, the num-

ber ofLeagues between Paris and Lions ; and divide the

Remainder 60 by to the double of 5 the number ofDays ;

and the Quotient 6 will fhew you, that the Courier tra-

vel'd
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vel'd 6 Leagues the first Day, and confequently 8 the fe

cond, to the third , 12 the fourth, and 14 the fifth.

In like manner with reference to the other Courier,

that arriv'd halfway in 4 Days, fubtract 4the number of

Days from 16 its own Square, and having multiplied the

Remainder 12 by 3 the number of his daily increaſe of

Leagues, fubtract the Product 36 from 100, the diftance

of Leagues from Paris to Lions; and divide the Remain-

der 64 by 8 the double of 4 the number of Days, and the

Quotient 8 will fhewyou that this Courier travel'd 8

Leagues the firft Day, and confequently 11 the fecond,

14 the third, and 17 the fourth.

Queft. VI. There's a hundred Apples and one Basket,

ranged in a ftrait Line at the distance of a Pace one from

another; the Question is, how many Paces must he walk

that pretends to gather the Apples one after another, and fo

put 'em into the Basket, whichis not to be mov'd from its

place ?

'Tis certain, that for the firſt Apple he must make 2

Paces, one to go and another to return ; for the fecond 4,

two to go, andtwo to return ; forthe third 6, three to go,

and fo onin this Arithmetical Progreffion, 2, 4, 6 , 8,

10, &c. of which the laft and greateſt Term will be 200,

that is, double the number of Apples. To 200 the laſt

Term, add 2 the firft Term, and multiply the Sum 202

by 50 , which is half the number of Apples, or the

number of the multitude ofthe Terms; and the Product

10100 will be the Sum of all the Terms, to the num

ber of Paces demanded.

BY

PROBLEM VIII.

Of Geometrical Progreffion.

1 소

36

Y Geometrical Progreffion we underſtand a Series of

feveral Quantities that grow or rile continually thro'

the multiplication of one and the fame Number, as 3 , 6,

12, 24, 48, 96, &c. where each Term is the double of

the precedent Term ; or, as 2, 6, 18 , 54, 162, 486, &c.

whereeach Term is the triple of its Antecedent. And ſo

ofothers.

The principal Property of Geometrical Progreffion, is,

that in three Terms continually proportional, as 3, 6, 12,

the
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the Product 36 of the two Extremes, 3 , 12, is equal to

the Square of the middle Term 6: And that in four

Terms in continual Proportion, as 3 , 6, 12, 24, the

Product 72 of the two Extremes 3 , 24, is the fame

with the Product of the two means, 6, 12 : And in fine,

That in a greater number of Terms in continual propor-

tion, as in theſe fix, 3 , 6 , 12 , 24, 48 , 96 , the Product

288 ofthe two Extremes 3, 96, is the fame with that of

12, 24, two equally remote from it. From hence 'tis

easy to conclude that when the number of the Terms is

odd, this Product is equal to the Square of the Mean, as

in theſe five Terms, 3, 6, 12 , 24 , 48 ; for 144 the Pro-

duct ofthe two Extremes 3 , 48 , or of the two equally re-

more, 6, 24, is the Square of the Mean 12.

Thus you fee that whit Arithmetical Progreffion has

by Addition , Geometrical Progreifion has it by Multipli-

cation : But there's another confiderable difference be

tween these two Progreffions, confifting in this ; that in

Arithmetical Progreffion the Differences ofthe Terms are

equal, andin Geometrical Progreffion they are always un-

equal, and keep up among themselves the fame Geome

trical Progreffion, by continuing in infinitum, the Diffe-

rences of Differences, without ever coming to equal Diffe

rences. Accordingly we fee in this Geometrical Progreffi-

ons 2, 6, 18, 54, 162, 486, the Differences of the Terms

make juit fuch another Geo.netrical Progreffion, 4, 12, 36,

108, 324 ; and in this laft Progreffion the Differences of

the Terms make again the like Geométrical Progreffion,

8, 24, 72 , 216, and fo on ,

In three Proportional Terms, fuch as 2, 6, 18, the

Cube 216 of the Mean 6, is equal to the folid Product of

the three Terms multiplied together : And in four Num-

bers in continued proportion, fuch as 2, 6, 18, 54, the

Cube 216 of the fecond 6, is equal to the folid Product

arifingfrom the Multiplication of 54, the fourth Term, by

the Square of the first 2 ; and in like manner 58 3 2 the Cube

ofthe third Term 18, is equal to the folid Product ofthe

first Term 2 multiplied by 2916 the Square ofthe fourth54.

From what has been faid ' tis easy to find a Geometrical

Meanproportional breween two Numbers given, by multi-

plying the one Number by the other, and extracting the

fquare Root for the Mean proportional : And ' tis equally

ealy to find two Means in continued Geometrical Proportion

to two Numbers given, as 2 and 4; by multiplying the

laft
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laft 54 by the Square of the firſt, and extracting the

Cube Root ( 6) of the Product ( 216) for the firſt Mean

proportional, which multiplied by the fecond Number

54, makes 324, and 18 the Square Root of that Pro-.

duct is the fecond Mean proportional.

But to find an Arithmetical Mean Proportional to twe

Numbers given, take half the Sum of the two Numbers

for the Mean required ; as in 2, 8 given, 5 the half of

10 is the Mean : And to find two Arithmetical Means in

continued Proportion as between 2 and 11 , we fubtract

the leaſt Number 2 from the greateſt 11 , and add 3 a third

part of the Remainder 9, to the leaft Number 2 , which

gives us 5 for the first Mean ; as the addition of 6, the

double ofthat third part, to the lame leaft Number 2, does

8 forthe fecond. Or, ifyou will, you may add 4, the double

of the leaſt 2, to 11 the greateft, and reciprocally 22, the

double of11 the greateft, to 2 the leaft, and the thirds ofthe

two Sums make 5 and 8 for the two Means demanded.

'Tis evident that all the Powers of the fame Number,

as 2, rifing in order, make a Geometrical Progreffion,

fuch as this, where you feethe Exponents ofthe Powers

( 8 )(1 ) ( 2)

4, 8,2,

I1

3

-

5

(4 )

16, 32, 64, 128, 256, &c.

I

17.

2 2

257

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 4 ) ( 8 ) are the Terms ofa Geometrical Pro-

portion, viz. 2, 4, 16, 256, &c. and all the Powers are

fuch that ifyou add an Unit to each of 'em, the Sums 3,

5, 17, 257, &c. are prime Numbers : And fo ' tis , eafy

to find a primeNumber greater than any Nmuber given.

Ifyou continue a Geometrical Progreffion upon the de-

creafe in infinitum, as 6, 2 , 4 , 4 , 4, &c. the Difference

4 of the two firit Terms 6 and 2 is to the firſt 6 , as

the fame Number 6 is to the Sum of all the infinite

Terms. And therefore, tofind the Sum of all the infinite

Terms of a decreafing Geometrical Proportion, as that above,

you muſt divide 36 the Square of the firft Term 6, by 4

the Difference of the two firft Terms, and the Quotient 9

is the Sum you want. If you take from this Quotient,

8 the Sum of the two first Terms 6 and 2 , the remain-

der I is the Sum of the infinite Fractions continually pro-

portional,,,, &c. And by the fame means we

are taught that the Sum of other infinite Fractions in con-

tinued
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tinued Proportion, amounts likewife to 1. This Ru'e

gives the Solution of the following Queftion : But before

I propoſe it, I mult acquaint you, that,

•

When we speak of Quantities in Proportion , without

fpecifying, we always mean Geometrical Proportion.

Here I muft obferve by the by, that taking an Unit

for Numerator, and the natural Numbers, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, &c. for Denominators, ifyou make the following Se-

ries of Fractions, +++, &c. which ftill decreaſe, theſe

three taken conſecutively from three to three at pleaſure,

will be in Harmonick Proportion ; that is, the first of the

three will be to the third, as the difference of the two

firft is to the difference of the two laft ; as will better ap-

pear by reducing theſe Fractions to the fame Denomina-

tion, or to Integers, by multiplying them by the Num-

ber 60, which is divifible by all the Denominators

2, 3, 4, 5 , for inſtead ofthe five Fractions you have the

five Whole-numbers, 60, 30, 20, 15, 12 ; of which the

three firft 60, 30, 20, are fairly in Harmonick Proportion,

for the firft 60 is to the third 20 which is its third part, as

30 the difference of the two firft is to 10 the difference of

the two laft, which is likewiſe the third part of 30. By

the fame confideration you will perceive that thefe three,

30, 20, 15 are in Harmonick Proportion as well asthe

ther three 20, 15, 12.

Queftion, Agreat Ship purfues a little one , Steering

thefame way, at the diftance of four Leaguesfrom it, and

fails twice as fast as thefmall Ship. 'Tis ask'dhow far the

great Ship muft fail before it overtakesthe leffer.

The diftance ofthe two Ships being 4, and their Ce-

lerities being in a double Ratio, continue in infinitum, the

double Geometrical Progreffion, 4, 2 , 1,,&c. the

first and the greateſt Term of which is 4 ; and find the

Sum ofall the infinite Terms, bydividing 16 the Square

of the first 4, by 2 the difference of the two firft, and

the Quotient 8 directs thatthe great Ship muft make &

Leagues before the can come up withthe other.

PRO
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277

BY

PROBLEM IX.

Of Magical Squares.

Y a Magical Square we understand a Square divided

into ſeveral other fmall equal Squares, fill'd with

Terms of an Arithmetical Progreffion, fo tranfpos'd, that

all of the faine Line or Rank, whether longitudinal,

tranfverfe, or diagonal, make the fame Sum,

This is the Square

here annext, divided

into 25 little Boxes or

Squares, in which the

firit 25 natural Num-

bers are ſo tranfpos'd ,

that the Sum of each

Rank from above

downward, or from

the right to the left,

or along the Diagonals

or Diameters of the

Squares, is every way

65 ; which Sum 65 is

ΙΙ 24 7 20
3

4 I2 25 8 16

17
13

21 ୨

IO 18 I 14 22

23
이

6 19 2 15

in all an odd fquare Number, that is, it contains an odd

fquare Number of Places, viz. 25. and is equal to the

Product arifing from 5 , the Koot of the fquare Number

25 ; multiply'd by 13 the middle Term ofthe Arithmetical

Progreffion, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , &c.

I

10

This Sum is likewife found, by difpofing the given

Terms ofthe Arithme-

ical Progresion, ac-

cording to their natu

al Series 1 , 2, 3.4&c.

In the fquare places,

as you fee here ; for

then the Sum of each

diagonal Rank, that

s, the Kank extending

from one corner ofthe

Square to the other,

Is the Sum demanded.

Thiswill likewife hold

II

| 2 |

| 14 |

| 19 |

15

2 3 4 5

6 7 3

12 13

16 17 18

2 I 22 23

| 24 |

25

20

C in
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in even Squares, or thoſe which contain an even ſquare

Number of Boxes.

and

In order to difpofe magically in the Boxes of an odd

Square : For Inftance, that of 25 Boxes, having 5 for

its Side ; to difpofe, I fay, as many given Numbers

in Arithmetical Progreffion, as, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5,

fo on till you come to the laft, and greateſt 25 :

Write the firft and the leaft immediately under the

middle Box, or that which poffeffes the Center of the

Square ; and moving Diagonal-wife to the Right, write

the fecond Term 2 in the adjacent Box, the lower-

moſt of the next Right-Hand Rank. Here proceed

ing in the course of the Diagonal from Left to Right

you find no place for Number 3, and fo are to place

it in the oppofite or uppermoft Box of the Rank into

which it fhould have fallen. In like manner, finding

no place for 4, you are to place it in the oppofite

Box of the Rank that it falls to on the outfide.

II 24 ་

7
20

1

3

4
12 25 8 | 16

17 5 13
1

21

|
9

10 18 I 14
22

23
6

/

19
2 15

Thus you continue proceeding ftill diagonal -wife to the

right ; but in regard 6 falls to a place that's already fill'd

with 1 , you must there take a retrograde diagonal-Courie

from the right to the left, and write 6 in the lowermoft

ftation of the Rank in which the foregoing Term 5 was

plac'd, and fo there will remain an empty place between

and 6. This retrograde Courfe must always be obferva

whenyou fall in with a Station already poffefs'd. Con

tinue to place the reft in order, according to thefe Rules

till you come to the Angle of the Square, where in thi

Example ftands 15 : Then forafmuch as you can no lon

ger move diagonalwife to the right, you muft place the

5

Term
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Term 16 in the fecond place ( from the top) of the fame

Rank ; this done, the reft may be placed as the former,

without any Difficulty.

There are feveral Magical Difpofitions both for odd and

even Squares ; but thefe being difficult to underſtand, we

reckon them improper for Mathematical Recreations.

This Square was call'd Magical, from its being in great

Veneration amongthe Egyptians,and the Pythagoreans their

Difciples, who, to add more Efficacy and Virtue to this

Square, dedicated it to the Seven Planets divers ways,

and engrav'd it upon a Plate ofthe Metal that ſympathiz'd

with the Planet. The Square thus dedicated, was inclos'd

with a regular Polygon, infcrib'd in a Circle divided into

as many equal Parts as there were Units in the fide of

the Square ; with the Names of the Angels of the Pla-

net, and the Signs of the Zodiack written upon the void

Spaces between the Polygon and the Circumference ofthe

Circle circumfcrib'd. Throughvain Superftition they be-

lieved that ſuch a Medal or Taliſman would befriend the

Perſon that carried it about him upon occafion.

They attributed to Saturn the Square of 9 Places or

Boxes, 3 being the fide, and 15 the Sum of Numbers in

each Row or Column ; to Jupiter the Square of 16 places,

4 being the fide, and 34 the Sum of the Numbers in

each Row; to Mars the Square with 25 , 5 being the

fide, and 65 the Sum ofNumbers in each Rank ; to the

Sunthe Square with 36, 6 being the Side, and III the

Sum of each Row ; to Venus that of 49, 7 being the Side,

and 175 the Sum of Numbers in each Rank or Column ;

to Mercury that of 64, 8 being the Side, and 260 the Sum

of each Column ; to the Moon the Square with 81

lodges, having 9 for its Side, and 369 for the Sum of

each Column.

In fine, they attributed to imperfect Matter, the Square

with 4 Divifions, having 2 for the Side ; and to God the

Square of only I Lodge, the Side of which is an Unit,

which multiplied by it felf, undergoes no Change. By

virtue of this Problem, we are taught to refolve the fol-

lowing Queſtion.

Queftion, To draw up in three Ranks the Ninefirft Cards,

from an Ace to a Nine, in fuch a manner that all the

Points of each Rank, taken either length-wife or breadth-

wife, or diagonal wife, may make the fame Sum.

CA Difpofe

1
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19

9⁰

5

น

7

8 I
6

8
| 256

4 16

128

2

64

| 32

1260 840 630

504 420
| 360

280
-7

128
252

Difpofe the Nine first natural

Numbers 1, 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 , 8, 9,

Magically, according to the Dire-

Etions laid down above, and as

you fee it done here, and place

the Cards according to their Num-

ber, anſwerable to thefe Figures.

Inftead of an Arithmetical Pro-

greffion, you may take a Geome-

trical ; for instance, this double

Progreffion, 1 , 2, 4 , 8 , 16, 32 , 64 ,

128, 256, &c. and placing them

Magically, as above, you'll find

the Product of each Rank will

be equal, viz. 4096. which is juft

the Cube of the Middle Term 16.

Here we fhall add by the by,

one Square more of 9 Stations, in

which the Numbers of each Rank

taken any way, as above, are in

harmonical Proportion ; and you

may find as many other Numbers

of the fame quality, as you will, if

inflead of the foregoing Numbers

you put Letters, as you fee it

done underneath, where the literal Magnitudes of each

Rank are Harmonically proportional ; and fo by giv-

ing different Value to the three undetermin'd Letters,

a, b, c, you'll have, inftead of literal Quantities, Num-

bers that will always preferve an Harmonick Proportion

in each Rank.

a

2 ab

+
6

24c

atc

2 b c

b + c

2 a b c

2 ac + ab - bc

2abc

-
2 ab + ab + bc

a b c

ab + ac
P
-bc

PROBL
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PROBLEM X.

Of an Arithmetical Triangle,

846

BYY an Arithmetical Triangle we mean the half of a

Square, like a Magical Square, divided into feveral

fmall and equal Stations or Points, which contain the

Natural Numbers 1 , 2, 3 , 4, &c . the Triangular Num-

bers 1, 3, 6, 10, &c. which are form'd by the continual

addition of the foregoing Numbers ; the Pyramidal

Numbers 1 , 4, 10, 20, &c. form'd by the continual ad-

dition of the Triangular ; the Pyramido-Pyramidals 1 , 5,

15, 35,&c. form'd by the continual addition of the Pyra-

midal; and fo on, as you fee inthe following Cut.

མ
ཱ
ས
་ར

ི

ས

w
w
w

..
.

མ
ཎ
་

མ
ཆ-
ཨ
་
མ
ས
་

ནམ
་
བབ
ས་

ས
ཟ
ས
་

-
-
-
་རྣ

མས
་

པས
་

ཆ
ོ
ག
་

ས

་

ས
ྐ
ཡ
ས
་

མ

ས

ཐ

ེ

མ

་

བ
ང
ས
ེ
མ
ས
་སྒྲོ་

ཚ
མ
ས
ཇུས
ཡ
ན
་
ཡ
ལ
་
བ
ས
མ
་

.
.
་
པ་
༢བ
ས
་
རྒྱ་

ང་
རྗེས་

15 35

ཐ
ོ
ས
་

ཅ

ེ

ས

་

བའ
ི་
སྲ
སྲ
ས་

པ་

༼ཐ
བ
་

ས
་

བ
མ
ས

-

35

15 21

5
-
6ཀ

ྱ
ག
ས

"

3
8
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Of Combina-

Fions.

Among the different Ufes of the Arithmetical Tri-

angle, I fhall only fingle out thofe relating to Combina-

tions, Permutations, and the Rules of Game ; the reft

being too fpeculative for Mathematical Recreations.

By Combinations we underſtand all the different Choices

that can be made of feveral things, the Multitude of

which is known, by taking them divers ways, one by

one, two and two, three and three, &c. without ever

taking the fame twice.

For Example, If you have four things exprefs'd by

theſe four Letters, a, b, c, d all the different ways of

joyning two of them, as ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, cd ; or

three of them, as abc, abd, acd, bed ; thefe, I fay, are

call'd Combinations. And from hence ' tis cafie to appre-

hend , that when Four things are propos'd, you may

take 'em one by one four ways ; two and two fix ways ;

three and three four ways ; and by fours only one way ;

fo that I in 4 combines four times; 2 fix times ; 3 four

times ; and 4 only once.

To find in a greater number of different things, fuch

as Seven ; the divers Combinations that may be made

by taking them divers ways, whether by Addition or

Multiplication ; as, if you would know all the poffible

Conjunctions of the Seven Planets, taking them two by

two ; that is to fay, if you would know how often 2

combines in 7 ; add an Unit to each of the two Num-

bers given, 2, 7, and ſo you have 3, 8, which gives us

to know, that in the third Station (reck'ning from be-

low upwards, or from above downwards) of the eighth

Diagonal of the Arithmetical Triangle, you'll have the

Number of Combinations demanded, viz. 21.

Or elfe, the two Numbers given being 2 and 7, add

together all the Numbers of the fecond Rank, till you

come at the feventh Diagonal, viz 1, 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6, and

the Sum 21 is what you want.

When the Number of things propofed goes beyond 9,

the Triangle here delineated can't ferve you ; and there-

fore we shall give this General Rule for any Number

whatſoever.

The two Numbers given being 2 and 7, to know how

often 2 the leaft will combine in 7 the greatest ; make of

them theſe two Arithmetical Progreffions 2, 1 , and 7, 6,

which decreaſe by an Unit, and ought to have but two

Terms, that is, as many as the leaft Number 2 has Units.

Then
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Then multiply together all the Terms ofeach Progreffion,

that is, 7 by 6, and 2 by 1 ; and divide the firſt Product

42 by the fecond 2, and the Quotient 21 fatisfies the

Demand.

By this, or the foregoing Method, you'll diſcover, that

3 combines in 7, 35 times ; 4 likewife 35 times ; 5 , 22

times ; and 6 only 7 times. Whence it follows, that the

Number of all the Combinations poffible of ſeven diffe-

rent things, taken one by one, by two's, by threes, by

fours, by fives, by fixes, and fevens, amounts to 127, as

appears by the addition ofall the particular Combinations,

7, 21, 35 , 35, 21 , 7, 1 , whichanfwer the Numbers 1 , 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7. But you may find this Total yet easier, by

forming this double Geometrical Progreffion, 1 , 2, 4, 8,

16, 32, 64, confifting of feven Terms, anfwerable to the

number of things combined, viz. 7 ; for the Sum of theſe

Terms, 127, is the Number you look for ; which may

ftill be found yet an eaſier way, viz. Subtract 1 from

the propos'd number of things 7, and the Remainder, 6,

directs you to take the fixth Power ( 64 ) of the Number

2; andthe double ofthat Power, bating an Unit, 127, is

the Number defired.

Before I difmifs this Subject, I fhall here ſet down two

Methods peculiar to 2 and 3 , for finding out how often

theſe two Numbers may be combin'd in any number of

things. Suppofe the number of things given is 7, you'll

find how often 2 will combine in it, by fubtracting the

given Number 7 from its Square 49 ; and taking ( 21 )

the half ofthe remainder, 42, for the Number defired.

You'llfind how often 3 may combine in 7, by adding 14,

thedouble of7 to 343, the Cube of the fame givenNum-

ber 7, and fubtracting from the Sum ( 357 ) the triplè

( 147 ) of the Square ( 49 ) of the fame Number ( 7 )

for then the fixth part ( 35 ) of the remainder ( 210)

fhews you, that 3 will combine in 7 35 times.

tations.

39

There's another fort of Combinations, that may be call'd of Permu

Permutation, in which we take the fame thing twice ; as ,

ifyou would combine theſe three Numbers by two's, 2 ,

5,6, in order to know what different Quantities they

can produce, if you confider the two firit thus, 25, you'll

call 'em twenty five ; if thus, 52, you'll call 'em fifty

two ; in like manner, the first and third taken thus, 26,

is a quite different Quantity from the fame two taken

thus, 62 ; and ſo of all others. From whence it ap-

C 4 pears
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pears, that the Multitude or Number of Permutations is B

the Double of that of Combinations.

Permutations are of very good ufe in making Ana-

grams, and fometimes give very lucky Hirs; as in the

Word ROMA, the Letters of which being tranfpofed

make this other Word AMOR; but 'tis a much luckier

Hit that we meet with in theſe two Latin Verſes ;

Signa te, figna, temere me tangis & angis,

Roma tibi fubito motibus ibit amor.

the Letters of which being read backwards, form the

fame Verfes.

We likewife make use of Permutations in playing at

Dice, to know the Number of Chances that attend the

engaging to throw with two Dice, 9 for Inftance ; it

being certain, that the Perfon who engages has four

Chances for it ; for 9 may come up four ways, by qua-

tre cinque, by cinque quatre, by tres fix, and again by

fix res ( according as the firit or fecond Dye happens

to appear. )

To give the joynt Combinations of feveral Letters ;

for example, thefe four AMOR, that is, to find the

Number of their fimple Permutations, by tranfpofing

them all poffible ways ; make this Arithmetical Progref

fion, confifting of as many Terms as there are Letters to

combine together, whichin this Example are Four ; fo

that the first Term is always an Unit, and the laft denotes

the Number of Letters ; then multiply together all the

Terms, and the Product 24, is the Number of Permu-

tations or different Changes that thefe four Letters AMOR

can undergo, as you ſee here ;

AMOR MAROIOAMR

AMRO MAOROARM

ROMA

ROAM

AOMR MOAR OMAR RMAO

AORMIMORA OMRA RMOA

ARMO MRAO ORAM RAMO

AROMMROA ORMA KAOM

By
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By the fame way do we find the number of Permuta-

tions ofany other.number of Letters, viz. By making a

Progreffion of as many natural Numbers as there are

Letters to combine, and multiplying together all the

Terms of the Progreffion. Thus you'll find that Five

Letters may be tranfpos'd 120 ways ; Six 720 ; and fo

on, as in the following Table, where you feethe Twenty

Three Letters of the Alphabet may be combined

25852016738884976640000 ways.

I I. A.

2 2. B.

3 6. C.

4 24. D.

5 120. E.

6 720. F.

75040. G.

8 40320. H.

42
7

577

9 362880. I.

ΙΟ10 3628800, K.

II 39918800. L.

12 479001600. M.

13 6227020800. N.

14 87178291200. O.

15 1307674368000. P.

16 20922789888000. Q

37 355687428096000. R.

18 6402373705728000. S.

19 121645100408832000. T.

20 2432902008176640000. V.

51090942171709440000 , X.

112400072777760768c0
00

. Y.

23 258520167388849766400
00.

Z.

24 62044840173323943936
0000

.

25

21

2,2

15511210043330985984000000.

This Table is easily calculated ; for having diſcover'd

that Four Letters, for Example, may be combin'd or

tranfpos'd 24 ways ; if you multiply 24, the number of

Combinations, by 5 the next Number, you have 120 for

the Combinations of Five Letters ; and that multiplied

by the next Number 6, makes 720 for the Combinations

of Six Letters ; and fo on through all the fucceeding

Letters,

By
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Of the Par

vilion of

Game.

By Parti, in the way of Gaming, we understand the

' s or Di- juft Diftribution or Adjuſtment of what Money out of

the Stakes belongs to feveral Players, who play for it fo

many Games, or a certain number of Parts or Setts, in

proportion to what every one has ground to hope from

Fortune, upon the Setts he wants to be up.

For Example, Iftwo Gamefters have ftaked down 40

Piftols, which is then no longer their Property, onlyby

way of Retaliation, they have a right to what Chance

may bring 'em, upon the Conditions ftipulated at the first

Agreement ; fuppofe they were to play for thefe 80 Pi-

ftols three Setts, that the firſt had gain'd one Sett, and

the fecond none ; that is, the first wants two Setts to be

out, and the ſecond three ; theſe Suppofitions being laid

down, and the Gamefters having a mind to draw their

Stakes , without ftanding to their Chances, the juft Quota

appertaining to each, is what is call'd Parti, and is found

out by the Arithmetical Triangle, after this manner

Since the Suppofition runs, that the firſt Gameſter wants

2 Setts, and the other 3, and the Sum of the two Num-

bers 2 and 3 is 5 ; we muft turn to the Fifth Diagonal

of the Arithmetical Triangle, and there take 5 the Sum

of the two first Numbers 1,4, by reafon of the two Setts

that the first Gamefter is fhort ; and I the Sum of the

other three, 6, 4, 1 , by reaſon of the three Setts that the

fecond Gamefter is fhort : And thefe two Sums 5 and 11

givethe reciprocal Ratio of the two Parti's inquired for ;

fo that the Parti or Quota of the one or firft is to that of

the fecond, as 11 to 5.

But to adjuft thefe Quota's, that is, to affign each

Gamefter his pofitive Share of the 80 Piftoles at stake,

this Number 80 must be divided into two parts propor-

tional to the two Terms 11,5 ; and this is done by multi-

plying 80 bythe two Sums 11, 5 , feparately, and divi-

ding each of the two Products, (880, 400.) by 16, the

Sum of the two Terms 11, 5 ; by which means you

have 55 for the Number of Pistoles due to the first Game-

fter that gain'd a Sett ; and 25 for the other that gain'd

none.

In like manner, if the firft wants but 1 Sett to be out,

and the fecond 2 , we add together thefe two Numbers,

1, 2 , and their Sum being 3 , turn to the Third Diagonal

of the Arithmetical Triangle, and there take the firſt

Number 1 , and the Sum 3 of the two others 2, 1 ; from

thefe
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thefe two Numbers 1 , 3, we learn that the firft his Quota

is to that ofthe ſecond as 3 to 1 ; and fince the Sum of

theſe two Terms is 4, the Confequence is, that the firſt

Gamefter ought to have of the 80 Piſtoles ſtaked, and

the ſecond only 4, that is, the first 60 Piftoles, and the

other 20.

Hence it appears, that whenthe Game is at this paſs,

the firft may lay upon the Square 3 to 1 : And this wecan

likewiſe make out without the Arithmetical Triangle, af-

ter the following manner.

Since the first wants One Sett to be out, and the fecond I. Cafe.

Two, we muſt confider, that if they went on with the

Game, and the fecond gain'd a Sett, then the two Game-

fters would have equal Chances, and ſo their Quota's or

Dividends would be equal, it being a conſtant and a ge-

neral Rule, that the one Share of the firft is to that ofthe

fecond, as the Chances ofthe one are to thoſe ofthe other.

And fo in this Suppofition, each of 'em has a Title to an

equal Half of the Money. 'Tis therefore certain, that

if the first gains the Sett that's to be play'd, he ſweeps all ;

but if he lofes it, he has a Title to an equal Half; and

therefore if they have a mind to draw without playing the

Sett, the first ought to have half the Money at ftake, and

the half of the remaining Half, that is of the Whole ;

ſo that remains to the ſecond ; for ' tis evident, that if

a Gamefter has a Right to a certain Sum, in caſe he gains,

and to a leffer, in cafe he loſes, he has a Right to the

Halfof thoſe two taken together, if the Game is thrown

up.

This firft Cafe directs us to the Solution of the fecond , II. Cafe.

which ſuppoſes the first to want one Sett to be out, and

the fecond three ; for ifthe firft gains the Sett, he ſweeps

all the 80 Piftoles ; ifhe lofes, it turns to the firſt Caſe,

as above, that is, he has a Right only to ; and there-

fore, ifthe Stakes are drawn without playing that Sett,

his Right is Half of theſe two Sums taken together, i . e.

or 70 Piftoles, or 10 Piftoles remaining to the ſecond.

This leads us to a Refolution of a third Cafe. Suppo- III . Cafe.

fingthe first to be
for if the first wo Setts fhort, and the ſecond

three ;

ofthe next Sett, he has a Right to

ofthe Money, bythe Second Cafe ; ifhe looſes it, ſo that

the fecond wants only two to be out, as well as he, the

Moneyisto be equally divided between them. Upon the

whole, the Game ftands thus ; ifthe firft wins, he claims
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IV. Cafe.

V. Cafe.

Cafe V.

if he looſes, he claims ; and therefore, if the Game is

thrown up without playing this Sett, he claims the Half

of theſe two Sums put together, i. e. or 55 Piftoles,

leaving or 25 to the fecond.

The fecond Cafe leads us likewife to the Solution of a

fourth Cafe, in which the firft is fuppos'd to be one Sett

fhort of the Whole, and the fecond four ; for if the first

gains a Sett, he carries the 80 Piftoles ; if he lofes it,

fo that the fecond lacks only three to be out, he claims 7

by the ſecond - Cafe. Now fince, in cafe of winning, he

takes 80 Piftoles, and in cafe of lofing of them, his

Dividend, upon throwing up, is the Half thefe two Sums

put together, that is, or 75 Piitoles, and fo he leaves
I

731 or 5 Pistoles for the fecond,

The fourth and third Cafesread us, after the fame man-

ner, to the Solution of a fifth, which fuppofes, that the

first Gamefter is two Setts fhort, and the fecond four ; for

if the first gains a Sett, and fo lacks but one to be out,

he claims , by the fourth Cafe ; and if he looſes it,

fo that the feconds wants but three, he claims , by the

the third ; and confequently, in cafe ofdrawing, his Due

is the Half of thefe two Sums put together, that is, 1 ,

or 65 Pittoles, or 15 Pittoles being left for the fecond,

And fo of the other Cafes.

I

Another ard All these, and an infinite Number of other Cafes that

an tafierway
of folving may happen, are folvable without the Arithmetical Tri-

thefe Cafes . angle, after a different and an eaſie manner, as follows ;

Take the fifth Cafe for Iaftance, which fuppofes the first ,

to be two Setts fhort, and the fecond four ; in this Suppo-

fition the two Gamefters want between 'em fix Setts to

be out : Take 1 off the 6, and , fince the Remainder is 5,

fuppofe thefe five Letters of the fame form a aa aa, to

favour the firft Gamefter; and thefe five bbbbb, to fa-

vourthe fecond ; make Combinations of thefe ten Letters,

as you fee it here done ; where, of 32 Combinations, the

first 26 to the Left, having at leaſt two a, are taken for

the Number of Chances that can make the first to win ;

becauſe he lacks two Setts ; and the remaining 6 to the

Right , or where there are at leaſt four b, are taken for the

Number ofChances upon which the fecond may win; be-

cauſe he wants four to be out.

a aa 4
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aaaaa aaabb aabbb abbbb

aaaab aabba abbba bbbba

aaaba abbaa bbbaa babbb

aabaa bbaaa ababb bbabb

abaaa aabab abbab bbbab

baaaa abaab ababb bbbbb

baaab baabb

baaba babba

babaa bbaba

ababa babab

Thus it is plain, that the firft his Due is to that of the ſe

cond as 26 to 6, or, as 13 to 3.

In like manner to foive the third Cafe, which fuppo- Cafe IIL.

fes the first to want two Setts to be up, and the fecond

three, ſo that they want five between ' em ; take from

the faid Sum 5, and fince the Remainder is 4, fuppofe

thefe fimilar Letters a a a a to be favourable to the firft,

and theſe four bbbb to the fecond , and combine theſe

eight Letters together, as you

fee it here done ; where, of

the 16 Combinations , the firſt

11 to the Left having at leaſt

two a's, must repreſent the

Number of Chances that the

firft has for Game, two Sets

being what he wants ; and

abbbалла aabb

aaab abba bbba

aaba bbaa bbab

abaà baab babb

baaa baba bbbb

abab

the remaining 5 to the Right having at least three b's

muſt be taken for the Number of Chances that can make

the fecond up, he being three Setts fhort. Thus theClaim

ofthe first is to that ofthe ſecond as 11 to 5 , &c.

The fame 16 Combinations will ferve for the Solution Cafe IV.

of the fourth Cafe, in which the firft was fuppofed to be

one Set fhort, and the fecond four ; fo that 5 is the Num-

ber ofSetts wanted between 'em, as in the third Cafe. For

among theſe 16 you will find 15 that have at leaſt one a,

(anfwerable to the one Sett that the firit wants ) for

the Chances upon which the first will win ; and only one

that has four b's, the fecond being four Setts fhort, which

thews there is but one Chance that can fave the ſecond.

Thus the firft Share is to that of the fecond, as 15 to 1.

And fo of all other Cafes.

Το

4
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OftheGame

at Fice.
To know, when two are at play, what Advantage one

has, that engages to throw 6, for Example, with one

Dye, at a certain Number of Throws, and first of all,

at the first Throw ; we must confider, that his Cafe is 1

for he has but one Chance to win, and 5 to loofe

upon ; and confequently if he lays upon one Throw, he

ought to lay but i to 5.

to 5 ;

To engage to throw 6 with one Dye at two Throws,

is the fame thing, as to throw two Dyes at a time, one of

which is to be a 6 ; and in that Cafe, he who throws

has but II Chances to win upon, fince he may throw the

firſt 6, and the ſecond 1 , 2, 3 , 4, or 5 ; or the ſecond 6,

and the firſt 1 , 2 , 3, 4, or 5 ; or elſe both Dyes fixes ;

whereas he has 25 to

loſe upon, as you fee

here. Where 'tis eafie
I. I 2. I 3. I 4. I 5. I

to conclude, that he
I. 2 2. 2 3. 2 4. 2 5. 2

who offers to throw

with one Dye at two

Throws, ought to fet

but 11 to 25.

I. 3 2. 3 3.3 4. 3 5. 3

2. 4 3. 4 4 4 5. 4

I. 5 2. 5 3. 5 4. 5 5. 5

Whenyou lay upon 6 at two Throws, take notice

that 36, the Sum ofall the Chances, 11, 25 , is the Square

of the given Number 6 ; and that 25, the Number of

Chance against him who throws, is the Square of the

fame Number, wanting 1 , that is, 5. And therefore to

find the Number of Chances that favour him who is to

throw, you need only to take 1 from 12, the Double of

the Number given, and the remainder 11 is the Number

required ; which being fubtracted from 36, the Square of

the former Number 6, leaves 25 the Remainder, which

will always be a fquare Number, and denote the Chances

against him.

To lay upon 6 at three Throws with one Dye, is the

fame as to lay upon 6 at one Throw with three Dice ; and

in that Cafe, he who throws has 91 favourable Chances,

and 125 against him, and fo ought to fet but 91 to 125 ;

thus you fee he is at a lofs who lays upon the Square for 6

at three Throws of one Dye.

Take notice that the Sum 216 of all the Chances 91,

125 , is the Cube ofthe given Number 6, when you en-

gage to throw 6 at three Throws with one Dye ; and that

125 , theNumber ofthe Chances against you, is the Cube

ofthe fame Number given, leſs 1 , ie. 5. And therefore,

to
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to find the Number of Chances that favour the Perfon.

that throws, you need only to fubtract 125, the Cube of

the given Number 6, wanting 1 ( .e. 5 ) from 216 the

Cube of the fame Number given.

By the fame Method we find out what Advantage he

haswhoproffers tothrow 6 withone Dye at four Throws;

for if we fubtract from the fourth Power or Biquadrate

1296 of the given Number 6, if we fubtract, I fay, from

that, 625 the Biquadrate of the fame Number, lefs one,

or of 5, the Remainder fhews us 671 favourable Chances

forhim that throws ; the Biquadrate 625 being the Num-

ber of the Chances against him : So that he who lays

upon 6 atfour Throws has the Odds on his fide.

But he has a much greater Advantage upon 6 at five

Throws with one Dye, as appears by fubtracting 3125,

the fifth Power of 5 ( the given Number, bating 1 ) from

7776, the fifth Power of the given Number 6; for the

Remainder 4651 , is the Number of favourable Chances,

and 3125, the fifth Power fubtracted, is the Number of

thoſe againſt him who throws.

If you want to know what Advantage he has, who of-

fers, with two or ſeveral Dice, to throw at one Throw

a determin'd Raffle ; for Example two Tres ; you muſt

confider, that with two Dice he has but one Chance to

fave him, and 35 to looſe upon, fince two Dice can com-

bine 36 different ways, that is, their 6 Faces may have

36 different Poftures, as you fee by this Scheme ;

I 2 I

2 2 2

I 3 2 3

I 4 2 4

3

3
3
3
3
3

I 4 I 5 I 6 I

4 2 5 2 6
3

2

3 34 3 5 3
6

3 4 4 4 5 4 6

3 5 4 5 5 6

6 2 6
3

6 4 65 66

5 2 S

1
2
3
4
5
6
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•

This Number 36, is the Square of 6, the Number of

Faces, there being but two Dice ; but ifthere were three,

the Cube of 6, 216, would be the Number ofCombina

tions ; and ifthere were four, the Biquadrate of 6, 1296

would bethe Number. And ſo on.

From what has been faid, 'tis evident, that in engage-

ing a determin'd Raffle at one Throw with two Dice,

one ought to lay but 1 to 35 ; and by a Parity of Reaſon,

that he ought to lay 3 to 213 upon a determin'd Raffle or

Pair-
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Pair-Royal with three Dice ; and 6 to 1290 with four ;

for of the 216 Chances of three Dice, there's only three

that can favour him, fince three things can combine by

two's only 3 ways ; and of 1296 Chances of four Dice,

only 6 can favour the Thrower, fince four things com-

bine by two's 6 ways.

But if you want to know what Odds he lies under

who proffers to throw a Raffle of one fort or t'other at

the first Throw of two or more Dice ; you may find,

without Difficulty, that he ought to fett but 6 to 30, or

I to 5 upon two Dice, fince of the 36 Chances of two

Dice, there's only 6 that can make a Raffle ; and that

upon three Dice, his Cafe is 18 to 198 , or 1 to II, fince

of the 216 Chances, that three Dice can fall upon, only

18 can produce a Raffle.

PROBLEM XI.

Several Dice being thrown, to find the Number of

Points that arife from them, afterfome Operations.

Suppofe three Dice thrown upon a Table, which we

fhall call A, B, C ; bid the Perfon that threw 'em add

together all the uppermoft Points, and likewife thofe un-

derneath of any two of the three : For Inftance, B and

C, Abeing fet apart, without altering its Face. Then

bid him throw again the fame two Dice, B and C, and

make him add to the foregoing Sum all the Points of the

upper Faces , and withal the lowermoft Points, or thoſe

underneath of one of them, C for Inftance, B being fet

apart near A without changing its Face, for giving a fe-

cond Sum . In fine, order him once more to throw the

laft Dye C, and bid him add to the foregoing fecond Sum

theupper Points, for a third Sum, which is thus to be dif-

covered. After the third Dye C is fet by the other two,

without changing its Potture, do you come up, and com-

pute all the Points upon the Faces of the three Dice, and

add to their Sum as many 7's as there are Dice, that is ,

in this Example 21 , and the Sum of thefe is what you

look for ; for when a Dye is well made, 7 is the Number

of the Points ofthe opposite Faces.

To exemplifie the matter ; Suppoſe the first Throw

of the three Dice, A, B, C, brought up 1,4 , 5 ; fetting

the
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the firft apart, we add to theſe three Points 1 , 4, 5 ,

the Points 3 and 2 that are found under or opposite to

the upper Points 4 and 5 of the other two Dice ; and

this gives me the firft Sum 15. Now fuppofe again

that the two laft Dice are thrown, and fhew uppermost

the two Points 3 and 6, we fet that with the three Points

apart, near the Dye that had 1 before, and add to the

foregoing Sum ( 15 ) theſe two Points 3 and 6, and with-

all the Point that's found lowermoft in the Dye that's

ftill kept in ſervice, and had 6 for its Face at this Throw;

thus we have 25 for the ſecond Sum. Wefuppofe at laft,

that this third and laſt Dye being thrown a third time, it

comes up 6, which we add to the fecond Sum 25, and fo

makethe third Sum 31. And this Sum is to be found out

by adding 21 to 10 the Sum of the Points 1 , 3 , 6, that

ppear upon the Faces or uppermolt Sides of the three

Dice then fet by.

PROBLEM XII.

Two Dice being thrown, to find the upper Points of

each Dye without ſeeing them.
J

Make anyone throwtwo Dice upon a Table, and add

5 to the Double of the upper Points of one of 'em,

and add to the Sum multiplied by 5 , the Number ofthe

uppermost Points of the other or the fecond Dye ; after

that, having ask'd him the joint Sum, throw out of it

25, the Square of the Number 5 that you gave to him,

and the Remainder will be a Number confilting of two

Figures ; the firft of which to the left repreſenting the

Tens, is the Number of the upper Points ofthe firft Dye,

and the fecond Figure to the Right repreſenting Units, is

the Number of the upper Points of the fecondDye.

We'll fuppofe that the Number ofthe Foints of the firſt

Dye that comes up is 2 , and that ofthe fecond 3 ; we add

5 to 4, the Double of the Points of the firſt, and multiply

the Sum 9 by the fame Numbers , the Product of which

Operation is 45 , to which we add 3 , the Number of the

upper Points ofthe fecond Dye, and fo make it 48 ; then

we throwout of it 25 , the Square ofthe fame Number 5,

and the Remainder is 23, the firft Figure of which a

repreſents the Number of Points of the first Dye, and

D the
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this Problem.

the fecond 3 the Number of Points of the ſecond Dye

Anotherway Another way of anſwering this Problem, is this ; Ask

of folving him who threw the Dice, whatthe Points underneath make

together, and howmuch the under Points ofone furpas

thofe of the other ; and if this Excefs is, for Example, 1 ,

and the Sum of all the lower Points is 9, add theſe two

Numbers and 9, and ſubtract the Sum 10 from 14;

then take 2 , the half of the Remainder 4, for the Num

ber ofthe upper Points of one ofthe Dice; and as for the

other Dye, instead of adding the Excefs 1 , to the Sum 9,

fubtract it out of 9, and take the Remainder 8 out of

14, 6 is the Remainder, the Half of which, 3, is the

Number of the upper Points ofthe ſecond Dye.

Athirdway.
A Third Way is this ; Bid the Perfon who threw the

Dice, add together the upper Points, and tell you their

Sum, which we here fuppofe to be 5 ; then give him

Orders to multiply the Number of the upper Points of

one Dye by the Number of upper Points of the other

Dye, and to acquaint you in like manner with their Pro

duct , which we here fuppofe to be 6 : Now having this

Product 6, and the preceeding Sum 5 , fquare 5 , and from

its Square 25 fubtract 24, the Quadruple of the Produc

6, and the Remainder is 1 : Then take the fquare Roo

of the Remainder, which in this Cafe is 1 , and by ad

ding it to and fubtracting it from the foregoing Sum

you have theſe two Numbers, 4, 4, the Halfs of which

3, 2, are the Numbers of the upper Points of each Dye

PROBLEM XIII.

Upon the Throw of Three Dice, to find the upper

Points of each Dye, without feeing them.

Rder the Perfon that has thrown the Dice, to place
Order

'em near one another in a ftreight Line, and ask him

the Sum of the lowermoft Points of the firft and fecond

Dye, which we here fuppofe to be 9 ; then ask him the

Sum of the Points underneath of the fecond and third

which we here fuppofe to be 5 ; and at laft the unde

Points of the firft and third, which we put 6. Now

having thefe Numbers given you, 9 , 5 , 6, fubtract the

fecond Number 5 from 15, the Sum ofthe first and third

9 and 6 ; and the Remainder to from 14 ; fo there re

main
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mains 4, the Half ofwhich 2 is the Number ofthe upper

Points of the first Dye. To find the Number ofthe up-

per Points of the fecond, fubtract the third Number 6

from 14, the Sum of the two firſt 9 and s ; and the Re-

mainder 8 from 14 again ; fo you have afecond Remain-

der 6, the Half of which, 3 , is the Number demanded.

At laft for the third Dye, iubtract the firft Number 9

from 11, the Sum ofthe ſecond and third, 5 , 6, and the

- Remainder 2 from 14 ; fo you have a fecond Remainder

12, the Half of which, 6, is the Number of the upper

Points ofthe third Dye.

OR

PROBLEM XIV.

To find a Number thought of by another.

Rder the Perfon to take 1 from the Number thought

upon, and after doubling the Remainder, to take

from it, and to add to the laft Remainder, the Number

thought upon. Then ask him what that Sum is, and af

ter adding 3 to it, take the third part of it for the Num-

ber thought of. For Example, Let 5 be the Number,

take 1 from it, there remains 4 ; then take 1 from 8, the

Double of that 4, and the Remainder is 7, which be-

comes 12, bythe Addition of 5, the Number thought of;

and that 12, by the Addition of 3 , makes 15 , the third

part of which, 5 , is the Number thought of.

I

Another Way is this : After taking from the Num- Another

ber thought of, let the Remainder be tripled ; then let Way of find

him take t from that Triple, and add to the Remaining a Num
ber thought

der the Number thought of. At laft, ask him the Num- of.

ber arising from that Addition, and if you add 4 to it,

you'll find the fourth part of the Sum to be the Number

thought of. Thus 5, bating 1, makes 4 , that tripled

makes 12, which loofing 1 , finks to 11, and enlarg'd by

the Acceffion of 5 , comes to 16, which, by the Addition

of 4, is 20, and the fourth part of that, viz. 5 , is the

Number thought of.

Add I tothe Number thought of, double the Sum, and
AthirdWay!

add more to it, and then add to the whole Sum the

Numberthought of. Havinglearn'd the Sum Total, take

3 from it, and the third part of the Remainder is what

you look for. Thus, and 1 is 6, and the Double of

D & of
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The Fourth

Way.

The Fifib

Way.

The Sixth

Way.

that, enlarg'd by 1 , is 13 , which, by the Addition of

5, comes to 18 ; take 3 from that, the Remainder is 15,

the third part of which, 5 , is the Number thought of.

The Seventh

Way.

The Eighth

Wey.

The Nin:h

Way.

The Tenth

Way.

Or elfe, after adding 1 tothe Number thought of, bid

the Perfon triple the fame, and add firſt 1 to it, and then

theNumberthought of. At laft, ask the Sum of this laft

Addition, and after robbing it of 4, take the fourth part of

the Remainder for the Number thought of. Thus, s and

1 is 6, the Triple of which and I is 19, which with 5 is

24, and that bating 4 is 20, the fourth part of which, 5,

anſwersthe Problem.

iTake from 5, the Number thought of, double the

Remainder, 4, from which, 8 , take 1, and likewiſe the

Number thought of; after which, ask for the Remain-

der 2, and add 3 to it, fo you have your Number.

Let the Perfon that thinks add I to the 5, the Number

thought of, and to the Double of that, 12, I more ;

and fubtract from the Sum, 13, the Number thought of;

then ask for the Remainder 8, and taking 3 from it,

what you leave behind, 5 , is the Number thought of.

IBid the Perſon that thinks take 1 from 5 , the Number

thought of ; and 1 from 12, the Triple of the Remain-

der ; and thenthe Double ofthe Number thought of, 10,

from 11 , the laft Remainder. This done, ask for the Re-

mainder of the third Subtraction, viz. 1. and adding 4

to it, you'll find Satisfaction.

Add to the Number thought of 5, adding 1 more to

the Triple of that you have, 19, from which take 10,

the Double of the Number thought of ; then ask for the

Remainder, 9, from which take 4, and ſo you're right.

Order the Perfon to triple the Number thought of ( 5)

and out of the triple Number ( 15 ) to caft away the Half,

if'twere poffible ; and fince in this Example ' tis not, to

add 1 to itfo as to make it 16 ; the Half of which, 8 ,

must be tripled, and that makes 24. The Perfon that

thinks having done this, ask him how many 9's are in the

laft Triple (24); he antwers two ; foyou're to take 2 for

every 9 , which in this Example makes 4, and by reaſon

ofthe 1 you gave to make the 15 an even Number, you're

here to repay it by Addition to the 4 , and foyou have 5,

the Number thought of. If there happen to be no 9 in

the laft Triple, the Number thought of is 1.

Bid him add 1 to to the Number thought of ( which

makes 6 ); then fubtract it from it, and to it leaves ( 4 )

a Re
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a Remainder ; then bid him multiply the Sum ( 6 ) into

the Remainder ( 4 ) and tell you the Product. To this

Product 24 add 1, and of the Sum 25 take the fquare

Root 5.

Way.

Bidthe Perfon that thinks add 1 to the Number thought An Eleventh

of ( which we all along ſuppoſe to be 5 ) and multiply

the Sum ( 6 ) by the Number thought of ( 5 ) ; then let

him fubtract the Number thought of ( 5 ) from the Pro-

duct ( 30 ) and tell you the Remainder ( 25 ) the fquare

Root of which is the Number thought of.

After taking from the Number thought of, bid him A Twelfth

multiplythe Remainder ( 4 ) by the Number thought of Way.

( 5 ) and add to the Product ( 20 ) the fame Number

thought of, and tell you the Sum 25, of which you're to

extract the Square Root 5.

Way.
Bid himadd 2 to the Number thought of, and clap a A Thirteenth

Cypher to the Right of the Sum, which makes 70 ; and

to that add 12 , to the Sum of which Addition ( 82 ) let

him clap another Cypher, fo as to make it 820. From

this Decuple ( 820 ) let him fubtract 320, and tell you

the Remainder 500, from which you are to cut off the

two Cyphers ( each of which did ftill decuple the Num-

ber it wasput to ), and fo you have the Number thought

of 5,

Let him add 5 to the Double of the Number thought A Fourteenth

of; to the Sum 15 let him add a Cypher on the Right Way.

Hand to decuple it ; then let him add 20 tothe Sum (150)

and to the laft Sum ( 170 ) fetanother decupling Cypher;

at laft lethimfubtract 700 from the laft Sum of all (1700)

and diſcover to you the Remainder 1000, from which you

are to ftrike off two Cyphers to the Right, and take the

half of theRemainder ( 10 ) for the Number thought of.

Theſe two laft Methods are not very fubtile ; for the

laft Number being known, ' tis an eafie matter, by a re-

trograde View, to find out the other Numbers, and by

confequence the Number thought of. And upon that

Confideration we fhall here fubjoyn two other Methods

that are more myſterious.

Bid the Perſon that thinks add 1 to the Triple of the AFifteenth

Numberthought of, and triple the Sum ( 16) again ; to and moremy.

which laft Sum ( 48 ) bid him addthe Number thought feriousWay.

of (5 ); then ask him the Sum of all ( 53 ) and from

that take off 3 , and the Right Hand Cypher from the

Remainder so ; which leaves you 5 to the Left for the

Number thought of
D 3 Bid
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A Sixteenth

Way.

Corollary I.

Coroll. II.

Coroll. III.

Bid him take I from the Triple ofthe Number thought

of ( 15 ) and multiply the Remainder ( 14 ) by 3 ; and

add to ( 42 ) the Product, the Number thought of ( 5 ) ;

then ask the Sum of the Addition, 47, to which add 3 ,

and cut off from the Sum so the Cypher, which muſt

needs be on the Right-Hand, and fo leaves to the Left

the Number thought of.

From theſe two laft Methods we may draw this Infe-

rence, that Ifwe add an Unit to the Triple of any Num-

ber (as to 18 the Triple of 6 ) and the fame Number

(6 ) to the Triple of the Sum ( 57 ) theSecond Sum ( 63 )

will always terminate with 3.

Another Inference is, that If we fubtract an Unitfrom

( 18 ) the Triple of any Number ( 6 ) and add the ſame

Number ( 6 ) to the Triple of the Remainder ( 51 the Tri-

ple of 17 ) theSum ( 57 ) will always end with the Figure 7.

The lait Inference is, That this double Problem is im-

poffible, viz. Tofind a Number offuck a Quality, that if

you add to, or fubtract from its Triple, an Unit, and add

the fame Number to the Triple of the Sumof the Remainder,

the laft Sum will be a perfect Square Number ; for as we

fhew'd at Probl. V. no Number ending in 3 or 7 can be

a true Square. See the following Problem.

PROBLEM XV.

To findthe Number remaining after fome Operations,

without asking any Questions.

LE
ET another think of a Number at pleaſure ; bid him

no
add to theDouble of it an even Number, fuch as you'

have a mind to. For Example 8 ; then bid him fubtract

from half the Sum the Number thought on, and what

remains is the Halfof the even Number that you order'd

him to add before ; and fo you may roundly tell him you

are fure the Remainder is 4. Tho' the Demonſtration of

this is eafie, yet thoſe who are not appriſed of the Rea-

fon will be ſurpriſed at it. However that you maylight

exactly on the Number thought of, conceal your Know-

ledge ofthe Remainder 4, and bid him fubtract that Re-

mainder, whatever it is, from the Number thought of, if

fo be itbe larger ; or elfe, if the Number be lefs, to ſub-

tract it from the Remainder ; and then ask him for the

Remainder
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Remainder of the laft Subtraction ; for, ifyou add this

Remainder to the Half of the even Number you gave

him (ie. 4 the Half of 8 ) when the Number thought

of is larger than that of the Half ofthe even Number

or if you fubtract the Remainder from the fame Half(4)

when the Number thought of is lefs than it, you'll have

the Number thought of. To exemplifie the matter, let

5 be the Number thought of, and 8 added to its Double

10, which makes 18 ; the Halfof that is 9 ; and , the

Number thought of, fubtracted from 9 leaves 4, the Half

of the additional Number 8 ; and ifyou take this Half 4

from the Number thought of 5 , there will remain 1,

which being added to the fame Half 4 (the Number

thought of being greater than that Half) gives 5, the

Number thought of. In like manner, if to 10, the Dou-

ble of 5 , the Number thought of, you add 12, you'll

have 22, the Half of which is II ; and from thence ta-

king the Number thought of 5 , there remains 6 , the

Half of the additional Number 12 ; and if from that

Half 6 you take the Number thought of, 5 , ( which in

this Example is less than the faid Half) there will remain

1, which being taken from the fame Half, fince the

Number thought of is lefs than that Half ( 6 ) leaves 5

for the Number thought of.

But an eaſier Way to answer the Problem is this : Bid

the Perſon that thinks, take from the Double of the Num-

ber thought of, any even Number you will that is lefs,

for Example 4 ; then let him take the Half of the Re-

mainder from the Number thought of, and what remains

will be 2, the Half of the first Number fubtracted 4 ;

and therefore to find the Number thought of, bid him

add the Number thought of to that Half 2, and then

ask the Sum, 7, from which you're to take the fame

Half, and ſo there will remain 5 for the Number thought

of

But another, and yet eafier, way is this : Bid him add

what Number you will to the Number thought of, and

multiply theSum by the Number thought of; for ifyou

make him fubtract the Square of the Number thought of

from the Product, and tell you the Remainder, you have

nothing to do but to divide that Remainder by the Num-

ber you gave him to add before ; for the Quotient is the

Number thought of. Thus 4 added to 5 (the Number

thought of) makes 9, which being multiplied by 5 , makes

D 4 42;
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49 ; from which take 25, the Square of the Number

thought of, and there remains 20, which being divided

by 4 , leaves 5 in the Quotient,

Or elfe, bid the Perſon that thinks, take a certain lef-

fer Number from the Number thought of, and multiply

the Remainder by the fame Number thought of ; for if

you make him take the Square of the Number thought

of from the Product, and tell you the Remainder ; by

dividing that Remainder by the Number you ordered

to be taken from the Number thought of, you have the

Number thought of in the Quotient.

But of all the Ways for finding out a Number thought

of, the following is certainly the eafieft ; make him take

from the Number thought of what Number you pitch up-

on that'sless than it, and fet the Remainder apart ; then

make him add the fame Number to the Number thought

upon, and the preceding Remainder to the Sum, for a

fecond Sum ; which he is to diſcover to you, and the

Half of that Sum is the Number thought of. Thus 5

being thought of, and 3 taken from it, the Remainder is

2 ; and the fame Number 3 added to 5 makes 8 , and

that, with the preceding Remainder, 10 , the Half of

which, 5 , is the Number thought of.

PROBLEM XVI.

To find the Number thought of by another, without

asking any Questions.

ID the other Perfon add to the Number thought of,
BID

its Halfif it be even, or its greateſt Half if it be odd ;

and to that Sum its Half or greateft Half, according as

'tis even or odd, for a fecond Sum, from which bid him

fubtract the Double of the Number thought of, and take

the Half of the Remainder, or its leaft Half, if the Re-

mainder be odd ; and thus he is to continue to take Haif

after Half, till he comes to an Unit. In the mean time

you are to observe how many Subdivifions he makes, re-

taining in your Mind for the first Divifion 2, for the fecond.

4, for the third 8, and fo on in a double Proportion, re-

membring ftill to add 1 every time he took the lealt

Half ; and that when he can make no Subdivifion, you're

to retain only 1. By this means you have the Number

that
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that he has halfed ſo often, and the Quadruple of that

Number is the Number thought of, if fo be he was not

obliged to take the greateft Half at the beginning, which

can only happen when the Number thought of is evenly

even, or divisible by 4 ; in other Cafes, if the greateſt

Half was taken at the first Divifion, you muſt fubtract

3 from that Quadruple ; if the greateft Half was taken

only at the fecond Divifion, you ſubtract but 2 ; and if

he took the greateſt Half at each of the two Divifions,

you are to fubtract 5 from the Quadruple, and the Re-

mainder is the Number thought of.

For Example, Let 4 be the Number thought of, which

by the Addition of its Half, 2, becomes 6, and that, by

the Addition of its Half, 3 , is 9 ; from which, 8 , the Dou-

ble of the Number thought of, being fubtracted , the

Remainder is . 1 , that admits of no Divifion ; and for

this reaſon you retain only 1 in your Mind, the Quadru-

• ple of which, 4, is the Number thought of.

Again ; let 7 be the Number thought of ; this being

odd, the greateſt Half of it, 4, added to it makes 11,

which is odd again ; and fo the greateſt Half of 11 ad-

ded to 11, makes 17 , from which we take 14, the Dou-

ble of the Number thought of, and fo the Remainder is

3, the leaft Half of which is 1 , that admits of no further

Divifion. Here there being but one Sub-divifion, we retain

2, and to that add 1 for the leaft Half taken, ſo we have

3, the Quadruple of which is 12. But becauſe the greateſt

Moiety was taken both in the firſt and ſecond Divifion,

we muftfubtract 5 from 13, and the Remainder 7 is the

Numberthought of.

I

PROBLEM XVII.

To find out Two Numbers thought of by any One.

HAving bid the Perfon that thinks add the two Num-

bers thought of ( for Example, 3 and s ; ) order

him to multiply their Sum ( 8 ) by their Difference ( 2 )

and to add to the Product ( 16 ) the Square ( 9 ) of the

leaft of the two Numbers (3 ) and tell you the Sum, 25,

the Square Root of which, 5 , is the greateft of the two

Numbers thought of. Then for the leaſt, bid him fub-

tract the first Product ( 16) fromthe Square ( 25 ) ofthe

greatest
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greateſt Number thought of ( 5 ) and tell you the Re

mainder, 9, of which the Square Root 3 is the leaft

Number thought of.

An eafier Way of doing it is this : Bid him add to the

Sum of the two put together ( 8 ) their Difference ( 2)

and tell you the laft Sum, 10, for the Half of it, 5 , is

the greateſt Number thought of. And as for the leaft,

bid him fubtract the Difference of the two Numbers

thought offrom their Sum, and ask him the Remainder,

6, the Half of which, 3 , is the Number you look for.

This Problem may likewiſe be folv'd after the follow-

ing manner : Bid him fquare the Sum of the two Num-

bers ( which is 64 in this Example ; ) then bid him add

to the leaft Number thought of ( 3 ) the Double ( 10)

of the greateſt ( 5 ) and multiply the Sum ( 13 ) by the

leaft ( 3 ) and fubtract the Product ( 39 ) from the fore-

going Square ( 64 ) and diſcover the Remainder 25, the

Square Root of which is the greateſt Number thought of ;

and as for the leaft, order him to add to the greatest ( 5)

the Double ( 6 ) of the leaft ( 3 ) , and multiply the Sum

( 11 ) bythe greateſt ( 5 ) and fubtract the Product_ss,

from the foregoing, Square ( 64 ) and tell you the Re-

mainder ( 9 ) the Square Root of which is 3, the leaft

Number thought of.

Another, and a very eafie Way, is this : Bid him mul-

tiply the two Numbers ( 5,3, ) together; and then mul-

tiply the Sum of the twoNumbers ( 8 ) by the Number

you want to find, whether the greater or leffer, and lub-

tract the Product of the two Numbers ( 15 ) from that

Product (which is 40, if you want the greater, and 24,

if you look for the leffer Number ) and tell you the Re-

mainder, 25, or 9, the Square Roots of which fatisfies

the Demand.

Or elfe, bid him first take the Product of the two

Numbers ( 15 ), then multiply their Difference ( 2 ) by

the Number enquired for ( 3 or 5 ) and add to that Pro-

duct the Product of the two Numbers ( 15 ) ifyou want

the greateſt, or fubtract that Product from the Product

of the two Numbers, if you look for the leaft. Then

he telling you the Sum, or the Remainder, their Square

Roots are the Numbers in queftion.

When the leaft of the two Numbers does not exceed

9, ' tis eafie to find 'em out after this manner : Let i be

added to the Triple of the greatest, and the two Num-

bers
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bers thought of to the Triple ofthat Sum, and the Total

Sum diſcover'd ; from which you are to take off 3, and

thentheRight-hand Figure is the leaft, and the Left-hand

Figure the greateſt Number thought of. Thus s and 3

being thought of, I added to the Triple of 5, is 16, and

the Triple of that (48 ) added to 8, the Sum of the

two Numbers, makes 56, which loofing 3 , is 53 ; 3 the

Right-hand Figure being the leaft, and 5 on the Left

the greateſt Number thought of

PROBLEM XVIII.

To findſeveral Numbers thought on by another.

IF the Quantity of Numbers thought of is odd, ask

for the Sums of the firft and fecond, of the fecond and

third, ofthe third and fourth, and fo on till you have

theSum ofthe firſt and laſt ; and having written all theſe

= Sums in order, fo that the laft Sum is that of the firſt and

laft ; fubtract all the Sums of the even Places from all

thofe in the odd Places ; and the Half of the Remainder

is the firft Number thought of, which being fubtracted

from the first Sum, leaves the fecond Number remaining,

- and that fubtracted from the fecond, leaves the third

Number remaining ; and fo on to the laft. For Exam-

= ple, fuppofe theſe five Numbers thought of, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 ,

the Sums ofthe firft and ſecond, of the fecond andthird;

and fo on to the Sum of the firſt and laſt, are 6 , 9, 12 ,

15, 10 ; and 24 the Sum of the even Places, 9 and 15,

being taken from 28, the Sum of the odd places, there

remains 4, the Half of which 2 is the firft Number

thought of, and that being taken from the firſt Number

6, leaves 4 for the fecond Number, and 4 taken from

the fecond, 9, leaves 5 for the third, and fo on.

Ifthe Quantity of Numbers thought upon is even, ask

for the Sums of the firft and fecond, of the ſecond and

third, ofthe third and fourth, and ſo on to the Sum of

the ſecond and the laſt ; write them all in order, ſo that

the Sum ofthe ſecond and laft may be laft in order ; take

all the Sums in the odd Places ( excepting the firft ) from

thoſe in the even, and the Half of the Remainder is the

fecond Number thought of, and that taken from the firſt

Sum, leaves the first Number, which taken from the third

Sum,
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Sum, leaves for a Remainder the third Number, and fo.

Thus 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, being the Numbers thought

of, the Sums propoſed, as above, are 6, 9, 12 , 15, 17,

Then take 29 the Sum of 12 and 17 the odd Pla-

ces (excepting the firft ) out of 37 the Sum of 9 , 15, 13 ,

the three even Stations, and the Remainder is 8 , the Half

of which, 4, is the fecond Number thought of; and that

taken from 6, the firft Sum, leaves 2 the firſt Number, as

the fame fecond Number 4, taken from the ſecond Sum 9 ,

leaves 5 for the third Number, which taken from the

third Sum 12, leaves 7 for the fourth, and ſo on.

When each of the Numbers thought of confifts only

of one Figure, they are eafily found in the following

manner: Letthe Perfon add 1 to the Double of the firſt

Number thought of, and multiply the Sumby 5, then

add to the Product the fecond Number thought of.

If there's a third Number, add 1 to the Double of the

preceding Sum, and after multiplying the whole by 5,

add to the Product the third Number thought of. In

like manner, if there's a fourth Number, bid him add 1

to the Double of the laft preceding Sum, and after multi-

plying the whole by 5 , add to the Product the fourth

Number thought of, and fo on, if there are more Num.

bers. This done, ask for the Sum arifing from the Addi-

tion of the laſt Number thought of, and fubtract from it

5 for two, 55 for three, and 555 for four Numbers

thought of, and fo on, if there are more ; and then the

firft Left-hand Figure of the Remainder is the firft Num-

ber thought of, the next ( moving to the Right ) is the

fecond , the next to that the third, and fo on till you

come to the laft Right-hand Figure, which is the laſt

Number thought of.

For Example, Let 3 , 4 , 6 , 9, be the Numbers thought

of, and I added to 6, the Double of the firft 3 , and the

Sum 7 multiplied by 5 , the Product of which, 35 , with

the Addition of the fecond Number, 4, is 39 ; then I

being added to 78 , the Double of 39 , and the Sum 79

multiplied by 5, the Product 395 , with the Addition of

the third Number 6, is 401 ; and the Double of that,

with the Addition of an Unit is 803, which multiplied

by 5 is 4015 , and with the Addition of the fourth Num-

ber, 9 , 4024. Now, iffrom this Sum 4024 , we take

555, the Remainder is 3469, the four Figures of which

are the four Numbers thought of.

But
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But there's a Method for this purpofe that's ftill eafier,

viz. Let be fubtracted from the Double of the first

Number, and the Remainder multiplied by 5, to the

Product of which Multiplication, let the fecond Num-

ber thought of be added. Then, if there be more Num-

bers than two, let him adds to the laſt Sum for a fecond

Sum ; let i be taken from the Double ofthis fecond Sum,

and the Remainder multiplied by 5 , and the third Num-

ber added to that Product ; this done, if there are no

more Numbers thought of ( otherwife you must add 5 ,

and go on again ) ask for the laft Sum, adds to it, and

the Figures of the whole Sum will repreſent the Num-

bers thought of, as above.

For Infiance, Let 3 , 4, 6, 9 , be thought of; take 1 from

6, the Double of the firft 3 , multiply the Remainder s ,

by 5, add to the Product 25, the fecond Number 4 ; to

the Sum 29 add 5 , which gives you 34 for a fecond Sum ;

take 1 from 68, the Double ofthis fecond Sum, multiply

the Remainder 27 by 5 , and to the Product 335, add the

third Number 6, which makes 341 ; add 5 to this laft

Sum, then it makes 346, the Double of which, want-

ing 1 , is 691, and that multiplied by 5 , 3455, which,

with the Addition of the fourth Number 9, is 3464.

Now adding 5 to this Sum, you have 3469, the four

Figures of which reprefent the four Numbers thought of.

PROBLEM XIX.

A Perfon has in one Hand a certain even Number of

Piftoles, and in the other an odd Number ; ' tis required

tofindout inwhich Hand is the even or the oddNumber.

LET
ET the Number in the Right-hand be multiplied by

any even Number you will, as 2, and the Number

in the Left by fuch an uneven Number as you pitch up-

on, as 3 ; then order the Perfon to add together the two

Products, and take the Half oftheir Sum, and if he can

take an exact Half, fo that the Sum is even, you'll know

by that, that the Number in the Right-hand being multi-

plied by an even Number is odd , and confequently that in

the Left multiplied by an odd Number is even.
But on

the contrary, if he can't take an exact Half, theNum-

ber in the Right is even, and that in the Left odd.

For
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For Example : Suppofe 9 Piftoles in the Right-hand, and

8 in the Left; multiply 9 by 2, and 8 by 3 ;the Sum ofthe

two Products 42 being an even Number, thews that the

odd Number multiplied by the even 2. is in the Right

hand, and confequently 8 the even in the Left. This Pro

blem directs us to the Solution of the following Queftion

Queſtion. A Man having a piece of Gold in one Hand

and Silver in the other, 'tis asked what Hand the Gold or

Silver is in ?

Fix a certain Value in an even Number, as 8 , on the

Gold, and an odd, as 5, upon the Silver. Direct the Per

fon to multiply the Number anfwering to the Right-hand

by any even Number, as 2, and that in the Left by a de-

termin'd odd Number, as 3 , and ask him whether the

joynt Sum of the Products is even or odd ; or bid him

half it, and ſo you'll learn whether ' tis even or odd,

without asking. If this Sum is odd, the Gold is in the

Right-hand ; if even, è contra.

PROBLEM XX.

To findtwo Numbers, the Ratio and Difference of

which is given.

Tofindtwo Numbers, the first of which, forExample,

is tothe ſecond, as 5 to 2, and the Difference or Ex-

cefs 12 Multiply the Difference 12 by 2 , the leaft Term

of the given Ratio, and divide the Product 24, by 3 , the

Difference of the two Terms 5, 2, and you'll find the

Quotient 8, the leaftof the two Numbers look'd for, and

that added to the Difference 12 , viz. zo, the greateſt,

If you will , you may multiply the given Difference by

the greatest Term of the given Ratio, and after dividing

the Product by the Difference of the two Terms of

the Ratio, you'll find the Quotient the great Number,

which, upon the ſubtraction of 12, leaves the leffer re-

maining. Or you may take this Way ; Multiply each

of the two Terms of the given Ratio, by the Difference

given, and divide each of the Products by the Difference

of the two Terms, and the Quotients are the Numbers

demanded. This Problem furniſhes an eafie Solution to

the following Queſtion.

Queftion
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Queſtion. If a Man bas as many Pieces of Money in

one Hand as in the other, bow fhall we know how much

is in each Hand?

Bid him put two out of the Left into the Right-hand,

which by that means will have 4 more than the Left,

and ask for the Ratio of Number of Pieces in the Right

to that in the Left, which we fhall here fuppofe to be as

5 to 3. Then multiply 4, the Difference of the two

Hands, by 3, the leaft Term of the given Ratio, and di-

vide the Product 12 by 2, the Difference of the two

Terms of theRatio 5 , 3 : The Quotient 6 is the Num-

ber of Pieces in the Left, to whieh if you add the Diffe-

rence 4, you have 10 for the Right. Theſe two put to-

gether make 16, and confequently at firft the Manhad 8

in eachHand.

PROBLEM XXI.

Two Perfons having agreed to take at pleasure lefs Num-

bers than a Number propos'd, and to continue it alter-

nately, till all the Numbers make together a determin'd

Numbergreater than the Number propos'd ; ' tis requir'd

bow to doit.

Suppoſe the firft is to make up 100, and both he

and the fecond are at liberty to take alternately any

Number under 11 ; let the first take 11 from 100 as

often as he can, and theſe Numbers will remain, 1 , 12 ,

23, 34, 45, 56, 67, 78, 89, which he is to keepin mind

and firft take 1, for then let the fecond take what Num-

ber he will (under 11 ) he can't hinder the firft to

come atthe ſecond Number 12 ; for if the ſecond takes

3, for Example, which, with 1 makes 4, the firſt has

nothing to do but to take 8, and fo reach 12. After

that, let the fecond Perfon take what Numberhe will, he

can't hinder the firft from coming at the third Number

233 for, if he takes 1 , for Inftance, which with 12 is

13, the firft takes 10, and fo makes 23. In like manner,

the first can't be hindred to reach the fourth Number

34, then the fifth 45, then 56, then 67, then 78, then

89, and at laft 100.

As for the fecond Perfon, he can never touch at 100,

ifthe firſt underſtands the Way: Indeed if the first takes

1

2 35
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2 at the beginning, his bufineſs is to take 10, and fo clap

in upon 12 , with the fame Advantage the firft had above.

But if the firft is acquainted with the Artifice, he'll be

fure to take 1 , and fo the fecond can never make 12 , nor

23, &c. nor, in fine, 100.

If the firft would be fure to win, he muft take care

that the leffer Number propos'd does not meaſure the grea-

ter ; for if it does, he has no infallible Rule to go by.

For Example, If, inftead of 11, Jo were the Number

propos'd ; taking to continually from 100, youhave thefe

Numbers, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 , 60, 70, 80, 90 ; now

the first being obliged to pitch under 10, can't hinder the

other from making 10, and fo 20, 30, &c. and in fine

ICO.

You need not be at the pains to make a continued Sub-

traction of the leffer Number from the greater, in order

toknowthe Numbers the firft is to run upon ; for ifyou

divide the greater by the leffer, the Remainder of the

Divifion is the first Number you're to take. Thus divide

100 by 11, I is the Remainder for the first Number, add

to that 11, it makes 12 for the ſecond, and 12 with 11

makes 23 for the third, and fo on to 100.

PROBLEM XXIÍ.

To divide a given Number into Two Parts, the Ratio of

ofwhich is equal to to that of Two Numbers given.

Suppofe 60 is to be divided into Two Numbers, the

leaft of which must be to the greater as 1 to 2 : Add

togetherthe two Terms of the given Ratio 1,2, and divide

60 by their Sum 3 ; the Quotient zo is the leaft Nut-

ber wanted, and that fubtracted from 60 leaves 40 the

greater. Or, multiply the two Terms 1 , 2 , feparately,

by 60, and divide each of the Products, 60, 110, by

3, the Sum of the Terms ; and the two Quotients, 20,

40, are the Numbers you look for. This Problem gives

an eafie Solution to the following Queſtion,

Queftion. To divide the Value of a Crown into Two dif

ferent Species or Denominations, the Number of whichshall

be equal.

The Solution being demanded in Integers, ' tis impof

fible to folve this or the like Queftion, unleſs the Sum

of
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ofthe two Terms of the Ratio of the different Species

propos'd, does exactly divide the Crown when reduc'd

to fmaller Money. Thus ' tis impoffible to divide an

English Crown according to the tenour of the Queltion,

into Shillings and Pence ; becauſe the Ratio of thefe Spe-

cies or Denominations is 12, 1 ; and 13 , the Sum oftheſe

twoTerms, does not exactly divide 60 Pence, the Value

ofthe Crown : But make the two Species Pence and Far-

things 'twill do, fince 4, 1 , the Terms of their Ratio, makė

together 5 , which exactly divides 240 , the Value ofthe

Crown in Farthings ; and the Quotient 48, folves the

Queſtion, that is, 48 Pence, and 48 Farthings, make a

Crown.

PROBLEM

I

XXIII.

Tofind a Number, which being divided bygiven Numbers

Separately, leaves 1 the Remainder ofeach Divifion; and

when divided by another Number given, leaves no Re-

mainder.

To
find a Number which leaves i remaining, when

divided by 5 and by 7, and Nothing when divided

by 3: Multiply into one another the two first Numbers

given, 5,7 ; to their Product 35 , add 1 , which makes

36, the Number demanded. For, if you divide 36 by $

and by 7, the Remainder is ; and when you divide it

by 3, there is, as it happens, no Remainder.

After finding this firft and loweſt Number of the pro-

pos'd Quality 36, you may find an infinite Quantity of

greater Numbers of the fame Quality, and that in the

following manner : Add the firft Number found 36, ta

105 , the Product of the three given Numbers 5 , 7, 3 ;

and the Sum 141 is a fecond Number of the fame Qua

lity ; then add to 141 the Product abovemention'd ros,

and you have 246 for a third ; which, with the addi-

tion of 105, makes 351 for a fourth Number ; and ſo on.

To find a Number that divided feparately by 2, 3 , Sa

leaves remaining, and no Remainder when divided by

11 : If you take 30, the Product of the first three Num

bers 2, 3 , 5 , and add 1 to it, you have the Number 31,

which divided by each ofthe three first Numbers, 2, 3, 5 ,

there fhould remain 11, and by 11 , the fourth Num-

ber, Nothing but fo it is, that 31 , when divided by 11,

E
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leaves 9 remaining, and therefore 31 is not the tight

Number ; but in order to find out the right Number,

take 30 the Product of the three Terms 2, 3 , 5 , and

quadruple it, which makes 126 , which with the addition

of 1, is the Number required 121 , and that added to

1320, the Product of the four Numbers given 2 , 3, 5. 11 ,

makes 1441 for a fecond Number of the fame Quality;

and fo on, as above. In this Cafe, 30, the Product of

2, 3, 5, being divided by 11, left 8 remaining, and the

Quadruple of that 8 , 32, being but I fhort of 33 , the

Multiple or Triple of 11, we quadrupled the 30, and

added to the Sum.

In like manner, to find a Number, that divided fepa-

rately by 3,5,7, leaves 2 remaining, and no Remainder

when divided by 8 : Divide 105, the Product of the

three firft Numbers 3, 5, 7, by the fourth 8 ; and becauſe

there remains 1 , multiply the Product 10s by 6, that the

Product 630 divided by 8, may leave a Remainder of

6, which is less than 8 by 2, and then adding 2 to the

laft Product 630, you have 632 the Number required,

which added to the Product of the four given Numbers,

makes a fecond Number of the fame Quality; and that,

with the fame Addition, a third, and ſo on.

To find a Number that divided feparately by 3 , 5, 7,

leaves 2 remaining, and divided by 11 leaves no Remain-

der : Divide 105, the Product of the first three Numbers

given 3 , 5 , 7, by the fourth 11 ; and in regard there re-

mains 6, the Double of which, 12, furpaffes the Divi-

for 11 by 1 ; multiply the Product 105 by 2 , that 210

being divided by 11 , there may remain 1 ; and fince ' tis

defired that 9 may be the Remainder, which is less than

the Divifor 11 by 2, multiply the laft Product 210 by 9,

and then the Product 1890 being divided by 11, the Re-

mainder will be 9 ; and therefore adding 2 to that laſt

Product, you'll have a Number 1892, which leaves no

Remainder, being divided by 11.

In like manner, to find a Number that being divided

by 5, or 7, or 8, leaves 3 remaining, and nothing when

divided by 11: Multiply by 9, 280 the Product of the

first three Numbers given, 5 , 7 , 8, and the Product 2520

being divided by 11, there remains 1 , upon which you

may make the Remainder 8 , which is less than 11 by the

given Number 3, by multiplying the foregoing Product

2520 by 8, which makes 20163 , and confequently that

Sum
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Sum, with the addition of 3, viz. 20163. is the Num-

ber fought for. This Problem directs us to folve the fol-

lowing Queſtion.

Queft. To find how many Piftoles were in a Purſe that

a Man has loft , but remembers, that, when he toldthem by

Two's , orby Threes, or by Fives, there always remain'd anodd

one; and when he counted 'em by Sevens, there remain'd none.

Here we are to find a Number, that, when divided by

either 2, or 3, or 5 , ftill leaves 1 Remainder ; and when

divided by 7, leaves o. Now there are feveral Numbers

of that Quality, as appears from the foregoing Problem ;

and therefore to find the Number that really was in the

Purſe, it behoves us to be directed by the Bulk or Weight

of the Purfe, in order to determine that real Number.

Now to find the leaft of all theſe Numbers, let's first

of all try for a Number that's exactly divisible by 2, by 3,

and by 5 , and likewife by 7 when I is added to it. If

you multiply together the three firft Numbers given, 2, 3,

5 , their Product 3 will be divifible by each of theſe

three Numbers ; but when you have added 1 to it, the

Sum 31 is not divifible by the fourth Number given, 7 ,

for there remains 3 ; and fince the Product 30, when

divided by 7 leaves 2, its Double 60 will leave 4 upon

the like Diviſion, and by the fame Conſequence its Triple

90 will leave 6 remaining. Now 6 wanting but 1 of7,

add that I to this triple Number 90, and fo 91 will be

exactly divisible by 7, and confequently is the Number

fought for.

I

To find the next larger Number that anſwers the Que-

ftion, multiply together the four given Numbers 2,3,5,7,

and to their Product 210 add the firſt and leaſt Number

found 91 ; the Sum 301 is the fecond Number fought

for ; and ifyou add to this fecond Number the forego-

ing Product 210, the Sum 511 will be the third Num-

ber that folves the Queſtion ; and fo on in infinitum.

Thus, to refolve the Queftion, you may anfwer, that

there might bein the Purfe 91 Louis d'Ors, or 301 , or

511; and the Bulk of the Purfe will ferve to direct you

which of the Numbers was really in it.

E 2 PROBL
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PROBLEM XXIV.

OfSeveral Numbers given to divide each into two parts,

and tofind two Numbers of fuch a Quality, that when

the first part of each of the given Numbers is multi-

plied by the first Number given, and the fecond by the

Jecond, the Sum of the two Products is still the fame.

Suppofe, for Example , thefe three Numbers given, 10 ,

25, 30, and the Solution is requir'd in entire Num-

bers ; Take any two Numbers for the two Numbers

fought for, provided their Difference be 1, or fuch as

may exactly divide the Product under the greateſt of theſe

two Numbers and the Difference of any two ofthe three

given Numbers, and fo, that the greateſt of theſe two

Numbers multiplied by the leatt given Number 10, may

be greater than the leaft of thele two Numbers multi-

plied bythe greatest given Number 30 ; fuch are 2 and 7.

Thetwo Numbers requir'd. 2 and 7, being thus found;

the firit part ofthe firt given Number 10, may be taken

at pleaſure, provided ' tis less than 10, and than the Num-

ber arising from the Subtraction of the leaft found Num-

ber 2, multiplied by the greatest given Number 30,

from the greateft found Number 7, multiplied by the

leaft given Number 10 ; and than the Number that arifes

from the Diviſion of the remainder 10 by 5 the Diffe-

rence of the two Numbers found 2,7 ; that is, leſs than
V

which is 1 , which being fubtracted from the firft given

Number 10, leaves the Remainder 9 for the other part;

and that being multiplied by the fecond Number found 7,

and the first part 1 being multiplied by the first Number

found 2, the Sum of the two Products 63 and 2 is 65.

To find the first part of the fecond Number given, 25,

multiply 15 , the Difference of the firſt two Numbers gi-

ven, 10,25 , by the greateft Number found 7 ; and divide

the Product 10s by 5 the Difference ofthetwo Numbers

found , 7 ; then add the Quotient 21 to 1 , the first

part found of the first Number given 10 ; and the Sum

22 will be the first part of the fecond Number given 25,

and confequently the other part will be 3, which being

multiplied by the fecond Number found 7 , and the first

part 22, being multiplied by the firft Number given z,

the Sum oftheir two Products 21, 44, makes likewife 65.

Laft
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Laft of all, To find the firft part of the third Number

given 30, multiply 5 , the Difference of the two laft Num-

bers given 25, 30, by the greatest Number found 7, and

divide the Product 35 by 5 , the Difference of the two

Numbers found 2, 7 ; then add the Quotient 7 to 22,

the first part of the fecond Number given 30 , and the

Sum 29 will be the first part of the third Number given

30, and confequently the other part will be 1 , which

being multiplied by the fecond Number found 7, and

the first part 29 being multiplied by the firft Number

found 2, the Sum of the two Products 7, 58 , makes

ftill 65.

Or elfe multiply 20, the Difference of the firft and

the thirdNumber given, by the greateſt Number found 7,

and divide the Product 140 by 5 , the Difference of the

two Numbers found 2, 7; then add the Quotient 28 to

1, the first part of the firft Number given 10, and you'll

have 29, as above, for the first part of the third Number

given 30.

IIf you take 1 and 6 for the two Numbers fought for,

and 4 forthe firit part of the first Number given 10, in

which Cafe the other part will be 6, which being multi-

plied bythe fecond Number found, 6, and the firit part 4

by the firft Number found 1 , the Sum of the two Pro-

ducts 36, and 4, is 40 : Upon this Suppofition, I fay,

the first part of the fecond Number given 25, will be

22, and confequently the other part 3, which being mul-

tiplied by the fecond Number found 6, and the first part

22 bythe first found Number 1 , the Sum ofthe two Pro-

ducts 18, 22 , is likewife 40' ; and in fine, the firſt part

of the third Number given 30, will be 28, and the other

2, which being multiplied by the fecond Number given

6, and the first 28 by the first 1 , the Sum of the two Pro-

ducts is ftill 40. This Problem directs us to the Solution

of the following Queftion.

Queft. One Woman fold at Market 10 Apples at a

certain rate apiece ; another fold 25 at the fame rate;

and a third fold 30 ftill at the fame Price ; and yet each

of them brought the fame Sum of Mony home with them.

The Question is, bow this could be ?

'Tis manifeft, That to fave the Poffibility of the Que-

ftion, the Women muft fell their Apples at two different

Sales, and at two different Rates, feeing at each Sale or

Divifion, they fell at the fame Rate. Let the two dif

E 3 ferent
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ferent Rates be 2 and 7, which are the two Numbers that

we found in the foregoing Problem ; and we'll fuppofe

Apples Farthings Apples Farth.

1

X.

XXV.

XXX. 29

I at 2

22 at 2
3

9 at 7

at 7 -65

at 2 I at 7

that at the firft Sale they fold at 2 Farthings an Apple,'

and that at this rate the firſt fells 1 Apple, the fecond

22, and the third 29 ; the three Numbers 1 , 22, 29,

being the firft Parts of the three given Numbers X,

XXV, XXX, which were found in the foregoing Pro.

blem ; in this Cafe the firſt Woman will take 2 Farthings,

the fecond 44, and the third 58. In the next place,

if we fuppofe they fell the rest of their Apples at 7 Parth.

then the firſt Woman will take 63 Farthings for the 9

Apples fhe had left, the fecond will take 21 Farthings

for the 3 Apples fhe had left, and the third 7 Farthings

for the Apple fhe had left ; and fo each of 'em will

take in all 65 Farthings.

Or, ifyou will, make the two different Rates 1 and 6,

which were the two Numbers found in the laſt Problem ;

and fuppofe at the firft Sale they fell at a Farthing an

Apple, at which Price the firft fells 4, the fecond 22 ,

Apples

X. 4

XXV. 22

Farth. Apples Farth.

at I

at I. 3

6 at 6

at 6540

XXX. 28 at I 2 at 6

and the third 28 ; theſe three Numbers 4, 22 , 28, being

the first parts of the given Numbers X, XXV, XXX,

which were found in the laſt Problem ; the firft Woman

will take 4 Farthings, the fecond 22, and the third 28.

Then fuppofe again, that they fell the rest of their Ap-

ples at 6 Farthings apiece, the firft Woman will take 36

Farthings for the 6 Apples the had left, the ſecond 18 for

the 3 Apples the had left, and the third 12 Farthings for

2 Apples the had left. And thus every one of 'em will

take in all 40 Farthings,

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXV.

Out of Several Numbers given in Arithmetical Progref-

fion, and ranged in a Circular Order, the first of which

is an Unit ; to find that which one has thought of.

K

To find the Number thought upon, of Ten Natural
Numbers ; for Inftance, 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

9, 10 , difpofe 'em in a

Circular Order, as you

fee in the annext Cut ;

which Numbers may

repreſent Ten different

Cards,the firft ofwhich

correfponding to A,

may be the Ace, and

the laſt repreſented by

K, may be the Ten.

Bid him who thinks

of one,one, touch any

one Number or Card,

which he pleaſes ; add

to the Number of the

9

I
可

touch'd Card the Number that expreffes the Multitude

of the Cards, which in this Inſtance is 10. Then make

him who thinks of a Card, count that Sum backwards,

or contrariwise to the Order of the Cards, beginning

from the Card he touch'd, and afcribing to it the Num-

ber thought of : For, by counting in this Order, he'll juſt

finiſh or make upthe Sum at the very Card thought of.

For Example, Let the Number thought of be 3, re-

prefented by the Letter C ; and the Number touch'd

be 6, correfponding to F ; if you add 10 to 6, the

touch'd Number, it makes 16 ; and reckoning 16 back-

wards from the touch'd Card F, by E, D, C, B, A,

and fo on in a Retrograde Order, fo as to begin the

Number upon the touch'd Card F, 4 upon E, 5 upon

D, 6 uponC, and fo on to 16, the 16 Number will fall

upon C, which thews that 3, its reſpective Number, was

the Number thought of,

E 4 PROBL
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PROBLEM XXVI

Among Three Perfons, to find bow many Cards or Coumers

each of 'em bas got.

LET the third Perfon take what number of Cards or

Counters he pleafes, provided it be evenly even, that

is, divifible by 4 ; let the ſecond take as many 7's as the

other has taken 4's ; and the first as many 13's. Then

bid the first give to the other two as many of his Coun-

ters as each of 'em had before ; and the ſecond to give

to the remaining two as many of his Counters as each

of ' em ; and in like manner, thethird to give to each

of the other the fame Number that they have. By this

means 'twill fo fall out, that they will all have the fame

number of Counters, and each of ' em will have double

the Number that the third had at firſt. And for this

realon, if you ask one ofthe three how many Counters

he has got, half his Number is the Number the third had

at first ; and if you take as many 7's, and as many 14's

as there were 4's in the third Perfon's Number, you'll

have the number of Cards or Counters that the fecond

and first took.

3d.

8

Ift. 2d.

26 14

4 28 16

8 8

16 16

32

16

For Example, If the third took 8 Cards, it behov'd

the fecond to take 14, that is, twice 7, becauſe there's

twice 4 in 8 ; and the first mult

take 26, that is twice 13 by the

fame reaſon. If the first who has

26 Cards, gives to the fecond 14

that is, as many as he had at firſt ;

and to the third 8 , that being his

firft Number, he will have only 4

left to himſelf ; and the fecond will have 28 ; and the

third 16. But if the fecond, who has 28 Cards, gives

out of his Cards 4 to the first, who had just as many

before ; and 16 to the third, who had likewife as many ;

he will have 8 left to himſelf, and the firſt will have 8,

and the third 32. In fine, ifthe third, who has got 32,

gives 8 to each of the others, all the three will have 16,

which is the Double of 8 , the Number that the third

took up at firit.

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXVII.

• Of Three unknown Cards, to find what Card each of Three

Perfons has taken up.

THE 鬼

HE Number of each Card taken up must not ex-

ceed 9. Then, to find out that Number, bid the

firft fubtract from double the Number of the Points of

his Card, and after multiplying the remainder by 5,

add to the Product the Number of the Points of the

fecond Perfon's Card. Then caufe him to add to that

Sum 5, in order to have a fecond Sum ; and after he

has taken from the Double of that ſecond Sum, make

him to multiply the Remainder by 5 , and add to the

Product the Number of the Points of the third Perfon's

Card. Then ask him the Sum arifing from this laft Ad-

dition ; for if you add 5 to it, you'll have another Sum

compos'd ofthree Figures, the firft of which towards the

Left is the number of the Points of the Card that the

firft Perſon took up ; the middle Figure will be that of

the ſecond Perfon's Card ; and the latt towards the Right

directs you to the third Perfon's Card.

For Example, If the firft took a 3 , the ſecond a 4,

and the third a 7 ; by taking 1 from 6, the Double of

the firſt 3 , and multiplying the Remainders by 5, we

have 25 Product, to which we add 4, the Number of

the ſecond Perfon's Card, which makes 29, and that,

with the Addition of 5 , makes the fecond Sum 34, the

Double of which is 68, and taking from that, there

remains 67, which being multiplied by 5 , makes 335 ,

and this, by the Addition of 7, the Number of the third

Perfon'sCard, and 5 over and above, makes the laft Sum

347, the three Figures of which feverally repreſent the

Number of each Card.

Or, if you will, you may bid the firſt add 1 to the Another

Double of the Number of the Points of his Card, and wayof an-
fwering the

multiply the Sum by 5, and add to the Product the Problem.

Number of the ſecond Perfon's Card. Then bid him

add in like manner to the Double of the preceding

Sum, and multiply the whole by 5, and add to the Pro-

duct the Number of the third Perfon's Card. Then ask

him theSum arising from the laft Addition, and fubtract

55
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55 from it, that fo there may remain a Number com

pos'd of three Figures, each of which repreſents, 21 a

bove, the Number of each Card.

As in the foregoing Example, by adding to the

Double of 3 , the Number of the firft Perfon's Card,

and by multiplying the Sum 7 by 5 , we have 35, which,

with the Addition of 4, the Number of the fecond Per-

fon's Card, makes 39, the Double of which is 78, to

which if we add 1 , and multiply the Sum 79 by 5 , we

have 395 ; to that we add 7, the Number of the third

Perfon's Card, and ſo have 402 , from which if we ſub-

tract 55 , the Remainder is 347 , the three Figures of

which feverally repreſent the Number of each Card.

PROBLEM XXVIII.

Of Three Cards known, to find which and which is taken

up by each ofthree Perfons.

OF the three known Cards, we fhall call one A, the

other B, and the third C, and leave each of the

three Perſons to pitch upon one of the three, which may

ift. 2d. 3d.

12 24 36

Α B

S
A
C
A
A
C
A

←
S
A
M
A
U
M
U

H
C
R
C
B
A
A

.C

Sums.

23

24

25

В 27

B 28

C B 29

be done fix different

ways, as you ſee inthe

annext Scheme. Give

the firſtPerſon theNum-

ber 12, the ſecond 24,

the third 36. Then di-

rect the firſt Perſon to

add together the halfof

the Number of that Per-

fon that has taken the

Card A, the third part

of the Number of the Perſon that takes the Card B,

and the fourth part of the Number of the Perfon that

takes the Card C; and then ask him the Sum, which

you'll find to be either 23 , or 24, or 25, or 27, or 28,

or 29. as you fee in the Table or Scheme, which fhews,

that if the Sum is, for Example, 25, the firft will have

taken the Card B, the fecond the Card A, and the third

the Card C ; and if the Sum is 28, the firſt has taken

the Card B, the fecond the Card C, and the third the

Card A; and fo on in the other Cales,

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXIX.

To find out among feveral Cards, one that another bas

thought of.

Havingtaken out of a Pack of Cards a certain Num-

ber of Cards at pleaſure, and fhewn them in order

upon the Table, before the Perfon that is to think, be-

ginning with the lowermoft, and laying them cleverly

one above another, with their Figures and Points up-

wards, and counting them readily, that you may find our

the Number ; which, for Example, we shall here fuppoſe

to be 12 ; Bid him keep in mind the Number that ex-

preffes the Order of the Card he has thought of, namely

1, ifhe has thought of the firſt, 2 , ifhe has thought of

the fecond, 3 , if he has thought of the third, &c. Then

lay your Cards, one after another, upon the reft of the

Pack, in a contrary Situation, putting that upon the

Pack firft that was firft fhewn upon the Table, and that

laſt that was laſt ſhewn. Then ask the Number of the

Card thought of, which we fhall here fuppofe to be 4,

that is, the fourth Card in order of laying down, is

the Card thought of. Lay your Cards, with their Faces

up, upon the Table, one after another, beginning with

the uppermoft, which you're to reckon 4, the Number of

the Card thought of; fo the fecond next to it will be 5,

and the third under that 6, and ſo on, till you come to

12, the Number of the Cards you first pitch'd upon to

fhew the Perfon ; and you'll find the Card that theNum-

ber 12 falls to, to be the Card thought of.

1

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXX.

Several Parcels of Cards being propos'd or fhewn, to as

many different Perfons, to the end that each Perfor

may think upon one, and keep it in his mind; To guess

the refpective Card that each Perfon has thought of.

WE'll fuppofe there are 3 Perfons, and 3 Cards fhewn

to the firſt Perſon, that he may think upon one

of ' em , and theſe three Cards laid afide by hemſelves ;

Then 3 other Cards held before the fecond Perfon, for

the fame end, and laid apart ; And at last , 3 different-

Cards again to the third Perfon, for the fame end, and

likewife laid apart. This done, turn up the 3 firft Cards,

laying them in three Stations ; upon these three lay the

next three other Cards that were fhewn to the ſecond

Perfon ; and above theſe again the three lait Cards.

Thus you have your Cards in three Parcels, each of

which confifts of 3 Cards. Then ask each Perfon in

what Lift is the Card he thought of ; after which 'twill

be eafie to distinguish it ; for the firft Perfon's Card will

be the first of his Heap ; and in like manner the ſecond's

will be the ſecond in his ; and the third Perfon's Card

will be the third in his.
R

PROBLEM XXXI.

Several Cards being forted into Three equal Heaps,

guess the Card that one thinks of.

TIS
Is evident that the Numbe

r
of Cards must be divi-

fible by 3, fince the three Lifts are equal. Suppoſe

then there are 36 Cards, by confequ
ence

there are 12 in

each Lift ; ask in what Lift is the Card thought up-

on; then put all the Heaps together, fo as to put that

which contain'
d
the Card thought upon between the o-

ther two ; then deal off the 36 Cards again into three

equal Hands, obfervin
g

that order, of the firft Card to

the first, the ſecond to the ſecond, the third to the third,

the fourth to the firft again, and ſo round , dealing one

Card
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ard at a time, till the Cards are dealt off. Then ask again,

what Hand or Heap is the Card thought upon, and af-

er laying together the Cards, fo as to put that Lift which

ontain'd the Card between the other two, deal off again,

you did before, into three equal Lifts, Thus done,

sk once more, what Lift the Card is in, and you'll ea-

ly diitinguish which is it, for it lies in the middle ofthe

Lift to which it belongs ; that is, in this Example, ' tis

he fixth Card ; or, if you will, to cover the Artifice the

etter, you may lay them all together, as before, and

he Card will be in the middle of the whole, that is,

he Eighteenth.

PROBLEM XXXII.

To guess the Number of a Card drawn out of a compleat

Stock.

AFrer one hath drawn what Card he pleafes out of a
compleat Stock of 52 Cards, for Inttance, fuch as

we play at Ombre with, you may know how many

Points are in the Card thus drawn, by reckoning every

fac'd Card 10, and the rest according to the Number

of their Points ; Then looking upon the reft of the Cards

one after another, add the Points of the firft Card to

the Points of the fecond, and the Sum to the Points of

the third, and fo on, till you come to the laft Card , ta-

king care all along to calt out 10, when the Number

exceeds it ; upon which account you fee ' tis needlefs

to reckon in the 10's or the faced Cards, fince they are

to be caft out however. Then if you fubtract your

laft Sum from 10, the Remainder is the Number of the

Drops of the Card drawn.

'Tis eafie to know, that when Nothing remains, the

Card drawn is either a 10 or a faced Card ; and that

in this Cafe, if it be a faced Card, one can't diftin-

guifh whether it be King, Queen, or Knave : Now, in

order to be Mafter of that Diftinction, the beſt way

is, to make uſe of a Stock of 36 Cards only, fuch as

we formerly us'd for Piquet, and reckon a Knave 2 , a

Queen 3, and a King 4.

If you make ufe of a Stock of 32 Cards only, fuch

as is now uled for Piquet, you're to follow the fame

Course
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Courſe as is above prefcrib'd, only, you muſt always add

4 to the laft Sum, in order to have another Sum, which

being fubtracted from to if it be lefs, or from 20 ifit fur-

paffes 10, the Remainder will be the Number of the

Card drawn ; fo that if a remains ' tis a Knave, if 3 a

Queen, if 4 a King, &c.

If the Stock is not full, you must take notice what

Cards are wanting, and add to the laft Sum the Number

of all the Cards that are wanting, after fubtracting from

that Number as many 10's as are to be had ; upon

which, the Sum arifing fromthis Addition, is to be fub-

tracted, as above, from 10 or from 20, according as 'tis

above or under 10. This done, ' tis evident by cafting

your Eye once more upon the Cards, you may tell what

Card was drawn.

PROBLEM XXXIII.

To guess the Number of the Points or Drops of Two Cards

drawn out of a compleat StockofCards.

LE
ET a Man draw at pleaſure Two Cards out of a

Srock of 52 Cards ; bid him add to each of the

Cards drawn as many other Cards as his Number is

under 25 , which is the half of all the Cards, wanting

1, fixing upon each faced Card what Number he pleaſes;

as if the firft Card be 10, add to it 15 Cards ; and if

the fecond Card be 7, add to it 18 Cards ; fo that in

this Example there will remain but 17 Cards in the Stock,

the whole Number taken out amounting to 35. Then

taking the remainder of the Pack into your hands, and

finding they are but 17 , conclude that 17 is the joint

Number of all the Points of the two Cards drawn.

To cover the Artifice the better, you need not touch

the Cards, but order the Drawer to fubtract the Num-

ber of the Points of each of the two drawn Cards from

26, which is half the Number of all the Cards, and di-

-rect him to add together the two Remainders, and ac-

quaint you with the Sum, to the end you may ſubtract

it from the Number of the whole Stock, i. e. 52 ; for

the Remainder of that Subtraction is what you look for.

For Example, Suppofe a 10 and a 7 are the Cards

drawn take 10 from 26, there remains 16 ; and taking¿

7 from
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from 26, the Remainder is 19 : the Addition of the

two Remainders 16, 19, makes a Sum of which35,

fubtracted from 52, leaves 17 for the Number ofthe

Drops of the two Cards drawn.

The fame is the Management in a Stock of 36 or 32

Cards ; only to colour the Trick the better, instead of

26, the half of the Cards, when they make 52 , take an-

other leffer Number, but greater than 10, as 24, from

which taking 10 and 7, there remains 14 and 17, the

Sum of which, 31 , being fubtracted from 52, the Sum

of all the Cards, leaves 1 the Remainder ; from which

fubtract again 4, which is the Double of the Excess of

26 above 24, and fo the Remainder is 17 , the Number

of the Points of the two Cards drawn, viz 10 and 7.

"

If you make uſe of a Piquet Stock, confifting of 36

Cards, inſtead of 18 , the Halfof 36, the Number of all

the Cards, take in like manner a leffer Number, fuch as

16, from which take 10 and 7 , and there remains 6 and ,,

the Sum of which, 15 , being fubtracted from 36, the

Number of all the Cards, leaves 21 remaining; from

which fubtract again 4, the Double of the Excefs of 18

above 16, and fo the 17 remaining is the Number ofthe

Points of the two Cards drawn.

In like manner, if this Piquet-Stock confits only of

32 Cards, inſtead of 16, the Half of 32, the Number

of the whole Stock, take any leffer Number you will,

provided it be greater than 10, fuch as 14, from which

take ro and 7, and the Remainders are 4 and 7, the Sum

of which, 11 , being taken from 32 , leaves 21, and ta-

king from that 4 , the Double of the Excefs of 16 a-

bove 14, you have 17 remaining, the Number of the

Prints of the 10 and the 7 drawn.

PROBLEM XXXIV.

To guess the Number of all the Drops of Three Cards

drawn at pleasure out of a compleat Stock of Cards.

TO folve this Problem as the former, after the ſhort-

eft way, the Number of Cards contain'd in the

Stock muſt be divisible by 3 ; fo that neither a Stock

of 52, nor one of 32, are proper ; but one of 36 is, in

regard 36, the Number of all the Cards, has 12 for its

1

.

third
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third part, which will affift us in the Solution of the

Queftion, as follows:

Let a Man draw at pleaſure Three Cards out of a

Piquet-Stock of 36 Cards, bid him add to each of thefe

Cards as many other Cards as the Number of their

Points falls fhort of 11, which is the third part of the

Number of all the Cards, wanting one, allotting, as

in the foregoing Problem, to each faced Card what

Number he pleaſes : As if the firft Card is 9, he adds

to it a Cards ; if the fecond is 7 , he adds to it 4 ;

and if the third is 8 , he adds 5 , which make in all 14

Cards ; fo that in this Example, the Remainder of the

whole Stock is 22 Cards, which denotes the Number of

all the Points of the Three Cards drawn.

The better to colour the Artifice, you need not touch

a Card, but bid him fubtract the Number of the Points

of each of the three drawn Cards, from 12, the third

part of 36, the Number of the whole Stock, and add

together the three Remainders, and tell you the Additio

nal Sum, which you're to fubtract from 36, and the Re-

mainder of that Subtraction is what you look for.

As in this Example ; Suppoſe he drew a Nine, a Seven,

and a Six ; take 9 from 12, there remains 3 ; take 7

from 12, there remains 5 ; and take 6 from 12, there

remains 6 ; add the three Remainders, 3, 5 , 6, the Sum

is 14, which taken from 36 leaves 22 for the Number of

the Drops of the three Cards drawn.

To colour the Trick the better, and to apply the Rule

to a Stock that confifts of fewer or more than 36 Cards,

ſuch as one of 52 Cards, make uſe of a Number greater

than 10, and leffer than 17, the third part of 52, for In-

ftance 15 Bid him who drew the three Cards, add to

each of his drawn Cards as many other Cards as the Num-"

ber oftheir respective Points is under 15 : For Example, if

the firft Card be 9, he adds to it 6 Cards ; if the ſecond is

7,he adds 8 ; if the third is 6, he adds 9, which makes in

all 26 Cards fo that in this Example there will remain

in the main Stock 26 Cards. Taking the main Stock

into your hands, and finding you have 26 Cards, fub-

tract from 26 the Number 4, which is the Excess of 52,

the Number of the whole Stock , above the Triple of

15, +3, ie. 48 ; and the Remainder 22, is the Number

of all the Points of the three Cards drawn,

OF
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Or else you need not touch the Cards, but bid the Per-

fon that draws fubtract the Number of the Drops of each

ofthe three Cards drawn, from 16, whichis 1 more than

the firſt Number 15, and add together all the Remain-

ders, and acquaint you with the Sum ; then do you fub-

tract that Sum from the Number above-mention'd, 48,

and you'll find the Remainder to be the Number of all

the Points of the three Cards drawn.

For Example, Suppoſe he drew a 9, à 7, and a 6;

take 9 from 16 there remams 7 ; take 7 from 16 there

remains 9 ; take 6 from 16 there remains 10 ; add theſe

three Remainders, 7 , 9 , 10 , the Sum is 26, which fub-

tracted from 48, leaves 22 for the Number ofthe Points

of the three Cards drawn,

In like manner, in a Pack of 36 Cards, take a larger

Number than 10, for Inftance 15 ; and taking notice of

the Additional Cards, which amount to 26, as you faw

but now, fubtract that Number, 26, from 36, the Num-

ber of the whole Pack, and to the Remainder 10 add 12,

which is the Exceſs of the Triple of 15 , + 3, i. c. 48,

above 36, the Number of the whole ; and you'll find the

Sum 22 to be the Number of Points enquired after. In

a Piquet Pack of 32 Cards, inftead of 12 you must add

16, by reaſon that 16 is the remainder of 32 fubtracted

from 48

In imitation of this and the foregoing Problem, 'twill

be eaſie to folve the Queftion upon four, or more, Cards

drawn.

THIS

PROBLEM XXXV.

Of the Game of the Ring.

"HIS is an agreeable Game in a Company of feveral

Perfons, not exceeding 9, ( unless you have a mind

to it ) in order to the eafier Application of the 18th Pro-

blem, viz. by reckoning the firſt Perſon 1 , the fecond 2,

the third 3 , and ſo on ; and in like manner, reckoning

the Right-hand 1 , the Left-hand 2 ; the Thumb of the

Hand , the Fore-finger 2, the third Finger 3 , the fourth

4, and the little ones ; the first Joynt 1 , the fecond 2,

and the third 3. For, ifyou put the Ring to one in the

Company, for Inftance, the fifth Perfon, and that upon

the first Joynt of the fourth Finger of the Left-hand ' tis

F evident,

"
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evident, that in order to guels who has the Ring, and

upon which Hand, which Finger, and which Joynt, one

has only theſe four Numbers to gueſs, 5 , 1 , 4, 2, the

first Number 5 reprefenting the fifth Perfon ; the fecond I ,

the first Joynt ; the third 4, the fourth Finger ; and the

laft 2 , the Left- hand. Now this is perform'd by obler-

ving the laft Method of Problem 18. foregoing, as ap

pears from the following Operation.

Taking 1 from 10, the Double of the firft Number 5,

and multiplying 9, the Remainder, by 5, you have 45 ;

adding to that the fecond Number 1 , you have 46, to

which if you add 5 , you have 51 for a fecond Sum:

The Double of this fecond Sum is 102, from which take

I, there remains 101, which being multiplied by 5, makes

505 , and that with the Addition of 4, the third Number,

makes 509, to which if you add 5, you have this fecond

Sum 14, the Double of this 1028 lefined by 1 , and the

Remainder multiplied by 5, makes 5 135, to which ad-

ding the fourth Number 2 , you have this Sum 5137, and

that augmented by 5 , gives this fecond Sum 5142, the

four Figures of which repreſent the four Numbers inqui

red for, and by confequence denote, that the Ring is up

on the first Joynt of the fourth Finger of the Left- hand

of the fifth Perſon,

PROBLEM XXXVI.

After filling one Veffel with Eight Pints of any Liquor,

to put just one half of that Quantity into another Vele

that holds Five Pints, by means of a third Veffel that

will hold three Pints.

THIS
HIS Queſtion is commonly put after the following

manner: A certain Perfon having a Bottle fill'd with

8 Pints of excellent Wine, has a mind to make a Prefent

of the Halfof it, or 4 Pints to one of his Friends ; but

he has nothing to meaſure it out with but two other Bot

tles, one of which contains 5, and the other 3 Pints.

Quare, howhe shall do to accomplish it ?

Το
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To answer this Queftion ; let's call the Bottle of 8

Pints A, the 5 Pint- Bottle B, and the 3 Pint-Bottle C.

We fuppofe there are 8 Pints of

Wine in the Bottle A, and the other

two, B and C, are empty, as you

fee in D. Having fill'd the Bottle

B with Wine out of the Bottle A,

in which there will then remain but

3 Pints, as you fee at E ; fill the Bot-

tle C with Wine out of the Bottle B,

in which, by conſequence, there will

then remain but 2 Pints, as you ſee at

F. This done, pour the Wine of the

Bottle C into the Bottle A, where there will then be

6 Pints, as you fee in G ; and pour the 2 Pints of

the Bottle B into the Bottle C, which will then have z

Pints, as you fee atH; then fill the Bottle B with Wine

out of the Bottle A, by which means there will remain

but Pint in it, as you fee at I ; and conclude the O-

peration by filling the Boule C with Wine out of the

Bottle B, in which there will then remain juft 4 Pints,

as you fee at K; and fo the Queition is folv'd.

I 5

K I 4 3

M

3
8 5

A B C

8. o.
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2
3 3

2

7 •

7 I

If, instead of the Bottle B, you would have the 4 Remark,

Pints to remain in A, which we ſuppoſed to be fill'd

with 8 Pints ; fill the Bottle C with

Wine out of the Bottle A, and fo

there will remain but 5 Pints in it,

as you fee at D pour the three Pints

of the Bottle . C into the Bottle B,

which will then have 3 Pints ofWine,

as you fee at E ; and having again

fill'd the Bottle C with Wine out of

the Bottle A, where there will then

remain but 2 Pints, as you fee at F;

the Bottle B with Wine outfill up

of C, where there will then remain but i Pint, as you

fee at G; at laft, having pour'd the Wine ofthe Bot-

tle B into the Bottle A; where there will then be 7

Pints, as you fee at H; pour the Pint of Wine that

is in C into the Bottle B, which by confequence will

have only Pint, as you fee at ; fill the Bottle C

with Wine out of the Bottle A, where there will then

remain just 4 Pints, purſuant to the Demand of the

Question, as you ſee at K.

F 2

K 4 I 3

PRO-
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PROBLEMS

OF

GEOMETRY.

GE

EOMETRY is not lefs fertile than Arith-

metick, but ' tis not fo eafily underſtood, and

confequently not equally agreeable, by reaſon

that without Demonftration it does not lay open the

Proof of its Operations fo exactly as Arithmetick ; up-

on this Confideration , I fhall here take in only fuch Pro

blems as feem to be the plaineft and moft entertaining,

PROBLEM I.

To raife a Perpendicular on one of the Extremities of a

Line given.

IN

N order to draw a Line perpendicular to the given

Line AB, at its Extremity A, take at pleaſure three

H

GD

equall parts of it, exten-

ding the Line to B, fo ás

to make the laft part ter-

minate in B. Theſe equal

parts beingA C, CD, and

DB, deſcribe at the In-

terval CB, from the Points

B and C, two Arches

of a Circle that cut one

another at the point É;

and
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and fromthetwo points E and C, defcribe with the fame

Extent ofthe Compaſs two other Arches of a Circle that

cut one another at the point F, to which from the given

- End A, draw the ftreight Line AF which is perpendicu-

lar to the given Line AB.

If you have a mind to draw another Line equal and

perpendicular to AB, upon B, the other end ofthe given

Line AB, divide the given Line into three equal parts at

the points C and D, and after finding the point F, as a-

bove directed, draw, with the Interval A F, upon the

Extremity B, the Arch of a Circle GHI, and fet off

the fame Aperture of the Compafs twice upon the fame

Arch, viz. from GtoH, and from H to I. Then keep-

ing ftill the fame Aperture, defcribe from the two points

Hand I, two Arches of a Circle that cut one another at

the point K, and draw the ftreight Line A K, which

is equal and perpendicular to the Line given A B.

PROBLEM II.

To draw from apoint given, a Lineparallel to a Linegiven.

L
E
ET the point given be C, and the Line given be A B;

take at pleaſure two points upon the given Line near

the two Extre-

mities Aand B,

fuch as D and

E ; withthe di-
T

Cr

G

ftance D E, de-

fcribe an Arch

ofa Circle from

the point given

C; then defcribe

from the point.

E, with the A-

A

D
B

perture CD, another Arch of a Circle, that meets the

firft at the point F, from which to the pointC draw the

ftreight Line CF ; 'twill be parallel to the Line gi

ven AB. *

Ifyou would have the parallel Line equal to the Line

given AB, inftead ofmaking ufe of the two poins D and

E, pitch at A and B, that is, defcribe from the given

point C with the diflance of the Line given AB, an Arch

"

F 3 of
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of a Circle ; and another from the Extremity B at the di-

ftance AC; theſe two Arches will meet at G, to which

from the point given C, draw the ftreight Line CG equal

and parallel to the Line given A B.

PROBLEM III

•

To divide, with thefame Aperture of the Compaſs, a given

Line, into as many equal parts as you will.

IF you would divide the given Line AB, into four

equal parts, for Inftance ; prolong the fame Line , and

run out upon it the four equal parts AB, BC, CD, DE ;

F
G H I

M

2

N

A B C D E

and continuing the fame Aperture of the Compaſs, raiſe

upon thefe equal parts the four Equilateral Triangles T

ABF, BCG, CDH, DEI ; laftly, drawthe Right-

Lines AG, AH, AI, and then the Line HM will re-

prefent one of the four equal parts of the given Line

AB; the Line DM will confequently repreſent the

remaining , and the Line FK, or BK will reprefent

two of 'em .

But the Line AI alone is fufficient for the Opera-

tion ; for it cuts off the Line B equal to the fourth

part of the Line A B, the Line C2 equal to the half

of AB, andthe Line D 3 equal to of A B. The Line

AH divides the given Line A B into three equal parts,

of which the Line GL reprefents one, and by confe

quence CL reprefents two: But the Line AI gives like.

wile the Divifion of AB into three equal parts ; for

the Line BN repreſents one, CO two, and by confe

quence HO allo repreſents 4.

PROBL
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PROBLEM IV.

To make an Angle equal to the Half, or to the Double

of an Angle given.

TO

G

O make an Angle equal to the half of the given

Angle ABC, deſcribe upon its point B what Semi-

Circle you will, as DEF,

and draw the right Line

DE, which will form at

the point D, the Angle

ADG equal to the half

of the given Angle ABC.

For an Angle equal to

the double of the given

Angle ADG, fix thepoint

D' B FA

Bupon any part of the Line AD, and from thence at

the Distance D deſcribe the Semicircle DEF, and joyn

the Line BE, which will form at B the Angle ABC,

equal to the double of the Angle given ADG.

PROBLEM V.

To make an Angle equal to the third part, or to the

Triple of an Angle given.

FIRST, for an Angle equal to the third part of the

Angle given ABC, defcribe at pleafure from its

point B the Semicir

cle DEF, and apply

a ftreight Ruler to E,

in fuch a manner, that

its part GI, termina-

ted by the Circumfe-

rence DEF, and by

the Line AD pro-

long'd, may be equal

E
H

I

G D B FA

to the Semidiameter BD or BE; then draw the right

Line GE, which will form at the point G the Angle

AGH, equal to of the Angle ABC; and confe

quently the Arch ID will likewife be equal to a third

F 4 part
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part of the Arch E F, which is the Meaſure of the given

Angle ABC.

In the fecond place, for an Angle equal to the triple

of the Angle given AGH, take the point I at difcre-

tion upon the Line GH, upon which Point I , fet one

Foot of your Compaffes, and with the Distance I G,

make an Arch which will cut the Line AG in the Point

B, upon which, with the fame Diſtance, defcribe the

Semicircle DEF, which will pass through the point I,

and give upon the Line GH the point E, to which, from

the point B, draw the right Line BE, which will

form the Angle ABC, the triple of the given Angle

AGH.

PROBLEM VI.

To find a third Proportional to two Lines given, and as

many other Proportionals as you will.

F

G

B C D

E

LE
ET the two Lines given be AB, AC, to find a

third Proportional to 'em, defcribe from B, the end

of the firſt Line, at the di-

ftance Athe other end, the th

Arch of a Circle A F ; up-

on that Arch take the Length

of the fecond Line AC, from

A to F; then fet off from F

the fame Length upon the

Line AC prolong'd as far as

you have occafion, which will

reach to D, and AD will be

a third Proportiona
l to the two Lines given AB, AC.

In like manner, to find a fourth Proportional to the

three Lines AB, AC, AD, ( which is the fame thing

as a third Proportional to the two Lines AC, AD)

defcribe from С the end of the firft Line AC with the

Compaffes open'd to A the Arch of a Circle AG, up-

on which let offthe Length ofthe other Line AD ftretch-

ing from Ato G ; and upon the Line AD, being pro-

long'd, fet off the fame Diſtance from ' G, which will

reach to E, and the Line A E will be the Line you want

and fo of the other Proportionals.

AD

PROBL
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PROBLEM VII.

To defcribe upon a Line given as many different Trian-

gles as you pleafe with equal Area's.

[F the Line given be AB, draw at pleaſure the Pa

rallel CD, upon which mark, at difcretion, as many

different points as you would have equal Triangles, as

E

C

F

D

A

E, F, and G, for three Triangles. Draw from theſe

three points right Lines to A and B, the Extremities of

the given Bale AB, and then you have three equal Tri-

angles AEB, AFB, AGB, upon the fame Baſe AB.

PROBLEM VIII.

To defcribe upon a given Line any demanded Number of

different Triangles, the Circumferences ofwhich are equal.

IF
F the Bafe given is AB, divide it equally into two at

the point C, and lengthen it on each hand, at pleas

F

G
H

DI HE
AI

K CL B

Ture,
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Remark:

fure, to D and E, for Inftance, making the two Lines

CD and CE equal, and taking the whole Line DEfor

the Sum of the two fides of each Triangle, that's to be

defcrib'd on the given Bafis AB, after this manner :

From the point A defcribe, with the Compaffes a lit

tle more opened than AD, the Arch of a Circle, and

apply the fame Aperture to the Line DE, ftretching from

Dto 1; then with the Aperture or Diſtance I E, defcribe

from the Centre B another Arch of a Circle, which here

cuts the first at F, and that ſhall be the top of the firſt

Triangle ABF.

In like manner, drawfrom the point A, with an Aper

ture fomewhat larger than AF, an Arch of a Circle, and

fetting off the fame Diſtance upon the Line DE from

DtoK, defcribe from the point B at the Diſtance KE,

another Arch of a Circle, that cuts the former at G,

which will be the top of the fecond Triangle A GB, the

Circumference of which will be equal to that of the firſt

AFB.

If you defire a third Triangle, draw from the point A,

an Arch of a Circle, with the Compaffes open'd a lit

tle more than the length of AG, and having fet off the

fame Diſtance, as above, upon the Line DE, from D to

L ; deſcribe from the point B with the Interval LE

another Arch of a Circle that here cuts the former at H,

which will be the top of the third Triangle AHB,

the Circumference of which is the fame with that of the

two preceding Triangles. And fo ofthe reſt.

F, G, and H, the tops of all theſe Triangles fall upon

the Circumference ofan Ellypfis, the great Axis of which

is DE, and the two Forus's A, B.

PROBL
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PROBLEM IX.

To defcribe two different Ifofceles Triangles, of the ſame

Area, and theJame Circumference.

HAvingprepared a Scale of equal parts of what Length

youpleafe, take upon the Baſe AB, thetwo parts or

Segments GA and G B, each ofwhich is equal to 12 parts

3
7

3
5

3
7

F

2
9

21

A 12 G 12 B D 20 H 20 E

upon the Scale. From the point Gupon the Bafe AB raiſe

the Perpendicular GCequal to 35 ofthe fame parts, and

joyn the two equal Lines AC,BC, and fo you'll have the

firft Ifofceles Triangle ABC, in which each of the two

equal Sides AC, BC, will be found 37 parts, as will ap-

pear by adding 144 the Square of the Segment AG, to

1225 the Square ofthe Perpendicular CG, and by taking

the Square-Root of the Sum 1369.

Now, to have a Triangle of the fame Area and Cir-

cumference with that now defcrib'd, take upon the Baſe

DE, the two Segments HD, HE, of 20 parts each ;

and having rais'd from the point H upon the Bafe DE,

the Perpendicular HF of 21 parts, joyn the equal Lines

EF, DF, each of which will be 29 parts, as will ap-

pear by adding 400 the Square of the Segment DH, to

411 ,the Square of the Perpendicular HF, and extracting

the Square Root of the Sum 841.

Thus you'll have the Ifofceles-Triangle DEF, the

Circumference of which, 98 , is equal to the Circumfe-

rence, that is, the Sum ofthe three Sides of the firft Ifo-

fceles-
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fceles-Triangle ABC; and of which the Area or Con-

tent 420, is equal to that of the fame firft Triangle, as

appears by multiplying DH by FH, or 20 by 21 ; be-

cauſe the Product 420 arising from thence, for the Area

of the Triangle DEF, is the fame with that arifing from

the Multiplication ofAG by CG, or 12 by 35, for the

Area of the Triangle ABC.

You may deſcribe as many Couples as you will of Ho

fceles-Triangles with the fame Area and Circumference,

by finding their Numeral Quantities ; and that is done

by finding the two Generative Numbers of the two

Halfs AGC, DHF, which are two equal Rectangle-

Triangles, that may then, by the means of their Gene-

rative Numbers, be exprefs'd in Numbers, as was ſhewn

above, Probl. VI. Arithm. Now, theſe two Generative

Numbers will be found by this General Rule, which is

demonftrable:
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If you divide the Difference oftwo Cubes by the Dif-

ference of their Sides, and multiply that Difference ofthe

Sides bytheSum of the fame Sides, you'll have the two Ge-

nerative Numbers of the first Rectangle-Triangle AGC ;

and ifyoudivide the Difference of the fame two Cubes by a

the Difference of their Sides, as above, and multiply the

Sum of the leffer Side and the Double of the larger, by

the leffer Side, you have the two Generative Numbers ofthe

fecond Rectangle-Triangle DHF.

You may find to Infinity the two fame Rectangle-

Triangles, by this other Canon : If, of two Numbers,

the greatest of which is less than the Quintuple of the leaft,

. you multiply the Sum by the Difference; and if you mul-

tiply the Sum of the greater, and of the Septuple of the

leaft , by the Double of the leffer, you have the two Gene-

rative Numbers of the firft Rectangle-Triangle AGC; and

iffrom the Square of the Sum of the greatest, and of the

Double ofthe leaft , you fubtract the Square of the leaft, and

multiply the Excefs of the Quintuple of the least above the

greateft , by the Double of the least, you'llhave the two Ge-.

nerative Numbers of the fecond Rightangled Triangle DHF.

PROBL
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PROBLEM X.

To defcribe three different Rectangle-Triangles, with equal

Area's.

FR

$8

'ROM a Scale of equal parts take the Bafe AB of42

parts, and the Altitude or the Perpendicular AC of

140 parts ; and then BC

F the Hypothenuſe of the

firft Rightangled Trian-

gle ABC will befound

of 58 Parts,as appearsby

adding 1764, theSquare

of the Bafe A B, unto

1600, the Square ofthe

Perpendicular AC, and

extracting the Square

Root of the Sum 3364.

40

74

24

A42 BD 70

H

15
F

13

1

Then lay down DE, the Baſe of the ſecond Right-

angled-Triangle, of 70 parts, and the Altitude D F of24,

and the Hypothenufe will be found to be 74, as appears

byadding together 4900, the Square ofthe Baſe DE, to

576 the Square of the Altitude DF, and extracting the

Square Root of the joynt Sum 5476. Thus the Area of

this fecond Rightangled-Triangle DEF will be equal to

that of the firit, each being 840, as appears by multi-

plyingthe Bafe by the Height, and halving the Product.

At laft take FG, the Baſe of the third Rightangled-

Triangle F GH of 112 parts, the Altitude FH of 15, and

the Hypothenule BC will be 113, as appears by adding

12544 the Square of the Bale F G, to 225 the Square of

the Altitude FH, and extracting the Square Root ofthe

Sum 12769. Thus the Area ofthis third Triangle is like-

wife 840.

Theſe three Triangles have thus been found in Integers,

by the Rule drawn from Algebra, which fhews, that in

order to find three equal Rightangled Triangles in entire

Numbers, we must first find three Numbers that will ſerve

for Generative Numbers, and that after this manner :

If you add the Product of any two Numbers, to the

Sum of their Squares, you have the firft ; The Difference

of their Squares is the second; and the Sum of their Pro-

duct

V
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duct and of the Square of the leaft is the third Genera

tive Number.

If of the three Numbers thus , found you form three

Rightangled Triangles, viz. one of the two first, another

of the two Extremes, and a third of the first and the Sum

of the other two, these three Rightangled-Triangles will be

equal one to another.

You may find in Fractional Numbers as many Right-

angled Triangles as you will, whofe Area's are equal to

one another, and equal to one of the three foregoing, by

finding from this Rightangled Triangle another Right-

angled-Triangle equal, after the following manner :

From another Rectangle-Triangle of the Hypothenufe ofthe

Rectangle-Triangle propos'd, and the Quadruple of its Area.

Divide the Triangle thusform'd by the Double of the Product

arifingfrom the Multiplication of the Hypothenufe of the Re-

tangle Triangle propos'd, by the Difference of the Squares of

the two other Sides ofthefame Rectangle-Triangle. Thus you'll

bave a Rightangled Triangle equal to the propos'd Triangle.

PROBLEM XI

To defcribe three equal Triangles , the first of which fall

be Rightangled, the fecond an Oxygonium, and the third

an Amblygonium.

FROM a Scale of equal parts which may repreſent

Feet, Fathoms, or what you will, take AB. the Baſe

I

17

GOL 15 H

C

25
R71

A 24 B

15

D'SKIE

of the Right-angled

Triangle ABC of 24

parts, and the Altitude

AC of 7, and then

the Hypothenuſe BC

will be 25, as appears

by adding 576, the

Square ofthe Baſe AB

to 49 the Square of

the Altitude AC, and

extracting the Square Root of the Sum 625 .

Then upon DE the Bafe of the Acute- angled Trian-

gle DEF, take the Segment KD of 5 parts, and the

Segment K E of 9 ; and from the point K, upon the

Bafe DE, raife the Perpendicular KF of 12 parts, and

then
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then the fide DF will be found 13, as appears by ad-

ding 25, the Square of the Segment DK, to 144 the

Square of the Altitude FK, and extracting the Square

Root of the Sum 169 : And the other fide will be

found 15 , by adding the Square 81 of the Segment KE,

to 144 the Square of the Perpendicular KF, and extra-

cting the Square Root ofthe Sum 225.

At laft, upon GH the Bafe ofthe Obtufe-angled Tri-

angle GHI, take the Segment LG of fix parts, the

Segment LH of 15, and from the point L upon the Bale

GH raife the Perpendicular LI of 8 parts ; and the

fide GI will be found 10, by adding and extracting as

before ; as the fide HI will be 17 by the like Operation.

Now weknowtheTriangle ABC is right-angled at A,

becauſe 625 the Sum ofthe Squares of the two fides AG,

AB, is equal to the Square of the third fide BC. We

know that the Triangle DEF is acute-angled , becaule

the Sum of the Squares of any two fides is larger than

the Square of the third. And in fine, That the Trian

gle GHI is an Amblygonium, and the Angle I is the

obtufe ; becauſe 441 the Square of its oppofite Side GH

is greater than 389, the Sum of the Squares of the two

other fides GI and HI.

In fine, We know that theſe three Triangles ABC,

DEF, GHI, are equal, that is, their Area's are equal

among themſelves ; becauſe, in multiplying the Bale AB

by the Altitude AC, we have the fame Product as in

multiplying the Bafe DE by the Altitude FK, or the

Bafe GH by the Altitude LI ; viz . 168 the Double of

the Area of each Triangle, which by confequence is 84.

The three fides of the Oxygonium DEF, and the Per-

pendicular FK, are in a continual Arithmetical Pro-

portion.

PROBL.
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PROBLEM XII.

Tofind a Right Line equal to the Arch of a Circle given.

B

ET the given Arch be BCD, the Centre of the

Circle A, and AB or AD the Radius or Semidi-

ameter ; divide this Arch

into two equal parts at the

point C, and draw the

Chords BC, CD, BD.j

Extend the Chord BD to

E, fo that the Line BE may

be the Double of one ofthe

two equal Chords BC, CD ;

ie. may be equal to the Sum

of theſe two Chords. Pro-

long the Line BE toF, fothatthe Line EF may be equal

to thethird part of the Line DE, and the Line BF fhall

be almoft equal to the Curve BCD. I laid almost, becauſe

the Line BF is a very little leſs than the Arch BCD;

but when the Arch does not exceed 30 Degrees, the Dif-

ference is fo fmall, that, of a Hundred Thouſand parts

that may be given to the Radius AB or AD, the Diffe-

rence will not amount to One.

Thoſe who underſtand Trigonometry, will find that

if the Arch BCD is precifely 30 Degrees, or the 12th

part of the Circumference of the whole Circle ; and if

the Radius AB be 50000 parts, and confequently_the

Diameter 100000, each of the two Chords BC, CD,

will be 13053, and confequently their Sum, or the Line

BE, will be 26106 ; from which, if you fubtract the

Chord BD, which will be found 25882, there will re-

main 224 for the Line DE, the third part of which

is 74 for the Line EF ; and that Line EF being ad-

ded to the Line BE or 26106, their joynt Sum will

be 26180 for the Line BF, or for the Arch BCD,

which multiplied by 11 , gives 314160 for the Circum-

ference of the Circle. And thus we know , that when

the Diameter of a Circle confifts of 100000 parts, the

Circumference is about 314160 fuch like parts, and con-

fequently the Diameter of a Circle is to the Circumfe.

rence, very near, as 100000 is to 314160, or as 10000

to 31416. This
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This puts us in a way to find the Circumference ofa

Circle, the Diameter of which is known, by multiplying

the Diameter by 31416, and dividing the Product by

10000 ; for if we cut off from the Product the four

Right-hand Figures, the Figures to the Left will give the

Circumference of the Circle, and the Figures cut offwill

be the Numerator of a Fraction, the Denominator of

which is 10000.

To find, for Inftance, the Circumference of a round

Vafe of a Fountain, the Diameter of which is 64 Foot,

we multiply 64 by 31416, and tromthe Product 2010624

cut off four Figures to the Right-hand, which leaves us

1201 Foot and for the Circumference demanded.

( 24

13000

If we want to know the Diameter of a Circle or Ball

by the Circumference given, we muft reverfe the Opera-

tion ; that is, multiply the Circumference by 10000,

which is done by adding to it four Cyphers to the Right,

and dividing the Product by 31416.

Thus to know the Diametes of a round Tower, the

external Circuit of which is by a long one found to be

154 Foot, we add four Noughts to the Right of 154,

and divide 1540000 by 31416, which gives 49 Foot

for the Diameter we look for.
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PROBLEM XIII.XII.

To find One, Two, or Three mean Proportionals to two

Lines given.

To find in the first place one mean Proportional be-
tween the

- two Lines given

AB, AC, wade-

fcribe round the

greatest AB the

Semicircle aDB,

and from C the

= end of the leaft

= AC raiſe the Per-

pendicular CD,

and draw the

A

F

E.C D B

right Line A D, which is a mean Proportional between

the two Lines AB, A C.

G Το
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To find two Means continually proportional between

the two given Lines AB, AC ; we make of theſe two

F

B

H

Lines the Rectan-

gle Parallelogram

ABDC, and from

its Centre E defcribe

the quarter of a Cir-

cle GHF, of fuch

a bigness, that the

Right Line FG

drawn through the

two Points where

the Curve cuts the

two given Lines AB,

AC prolong'd, paf-

fes by the Right

Angle D ; for then

the two Lines CF,

BG, will be the

mean Proportionals enquired for, and the four Lines

AB, CF, BG, AC, will be continually proportional.

In fine, To find three Means continually Proportional

between the two Lines given A B, AC, we firft find one

mean Proportional AD, as was above directed ; and

then purfue the fame Method in finding A E, ( See the

last Fig. but one ) another mean Proportional between

AD, and AC the firft given Line, and at laft AG yet

another mean Proportional between AD and A B;

and thus the three Lines AF, AD, AG, will be the

Mean Proportionals demanded ; fo that the five Lines

AC, AF, AD, AG, AB, will be in continual pro-

portion.

If the two Lines A B, AC, are given in Numbers,

as if AB were 32 , and AC 2, we may expreſs in

Numbers the three Means AF, AD, AG, by multi-

plying together 32 and 2 the two Numbers of the two

given Lines, and taking the Square Root of the Pro-

duct 64, viz. 8 for the Mean AD ; which being mul-

tiplied by AC the firft, and AB the laft, feparately,

the Square Roots of the two Products 16 and 256, make

4 for AF, and 16 for AG.

But to find in Numbers only two Means proportional

between the two given Lines AB, AC, fuch as CF,

and BG (See the laft Fig. ) fuppofing A B the leaft to

bel
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be Foot, and AC the greateſt 16, multiply 4 the

Square of the firft A B, by the laft AC, and take the

Cube Root of the Product 64 ; thus you have 4 for

the first Mean Proportional CF, which follows in pro-

portion the firſt of the given Lines. Then multiply in

like manner 256 the Square of the laſt given Line AC,

by the first A B, and extract the Cube-Root of the Pro-

duct 512, which brings you 8 for the other Mean Pro-

portional BG.

PROBLEM XIV.

To defcribe in a given Circle four equal Circles that mu

tually touch one another, and likewise the Circumfe-

rence ofthe given Circle.

THE Circle given being ABCD, the Centre of

which is E, divide it into four equal parts by the two

perpendicular Diame-

ers A C, BD, upon

he Diameter B D

ake the Line DF e-

qual to the Line CD,

which is the Sub-

B

G

F

ender or Chord of

he quarter of the A

K

Circle, and the Line

99

EF will give the

Length of the Ra-

lius of each of the

equal Circles deman-

led. So if you ſet

off the Length of EF

D

apon the perpendicular Diameters AC and BD, as from

A to K, from B to G, from CtoH, from Dto I, and

pon the Centres K, G, H, I, deſcribe through the Points

A, B, C, D, four circular Circumferences, they will both

ouch one another, and touch the Circumference of the

Circle given ABCD.

Ifyou joyn any two Centres, as I, K, with the Right Remarke

Line IK, this Right Line will be parallel to its corre-

ponding Chord DA, and will paſs through the point of

he Contact O ; and confequently 'twill make at 1, half

a Right
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a Right Angle, or an Angle of 45 Degrees with the-

Diameter BD ; and fo the Arch LO will be likewif

45 Degrees, as well as the Arch MO, the whole Arch

LM being a quarter of a Circle. From whence it fol

lows, that if you draw the Right Line CF the Angle

ECF will be 22 Degrees 30 Minutes, which affords

another Conftruction for the Refolution of the Problem

"
PROBLEM XV.

To defcribe in a given Semicircle three Circles that touch

the Circumference and Diameter of the given Semicir

cle ; and of which, that in the middle, being the big

geft , touches the two others that are equal.

FROM the Centre D of the Semicircle given ABC

upon the Diameter AC raiſe the Perpendicular DB

#

E

I
K M

L

H
G

D
N

and divide it equally at the Point E, which will be the

Centre of the greateft of the three Circles demanded

viz. BIDK. For the other Circles, which are equal

one to another, divide the Semidiameter DE into two

equal Halves at the point H ; and with the Interval BH

defcribe on each fide of the two Points E D, two Arches

of a Circle which here cut one another at the Points FG

for the Centres of the two equal Circles ; which may

eafily be defcrib'd, in regard the Radius of each of 'em is

equal to the Line DH, or the fourth part of the Dia-

meter BD, or, which is the fame thing, to the eighth

part of the great Diameter AC.

T
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"Tis evident that the Semicircle ABC is the Double Remark:

of the Circle BIDK, fince the Diameter AC is the

Double of the Diameter BD ; and in like manner,

that the Semicircle BID is the Double of the Circle

ILO, fince the Radius DE is double the Radius F I or

FL. From thence 'tis eafie to conclude, that the Mixti-

lineal-Triangle ABID is equal to the Semicircle BDI,

and confequently, that the Semicircle ABC is divided

into four equal parts by the Diameter BD, and the Cir-

cumference BIDK.

PROBLEM XVI

To defcribe Four proportional Circles, in fuch a manner,

that their Sum fhall be equal to a given Circle, and

that the Sum of their Radius's be equal to a Line given.

L

ET the given Circle be ABCD, the Centre of

which is O, and one Diameter AC; and let the

I B

K

Hỏ

Ġ

Line given be AE greater than the Radius AO, and

lefs than the Diameter AC, if the four Circles deman-

ded are required to be unequal. The Diameters oftheſe

four Circles will fall thus :

Having drawn at pleaſure in the Circle given ABCD

the Line F G parallel to the Diameter AC ; and ha-

ving cut offfrom the Line given AE the part EH equal

G 3 to
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Remarbe

to the Half of the Line FG, draw from A the Extre

mity of the Diameter AC, the Line Ai equal to the

Line AH, and perpendicular to the Diameter AC;

and from the point I draw IB parallel to the fame Dia-

meter AC; which Parallel Line here meets the Circum-

ference of the given Circle at B : from that point B draw

BD perpendicular to the Line FG, and the four Lines

KF, KB, KG, KD, will be the Diameters of the four

Circles fought for.

It may fo fall out , that the two fmaller Circles KF,

KB, fhall be equal, as well as the two larger KG, KD;

namely, when the Line FG is equal to the Line given

AE. And confequently when you would have all the

four Circles unequal, it behoves you to draw the Line

FG either greater or leffer than the Line given AE, and

in that cafe the Circle K F will be the leaft of 'em all,

and the CircleKD the greateft,

PROBLEM XVII

Upon the Circumference of a Circle given, to find an

Arch the Sinus of which is equal to the Chord of the

Complement of that Arch.

Le

C
H

E

A

a
ET the Quadrant of a Circle be given ABC, the

Centre of which is A; from B the Extremity of the

Radius A B raiſe the Perpendi-

cular BG equal to BC the

Chord of the Quadrant ; then

from the Centre A to the point

G draw the Right Line AG,

and having taken upon the Ra-

dius A B, the part AF equal to

the part GH, raiſe from the

point F upon the Line A B the

Perpendicular FD, which will

determin the Arch demanded,

viz. CD, the Sinus ofwhich is

equal to BD the Chord of the

Arch.

FB

Complement of that

The Secant AG of the Arch BH is equal to the

Tangent of an Arch of 60 Degrees ; that is to fay,

the Radius AH, being 100000 parts, the Line AG,

contains
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contains 173205, fromwhich ifyou take AH or 100000,

the remainder 73205 is the part GH or AF ; that is,

the Sinus ED of the ArchCD, which will be 47. 3 ′. 31″.

and by confequence its Complement BD is 42. 56' . 29".

Thus we know that the Sinus of an Arch of 47. 3'. 31 ″.

is equal to the Chord of an Arch of 42. 56'. 29". which

is its Complement.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To defcribe a Rectangle Triangle, the three fides of which

are in Geometrical Proportion,

HAving drawn at pleaſure the Semicircle ABC; the

GH

B F

Centre of which is D ; and of which the Diame-

ter AC fhall be taken for

the Hypothenufe of the

Rectangle-Triangle defir'd;

drawfrom C, the Extremi-

ty ofthe Diameter AC,the

Line CE equal and per-

pendicular to the Diame-

ter it felf AC, and joyn

the Right-Line DE, which

is here cut by the Circum-

ference of the Semicircle

ABCat the Point F. Take

the Length of the part EF

upon the Circumference

ABC, extending from A

to B, and joyn the Right-Lines AB, BC, which at

the Point B will form a Right-Angle, and the Rectangle-

Triangle ABC will be the Triangle enquired for ; and

fo there will be the fame Ratio between the Side ABand

the Side BC, as there is between BC and the Hypo-

thenufe A C.

If from the Right-Angle B you draw the Line BGRemark)

perpendicular to the Hypothenufe AC, the greater Seg-

ment CG will be equal to the leaft Side oppofire AB,

or to the part EF ; from whence we draw another

Conftruction for the Refolution of this Problem , name .

ly, by taking upon the Diameter ACthe part CG equal

to the part EF, and letting fall from the Point G the Per

pendicular GB, &c, G4 A
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A third Contruction may be obtain'd, if we confider

that the Hypothenfe AC is cut at the Point G by its

Perpendicular BG in the mean and exream Ratio; that

is, the Hypothenfe AC is to its greate!! Segment CG

as the fame greateit Segment CG is to the leffer AG.

If you defire a fourth Centtruction, let fall from the

Extremity , the Line AG peroendicular to the Dia-

meter A C, and equal to the third part of the fame Dia-

meter AC, and from the Point G draw the Line GH

parallel to the Diameter AC ; this Parallel GH will be

equal to the third part of the leffer Segment AG, &c.

PROBLEM XIX.

To defcribe Four equal Circles which mutually touch one

another, and on the outside touch the Circumference of a

Circle given.

HAving divided the given Circle ABCD into four

equal parts bythe two Diameters A C, BD, which

D

I

N

H

cut one another at

Right-Angles at the

Centre E; take upon

the Diameter AC pro-

long'd, the Line AF

equal to the Line AB,

or to the Chord ofthe

Quadrant of the Cir-

cle ; and the Line E F

will give the Length

of the Radius of each

of the four equal Cir-

cles demanded. So run

the Length of EF up-

on each of the two

Diameters
prolong'd,

AC, BD, from the
Circumference

of the Circle given ABCD to the Points

C,H,, K; and from thefe Points or Centres defcribe

by the Points A, B, C, D, as many equal Circles, which

will mutually touch one another, and likewife the Cir

cumference of the Circle given ABCD.

M

If
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If you joyn any two Centers, as G, H, by the Right- Remarks

Line GH, this Line GH will be parallel to the corre-

ponding Chord AB, and will pass through the Point of

Contact O ; and by confequence will form at the Points

G,H, half Right-Angles, or Angles of 45 degrees ; fo

that each of the Arches, AO, BO, will be likewiſe

45 degrees.

PROBLEM XX.

To defcribe a Rectangle-Triangle, the Three Sides of which

are in Arithmetical Proportion.

TA

AKE the Indefinite Line AB, and mark upon it

five equal parts of what length you will, from A to

B; and let this determin'd Line

AB be the Hypothenufe of the

Rectangle-Triangle demanded.

From the Extremity A, at the

Interval of three ofthe parts de-

fcribe an Arch of a Circle, and A

from the other Extremity B, at

B

the diftance of four parts defcribe another Arch, which

willcut the firft at a Point, as at C ; and from this PointC

if you draw tothe two Extremities of the Hypothenufe

AB, the Right- Lines AC, BC, you have a Rectangle-

Triangle ABC, the three Sides of which, AB, BC,

AC, are in Arithmetical Proportion, that is, they equally

rife one above another in length, the Side A B containing

5 parts, the Side BC 4 , and the Side AC 3.

Thefe Rectangle-Triangles, the Sides of which are

Arithmetically Proportional, have this peculiar Property,

That the Sum of their Cubes in Numbers is a perfect

Cube: For, AB being 5 , its Cube is 125 ; BC being

4, its Cube is 64 ; and AC being 3 , its Cube is 27 ;

and 216 the Sum of the three Cubes, 125 , 64, 27, has

6 for its Cube-Root, which in this Rectangle-Triangle

is equal to its Area.

If you double all the Sides of

the Triangle ABC, and fo make

the Side A B to contain 10 parts,

the Side BC 8, and the Side A C

6, you'll have another Rectangle-

Triangle fimilar to the former ;

6
8

Remark:

fo
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fo that its three Sides are ftill in Arithmetical- Proportion,

and the Sum of their Cubes is a perfect Cube, viz. 1728,

the Cube- Root of which is 12. Befides the Area and the

Circumference of this fecond Rectangle-Triangle are e-

qual, each of 'em being 24. See Probl, XXIII,

PROBLEM XXI

To defcribe Six equal Circles which mutually touch one an-

other, and likewife the Three Sides, and Three Angles ef

an Equilateral-Triangle given.

ET the Equilateral-Triangle given be ABC, and its

Center D. From the Center D drawby the Three

Angles A, B, C, and by E, F, G, the middles of the three

Sides, as many Right Lines ; in order to mark upon

P

A

LAMINA ...

C

N

F

122

K

R

M

em
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' em K, L, M, N, O, P, the Centers of the Six Circles

demanded, and that in the following manner.

Upon the Side A B take the part EH equal to the

half of the Perpendicular DE; and having joyn'd the

Right Line DH, prolong it to I, fo as to make the part

HI equal to the part HE, the whole Line DI will give

the Length of the Radius of each of the fix equal Circles

to be deſcrib'd, the Centers of which will be found by

running the length of DI from E to K, from Bto L,&c.

If
you joyn

the two Centers
P, L, by the Right

-Line
Remarks

PL, this Line
PL will

be parallel
to the Side A

B, and

by confequence

will divide
the Radius

EK at Right
-An-

gles, and into two
equal

Halfs
. Hence

it follows
, that

if you draw
the Right

-Line
EL, and the Right

-Line

KL, which
will

pals through
the point

of Contact
R,

the Triangle
ELK

will be
an Ifofceles

- Triangle
, each

of the two equal
Sides

, EL, KL, being
double

the Baſe

EK; and the Arch
EK will be 75. 31. 20". as the

Arch
BR will

be 44. 28'. 40". So that
theſe

two

Arches
will make

together
juft 120 Degrees

, that
is , aș

much
as the Angle

PD L.

PROBL
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1

PROBLEM XXII.

Several Semicircles being given which touch one another at

the Right Angle of two perpendicular Lines, and have

their Centers upon one of these two Lines; to find the

Points where thefe Semicircles may be touch'd bystraight

Lines drawnfrom thefe Points to a Point given upon an

other perpendicular Line,

LET

ET the given Semicircles ABC, ADE, AFG, AHI,

AKL, the Centers of which are upon the Line AL,

perpendicular to the Line AM, touch one another at the

M

K

Remark.

A E G I L

Right-Angle A. And let it be requir'd to find the Points

at which all the Semicircles may be touch'd by a Right-

Line for each drawn from the Point M..

From the Point given M, as a Center, and through

the Point of Contact A, defcribe the Arch ofthe Circle

AK, which will cut the Circumferences of the given Se-

micircles at Points, as here, at B, D, F, H, K ; and

thefe will bethe Points of Contact requir'd.

When the Divifions of the Line AL are equal, you

may make uſe of theſe Semicircles to divide a Line given

into equal parts, viz. by applying that Line, fuppoſe

AK or AO, from the Point A to the Circumference of

the fifth Semicircle ; when you have a mind to divide

it inte five equal parts, for the Circumferences of the

other
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Other Semicircles will mark upon it fo many Divifions.

By the like Method any Line may be divided into any

other number ofParts.

PROBLEM XXIII.

To defcribe aRectangle-Triangle, the Area ofwhich in Num.

bers is equal to its Circumference.

DRAW

A S B

RAW the two Perpendicular Lines AB, AC, ma-

king the first, AB, to contains parts, taken by a

Scale of equal Parts, and the other

12 from the fame Scale ; then draw

the Hypothenufe BC, which will

contain 13 equal parts, as is eafily

found out by adding 25, 144, the

Squares of the two Sides AB, AC,

and extracting the Square- Root of

their Sum. The Area of this Re- 12

ctangle-Triangle will be equal to its

Circumference, or to the Sum of its

three Sides, viz. 30. The fame is

the Quality of a Rectangle-Trian-

gle made of 6, 8, 10, in Numbers,

the Area and Circumference being

either of 'em, 24.

/13

No Rectangle-Triangles, in entire Numbers, enjoy Remark

this Quality, but the Two nowmention'd , viz. 6, 8, 10,

and 5 , 12, 13. But in the Fractional-Numbers we may

find an Infinity of this fort, and that by following this

General Rule, which is grounded on Demonftration.

Triangles,

which are

Form a Rectangle-Triangle from any Square Number, and Howto find

thefame Square augmented bythe Addition of 2 ; then di-Rectangle-

vide this Triangle by the Square Number, in order to have a the Area's

Second Rectangle-Triangle, the Area of which is equal to its and Circum-

Circumference. For Example, Take 9 and 11, and form ferences of

this Rectangle-Triangle 40, 198, 202 , and divide it by equal.

9; you have another Rectangle-Triangle 40 , 198 , 202 ,

the Area and Circumference of which are equal, each of

In like manner, if from 16 and 18them being

440.

9

୨

you
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Remark

ỳou form the Rectangle-Triangle 68, 576, 580, and di-

17, 144, 145,

vide it by 16, you have this other Triangle 4

the Circumference and Area of which are equally 135.

And ſo on.

PROBLEM XXIV.

2

To defcribe within an Equilateral-Triangle Three equal Cir-

cles which touch one another, and likewife the Three Sides

of the Equilateral-Triangle.

ET the Equilateral- Triangle be ABC ;

each of its Sides into two equal parts at the Points

F

C

D

E

D, E, F, and through

theſe Points draw to

the oppofite Angles as..

many ftraight Lines,

upon which you are

to take the Centers

G, H, I, of the three

Circles demanded, by

fetting off upon each

Perpendicular Line ,

half the fide of the

Equilateral Triangle

from the reſpective

middle Point, namely,

-

from D to G, from E to H, from F to I, &c.

If you joyn the Three Centers, G, H, I, by the ftraight

Lines which pals through the Points of Contact, you

have the Equilateral-Triangle GHI, whofe Sides will

be parallel to thoſe of the given Triangle ABC, and

three equal Trapezia AHIB, BHGC, ČGIA, each of

which hath Three Sides equal to thoſe of the Equilateral-

Triangle GHI, and the Area's of which, are, each of

'em, equal to the eighth part of the Square of AB, the

Side of the Triangle given ABC.

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXV.

To defcribe a Rectangular-Triangle, the Area of which, in

Numbers, is one and an half of the Circumference.

B
8

A

DRAW two Perpendicular-Lines AB, AC, the firft

of which contains 8 parts, taken from a Scale of

equal parts, and the other 15 ; joyn

the Two Extremities with the Hy-

pothenuſe BC, which will contain

17 parts, as is eafily perceiv'd, by

adding 64, 225, the Squares of the

two Sides AB, AC, and extracting

the Square-Root of the Sum 289.

Here 60, the Area of the Right-An-

gled-Triangle ABC, is to the Cir-

cumference 40, as 3 is to 2. The

fame is the Quality of this other

Rightangled-Triangle 7, 24, 25 ; the

Circumference 56 being two Thirds

of the Area 84.

Befides the two Rightangled-Tri-

angles now mention'd, viz. 7, 24, 25,

and 8 , 15 , 17 ; we have no other in

17
15

Remark

entire Numbers that poffefs this Quality ; but many in

Fractional-Numbers, which are found by the following

General-Rule taken from Algebra. Form a Rightangled- How to find

Triangle ofany fquare Number, and thefame Number, with Rightangide

the Addition of 3 ; and divide the Triangle by the fame the Area's

Triangles,

Square Number; you have a fecond Rightangled-Triangle, and Circum-

the Area of which leaves a Sefquialteral Proportion to the ferences of

Circumference. Thus, if from 4 and 7 you form the sefquialteral

Rightangled-Triangle, 33 , 56, 65 , and divide it by 4, Proportion.

you have this other Rectangle-Triangle 33, 56, 65,

4

is to the Circumference

4

77
as 3

2

the

isArea of which 231

to 2. In like manner, if from 16 and 19 you form the

Rectangle-Triangle, 105 , 608 , 617, and divide it by 16,

you have this other Rightangled-Triangle 105 , 608, 617,
16

the Area of which 1995 is to its Circumference 665

16

3 is to 2. And fo of the reft,

8

as

PROBL.

which are in
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1

PROBLEM XXVI.

To inferibe in a Square givenfour equal Cireles which touch

one another, and likewife the Sides of the Square.

IET the Square given be ABCD, divide each of its

Sides into equal Parts at the Points F, G, H, I, and

draw the Right Lines FH, GI, which will cut one ano-

D
R

H

P

H

-------
-
-
-
-
-

AM

T

G

A F B

ther at Right- Angles into two equal parts at E the Cen

ter of the Square. Upon theſe two Lines FH, GI, you

are to mark out the Points L,M, N, O, for the Centers

of the Four Circles required, and that in the following

manner.

Joyn with a fraight Line H and I, and cut off from

that Line the part I K equal to IE or GE, the halves of

the Line IG, or of the fide of the given Square ; and

the Remainder, HK, will be the Radius of each of the

Four Circles you would draw. And fo if you take the

Length of HK upon the Lines FH, GI , from their Ex-

tremities F, G, H, I, to the Points N,M, L, O, the Pro-

blem is refoly'd.

An
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An easier Method is this : From the Line IG cut

off the Part IT equal to the Line IH ; and make the

Lines EL, EM, EN, EO, each of ' em equal to the

Remainder TG, in order to have as before, the Centers

L,M, N, O, ofthe four Circles to be defcribed, which

are found by making the Lines FN, GM, HL, 10,

equal, each of ' em, to the part E T.

Or elfe, make the Four Lines AP, AQ, CR, CS,

equal, each of ' em, to the Line IH, and draw the Right

Lines PQ RS, which will give you upon the two

Lines FH, GI, the Centers L, M, N, O, for thr Four

Circles required.

113

'Tis evident that each ofthe two Lines PQ, RS, is Remarke

equal to the Side A B of the Square given ABCD ; and

each ofthe two Lines PR, QS, is equal to the Diame-

ter of each of the equal Circles, which mutually touch.

'Tis likewife evident, that each ofthe two Ifofceles Right-

Angled Triangles APQ, CRS, is equal to the Square

DIEH, or to the fourth ofthe propofed Square ABCD;

and that the Ifofceles Right-Angled Triangle OEN is

equal to the Square of the Radius 01.

PROBLEM XXVII.

To defcribe a Rectangle-Parallelogram, the Area of which

in Numbers is equal to its Circumference.

Raw the Two Perpendicular Lines A B, AD, fo as

DRav
to make the firſt contain 3 Parts taken from a Scale

of equal Parts, and the other 6.

From the Point D, with the A-

perture of the Compaſs AB de-

fcribe an Arch of a Circle ; and

from the Point B, with the Di-

ftance A D deſcribe another Arch

of a Circle, which here meets

the first at the Point C, from

which you are to draw the two

Lines BC, CD , to perfect the

Rectangle ABCD, the Area of

which is equal to the Circumfe-

rence, each of 'em being 18.

D 3 C

6

A 3 B

H Ia
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Remark:

with the A-

In Integers we have only this Rectangle, and the

Square of 4 that admit of this Quality of having their

Area equal to the Circumference ; but in Fractions there

are many, the Length and Breadth of which is thus de-

termin'd.

Howtofird Fix upon the fide A D what Number you pleaſe, on-

Rectangles ly it muit be larger than 2 ; fuppofe then 8 ; divide its

rea's equal toDouble 16 by the fame fide wanting 2 , i . e. by 6, and

Thus you havethe Circum- the Quotient is the other Side A B.

ferences. in Numbers a Rectangle Parallelogram, which has for its

Length 8, for its Breadth ; and for either its Circumfe-

rence or its Area , or 21

PROBLEM XXVIII .

To measure with a Hat, a Line upon the Ground acceffible

at one of its Extremities.

THELine to be meaſured muft not be extravagantly

long, otherwife 'twill be hard to meaſure it exactly

B

--- AD.

C

with one's Hat; for the leaft Failure of a juft Aim, or de-

parture from an upright Pofition, would make very fenfi-

ble Errors in the Meaſure of a very long Line, eſpecially

if the Ground is fomewhat uneaven.

To measure then with the Hat the Line A B acceffi-

ble at the Extremity A, fuppofe the Breadth of a ſmall

River, he who pretends to meaſure, muft ftand very

ftraight at the Extremity A, and fupport his Chin with a

little Stick, refting upon one of the Buttons of his Coat,

fo as to keep his Head fteddy in one Pofition. Thus po-

fited, he must pull his Hat down upon his Forehead, till

the Brim of his Hat cover from his View the inacceffible

Extremity B of the Line to be meaſured AB ; then he

muft turn himself to a level uniform piece of Ground,

and with the fame Pofition of his Hat obferve the Point

of
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of the Ground where his View terminates, as C ; then

meaſuring with a Line or Chain the Diſtance AC, he

has the Length of the Line propos'd, A B.

PROBLEM XXIX.

To measure with two unequal Sticks a Horizontal Line

acceffible at one of its Extremities.

то
O know the Length of the Horizontal-Line AB,

which repreſents the Breadth of the Ditch ABCD,

and is acceffible at its

Extremity A ; fet up,

perpendicularly, at that

Extremity A, the leaft

of thetwo Sticks AE ;

and the greater of the

twoFG, uponaftreight

Line with the Line to

be meaſured, at ſuch a

Distance from the first,

G

E

D

AE, that you may juft perceive the inacceffible Extre-

mity B, over the two Ends EG of the two Sticks thus

fixed. Then take an exact Meaſure of the Diſtance A F,

which we here fuppofe to be 12 Foot ; and ofthe Length

of the two Sticks AE, FG, of which we here ſuppoſe

the leaft, A E, to be 3 Foot; and the greateft, FG, s ;

fo that by this Suppofition, the Excels of the greater

Stick above the leffer is 2 Foot. Now, let this Excess

2 be the firft Term of an Operation of the Rule of

Three Direct ; the fecond being 12, or the Diſtance

AF; and the third 3, or the leaft Stick AE ; and the

fourth the Line A B enquir'd after, which is thus found

to be 18 Foot ; for if you multiply the fecond Term 12

( the Diſtance AF) by the third 3 ( the leaft Stick AE)

and divide the Product 36 by 2 ( the Excels of the

greater Stick beyond the leffer) you have 18 Foot for

the Length of the Line propofed AB.

HZ PROBL
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PROBLEM XXX.

To measure an acceffible Height by its Shadow.

To meaſure the acceffible Height AB by its Shadow

AC, terminated by the Ray of the Sun BC. Set

up perpendicularly a. Stick D E, of what Length you

F
D

B

will, fuppofe 8 Foot ; and meaſure the Extent of its

Shadow DF, which we fhall here fuppofe to be 12

Foot. At the fame time meaſure the Shadow AC,

which we here fuppofe to be 36 Foot ; I fay, at the

fame time, for otherwife, the Ray varying either by the

Motion of the Sun, or that of the Earth, the Rays BC,

EF, would no longer be parallel, and fo would prevent

the Operation of the Rule of Three Direct, which runs

thus; If 12 Foot of Shadow arife from the Height DE

of 8 Foot, from what Height muft the Shadow AC of

36 Foot proceed? Here you'll find the Height A B, in

queftion, to be 24 ; for multiplying the third Term 36

bythe fecond 8, and dividing the Product 288 by the

firft 12, you have the Quotient 24 for a fourth Propor-

tional Term, ie, the propofed Height AB.

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXXI.

Tofind a Fourth Lime proportional to three Lines given.

TE

HREE Lines being given AB, AC, AD, to find

a fourth Proportional : Upon the two Extremities

B, D, of the first and the

third Line given, deſcribe,

from the common Extre-

mity A, the two Arches

of a Circle AEF, AGH,

and having apply'd to the.

first Arch AEF, the Line

AE equal to the ſecond

Line given AC, prolong

the Line A E till it meets

the ſecond Arch AGH in

fome Point, as in G, and

Α.

G

H

E

F

BCD

the whole Line AG will be the fourth Proportional de

manded.

PROBLEM XXXII.

Upon a Line given to deferibe a Rectangle- Parallelogram,

the Area of which is the Double of that of a Triangle

given.

LE

ET the Triangle given be ABC, and the Line gi-

ven BE; draw EF perpendicular to it, and a

fourth proportional

and

to the Bale given

BE, the Baſe A B

of the Triangle gi

ven ABC;

the Height CD ;

then finiſh the Re-

ctangle BEFG,

which folves the

Problem. This Pro-

blem is placed here

G
F

A D B

only as fubfervient to that which follows.

E

H 3 PROBL
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PROBLEM XXXIII

To change a Triangle given into another Triangle, each

fide of which is greater than each fide of the Triangle

given.

I'

F the Triangle given be ABC, prolong its Bafe AB

on both Sides to D and E, fo, that the Line AD

may be equal to the Side AC, and the Line BE to the

D A H B

Remarke

Side BC ; and by the Direction of the foregoing Pro-

blem, defcribe upon the Line DE the Rectangle Paral-

lelogram DEGF, the Double of the Triangle given

ABC. This done, take upon the Line DE, between

the Points A, B, a Point at difcretion, fuch as H, from

which draw to the two Extremities F, G, the Right

Lines FH, GH. Thus you have the Triangle FGH,

equal to the propos'd Triangle ABC, each of 'em be-

ing the half of the Rectangle FGED, and each of

the Sides of the one being greater than each of thoſe of

the other, which was to be done.

、

You may have a Triangle less than the propos'd Tri-

angle, with all its Sides longer than thofe of the Trian-

gle ABC, viz by taking H the top of the Triangle

FGH under the Bafe AB,

PROBL
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PROBLEM XXXIV.

Two Semicircles upon one Right Line being given, which

touch one another on the infide; to defcribe a Circle

that touches both the Right Line and the Circumferen-

ces of the two Semicircles given.

Suppole the two Semicircles ABC, ADE, are

placed upon the Right Line AC, and touch one

another at the Point A. To defcribe a Circle that

•

B

M

P

D

H

FN LE HO

touches the two Circumferences ABC, ADE, and the

part EC ofthe Right Line A C ; lay the Length ofthe

Semidiameter AG of the great Semicircle ABC, from

F the Center of the leffer Semicircle ADE to O, in

order to have the Line AO equal to the Sum of the

Semidiameters AF, A G, of the two Semicircles given,

ABC, ADE. From the Point E upon AC raife the

Perpendicular EB, and joyn A and B. Then to the

two Lines AO, AB, find a third Proportional A H,

and fo you have in H the Point of Contact between the

Circle to be defcribed and the Right-Line E C. From

this Point H raile upon EC the Perpendicular HI, a

fourth Proportional to the three Lines given, AO, AH,

FG; and fo 1 gives you the Center of the Circle you

want to deſcribe, the Circumference of which muft pafs

through the Point H.

1
H 4

If
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Rimark If within the ſpace terminated by the two Circumfe-

rences A BC, ADE, you deſcribe a fecond Circle that

touches the first defcrib'd from the Center 1, and the two

Circumferences ABC, ADE; and if from the Center

K of this fecond Circle, you let fall the Right Line KL

perpendicular to the Diameter AC, that Perpendicular

KL, will be the Triple of the Radius of the Circle de-

fcrib'd upon the Center K: And if within the fame

fpace you draw a Circle that touches both the ſecond

drawn from the Center K, and the Circumferences

ABC, ADE, the Perpendicular drawn from the Cen-

ter M of that third Circle to the Diameter AC, will

be the Quintuple of the Radius of the fame Circle :

And in like manner, if within the fame ſpace you de-

fcribe a fourth Circle, that touches both the third

drawn upon the Center M, and the Circumferences

ofthe two Semicircles, the Perpendicular let fall from P,

the Center of that fourth Circle, upon the Diameter

AC, will be the Septuple of the Radius of the fame

Circle ; and fo on in the Progreffion of the uneven

Numbers 3 , 5 , 7, 9 , &c,

Here we fhall take notice by the bye, for the lake

of the Learned, that all the infinite Circles that can

touch the two Circumferences ABC, ADE, have

their Centers in the Circumference of an Ellypfis, the

Axis of which is O, which has the Line AH for its

Parameter.

PROBL.
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E

PROBLEM XXXV.

Three Semicircles upon one Right Line being given, which

touch within, to defcribe a Circle that touches the Cir-

cumferences of the Three Semicircles.

IF

F the three Semicircles are ABC, ADE, EIC, the

Centers of which F, G, H, are upon the Right Line

AC; having found to the Line FG and the Radius

e

B

K

A. NRFS GTM EVLH

AF a third Proportional AL; find a fourth Propor

tional to the Sum of the two Lines AL, AG, the

Radius AG, and the Radius A F. This fourth Pro-

portional will be the Length of KI, the Radius of the

Circle to be defcribed, and that Length muſt be taken

upon the Line AC, from G to M, and from F to N, in

order to deſcribe upon the Center N, and with the Di-

ftance NE an Arch of a Circle, and from the Cen-

ter H, with the Interval MF another Arch ofa Cir-

cle, which might likewiſe be drawn from the Center

G, with the Aperture MC. Here K, the common In-

terfection of theſe two Arches, gives you the Center

of the Circle to be deſcribed ; which is readily done,

now the Radius is known, viz. GM, or FN.

If you joyn the Center K with the Centers F, G, H, Remark

of the three Semicircles given, by the ftraight Lines

FK, GK, HK, you'll have two Triangles, FKG,

GKH, of the fame Circumference ; the Circumfe-

rence
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rence of each being equal to the Diameter AC of

the great Semicircle given ABC, by reaſon of the

two equal Lines AF, GH.

If between the two Circumferences ABC, ADE,

you deſcribe, as in the foregoing Problem, as many

Circles as you will that touch one another, and the

two Circumferences ABC, ADE ; and if from their

Centers O, P, Q, K, you let fall upon the Diameter

AC as many Perpendiculars, the Perpendicular KV

will be equal to the Diameter of its Circle, the Per-

pendicular QT will be the Double of the Diameter

of its Circle, the Perpendicular PS will be the Tri-

ple of the Diameter of its Circle, the Perpendicular

OR will be the Quadruple of the Diameter of its

Circle, and fo on, according to the Series of the natu

ral Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c.

PROBLEM XXXVI.

Three Semicircles upon one ftraight Line, which touch on

the infide, beinggiven, with another Right Line drawn

from the Point of Contact of the two interiour Circles

perpendicular to the firft Right Line given : To defcribe

two equal Circles which touch that Perpendicular and the

circumferences ofthe two Semicircles.

LE
ET the three Semicircles given be A BC, ADE,

EOC ; ofwhich the Centers F, G, H, are plac'd

upon the Right Line A C, which is cut at Right-Angles

B

M

N

I

H EL G FK A

at
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at the Point E by the Right Line BE: The common

Radius of the two equal Circles which muft touch the

Perpendicular BE, and the Circumferences of the two

Semicircles, will be found by defcribing from the Point

A through the Center F the Arch of a Circle FI, and

from the Point I by the Point A, the Arch AK ; for

the Line KF is the Length of the Radius of the two

equal Circles, the Centers of which, M and N, are

found out as follows :

Having drawn the Line GL equal to the Line K F,

defcribe from the Center G with the Aperture LC the

Arch MN, and from the Center F with the Aperture

KE, another Arch of a Circle, which will cut the first

Arch atM ; this Mis the Center of a Circle that ſhall

touch the Circumferences of the two Semicircles ABC,

ADE, and the Perpendicular EB. Defcribe likewiſe

from the Center H with the Aperture FL another Arch

of a Circle that ſhall cut the first MN at N, the Cen-

ter of the other Circle that fhall touch the Perpendicular

BE, and the two Circumferences ABC, EOC.

If you joyn the two Centers MN with the three Remark

Centers F, G, H, by ftraight Lines, you'll have the two

Triangles FMG, GNH, of equal Circumferences, the

Circuit of each being equal to the Diameter AC of

the greateſt Semicircle given ABC, by reafon of the

two equal Sides GM, GN, of the Bafe G Hequal to

the Radius AF, and of the Bafe FG equal to the

Radius EH. Befides, MN or NO, is a fourth Pro-

portional to the three Lines AG, AF, FG. In fine, if

you draw the Right Lines AO and CD, they'll be

perpendicular to their Radius's, that is, the Line AO

will be perpendicular to the Radius HO or NO, and

by confequence will touch the Circumferences of theſe

two Radius's at the Point O ; and the Line CD will

be perpendicular to each of the two Radius's FD, MD,

and by confequence will touch the Circumferences of

theſe two Radius's at the Point D. From hence we

may draw another Conftruction for the Refolution of

the Problem.

PROBL
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1

Remark:

PROBLEM XXXVII.

Todefcribe a Triangle, the Area and Circumferen ofwhich

are oneSquare Number.

C

1
0

TAKE from a Scale of equal Parts 17 for the Bafe

AB ; from the Extremity of which, A, with the

Aperture of9 Parts defcribe an Arch of a Circle, and

from the Extremity B,

with the Interval of

10 Parts, defcribe an-

other Arch of a Cir-

cle, which will cut thej

firft at a Point, which

we here ſuppoſe to be

C. Then draw the

ftraight Lines AC, BC,

Triangle you want, its

either of them, 36, the

A
17 B

and the Triangle ABC is the

Area and Circumference being,

Square-Root of which is 6.

This Triangle has been found in Numbers by the

means of these two Numeral Right-Angled Triangles of

1
5
3

7
2

1
7
0

A 135 D 154 B

the fame height ,

72, 135 , 153, and

72, 154, 170 ; the

Generating Num-

bers of which are

12, 3 , and II, 7.

It has been found,

I fay, by joyning

together theſe two

Right-Angled Tri-

angles, in order to

have the Oblique-

Angled Triangle

ABC,the Height of

whichCD, is 72 ; the Baſe A B, being 289 ; and by di-

viding each Side by the Square Root 17 of that Bafe

289, &c.

PROBL.
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PROBLEM XXXVIII

To make the Circumference of a Circle pafs through three

Points given without knowing the Center.

Odraw an Arch of aCircle through three Points gi-

ven ; for inftance, the three Angles of the Triangle

ABC, without knowing its Center, make an Angle e-

qual to C of fome fo-

lid Matter, fuch as Paft-

board, and apply feve-

ral ways one fide of

this Angle to the Point

A, fo that the other fide

may fall on the Point

B, and then the Point

of the fame Angle will

mark out the Points of

the Arch demanded ;

which is eafily drawn

out by joyning all its

B

J
E
N
N
Y

diverfe Points, which may be found in infinitum, by a

curve Line, &c.

PROBLEM XXXIX.

Two Lines being given perpendicular to one Line drawn

through their Extremities, to find upon that Line a

Point equally remov'd from each of the two other Ex-

tremities.

G'

IVE the two Lines A B, CD, perpendicular to the

Line AC, which paffes through their Extremities

A,C, you'll find upon that

qually remov'd from the

two other Extremities B,

D; you'll find it, I fay, 56 65

by joyning these two Ex-

tremities with the Right-

Line A C, the Point F e-

B
E

163

65

A 33 B 16

Line BD, and drawing to

the
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"

Remark

the middle Point of that Line E, the Perpendicular EF,

which will mark out upon AC the Point F required

the two Lines FB, FD being equal.

This Problem is commonly propos'd after the follow

ing manner: The Heights AB, CD, beinggiven, with

their Distance AC, to find upon the Ground AC, 4

Point F, from which the Ropes extended to the tops B and:

D shall be equal.

When the Heights AB, CD, and their Diſtance AC

are known in Numbers ; as if the Height AB were 56

Foot, the Height CD63, and the Diſtance A C49 ; the

Part AF is found by taking from the Sum of the two

Squares AC, BD, the Square AB, and dividing the

Remainder by the Double of AC; and in like man-

ner, the Part C F is found by fubtracting from the Sum

of the Squares AC, AB, the Square CD, and divi-

ding the Remainder by the Double of A C. Thus the

Part AF will be found 33 Foot ; the other Part CF

16 Foot ; and each of the two equal Chords FC, FD,

65 Foot, as is eaſily computed, by adding the two Squares

AB, AF, or the two CD, CF, and extracting the

Square-Root of the Sum 4225, &c.

PROBLEM XL.

To defcribe two Right- Angled Triangles, the Lines of which

have this Quality, That the Difference of the two ſmal-

left Lines of the firft is equal to the Difference of the

two greatest of the Second ; and Reciprocally the Diffe-

rence of the two smallest of the fecond is equal to that

of the two greatest of thefirft.

RAW firft the two perpendicular Lines AB, AC,

of fuch a fize that the firft AB contains 60 Parts

61

of a Scale of equal Parts, and the

fecond AC 11 ; in which Cafe

the Hypothenule BC will be 61,

as appears by adding the Squares

of AB, AC, and extracting the

Square-Root of the Sum 3721,

Then
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Then draw the two perpendicular Lines DE, EF,

making the first DE 119 Parts, and the fecond 120 ; in

which Cafe the Hypothenule

vill be 169, as appears by

dding the Squares DE, EF,

nd extracting the Square- Root

of 28561. This done, the two

Right-Angled Triangles ABC,

DEF, will reſolve the Problem;

for the Difference, 49 , of the

wo fmalleft Lines AB, A C in

the first Triangle ABC, is e-

qual to the Difference of the

two greateft DE, EF, in the

1
6
9

A

1
2
0

119 E

fecond Triangle DEF ; and Reciprocally, the Diffe-

rence of the two ſmalleſt DE, EF in the ſecond is

equal to that of the greateft AB, BC in the firſt.

Theſe two Differences 49, 1, happen here to be Remark.

fquare Numbers, and will always be fuch in all Right-

Angled Triangles calculated according to the following

General Rule taken from Algebra. The Double of the A General

Product arifing from the greatest of any two Numbers, Rule for
Right- Ang.

aud their Sum, and the Sum of the Squares of the fame led Trian-

two Numbers, are the two Generative Numbers of one gles, the Re

of the Right- Angled Triangles to be defcrib'd ; and the ciprocal Dif.

Double of the Product arifing from the leaft of the fame whofe Sides

two Numbers and their Sum, and the Sum of the fame are equal.

Squares, are the two Generating Numbers of the other

Right- Angled Triangle demanded.

Of theſe three Generating Numbers, that which is

common to two Right-Angled Triangles, is the Hypo-

thenuſe of a third Right-Angled Triangle ; and of the

other two, one is the Circumference of that third Tri-

angle ; and the other is the fame Circumference, only

the greatest Generating Number of that third Triangle

is then changed into the leaſt,

ference of

PROBL
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PROBLEM XLI.

To divide the Circumference of a Semicirclegiven into two

unequal Arches, in fuch a manner, that the Semi-Dia-

meter may be a Mean Proportional Between the Chords

of these two Arches.

IF

F the Semicircle given is ABC, the Center ofwhich

is D, deſcribe through the Center D from B the Ex-

E

Remark

A D B

tremity of the Diameter AB, the Arch of a Circle.

DE, and having divided the Arch BE into two equal)

parts at G, draw the two Chords AC, BC, between

which the Semi-Diameter AD, or CD, is a Mean-

Proportional.

'Tis evident, that the Arch BE contains 60 Degrees,

and confequently, its Half BC or CE is 30, and the

other Arch AEC is an Arch of 150 Degrees. From

whence we may readily conclude, that fince the Sinus

of an Arch is the Half of the Chord of a double

Arch, and the Half of the Radius or Sinus Total, is

the Sinus of an Arch of 30 Degrees ; this Sinus of

an Arch of 30 Degrees is a Mean Proportional be-

tween the Sinus of an Arch of 15, and the Sinus of

its Complement, or the Sinus ofan Arch of75 Degrees.

PROBL
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PROBLEM XLII.

A Ladder ofaknown Lengthbeingfet,fo astoreft upon aWall,

at a certain Distance from the Wall; tofindhowfar 'twill

defcendwhen mov'd a littlefartherfrom the Foot ofthe Wall.

WE'llfuppofe the Ladder E F ftanding againſt theWall

D

ABCD, to be 25 Foot long, and at the diſtance of

7 Foot from the Foot of the Wall, and confequently FG

perpendicular to the Wall to

bejuft 7 Foot. Suppofe again,

that theLadderis mov'd 8 Foot

from F toH, fo that the Situa-

tion being as HI, the part FH

must be 8, and byconfequence

the whole Line GH 15 Foot

in which Cafe the Ladder will

have defcended from E to I,

which is found thus :

Multiply E F, the Length of

the Ladder, by it felf, i. e. 25

by 25, and fo you have its

Square 625 ; multiply likewife

H

A

F

the Diſtance F G by it felf, i. e. 7 by 7, and fo you have

its Square 49 to be fubtracted from the foregoing Square

625, and the Remainder 576 is the Square of the Height

EG; becauſe G is the Right- Angle of the Triangle

EFG; fo that 24 the Square Root of the Remainder

576 is the Height E G.

In like manner, multiply the Diſtance HI by it felf,

i.e. 25 by 25, fo you have 625 for its Square ; then mul-

tiply the Dittance HG by it felf, or is by 15 , and its

Square is 225 ; which fubtracted from the other Square

625, leaves for a 'Remainder 400, the Square of the

Height IG ; and fo 20 the Square-Root of 400, (ie. the

Height IG) fubtracted from 24 the Height EG found

above, leaves 4 the Length of EI, which anfwers the

Problem ,

6
2
5

376

PROBL
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PROBLEM XLIII.

To measure an acceffible Line upon the Ground by means

of the Flash and the Report of a Canon.

WITH &Mufquet-Ball make a Pendulum 11 Inches

and 4 Lines long, calculating the Length from the

Center ofthe Motion to the Center of the Ball ; and the

very moment that you perceive the Flaſh of the Canon

(which must be at the very place, the Diſtance of which,

from the place where you are, is inquir'd after ) put the

Pendulum in motion, fo as that the Arches ofthe Vibra-

tions do not excede 30 Degrees ; multiply by 200, the

Number ofthe Vibrations from the moment you perceiv'd

the Flash to themoment in whichyou hearthe Report, and

A Toifeis reckon as many * Paris-Toiles forthe Diſtance of the place

wherethe Gun was fired, from the place where you ſtood.

fix Fout.

Remarke Much afterthe famemanner youmay meaſuretheHeight

ofa Cloud,when 'tis nearthe Zenith,and at a time ofThun-

der andLightning. But this way ofmeaſuringDiftances is

veryuncertain, and Ionly mention'd it here asa Recreation,

A furer way is that of meaſuring a tolerable Diſtance

upon the Ground, the Extremities of which can't be ſeen

one from another ; but then, in this Cafe, inſtead of a

Cannon, 'twould do better to make uſe of an Arquebufe,

the Report of which goes 230 Toifes in one Second of

Time. And fo to meaſure fuch a Diftance, you must

have a Pendulum-Clock, and 'count the Seconds of Time

running from the Flath of the Gun let off at one of the

Extremities of the Line propofed, and the Perception of

the Report in the Ears of another Perfon placed at the

other Extremity of the fame Line. Thus the Multipli-

cation of the Seconds of Time by 230, gives you the

Length of the propoſed Line or Distance in Toifes.

Father Schot ſays, That 'tis known by feveral Experi-

ments, that a large Cannon-Ball Horizontally directed,

will fly a German League of 4000 Geometrical Paces in

two Seconds of Time ; fo that this may ferve for the

Menfuration of Diftances upon the Ground, if it be true,

that the Velocity of the Sound is equal to that of the

Ball ; for then we may compute, That the Diſtance in

Geometrical Paces is to the Number of the Seconds of

Time (run between the Flaſh and the Perception ofthe

Report) as 4000 is to 2, or 2000 to 1 , &c,

PROB
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TH

HE Opticks, according to the Etymology

is a Science of Vifion, which is perform'd

three different ways. The firft is by direct

Rays orRays fent directly from the Object to the Eye ;

and this makes what we call Perspective, which deceives

the imagination very agreeably by repreſenting in a

Picture which it fuppofes Tranfparent, all forts of Ob-

jects, not as they really are, but as they act uponthe

Eye, and appear in the Picture. The fecond way of

Vifion is by Reflex Rays, that is, by Rays that re-

bound whenthey ftrike upon any Body that they can't

penetrate ; and this is the Object of what we call Ca

toptrice, which fuppofes the Angle of Reflexion to be

equal to the Angle of Incidence. The third way is

perform'd by Refracted Rays, or Rays that break in

paffing through Tranfparent Bodies. About this the

Dioptrice is imployed, which ſuppoſes that when a

Ray paffes from one Medium, which it penetrates ea-

fily, to another that's more difficult to penetrate, it

breaks off approaching to a Perpendicular; and on

the contrary, when it paffes from a difficult to an eaſie

Medium, it Refracts, departing from the Perpendicu-

lar. The Opticks fuppofes likewife, that the Objects

feen under the ſmalleſt Angles, appear fmalleft, which

ordinarily happens, when they are moft Remote. Up-

on thefe Suppofitions we ſhall now reſolve ſeveral uſe-

ful and agreeable Problems.

O PRO-

193
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.

Remark.

PROBLEM I.

To make an Object to appear ftill of the fame Magni-

tude, when seen at a distance or nearer.

D

A

To make the Line AB appear to the Eye po-

O

fited at C always of the fame Magnitude ,

place it in what part you will ofthe Circumference

ofa Circle that paffes bythe

Eye C. For if you place it

as DE atthe remoteft part

from the Eye, its apparent

Magnitude will ſtill be the

fame, becauſe the Eye con-

tinuing ftill at C, fees theſe

two equalLines AB, DE,

under the equal Angles

ACB, DCE.

E

F

'Tis evident that the Line propoſed AB, will al-

ways be ſeen under the fame Angle, and confequently

will always have the fame apparent Magnitude, at

any diſtance from the Eye, provided it never departs

from the Circumference of the Circle that paffes thro'

the two Extremities A, B ; and confequently, That

without altering the fituation of the Line A B, you

may change that of the Eye, by placing it in what

point you will of the Circumference of any Circle

that paffes thro' the two extremities of the Line or

Body propos'd AB, as in F or in G, the viſual Angles

AFB, AGB, ACB, being ftill equal.

B

A
+

'Tis likewife evident that the fame Line AB, will

retain the fame apparent Magnitude when brought

nearer to the Eye , with

out being placed in the Cir-

cumference of the Circle ,

provided its two extremities

continue in the fame Viſual

Rays, A C, BC ; as it hap-

pens in the fituation A D,

for in that fituation 'tis be-

held under the fame Viſual

Angle ACB, and fo its ap-

parent Magnitude is not al-

2
ter'd,
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ter'd , notwithſtanding that ' tis brought nearer to

the Eye.

'Tis by this equality of the Viſual Angles that one

may write upon a Wall Characters, which tho' very.

unequal, ſhall appear equal when feen from a certain

Point ; and that one may place upon a Pinacle or fome

high Frontispiece, a Statue of fuch a length and fuch

a thickneſs, that when 'tis feen from below, it ap-

pears of a bignefs proportional to the heighth ofthe

Place, without any neceffity of polishing the Figure

much, and far lefs of touching up the muſcles of the

Body on the plaits of the Drapery which they

would be obliged to do if ' twere to undergo a near-

er view.

PROBLEM II.

To find a Point, from which the two unequal parts of a

Right Line fhall appear equal.

THe

Here's an infinite number of different Points,

from which if the two unequal parts AB, BC,

of the Right Line AC

beview'd , they will ap-

pear equal, as being

in the Circumference

of a Circle : Butwith-

our infifting upon the

Theory , I thall here

fubjoyn a very short

method for finding one

of theſe Points. A

F

D
E

B

From the two extremities A, B, with the aperture

or diftance A B, deſcribe two Arches of a Circle,

which here cut one another at the point D ; and from

that point D, draw another Arch of a Circle with the

fame aperture of the Compaffes. In like manner from

the two Extremities B, C, with the aperture B C, de-

fcribe two Arches of a Circle, which here cut one

another a E ; and from that point E, with the ſame

diftance defcribe another Arch which here cuts that

deſcribed from D at F. Now F thus found is the point

from02
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Remark.

2

from which if the two propos'd Lines A B, BC, be

feen, they will appear equal by reafon of the equality

of the two Viſual Angles AFB, BFC.

The fame is the Conftruction when the two Extre-

mities of the two Lines propos'd AB, BC, are not to

joyn.

PROBLEM III.

Thepoint of any Object being given, andthe place ofthe

Eye, to findthe point of Reflexion upon the furface of

a flat Looking-Glafs.

IF the point of the Object be B, and the place ofthe

Eye A, and ifthe furface of the Glafs be repre-

fented bythe Right Line CD ; the point of Reflexion

will be found by drawing from the two Points A

and B, the two Lines AC, BD perpendicular to the

Plain CD, and finding a fourth Proportional to the

Sum of the two Perpendiculars AC, BD, their di-

A

BA

M

D

ftance CD, and the Perpendicular AC. The length

of this fourth Proportional being takenuponCD, from

the point C, terminates in E, the point of Reflexion

fought for. Soif you drawthe two Lines AE, BE,

the Angle of Incidence AEC, will be found equal to

the Angle of Reflexion BED ; as ' twere eafie to de-

monstrate.

In my Mathematical Dictionary, you'll find this

The Pro- Problem applyed to a Spherical Looking-Glaſs ; but

blen apply- it might eafily be applied to the Billiards. For the

purpofe ; if the Line CD reprefent the fide of the Bil-

ed tothe

Billiards.

liarde
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liard-Table, and at the Points A and B therewere two

Balls, of which the one A could not be made to ſtrike

directly upon the other B, by reafon of the Interven-

tion of the Port, the Player's buſineſs is to find out the

Point E bythe foregoing Directions, againft which

Point when his Ball ftrikes , 'twill by a back-ftroke

hit the other Ball at B. But in Practice there's a way

of doing it eaſier, as follows.

Let CD be the fide of the Billiard-Table, and fup-

poſe the Gamefter has a mind with one Ball at A,

to hit the other Ball at B by Reflexion. To find the

Point E ofthe fide, from which the due Reflexion

muft be, let him prolong in his mind the Perpendicu

lar BDto F, fo that DF may he equal to BD, and

after a viſible mark plac'd at F, let him ftrike his Ball

A in the full direction of the Line AF, and then the

Ball meeting with the fide of the Table at E will re-

flect, and of neceffity hit the Ball at B, eſpecially if

'twas ftruck with fuch force as to conquer the defects

of the Table.

But in regard 'tis not always allowed at this Game

to put a vifible mark at F, becauſe the oppofite party

may remove it if he pleaſes ; the Gamefter muft con

tent himself with taking the aim of his Ball from the

Point F, and by the Viſual Ray AF, obferve the

Point E upon the fide of the Table, where his Ball

muft reflect to B.

If you want to find the point of Reflexion E, with

intent to make the Ball A hit B by two back-ſtrokes ;

S

B
....

G

9

C
E D

draw from the Point A, the Line AC parallel to the

Line DG, and from the Point B, the Line GB paral

Q 3 lel
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lel to the Line CD ; then fee to find a fourth Propor-

tional to the fum of the two Parallel Lines AC, DG,

to the Line AC, and to the ſum of the two Parallel

Lines, CD, BG ; and taking the length of that fourth

Proportional upon CD, fix your point of Reflexion

where it terminates, viz. at E.

PROBLEM IV.

To fhoot a Piftol behind one's Back as true as ifthe Per-

fon took his aim with his face to the Object.

Make ufe of a plain Looking- Glafs here repre-

fented by the ftraight Line AB, a Perpendicu-

lar to which is the Line CD drawn from the Point

D

K

G

F

E
B

C

C , which repre-

ſents the Butt to

be fhot at ; the I-

mage or Repre-

fentation of which

in the Glaſs is fup-

pofed to be D, at

an equal diftance

from the Glafs with

the Point C, with respect to the Eye placed at E,

from whence the Perfon that is to fhoot fees by Re-

flexion the Point C, by the Ray of Reflexion EFD,

the Ray of Incidence being the Line CF, according

to which the Piftol GH muſt be placed and turn'd till

its reflexive appearance IK, agrees with the Line

of Reflexion EFD, and covers D the appearance or

reprefentation of the Point C; and then twill hit the

Mark.

PRO-
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PROBLEM V.

To measure a height by Reflexion.

FIrt, if theEminence is acceffible, as AB acceffible

at B, fo as to give one an opportunity of know-

ing how far they are from it upon an Horizontal

Plain, level with the Baſe of the Eminence : Make

H

F D

A

B

upon this Horizontal Plain at a known diftancefrom

the Point B, a fmall Cavity or Hole, which fill with

Water, thatfo you may fee the top A of the Eminence

to be meaſured AB, by the Ray of Reflexion CE

which paffes to the Eye fuppofed to be at E ; then

meaſure exactly the height of your Eye ED, and

the distance CD from the Point of Reflexion C. We'll

fuppofe the height of the Eye ED to be 4 Foot, the

diftance CD 3 Foot, and the distance BC 48 Foot.

Now, fay, bythe Rule of three direct ; If the Di-

ftance CD of 3 Foot gives 4 Foot for the height ED,

how much will be given by the Diſtance BC of 48

Foot? And you'll find the Eminence 64 Foot high,

which is the Solution of the Problem ; for if you mul-

tiply the two laft Terms, 4 and 48, and divide their

Product by the firft Term, 3 , you have 64 for your

fourth Proportional.

But if the Eminence is inacceffible, fo that you

can't actually meaſure the Diſtance BC, dig another

Hole in the fame Plain in a ftraight Line, and at a

0 4 known
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Remark.

How to

knowndiftance from the firſt Point C,as at F, and fill it

allo with Water, that you may fee the fame top A

by the Ray of Reflexion FH, reaching the Eye fup-

pofed to be at H. Here take notice that the Perfon

who fees this Reflexion at H, must be the fame that

faw it at E, that the height ofthe Eye from the Ground

or Plain may be the fame, which we fuppofed to be

4 Foot. As we fuppofed the Diſtance CD to be 3

Foot, we thall now fuppofe the Diſtance CF to be 32

Foot, and the Distance FG 5 Foot ; fo we multiply

the Line ED into the Line CF, i. e. 4 by 32, and di-

vide the Product 128 by 2 , the excess of the Diſtance

FG above the Distance CD, and the Quotient gives

64 the height of the Eminence.

If you would know the diſtance BC without know-

ing the height AB, multiply the diftance CD by the

know the diftance CF , i. e. 3 by 32, and divide the Product

96 by 2, the excefs of the diftance FG above the

diftance CD, and the Quotient gives you 64 for the

diſtance BC.

Distances.

PROBLEM VI.

To repreſent any thing in Perspective, without making

ufe of the point of Sight.

TOfind in the Picture the appearance of any Point

ofa Geometrical Plan, of E for inftance, draw

A B

MA

G

E

from
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from that Point E, the Line EG Perpendicular to the

Ground-Line CD, and take the length of the Perpen-

dicular EG, on each fide the Point G in the Ground-

Line CD, extending it from G to F and to D. Fix

at pleaſuretwo Points of diftance upon the Horizon-

tal Line AB, for inftance A and B ; then draw from

theſe Points A and B to the Points D and F, the'IRight

Lines AD, BF, which by their Interfection will give

the appearance H of the Point propofed E. By the

fame method one may find the appearance of any

other Point ofa Geometrical Plan, and by confequence

the Repreſentation of the Baſe of any Body whatſoe-

ver, which byanother Confequence may eafily be re-

preſented in Perſpective,by drawing from all the Points

of its pofture or perſpective Plan, Perpendicular Lines

to the Ground-Line CD, and thofe equal in appear-

ance to the height of the propos'd Body ; which is

done after the following manner.

Having laid down the natural height of the propo

fed Body upon the Ground Line CD, from C for

inftance to K, draw from theſe two Points, C,K, to

the Point L taken at difcretion upon the Horizontal

Line AB, the Right Lines LC, LK, which will de-

termine the apparent heights of all the Points of

the propos'd Body, by Lines drawn from theſe Points

parallel to the Earth or Ground-Line CD ; as to find

the height of the Point H, the Perpendicular HO is

rais'd equal to the part MN, &c.

PROBLEM VIL

To Reprefent inPerspective an Equilateral Polyedron, ter-

minated by fix equal Squares, and by eight regular

and mutually equal Hexagons.

TH
Hofe who underftand Perfpective will readily re-

preſent this Body in the Picture, in which the

Point of Sight is V, and one ofthe two Points ofdiſtance

is D, mark'd upon the Horizontal Line DV, which

is parallel to the Ground-Line AB ; they'll readily do

it, I fay, if they know how to draw a Plan and a

Profil ; which is done after the following manner.

1

In
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Howtodraw

Plan.
In the first place, if you would have the Body to

reft upon one of its eight Hexagons, as 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5,

6. delcribe from its Center C, a Circle, the Radius

or Semidiamieter of which, C8, or C, 9, 'is fuch,

that its Square is to that of the Hexagon, as 7 is to 3 ;

fo that if theRadius or fide 1,2,of theHexagon is 65465

15

20

9

13

equal Parts, the Radius C 8 or C 9 of the great Cir-

cle, is 100000.

Having thus drawn the great Circle, divide it une-

qually, as you fee it done in the Figure, fo asto make

the leaft fide, 8, 9, and the other five, equal each of

'em
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'em to the fide of the Hexagon ; and the greateſt,

7, 10, and the other five , double, each of ' em, ofthe

fmalleft fide ; in which cafe, the leaft fide will fub-

tend an Arch of 38. 12' . and the greateſt (i. e. the

double of the leaft) an Arch of 81. 48'. But without

this trouble 'twere an eafie matter to deſcribe this by

the fole inſpection of the Figure.

For the Profil, deſcribe round the ſmalleft fide 21 , Howto draw

15,the Semi-Circle 21 , O, 15 ; and after defcribing from a Profil.

the Point 4 thro' the Point 15 the Arch of a Circle

15, O ; draw the Right Line 21 , O, and this ſhall be

the heighth of the Points 9, 8, 14, 13 , 20 , 17 ;

the heighth of the Points, 7 , 12 , 15 , 21 , 16, 10, be-

ing equal to double the Line 21 , O ; andthe heighth

of the Points, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, being equal to the tri-

ple ofthe fame Line 21 , O.

Now if you put the Plan thus defcrib'd in Per-

fpective, and from all its Angles raiſe Perpendiculars

to the Ground-Line, for laying down the hegihts

fuitable to thoſe of the Profil, you have nothing more

to do butto joyn the fides as in the foregoing Figure ,

5

21
12

16
14

10

13

17
18

3

I

and yet more diftinctly in this here annex'd, which

we have made larger for the diftincter apprehenſion

of the fides that are to be joyn'd ; of which thoſe

mark'd with black Lines, are the fides that appear

to the Eye ; and the others mark'd with Points are

thoſe which are not feen.

;

In
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In a fecond place if you would have the Body to

reft upon one of its fix fquare ſurfaces, as upon the

MIL

10

20

47

fquare a, b, 15, 21,

the Plan or Pofture

of the Polyedron

will be changed in-

to that reprefented

in this Figure, which

any one may appre-

hend by the bare

inſpection, eſpecial-

ly when they know,

that the great fide

of the Irregular

Octagon, d 12 , is

equal to the Diago-

nal, a15 or b 21, of

the innerſquare that

ferves forthe bafis of the Polyedron.

The Profil likewife changes ; for the height of the

Points, 3 , 7, 6, 10, is equal to cd the half of d 12 the

great fide of the irregular Octagon ; the height of the

Points, 4, 5, 17, 6, m, d, is equal to the whole fide

d12 ; the height of the Points 14, 20, n, c, is equal

to the fame fide d 12, and its half cd; and in fine the

heighth of the Points a , b, 15 , 21 , is the double of the

fame fide d 12, the fquare of which is to the fquare of

the Radius of the Irregular Octagon, as 4 is to 5 ; and

confequently if the Radius be 100000 equal parts, the

great fide d 12 is 89442, and fubtends an Atch of 53.

8'; and the little fide d m is 63245 parts and ſubrends

an Arch of 36. 52 '.

By the means of this Plan and Profil we have put

the Polyedron in Perſpective, as you fee it in the an-

nexed Cut.

PRO-
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PROBLEM VIII.

To reprefent in Perfpective an Equilateral Polyedron, ter-

minated by fix equal fquares and by eight equilateral

and mutually equal Triangles.

IF you would have the Polyedron reft upon one of
its fix equal Squares, as 9, 10, 11 , 12 , you have

nothing to do but

to Circumfcribe

another Square a-

bout it, and then

yourPlan's finish'd,

the Profil ofwhich

is as followeth.

The height of

the Points, 5,6,7,

8, is equal to 3,

5. the half of the

offide 6 , 5 ,

the circumfcribed

Square ; and the

6
3

12

7

4

height
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height of the Points, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, is equal to the whole

fide 6, 5, or the Diagonal 11,9, or 10, 12, of the in-

fcribed fquare, which ferves for a bafis to the Polye-

dron.

9

2

w
w

3 4

8

By the means of

this Plan and this

Profil we have put

this Polyedron in Per-

fpective, as you fee

it in the annexed Fi-

gure, where you have

a diftinct view ofthe

fides
you are to joyn,

when once you have

found in the Picture

the appearance ofthe

Points that limit the

Extremities.

PROBLEM IX.

To reprefent in Perspective an Equilateral Polyedron ter-

minated by fix equal Squares, and by twelve Ifofceles

and equal Triangles, the heighth of which is equal to

the bafe.

IN the firft place, ifyou would have the Polyedron to

infift upon one of its fix equal fquares, as 3, 6, 9,

12, its pofition willbe fuch as you fee in this Figure, in

which the Plan is made plain by the femicircles de-

fcrib'd from the four Right Angles of the bafe, 3 , 6, 9,

12, and from the middle Points A, B, of the two op-

pofite fides 5 , 2, and 12, 9..

As
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15

A

26

B

11 10 13

7.

As for the Profil ; the height of the Points, 4, 11 ,

7, 8, 1 , 14, is equal to the Tangent . 7 , 15 ; and the

height of the Points, 5 , 6, 13 , 12, is double to the

Tangent 7 , 15. There remains nothing further, but

to look upon the two annex'd Figures, for underſtand-

ing the manner of repreſenting this Polyedron in Per-

fpective ; which you have all over fhaded in the one,

and after another manner in the other.

12 13

14

4

13

3

5
3

www
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12

13

1

14

13.

In the fecond place, if you have the Polyedron

raifed upon one of its folid Angles, as 1 , in this

cafe its pofture will be the fingle Regular Hexagon, 2,

114

5

I

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, the

Center of which will

be the Point 1 , and

the Profil fuch as fol-

loweth.

The height of the

Points, 8, 9, 10, 11 ,

12, 13, is equal to

half the fide of the

Hexagon ; the height

of the Points, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, is equal to

three half fides of the Hexagon ; and the heighth of

the triple of that, i. e.

the Point I is double the fide of the Hexagon, or equal

to the Diameter, 4, 7.

12

Without infifting further upon the Perſpective of

this Polyedron, I fhall content my felf with leaving

with you the bare Figure of it.

PRO-
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PROBLEM X.

To Repreſent in Perspective an Equilateral Polyedron, li-

mited by twelve equal fquares, by eight Regular and

equal Hexagons, and by fix Regular and equal Octa-

gons.

IF you would have the base of this body to be one

of its fix Octagons, for inſtance r; 2 , 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, the Center of which is O ; joyn the extremities of

the two oppofite and parallel fides by Right Lines pa

rallel to one another, which by their mutual interfe

ctions will form a fquare, fuch as ABCD. Prolong the

two oppofite and parallel fides , 1 , 2, and 5, 65, and

likewife the two oppofite and parallel fides, 3, 4, and

7,8 ; which meeting with the two former will form

another larger fquare EFGH. This done, 'twill be an

eafy matter to finish the Plan, namely, by making the

Line E20 equal to the part E7, &c.

1

.)

ForP
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For a more exact defcription of this Plan, let's con

fider, That in fuppofing the Radius Or or O2 to con-

tain 1000 equal parts, the Radius O13 or O16 of the

mean Circle must contain 1514 of thoſe parts, and the

Radius Or2 or O15 of the greateft muft be 1731 :

That the fmalleft fide fubtends in the greateft Circle

an Arch (11, 12 , or 14, 15) of 25, 32' ; in the mean

Circle an Arch (1 , 2 ) of 29, 16' ; and in the leaft Cir-

cle an Arch, 1 , 2, of 45 Degrees : And that the great-

eft fide fubtends in the greateft Circle, an Arch, 14, II,

of 64. 28. and in the mean Circle an Arch, 10, 13 ,

or 9, 16, of 60. 44. the Chord of which is double

the leaft fide, 9. 10.

For the Profil ; we'll allow the whole Line 15, 12,

for the heighth of the Points, 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

the Pofture of which is the Interior Octagon, or the

leaft Regular Octagon. We'll allot the part, 15, G, for

the heighth of the Points 9, 10, 13, 25, 22, 21 , 18,

16,
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16, the form of which is the mean Octagon ; we'll al-

lot the part 15, 2, for the heighth of the Points 14, 11,

12, 24, 23, 20, 19, 15, the pofition of which makes

the greatest Octagon. We'll allow the part 15, 1, for

the heighth of the Points 26, 27, 30, 31 , 34, 35, 38,

39, the Pofture of which is the greateſt Octagon :

And the part 15, H for the heighth of the Points 40,

41 , 28, 29, 32, 33 , 36, 37, the Pofture of which is
the mean Octagon.

The heighth 15, 12, will be 2930 parts, the Radius

Or of the leaft Octagon 1000 ; The heighth 15, G,

89, the heighth 15, 2, 1848 ; the heighth 15, 1, 1082 ;

and in fine the heighth 15 , H, will be 541.

When the Plan of this Polyedron terminated by

twenty fix faces is put into Perſpective, and the pofi-

tion of the folid Angles determin'd according to the

different heighths pointed to in the foregoing Profile ;

you must joyn the folid Angles by Right Lines, which

will be the equal fides of the Polyedron.

PROBLEM XI.

The Points of the Eye and offome Object being given,

together with the point of Reflexion upon the furface of

a plain Looking-glass ; to determine the place in the

Glafs of the Image of the Object propoſed.

LET the Eye be A, the Object B, and the point of

Reflexion E upon the furface CD of a plain Look

ing-glafs ; draw from the Object B the Line BF per

pendicular to

that furface A

and prolongthe

Ray ofReflexi-

on AE till it

meets that Per-

pendicular in a

Point, as at F ;

or, which is

the fame thing,

make DF equal

to DB, and the

Point F is the

BAA

D

E

place
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place of the Image of the Object B, that is, the Point

where the Object B will be feen by the Eye in the

plain Looking- glafs CD, according to the Principles of

Opticks, from which we learn that the Image of an

Object is made at the concurfe of the Ray of Reflexi-

on, and a Right Line drawn from the Object Perpen-

dicular to the furface of the Glafs, whether Plain or

Spherical. From hence we may readily conclude by

the equality of the Angles of Reflexion and Incidence,

that, when the Glafs is plain, as we here fuppofe it to

be, the Object ought to appear as deep funk in the Glafs

as ' tis diftant from it ; and for that Reafon we ordered

the Line DF to be made equal to the Perpendicular

DB.

Another Confequence, is, That the diſtance AF of

the Image F of the Object B, to the Eye at A, is

equal to the Ray of Incidence BE and the Ray of

Reflexion AE, the Ray of Incidence BE being equal

to the Line EF, by reafon of the equality of the two

Right Angled Triangles EDB, EDF.

A Third Inference, is, That if the Eye moves any

certain space nearer or further from the Point of Re-

flexion E in the fame Ray of Reflexion AE, the Image

F of the Object B will make exactly the fame.ap-

proaches or departure with respect to the Eye, becauſe

the distance EF continuing ftill the fame, the diftance

AF will increaſe or decreaſe as the diftance AE do's.

We may infer further, that when the plain Looking-

-glafs is parallel to the Horizon, as CD, a magnitude

perpendicular to the Horizon muft appear inverted

and when the plain Glafs is perpendicular to the Hori-

zon, the right of the Perfon feems to be on the left of

his Image, and è contra.

The laft Inference I fhall here make, is, that the di-

ftance of the Eye from the Image of the Object feen

in the laft Glafs by vertue of. feveral reflexions from

feveral plain Glaffes, is equal to the fum of all the

Rays of Incidence and Reflexion ; and that an Object

may fometimes be multiplied in a plain Looking-glafs,

or reflecting ſurface, when 'tis made of Glaſs.

Thus ' tis that we fometimes fee a lighted Flambeau

appear double in a Looking- glafs that's fomewhat

thick, by reaſon of the double Reflexion there made

namely, one upon the external furface of the Glafs

and
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- and another in the bottom or inner part of the Glafs ;

for the light can't be all reflected upon the external fur-

face of the Glafs ; but it penetrates the icy fubftance

of the Glafs (I fpeak only of thofe made of Glafs) till

it meets that pewter leaf that's done over the back of

the Glass to hinder the paffing of the Rays, where by

confequence it fuffers a fecond Reflexion, and the Eye

falling in with a concourfe of two Rays of Reflexion

that can't be parallel, 'tis no wonder the Object feems

to be double, or appears in two different places of the

Glafs. Tis manifeft that the various irregularity of

the Glaſs and the divers Reflexions, may multiply the

Object yetmore, efpecially when 'tis feen a little fide-

ways.

PROBLEM XII.
X *

The Points of the Eye and offome Object being given,

together with the Point of Reflexion upon the Convex

furface of a spherical Looking-glafs to determine the

Image or Reprefentation of the propos'd Object either

within or out of the Glafs

L
ET the Eye be A, and the Object B, and the

Point of Reflexion E uponthe Convex ſurface DEL

of a ſpherical Looking-glafs, the Center of which is

B

K

*

H

.if..

L

M

C ; draw from the Center C to the Object B, the

Right Line BC Perpendicular to the furface ofthe fphe-

rical Looking-glaſs, in which by confequence will be

P 3
the
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Scholium.

the Image of the Object B, viz H, which is found by

prolonging the Ray of Reflexion AE which here meers

within the Glafs the Cathete of Incidence BC at the

Point H, but might have met it at the Point D of the

furface of the Glafs, and even out of the Glaſs when

the Angle of Incidence BEF, or the Angle of Reflexion

AEG is very ſmall : So that the Object B may be ſeen

either within the fpherical Glafs, as here, or upon its

ſurface or out of it.

The Tangent FG which paffes by the Point of Re-

flexion, determines as you fee the Angles of Incidence

and Reflexion, and cuts the Cathete of Incidence BC

in I, and that in fuch a manner, that the four Lines,

BC, CD, BI, DI, are proportional, and conſequently

the Line BC is cut at the Points I, D, in the mean and

extreme proportional Ratio, that is, the Rectangle of

the whole Line BC and its mean part DI is equal to a

Rectangle of the two other extreme parts BI, CD; as

is eafily demonftrated by drawing from the Point Bthe

Line BK parallel to the Radius of Reflexion AE.

Tis evident from the property of the focus's of an

Ellypfis, that the two Points A, B, are the two focus's

of an Ellypfis, which touches the ſpherical Glaſs at the

Point of Reflexion, E , and which has for its great

Axis the fum of the two Rays, AE, BE, of Reflexion

and Incidence ; So that, to find the Point of Reflexion

E, one needs onlyto defcribe an Ellypfis that touches the

Circumference DEL, and has for its two focus's the

Points Aand B ; which is eaſily doneby the interfection

of the Circumference, and of an Hyperbola between

its Alymprotes, of which the oppofite paffes thro' the

Center C of the fame Circumference DEL, as I have

demonftrated in my Mathematical Dictionary. "

Tis evident alfo, That the appearance H of the Ob-

ject B is nearer to the Point of Reflexion E than to the

Center C, that is, the Line CH is always greater than

the Line EH, becaufe the Angle CEH is always greater

than the Angle ECH, as appears by prolonging towards

L the Ray of Incidence, BE, and drawing from the

Center MN parallel to it. d

Tis further evident that the fame appearance H of

-the Object B , is likewife nearer to the Point of Re-

Acxion E, orthe Point D of the furface of the Glafs,

than
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than the Object B, that is, That the Line EH is lefs

than the Ray of Incidence BE, and that the LineDH

is leſs than the Cathete of Incidence BD.

'Tis evident once more, that if the magnitude OE

is perpendicular to the ſurface of the ſpherical Glaſs

DEL, ſo that being prolong'd it paffes thro' the Center

C, the Point P neareft the Glafs muft appear lefs funk

or deep in the Glaſs than the remoter Point O ; and

that the magnitude OE muft appear inverted and lefs.

A Confequence of this, is, that in a ſpherical Convex

Glafs a Magnitude muft appear ftill greater as it ap-

proaches nearer to the Glafs parallel wife to it felf, for

then it appears less funk or lefs deep in the Glaſs, and

confequently is nearer the Eye, and incloſed in a larger

Angle. The fame thing will happen if the Object

continues unmoved, and the Eye approaches nearer to

the Glaſs, and that for the Reaſons mention'd but now.

PROBLEM XIII.

To determine the place of an Object feen by Reflexion

upon the furface of a Cylindrical Looking-glass.

THIS
IS Problem is none of the eafieft, by reaſon

that a Cylindrical Looking-glafs taken length-

ways may be confider'd as a plain Glafs ; and taken

B

at

E

Π

L

A

M H

7

precifely according to its roundness, it may be confi-

der'd as a fpherical ; and again, when taken in ano-

P.4 ther
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ther ſenſe, it partakes of the properties both of a plain

and of a ſpherical Glafs.

For this Reafon, if the Point of an Object and the

Eye are in a plain that paffes thro' the Axis of a Cy-

lindrical Glafs, that Point will be feen by Reflexion in

the Cylindrical Glafs as in a plain Glaſs, that is, as deep

in the Glafs as ' tis diſtant from it.

Thus, if we fuppofe a Point A of an Object, and

the Eye B, in a plain that paffes thro' the Axis CD of

the Cylindrical Glafs EFGM, that Point A will be

feen inH by the Ray of Reflexion BIH, i. e . at the

concurfe of this Ray of Reflexion and the Line ALH

perpendicular to the common fection EM of the Glass

and the plain which paffes thro' the Eye and the Point

of the Object A: And in this cafe, ' tis evident that

the Object A appears as deep in the Glafs as 'tis re-

mote from it, that is, AL, LH, are equal, by reaſon of

the two equal Rightangled Triangles, ALI, HLI.

But if the Eye andthe Point of the Object are in a

plain parallel tothe bafe of the Cylindrical Glaſs, the

fection of that plain and the Glafs being a Circle, the

Object muft appear in the Cylindrical Glafs as in a

fpherical one. The Confequence of which is, that the

magnitudes parallel to the baſe of a Cylindrical Glaſs,

appearthere much contracted, whereas thofe which are

parallel to the axis of the fame Glafs appear a'moft of

the fame magnitude as in a plain Glafs. This holds

likewife in a Conical Glafs, as 'twere eafy to demon-

ftrate.

*

PROBLEM XIV.

The Points of the Eye and of an Object being given, to-

gether with the Point of Reflexion upon the Concave

Jurface of a pherical Looking-glass ; to determine the

Image of the propos'd Object within or without the

Glafs.

LET the EyebeA, the Object B, and the Point of

Reflexion E upon the concave ſurface FEG of a

fpherical Glafs, the Center of which is C ; draw from

the
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the Center C to the Object B, the Right Line BC ;

which being prolong'd meets here the Ray of Reflexion

Ala

H

I
D

R
ΙF

C GP

M

AE likewife prolong'd, at the Point H ; which muft

be the Image or repreſentation of the propos'd Object

B, becauſe that Point H is the concurfe of the Ray of

Reflexion AE, and the Cathete of Incidence CD drawn

from the Center C thro' the Object B.

If the Object had been nearer the Glaſs, as at K, Remark.

its appearance I had been on the other fide, viz. at the

concurfe of the Ray of Reflexion AE and the Cathete

of Incidence CI drawn from the Center C thro' the

Object K: And if the Object had been at L, it had

not appear'd at all in the Glafs, becauſe in that cafe

the Cathete of Incidence FG drawn from the Center

C thro' the Object L, being parallel to the Line of

Reflexion AE would never meet it : And in fine, ifthe

Object were at M, its appearance N would be with-

out the Glafs, at the Concurfe of the Ray of Reflexion

AE and the Cathete of Incidence CN drawn from the

Center C thro' the Object M.

Here we fee, the Reaſon of what Experience fhews

us every Day, viz. That an Object may be feen by

Reflexion in a Concave Glafs, as well as in a Convex

Glafs, both out of thesurface of the Glafs, as here at

N which is the reprefentation of the Object M ; and

within the Glafs, as at H, which is the reprefentation

of the Object B, and at I which reprefents the Object

K, theſe two Images H and I appearing funk in the

Glafs, but never fo deep as in a plain Glafs ; which is

Qwing
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owing to the different concurfes of the Rays of Re-

flexion, and the Cathetes of Incidence, which can

make Objects appear, fometimes upon the furface of

a Glafs, fometimes within or behind the Glafs, and

fometimes without or before the Glaſs lefs or more ;

ſo that ſometimes the Images are feen between the

Object and the Glafs, fometimes at the very place

where the Object is, (and thus it comes that one may

handle the Image of his own Hand or Face off of the

Glafs,) fometimes at a greater diſtance from the Glaſs

than the Object really is, and ſometimes at the very

fpot where the Eye is placed, and hence it comes that

thoſe who are unacquainted with the Reaſon of it, are

affraid and retire when they fee the reprefentation ofa

Sword or Dagger, that fome body holds behind them,

advance out of the Glaſs.

'Tis evident that the Tangent OP which paffes thro'

the Point E of Reflexion, determines the Angle of In-

cidence BEP, and, which is equal to it, the Angle of

Reflexion AEO ; and that the Line CE which is Per-

pendicular to the Tangent OP, divides into two equal

Parts, the Angle AEB made by the Rays of Incidence

and Reflexion. The Confequence of which, is, that

if you divide that Angle by a ftraight Line into two

equal Parts, that Right Line will pafs thro' the Center

C ofthe fpherical Glafs, by reaſon of its being per

pendicular to the Tangent.

We may eafily apprehend, That the Object B may

be feen by Reflexion in two different parts, when the

Eye is placed at a certain point ; for if you draw the

Ray of any Incidence BE, with its Ray of Reflexion

AE, and another Ray of Incidence BQ with its Ray

of Reflexión QR, which will cut the former at A,

where the Eye being placed will fee the Object B thro'

the two Rays of Reflexion AE, AQ, and confequently

in two different places, viz. At the points H and R

within and without the Glafs.

We may with equal facility conceive, That if the

Object is placed at the Center C of the Glafs, its

Image will Reflect back upon it felf, becauſe in that

Cafe the Angle of Incidence is Right. And therefore

he who places his Eye at the Center C of the Glafs,

will fee nothing but himſelf.

PRO-

1
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PROBLEM XV.

Of Burning Glaffes.

N the foregoing Probleme we faw, that two Rays

of Reflexion belonging to one Object, as AE, AQ,

retaining to the Object B, will meet and unite in the

point A, before a Glafs. Now this can't be in plain

Glaffes, in which the Rays of Reflexion fall off from

one another, and far leſs in Convex Glaffes, in which

the Rays of Reflexion run much farther aſunder, and

reunite behind the Glafs. Hence it appears that bythe

means of theſe we can't produce Fire, as we do with

the help ofa Concave Glafs which is call'd a Burning-

glaſs, and may be Parabolick and ſpherical. The fphe-

rical ones are easily made becaufe the Turn or Turn-

ing-wheel may easily ferve for making a model for

them, and they are easily polished : But when the

Glaffes are Parabolick or of any other Figure, the Turn

can't be fo eafily made ufe of for making a model for

them ; and hence it comes that they are very ſcarce,

-and indeed are not fo good as the fpherical, tho' ac-

cording to the Theory they ought to be better. And

upon this confideration we ſhall here confine our ſelves

to the ſpherical Burning Glaffes.

E

K

H

Let the Concave furface of a ſpherical well polish'd

Glaſs be ABC, the Center of

which is D. Let a Ray of

Light EF be Parallel to the

femidiameter BD, which re-

flecting by the Ray of Re-

flexion FG fhall cut the femi-

diameter BD in a point, viz.

G, nearer the furface than the

Center of the ſpherical Glafs ;

that is, the Line BG will be

always deffer than the Line F

DG, as appears by drawing

the femidiameter DF, which

1

A

makes the Ifofceles Triangle FGD, &c.

B

We may readily apprehend, that, on the other hand

if there's a Ray of Light parallel to the fame femidi-

ameter

}
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ameter BD, and equally diftant from it with the Ray

EF, as HI, ſo that the Arches BF, BI are equal, this

Ray HI will reflect by the Ray IG, which will paſs

thro' the fame point G ; and that if the Ray of Light

were more or lefs diftant from the femidiameter BD its

Ray of Reflection would not cut the Semidiameter BD

at the fame point G; but where-ever it cuts it,the point

ofconcurfe willalways be remoterfrom the Center than

from the furface of the Glafs. Now fince we can con-

ceive an infinite number of different Rays parallel one

to another, and to the femidiameter BD, 'tis evident

that all thefe Rays muft reflect in one point, as G,

which is call'd the focus ; and at which one may by

the Rays of the Sun light a Wax-Candle or a Flam-

beau, and melt in a ſmall ſpace of time any Metal

whatſoever, and vitrify Stone if the Glafs is pretty

large.

Trigonometry will readily lay open to us the di

ftance of the focus from the furface of the Glaſs, the

diftance of the Ray of Incidence or Light being once

known in degrees, and the femidiameter of the Glas

in Feet or Inches. For inftance ; If the Ray of Inci-

dence EF is diftant from the femidiameter BD 5 de-

grees, fo that the Arch BF or the Angle BDF is 5 de-

grees, and if the femidiameter DB or DF be 100000

parts, we may find the distance DG in the fame parts,

by drawing from the focus G the Line GK perpendi-

cular to the femidiameter DF, which will then be

equally divided at the point K, and confequently its

half DK will be 50000 parts, and in the Triangle

DKG the Analogy will run thus,

As the whole fine 100000

To thefecant of the Angle D 100382

So isthe Line DK 50006!

To the Line DG
50191

Now the Line DG being fubftracted from the femi-

diameter DB or 100000, there remains 49809 for the

Line GB or the distance of the focus from the Con-

cave furface of the Glaſs.

Twas by this method that we calculated the fol-

lowing Table, in which we fee the focus G ftill ar-Lar

proaches nearer to the Concave furface of a ſpherical

Glats
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Glafs, as the Rays of Incidence inlarge their diftance

from the Center ; fo that when the Rays are 60 de-

grees diftant, the focus G is exactly at the point B of

the Concave furface of the Glafs.

I 49992
1
6
116 |47985 31 41668 46 28022

2 49970 37 47715 32 41041

3 49932
1847427 3340382

449878 19147269 34 39689

549809 2046791 35 38961

47 26686

48252
76

49 23787

50 22214

649725 21 46443 36 38197 51 2054

749627 22 46073 37 37393 52 18787

849509 23 45682 3836549 53 16918

9 49377 24, 45268 39 35662 54 14935

TO 49299 25 44831 40 34730 55
12828

49064 26 4437° 41 33749 56 10586

12 48883 27 43884 4232798 57 8196

134868
5 2843372 4331634 58 5646

1448468 29 42532 44 30492 $9
2920

1548236 30142265 45 29282 60* 0000

Wemaylikewife obfervein this Table that the Rays

of Incidence from 1to 15 degrees of diftance, unite

by Reflexion almoft in the fame point, becauſe the di-

ftance of the focus G does not decreafe fenfibly. And

hence 'tis, that fuch a quantity of Rays darted from

the Sun upon the Concave furface of a ſpherical Glaſs,

which may pafs for parallel confidering the great di-

ftance of the Sun from the Earth ; hence ris, I fay,

that fuch a quantity of Rays is reflected a'moft in the

fame point, and confequently all the Rays of Reflexion

comprehended in a Concave part of the ſphere of about

30 degrees, may by their union produce fire, as expe-

rience fhews.

We obferve further in the foregoing Table that the

focus G is diftant fromthe Concave furface of the Glafs

about the fourth part oftheDiameter, or half the femi-

diameterDB, and by confequence that a Concave fphe-

rical Glafs will burn at fo much the greater diftance

its Diameter is greater. But after all we must not

imagine 'twill burn at a vaſt unreaſonable diſtance, for

as

befides
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Remark.

"

befides the difficulty of making one fo large, thoſe Rays

of Reflexion which unite in the fame point in a little

Glaſs, from 1 to 15 degrees diftance, keep the focus

G from any fenfible change, and would not unite fo

perfectly in a great Glaſs, the conſequence of which

is a fenfible change in the diftance, and a diminution

of the force of the Rays. So that what is written of

Archimedes can't be credited, viz. That by the means

of a Concave Glafs he burnt with the Rays of the Sun

the Naval force of the Romans, at a diftance of 375

Geometrical paces, which amount to 1875 Feet.

COROLLARY.

From what has been faid in this and the foregoing

Problem, we infer, that if one puts a Luminous body,

as a Candle, to the focus G, its Rays will be reflected

in Lines very near parallel to one another and to the fe-

midiameter DB ; and if one puts the fame Candle to

the Center D its Rays will reflect upon themſelves, as

being then perpendicular to the furface of the Glafs.

By fuch a Glass and the advantage of the Rays of

the Sun, one may reprefent what Characters they will

upon a dark Wall at a moderate diftance from the

Glafs, viz. By writing upon the Concave furface of

the Glafs with Wax or otherwiſe, the Letters revers'd

of a pretty large Character, and holding the Glafs di-

rectly oppofite to the Sun, for then the Letters will

appear by Reflexion in their uſual pofition upon the

propoſed Wall.

With the help of the fame Glafs one may increaſe

the light in a large Room, by applying a lighted Can-

dleto the focus of the Glafs, for then the Rays of the

Candle will reflect all over the Room, and fhine fo

bright that one may eafily read againſt a Wall.

In fine this Glafs may be made ufe of for giving

light in the Night-time, and for feeing what paffes at

a diftance ; it may be of ufe to thoſe who mean to

preferve their fight by using a Lamp fet to the focus of

the Glafs, which ought to be placed a little high and

afide, that it may conveniently convey the light of the

Lamp to the Table where the Perfon Reads or Writes.

The Burning Glaffes are ufually made of Mettal,

for the greater facility of Reflexion, and that it may

t..
be
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be more fpeedy and vigorous ; tho' there may be made

of Glaſs fuch as will make a very handfom Reflexion,

provided the Glafs is very clean and fomewhat thin,

and that its cover is good to hinder the Rays of Inci-

dence to traverſe and refract.

You may easily find the focus of a Concave Glaſs,

when oppos'd to the Rays of the Sun, if you take a

piece of Wood or any other folid matter, and move it

to or from the Glafs, till the difcus of light that ap-

pears by Reflexion against the piece appears as fmall as

poffible, for then the piece is at the focus. Or elle, put

hot water near the Glafs on that fide of its concavity

that points directly to the Sun, for the fmoak that riſes

from the hot water, will give you the pleaſant fhew of

the Cone of Reflexion, the top of which is the focus.

Another way is this. Throw fome duft before the con-

cavity of the Glaſs that lies directly to the Sun, for in

that duft as well as in fmoak you'll obferve the Cone

of Light Reflected , and confequently its point which

is the focus you look for : Nay in Winter when the

Air is thick and condenfed by cold you mayobſerve

the focus and the whole Cone of Reflexion, without

the help either of duft or ſmoak.

Tho one would think that fire can't be produced

by a Concave Glaſs, without it be illuminated with

the Beams of the Sun in order to Reflexion, yet ' tis

poffible to produce fire in a dark place, namely by con-

veying the Rays of the Sun to the Concave Glaſs by

the means of a plain Glafs, which ought to be fome-

what large, that fo the greater number of Rays uni-

ting at the focus may burn more forcibly.

PROBLEM XVI.

Ofthe fpheres of Glass, proper to produce Fire by the Rays.

of the Sun.

WE may likewife produce fire by the Sun Beams

with a ſphere of Glafs or Crystal , or of any

other matter that's readily penetrable by light, as wa-

ter in a very round Bottle, or with a fphere of Ice:

Not by means of Reflexion, but by Refraction, which

can alſo gather into one point feveral parallel Rays of

Light ;
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light ; for when they enter the fphere they bend or

break off approaching to a Perpendicular, and in flow-

ing out of the ſphere they refract again departing from

the Perpendicular, which makes them approach to the

Diameter of the fphere to which the Rays of Inci-

dence are parallel, and to meet it without in a point

which is the focus ; but the effect of this is neitherfo

quick nor fo vigorous as in a Burning Glaſs.

Let the fphere or Ball of Glafs be BCD, the Cen-

ter of which is F, and the Diameter CD. Let AB

be a Ray of Light or of Incidence which meeting the

Ofurface of the Ball

of Glafs at B, pene-

trates and enters it,

but instead of going

on in the ftraight

C Line ABH, (which

'twould do if it met

with no refiftance) it

breaks off in the

point B, which is

therefore call'd the

point of Refraction,

and approaching to

Ε

L
H

B A

the Perpendicular GBF towards the Center, continues

in the Line BI, which being prolong'd meets the Dia-

meter CD likewife prolong'd to E, which would be

the focus if the Refracted Ray did not refract a -freſh

at the point I, into the Line IO, which moving from

the Perpendicular IL meets the Diameter CD at the

point O, which is the focus,

1

1

Before I fhew you how to find this focus O, or its

diftance DQ from the furface of the Ball of Glafs, I

fhall explain fome terms and properties of broken An-

gles and Angles of Refraction in a Glafs, which are

not the fame in the other Diaphanous Bodies, as Ex-

perience fhews.

If then the Line AB is a Ray of Incidence, the Line

BI is call'd the Ray of Refraction, and the Angle HBI

the Angle of Refraction. The Right Line BG, which

is perpendicular to the furface of the Ball, and by

confequence paffes thro ' its Center F, is call'd the Axis

of Incidence, and being prolong'd within the Ball, is

call'd the Axis of Refraction.

The
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The Plan imagin'd to be form'd by the Ray of In-

cidence AB, and the Ray of Refraction BF, is call'd

the Plan of Refraction, which is always perpendicular

to the furface of the Ball, which is call'd the breaking

Surface, becauſe the Ray of Incidence breaks when it

arrives there. 'Tis evident that the Plan of Refracti

on paffes thro' the Axis's of Incidence and of Refracti

on, and that it contains the Angle of Refraction HBI,

and the Angle IBF which is call'd the Broken Angle,

and likewiſe the Angle ABG, which is call'd the Angle

ofInclination, and which is always equal to the Com

plement ofthe Angle of Incidence ÁBP.

The broken Angle increaſes and decreaſes as the An-

gle of Inclination is greater or leffer, fo that when one

of theſe two Angles is funk, the other is likewife ſunk.

Thus if the Perpendicular BG is a Ray of Incidence,

there will be no Angle of Inclination, and the Ray of

Incidence GB will not break in penetrating the Glaſs,

but continue in a ftraight Line towards the Center F,

and ſo there's no broken Angle neither. Thus you fee

that when the Ray of Incidence is perpendicular to the

breaking Surface, it makes no Refraction , becauſe

there's nothing to determine the Refraction more toone

fide than another.

Thothe broken Angle increaſes in proportion with

the Angle of Inclination, yet it does not increaſe after

the fame manner, that is, if the Angle of Inclination

increaſes a Degree ( for Example ) the broken Angle

will not alfo increaſe a Degree, but its augmenta-

tion is fuch, That the Sinus's of the Angles of Inclina-

tion in the fame Medium are proportional to the Sinus's

of their broken Angles in another that's eaſier or hard-

er to be penetrated ; fo that the Sinus of the Angle of

Inclination is to the Sinus of the broken Angle, as the

Sinus ofanother Angle of Inclination is to the Sinus of

its broken Angle. And hence it comes, that if once

one knows by experience one broken Angle for any

one Angle of Inclination, he may eafily know by com-

putation the broken Angles for all the other Angles of

Inclination.

In regard the two Lines AH, CD, are parallel , the

Angle E is equal to the Angle of Refraction HBE

and forafmuch as in all Rectilineal Triangles the

Sinus's of Angles are proportional to their oppofite

fides,
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fides, we know that the Sinus of the broken Angle

EBF is to its oppofite fide EF, as the Sinus ofthe An-

gle BFC or of the Angle of Inclination ABG, to the

Ray of Refraction BE : And fince we know by Expe-

rience, that when the Ball BCD is of Glafs, the Sinus

of the broken Angle EBF is to the Sinus of the Angle

of Inclination ABG or BFC, as 2 is to 3 , it follows

from thence that if the Line EF is 200 parts, the Ray

of Refraction BE is 300, and fo by Trigonometry one

may easily find the Angle E, or the Angle of Refracti-

on HBE, the broken Angle EBF, and the Semidiameter

BF, having once difcover'd the Angle of Inclination

ABG, or its equal BFC in the Amblygonium BFE,

where three things are known, namely, the Side BE

of 300 parts, the Side EF of 200 , with the Angle BFE,

which is the remaining Part or the Complement of 80

degrees from the Angle BFC which is equal to the An-

gle of Inclination ABC, which is fuppos'd.

Suppoſe the Angle of Inclination ABG to be 10 de-

grees, in which cafe the Angle BFE will be 170 ; and

that one wants to know the broken Angle EBF : The

Analogy is this :

As the Side BE

To the Sinus ofthe oppofite Angle BFE

So is the Side EF

To the Sinus ofthe broken Angle EBF

300

17365

200

11577

which will be found to be about 6. 39. and which be-

ing fubftracted from the Angle BFC, or the Angle of

Inclination ABG, which we fuppofed to be 10 degrees,

the Remainder is 3. 21. for the Angle of Refraction

HBE, or for the Angle E, which will ferve for finding

the Semidiameter BF, by this Analogy :

As the Sinus of the Angle BFE

To the oppofite Side BE

So is the Sinus of the Angle E

To its oppofite Side BF

17365

300

5843

ΙΟΙ

But if the Semidiameter BF is already known, as

containing 100 parts, the Content of the Line EF in

the fame parts may be found by making the following

Analogy in the fame Triangle BEF :

A
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As the Semidiameter BF ΙΟΙ

200

100

Tothe Line EF

So is the Semidiameter BF

To thefame Line EF 198

To which if you add the Semidiameter FC or 100,

you have 298 for the Line CE.

By this Method did we calculate the following Ta-

ble, in which you'll find oppofite to the Angle of In-

ABG EBF HBE CE ABG EBF HBE CE

I

2 1.20

0.40 0.20 300

0.40 300

I[ 7.18 3.42 297

12 7.58 4. 2 297

3
4
5

2. O I. O 300 13 8.38 4.22 297

2.40 1.20 300 14 9.16 444 296

3.20 1.40 300 15 9.56 5 4 295

6 4. O 2. O 299 16

7
8 4.40 2.20 299 17

5.19 2.41 298 18

19

7
8
9

10.355.25 295

11.14 5.46 294

11.53 5. 7 293

20

12.32 6.28 292

13.116.49 1292

9 5.59 3. 1 298

ΤΟ 6.39 3.21298

clination ABG the Quantity of the broken Angle EBF,

and of the Angle of Refraction HBE, with that ofthe

Line CE, the Diameter CD of the Sphere of Glaſs be

ing ſuppoſed 200 parts.

We have not prolong'd the Table beyond the 20th

degree of Inclination, this being fufficient to let you

feeto what Proportion the Line CE decreaſes ; bywhich

you'll obſervethat it decreaſes very flowly, as being al-

ways equal to about 3 Semidiameters , fince the great

eft difference is but about the 25th part of a Diameter,

whence it comes that the Line DE is almoft equal to

the Semidiameter of the fame Sphere, i, e. to the

Line DF.

This Line DE, which is found to be 98 parts for an

Inclination of 20 degrees, as appears by ſubſtracting

CD from CE, will ferve for finding the Focus O, as

I am about to fhew you, after taking notice that the

broken Angle EBF is about double of the Angle ofRe-

fraction HBE, and that by confequence this Angle of

RefractionQ2
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Refraction HBE is almoſt equal to the third part of the

Angle of Inclination ABG, as appears at firft view in

the foregoing Table.

Nowto find the Focus O, we muft confider that the

Lines DE, DF, are almoſt equal, the Angles IEF, IFE ,

are almoſt equal, and confequently that the Angle EIL

which is equal to them, is about the double of each,

and by confequence of the Angle E. This Suppofition

laid down, if we confider the Line OI as a Ray of In-

cidence, ſo that the Angle OIL will be an Angle of

Inclination , in which cafe the Line IB will be a Rayof

Refraction, the Angle OIE an Angle of Refraction , and

the Angle EIL a broken Angle; we will find that this

broken Angle EIL is likewife the double of the Angle

of Refraction EIO, as we obferved before. Whence

it follows that the two Angles E, EIO, are equal one

to another, and confequently that the Lines OE, OI,

are likewife equal ; and forafmuch as the Line OI is

almost equal to the Line OD, the Line OE will be

likewiſe almoft cqual to the Line OD ; and fo the Fo-

cus O is about the middle of the Line DE, and conſe

quently the Line DO is about equal to half the Line

DE, or halfthe Semidiameter DF. Ifthenyou take upon

the prolong'd Diameter the Line DO equal to halfthe

Semidiameter DF or to the quarter of the Diameter

CD, you have in O the Focus you demand.

The Angle EBF, which is the broken Angle with

refpect to the Ray of Incidence AB that advancing from

the Air to enter the Glaſs refracts to the Line BE

the Ray of Refraction : This Angle, I fay, EBF

becomes an Angle of Inclination with refpect to the

Ray of Incidence IB, which advancing out of the Glaſs

to enter the Air , refracts reciprocally in the Line

AB a Ray. of Refraction : and in regard this Angle:

EBF is double the Angle of Refraction HBE, 'tis

plain that when the Ray of Incidence flies out of the

Glafs to enter the Air, the Angle of Inclination is dou-

ble the Angle of Refraction ; which we defire the Rea-

der to take notice of, upon the confideration that 'twill

be of ufe in the infuing Problem.

PRO
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PROBLEM XVII.

Of the Lens's of Glafs proper to produce Fire with the

Rays ofthe Sun.

THE Sparks of Glafs which are capable of produ-

cing Fire, when expos'd directly to the Rays of

the Sun, may be flat on one fide and convex on the

other, as the Segment of a Sphere ; or elſe convex on

both fides, as your Old Mens Spectacles and the Mi-

croſcopes that magnify Objects very much, and are of

ufe for diſcovering the fmalleft and minuteit parts of

Nature ; or elfe convex on one fide and concave on

the other, which are not fo uſeful as the former, be-

cauſe they can't produce Fire butwhen their Convexity

points directly to the Sun, for when their concave

part is turn'd to the Sun, the Rays of Refraction

inftead of converging, diverge, that is they feparare

one from another, and fo for want of Union can't pro-

duce Fire, as fhall be fhewn in the Sequel.

To begin with the firft fort, viz. thoſe made in form of the

of a Sphere ; Let's expofe

to the Sun the plain fur-

face FC of the Lens of

Glaſs FBC, the Convexity

of which FBC has its Cen-

ter E in the Axis of its Inci-

dence EBH, which divides

the Arch FBC into two e-

qualparts atthe Point B, and

its Chord FC likewife into

two equal parts at the Point

I. In this Axis of Incidence

is the Focus H of all the

Rays of Incidence which

are parallel to the Axis of

Incidence EH, and confe-.

quently perpendicular tothe

refracting Surface FC. This

Focus H or its Diſtance BH

F

7
4
4
2
3
4
2

I
S

E

B

H

from the Convexity of the Glafs, is adjuſted after

the following manner.

Lens's of

Glafs made

in the form

of a Sphere.

Q3
Let
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Let DA be a Ray of Incidence, which being parallel

to the Axis of Incidence EH will cut the refracting

fubftance FC at right Angles, and confequently will

go thro without refracting, till it arrives at the PointA

of the convex Surface, where 'twill refract upon its

egress from the Glais, and inſtead of going ftraight to G,

'twillturn offby the Ray of Refraction AH, which will

cut the Axis of Incidence EH at the Point H ; where

all the other Rays of Incidence that are parallel to the

Ray DA, will unite in Refraction, at least if the Arch

BC or BF do's not exceed 20 degrees ; for , as we

fhew'd in the foregoing Problem, the Rays of Refra-

ction wou'd not unite at the fame Point H, but nearer

to the Point B, if theſe Arches exceeded 20 degrees.

So the Point H will be the Focus, that being the Place

where the Rays of the Sun uniting by Refraction are

able to produce Fire.

This granted, we muft confider that the Angle of

Inclination DAE, or its equal AEH being double the

Angle of Refraction GAH or AHE its equal, as we

proved inthe foregoing Problem, the Sine of the Angle

AEH will be almoft double the Sine ofthe Angle AHE,

by reaſon of the fmalness of thefe Angles : And foraf-

much as in a rectilineal Triangle the Sides are propor-

tional to the Sines of their oppofite Angles, the Side

I

E

M

H

B

བ
་

་་
་

བ།
འ་་
་
་

བ་་་
་

D

AH will be almost double the

SideAE, and fince the Side AH

is very near equal to the Side

BH, it follows that the diftancé

BH of the Focus H from the

convex Surface FBC is almoſt

double the Semidiameter AE

or BE, and confequently the

whole Distance EH is about

the triple ofthis Semidiameter.

But ifyou turn the convex

Part FBC towards the Sun,

the Ray DA and all the other

Rays parallel to the Axis of

Incidence EB, will refract

twice before they unite in the

Point K, which will be the Fo-

cus when once they enter the

Glafs in the Line AH, which

approaches
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approaches to the Perpendicular EAO, and a fecond

time when they go out of the Glaſs in the Line LK,

which recedes from the Perpendicular LM.

From what has been faid in the foregoing Problem,

it appears, That in the firft Refraction the Angle of

Inclination DAO or AEB is the triple of the Angle of

Refraction GAH or AHE, and by confequence the

Line AH is the triple of the Semidiameter EA : And

forafmuch as the Line AH is almoft equal to BH, this

Line BH will alſo be almoft the triple of the fame Se-

midiameter AE or BE, as before ; which gives us to

know, that the Focus would be in H if there were

but one Refraction : But fince there are two,

'Tis evident from the Remark made in the forego-

ing Problem, that in the fecond Refraction HLM or

KHL is double the Angle of Refraction KLH, and

confequently the Line KL is double the Line KH ; and

fince the Line KL is almoſt equal to KB, when the

thickneſs BI of the Spark is but ſmall, as wehere fup-

pofe it to be, that Line KB is alfo almoft double the

Line KH, and by confequence the whole Line BH is

aboutthe triple of the Line KH ; And fince we have

prov'd the Line BHto be likewife the triple of the Se-

midiameter BE, it follows that this Semidiameter BE

is equal to the Line KH, and confequently the Line

KB is double the Semidiameter BE, or equal to the

whole Diameter. Ifthen you meaſure the length of

the Semidiameter EB from the Center E to K, this

PointK will be the Focus you look for.

Q4 We
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Of the

Lens's of

Glafs

are Convex

on both

Sides.

Of the

on one Síde

We come next to the Glaffes that are convex on

both Sides. To find the Focus of the Lens of Glafs

@

E

B

D

A
G
H

F

ABCD, of which the Axis

EI contains the Center E of

the Covexity ADC, and the

Center F of the Convexity

ABC ; draw any Ray of In-

cidence GH parallel to the

Axis EI, and having taken

upon that Axis the Line BI

triple to the Semidiameter

BF, draw the ſtraight Line

HI, which will give the

Point K of the fecond Re-

fraction, thro which K draw

from the Center E the

ftrait Line EKM,which will

be perpendicular to the re-

fracting Surface ADC ; and

fo IK being confider'd as a

Ray ofIncidence, the Angle IKM will be an Angle of

Inclination, and that being double the Angle of Refra-

ction, aswe remark'd in the foregoing Problem, ifat K

you make the Angle IKL equal to half the Angle IKM,

you will have in L the Focus you Look for, with re-

Ipect to the Convexity ABC expos'd to the Sun.

M

When the Semidiameters ED, BF, are equal to one

another, that is, when the Convexities ABC, ADC,

are equal Portions of the Surface of the fame Sphere ;

the Focus will be found about the Center F ofthe Con-

vexity AC pointing to the Sun. But let the Semi-

diameter ED, BF, be equal or unequal, the diſtance

of the Focus L will always be the fame, turn which

Side you will to the Sun.

As for the Glaffes which are convex on one Side and

Glaffes that concave on the other, the Focus of fuch a Glaſs will be
are Convex found after the fame manner with that of the laſt ſort,

and Concave when the convex Side is turn'd to the Sun ; but there's

on the o-
a more compendious way of finding it, when the Dia-

ther.

meter of the Concavity is triple the Diameter of the

Convexity, for then the Focus is a Diameter and a

half or three Semidiameters diftant from the Convexi-

ty which we fuppofe turn'd to the Sun, i. e. ' tis at the

Center of the Concavity, the thickneſs ofthe Lens be-

ing confider'd as very ſmall Let's
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G

Let't fuppofe a Lerts of Glafs ABCD, in which the

Semidiameter EBof the Convexity ABC, which faces

the Sun, is the third part of the

Semidiameter FD of the con-

cave part ADC. Upon this Sup-

pofition, I fay, all the Rays of

Incidence parallel to the Axis

BF, as GH, will unite by Re-

fraction at the Center F of the

Concavity, becauſe the Ray GH

in paffing thro the Glaſs will re-

fract to the ftraight Line HI,

which being continued will pafs

thro the Point F, at the diſtance

of three Semidiameters from

the Convexity ABC, as above ;

now the Ray of Refraction HF

being perpendicular to the con-

cave Surface ADC, will not re-

fract at I upon its egrefs from the Glafs , but will

continue in a direct Line to F, and conſequently Fis

the Focus we ſeek.

E

F

But ifyou turnthe concave Side to the Sun, the Focus

will be found as above ; and may likewife be found

after a more compendious way, when the Semidiame-

ter AB of the Concavity is

the third part of the Semidia-

meter CD of the Convexity ;

for in that cafe the Focus will

be found at the Center C

ofthe Convexity, ifthe thick-

nefs ofthe Glaſs BD be incon-

fiderable ; which is always a

neceffary Suppofition. But

there's no ufe to be made of

fuch a Glass expos'd to the

Sun, for its Rays of Refra-

ction feparate inftead of uni-

ting. So that the Point C is

but improperly term'd a Focus,

for the Rays of Refraction

can't affemble in that Point

which looks to the Sun, but

4.

A.

G

H
D

they ſeparate in Lines that tend only to that Point:

This
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Remark.

of Glaffes

This Focus C which can't produce Fire, is call'd the

Virtual Focus to diftinguish it from the True Focus, in

which the Rays of the Sun by Refraction ate capable

to produce Fire. The true Focus may be found by the

following Analogy, which fuppotes the thickneſs of the

Glafs, the Convexity of which points to the Sun, to

be very fmall and as it were infenfible.

As the difference ofthe Semidiameters ofthe Concavity

and of the Convexity,

To the Semidiameter ofthe Convexity ;

So is the Diameter of the Concavity

To the Distance of the Focus.

In a Glafs that's convex on both Sides, the Focus is

always true, and may be found bythe following Analo-

gy, which fuppofes, as well as the former, the thick-

⚫ nefs ofthe Glafs to be veryſmall.

As the Sum of the Semidameters of the two Con-

vexities,

To the Semidiameter of the Convexity that faces

the Sun ;

So is the Diameter of the other Convexity,

To the Distance ofthe Focus.

ThisAnalogy will ferve likewife for finding the Fo-

Concave on cus of a Lens that's concave on both Sides ; but in re-
both Sides.

gard fuch a Focus is only virtual, as well as in thoſe

which are flat on one Side and concave on the other,

we ſhall now wave all further confideration of 'em.

If

1
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Ifyou makea Lens of Glafs ABCG, concave on one

Side and convex on the other, fo as that the Convexity

ABC is the Surface of a part of a Spheroid produced

H

B

E

D

by the circumvolution of the the Ellypfis ABCD;

round its great Axis BD, which is to the Diftance EF

of the two Focus's E, F, of the Ellypfis, as 3 to 2 ; and

the Center of the Concavity AGC is the Focus E.

If you make fuch a Glass, I fay, and expofe its Con-

vexity directly to the Rays of the Sun, all the Rays of

Incidence that are parallel tothe great Axis BD will u-

nitebyRefraction in the Focus E, whichby confequence

will be the true Focus of this Spherico-Ellyptick Lens.

Its Convexity may likewiſe be made hyperbolick ; but

that's too fpeculative for Mathematical Recreations.

See Dechales's Dioptricks..

PRO-
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Remark.

of Glaffes

This Focus C which can't produce Fire, is call'd the

Virtual Focus to diftinguish it from the True Focus, in

which the Rays of the Sun by Refraction are capable

to produce Fire. The true Focus may befound by the

following Analogy, which fuppotes the thickneſs ofthe

Glafs, the Convexity of which points to the Sun, to

be very ſmall and as it were infenfible.

As the difference of the Semidiameters ofthe Concavity

and of the Convexity,

To the Semidiameter ofthe Convexity ;

So is the Diameter of the Concavity

To the Distance of the Focus.

In a Glaſs that's convex on both Sides, the Focus is

always true, and may be found by the following Analo-

gy, which fuppofes, as well as the former, the thick-

nefs ofthe Glaſs to be very fmall.

As the Sum of the Semidameters of the two Con-

vexities,

To the Semidiameter of the Convexity that faces

the Sun ;

So is the Diameter of the other Convexity,

To the Distance of the Focus.

This Analogy will ferve likewife for finding the Fo-

Concave on cus of a Lens that's concave on both Sides ; but in re-

both Sides.

gard fuch a Focus is only virtual, as well as in thoſe

which are flat on one Side and concave on the other,

we ſhall now wave all further confideration of 'em.

If
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Ifyou makea Lens of Glaſs ABCG, concave on one

Side and convex on the other, fo as that the Convexity

ABC is the Surface of a part of a Spheroid produced

H

B

E

D

by the circumvolution of the the Ellypfis ABCD ;

round its great Axis BD, which is to the Diſtance EF

of the two Focus's E, F, of the Ellypfis, as 3 to 2 ; and

the Center of the Concavity AGC is the Focus E.

If you make ſuch a Glass, I fay, and expoſe its Con-

vexity directly to the Rays ofthe Sun, all the Rays of

Incidence that are parallel tothe great Axis BD will u-

nite byRefraction in the Focus E, whichby conſequence

will be the true Focus of this Spherico-Ellyptick Lens.

Its Convexity may likewiſe be made hyperbolick ; but

that's too fpeculative for Mathematical Recreations.

See Dechales's Dioptricks.

PRO-
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Remark.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To reprefent in a dark Room the Objects without, with

their natural Colours, by the means of a Lens of Glass

that's's convex on both Sides.

HAving fhut the Door and Windows of theRoom, fo

as to ftop all the Avenues of Light, except a ſmall

Hole made in one of the Windows that looks to fome

frequented place or fome fine Garden ; apply to that

Hole a Lens of Glafs that's Convex on both fides, but

not very thick, that its focus may be the more diftant,

as in your old Men's Spectacles : And the Images of

the Objects without that pafs by the Glafs, being

receiv'd upon a piece of Linnen ftretch'd Perpendi-

cular, or very white Paftboard placed about the focus

of the Glafs, will appear thereon with their natural

Colours, and thofe even more lively than the Natu-

ral, eſpecially when the Sun fhines upon 'em, but fo

as not to fhine upon the Glaſs ; for if too much Light

flafh'd againſt the Glafs, ' twould hinder the pleaſant

diftinction of the Images of the External Objects ;

which will otherwife appear fo diftinctly with all

their Motions, that not only Men may be diftinguish'd

from other Animals that pafs, but even Men from

Women, the Fowls flying in the Air will be ob-

ferv'd, and the leaft Air of Wind will diſcover it felf

bythe trembling of the Plants or Leaves of Trees Per-

ceptible upon the Linnen or Paftboard .

Even without a Glafs one may diftinguifh upon the

Wall or Cieling of a Room, the Images of external

Objects, and efpecially thofe in Motion ; but then

thele Images do not appear near fo fine nor fo diftinct,

becauſe their Colours are dull and dead . Butſee them

which way you will, they will ftill appear inverted ;

which may be help'd feveral ways, though that is to

no purpose ; for it do's not inlarge the pleaſure of

feeing them with a Glass in their natural Colours, nor

impair the ufe to be made of it, namely the repre-

fening in Miniature upon Paftboard, Landskips, and

every thing that has the opportunity of conveying its

form to the Paftboard ; viz. by running a Pencil over

all
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all the Traits of that Repreſentation , which will ap-

pear as in Perſpective, and of which the parts will be

fo muchthe better proportion'd that the Lens is thin

in the middle, and the Hole through which the Spe-

cies paſs to enter the Glaſs is ſmall. That Hole ought

not to be very thick, and therefore it ought to be

made in a very thin round plate of Metal applyed to

the hole of the Window, which ought to be fomewhat

large, for giving the freeer paffage to the Species or

Images of the External Objects , that lie fideways

to it.

If you fhut the Windows of a Room , and leavethe

Door open, you may there fee what paffes without by

feveral plain Looking-glaffes which communicate the

1 Species by Reflexion , one to another , &c.

I forgot to tell you, that by this way of reprefent-

ing upon a Surface the Images of Objects with a Lens

= of Glafs, the Phyficians explain the ſenſe of ſeeing ;

they take the hollow of the Eye for the clofe Room,

the bottom of the Eye or the Retina for the Surface

that receivesthe Species, the Cryftalline humour for

the Lens of Glafs, and the perforation of the Apple

for the hole in the Window, through which the Spe-

cies or Forms of the Objects paſs.

PROBLEM XIX.

To reprefent on a Plain a diſguiſed or deform'd Figure,

So as to appear in its natural Pofition, when view'd

from adetermin'd Point.

You maydifguife or mil-fhape a Figure, for ex-

ample a Head, in fuch a manner, that upon the

Plain where 'tis drawn, there fhall be no proportion

obferv'd in the Forehead, and yet when feen from a

certain Point, it fhall appear in its juft Proportions.

The way of doing it is this.

Having made upon Paper a juft draught of the Fi-

gure you defign to difguife, defcribe a Square round

it , as ABCD, and reduce it to feveral little Squares by

dividing the fides into fo many equal Parts, feven for

Inftance, and drawing ftraight Lines along and a-croſs

to the oppofite Points of Divifion, as the Painters do

when
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when they goto copy a Picture, and contract it or

bring it into a ſmaller Compafs.

This done, deſcribe at pleaſure upon the propos'd

Plan the Oblong EBFG, and divide one of the two

I

I

F

K

I

1

H

7

D

leffer fides, EG, BF, into as many equal parts as

there are already divided in the fides of the Square

ABCD, viz. feven. EG being here thus divided, di-

vide the other fide FB into two equal parts at the

Point H, from which draw to the Points of Diviſion in

the Oppofite, as many ftraight Lines, the two laft of

which will be EH, GH.

In the next place having taken at pleaſure upon the

fide BF, the Point I above the Point H, for the height of

the Eye above the Plain of the Picture, draw from that

Point I tothe Point E the ftraight Line EI, which here

cuts thoſethat go from H, at the Points, 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6,

7 ; through which do you draw as many ftraight Lines

parallel to one another, and to the bafe EG of the

Triangle EGH, which by this contrivance is divided

into as many Trapeziums, as there are Squares in the

Divifion of the Square ABCD. So if you transfer in-

tothe Triangle EGH, the Figure in the Square ABCD

by bringing each Trait into the fame Refpective Tra-

pezium's or Perſpective Squares, which are repre-

fented by the natural Square of the great Square

ABCD, the deform'd Figure is defcrib'd ; and you'll

find it conform to its Prototype, i , e. to the appear-

ance in the Square ABCD, when you look upon it

through
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through a hole that's narrow towards the Eye, but

widens much on the fide towards the Picture, fuch as

K, which I fuppofe to be raiſed perpendicularly upon.

1 the Point H, fo that its height LK is equal to the

height HI, which ought not to be very great, that the

Figure may appear fo much the more deform'd. See

Prob. XXI.

PROBLEM XX.

To defcribe upon a Plain a deform'd Figure that appears

in its natural Perfection, when feen by Reflexion in a

plain Looking-glass.

HAving drawn, as above,your propos'd Figure in

a Square, fuch as ABCD, divided into feveral

other Squares, which in this example are fixteen in

number ; and fuppofing the Glafs to be an exact

Square, naked and without a Frame, as EFGH, draw

3 upon the plain of the Picture the Line IK equal to

the fide EF of the Looking-glafs, to the end that

ARCHIOR
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theFiguremay entirely fill or take up the Glafs EFGH ;

and having divided this Line IK into two equal parts

at the Point P, draw the indefinite LM Perpendicu

lar to it, and paffing thro' its middle Point P, fo that

the two parts PL and PM are equal and as long as

you will.

Then/

N
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Then raiſe from the Point L, the Line LQ Perpen

dicular to the Line LM, and equal to the double of

the Line IK, or ofthe fide of the Glafs EF ; and from

the PointM, raiſe the Line NO Perpendicular to the

fame Line LM, and likewife double the Line IK ; then

joyn or draw the Right Lines LN, LO, which will

pals thro' the Points, I, K, and make the Triangle

LNO. Now, divide this Triangle LNO, as in the

foregoing Problem , into as many Perfpective Squares

as there are natural ones in the Square ABCD, and

after the fame manner as above transfer into them

the Figure in the Square ABCD , which will appear

deform'd upon the plain of the Picture, but natural

and like its Prototype when feen from the Point Q,

rais'd Perpendicularly upon the Point L, as we fhew'd

in the foregoing Problem. But if you will you may

fee it with its natural features by Reflexion in the Glaſs

IRSK placed upon the Line IK, when you look to

the Glafs through a ſmall Hole raiſed Perpendicularly

upon the Point M to the height of MQ, equal to

LQ in the preceding Cut.

M

R

I

PROBLEM XXI.

To defcribe upon a Horizontal Plain a deformed Figure

which appears Natural upon a vertical Transparent

Plain,placed between the Eye andthe deformed Figure.

TIS
IS evident, That if you put in Perſpective any

Figure whatſoever, upon Paper confidered as an

Horizontal Plain ; and raife at Right Angles upon the

Ground
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Ground Line a Tranſparent Plain, for example of

Glafs ; the Eye being placed oppofite to the Point of

fight, upon a height equal to the diſtance between the

Ground Line and theHorizontal Line, and diſtant from

the Tranſparent Plain repreſenting the Picture, by a

diftance equal to that fuppos'd in the Perspective,

will fee the diſguiſed Figure appear in the Glaſs in

its juft Proportions. Thoſe who underſtand Perſpective

will readily underſtand what I fay ; and thofe who

are unacquainted with it, may refolve the Problem

Mechanically after the following manner.

Having drawn upon a piece of Paft-board your

propos'd Figure in its juft Proportions, for Example

the Eye EF, prick the Paftboard, and fet it up at

Right Angles upon the Plain MNOP, where you

have a mind to draw the Figure diſguiſed : Pur behind

the prick'd Paftboard

a light, of what height

and at what diſtance

you pleaſe, as at G ;

and thenthe Light paf-

fing through the holes

ofthe Paftboard ABCD

will convey the Figure

to the Plain MNOP,

and there repreſent it

all over disfigured, as

HIKL, which you're

to mark down with

your Pencil or other-

wife. Now this disfi-

guring Repreſentation

will appear in the na-

tural proportions upon

a Glaſs fet up in the

ME

P

H

G

K

N

room of the Paftboard ABCD, and look'd into by

the Eye placed at G. Nay 'twill appear conform

to its Prototype EF, to the naked Eye thro' a little

hole at the Point G.

Ꭱ . PRO
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when they goto copy a Picture, and contract it or

bring it into a ſmaller Compaſs.

This done, deſcribe at pleaſure upon the propos'd

Plan the Oblong EBFG, and divide one of the two

LM

F

K

I

1

I

7

B

H

leffer fides, EG, BF, into as many equal parts as

there are already divided in the fides of the Square

ABCD, viz. feven. EG being here thus divided, di-

vide the other fide FB into two equal parts at the

PointH, from which draw to the Points of Diviſion in

the Oppofite, as many ftraight Lines, the two laft of

which will be EH, GH.

In the nextplace having taken at pleaſure uponthe

fide BF, the Point I above the Point H, for the height of

the Eyeabove the Plain ofthe Picture, draw from that

Point I tothe Point E the ftraight Line EI, which here

cuts thoſethat go from H, at the Points, 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

7; through which do you draw as many ftraight Lines

parallel to one another, and to the bafe EG of the

Triangle EGH, which by this contrivance is divided

into as many Trapeziums, as there are Squares in the

Divifion of the Square ABCD. So if you transfer in-

to the Triangle EGH, the Figure in the Square ABCD

by bringing each Trait into the fame Reſpective Tra-

pezium's or Perſpective Squares, which are repre-

fented by the natural Square of the great Square

ABCD, the deform'd Figure is defcrib'd ; and you'll

find it conform to its Prototype, i . e. to the appear-

ance in the Square ABCD, when you look upon it

through
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through a hole that's narrow towards the Eye, but

widens much on the fide towards the Picture, fuch as

K, which I ſuppoſe to be raiſed perpendicularly upon

the Point H, fo that its height LK is equal to the

height HI, which ought not to be very great, that the

Figure may appear fo much the more deform'd. See

Prob. XXI.

PROBLEM XX.

To defcribe upon a Plain a deform'd Figure that appears

in its natural Perfection, when feen by Reflexion in a

plain Looking-glass.

HAving drawn, as above, your propos'd Figure in

a Square, fuch as ABCD, divided into feveral

other Squares, which in this example are fixteen in

number ; and fuppofing the Glafs to be an exact

Square, naked and without a Frame, as EFGH, draw

upon the plain of the Picture the Line IK equal to

the fide EF of the Looking-glafs, to the end that
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the Figuremay entirely fill or take up the Glafs EFGH ;

and having divided this Line IK into two equal parts

at the Point P, draw the indefinite LM Perpendicu-

lar to it, and paffing thro' its middle Point P, fo that

the two parts PL and PM are equal and as long as

you will.

Then/

N
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Then raiſefromthe Point L, the Line LQ Perpen™

dicular to the Line LM, and equal to the double of

the Line IK, or of the fide of the Glaſs EF ; and from

the PointM, raiſe the Line NO Perpendicular to the

fame Line LM, and likewife double the Line IK ; then

joyn or draw the Right Lines LN, LO, which will

pals thro' the Points, I, K, and make the Triangle

LNO. Now, divide this Triangle LNO, as in the

foregoing Problem , into as many Perfpective Squares

as there are natural ones in the Square ABCD, and

after the fame manner as above transfer into them

the Figure in the Square ABCD, which will appear

deform'd upon the plain of the Picture, but natural

and like its Prototype when feen from the Point Q,

rais'd Perpendicularly upon the Point L, as we fhew'd

in the foregoing Problem. But if you will you may

fee it with its natural features by Reflexion inthe Glafs

IRSK placed upon the Line IK, when you look to

the Glafs through a ſmall Hole raiſed Perpendicularly

upon the Point M to the height of MQ, equal to

LQ in the preceding Cut.
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I

PROBLEM XXI.

To defcribe upon a Horizontal Plain a deformed Figure

which appears Natural upon a vertical Transparent

Plain, placed between the Eye andthe deformed Figure.

TIS
IS evident, That if you put in Perſpective any

Figure whatfoever, upon Paper confidered as an

Horizontal Plain ; and raiſe at Right Angles upon the

Ground
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Ground Line a Tranſparent Plain, for example of

Glafs ; the Eye being placed oppofite to the Point of

fight, upon a height equal to the diftance between the

Ground Line and the Horizontal Line, and diftant from

the Tranſparent Plain repreſenting the Picture, by a

diftance equal to that fuppos'd in the Perſpective,

will fee the diſguiſed Figure appear in the Glaſs in

its juft Proportions. Thofe who underſtand Perſpective

will readily underſtand what I fay ; and thoſe who

are unacquainted with it, may refolve the Problem

Mechanically after the following manner.

Having drawn upon a piece of Paft-board your

propos'd Figure in its juft Proportions, for Example

the Eye EF, prick the Paftboard, and fet it up at

Right Angles upon the Plain MNOP, where you

have a mind to drawthe Figure diſguiſed : Put behind

the prick'd Paftboard.

a light, ofwhat height

and at what diſtance

you pleaſe, as at G ;

and then the Light paf-

fing through the holes

ofthePaſtboard ABCD

will convey the Figure

to the Plain MNOP,

and there repreſent it

all over disfigured , as

HIKL , which you're

to mark down with

your Pencil or other-

wile. Now this disfi-

guring Repreſentation

will appear in the na-

tural proportions upon

a Glaſs fet up in the

ME

P.

H

K

N

toom of the Paftboard ABCD, and look'd into by

the Eye placed at G. Nay 'twill appear conform

to its Prototype EF, tothe naked Eye thro' a little

hole at the Point G.

R PRO
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E

PROBLEM XXII.

To defcribe upon a Convex Surface of a Sphere a dif

guis'd Figure that shall appear natural when look'd

upon from a determin'd Point.

Having drawn upon Paper the juft Proportions

of the Figure you have a mind to diſguiſe, fur-

round it with a Circle ABCD, the Diameter of which

AC, or BD is equal to the Diameter of the Sphere

propos'd ; and divide its Circumference into what

number of equal parts you will, fixteen for inftance,

and draw as many ftraight Lines from the Center of

B L

DF

4

N

K

H

the Circle to the Points of Divifion. Divide likewife

the Diameter AC or BD into a certain number of e-

qual Parts, eight for Inftance, and defcribe from the

fame Center through the points of Divifion the Cir-

cumferences of Circles, which with the Right Lines

drawn from the Center, will divide the Circle ABDC

into 64 little Spaces.

Defcribe

$
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Deſcribe again another Circle EFGH, equal to the

former ABCĎ, and draw from its Center I the Right

Line IK equal to the diftance of the Eye from the

Center of the Sphere propos'd, fo that the part GK

may be equal to the height of the Eye above the fur-

face of the fame Sphere ; and having drawn through

the fame Center I the Diameter FH Perpendicular to

the Line IK, divide this Diameter FH into as many

equal parts as you did the Diameter of the firft Cir-

cle ABCD, viz. eight equal parts ; then draw from

the Point K through the Points of Divifion, as many

ftraight Lines, which will give you upon the Semicir-

cle FGHthe Points, 1 , 2, 3, 4, and upon the other Se-

micircle FEH, the Points, 5, 6, 7.

This Preparation being made ; defcribe from the

Point L as the Pole, upon the Convex Surface of the

propos'd Globe, Parallel Circles, with the aperture or

diftances G1, G2, G3, G4 and GF, the greateft of

which will be MNO, of which the half is only visible

in the Scheme. Divide this half into as many equal

Parts, as there are in the Divifion of the Semicircle of

ABCD, viz. eight parts, in order to defcribe through

the Points of Divifion and through the Pole L as many

great Circles, which withthe former will divide the

Hemifphere LMNO in as many ſmall ſpaces as you

did the Circle ABCD ; into which you are to tranf-

fer the Repreſentation of the Circle ABCD, and there

you will find its form disfigured, though 'twill real-

fume its primitive Afpect when beheld from a Point

raiſed Perpendicularly upon the Point L, and remov'd

from the Point L equally with the Line GK.

What we have done upon the Convex Surface of a Remark?

Sphere, may be done after the fame manner upon the

Concave Surface of the fame Sphere ; with this only

difference that the Parallel Circles defcrib'd above

from the Pole L with the Apertures, G1 , G2, G3 , &c.

muft here be defcrib'd with the Intervals, E5, E6,

E7 , and EF. that is to fay, inſtead of making uſe of

the Semicircle FGH, which the Eye placed at the

Point K fees as Convex, you muſt make uſe of the

other Semicircle FEH, which the Eye placed at the

fame Point K fees as Concave.

R 2 PRO-
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PROBLEM XXIII.

To defcribe upon the Convex Surface of a Cylinder a de-

form'd Figure, that appears handjom and well propor-

tion'd when feen from a determin'd Point.

Having incloſed after the ufual manner, theFigure

youhave a mind to difguife, in a Square KLMN

divided into ſeveral other little Squares ; and having

determin'd the Point of the Eye at O, at a reaſona-

ble diftance from the propos'd Cylinder ABCD, the

Baſe of which is the Circle AFBG ; draw from the

Center E of that Bafe through the determin'd Point

N M

K H

2

C

B

O, the Right Line EO ; then draw Perpendicular to

it , and through the Center E the Diameter AB,

which divide into as many equal parts as thofe of the

fide KL in the Square KLMN ; then draw from the

Point O through the Points of Divifion as many

ftraight Lines, which will give upon the Circumfe-

rence of the Semicircle feen by the Eye, AFB, the

Points, 1 , 2 , 3, 4 ; and upon the Circumference of

the other Semicircle not feen by the Eye, viz. AGB,

the Points, 5, 6, 7.

Then
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Then draw upon the Surface of the Cylinder, thro'

the Points, 1,2,3,4, Lines Parallel to one another,

and to the Axis of the fame Cylinder, or to the fide

AD or BC : And having divided one of theſe Paral-

lels into as many equal parts as the Diameter AB,

defcribe upon the Surface of the fame Cylinder thro'

the Points of Divifion, the Circumferences of Circles

parallel to the Circumference AFBG ; which with

the foregoing parallel ftraight Lines will form little

Squares ; and into thefe do you tranſport the Figure

of the Square KLMN, which will appear disfigured

upon the Surface of the Cylinder ABCD, but con-

form to its Prototype when viewed through a little

hole at O, where the Eye was fuppofed to be in the

Conftruction.

What we have now been doing upon the Convex Remark.

Surface of the Cylinder ABCD, may be done after

the fame manner in the Concave Surface ; by ma-

king uſe of the Semicircle AGB, as we have done

of the Semicircle AFB, i. e. by raifing Perpendicu-

lars from the Points, 5 , 6 , 7 , into the Concave Sur-

face, as we havedone from the Points, 1 , 2, 3, 4, in-

to the Convex Surface, &c.

PROBLEM XXIV.

To defcribe upon the Convex Surface of a Cone a dif

guis'd Figure, which appears natural when look'd up-

on from a determin'd Point.

DDefcribe round the Figure you intend to diſguiſe, a

Circle at pleaſure, as ABCD, and divide its Cir-

cumference into as many equal parts as you pleaſe ;

as into eight, in order to draw from thefe Points of

Divifion, A, E, B, F, &c. to the Center O, as many

Semidiameters ; one of which, as AO, being divided,

for example, into three equal parts, by the Points

7, 8, do you defcribe from the Center O, through

thefe Points of Divifion, 7 , 8, as many Circumferen-

ces of Circles, which with the foregoing Semidiami-

ters will divide the Space terminated by the firft and

the greatest Circumference ABCD, into 24 fmall Spa-

ces, which will be of ufe in copying the Picture -

therein

1
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NA
B

F

71 8

H

D

L K

therein contain'd, and disfiguring it upon the Convex

Surface of a Cone, when that Surface is divided into

as many little Spaces, and that after the following

manner.

Having drawnbyit felfthe Line IK equal tothe Di-

ameterofthe Baſe of the Cone propos'd , and divided it

into two equal parts at the Point L, draw perpendicu-

lar to it, through the Point L, the Line LM equal to

the height of the Cone, and joyn or draw the Right

Lines, MI, MK, which will reprefent the Sides of

the Cone, which I fuppofe to be a Right Cone, as

if the Cone had been cut by a Plain drawn through

its Axis, fo that the Ifofceles Triangle IKM will re-

prefent the Triangle of the Axis.

This done, prolong the Perpendicular LM to N,

(above the Point M, which repreſents the Point of the

Cone,) as far as you would have the Eye to be rais'd

above that Point, fo that the Line MN will be equal

to the distance of the Eye from the top of the Cone.

Having divided the half IL of the Bafe IK into as

many equal parts as the Semidiameter AO of the

Prototype draw from the Point N through the

Points of Divifion, 1 , 2, the Right Lines NI, N2,

which will give upon the fide IM the Points 4 , 3. In

fine defcribe from the tip of the Cone with the A-

pertures M3, M4, the Circumferences of Circles up-

on the Convexity of the Cone , which will re-

prefent the Circumferences of the Prototype ABCD ;

and having divided the Circumference of the Baſe of

the
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the Cone into as many equal parts as the Circumfe-

rence ABCD, draw from the top of the Cone thro'

the Points of Divifion as many ftraight Lines which

with the foregoing Circumferences will divide the

convex Surface of the Cone into 24 fmall disfiguring

Spaces repreſenting thoſe of the Prototype ABCD,

into which you're to transfer the Figure of the Pro-

totype , which will appear disfigur'd upon the con-

vex Surface of the Cone, but will appear natural to

the Eye placed at the diſtance MN directly above the

Vertex of the Cone.

N

What we have now been doing upon the Con- Remark.

vex Surface of a Cone, feated on its Bafe, may be

practis'd after the fame man-

ner on the concave Surface of

a hollow Cone, ſtanding on its

Vertex ; With this only diffe-

rence , that you must prolong

the Perpendicular LM beyond

the Point L to N, fo that the

Line MN may be equal to the

diſtance of the Eye from the

Point of the Cone , which in

this Cafe muft ferve for its

Bafe, that the Eye placed at N

may feeinto it, &c.

I L K

PROBLEM XXV.

M

To defcribe upon an Horizontal Plain a diſguis'd Figure,

which will appear in its natnral proportions upon the

Convex Surface of a Right Cylindrick Locking-Glaſs,

the Eye feeing it byReflexionfrom a Point given.

Fl

Irft of all inclofe the Figure you have a mind to

difguife, in a Square, fuch as ABCD ; and divide

the Square into fixteen other ſmall Squares, in order

to transfer from them the Figure of the Prototype in-

to fuch other disfiguring Squares to be defcrib'd upon

the Convex Surface of a Cylindrical Glafs, the Bafe.

of which is the Circle FGHI, having E for its Cen-

ter

R 4 If-
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If K isthe Seat of the Eye, that is, the Point that

anſwers upon the Horizontal Plain Perpendicularly to

the Eye, which may be diftant from the Cylinder a

Foot or two, and be placed a little higher than the

Cylinder , in order to fee by Reflexion the more

parts of the Horizontal Plain Draw from the Point

K to the Center E the Right Line KE, and from its

D

a

b

C་

a

M
E

Ν

3P

:

1
0
:

2

K

V

B X

middle Point L defcribe through the fame Center E

the Arch of a Circle FEH, which will mark upon the

Circumference FGHI the two Points F, H ; and thro'

theſe you are to draw the Right Lines KFS, KHT,

which will touch the Circumference at the fame Points

F, H.

Then divide each of the two equal Arches EF,

EH, into two equal parts, at the Points M, N, and

draw
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1

draw from the Point K through the Points M, N,

the Right Lines KM, KN ; which will mark upon

the Circumference FIH the two Points, O, P , and

from theſe two you are next to draw the Right Lines

OQ, PR, fo, that the Angle of Reflexion FOQ may

be equal to the Angle of Incidence POK, the Line

KO being taken for a Ray of Incidence, and in like

manner the Angle of Reflexion HPR may be equal

to the Angle of Incidence OPK, the Line KP being

taken for a Ray of Incidence ; and then the five Lines

IK, OQ, PR, FS, HT, will repreſent the Lines of

the Prototype, which are Parallel to the two fides

AD, BC, repreſented by the two Tangents FS, HT.

It remains only to divide thefe Lines into four equal

parts in Repreſentation, which I fhall do the ſhorteſt

way, without the poffibility of any confiderable Er-

ror.

Having drawn through the Point I, where the

Line KE cuts the Circumference FIH, the Line 1 , 2 ,

Perpendicular to the fame Line KE, which will be

terminated at the Points 1 , 2, by the two Tangents

KF, KH, draw from the Center E through the Point

H the Right Line Ho, equal to the Line, 1 , 2, and

divide it into four equal parts at the Points, 7 , 8, 9.

Then draw through the Point K the Right Line KX

equal to the height of the Eye and Parallel to the

Line Ho, or Perpendicular to the Tangent KH ;

and having applied a ſtraight Ruler to the Point X,

and tothe Points of Divifion, 7 , 8, 9 , o, mark thePoints

upon the Line HT, where ' tis cut fucceffively by

the Ruler ; and you'll find the Line HT divided in-

to the Points, 7, 8, 9, T, parts equal in appearance

to thoſe of the Line, 1 , 2, which is divided by the

Lines drawn from the Point K, into four parts almoſt

equal one to another. At laft, carry the divifions of

the Tangent HT upon the other Tangent FS.

To divide the Line PR into four equal parts in Re-

preſentation of thofe of the Line, 1 , 2 , draw thro'

the Point P the Line P6 perpendicular to the Line

KP, and equal to the Line, 1, 2 ; and divide this Per-

pendicular P6 into four equal parts at the Points 3,

4.5. In like manner draw from the Point K the Line

KV equal to the height of the Eye, and Parallel to

the Line P6, or Perpendicular to KP ; and having

applied,

-
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applied, as before, a Ruler to the Point V, andto the

Points of Divifion, 3 , 4, 5 , 6, mark upon the Line KP

prolong'd the Points, 3 , 4, 5 , 6, where ' tis cut by the

Ruler. In fine, transfer the Divifions of the Line PN,

upon each of the two Lines, PR, OQ, and draw

four Circumferences of Circles through the Points

equidiftant from the Circumference FGHI, mark'd

upon the four Lines FS, OQ, PR, HT. Theſe four

Circumferences with the Right Lines FS, OQ, IK,

PR, HT, will form 16 Squares, into which if you

transfer the Figure of the Prototype ABCD, 'twill

appear deform'd upon any Horizontal Plain, but in its

juft proportions upon the Convex Surface of the Cy-

lindrical Glats, placed Right upon its Bafe FGHI,

when ſeen by Reflexion, by the Eye rais'd per-

pendicularly upon the Point K to a height equal to the

Line KV or KX.

PROBLEM XXVI.

To defcribe upon an Horizontal Plain a difguis'd Figure

that appears in its juft proportions upon the Convex

Surface of a Conical Glass, fet up at Right An-

gles upon that Plain, being feen by Reflexion from a

Point given in the prolong'd Axis of this Specular

Cone.

IN the first place, defcribe round the Figure you

mean to difguife, the Circle ABCD, of what big-

nefs you will ; and divide its Circumference into what

number of equal Parts you will; in order to draw

from the Center E to the Points of the Divifion as

many Semidiameters, one of which, as AE, or DE

ought to be divided into a certain number of equal

parts, in order to deſcribe from the Center E, thro' the

Points of Divifion, as many Circumferences ofCircles,

which with the foregoing Semidiameters will divide

the Space terminated by the firft and greateſt Circum-

ference, ABCD, into fevernl little Spaces, which will

ferve for copying the Picture therein contain'd, and

for disfiguring it upon an Horizontal Plain round the

Baſe FGHI of a Conick Glafs, and that after the fol-

lowing manner.

Taking

(
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Taking the Circle FGHI whofe Center is O, for

the Baſe of the Cone ; deſcribe apart the Right An-

gled Triangle KLM, in whichthe Bafe KL is equal

tothe Semidiameter OG of the Baſe of the Cone, and

the height KM is equal to the height of the Cone.

Prolongthe Altitude KM toN, fo, that the part MN

may be equal to the diftance of the Eye from the

a b c d

H

KPORT

A

A

top of the Cone ,

or the whole Line

KN may be equal

to the height of the

Eye above the Baſe

of the Cone : And

having divided the

Baſe KL into as

many equal parts as

the Semidiameter

AE, or DE of the

Prototype , draw

from the Point N

to the Points ofDi-

vifion P, Q, R, as

many ftraight Lines,

which will mark

the Points S, T,V,

upon the Hypothe-

nufe LM,which re-

prefents the fide of

: the Cone. At the

Point V make the

Angle LVI equal to

the Angle LVR ; at

the Point T make the Angle LT 2 equal to the Angle

LTQ; at the Point S make the Angle LS 3 equal to

the Angle LSP ; and at the Point M which repre-

fents the Vertex of the Cone, make the Angle LM 4

equal to the Angle LMK ; and fo you have upon the

prolong'd Baſe KL the Points, 1 , 2, 3 , 4.

In fine deſcribe from the Center O ofthe Baſe FGHI

of the Conical Glafs, with the Diſtances Kr , K2, K3,

K4, Circumferences of Circles, which will repreſent

thoſe of the Prototype ABCD ; and of which the

greatest ought to be divided after the fame manner

into as many equal parts as the Circumference ABCD ;

in
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Remark.

in order to draw from the Center O to the Points of

Divifion, Semidiameters, which will give upon the

Horizontal Plain as many little difform Spaces as in

the Prototype ABCD ; into which by Confequence

you may transfer the Figure of the Prototype, and

fo 'twill be extreamly difguis'd upon the Horizontal

Plain ; and yet appear by Reflexion in its juft Pro-

portions upon the Surface of a Conical Glafs placed

upon the Circle FGHI, when the Eye is placed Per-

pendicularly above the Center O, and diftant fromthe

Center O the length of the Line KN.

To avoid Miftakes in transferring what you have

in the Prototype ABCD to the Horizontal Plain,

obſerve that what is remoteft from the Center ought

to be neareſt the Bafe FGHI of the Conical Glafs ,

as you fee by the fame Letters, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, of

the Horizontal Plain and of the Prototype. The

fame thing is to be obferv'd with respect to a Cylin-

drical Glafs, as you fee by the fame Letters a, b, c, d,

of the Horizontal Plain and of the Prototype, in the

Cutt annex'd to the foregoing Problem.

PROBLEM XXVIII.

To defcribe an Artificial Lantern, by which one mayread

at Night at a great distance .

Make
Ake a Lantern in the Form of a Cylinder or of a

fmall Cask laid on one fide ; put in one of its

two ends a Concave Parabolick Glaſs, in order to

apply to its Focus the flame of a Wax-Candle, the

Light of which will reflect to a great diftance in

paffing through the other End that ought to be open,

and will appear with fuch a Splendour, that by it one

may read at Night very fmall Letters at a great di-

ftance, with Teleſcopes ; and thoſe who ſee the light

of the Candle at a great diftance, will take it to be

a great Fire, which will be ftill the lighter if the

Lantern is tinn'd within, and made in the form of

an Ellypfis.

We likewife make uſe of ſuch a Glafs for a Magi-

The Magical cal Lantern, fo call'd, becauſe by means of it we

can make any thing appear on the white Wall of a
Lantern.

dark
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dark Room ; fuch as Monſters and fearful Appariti-

ons, which the Ignorant impute to Magick . The

Light reflected by vertue of this Glaſs paffes through

ea Hole in the Lantern, in which there's a Lens of

Glaſs ; and between them there's a thin piece of

Wood containing feveral little Glaffes painted with

monftrous and formidable Figures, which they move

up and down through a flit in the Body of the Lan-

tern, and which caft their Repreſentation to any op❤

pofite Wall with the fame Colours and Proportions,

but much inlarged.

PROBLEM XXVIII.

By the means of two plain Looking-Glaſſes to make a

Face appear under different Forms.

Having placed one of the two Glaffes horizontal-

ly, raiſe the other to about Right Angles over

the firft ; and while the two Glaffes continue in this

Pofture, if you come up to the Perpendicular Glaſs,

you'll fee your Face quite deform'd and imperfect ;

for 'twill appear without Forehead, Eyes, Nofe or

Ears, and nothing will be feen but a Mouth and a

Chin rais'd bold. Do but incline the Glaſs never

fo little from the Perpendicular, and your Face will

appear with all its parts excepting the Eyes and the

Forehead. Stoop it a little more, and you'll fee two

ร Noſes and four Eyes ; and then a little further, and

you'll fee three Nofes and fix Eyes. Continue to in-

cline it ftill a little more, and you'll fee nothing but

two Noſes, two Mouths and two Chins ; and then a

little further again, and you'll fee one Nofe, and one

Mouth. At laft incline a little further, that is, till

the Angle of Inclination comes to be 44 Degrees, and

your Face will quite diſappear.

If you incline the two Glaffes the one towards the

other, you'll fee your Face perfect and intire ; and by

the different Inclinations, you'll fee the Repreſentati-

on of your Face , upright and inverted alternate-

ly, &c.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXIX.

By the means ofWater to make a Counter appear, that

while the Veffel was empty of Water was hidfrom the

Eye.

TA
ke an empty Veffel and put a Counter in it at

fuch a diftance from the Eye, that the height of the

fides ofthe Veffel keeps it hid; you may make the Eye to

fee this Counter without altering the place of either the

Eye,the Veffel or the Counter,viz. bypouring Water in-

to it; for as Sight which is perform'd in a ftraight Line,

do's upon encountring a thicker Medium refract towards

a Perpendicular, fo in this cafe the Water pour'd into

the Veffel being a thicker Medium than the Air, will

make the Rays darted from the Eyes to refract towards

the Line that's Perpendicular to its Surface ; and fothe

Eye will fee the Counter at the bottom of the Veffel,

which without that Refraction could not be ſeen.

PROBLEM XXX.

To give a perfect Repreſentation ofan Iris or Rainbow up-

on the Cieling of a dark Room.

FOR folving this Problem, you must take a Tri-

angular Priſm, which the Artifts call barely a Tri-

angle, and which, as all the World knows, givesthe ap-

pearance of divers Colours when applied to the Noſe ,

and makes the Objects appear inveſted with Colours

like unto thofe of the Iris or Rainbow. Now, ifyou place

fuch a Priſm in your Chamber Window, when the

Sun fhines upon it, the Rays of the Sun paffing thro'

the Triangular Glafs, will form upon the Cieling of

the Room a Rainbow ; which will be a pretty Sight,

especially if the Cieling of the Room is done Arch-

wife ; forthat willmake the Figure round, and like un-

to the natural Rainbow in the Clouds.

PRO-
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PROBLEMS

O F

DIALLING.

D

IALLING is the pleaſanteft Part of the

Mathematicks, but is grounded upon a pro-

found Theory,whichis not fit for Mathemati-

cal Recreations ; fo that our preſent Province calls on-

ly for the eafieft and moft diverting Problems.

PROBLEM I.

To defcribe an Horizontal Dial with Herbs upon a

Parterre.

YOU may makean Horizontal Dial of Plants upon

a Parterre after the ufual manner, by marking

the Hour-lines with Box or otherwife ; and putting in

the room of a Cock or Gnomon fome Tree planted

ftraight uponthe Meridian Line, which by its Shadow

will point to theHours as inthe ordinary Sundials. But

inftead of a Tree, one may take his own Heighth for

the Style, planting himſelf upright at the Place mark'd

upon the Meridian Line,

You may likewife lay down fuch a Dial by a Table

of the Altitudes of the Sun, or a Table of the Verticals

of the Sun, or elſe after the following manner.

Thro the Point A taken at difcretion upon the Hori- Plate 1. Fig.

zontal Plain, draw the Meridian Line BC ; and from 1.

the fame PointA defcribe at pleaſure the Circle 6B6C ;

divide the Circumference of that Circle into 24 equal

Parts, from 15 to 15 degrees, for the 24 Hours of the

natural
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natural Day, beginning from the Meridian BC ; then

joyn the two oppofite Points that are equally remote

fromthe Meridian by ftraight Lines parallel to one ano-

ther and to the Meridian BC, or perpendicular to the

Diameter 6, 6, which determines upon the Circle the

Points of 6 a-clock at Night and 6 in the Morning.

Upon each of theſe parallel Lines mark the Points

of the Hours which will fall upon the Circumference

ofan Ellypfis after the following manner. At the Cen-

ter A with the Line A6 make the Angle 6AD of the

Elevation of the Pole (here fuppofed to be49 degrees

for Paris ; and take the perpendicular Diſtance be-

tween the Point 6 and the Line AD, upon the Meri-

dian BC on each fide the Center A to 12 and 12 :

Take likewife the perpendicular Diſtance between the

Point I and the fame Line AD, upon each of the two

Parallels nearest to the Line BC, from E and K, on

each fide, to 1 and 12 ; and in like manner the per-

pendicular Diſtance between the Point H and the fame

Line AD, upon each of the two Parallels next to the

laft mention'd, from F and L on each fide to the Points

2 and 10, and fo throughout the reft.

This done,markthe beginning ofeach fign ofthe Zo-

diack which anſwers to about the 20th Day (N. S.) of

each Month ; mark it, I ſay, on each fide the Center A

(which reprefents the beginning of V and upon

the Meridian Line BC, after the following manner.

At the Center A make with the Meridian AB the

Angle BAM of the Elevation of the Pole, the Line AM

being perpendicular to the Line AD. Take the Arch

DN equal to the Declination ofthe Sign you are about

to mark, as 23 degrees and a half for and VS ; 20

degrees and a quarter for I, &, and for , 7, and

II degrees and a half for Ŏ,, and for , m. Draw

from the Point N the Line NP parallel to the Line AD,

and the Line NQparallel to the Line A6, and lay out

the Part A12 from P to the Line NQ at R, fo that

the Line PR may be equal to the Part A12, or to the

perpendicular Diftance of the Point 6 from the Line

AD, and the Part OP terminated by the two Lines

A6, AM, will be the Diſtance of the Sign propos'd

from the Center A, which reprefents the two Equino-

&tial Points,

The
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The Dial being thus drawn with its Ornaments, you

may know the Hours upon it by the Rays of the Sun,

provided you place your felf about the degree of the

current Sign of the Sun ; with this difference, that,

whereas in the Horizontal Dial the Cock is determin'd

to a certain fize, here it may be of what fize you will ;

and indeed it ought to be a little long, becaufe if it be

fhort the Shadow may in Summer prove fo fhort as not

to reach to the Hour-Points mark'd upon the Parallels.

If you defign to make use of your own Heighth for a

Gnomon, you must not deſcribe too large a Circle

round the Center A, for fear the Hour-Points fhould be

too remote.

PROBLEM II.

To defcribe an Horizontal Dial, the Center of which and

the Equinoctial Line are given.

LE 2.
ETthe given Center be A and the Equinoctial Line Plate 1. Fig.

BC. Draw thro the Center A the Line AD per-

pendicular to BC, for the Meridian Line. Defcribe

upon the Line AE the Semicircle AEF ; upon which

take the Arch EF equal to the double of the Elevation

of the Pole (for example 98 degrees for Paris , where

the Pole is elevated about 49 degrees. ) From the Point

E defcribe thro the Point F the Circumference of a

Circle, which will give upon the Equinoctial BC the

Points G, H, of 3 and 9 Hours, and upon the Meri-

dian AD the two Points I, D, each of which may be

taken for the Center Divifor of the Equinoctial BC,

upon which you are to mark the Points of the other

Hours after the following manner.

Set the Compaffes with the Aperture or Extent

of EF, upon the Circumference of the Circle defcrib'd

from the Center E ; fet 'em, I fay,from the Points G and

H to K and L, and from I on each fide to M and N ;

and draw from the Point D, thro the PointsK, L,M,N,

the ftraight Lines which upon the Equinoctial BC will

mark the Points O, P, Q, R, for 1,1 1 , 2 and 10 Hours.

If you fet the Compaffes with the fame extent EF,

from M and N, to the Points S and T upon the Equi-

noctial BC ; you have in S the Point of 4, and in T

S the
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thePoint of 8. At laft fet your Compaffes with the fame

Aperture.EF from the Points S, T, twice to the Right

and Left upon the fame Equinoctial Line BC, and you

have the Points of 5 and 7 which are out of the Plain

of the Dial, &c..

PROBLEM III.

To defcribe an Horizontal Dial by the means of a Qua

drant of a Circle.

Pilate 2. Fig.I Suppofe the Quadrant of a Circle is divided into

3.
90 degrees as ABC, within which you muft draw

the Line DE perpendicular to the Semidameter AB,

or parallel to the other Semidiameter AC ; which may

be diftant from A the Center of the Quadrant, more

or lefs, according as you wou'd have your Dial larger

or (maller. That Line DE will be unequally divided

bythe ftraight Lines drawn from the Center A to the

Points at every 15 degrees which reprefent the Hour

Points of the Equinoctial Line of the Horizontal Sun-

dial to be drawn as followeth :

Draw upon the Horizontal Plain theMeridian Lise

FG,and having taken there at pleaſure the Point F for the

Center ofthe Dial, take from that Center upon the Meri

dian FG, the PartFHequalto the Part AIterminated by

the LineDEupon the Line ofthe Elevation of the Pole,

which we here fuppofe to be 30 degrees, computing)

from C ; then draw thro' the Point H the Line KL

perpendicular to the Meridian FG, and that Line KL

hall be taken for the Equinoctial Line ; upon which

you are to transfer or lay down from H on each fide

the divifions of the Line DE beginning from . D, in"

order to have the Hour- Points, thro which you are to

draw from the Center F the Hour-Lines , &c.

If you defire to find the Root and Length ofthe Gno-

mon, draw in the Quadrant from the Point D which

reprefents the end of the Gnomon, the Line DO per-

pendicular to the Line AI of the Elevation of the Pole,

which reprefents the Meridian Line of the Horizontal

Dial ; and make HM equal to AO, or FM equal to

10 ; and fo you have in M the Foot of the Gnomon,

the Length of which is equal to the Perpendicular DO,

forthe Point I reprefents the Center of the Dial.

PRO-
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PROBLEM IV.

To defcribe an Horizontal Dial, and a Vertical South Dial,

by the means of a Polar Dial

IF the Polar Dial is fuppofed in a Plain parallel to a Plate 3. Bi

Circle of fix Hours, fothat the Equinoctial Line AB 4.

is perpendicular to the Meridian Line CD, and to all

the other Hour-Lines which are parallel one to another

and to the Meridan : At the Point E of 9 Hours upon

the Equinoctial, make with the fame Equinoctial AE,

the Angle AEF of the Complement of the Elevation of

the Pole ; and thro the Point F where the Line EF cuts

the Meridian CD, draw GH perpendicular tothe ſame

Meridian CD, which Perpendicular will be cut by the

Hour-Lines of the Polar Dial at certain Points, thro

which you are to drawto the Center C the Hour-Lines

of the Horizontal Dial ; and this Center C is found

upon the Meridian CD by taking the Line FC equal to

the Line EF.

Iffrom the fame Point E you draw the Line EI per-

pendicular to the Line EF, or, which is the fame thing,

if at the Point E you make the Angle AEI of the Eleva-

tion of the Pole upon the Horizon, and thro the Point

I, where the Line EI cuts the Meridian CD, draw the

Line KL perpendicular to the Meridian or parallel to

the Equinoctial ; that Line KL which repreſents the firft

Vertical, will be cut by the Hour-Lines of the Polar

Dial at Points, thro which you are to draw to

the Center D the Hour-Lines of the South Vertical

Dial, that Center D being found in like manner ( as

above) upon the Meridian CD, by making the Line

ID equal to the Line IE.

Take notice that the Axis CM of the Horizontal

Dial is parallel to the Line EF, and in like manner the

Axis DN of the Vertical Dial is parallel to the Line

EI .

32 PRO.
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Plate 3. Fig.

S.

PROBLEM V.

To defcribe an Horizontal Dial and a vertical South Dial,

bythe meansof an Equinoctial Dial.

IF

F the Equinoctial Dial is ſuppoſed to be defcrib'd up-

on a Plain parallel to the Equator, fo that the Line

of 6 Hours AB is perpendicular to the Meridian Line

CD ; make at the Point Etaken at diſcretion upon the

Line of 6 Hours AB, the Angle AEF of the Elevation

ofthe Pole and thro the Point F where the Line EF

cuts the Meridian CD, draw GH perpendicular to the

Meridian CD ; which Perpendicular will be cut by the

Hour-Lines of the Equinoctial Dial in Points, thro

which you'reto draw the Hour-Lines ofthe Horizontal

Dial from the Center C. This Center C is found by

taking FC equal to the Line EF.

For the Vertical Dial, drawfrom the fame Point E

the Line EI, perpendicular to the Line EF ; or, which

is the fame thing, make at the Point E the Angle AEI

ofthe Complement of the elevation of the Pole ; and

thro the Point I, where the Line EI cuts the Meridian

CD, draw KL parallel to the Line of fix Hours AB ;

which Parallel will be cut by the Hour-lines of the

Equinoctial Dial that come fromthe Center O,in Points

thro which you are to drawthe Hour-lines ofthe Ver-

tical Dial, from its Center D ; this Center being found

by taking ID upon the Meridian CD, equal to EI.

You'll obferve , that the Axis CM of the Horizontal

Dial is parallel to the Line EI, and that the Axis DN

of the Vertical Dial is parallel to the Line EF.

PROBLEM VI.

To defcribe a Vertical Dial upon a Pane of Glafs fo as to

denote the Hours without a Gnomon.

I

Once made fuch a Dial for a Friend after the fol-

lowing manner.

I took off Pane of Glafs that was ſoldered on the

out-fide to the Frame of a Window, and calculating

the Thicknels of the Frame for the Gnomon, had the

Pane
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Pane glew'd on again to the in-fide of the Frame, al-

loting to the Meridian Line a Situation perpendicular

to the Horizon, as it fhould be in Vertical Dials , and

on the out-fide I caus'd to be glew'd to the Frame op-

pofite to the Dial, a ftrong piece of Paper un-oil'd,

that fo the Rays of the Sun might penetrate it the lefs,

and keep the Surface of the Dial darker. Then to

diftinguish the Hours without a Style, I made a little

Hole inthe Paper with a Pin, over-againſt the Footof

the Style mark'd upon the Dial : And thus the Hole

repreſenting the tip or end of the Style, and the Rays

of the Sun paffing thro it, caft upon the Glaſs a ſmall

Light that pointed out the Hours very prettily in the

obſcurity of the Dial.

PROBLEM VII.

To defcribe three Dials upon three different Plains, deno-

tingthe Hours of the Sun, by only one Gnomon.

Prepare two Rectangular Plans ABCD, BEFC, of Plate 4. Fig.

an equal breadth BC ; join them by that Line BC 6.

which hall reprefent their common Section, fo that

they make a right Angle ; and for that reaſon, the one

ABCD being taken for an Horizontal Plain, the other

BEFC may be taken for a Vertical Plain.

This done, or rather before you join the two Plans,

divide their common breadth BC into two equal Parts

at the Point I ; and to that Point I drawin the Plain

ABCD the Line GI perpendicular to the Line BC,

and in the Plain BEFC draw the Line HI perpendicu-

lar to the fame Line BC : And then each of the two

Lines HI, GI, fhall be taken for the Meridian of its

Plain.

Now, taking the Plain ABCD for an Horizontal

Plain, defcribe an Horizontal Dial upon it, the Center

of which G may be taken at pleaſure upon the Meri-

dian GI; and upon the other Plain BEFC defcribe a

Vertical South Dial, of which the Center H will be

found upon the Meridian HI by means of a right-an-

gled Triangle GIH, the Angle IGH being equal to the

elevation of the Pole. This Triangle GHI the right

Angle of which is in I, ought to be made of fome

$ 3

>

ftrong
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1
ftrong Subftance, that it may be applied to the Plains,

fo as ro keepthem in the right Angle, as you fee in the

Figure ; and then the Hypothenufe GH may ferve for

an Axis to the Horizontal Dal of the Plain ABCD,

and tothe verrical Dial ofthe Plain BEFC.

Thefe two Plains ABCD, BEFC being thus join'd

and detain'd in that pofition by the third Triangular

Plain GIH ; draw from I the right Angle of that third

Plain, the Line IO perpendicular to the Axis GH ;

and with that IO as a Radius, make a round fourth

Plain KLMN, with its Circumference divided into 24

equal parts, in order for an Equinoctial Dial, both fu-

perior and inferior, fo that the Hour-lines of the one

may anſwer to the Hour-lines of the other.

This Plain KLMN ought to be cut on the infide as

the Circle of a Sphere, and flit along the Meridian that

by that Slit it may fit the Triangular Plain GIH upon

the Line IO, the South PointKtouching the Point I ;

in which cafe the Axis GH will pafs thro the Center

P ofthe Equinoctial Dial, and be perpendicular to its

Plain, and confequently will likewife be the Axis of that

Dial ; the Plain of which being turn'd direct South,

fo that the Center G points exactly South, which will

be parallel to the Equator, and then the Shadow ofthe

common Axis GH, will fhew the Hours by the Rays of

the Sun upon each of the three Dials, excepting the

time of the Equinoxes, at which time ' twill only fhew

'em in the Horizontal and Vertical Dials.

To turn the Center G of the Horizontal Dial di-

rectly South, fo, that the Meridian Line of each of

thefe Dials may be in the Plain of the Meridian, and

that the Axis GHmay answer to the Axis ofthe World ;

you may make ufe of a Compafs with the declina-

tion of the Magnet mark'd in it. Or elfe, you may

mark the Points of the beginning of each Sign of the

Zodiack, on the Axis GH on each fide of Ö, which

reprefents the Equinoctial Points, or the beginnings of

and according to the declination of the Signs,

making at the Point, with the Line IO, Angles equal

to that Declination : For thus, by giving the Plain

ABCD an Horizontal Situation , and turning it till the

Shadow of the Circumference KLMN falls upon the

degree of the Sign current of the Sun, the Center G

will point directly South, and each Meridian Line

B will
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will lie in the Plain of the Meridian Circle. I do not

fay, that the North Signs are to be mark'd from Osto

G; for thoſe who understand the Sphere, know that

in our Zone the Point G reprefents the North Pole.

PROBLEM VIII

To draw a Dial upon an Horizontal Plain, by means of

two Points of a Shadow mark'd upon that Plain at the

times of the Equinoxes.

IF

F the two Points of the Shadow are B, C ; join Plate 4. Fig.

them by the ftraight Line BC, which will repreſent 7.

the Equinoctial Line ; and that the Error may be lefs

fenfible, the two Shadow- points muft not be far diftant

one from another, becauſe the declination of the Sun

changes fenfibly round the Equinoxes ; and at the

fame time they must not be too near, neither, becauſe

' tis difficult to draw an exact ftraight Line between

two Points that lie too cloſe together.

Having thus drawn the Equinoctial Line BC, draw

by the foot of the Style A the Line GD perpendicular

to it, and that will be the Meridian Line, upon which

you must mark the Center Dof the Equator, and the

Center G of the Dial, after the following manner.

Having drawn by the foot of the Gnomon A, the Line

AF perpendicular to the Meridian Line or parallel to

the Equinoctial Line, and equal to the Gnomon, joyn

the Radius of the Equator EF, and take upon the

Meridianthe Line ED equal to EF ; then D will bethe

Center ofthe Equator ; and if you draw from the Point

Fthe Line FG perpendicular to the fame Radius of the

Equator EF, you have upon the Meridian Line the

Center ofthe Dial at the Point G.

It remains only to mark the Hour-points upon the

Equinoctial BC, which may be done by Probl. 2. or

elle thus Having defcrib'd from D the Center of the

Equator, with what extent of the Compaffes you will,

the Semicircle HEI, and divided its Circumference in-

to 12 equal parts, from 15 to 15 degrees ; draw from

the fame Center D to the Points of Divifion as many

ftraight Lines, which being prolong'd will give upon

the Equinoctial Line BCthe Points of the Hours.

S 4
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Remark.

Or, an easier way may be this ; Take upon the

Equinoctial Line from the Point E, on each fide ofit,

a Line equal to the Radius of the Equator EF, ex-

tending from E to the Points of 3 and 9 a Clock ;

then take the diftance of these two Points, and lay it

from D on each fide, to the Points of 4 and 8 ; and

again from theſe Points, on each fide , to the Points

of 5 , 11 , 1 and 7 : For thus you'll have all the hour

Points upon the Equinoctial, excepting thofe of 2 and

10, which you'll find by dividing the diftance of 4 and

8 into three equal parts, or thus.

You'll obferve that the diftance between the South

Point E, and the Point of 4 or 8 hours upon the Equi-.

noctial Line, is the half of the Distance between the

Points of and 5 , or the Points of 11 and 7 ; and

that the Distance between the the Points of 2 and 9,

or 10 and 3 , is the half of the Dftance between the

Points of 2 and 5 , or 10 and 7 ; and Confequently

that the Distance between the Points of 2 and 9 , or

10 and 3 , is equal to the third part of the Distance

between the Points of 5 and 9, or 3 and 7. Whence

it follows that the Points of 2 and 10 may be found,

otherwiſe than as above, by dividing the Diftance of

Points of 5 and 9, or 3 and 7 , into three equal

Parts.

If befides the hour Points of the Equinoctial Line

BC, you would have the half- bour Points, divide the

Semicircle HEI inro twice as many equal Parts, i. e.

into 24 equal Parts, and for the quarter Points into

48, and fo on or again ; to find the half-hour Points,

fet one Point of the Compaffes upon the hour Points

of the Equinoctial Line BC that fall in odd Numbers,

Namely, thofe of 1 , 11 , 3 , 9 , 5 , and 7 , and extend

the other Points to the Center of the Equator D ;

and fo you have the Intervals or Extents, being taken

from the fame hour Points, on each fide, upon the

Equinoctial Line, will give the half-hour Points ; and

thefe in like manner the quarters, and ſo on.

PRO
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PROBLEM IX.

To draw a Dial upon an Horizontal Plain, in which the

Points of 5 and 7 a Clock are given upon the Equi

noctial Line.

IT
T happens oftentimes that by taking too long a Gno

mon with refpect to the Breadth of the Plain, the

Points of 5 and 7 upon the Equinoctial Line fall out

of the Plain, and to the Dial can't be Compleat.

Twill therefore be proper to determine theſe two

Er

8

6

4

5

K

A
B

H

2 111109 8

D

F

Points, as A, B, upon the Equinoctial, the middle Point

of which will be the South Point.

Having
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Having drawn through the South Point O the Me-

ridian Line DE Perpendicular to the Equinoctial BC,

you must first find the Center D of the Equator up-

on the Meridian DE ; and by that the Center of the

Dial I, in order to draw the Hour-lines through the

Points that you're to mark upon the Equinoctial Line

AB, as in the foregoing Problem, by means of the

Center of the Equator D, which we fhall here fhew

you how to find three different ways.

Having defcrib'd from the South Point O, through

the Points, A, B, of thehours 5 and 7, the Semicircle

finding the AFB, and having drawn from the Point A through

the fame Point O, the Arch of a Circle OF ; divide

the Arch AF into two equal Parts at the Point G, and

draw the ftraight Line BG, which will give you the

Meridian Line DE, the Center of the Equator D.

Æquator.

Thefecond

Method.

The third

Method.

Having drawn as above , the Semicircle AFB,

andthe Arch of a Circle OF, defcribe from the Point

B through the Point F the Arch of a Circle FH, and

the Line OD equal to the part AH, and fo you make

have D for the Center of the Equator.

Deſcribe from the Points A and B, of the Hours of

5 and 7, with the Aperture of the Compaffes equal

to the diftance AB, two Arches of Circles, which here

cut one another upon the Meridian at the Point E ;

and from that Point E defcribe, with the fame extent

of the Compaffes, the Arch ADB, which gives upon

the Meridian DE the Center ofthe Equator D.

To find the Center of the Dial, make at the Cen-

ter of the Equator, the Angle ODC of the Comple-

ment of the elevation cf the Pole, and uponthe Me-

ridian DE take OI equal to the Line CD ; and that

Point I will be the Center of the Dial, where all the

Hour-lines are to meet.

If you wantto find the foot and length of the Gno-

mon ; having drawn upon the Line Ol the Semicircle

OKI, take the length of OD upon its Circumference,

from O to K ; and draw from the Point Kthe Line

KL perpendicular to the Diameter OI, in order to

have in L the foot or root of the Style, the length of

which will bethe Perpendicular LK.

'Tis evident, that the Line OK is the Radius of

the Equator, and the Line IK repreſents the Axis of

the Dial , fothat the Angle LIK is equal to the Elevati-

an of the Pole. PRO-
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PROBLEM X.

A Dial beinggiven, whether Horizontal or Vertical, to

find what Latitude ' tis made for, after knowing the

lengthandroot of the Gnomon.

TN the firft place, if the Dial is Horizontal, draw by Plate 45

the root of the Gnomon A, the Line AF equal to Fig. 7.

the Gnomon and Perpendicular to the Meridian ;

and from G the Center ofthe Dial to the Point F, the

Line FG which will repreſent the Axis of the Dial,

and make with the Meridian the Angle FGA equal to

the Latitude fought for.

The fame is the method for finding the Latitude of

a South or North Vertical Dial, that do's not decline,

which is known when the Meridian Line paffes thro'

the root of the Gnomon, and then the Angle made

by the Axis of the Dial with the Meridian, will be

the Complement of the elevation of the Pole, for

which the Dial was made.

If the Vertical Dial looks directly Eaft or Weft,

fo as to be Meridian, which is known when the hour

Lines are Parallel one to another ; meaſure the Angle

made by one of thefe Hour- lines with the Horizon-

tal Line or any other Line Parallel to the Horizon-

tal, and that Angle willbe the elevation of the Pole in

queftion.

If the Vertical Dial declines , which is known plates.

when the Meridian Line do's not pafs by the root ofFig. 8.

the Gnomon,as AH,which do's not país by the Root of

the Style C ; draw through the Point C the Horizon-

tal Line FD Perpendicular to the Meridian AH, which

runs ftraight down or Perpendicular in all Vertical Dis

als ; and the Line CE Parallel to the Meridian AH

or perpendicular to the Horizontal Line FD and equal

to the Gnomon. Then take the length of the Hypo-

thenufe EB, (which may be call'd the Line of Die-

clination, fince the Angle CEB is the declination of

the Plain) upon the Horizontal Line from B to D,

from which to the Center of the Dial A draw the

ftraight Line DA, which with the Horizontal Line FD

will make at the Point D, the Angle BDA, thequan-

tity
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Remark:

tity of which will denote the Latitude or the Elevation

of the Pole for which the Dial was calculated.

If you would know the Elevation of the Pole up-

on the plain of the Dial, that is, how many degrees

the Pole is elevated above the Horizon, to which the

Plain of the Square is parallel ; draw the Subftylar

Line AC, and deſcribe from C the root of the Gno

mon, with the Aperture CE the Arch of a Circle ;

aud another Arch upon the Center of the Dial A with

the Interval AD ; and fo you have G the Point of

the common Section of the two Arches ; from which

draw to the Center Athe Axis of the Dial AG, which

with the Subftylar AC will make the Angle CAG of

· the Elevation of the Pole.

If you would likewife know the difference of the

Meridians of the Horizon of the Place, and the Ho-

rizon of the Plain , that is, the difference of Longi

tude between that of the Horizon for which the Di-

al was made, and that of the Horizon Parallel to the

Plain of the Dial ; having prolong'd the Subftylar AC

to L, draw from the Point F the Section of the Line

of fix hours and the Horizontal Line, the Line FK

perpendicular to the Subftylar, which Perpendicular

FK will be the Equinoctial Line ; then take the length

of IG the Radius of the Equator, upon the Subfty-

lar, from I to L, where the Center of the Equator

will fall. From this Center L to the Point Mthe

Section of the Meridian and Equinoctial Lines, draw

the Right Line LM, which with the Subftylar AC,

will make the Angle CLM, and that gives the diffe

rence of Longitudes.

The Center of the Dial A being here above the

Equinoctial Line, we know that the Plain of the Dial

declines from the South to the Eaft, becauſe the Root

of the Gnomon C is between the Meridian Line and

the Morning hours, or thoſe before Noon. We know

likewife, that at the time of the Equinoxes, the Dial

will be illuminated by the Sun at three in the After-

noon, becauſe the Line of the hour of three being

prolong'd, do's not cut the Equinoctial Line on the

Afternoon fide. In fine, we know that`at all times the

Plain of the Dial is not fhone upon by the Sunat thoſe

hours , the Lines of which in the Dial do not cut the Ho-

rizontal Line on the fide of the fame hours.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XI.

To find the Root and length of a Gnomon in a Vertical

declining Dial.

IF

[F a Vertical declining Dial is drawn upon a Wall

without a Gnomon, or any mark for its place or

for the Point calculated for its Root, you may find

the Root and length of the Gnomon, thus.

If you prolong the Meridian Line BH and any o

ther hour Line, you have upon that Meridian the Cen-

ter of the Dial, as A, where you'll have the Angle

BAD of the Complement of the Elevation of the Pole

by vertue of the Horizontal Line FD, drawn through

thePoint B taken at difcretion upon the Meridian AH,

and perpendicular to the fame Meridian ; which Ho-

rizontal Line FD cuts the Line AD at D.

This done, draw from the Point D the Line DM

perpendicular to AD, which Perpendicular will give

upon the Meridian AH the Point M ; through which

and the Point F of fix hours upon the Horizontal

Line, you're to draw the Equinoctial Line FK, and

from the Center A the Line AL Perpendicular to FK ;

and this AL will repreſent the Subftylar Line, and fo

give upon the Horizontal FD the Root of the Gno-

mon at C.

To find the length of the Gnomon, draw from its

Root found C, the Indefinite Line CE Perpendicular

to the Horizontal FD, and deſcribe from the Point B

through the Point D, an Arch of a Circle, which will

determine upon the Perpendicular CE the length of

the Gnomon fought for ; and by that you may know

the declination of the Plain, repreſented bythe Angle

CEB, the Elevation of thePole upon the Plain repre-

fented by the Angle CAG, and the difference ofLongi-

tudes reprefented by the Angle ILM, as we fhew'd in

the foregoing Problem.

Sometimes you have not the point F offix hours upon Remark

the Horizontal Line, viz. when the Declination ofthe

Plan is very fmall ; and fo you can't draw the Equi-`

noctial Line FK. In this cafe you may draw that

Line by the Point M, by making with the Meridian

BH
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BHthe Angle BFMto be found by the Declination

of the Plain, and the Elevation of the Pole, by the

following Analogy.

As the Sine Total,

To the Sine of the Declination of the Plain ;

So is the Tangent of the Complement of the Elevati-

on of the Pole.

To the Tangent of the Complement of the Angle

demanded.

Thoſe who underſtand Trigonometry, knowing the

Declination of the Plain and the Elevation ofthe Pole,

will readily find by the three following Analogies,

the Angle of the Line of fix Hours with the Meridian,

the difference of Longitudes, and the Elevation ofthe

Pole upon the Plain.

As the whole Sine,

To the Sine of the Declination of the Plain ;

So is the Tangent of the Elevation of the Pole upon

the Horizon,

To theTangent of the Complement ofthe Angle of

the Line of fix hours with the Meridian.

As the Sine Total

To the Sine of the Elevation of the Pole upon the

Horizon ;

So is the Tangent of the Complement of the Decli

nation of the Plain

To the Tangent ofthe Complement ofthe difference

of Longitudes.

As the whole Sine,

To the Sine of the Complement of the Declina-

tion ofthe Plain ;

So is the Sine of the Complement of the Elevation of

the Pole upon the Horizon,

To the Sine of the Elevation ofthe Pole upon thePlain.

If you can't have the Center of the Dial, which

hay happen when the Elevation of the Pole is very

great , or when the Plain declines much, which will

hinder youto knowthe Declination of the Plain, and

deter-
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determine the Root and Length ofthe Gnomon bythe

foregoing Method ; in this cafe meaſure the Angle of

the Line of fix Hours with the Horizontal Line ; and

bymeans of that Angle, and the Elevation of the Pole,

you may know the Declination of the Plain, by this

Analogy,

As the whole Sine,

To the Tangent of the Complement of the Eleva

tion of the Pole ;

So is the Tangent of the Angle of the Line offix

Hourswith the Horizontal,

Tothe Sine of the Deolination of the Plain.

The Declination of the Plain being thus known,

defcribe round the part FB terminated by the Line of

fix Hours and the Meridian , the Semicircle FEB ; then

take from F the Arch EF equal to the double of the

Complement of the Declination of the Plain ; and

draw from the Point E the Line EC perpendicular to

the Horizontal FD, which Perpendicular EC gives

the length of the Gnomon , and determines its Root

at C.

If you want to draw by the Root of the Gnomon

found C, the Subftylar Line, draw firft the Equinocti-

al Line FK from the Point of fix hours F, making

with the Horizontal Line FD the Angle found by this

Analogy,

As the whole Sine,

To the Sine of the Declination ofthe Plain ;

So is the Tangent of the Complement of the Eleva

tion of the Pole,

To the Tangent of the Angle demanded.

If fromthe Root of the Gnomon C, you draw the

Line CL Perpendicular to the Equinoctial Line FK,

the Perpendicular CL will reprefent the Subftylar Line ;

which may likewiſe be drawn by making with the

Horizontal FD, at the Point C, the Angle found by

this Analogy,

As
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Plate S.

Fig. 9.

As the whole Sine,

To the Sine of the Declination of the Plain;

Sofis the Tangent of the Complement of the Ele

vation of the Pole,

To the Tangent of the Complement of the An-

gle propos'd.

or elfe take upon the Horizontal Line FD, BD equal

to BE; and at the Point D make the Angle BDM of

the Complement of the Elevation of the Pole upon the

Horizon, in order to have upon the Meridian the

Point M, through which and the Point F of fix hours

you're to draw the Equinoctial Line FM, and from

the Point C the Line CL perpendicular to the Equi-

noctial ; and that Perpendicular is the Subftylar in-

quir'd for

PROBLEM XII.

To defcribe a Portable Dial in a Quadrant.

TOdefcribe a Portable Dial in the Quadrant of a

Circle ABC, the Center of which is A, and the

Circumference BC is divided into 90 Degrees : Draw

round the Diameter AC the Semicircumference of a

Circle which fhall be taken for the Meridian Line ;

by the means of which and of this Table, (which

fhews the height of the Sun for every day ofthe Year,

from 10to 10 Degrees of the Signs ofthe Zodiack, in

the Latitude of 49 Degrees being that of Paris) you

may deſcribe firft the Parallels of the Signs, and from

thencethe other hour-lines by Circles ; and that, af

ter the following manner.

To defcribe, for Example, the Tropick of 5,

knowing by this Table, that the Sun being in S

is elevated upon the Horizon at Noon 64 Degrees,

and a half, apply a Ruler from the Center A to the

64th Degree of the Quadrant BC, reckoning from B

to C; and through that Point at which the Ruler cuts

the Meridian Line, defcribe upon the Center A a Qua-

drant or Quarter of a Circle which will reprefent the

Tropick of Cancer. And fo of the reft.

Το
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Hou. XII XI | X | IX VIII VII VI V Morn

Sign, DMDM DM DM DM DM DM.D.M. Sign .

64.3261.5655.19463637. 127.1217.32 8.22

10 64. 961.3355. 146.1836.44 26.36 7.12 8. 20

20 63. 260. 354 445 2835.39 26. 816-22 7.12 10

88 61358.49 52.5444. 734 40 24 5115.7 5.50 II

10 58 4856.3050.2942.1432.5423. 713.21 3.57 20

20 55 5253.42 47.5739.5530.42 20.58 11.12 1.40 10

52.2150.3045. 137.1428.1018.29 8.40

10 48.5146.5841.4434-1325.1915.43 5.54

20 44 5843.1238.1531. 022-18 12.48 2.59

41039.2034 37 27.28 19. 9 9.47

10 38. 235.2630.58 24.1215.58 6.42

20 33 931.40 27.24 20.5512.51 3.44

M 29.2928. 423.5817.42 9.10 0.54

10 26. 824.46 20.5114.45 7. 5

20 23.1221 5218. 512.12 4.42

320.47 19.30 15 4810.
2.42

10 18.5817.4214. 6 8 27 1.12

20 17.5116.3013 3 7.27 0.18

VS 17.2916.1912.44 7. 8o. 2
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ThisMethod of repreſenting the hour Lines by the Remark.

Circumferences of Circles, will not ftand a Geometri- Plate 6.

cal Rigour; but ftill may be very ufefully imployed,
Fig. 1

in regard the Error is but fmall. But in ftead of Cir-

cles you may have ftraight Lines, in whichthe Error

will not be fo confiderable ; by defcribing firft from

the Center A, with what extent of the Compaſs you

will, the two Quadrants VS, T , the firft of

which shall be taken for one of the Tropicks, and

the other for the Equator ; and then finding upon

each of the two Quadrants one Point of each Hour,

in order to joyn two Points of the fame, Hour by a

ftraight Line, after this manner.

To find, for Inftance, the Noon-point upon the

Equator Y , in which the Sun is elevated upon the

Horizon 45 Degrees ; apply to the Center A, and to

the 41 Degree of the Quadrant BC, a ftraight Ruler,

T which
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which will mark the Noon-point 12 uponthe Equa-

tor. In like manner, the Sun in being elevated

upon the Horizon at Noon 64 Degrees and a half,

apply to the Center A, and to the 64th Degree of

the Quadrant BC, the fame Ruler, and 'twill mark

upon the Quadrant VS, (which is confider'd as the

Tropick of Cancer) a fecond South or Noon-point,

which being joyn'd to the first gives the Meridian

Line, that will ferve for the fix North Signs, fromthe

Vernal to the Autumnal Equinox.

If the fame Quadrant vs, be taken for the Tro-

pick of Capricorn, you'll find the Noon-point after

the fame manner ; and by drawing a ftraight Line thro'

this Point and the Noon-point found above upon the

Equator , you have a fecond Meridian Line,

which will ſerve for the fix South Signs, from theAu-

tumnal to the Vernal Equinox.

The fameis the method of marking the other hour-

lines, both for the fix North and fix South Signs ;

as you may underftand by the bare fight of the Fi- .

gure. The Parallels of the other Signs are defcrib'd

by the Meridian Line, as above ; and the hours are

known uponthe Dial, as upon that laft defcrib'd.

In short, the exacteft way of making this Dial, is

as followeth, Defcribe at pleaſure from the Center A

feven Quadrants , equidiftant from one another if

you will ; and look upon theſe as the beginnings of

the twelve Signs of the Zodiack, the firft and the

laft reprefenting the two Tropicks, and that in the

middle the Equator. Upon each of thefe Parallels

of the Signs, mark the points of the hours, according

to the due height of the Sun at fuch hours in the be-

ginning of each Sign, taken from the Table inſerted

above Then joyn with curve Lines allthe Points of

the fame hour, and fo your Dial is compleated, up-

on which you may diftinguish the hour of the Day

as above ; only, inftead of a little Stylus rais'd at

right Angles upon the Center A, you may make uſe

of two little Pins, the holes of which anſwer perpen-

dicularly, and with an equal height upon the Line

AC , upon another that is parallel to it ; for by this

means, inſtead of having the Line AC cover'd by the

hadow of the Stylus, you'll make the Rays of the

Sun
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Sun paſs through the holes of each Pin ; and for the

readier perception of the hour, you may put to the

Thread that hangs from the Center A, afmall Bead,

which you're to advance upon the Sign and Degrees

of the Sun mark'd upon the Line AC, when you

want to know what a Clock it is ; for when the Rays

pafs through the holes, and the thread fwings ar li-

berty from the Center A, the Bead will fhew the

hour, without the neceffity of obferving where the

thread cuts the Degree of the Sign current of the

Sun.

without the

One may eafily perceive, that with fuch a Dial, To know

the hour may be known without the Sun, provided the hours

you know the place of the Sun in the Zodiack, and upon a Dial

its height above the Horizon. For Example ; in the Sun.

beginning of or the Sun being elevated upon

the Horizon 27 Degrees and a half, a ftraight Ruler

applyed to the Center A, and the 27 Degree of the

Quadrant BC, will cut the Parallel of and at

the Point of 9 in the Morning, or three in the After-

noon ; which fhews that 'tis 9 a Clock in the Morn-

ing if the Altitude of the Sun was taken before Noon,

or 3 in the Afternoon if the Altitude was taken after

Noon.

'tis without

a

You may know the hours of the Day without a Sundi- To know

al , by means of the Altitude of the Sun and the Table what a Clock

inferted above, after this manner. Look in the Table Dial.

for the given Altitude of the Sun, or that which is

next to it in the Column of the Sign current of the

Sun, or that of the next tenth Degree ; and then you

will find oppofite to it, the hour at top if the Obler-

vation is made in the Morning, and at the bottom, if

in the Afternoon.

:

One may likewife know the hours without a Sun-

dial, by Geometry and Trigonometry, as we are a-

bout to fhew you ; after fetting forth that the Alti-

tude of the Sun may be taken by a fingle Quadrant,

as you have ſeen, or elfe by the fhadow of a Style

or Gnomon elevated at right Angles upon an Hori-

zontal or Vertical Plain, and that after this man-

ner.

In the first place, if the fhadow of the Stylus AB Plate 7%

tais'd perpendicular upon an Horizontal Plain , is AC ; Fig. 2

draw from the root of the Cock A, the Line AD

T 2 equal
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Fig. 14.

equal to the Cock AB, and perpendicular to the fha-

dow AC ; and fromthe Point D to the extremity G

of the fhadow AC drawthe right Line CD ; and the

Angle ACD will be the Altitude of the Sun fought

for.

In the next place, if the plain be Vertical, draw

to the extremity C of the thadow AC, the direct

Line, CD ; and fromthe root of the Cock A the Ho-

rizontal Line EF perpendicular to CD. Then draw

from the root A the direct Line AG equal to the

Cock AB, and having taken upon the Horizontal

Line, the part DF equal to DG, draw the Line CF ;

and the Angle DFC will give the Altitude of the Sun

upon the Horizon.

The Altitude of the Sun being known by this, or

the hours by other means, the hour of the Day may be found by Geo-

metry, thus. Defcribe at difcretion the Semicircle

ABCD, the Center of which is E, and the Diameter

AD. Then take on one fide of it the Arch DC of

the Elevation of the Pole, and on the other fide the

Arch AB of the Complement of the Elevation of the

Pole ; after which draw EB, EC, which will be per-

pendicular to one another, and of which the first EB

will repreſent the Equator, and the fecond EC the

Axis of the World, becauſe the Point E reprefents

the Center of the World , the Point C the Pole

elevated upon the Horizon reprefented by AD,

and the Circle ABCD the Meridian and the Colurus

of the Solftices, the Colurus being ſuppos'd to agree

with the Meridian.

In this Suppofition , we'll take the Arch BLof the

greatest Declination of the Sun, or 23 degrees and a

half, from B to C if the Sun is in the Northern

Signs, and from B towards A if in the Southern ;

then we'll draw from the Center E to the Point L

the Line EL, which will reprefent the Ecliptick ac-

cording tothe Rules of the Orthographical Projection

of the Sphere. This done, make the Arch LMequal

to the distance between the Sun and the neareſt Sol-

ftice ; and from the Point M draw MI perpendicu

lar to the Ecliptick EL, which is here cut by it at

I; and through this Point I you're to draw FG pa-

rallel to the Equator EB ; this FG will reprefent the

Parallel of the Sun, and cuts the Axis EC at the

Point
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Point G ; from whence as a Center you're to draw

thro' the Point F the Arch FOK.

In fine, having taken the ArchAH equal to the Al-

titude of the Sun ; draw from the Point H the Line

HN parallel to the Horizon AD ; which HN will re-

prefent the Almacantarat of the Sun, and give upon

the Parallel FG its place at N; from whence you're

to draw the Line NO perpendicular to the Line FG ;

and then the Arch FO being converted into Time,

computing 15 Degrees to an hour, will give the hour

in queftion before or after Noon.

The Arch BF fhews the Declination of the Sun ;

which may be taken yet more exactly by means of

its greatest Declination, viz. 23 degrees and a half,

and its diftance from the neareſt Equinox ; and that

by the following Analogy ;

As the Sine Total,

To the Sine ofthe greatest Declination ofthe Sun ;

So is theSine of its diftancefromthe nearest Equinox

To the Declination foughtfor.

'Tis evident, that when the Sun has no Declinati-

on, which happens at the time of the Equinoxes , in-

ſtead of drawing the Perpendicular NO from the

Point N, you muft draw it from the Point P where

the Equator is cut by the Almacantarat HI , in or-

der to have the hours of that Day. But in this caſe

the hour may be found more exactly by the following

Analogy.

Asthe Sine of the Complement of the Elevation of

the Pole,

To the Sine of the Altitude of the Sun ;

So is the whole Sine,

Tothe Sine of the distance of the Sunfromfixhours.

day by Tri-

When the Sun has a Declination, fubftract it from To find the

90 degrees if ' tis Northern, or add it to 90 if 'tis hour of the

Southern, and then you have the diftance of the Sun gonometry,

from the Pole ; by means of which and of the Ele-

vation of the Pole, with the altitude of the Sun, you

may find the hour of the day by Trigonometry, as

followeth.

T 3 Add
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Add theſe three, the Complement of the Altitude

of the Sun, the Complement of the Elevation of the

Pole, and the diftance of the Sun from the Pole ; and

fubftract fepararely from half their Sum, the Com-

plement of the Elevation ofthe Pole, and the Diſtance

of the Sun from the Pole ; in order to have two

differences which with the Complement of the Eleva-

tion of the Pole, and the diſtance of the Sun from

the Pole, will ferve for making theſe two Analogies,

As the Sine ofthe diftance of the Sunfrom the Pole,

To the Sine of one of the two Differences ;

So is the Sine of the other Difference,

To afourth Sine.

As the Sine of the Complement of the Elevation of

the Pole,

To the fourth Sine found ;

So is the whole Sine

To a feventh Sine.

which being multiplied by the whole Sine, the fquare

Root of the Product will be the Sine of half the di-

stance between the Sun and the Meridian.

PROBL
EM XIII.

To defcribe a portable Dial upon a Card.

THE Dial we are about to defcribe is call'd the

Capuchin, with allufion to the reſemblance it

bears to a Capuchin's Head with his cowl turn'd up-

fide down. We do it upon a piece of Paftboard or

Card, after this manner,

Having drawn at pleaſure the Circumference of a

Circle, the Center of which is A, and the Diameter

B12, divide the Circumference into 24 equal Parts,

from 15 to 15 Degrees, beginning from the Diameter

B12 ; and joyn the two Divifion Points equidiftant

from the Diameter, by ftraight Lines parallel to one a-

nother, and perpendicular to the Diameter ; which

ftraight Lines will be the hour Lines, and of thefe

that which paffes through the Center A will be the

Line of fix hours.
This
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This done, make, at the Point A with the Diameter

B12, the Angle B12 Y of the Elevation of the Pole ;

and having drawn through the Point where the

Line 12 cuts the Line of fix hours, the indefinite

Line VSperpendicular to the Line 12 T, terminate

that Line vs by the Lines 12 , 12 VS, which

ought to make with the Line 12 T, each of 'em, an

Angle of 23 degrees and a half equal to the greateſt

Declination of the Sun.

You'll find upon this Perpendicular VS the Points

of the other Signs, by defcribing from the Point Y

as a Center through the Points , VS, a Circumfe-

rence of a Circle, and dividing it into 12 equal Parts,

from 30 to 30 Degrees, for the beginnings of the

twelve Signs of the Zodiack, in order to joyn the

two Divifion Points, that are oppofite and equidiftant

from the Points , VS, by ftraight Lines parallel to

one another, and perpendicular to the Diameter VI,

which willmake upon that Diameter the beginnings

of the Signs, from whence as Centers you're to draw

through the Point 12 Arches of Circles that will re-

prefentthe Parallelsof the Signs, and by Confequence

require the fame Characters, as you fee in the Fi-

gure.

Thefe Arches of the Signs, will ferve for diftin-

guishing the hours by the Rays of the Sun, after the

following manner. Having drawn at pleaſure the Line

CVs, parallel to the Diameter B12, raife at its ex-

tremity C in a true perpendicular a ſmall Cock, and

turn the plain of the Dial in fuch a manner, that the

PointC pointing obliquely to the Sun, the ſhadow of

the Cock may coverthe Line C vs, and then the thread

fwinging freely with its Plummet from the Point of

the degree of the Sign current of the Sun mark'd up-

on the Line VS, will fhew the hour below upon

the Arch of the fame Sign.

That the Thread may be eafily placed upon the de- Remark,

gree of the Sign current of the Sun, the plain ofthe

Dial muſt be flit along the Line VS, for then you'

may easily advance the Thread to what Point you

will of that Line and fix it there. And if you ftring

a little Bead upon the Thread, you may know the

hour of the day without the Arches of the Signs, by

advancing the Bead to the Point 12, when the Thread

Ꭲ 4
is
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is fix'd at the degree of the Sign current of the Sun,

for then the Bead will fhew the hour, ifthe Point C

be turn'd directly to the Sun, fo as to have the Line

CVS cover'd with the fhadow of the Cock.

You might have mark'd the Signs more exactly

upon the Line VS, by making at the Point 12 on

each fidethe Line 12 V , equal Angles to the Decli-

nation of theſe Signs : But in regard the Error is in-

confiderable, when the Dial is fmall, as it commonly

is, you had as good reft contented with the foregoing

Method.

This Sundial derives its Origin from a certain Uni-

verfal Rectilineal Dial formerly communicated to the

publick by Father Rigaud the Jefuit, under the Ti-

ile of Analemma Novum ; the Conftruction and uſe of

which are as followeth.

Having defcrib'd , as above, the hour-lines, by

gand's Uni- vertue of a Circle divided into 24 equal Parts, the

verfal Recti- Center of which is A, and the Diameter , to

which all the hour-lines are Perpendicular ; of which

that paffing through the extremity reprefents the

South or Noon-line, and that paffing through the ex-

tremity reprefents the Midnight-line : This done,

I fay, take the Diameter for the Equator, and

draw the Parallels of the other Signs in ftraight Lines,

after the following manner.

The Diameter being the Equator, make with

that Line atthe Center A, an Angle equal to the great-

eft Declination of the Sun, or of 23 Degrees and a

half, by drawing VS, which fhall be taken for the

Ecliptick, and will be cut by the hour-lines, from

15 to 15 Degrees, in Points, through which you're to

draw ftraight Lines parallel to one another, and to

the Equator Y , and thefe Right Lines will repre-

prefent thebeginnings of the Signs and theirhalves.

In fine, draw from the Center A to the degrees of

the lower Semicircle ftraight Lines, from five to five,

or from ten to ten Degrees ; and prolong them till

they meet, each of ' em, the two Meridian Lines 70,

20, to which you're to add Cyphers, fo, that the

Cyphers of one Meridian Line fhall make with the

correfponding Cyphers of the other, 90 Degrees, in

order to have, the Degrees of the Latitude mark'd up-

on each Meridian Line, which Degrees will direct us

to the hours, thus. Draw
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Draw from the Center Ato the degree of the La-

titude of the place where you are, which is mark'd

upon the Midnight-line 20, for inftance the 5th

degree ; draw, I fay, the Right Line Aso, which re-

prefenting that Horizon, will denote the hour of Sun-

rife and Sun-fet at the Point where it cuts the Paral-

lel of the degree of the Sign current of the Sun : And

at that Point fix a Thread with its Plummet and a

Bead upon it, that fothe Thread being extended from

the fame Point to the degree of the fame Latitude

mark'd upon the Noon-line 70, the Bead may ad-

vance upon that degree of Latitude ; after which the

Bead refting at that place ofthe Thread, let the Thread

fwing with its Plummet and its fix'd Bead, and fo

you'll know the hours, by thefollowing means.

Raife a little Gnomon at Right Angles at the ex-

tremity of the Line V , or any other Linethat's

parallel to it ; and turn the Point obliquely to the

Sun, in fuch a manner, that the Thread may hang

at liberty with its Plummet, and that the fhadow of

the Gnomon may cover the Line ; for then the Bead

will fhewthe hour.

This is what we are taught by Father Rigaud ; to

which I fhall only add that we may make ufe ofthe

univerfal Horizontal Dial, by taking the Line of fix

hours for the Meridian, and the Center A for the

Center of the Dial, in which cafe the Line will

be the Line of the hour ; and by taking upon the

hour-lines (from the Line of fix hours ) the parts

of the Horizon terminated by the hour-lines from

the Center A. For thus you'll have Points upon the

hour-lines, which being joyn'd ' by curve-lines, will

yield Ellipfes that will reprefent the Circles of La-

titude ; and upon theſe you'll diftinguish the hours

by the fhadow of the Axis, which with the Meridian

ought to make at the Center A an Angle equal to the

elevation of the Pole.

But there's another and an easier way of drawing

an Univerfal Elliptick Horizontal Dial, as we are

about to fhew you ; after laying down in the next

Problem two different ways of drawing an Univerſal

Rectilineal Horizontal Dial.

PRO-
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Plate 9.

Fig. 17.

PROBLEM XIV.

To defcribe an Univerfal Rectilineal Horizontal Dial.

HAvingdrawn thro' the Center of the Dial, A, ra-

ken at pleaſure upon an Horizontal Plain, the

two perpendicular Lines AB, CD ; and having ac-

counted the firft AB for the Meridian, and the fecond

CD for the Line of fix hours ; defcribe at difcretion

upon the Center A the Quadrant EF ; and after ha

ving drawn through the Point E the Line GH per-

pendicular to the Meridian, which fhall repreſent the

90th degree of Latitude, and through the Point F

the Line FK parallel to the fame Meridian which

fhall repreſent the Line of 9 hours, and likewiſe the

30 Circle of Latitude with refpect to the hour-lines

that are perpendicular to it ; divide the Quadrant EF

into fix equal Parts of 15 degrees each, that fo by

drawing Right Lines from the Center A through the

Points of Divifion, you may have upon the Line GH

the Points of the other hours, throughwhich you are

to draw the other hour-lines parallel to the Meridi-

an, omitting on purpoſe the Lines of 5 and 7 hours,

to avoid the exceffive breadth of the Dial
; nay to

make it yet narrower, you may omit the Lines of 4

and 8, which repreſent the 60th degree of Latitude,

with refpect to the hour-lines that are perpendicular

to them, and will fupply the defect of the omitted

hour-lines, I mean thofe parallel to the Meridian

AB.

Theſe fame Lines that proceed from the Center A,

being prolong'd, will mark upon the Line FK of 9

hours, Points through which you are to defcribe up-

on the Center A Arches of Circles, which will give

upon the Meridian AB the Points 15 , 30, 45, 60, 75 ;

and through theſe you muft draw as many ftraight

Lines parallel toone another, and to the Line GH, or

perpendicular to the Meridian AB, which ftraight

Lines will reprefent the Circles of Latitude from 15

to 15 Degrees, with refpect to the hour-lines parallel

to the Meridian AB.

Το
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To find the other Circles of Latitude, and the o-

ther hour-lines to fupply the defects of thoſe that were

omitted, defcribe from the Point E thro' the Center

A the Semicircle AIB, and divide its Circumference

into fix equal Parts, from 30 to 30 degrees, in order

to defcribe from the Center A through the Divifion

Points, Arches of a Circle that will mark Points upon

the Line offix hours, thro' which Points you muft draw

Lines parallel to the Meridian AB, which will

fent Circles of Latitude of 15 degrees each.

repre-

To defcribe the hour-lines that correſpond to the

Circles of Latitude, and ought to be parallel to the

Line of fix hours, fuch as is theLine of 3 and 9 hours,

which paffes thro' the Point B, and repreſents the 30

Circle of Latitude with refpect to the firft hour-lines,

draw from the Point B thro' the Points of Divifion

of the Semicircle AIB, ftraight Lines which being

prolong'd will give upon the Line of fix hours the

Points L, M, C ; the diftances ofwhich AL, AM, AC,

being taken upon the Meridian Line AB on each

fide the Center A, you will then have the Points thro

which you're to draw Lines parallel to the Line of

fix hours.

You may know the hours of the Day in this Uni-

verfal Dial, after the fame manner as in that laft de-

fcrib'd, viz. by turning the Center A directly South,

and putting at the fame Center A an Axis rais'd up-

on the Meridian to the extent of the Angle of the

Latitude of the place ; for then the fhadow of that

Axis will point to the hour upon the Line ofthe fame

Latitude.

Plate ro.There is yet another and an eafier way of defcri-

bing an Univerfal Rectilineal Dial upon an Horizon- Fig. 18.

tal Plain, viz. Having drawn, as above, through the

Center of the Dial A, the two perpendicular Lines

AB, GD ; and having drawn thro the Point 90 taken

at difcretion upon the Meridian AB, the Line EF per-

pendicular to the fame Meridian ; defcribe from the

Center Athro' the Point 90 the Semicircle C90 D,

which here cuts the Line of fix hours CD at the two

Points C, D ; thro' which and thro ' the Point 90

you're to draw the ftraight Lines, C90, D90. Divide

the Circumference of this Semicircle into twelve equal

Parts, of 15 degrees each ; and draw from the Cen-

ter
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Remark.

To make a

particular

Dial ferve as

Univerfal.

ter A thro' the Points of Divifion , ftraight Lines

which will mark Points upon each of the two Lines

C90, D90 ; and thro' thefe Points you're to draw the

hour-lines parallel to the Meridian. Theſe fame

Lines that go from the Center A being prolong'd will

meet the Line EF in Points, thro' which you must

draw from the Center A, Arches of Circles, which

will mark upon the Meridian Line, the Points 30, 45,

60, 75; andfrom theſe Points to the two PointsC and

D you must draw as many Right Lines, which will

repreſent the Circles of Latitude from 15 to 15 De-

grees. The Dial being thus finiſh'd, you'll find the

hour of the Day by it, as in the foregoing.

An Horizontal Dial calculated for any particular La-

titude whatsoever, may be rendred Univerfal, two ways,

namely by means of the Hour-lines, and by means of

the Equinoctial Line divided into hours.

The firft is perform'd by raifing the Plain of the

Horizontal Dial above the Horizon of the place where

'tis, towards the North if the Latitude of the place

is greater than that for which the Dial was made,

or towards the South if ' tis lefs ; by raifing it, I

fay, to the extent of the Degrees of the difference of

the two Latitudes ; and then the Axis of the fhadow

IK will fhew the hours by the Rays of the Sun, when

the Center I is turn'd due South.

In
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In the fecond Method we place at the Point O,

the Section of the Meridian DI, and the Equinocti-

al AB, we place there ( I fay) a fmall perpendicu-

lar Plain like the Rightangled Triangle OKL, which

muſt be movable round the Point O, in fuch man-

nerthat the fide OK may make withthe Meridian OL

7

K

A
H

2 111109

D

4

5

6

B

(which must be flit in that part) an Angle equal to

the Complement of the Elevation of the Pole upon

the Horizon of the place where it is ; for then the

fhadow of the Axis KI will fhew the hour upon the

Equinoctial AB , the Center I being turn'd due

South.

PRO-
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Plate 8.

Fig. 19.

Plate 10.

Fig. 20,

PROBLEM XV.

To defcribe an Univerſal Elliptick Horizontal Dial.

HAving drawn, as in the foregoing Problem, from

the Center of the Dial A taken at difcretion up-

on the Horizontal Plain, the two perpendicular Lines,

AB, CD ; and having drawn upon the fame Center

the Semicircle CBD of what fize you will ; divide

its Circumference into twelve equal Parts, of 15 de-

grees each, and joyn the two oppofite Points of Di

vifion that are equidiftant from the Line of fix hours

CD, by Right Lines perpendicular to the Meridian

AB, or parallel to the Line of fix hours CD, which

will reprefent the other hour-lines, and upon theſe

hour-lines you're to mark the Points of Latitude ,

thus ;

To mark upon each hour-line, the Point, for ex-

ample, of the 60 degree of Latitude, make at the

Center A with the Meridian AB and the Line AE,

an Angle of 60 degrees ; and take the length of the

perpendicular diſtances of the Points in which the Me-

ridian is cut by the hour-lines from the Line AE ; take

this length, I fay, upon the oppofite hour-lines, from

the Meridian AB on each fide of it, in Points, which

must be joyn'd by a Curve-line which willbe the

Circumference of a Semi- Ellipfis , and will repreſent

the 60 Circle of Latitude. Thus ' tis, that we have

repreſented the other Circles of Latitude, from 15 to

15 degrees, by which with the Rays of the Sun the

hour of the Day may be known as above.

PROBLEM XVI.

To defcribe an Univerſal Hyperbolick Horizontal Dial.

HAving drawn, as above, from the Center of the

Dial A, the two perpendicular Lines AB, CD,

and having likewife drawn, as above, upon the fame

Center A, the Semicircle EFG divided into twelve

equal Parts, of 15 degrees each ; drawfrom the Cen-

ter A through the Points of Divifion indefinite Lines,

within
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within which, as between Afymptotes, you muft de-

fcribe thro' the Point F taken at difcretion upon the

Meridian AB, Hyperbola's which will repreſent the

bour-lines.

This done, draw thro' the fame Point F, the Line

HI perpendicular to the Meridian AB ; which per-

pendicular will reprefent the 90 Circle of Latitude,

and willbe cut by the Afymptotes drawn from the

CenterA, in Points, thro' which you are to defcribe

from the fame Center A, Arches of Circles, which

will give upon the Meridian Line, the Points 75, 60,

45, 30, 15 ; and thro' theſe Points you muſt draw as

many Lines perpendicular to the fame Meridian ,

which will reprefent the Circles of Latitude from 15to

15 degrees, by which the hour will be known as in

the foregoing Dial.

Thoſe who underſtand the Conick Sections, know, Remark.

that in order to defcribe an Hyperbola through the

Point F between the Afymptotes, AK,AL, (for inftance)

they need only to draw at Difcretion thro' the Point

F the Line MN, terminated in M and Nby the two

Afymptotes AK, AL ; and take MO equal to FN, and

fo have O for the Point of the Hyberbola that is to

be defcrib'd, &c.

Thoſe who are unacquainted with the Conical Secti-

ons, may mark the Points of the hour-lines upon each

Circle of Latitude, (as we fhall fhew in the infuing

Problem) in order to joyn the Points belonging tothe

fame hour, by Curve-lines, which will neceffarily be

Hyperbola's.

PROBLEM XVII.

To defcribe an Univerfal Parabolick Horizontal Dial.

Having drawn, as above, thro' the Center of the plate Ir.

Dial A, thetwo perpendicular Lines AB, CD ; Fig . 21,

draw thro' the Point B taken at Difcretion upon the

Meridian AB, the Line EF perpendicular to the fame

Meridian, which will reprefent the 90 degree of La-

titude ; and defcribe, as in the foregoing Problem,

upon the Center A, thro' the Point B, the Semicircle

CBD, which must be divided into twelve Parts, in

order
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order to joyn the oppofite Divifion Points, that are

equidiftant from the Line of fix hours CD, by Right

Lines which will repreſent the Circles of Latitude from

15 to 15 degrees.

Upon each of theſe Circles of Latitude , for inftance,

the Line GH, which reprefents the 60 degree of La-

titude, we muft mark the hour-points, thus. From

the Point 60 the Section of the Meridian AB and the

Line GH, draw an Arch of a Circle that touches the

Line AI, which with the Meridian AB makes at the

Center Aan Angle of 60 degrees ; and with the ſame

extent of the Compaffes take upon the Meridian AB,

the part AK, in order to draw thro' the Point K the

Line KL perpendicular to the Meridian AB. This

perpendicular KL will be cut by ftraight Lines drawn

from the Center A thro' the twelve Divifions of the

Semicircle CBD; 'twill be cut, I fay, in Points, the

diftances of which from K are to be taken upon the

Line GH, on each fide the Point 60 ; and fo you

have the hour-points upon the Line GH, which in this

cafe is confider'd as an Equinoctial Line in refpect of

the Axis AI.

The fame is the method of marking the hour-points

upon the other Lines of Latitude, confider'd as fo ma-

ny Equinoctial Lines : And the hour-points belonging

to the fame hour are to be joyn'd by Curve-lines,

which will repreſent the hour-lines, and be Parabola's,

having the Center A for the common Vertex, and

the Line of fix hours CD for the common Axis. The

hour is obferv'd upon this Dial, as upon the fore-

going.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To defcribe a Dial upon an Horizontal Plain, in which

the hour of the Day may be known by the Sun without

the fhadow of any Gnomon.

THIS Dial is commonly made two ways, viz.

by the Table of the Verticals of the Sun from

the Meridian to every hour of the Day, in the begin-

ning of each fign of the Zodiack, fuch as this here

annex'd, which is calculated for the Latitude of 49

Degrees;
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degrees ; or elſe without any Table, by the Stereogra-

phical Projection of the Sphere.

A Table of the Verticals of the Sun from the Meridian

to every Hour of the Day.

X IX VIII VII VI V IV

DM.

H. XI

S. DM D.M. D M. D.M. D.M. DM.. D.M.

67 30 17 53.40 70.30 83.57 95.20 105.56 116.28 127.26

27.58 50.33 67.34 81. 6 92.45 103.35 114.56

M23.30 43.52 60.29 74.17 86.21

19.33 37.25 52.58 66.57 78.34

M16.42 32.25 46.30 59.28 71.12

14.56 29.11 42.23 54.26

VS 14.19 28. 2 40.48

97.36

H. II III IV V VI VII VIII

Fig. 22.

In the first place, to defcribe this Dial from the fore- Plate 12.

going Table, whence ' tis call'd the Azimuth Dial ;

draw upon the Horizontal Plain, which I fuppofe to be

moveable, the rectangle Parallelogram ABCD, and

divide each of the two oppofite fides, AB, CD, into

two equal parts, at the Points E, F, which ought to be

join'd bythe right Line EF, that is to be taken for the

Meridian ; and upon that Meridian you are to take at

difcretion the Point G for the Root of the Gnomon,

and the Points F, H, for the Solftice-Points of and

vs; thro which you muſt deſcribe upon the Point G as

Center, two Circumferences of a Circle for reprefent-

ing the Tropicks or the beginnings of and VS.

To reprefent the Parallels of the beginnings of the

other Signs, divide the Space FH into fix equal parts ;

and from the fame Point G draw thro the Points of Di-

vifion, other Arches of Circles to reprefent the begin-

nings of the Signs ; and mark upon thefe Arches the

Points of the Hours, by taking upon them the Degrees

of the Vertical of the Sun (as they ftand in the fore-

going Table) every Hour of the Day from the begin-

ning of the refpective Sign : Thefe degrees muſt be

taken upon the Arches on each fide the Meridian Line

U EF.
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Dials made

Projection

of the

Sphere.

EF, and the Points belonging to one Hour must be

join'd by Curve- Lines, which will be the Hour-Lines.

The Dial being thus finifh'd, you may know the Hour

of the Day without a Gnomon, after the following

manner.

Apply to the Center G ofthe Arches of the Signs a

magneted Needle rais'd upon a fmall Hinge, with free-

dom of Motion in turning round, as in the common

Sea-Compaffes ; and turn the Point E directly to the

Sun; fo that each of the two fides, AD, BC, which

are parallel to the Meridian Line EF, ceaſes to be ſhone

upon by the Sun without giving any Shadow ; for

thenthe Needle will point to the Hour upon the de-

gree ofthe Sign current ofthe Sun.

To defcribe this Dial by the Stereographical Proje-

by the Ste- ction of the Sphere, in which cafe it affumes the Name

reographical ofan Horizontal Aftrolabe ; draw thro the Center I of

the Square ABCD, the two perpendicular Lines EF,

GH ; one of which , as EF which is parallel to the

fide AD, being taken for the Meridian , the other GH

parallel tothe fide AB will repreſent the firft Vertical,

becauſe the Point I reprefents the Zenith ; from which

as from a Center, you're to draw at difcretion the

Circle EF , which will repreſent the Horizon.

Plate 12.

Fig. 23.

Uponthe Circumference of this Circle , take on one

fidethe Arch EO of the Elevation of the Pole upon the

Horizon, and on the other fide , the Arch FL of the com-

plement ofthe fame Elevation of the Pole ; and draw

from the Point to the Points , O,L, the ftraight Line

O, (which willgive upon the Meridian the Pole in P ;

thro which and thro the two Points V,, you muſt

run the Circumference of a Circle to repreſent the Cir-

cle of fix Hours ; ) and the ftraight Line L, which

will give upon the Meridian the Point M, thro which

and throthe two Points T,, you muſt deſcribe ano-

ther Circumference VM , for the Equator.

This Circle or Æquator VM might be divided

into Hours, from 15 to 15 degrees, by the Rules of

the Stereographical Projection ; by taking two Points

diametrically oppofite , and defcribing Circumfe-

rences through the Pole ; but a fhorter way, is , to e

take upon the Horizon EyF , on each fide, from

the two Points, E, F, the Arches of the Horizon com-

prehended between the Meridian Circle, and the Hour-

Circles
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Circles, which are equal to the Angles made by the

Hour-lines with the Meridian at the Center ofan Ho-

rizontal Dial, and which in the Latitude of 49 degrees

ought to be, 11. 26'. for 1 and 11 Hours ; 23 , 33' . for

2 and to ; 37. 3 ' . for 3 and 9 ; 32, 35 '. for 4 and 8 ;

70. 27'. for 5 and 7. By this Direction we may de-

fcribe Hour-lines or Circles, as above, which are only

needful to be drawn between the two Tropicks ; which

together with the Parallels of the other Signs of the

Zodiack, may be deſcrib'd, thus :

To defcribe Parallels ofthe Signs, make uſe of their

Declination, which is 23. 30'. for , ; 20. 12'. for

II, &, ~~~, 7 ; and 11. 30' . for Ŏ , M, X, M. By

this their Declination you may find three Points of each

Sign, one upon the Meridian EF, and two upon the

Horiozn EF ; and fo defcribe thro these three

Points a Circumference of a Circle for the Parallel of

the refpective Sign.

Now to find theſe three Points, for Example, for

the Tropick ofVS ; take from L which anſwers to the

Equinoctial M, towards F (the Sign being Southern,

for if 'twere Northern, you ſhould take from L to

wards the Arch LQ of 23. 30. fuch being the

Declination of VS, and draw from the P oint to the

PointQ, the ftraight Line Q, which will give upon

the Meridian EF, the Point 12 of VS. Iffrom the Point

Qyou drawthe Line QN parallel to LF ; and ifthro

the Point N where the Line QN cutsthe Meridian, you

draw the Line VSNVS perpendicular to the fame Meri-

dian, you'll have upon the Horizon EVF , the two

Points, vs, vs, thro which and thro the Point 12 you

are to defcribe the Arch VS 12 VS which will reprefent

the Tropick ofCapricorn .

The fame way do we reprefent the Parallels ofthe

other Signs ; and the Dial being thus finish'd we know

the Hour of the Day as in the foregoing Dial, or elſe

by raifing at the Point I a very ftraight Style ofwhat

length you will, and turning the Point E directly to

the Sun; for then the Shadow of the Gnomon points

to the Hour upon the Sign current of the Sun. Or

elfe thus :

Deſcribe upon the fame Meridian EF a common

Horizontal Dial, the Center of which may be R, for

example; and there put ' an Axis that refts upon the

GnomonU 2
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Plate 13.

Fig. 24.

Gnomon rais'd perpendicular at I ; and turn the Plain

of the Dial, fo, that the Shadow of the Axis may ſhow

in its Dial the fame Hour, that the Shadow of the

Gnomon does in its own.

PROBLEM XIX.

To defcribe a Moon-Dial.

To defcribe a Moon-Dial upon anyPlain what-

foever, for example an Horizontal Plain ; draw

upon that Plain an Horizontal Sun - Dial for the Lati-

tude of the Place, according to Probl. 2. then draw at

pleaſure the two Lines 57 , 39, parallel to one another

and perpendicular to the Meridian A12 ; the firft of

which 57 being taken for the Day offull Moon, the ſe-

cond 39 will repreſent the Day of new Moon, when

the Lunar Lines agree with the Solar ; from whence it

comes that the Hour-points mark'd upon theſe two Pa-

rallels by the Hour-lines, which go from the Center A,

are commonto the Sun and Moon.

This done, divide the Space terminated by the two

parallel Lines 39, 57 , into twelve equal parts, and

draw thro the Divifion- Points as many Lines parallel

to theſe two Lines, which Parallel Lines will repreſent

the Days when the Sun by its proper Motion towards

the Eaft ,removes fucceffively by anHour a Day,and on

whichby confequence it rifes an Hour later every Day;

fo, that the firſt Parallel, 4, 10, will be the Day in

whichthe Moon rifes an Hour later than the Sun, and

then the Point B, for example, of 11 Hours to the

Moon, is the Point of Noon to the Sun : The next

Parallel 5 , 11, will reprefent the Day on which the

Moon rifes two Hours later than the Sun, and then

the Point C, for example, of 10 Hours to the Moon

will be the Point of Noon to the Sun.

'Tis evident, that if you join by a Curve-line the

Points 12, B, C, and all the others retaining to Noon,

which may be found by a Ratiocination like the laft,

thar Curve will be the Lunar Meridian Line. The

fame Method is to be oblerved in drawing the other

Hour-lines for the Moon, as the bare fight of the Fi-

gure will inform you.

In
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In regard the Moon ſpends about 15 Days between

its Conjunction with the Sun and its Oppofition, that

is, between new Moon and full Moon when ' tis dia-

metrically oppofite to the Sun, fo that it rifes whenthe

Sun fets ; you muft deface all the fore-going Parallels ,

excepting the two firft, 57, 39, and inftead of dividing

their Interval into twelve parts, you muft divide it in-

to fifteen, and draw thro the Divifion-Points, other

Parallels repreſenting the Days of the Moon, to which

by confequence you muft add fuitable Figures, as we

have done here along the Meridian ; for by theſe Fi

gures you may know the Hour of the Sun at night by

the Rays ofthe Moon after the following manner :

Place at the Center of the Dial A, an Axis, that is,

a Rod that at the Center A makes with the Subftylar

A 12 an Angle equal to the Elevation ofthe Poleupon

the Plain of the Dial, which is the fame, with the ele-

vation of the Pole upon the Horizon in an Horizontal

Dial ; and then the Hour will be pointed to by the

Shadow of the Axis upon the current Day of the

Moon.

Since the Moon by its proper motion removes from Remark;

the Sun three quarters of an Hour towards the Eaſt,

fo that it rifes every day three quarters ofan hour later

thanthe foregoing day ; 'tis evident that knowing the

Age of the Moon, you may with a common Sundial

knowthe Hour of the Night by the Rays ofthe Moon ,

viz. by adding to the Hour mark'd upon the Dial by

the Moon, as many times three quarters of an hour,

as the Moon is days old. Now the Age of the Moon

is found by the Rules laid down in our Problems of

Cofmography.

T

PROBLEM XX.

To defcribe a Dial by Reflection.

defcribe a Dial upon a dark Wall or arch'd

Roof that will fhew the Hours by Reflection,

drawa Dial upon an Horizontal Plain expos'd to the

Rays of the Sun, in a Window, for inftance, in fuch

manner that the center ofthe Dial looks directlyNorth,

and the Hour-lines have a contrary Situation to that of

U 3
the
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the common Sundials. A Dial being made after this

manner, with a little ftraight Gnomon fitted, lay à

Thread upon any point of each Hour-line, and extend it

tight till it paffes the end ofthe Gnomon and meets the

Wall orVaultin a Point which will belong to theHour

that the Thread was apply'd to. Find by the fame

means as many other Points of each Hour-line, and

join them by a right or curve Line, and the Dial is fi-

nith'd ; upon which you'll know the Hours by Refle-

ction, by placing at the end of the Gnomon of the

Horizontal Dial, a fmall flat piece of Looking-Glaſs,

laid exactly horizontally ; or, which is the eafier way,

by putting instead of the Glass , Water, which natu-

rally affects an Horizontal Situation, befides that when

the Rays of the Sun are weak, 'twill by its motion

give a more diftinct Reflection upon the Wall or Plank

where the Dial is.

PROBLEM XXI.

To defcribe a Dial by Refraction.

ONE may eafily defcribe an Horizontal Dial by

Refraction in the bottom of a Veffel full of Wa-

ter, by the Table of the Verticals of the Sun inferted

above, page 289, together with the Table of the Alti-

rudes of the Sun given likewife above andthe following

Table, the firſt Column ofwhich to the left contains the

Angles of Inclination of the Rays of the Sun, that is,

the degrees of the Complement of the Sun's height

upon the Horizon , or of the diſtance of the Sun from

the Zenith, to which there correfpond in the ſecond

Column, the degrees and minutes of the Angles refra-

cted in Water, that is, the diminution of the Angles

of Inclination made in Water, when the Sun is re-

mov'd ſo many degrees from the Zenith, which fhor-

tens the Shadow of the Gnomon that is to be cover'd

wwith Water in order to know the Hours by the Rays

pf the Sun.

Table
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A Table of the Angles refracted in Water for all the

Degrees ofthe Angles of Inclination.

A. D. M A. DM. A. D.M..

0.45 31 33.38 61 42.52

2 1.33 32 24.41
62 43.23

3
2.20 33 25.4 63 43.53

4 3.7 34 25.47 64 44.21

5 3:54. 35 26.30 65 44.50

10

6
7
8
9
0
E

4.40 36 27.13 66 45.17

5.27 37 27.55 67 45.44

6.13

7. 0

7.46

8.20 41 30.41

38 28.37 68 46.10

39 29.19

40 30 0

69 46.34

72 46.58

I 2 9.18 4231.22

13
10. 4 43 32. 2

14 10.50 44 32.42

15 11.36 45 33.22

16 12.22 46 34. 2

17 13. 9 47 34 41

18 13.55 48 35.19

19 14.40 49 35-57

7 47.21

72 47.43

73 48. 3

74 48.23

75148.43

76 49. I

77 49.17

7849 33

79 49.47

20 15.25 50 36.35 80 50.0

21 16.11 51 37.12

22 16.57 52 37-47

23 17.42

24 18.27

53 38.24

25 19 12 55 39-35

26 19.56 5640. 9

27 20.40 59 40.43

28 21.25 58 41.17

29
22.10 59 41.46

88 51. I

89 51 3

30 22.541
бо 42.21 90 O. O

54 39. 0

8150.12

82 50.23

8350.32

84 50.41

85 50.48

86 50.54

87 59.58

Nowthe Dial to be thus ufed, is made after the plate 1

following manner. Having drawn from the Root of Fig. 25

the Gnomon Athe Meridian Line AB, mark upon that

Meridian the Points of the Signs ; for example, the

U 4 Point
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Point ofthe beginning of v , from the foregoing Ta-

ble of the refracted Angles, and the Table of the Al-

titudes ofthe Sun upon the Horizon, by drawing from

the Root of the Gnomon A the Line AD perpendicular

to the Meridian AB, and equal to the Gnomon AC ;

and by making at the Point Dthe Angle ADB of the

refracted Diſtance from the Zenith, which in the be-

ginning of v is at Noon about 48 degrees , making

this Angle, I fay, with the Line DB, which will mark

upon the Meridian the Point B of VS. And fo of the

reft. 1

To find the refracted diftance of the Sun from the

Zenith, look firſt upon the Table of the Altitudes of the

Sun, where you find that in the beginning of vy the

Sun at Noon is rais'd upon the Horizon 17. 29 and

confequently is diftant from the Zenith 72. 31'. and

taking this diftance for an Angle of Inclination,

you'll find by the Table of refracted Angles, That

this Angle of Inclination is changed into an Angle of

48 degrees for the refracted Diſtance of the Sun from

the Zenith.

The fame is the method of finding by theſe two Ta-

bles, the refracted diſtance of the Sun from the Zenith

in the beginning of any other Sign, and that not only

at Noon, but at the other Hours of the Day ; which

will direct you to find the Points, and at thefame time,

the Points of the Signs from the Table of the Sun's

Verticals, after the following manner.

To find, for example, the Point of the beginning of

vy and of I a- clock , at which time the Sun is on a

Vertical diftant from the Meridian 14. 19' . make with

the Meridian AB at the Root of the Gnomon A the

Angle BAF of 14, 19' . by the Line AF which repre

fents the Sun's Vertical. And having drawn from the

fame Root A, the Line AE perpendicular to AF and

equal to the Gnomon AC, make at the Point E the An-

gle AEF equal to the refracted diſtance of the Sun

from the Zenith, which will be found 48 , 18'. And fo

you have in F upon the Vertical AF, the Point of 1 a-

clock and of v.

By the fame procedure you'll find the other Points

of the Signs and other Hours ; and if you joyn with

a Curve Line thoſe which retain to the fame Hour,

and in like manner thoſe retaining to the fame Sign,

the
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the Dial is finiſh'd ; upon which you'll know the

Hours by Refraction, when the whole Gnomon AC

is cover'd with Water, and the Root of the Gnomon

is turn'd directly South , fo that the Point B fets

North ; and at the fame time the end of the Sha-

dow of the Gnomon denotes the Sign in which the

Sun is.

PRO-
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PROBLEMS

O F

COSMOGRAPHY,

C

OSMOGRAPHY, according to its Ety-

mology, is the Defcription of the World, that

is, of Heaven and of Earth. 'Tis divided into

the General, which confiders the whole Univerſe in

general, and advances the feveral Ways of defcribing

and repreſenting it, according tothe divers Sentiments

of Philofophers and Mathematicians : And the Particu-

lar, which is properly call'd Geography, becauſe it re-

prefents in particular every part of the World, and

efpecially the Earth, both in Globes and Planifpheres

and Maps ofthe World. I do not pretend upon this

Occafion to write a particular Treatife of theſe two

Parts ; but only to lay before you ſome uſeful and a-

greeable Problems that depend upon 'em.

PROBLEM I.

To find in all parts and at all times, the four Cardinal

Points of the World, without feeing the Sun, or the

Stars, or making use ofa Compass.

"THE Four Cardinal Parts of the World, viz. the

Eaft, the Weft, the South and the North, are ea-

fily found by a Compaſs, the Needle of which being

touch'd with a Loadftone, turns always one of its

Points towards the South and the other towards the

North,which is enough to direct us to Eaft and Weft ;

for
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for when one fets his Face to the North, the Eaſt is on

-his Right and the Weft on his Left hand.

The North is eaſily diſtinguiſh'd in the Night by the

Stars, particularly by minding the Polar Star which is

but two degrees diftant from the Arctick Pole : And.

in the Day-time Aftronomers mark the Meridian Line

upon an Horizontal Plain , by means ofthe two Points

of a Shadow mark'd before and after Noon upon the

Circumference of a Circle defcrib'd from the Point of

the Stylus, the Shadow of which is made ufe of to

Thew by its extremity upon that Circumference two

Points equally remote fromthe Meridian.

But without all thefe Helps you may at all times

and in all parts find out the Meridian Line, after the

following manner.

Take a Platter or Bafin full of Water, and when the

Water is fettled and ftill, put ſoftly into it an Iron or

Steel Needle, ſuch as a common ſewing Needle ; and

if the Needle is dry, and be laid all along uponthe Sur-

face of the Water, ' twill not fink ; but after ſeveral

turns will ſtop in the Plan of the Meridian Circle, fo

that it repreſents the Meridian Line ; and by confe-

quence one end of it will point to the South and the

other to the North : But without feeing the Sun or the

Stars, 'tis not eaſy to know which of the two ends

points to the South, and which to the North.

Father Kircher lays down an eafy way of knowing

South and North. He orders you to cut horizontally

a very ftraight Tree growing in the middle of a Plain

at a diſtance from any Eminence or Wall that may

fhelter it from the Wind or the Rays ofthe Sun : Inthe

fection of that Trunk you'll find ſeveral curve Lines

round the Sapwhich lie cloſer on one fide than t'other;

And, as he ſays, the North lies on that fide where

the Lines are moft contracted, perhaps becauſe the

Cold arifing from the North binds up, and the Heat

from the South ſpreads and rarifies the Humours and

Matter, ofwhich theſe crooked Lines are form'd . Theſe

Lines, fays that Author, are as the Circumferences of

concentrical Circles in Ebony or Brafil Wood.

PRO-
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PROBLEM II.

Tofind the Longitude of a propos'd Part of the Earth.

BY the Longitude of a place we underſtand the di

ftance of its Meridian from the firft Meridian,

which paffes thro the Inland de Fer, the moft Weftern

of the Canary Islands. This diftance is computed

from Weft to Eaft upon the Equator, in imitation of

the motion in Longitude of the Planets, which is like-

wife from Weft to Eaft, and is computed upon the De

ferens of each Planet, which is call'd Excentrick, be-

cauſe they ſuppoſe it to be excentrical to the Earth,

for the explication of the Apogeum or the remoteft fta-

tion of the Planet from the Earth, and the Perigaum or

its neareſt place of approach to the Earth.

In the Maps of the World or the general Maps, we

have the degrees ofLongitude mark'd upon the Aqua-

tor from 10 to 10 degrees, reckoning from the firft

Meridian Eastward to 360 degrees ; fo that the firft

Meridian is the 360th Meridian, the Geographers ha-

ying thought it fit fo to compute their terreftrial Lon-

gitude, as the Aftronomers did their Celeftial upon

the Ecliptick, from the Vernal Section, i. e. from

the beginning of the Conſtellation of Aries, where the

Equator and the Ecliptick cut one another, with re

ípect to the fix'd Stars.

'Tis evident that thoſe who are under the fame Me

ridian, have the fame Longitude ; and that thofe that

are under the firft Meridian, have no Longitude at all ;

and in fine, that'thofe who live more to the Eastward

are under different Meridians, and then the distance of

one Meridian from another is call'd Difference of

Longitude ; which gives us to know how much fooner

' tis Noon at one place than at another that lies more

Weft ; it being a tanding Rule, that when the diffe

rence of Longitude comes to be 15 degrees, 'twill be

Noon an Hour fooner in the Place that lies fo far

mor Eaft than the other, becaufe 15 degrees uponthe

Autor make an Hour, the whole 360 making 24

riars or a diurnal Circumvolution.

Thus we fee that in order to knowthe Longitude of

any
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any part ofthe Earth,we need only to know what Hour

of their Computation correfponds to the Hour compu-

ted at the fame time under the firft Meridian ; for if

you convert that difference of Hours into Degrees,

taking 15 Degrees for an Hour, I Degree for 4 Mi-

nutes of Time, and 1 Minute of Degrees for 4 Se-

conds of Time, you have the Longitude of the Place

propos'd. To know this difference of Hours, you

may make uſe of fome vifible Sign in the Heavens,

obferv'd at the fame time by two Mathematicians, one

under the firft Meridian, the other under the Meridian

of the Place propos'd. The Ancients for this end

made ufe of the Eclipfes of the Moon, and at preſent

regard is had to the Eclipfes of the firſt of the Satelli-

tes of Jupiter, which happen oftner, and whoſe Im-

merfions or Emerfions are with more facility obferv'd

with a Teleſcope.

When once you have diſcover'd the Longitude of a

Place, you have no further Occafion to have recourſe

to the firft Meridian for the Longitude of any other

place, it being fufficient to know how far that Place

is more to the Eaft or Weft than the Place you know

already. Neither is there any occafion for two Ma-

thematicians, formaking the Obfervation laft mention'd,

fince one Man can obſerve in the place where he is,

the Hour of the Emerfion or Immerfion of the Satel-

lites, and compare that with the Hour of the Place

whofe Longitude he knows, fet down in Monſ. Caffini's

Tables ; for theſe Tables fhew the Hour at Paris of

the Immerfion or Emerfion.

From what has been ſaid, we may learn the truth of Remark:

that Paradox, Qualibet Hora eft omnis Hora , which

fhou'd be underftood of Places under different Meri-

dians ; for ' tis certain that when ' tis Noon at Paris,

'tis an hour after Noon at Vienna in Auftria, and in

all the other places that lie 15 degrees more Eaft) than

Paris ; at Conftantinople ' tis two a-clock in the After-

noon, and ſo on.

Hence it follows that of two Travellers, one going

Weft obſerving the Courſe of the Sun, and the other

Eaft contrary to the Courfe of the Sun, the first muft

have longer Days than the ſecond , infomuch that after

a certain time the ſecond that goes Eaftward will have

reckon'd more Days than he that goes Weftward. And

This
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This gave rise to the ftory of two Perſons that were

Twins, one of whom travell'd to the Eaft and the

other to the Weft, and tho they both died at one time

the one had liv'd more Days than the other.

As the Latitude is divided into Septentrional and

Meridional, extending to 90 degrees towards the two

Poles, on one fide and t'other of the Equator ; fo Lon-

gitude might have been divided into Oriental and Oc-

cidental, extending 180 degrees on one fide and t'other

the firft Meridian : Which wou'd be very convenient

to let us know, for example, that when ' tis Noon un-

der the firft Meridian, ' tis but 8 a-clock in the Mor-

ning in the Iſland of Cuba, the Weſtern Longitude of

which, is 60 degrees.

PROBLEM III.

Tofind the Latitude ofany Part of the Earth.

BY Latitude, with respect to the parts of the Earth,

we mean the diſtance of the Place propos'd from

the Equator, which is meaſured by an Arch of the

Meridian of that Place between its Zenith and the

Æquator. This Arch is always equal to the Elevation

of the Pole, which is an Arch ofthe fame Meridian be-

tween the Pole and the Horizon ; and hence it comes

that commonly Latitude is confounded with the Ele-

vation of the Pole ; ſo that thoſe who have no Lati-

tude, i. e. who live under the Æquator, have no Ele-

vation of the Pole, the two Poles of the World being

at their Horizon.

The Latititude of any Place of the Earth may be

known at Noon time of Day by the Meridian Altitude

of the Sun and its Declenfion ; and in the Night time.

by the Meridian Altitude of fome fix'd Star and its

Declenfion, and even without its Declenfion, when the

Star do's not fet, and the Night is longer than 12

Hours, as I am about to fhew you.

To find the Latitude of any Place by the Meridian

Altitude of the Sun, add to that Meridian Altitude,

the Declenfion of the Sun, ifthe Declenfion is meridio-

nal, which it is from the Autumnal to the Vernal Equi-

nox ; or if the Declenfion is Northern, which it is

from
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from the Vernal to the Autumnal Equinox, fubftract

it from the Meridian Altitude : And thus you have the

Height of the Æquator, which fubftracted from 90

degrees, leaves remaining the Latitude fought for.

The fame is the Operation in the Night time with

respect to the Stars that are Southern or Northern

without fetting, as in the cafe of the Stars near the

Pole that's elevated above the Horizon. As foon as

Night is come take the Meridian Altitude of fuch a

Star, and 12 Hours after in the Morning take the Me-

ridian Altitude of the fame Star ; then add theſe two

Altitudes together, and half the fum gives the Elevati

on of the Pole upon the Horizon.

PROBLEM IV.

To know the Length of the longest Summer Day at a

certain Place of the Earth, the Latitude of which is

- known.

Toknow, for example, at Paris, where the Elevati-

on of the Pole is about 49 degrees,the longeſt Sum-

mer Day, which is of equal extent to the longeſt Win-

F

M
E

P

A D N H

ter Night. Deſcribe at pleaſure from the Center D

the Semicircle ABC, and upon one fide of it take the

Arch CE ofthe Elevation ofthe Pole upon the Horizon,

which
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which in this Example is 49 degrees ; and on the other

fide the Arch AF of the Complement of the Elevation

of the Pole, which in this fuppofition is 41 degrees ;

then draw from the Center D to the Points E, F, the

Lines DE, DF , the firft of which DE will repreſent the

Circle of fix Hours, and the fecond DF the Equator,

taking the Circle ABC for the Meridian of the Place

propos'd, and the Diameter AC for the Horizon, ac-

cording to the Rules of the Orthographick Projection

ofthe Sphere.

This done take the Arch FB of the greateft Declina-

tion ofthe Sun, which is about 23 degrees and a half ;

and having drawn from the Point B parallel to the

Line DF, the Line BH, which here cuts the Circle of

fix Hours at the Point G, and the Horizon at the

Point H ; defcribe from the Point G as a Center thro

the Point B, the circular Arch BI, which is terminated

in I by the Line HI parallel to the Line DE, or per-

pendicular to the Line BH. This Arch BI is here 120

degrees, or an Arch of 8 Hours, reckoning 1 Hour for

15 degrees, the double of which gives us to know that

at Paris and at all other places where the Pole is ele-

vated upon the Horizon 49 degrees, the longeft Sum-

mer Day, or the longeft Winter Night, is 16 Hours.

;

The Arch BI being 120 degrees or 8 Hours, fhews

that the Sun fets on the longeft Summer Day, or rifes

on the shortest Winter Day, at 8 a- clock
and con-

fequently that it rifes on the longeſt Summer Day, and

fers on the shorteft Winter Day, at 4 a- clock ; which

happens when the Sun is in the Summer or Winter

Tropick. And by the fame method may we find the

Hour of the rifing and fetting of the Sun, when 'tis in

any other Sign of the Zodiack, for example, in the be-

ginning of and of " , provided we know how to

defcribe the Parallel of that Sign, which is done after

the following manner.
1

Having drawn from the Center D which repreſents

the Point of the Eaftern and Western Equinoctial, to

the Point B, which reprefents the Solftice Point of

or of VS, the Line DB, which by confequence repre-

fents a Quadrant of the Eclyptick, and having taken

upon the Meridian or the Colurus of the Solftices ABC,

the Arch BK of 60 degrees, which is the diftance of

the propos'd Sign, from the beginning of reprefented

by
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by the Point B, becauſe we fuppofe the Colurus of the

Solftices agrees with the Meridian ; draw from the

Point Kthe Line KL perpendicular to the LineDB,and

throthe PointLthe Line MN,which repeſents the Paral

lel of Ŏ, and cuts the Horizon AC at N, and the Axis

ofthe World DE at O ; from which Point, as a Cen-

ter, defcribe thro the PointMthe Arch MS, which will

be terminated in P bythe Line NP parallel to the

Line DE, or perpendicular to the Line MN ; and this

Arch NP being reduced to Hours, after knowing its

degrees and minutes, will givethe Hour inquir'd after.

The Arch FM is the Declination of the propos'd Remark.

Sign, the diftance of which to the neareſt Equinox

is fuppos'd to be 30 degrees ; the Arch DN is the ori-

ental or occidental Amplitude of the fame Sign, with

refpect tothe Horizon AC, whichwefuppofed to be 49

degrees oblique ; and the Arch ON is the afcenfional

difference, which fhews what ſpace of Time, the Sun

(being in the propos'd Sign) rifes or fets before or after

fix a-clock upon the fame Horizon Thefe Arches are

Geometrically calculated in this Figure ; but a more

exact computation may be had by Trigonometry, after

the following manner.

To know first of all the Arch FM, fuppofing the

Arch FB or the Angle FDB, that is, the Obliquity of

the Eclyptick, to be 23. 30' : Obferve the following

Analogy, in which we ufe Logarithms, theſebeing ve-

ry convenient in Spherical Trigonometry.

As the whole Sine

To the Sine ofthe distance between

100000000

the Sign propos'd, and the nearest Equinox 96989700

So is the Sine of the Obliquity of

the Ecliptick

To the Sine of the Declenfion

ought for

96006997

92996697

Which will be found 11 degrees 30 minutes.

For the Amplitude DN, obferve the Declension

sound but now, and make the following Analogy :

X As
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As the Sine of the Complement to the

Height of the Pole

To the Sine ofthe Declenfionfound

So is the whole Sine

To the Sine of the Amplitude

98169429

92996 697

100000000

94827268fought for

Which will come to 17 degrees and about 41 minutes.

To find the Afcenfional Difference NO, take in a-

gain the Declenfion found, and make the following

Analogy :

As the whole Sine

To the Tangent ofthe Declension

1000Q0000

found 93084626

So is the Tangent of the Elevation

of the Pole 100608369

To the Sine of the Afcenfional

93692995Difference

Which comes to 13 degrees and 32 minutes ; and theſe

being reduced to time (by faying, if 15 degrees give

1 hour, or 60 minutes, how much will be given by

13. 32. or 812.) fhew that the Sun, when in the be-

ginning of or of my fets at 6 a-clock and 54 mi-

nutes, and by confequence rifes at 5 and 6 minutes.

PROBLEM V.

To find the Climate of a propos'd Part of the Earth, the

Latitude of which is known.

BY
Y aClimate we mean a ſpace of the Earth, in the

form ofa Zone or Girdle,terminated by two Circles

parallel to one another and to the Equator ; in which

Ipace, from the Parallel neareft the Equator to that

towards the Pole, the longeft Summer's Day varies,

that is, increaſes or decreaſes, half an Hour.

In regard the Climates are reckon'd from the Æqua-

tor, under which ' tis always twelve Hours Day and

12 HoursNight, towards one of the Poles ; and thoſe

whoare remote from the Æquator have above 12 Hours

in theirlongeft Day,and ftill the more the remoter they

are
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are ; it followsthat thefirft Climate terminates,wherethe

longeft Day is 12 Hours and a half ; the ſecond where

the longeft Day is 13 Hours, and fo on , to the termi

nation of the 24th Climate, where the longeft Day is

24 Hours which happens under the Polar Arctick or

Antarctick Circle,the Elevation of the Pole being there

66. 30' . Beyond that we reckon no Climates, becauſe

in advancing never fo little further towards the Pole,

the longeſt Day increaſes more than half an Hour ; and

upon that Confideration the Moderns have added to

the 24 Climates above-mention'd , fix of another Na-

ture, from the Polar Circle to the Pole, in each of

which the longeſt Day increaſes a whole Month.

Thus, to know in what Climate is any propos'd

Place of the Earth, the Latitude of which is known;

we need only to find by the fore-going Problem the

longeſt Summer's Day, and from that fubftract twelve

Hours ; forthe Remainder doubled gives the Climate.

For example, at Paris, where the Elevation of the

Pole is 49 degrees, the longeſt Summer's Day is 16

Hours, from which if you take 12 , the Remainder is

4, the double of which 8 fhews that Paris lies in the

eighth Climate.

As the Longitudes diftinguifh the moft Oriental or

Occidental Countries, and Latitudes the bearings to

South or North ; fo the Climates diftinguish Coun-

tries by the length or fhortness of their Days. For by

the knowledge of the Climate, we may eafily find the

longeſt Summer's Day by an Operation contrary to the

preceding, viz. by adding 12 to half the number ofthe

Climate, the fam of which Addition is the quantity of

the longeft Day. Thus knowing that Paris is in the

8th Climate, I add 4 the half of 8, to 12, and fo

learn that 16 Hours is the meaſure of the longeft Sum-

merDay at Paris.

Xi PR Oj
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PROBLEM VI.

To find the Extent of a Degree of a great Circle of the

Earth.

Suppofing the Earth to be round and its Center the

fame withthat of the World, a degree of one of its

Circles will anfwer to a degree of the like correfpond-

ing Circle in the Heavens ; and fo when a Perfon goes

a degree ofthe Earth upon the fame Meridian, direct-

ly South or North, his Zenith alters likewiſe to the

extent ofa degree in the Heavens under the correſpond-

ing Celeſtial Meridian ; and by confequence the Ele-

vation of the Pole is a degree alter'd . In like manner,

if one travels a degree of the Earth on the Equator

directly Eaft or Weft, his Zenith is a degree different

from what it was under the Celeſtial Equator, and

confequently the Longitude is changed to the extent of

a degree.

ons.

This Alteration being obferv'd by the repeated Ex-

perience offeveral Aftronomers in different parts of the

Earth, we may from thence conclude that the Earth is

round from South to North, and likewife from Faft to

Weft ; and that ' tis feated in the Center of the World,

or at least in the middle of the Celestial circumvoluti-

From the fame Obfervation we learn the man-

ner of finding in Leagues or any other Meaſure the

quantity of a Degree of one of its great Circles, which

are all equal, viz. by pitching upon two Places of the

Earth fruate under the fame great Circle, for example

under the fame Meridian,the mutual diftance ofwhich

and their reſpective Latitudes are exactly known ; forif

we fubftract the leaft of the two Latitudes from the

greateft, we have the Arch of their common Meridian

intercepted between the propos'd Places. By this means

we learn that a certain number of Degrees and Mi-

nutes of a great Circle of the Earth, anſwers to a cer-

tain number of Leagues, which is fufficient to fhewus

the extent of a Degree of the fame great Circle , and

even the whole Circumference of the Earth ; fince we

may argue by the Rule of three direct , If fo many

Degrees and Minutes anfwer to fo many Leagues,

how

1
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how many Leagues will one Degree anfwer ; or 360

Degrees, if you want to know the whole Circuit of

the Earth?

Let's fuppofe that two Places pitch'd upon, are Paris

and Dunkirk, fituate under the fame Meridian, and

diftant from one another about 62 Parifian Leagues,

of2000 Toifes each ; The Latitude of Paris is 48. 51'.

which fubftracted from that of Dunkirk, viz. 51. 1 '.

leaves remaining 2. 10' . or 130 Minutes for the Arch

of the Meridian comprehended between Paris and Dun-

kirk. Now I know that an Arch of a great Circle of

the Earth of 130 Minutes is 62 Leagues ; and in order

to know from thence how many Leagues go to a De

gree or 60 Minutes of the fame Circle, I multiply theſe

60 Minutes by 62 the diſtance between Paris and Dun-

kirk, and divide the Product 3720 by 130 (the number

of Minutes of the Arch of the Meridian common to

both Places) and the Quotient gives about 28 Paris

Leagues for the extent of a Degree of a great Circle

of the Earth.

I faid, about 28 Leagues ; upon the confideration

that the Gentlemen of the Royal Academy of Sciences

have found by Experiments that a Degree ofthe Earth

is 57060 Toifes of the Chatelet meaſure at Paris ;

which 57060 Toifes, amount to a little more than 28

Parifian Leagues of 2000 Toiles each, as appears by

dividing 57060 by 2000, for the Quotient is 28, with

a Remainder of 1060 to be divided by 2000, which

makes about half a League.

A Toife of the Chatelet of Paris is divided into 6

Foot, and if you divide that Foot into 1440 parts, the

Rheinland or Leyden Foot will contain 1390 of ' em,

the London Foot 1350, the Boulogne Foot 1686, and

the Florence Fathom 2582.

PROBLEM VII.

To know the Circumference, the Diameter, the Surface,

and the Soldity of the Earth.

THO' we can't actually meaſure the Circumference

of the Earth, by reafon of the high Mountains and

vaft Seas, which can't be brought into a ſtraight Line ;

X 3 yet
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yet we may eafily adjuft it bythe Rules ofAftronomy ;

as wellas its Diameter,Surface and Solidity,by the Prin-

ciples of Geometry ; as I am now about to fhew you.

Firft of all, to know the Circumference of the

Earth ; having found by the foregoing Problem that a

Degree ofthis Circumference is 28 Parifian Leagues,

we multiply theſe 28 Leagues by 360, that is, the

number of Degrees of the Circumference of the Earth,

and the Product gives 10080 Parifian Leagues for the

Circuit ofthe Earth.

In the fecond Place ; To find the Diameter of the

Earth, or the diſtance from us to our Antipodes : Con-

fidering that the Diameter of a Circle is to its Circum-

ference, as rop to 314, or as 50 to 157 , and that the

Circumference of the Earth is already found to be

10080 Paris Leagues, I multiply thefe 10080 Leagues

by 50, and divide the Product 504000 by 157 , and

the Quotient gives 3210 Leagues for the Diameter of

the Earth.

In the third place ; To find in fquare Leagues the

Surface of the Earth, we need only to multiply its

Circumference, 10080 Leagues, by its Diameter, 3210

Leagues , and the Product gives 32356800 fquare

Leagues upon the Surface of the Earth.

In the last place ; To find in Cubical Leagues the

Solidity of the Earth, we multiply its Surface, viz.

32356800 fquare Leagues, by 535 thefixth part of its di-

ameter (3210) and the Product bringsus 17310888000

cubical Leagues for the Solidity of the Earth.

Inthe foregoing Operations, we over-look'd the Fra-

ctions of the Diameter of the Earth, which gave us

the Surface fomewhat imperfect, and the Solidity yet

more imperfect. But ifyou want to have the Surface

and the Solidity more exactly, without having recourfe

to the Diameter of the Earth, mind only the Circum-

ference ofthe Earth, which came precifely to 10080

Parifian Leagues, and proceed as follows,

Firft, to find the Surface of the Earth, the Circumfe-

rence of which is 10080 Leagues, multiply 10080 inte

it felf, and thus you have its Square 101606400, and

that multiplied by 50 gives the Product 5080320000 ,

which Product divided by 157 yields in the Quotient

32356814fquare Leaguesfor the Surface ofthe Earth.

Again,
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Again, for the Solidity of the Earth, multiply its

Circumference 10080 into it felf, and fo you have its

Square 101606400, which multiplied bythe Circum-

ference again gives its Cube 1024192512000, and this

multiplied once more by 1250 yields the Product

1280240640000000 ; and this Product divided by

73947 gives in the Quotient 17312949004 Cubical

Leagues for the Solidity of the Earth.

COROLLARY I

Since the Circumference of the Earth is 10080

Leagues, we may readily infer from thence, that if

the Earth moves round its Axis from Weft to Eaſt, ſo

as to finish its Circumvolution in the ſpace of24 hours,

a place upon the Earth fituate under the Equatorwhich

is a great Circle, muft run by vertue of the Motion of

the Earth420 Leagues in an Hour ; for 10080 divided

by 24, yields 420 in the Quotient : And 420 divided

by 60 yields in the Quotient 7, which fhews that the

place propofed muft run 7 Leagues in a Minute of

Time.

COROLLARY II.

Since the Diameter ofthe Earth is 3210Leagues, we

conclude that its Semidiameter or the diftance of its

Center from its Surface is 1605 Leagues. i. c. the half

of 3210. From whence this Confequence do's natural-

ly arife, That, If 'twere poffible to dig a deep Well to

the Center of the Earth, the depth of that Well wou'd

be 1605 Leagues or 3210000 Toifes, as appears by

multiplying 1605 by 2000, the number of Toifes in

a Parifian League.

COROLLARY III.

Since a Well as deep as the Center of the Earth

wou'd be 3210000 Toifes, in depth, we may from

thence calculate the time that a Stone or any other Bo-

dy thrown from the furface of the Earth down this

Well, which is fuppofed to be empty, we may calcu-

late, I fay, the time that a Stone thus thrown wou'd

Spend in reaching to the bottom, provided we do but

X 4 know
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Remark.

know by any folid Experiment in what meaſure of

time a heavy Body falling freely in the Air, flies thro

a determin'd fpace.

Suppoſe we that in a Minute of Time a heavy Body

is found to defcend 100 Toiſes ; now to find the time

requifite for defcending 3210000o Toifes in the fame

Medium, we multiply 3210000 by the fquare of the

Time known, that is, I the fquare of 1 Minute ; and

divide the Product 3210000 by 100 the ſpace run thro

in a Minute ; and the Quotient is 32100, the fquare

Root of which is 179 Minutes, which make almoſt

3 Hours, for the Time that the fame heavy Body will

imploy in defcending to the Center of the Earth.

Here we ſhall oblerve by the bye, that if this We

were continued to the Antipodes, fo as to make a tho-

rough Perforation in the Earth , the Body thrown

down the Well from the furface of the Earth , wou'd

not stop on a fudden at the Center of the Earth, tho

indeed that be the loweft place ; for the great velocity

of the Motion with which ' tis carried to the Center,

wou'd throw it beyond the Center, and make it reaſ-

cend towards the Antipodes with a Motion that wou'd

gradually flacken, and nearthe Surface ofthe Antipodes

part ofthe Earth wou'd entirely ceafe, upon which the

Body wou'd fall back again and over-reach the Center

ofthe Earth advancing towards us ; infomuch that for

fometime abſtracting from the refiſtance of the Air, this

heavy Body wou'd continue to move to and fro, by ſe-

veral Vibrations, almoſt of equal duration, tho' ftill

leffer and leffer, till at laft the Mobile finds a Refting-

place in the Center of the Earth.

All we have faid of the menfuration of the Earth,

goes upon the fuppofition of its being perfectly round ;

tho' indeed ftrictly (peaking ' tis not fo, by reafon ofthe

height of the Mountains, which is only confiderable

with refpect to us, for with refpect to the Earth it felf

' tis very inconfiderable ; as appears from the following

Table taken by Father Kircher, which lays down in

Geometrical Paces the heighth of the moft confiderable

Mountains in the World, as far as we are able to

judge of it by the length of their Shadows.

Mount
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Mount Pelion in Theffaly

Mount Olympus in Theffaly

Catalyrium

Cyllenon

1250

1269

1680

1875

Mount Etna, or Mount Gibel in Sicily 4000

The Mountains of Norway

The Peek of the Canaries

Mount Hemus in Thrace

Mount Atlas in Mauritania

Mount Caucafus in the Indies

600a

10000

10000

15000

15000

The Mountains of the Moon 15000

Mount Athos between Macedonia and

Thrace
1 20000

Stolp, the higheft of the Ryphean Moun-

tains in Scythia. 25000

Caffius
28000

PROBLEM VIII.

To knowthe extent of a Degree of a propos'd Small Circle

of the Earth.

AF

Fter finding by the 6th Problem the extent of a

Degree of a great Circle of the Earth, you may

eafily take the meaſure of a Degree of a fmall Circle,

for example of a Circle parallel to the Equator, which

we commonly call barely a Parallel ; this, I fay, you

may eaſily meaſure, provided the diftance of the Paral-

lel fromthe Equator is known. This is ofuſeto Geo-

graphers imployed in drawing Chorographical Maps

and laying down the diftances of two Places of the

Earth fituate under the fame Parallel , that is, equidi-

ftant fromthe Equator.

Suppoſe
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Suppoſe one wants to know the meaſure of a De-

gree of the Parallel of Paris, which is about 49 De-

grees diftant from the Equator, and the quantity

of a degree ofthe Equator to be 28 Leagues, we draw

the Line AB of what Length we pleaſe, for one De-

gree of the Equator, and divide it into 28 equal parts,

each of which repreſents a League ; then we defcribe

from the Extremity A, diftance B, an Arch of a Circle

49 Degrees ; and draw from the Point C the Line

CD perpendicular to the Line AB ; and in regard this

Line CD cuts off from the Line AB, the Part AD con-

tainingabout 18 Leagues, we conclude,that one Degree

of a Parallel diftant from the Equator 49 Degrees is

18 Parifian Leagues. This Meafure may be taken

with greater facility and exactnefs, by Trigonometry,

after the following manner.

B

E

D

F

K

H

I

Let AB be

the Axis of the

World, of which

A and B are

the two Poles ,

and ACBD one

of the two Colu-

Fus's: Let CFD

be the Equator,

and GHI the Pa-

rallel , of which

the Diameter GI

is perpendicular

to
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to the Axis AB, and DI or CG its diftance from the

Æquator is fuppos'd to be 49 Degrees, in which cafe

the Complement AG or AI will be 41 Degrees.

'Tis evident that with respect to the whole Sine CE

the Semidiameter GK is the Sine of the Arch AG the

Complement of the diftance of the Parallel. 'Tis e-

qually evident, that, CE the Semidiameter of the E-

quator, or the whole Sine, is to its Circumference, as

GKthe Semidiameter of the Parallel or the Sine ofthe

Complement of the diftance of that Parallel is to its

Circumference ; and confequently that the whole Sine

is to a Degree of the Equator, as the Sine of the

Complement of the diſtance of the Parallel is to a De-

gree of that Parallel ; and forafmuch as a Degree of

the Equator is known to be 28 Parifian Leagues, the

following Analogy will fhew how many fuch Leagues

are in a Degree of the Parallel.

As the whole Sine

To a Degree ofthe Equator

So is the Sine of the Complement of the

diftance of the Parallel from the Equator

To a Degree of that Parallel

100000

28

65606

18

Having thus difcover'd the quantity of a Degree of

the Parallel of Paris, you may eafily know, if you

will, the whole Circumference of that Parallel,by mul-

tiplying the found quantity 18 by 360, or, which is

more exact, by the following Analogy :

As the whole Sine

To the Circumference ofthe Earth

So is the Sine ofthe Complement of the

diftance of the Parallelfrom the Equator

To the Circumference of the Parallel

100000

10080

-65606

6613

Here you fee the Circumference of the Parallel of

Paris, is about 6613 Parifian Leagues ; from whence

it follows, that if the Earth moves, the City of Paris or

any other Point under the fame Parallel travels from

Weft to Eaft 6613 Leagues in 24 Hours, and confe-

quently 275 Leagues in one Hour, and about 4 Leagues

and a half in a Minute of Time.

PRO-
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PROBLEM IX.

To find the distance of two propos'd places of the Earth,

the Longitudes and Latitudes of which are known.

THIS Problem may fall under three different Ca-

les ;
for the two propos'd places may be under

one Parallel, having the fame Latitude, and different

Longitudes : Or under one Meridian , having the

fame Longitude, but different Latitudes : Or elfe un-

der different Parallels and different Meridians, having

both Latitudes and Longitudes different. Of each of

thefe Cafes apart.

For the firft Cafe ; if the two propos'd places are

under the fame Parallel, as Cologn and Maftricht, the

Parallel of which is diftant from the Equator North

50. 50 : Cologn lies more to the Eaft than Maftricht

by 6 Minutes of time, which are equivalent to 1. 30'

of the Equator, or of the Parallel, under which theſe

two Cities are fituate ; as appears by the Operation

upon this Queftion ; if 1 Hour or 60 Minutes, are

equivalent to 15 Degrees, what Degrees do 6 Minutes

anſwer to? Now the Arch of the Parallel intercept-

ed between Cologn and Maftricht being 1.37' , which

upon the Equator is 42 Parifian Leagues (a Degree

there being 28 Leagues as above) it remains to fee

by the following Analogy, how many fuch Leagues

are in this Arch of the Parallel that is 50. 50' diſtant

from the Æquator, i. e. what is the diftance of the

two propos'd places.

As the whole Sine,

To the Equivalent of 1. 30′ upon the

Equator,

So is the Sine of the Complement of the

diftance ofthe Parallelfrom the Equator,

To the diftance in queftion.

'100000

42

63158

26

Thus you fee the diſtance between Cologn and Ma-

firicht is 26 Parifian Leagues and a half.

As to the fecond Cafe ; if the two propos'd places

are under the fame Meridian, as Paris, the Latitude

of
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of which is 48. 51 ' . and Amiens, the Latitude of

which is 49. 54. The Latitude ofParis being the leaft,

fubftract it (viz. 48. 51 '. ) from 49. 54' . the Latitude

of Amiens ; and the Remainder 1. 3'. is the Arch of

the Meridian taken in between Paris and Amiens ;·

which convert into Leagues, by working this Quefti-

on, by the Rule of Three. If one Degree or 60

Minutes of a great Circle of the Earth is equivalent

to 28 Parifian Leagues, what is 1.3' . or 63 Minutes ;

the anſwer of which is 29 Leagues.

In the laſt Cafe ; if the two propos'd places differ

both in Longitude and Latitude, as Paris and Con-

ftantinople, which laft lies 29. 30'. more Eaft, and

7. 45'. more South than Paris ; imagine a great Cir-

cle to pass thro' theſe two Cities, and the Arch ofthe

Circle comprehended between 'em will be found after

the following manner.

G
N

KH

BE

M

D

A

Let ABCD be the firſt Meridian , and BD the Aqua-

tor equally diftant from the two Poles A and C.

Let AEC be the Meridian of Paris, and GHI its

Parallel, the Point H repreſenting Paris. Let AFC

be the Meridian of Conftantinople, and KLM its Pa-

rallel, the Point L repreſenting Conftantinople. Let

HL bethe Arch of the great Circle NHLO, that paf-

fes thro' the two propofed places H and L.

This
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This Arch HL may be known by Trigonometry

in the oblique angled fpherical Triangle HCL, of

which we know the fide HC (the Complement of

EH the Latitude of Paris , or of. 48. 51 '.) to be 41. 9'.

and the fide CL (the Complement of FL, the Lati-

tude of Conftantinople, i . e. of 41. 6'. ) to be 48. 54'.

And the Angle comprehended HCL (or the difference

of the Longitudes BCE, BCF, of the two propos'd

places H, and L) to be 29. 30'.

Now to find the fide or diftance HL firft in De-

grees and Minutes, draw from the Angle H the Arch

of a great Circle HP perpendicular to the oppoſite

fide CL, and make theſe two Analogies :

As the whole Sine

To the Sine of the Complement of

the Angle HCL

So isthe Tangent ofthefide HC

To the Tangent ofthe Segment CP.

100000000

99396968

99414585

99811553

which you will find to be 37. 25'. and that being fub-

ftracted from the Baſe CL or from 48. 54'. leaves a

Remainder of 11. 29' . for the other Segment LP,

Remark,

As the Sine of the Complement of the

Segment CP 98999506

To the Sine of the Complement ofthe

Segment LP 99912184

So is the Sine of the Complement of the

9876789

Tothe Sine ofthe Complement of the

99680567

fide HC

fide HL.

which you will find to be 21. 42'. and theſe you'reto

reduce to Parifian Leagues by the Rule of Three,

faying, If one Degree or 60 Minutes of a great Cir-

cle of the Earth is equivalent to 28 Parifian Leagues ;

what is the equivalent of 21.42' . or 1302 Minutes ?

So you learn that Paris is diftant from Conftantinople

607 Leagues.

When the two places propos'd lie at a confiderable

diſtance one from another, as in this Example, we

may without any Calculation find that diftance with

almoft equal exactnefs, in Degrees and Minutes of a

great
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great Circle of the Earth, by the Orthographical Pro-

jection of the Sphere, as I am now about to shew

you .

Ꮟ

H

I

A E

Deſcribe from the Center A, with what extent of

the Compaffes you pleaſe , the Semicircle BCDE,

which thall ftand for the Meridian of Paris. Take

upon that Semicircle the Arch BF of 48. 51 ' . fuch being

the Latitude of Paris, fo that F will reprefent the place

where Paris ftands, to which you draw from the Cen-

ter A the Radius AF.

Take upon the fame Semicircle the Arches BC,

ED, each of 'em 41. 6'. fuch being the Latitude of

Conftantinople, and draw the Line CD which will re-

preſent the Parallel of Conftantinople, and upon that

Parallel you may determine the place where Conftan-

tinople lies, after the following manner.

Having defcrib'd round CD as Diameter, the Se-

micircle CGD, take upon its Circumference theArch

CG of 29. 30' . fuch being the difference of the Lon-

gitudes of Paris and Conftantinople, and draw from

the Point G the Line GH Perpendicular to the Dia-

meter CD, and fo you have H for the place where

Conftantinople ftands. From this Point H draw the

Line HI perpendicular to the Line AF, and by mea-

furingthe Arch FI , you'll find the diftance fought for

to be about 22 Degrees.

Here we took BC the Latitude of Conftantinople in

the fame Hemiſphere with BF the Latitude of Paris,

with refpect to the Line BE, which reprefents the

Equator ; becauſe theſe two Cities are in North La-

titude.
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titude. But ifone had been in South Latitude, as Per-

nambouc in Brafil, the South Latitude of which 7.40'.

it behoved us to have taken the Arch BC of 7. 40 .̊

on the other fide of BEthe Equator, and then go on

as before, making the Arch CG 44. 15'. that being

the difference of the Latitudes of Paris and Pernam-

bouc ; and fince the Arch FI is about 70 Degrees, if

we reduce thefe 70 Degrees into Leagues, by multi-

plying 70 by 28, we have 1960 Parifian Leagues for

the diftance between Paris and Pernambouc

F I

A
UB

G

When the distance of the two propos'd places is not

very confiderable, fuch as that of Lions from Geneva,

the latter of which is 36 Minutes North of the first,

the Latitude of Lions being 45. 46'. and that of Ge-

neva 46. 22'. and likewife 6 Minutes of time Baft of

Lions, which is equivalent to 1. 30'. upon the Equa-

tor: In this Cafe, I fay, the foregoing Method, tho

good in it felf, will not fucceed ; and therefore the

following will do better, which, tho' not Geometri-

cal, will be liable to no fenfible failure in a ſmall di-

ítance.

Having drawn the Line AB divided into what equal

Parts, and ofwhat Magnitude you pleaſe, repreſenting

Leagues, draw perpendicular to it the Line AC of 17

Leagues taken upon the Scale AB, fuch being the dif-

ference
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ference of the Latitudes, which we found to be 36

Minutes, andtheſe reduced to Leagues, making about

17 Leagues.

C
29
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5 10 IS 20 25 30 35B

This done, add together the Latitudes of the two

propos'd places , namely , 45. 46' . and 46. 22 ' . and

take half their Sum 92. 8'. in order to have the mean

Latitude 46. 4. with refpect to which you'll find by

Problem 8. the quantity of an Arch of 1. 30' . that be-

ing the difference of the Longitudes of the two places

propofed. Now this extent of the Arch comes to

about 29 Parifian Leagues, and therefore you're to

drawfrom the Point C, parallel to the Line AB, the

Right Line CD containing 29 of the parts of the

Scale AB ; and then to take upon the fame Scale AB

the length of the Line AD, which proving to be 34

Parts, fhews that Lions is, in a ftraight Linefrom Gene

va, about 34 Parifian Leagues.

Forasmuch as the Triangle ACDis Right Angled

at C, and the fide ACis 17 Parts, and the other fide

CD 29, we compute the Hypothenufe AD or the di-

ftance inquir'd for, by adding 289 the Square of the

fide AC to 841 the Square of the fide CD, and ex-

tracting the fquare Root of the Sum 1130 , which

brings us almoft 34 Parifian Leagues for the length of

the Line AD, or the diftance of the two places, A

being taken for Lions, D for Geneva, and the Line

AD forthe Arch of a great Circle that runs through

Y both
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boththe Places ; for the Line AC reprefents the diffe-

rence of their Latitudes, or the diftance of their Paral-

lels, and the Line CD the mean difference of their

Longitudes or Meridians.

PROBLEM X.

To defcribe the Curve-Line, that a Ship in the Sea would

defcribe in fteering its courfe upon the fame Rumbof

the Compass.

Et's fuppofe the Arch AB, the Center of which is

C, to be the Quadrant of the Circumference of

the Terreftrial Equator, fo that C will reprefent one

of the twoPoles of the World, and all the ftraight

D
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Lines drawn from the Center C to the Divifions of

the Arch AB, as CD , CE, CF, &c. will reprefent

many Meridians. Le
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Let's fuppofe at the fame time, that a Ship fets out

from the Point A of the Equator, the Meridian of

which is AC, with intent to go to G by the Rumb

AH, which makes with the Meridian AC an Angle

CAH, fuppofed here to be 60 Degrees, which is call'd

the Inclination of the Loxodromy. Now, 'tis evident

that if the Veffel fets its Head always to the fame

Point, that is, if, when ' tis at H under the Meridian

AD, it continue the fame courfe by the Rumb or

Vertical Point HI inclin'd to the Meridian AD to the

extent of the fame Angle of 60 Degrees, fo that the

Angle CHI will likewife be 60 Degrees ; the three

Points A, H, I, are not in a ſtraight Line. In like

manner if the fame Ship continues its courſe from I,

under the Meridian CE to K, which makes with the

Meridian CE, the Angle CIK alfo of 60 Degrees ;

the three Points, H,I,K, are not in a ſtraight Line, and

fo on till you come to L upon the laft Meridian CB.

From hence we readily conclude, that the Line

AHIKL, defcrib'd by the Ship in fteering ftill to the

fame Point, which is call'd the Loxodromick Line, or

barely the Loxodromy, is a Curve-line that always falls

off from the Point G the intended Port, and imitates

the figure of a Spiral Line, which, as you fee ap-

proaches ftill nearer and nearer to the Pole C.

If you divide the Loxodromick Line AKL into feve- Remark

ral Parts, fo fmall that they may pals for ftraight

Lines, as AH, HI, IK, &c. and if you run through

the points of Divifion as many Parallels or Circles of

Latitude, all theſe Circles will be equidiftant from one

another, fo that the Arches of the Meridians, DH,

MI, NK, &c. will be mutually equal, as well as

the Correfponding Arches AD, HM, IN, &c. not in

Degrees, but in Leagues, by reafon of the equality of

the Rectilineal Right-angled Triangles, ADĤ, HMI,

INK, &c.

When you know the time spent in running upon

the fame Rumb with a favourable Wind, a very ſmall

Loxodromy; and confequently know the Arch AD

which is easily reduced to Leagues, allowing 28 to a

Degree ; and if at H you take the Elevation of the

Pole or the Latitude DH, which is alſo eaſily redu-

ed to Leagues : You may eafily compute how far

you have run between A and H, by adding toge-

Y 2 ther
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ther the Squares of the Lines AD, DH, and extract-

ing the fquare Root of the Sum.

Tis vifible that the Loxodromy is a ftraight Line

when there's no Angle of Inclination, that is, when

the Ship fails North and South, or keeps to the North

and South Rumb mark'd upon the Compafs, when

the Needle do's not decline ; for in that cafe the Vef-

fel advancing upon the Meridian Line, muft needs de

fcribe a ftraight Line, it being the common Section of

the Meridian and the Horizon.

The fame will happen, when a Ship under the Ce-

leftial Equator, or one of its Parallels, fets its Head"

and Sails due Eaft or Weft, fo that the Inclination

of the Loxodromy will be 90 Degrees ; for in that

cafe the Veffel defcribes either a Terreftrial Æquator

or one of its Parallels which make with the Meridi-

ans right Angles.

In fine, tis vifible, That, as we faid before,

a Veffel failing upon the fame oblique Rumb, fo that

the Inclination of the Loxodromy makes an oblique,

(i.e. an acute or oblufe) Angle ; it defcribes upon the

furface of the Sea, a Curve-line, fuch as AKL, in

fteering from A to G, in the oblique Courſe AH ;

for the terreftrial Meridians CA, CD, CE, CF, &c.

are not parallel one to another ; and certain it is,

that if they were parallel, inftead of defcribing the

Curve-line AKL, which with theſe Meridians makes

equal Angles, 'twould defcribe the ſtraight Line AG

and that would make with the fame Meridians equal

Angles.

This Curve-line AKL reſembles that which would

be defcrib'd by a heavy Body, as a Stone, falling from

the furface of the Earth to its Center, if it be true

thatthe Earth moves round its Axis from Weft to Eaſt

asI am now about to ſhew you.

PRO
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PROBLEM XI.

To reprefent the Curve-line, that by vertue of the Moti-

on of the Earth, a heavy Body would defcribe in fal-

ing freelyfrom the upper Surface to the Center of the

Earth.

ET Abe the Center of the Earth, and the Arch

BC, part of its Circumference, which the Point

B runs over by vertue of the Motion of the Earth in

certain fpace of Time, as going in equal portions of

ime thro' the equal Arches BD, DF, FG, HK,

KC.

Upon, this Suppofition, the Semidiameter of the

Earth will in the firſt portion of time take the Situa-

tion AD, and the Stone which was in B, will be de-

Aas

σ

5

m

H

G

1
2E

K

H

F
D B

cended to E, when B arrives atD; in the fecond di-

ifion of Time, Bwill arrive at F, and the Semidia-

eter AB taking its Situation AF, the Stone will be

Y 3
got
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got to G ; and that in fuch a manner, that the part

FG will be 4 when the part DE is 1 , by the nature

of heavy Bodies, which in falling freely from aloft

downwards, acquire in equal portions of time equal "

degrees of Velocity, in running thro' the Spaces that
le

increale as the Squares, 1 , 4, 9 , 16, 25, &c. of the

natural Numbers, 1 , 2, 3 , 4, 5 , &c. thefe Spaces ri-

fing gradually according to the odd Numbers, 1 , 3 ,

5,7,9, &c. and therefore at the third Divifion of

Time, when the Point B will be got to H, the Dia-

meter AB will ftand as AH, and the Stone will be

got down to I, and the part HI will be 9 ; and at

the fourth Divifion when the Point B is arriv'd at K,

the Semidiameter AB will ftand as AK, and the Stone

will be got to L, the part KL being 16 ; as at the

other Subfequent Divifion, the whole AC will be 25.

Thus the Stone continuing its Defcent, will make the

Curve-line, BEGILA, which by conſequence may be

reprefented after the following manner.

Since the Sum of the firft five odd Numbers, 1 , 3,

5, 7, 9, is the fquare Number 25 , the Root of which

is 5 , divide the Right Line AB into 25 equal parts

of what Magnitude you will, from B to A. From

A as a Center, diftance B, defcribe the Arch of a

Circle BC of what extent you will. Divide this Arch

BC into five equal Parts at the Points D, F, H, K,

and from theſe draw to the Center A the Radius's or

Semidiameters, AD, AF, AH, AK ; upon which you'll

find the Points, E, G, I, L. , of the Curve-line youwant

to defcribe, by taking the part DE equal to one of

the parts of the Line AB, the Line FG equal to four

of its Parts, HI to nine of its Parts, KL to fix-

teen, &c.

PROBLEM XII.

To know when a propos'd Year is Biffextile or Leap

year.

THO
'HO' the Solar Year, or the time that the Sun

takes in going by its proper motion over the

whole Zodiack; is about 365 Days, 5Hours and 49

Minutes ; yet we reckon only 365 Days (excepting

the Leap-year) omittingthe 5 Hours and 49 Minutes,

which
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Thus itwhich are but II Minutes fhort of 6 Hours,

comes, that every common Year is about 6 Hours

too fhort, which in four Years make almoſt a Day ;̀

and that Day weadd or put in between the 23d and

24th of February in every fourth Year, which is fti-

led the Biffextile Year, by reaſon that it confifting

of 366 Days, we are obliged to date Sexto Kalen-

das Martii for two fucceffive Days, otherwife the

Nones and the Ides would be put out of their uſual

places.

Now to know if the Year propos'd is Biffextile ,

divide the number of the Year by 4, and if there re-

mains nought, 'tis a Leap-year, or a Year of 366

Days ; if any thing remains after the Divifion, ' tis

no Leap-year, and confifts only of 365 Days. Thus

we know that the Year 1693 is not Biffextile , for

when we divide it by 4, there remains 3, which

fhews that the third Year after, viz. 1696, will be a

Leap-year.

But after all, 'tis to be obferv'd, that tho' the Di- The Gregori

vifion ofthe Years, 1700, 1800 and 1900 by 4, leaves an Calendar,

no Remainder, yet we must not take them to be Bif-

fextile Years. Now, this is occafion'd by the altera-

tion of the Kalendar made by Pope Gregory XIII. in

1582, upon the Confideration that the fix Hours ad-

ded to every fourth Year, are eleven Minures more

than the due Addition, which in the fpace of four

Centuries amount to three Days more than enough ;

and fo the Compenſation allotted for this Excels, is,

to leave out the Leap-day in each of the three Years,

1700, 1800 and 1900 ; the year 1600 being reckon'd

as Biffextile.

This Reformation of the Calendar made in the

laft Century but one by Pope GregoryXIII, who in the

year 1582 threw out ten Days, there being fo many

grown to a Surplufage from the time of Julius Ca

Jar, who inftituted the Leap-year : This Reformati-

on, I fay, gave rife to the Gregorian Calendar, or the

New Calendar, which the Church of Rome makes uíe

of at present,

In the Sixteenth Century, it being found that thro'

the growing Surplufage above-mention'd, the Vernal

Equinox anticipated the 21st of March 10 Days ; and

that Equinox being the Period upon which depends

Y 4 the

Remark.
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the Regulation of Eafter ; theſe ten Days were not

counted, but the 11th of March was call'd the 21st,

this being the Day of the Vernal Equinox inthe time

of the Council of Nice : So by this Reformation the

Equinoxes and Solftices are fix'd to the fame Days

and fame Months. And ' tis objected againſt the old

Style or Julian Calendar, that if it be continued for

a long process of time, Christmas will fall to be cele-

brated at Midfummer, and the Feſtival of St. John

the Baptift atthe Winter Solstice.

PROBLEM XIII.

To find the Golden Number in any Yearpropos'd.

WE acquainted you in the foregoing Problem,

that the Solar Year confifts of 365 Days,

5 Hours, and 49 Minutes ; and now we come to

tell you, that the Lunar Year or the Sum of twelve

Revolutions of the Moon by its own proper Motion

in the Zodiack, is 354 Days, 8 Hours, and 49 Mi-

nutes ; which you fee is about II Days fhorter than

the Solar Year, and confequently the New Moons

come 11 Days fooner in one than in the preceding

Year.

Thus you fee the Sun and the Moon do not al-

ways finish their Periods at the fame time ; nor do

they always meet in thefame Difpofition, that is, the

New Moons do not return in the fame Months, and

on the fame Days as in another Year, unleſs it be

inthe ſpace of about 19 Years ; I fay, about 19 Tears,

becauſe there wants of that number 1 Hour, 27 Mi-

nutes, and 32 Seconds ; which is but inconfiderable,

for the New Moons anticipated but one Day in 312

Years, which was one of the cauſes of the Reforma-

tion of the Calendar, and of the fubftitution of the

Epacts inthe room of the Golden Number, which is

a period of 19 Years.

This number of 19 Years, atthe end of whichthe

Sun and Moon return to the fame Points they were

joyntly in before , is what we call the Golden Number,

fo cal'd by the Athenians, who received it with fo

much Applaufe, that they order'd it to be put in large

Cha
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Characters of Gold in the middle of the publick place .

It has likewife been call'd the Lunar Cycle, as being

a Period or Revolution of 19 Solar Years, equal to

19 Lunar Years ; twelve of which are Common, as

having twelve Synodical Months a piece, and ſeven

are Embolifmal, i. e. confift of thirteen Moons each

which make in all 235 Moons, at the end of which

the New Moons return on the fame days of the ſame

Months as before.

To find the Golden Number for the year 1693 .

(for inftance ; ) add 1 to the number of the year 1693 ,

and divide the Sum 1694 by 19, and neglecting the

Quotient mind only the Remainder, viz. 3 , which

is the Golden Number for that year. The Reaſon of

that addition of I to the number of years, is, that

in the first year of Chrift, 2 was the Golden Num-

ber.

'Tis evident that when the Golden Number for a Remarks.

year is once found, the addition of 1 will give the

Golden Number of the year next infuing, as the Sub-

ftraction of I will that of the immediately preceding

year.

'Tis equally evident, that all the years which have

the fame Golden Number, have the New Moons on

the fame days of the fame Months. Thus it being

NewMoon Aug. 1. 1693 , of which year 3 is the Gol-

den Number, the New-Moon will happen on the

fame day ofthe fame Month, in the years 1712, 1731 ,

1750, &c. which have alfo 3 for their Golden Num-

ber.

1

PROBLEM XIV.

To find the Epact for a propos'd year,

WE fhew'd you in the foregoing Problem, that

the Solar Year exceeds the Lunar by about

11 Days ; which is the exact cafe, if you compare

the common Solar Year, or what they call the Egyp-

tian Year, viz. 365 Days, with the common Lunar or

354 Days ; for here the exact difference is juft II

Days ; and this difference of 11 Days is call'd the what an

Epact, which being added tothe common Lunar Year, Epact is.

(i. c.
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What a Sy-

nodical

Month.

What we

mean bya

Month.

(i. e. the time of twelve Moons or Synodical Months,

each of which is 29 days and a half ) makes a com-

mon Solar Year.

By a Synodical Month, we underſtand the process of

time from one New-Moon to another, which, as we

intimated above, is, 29 days and a half ; or more

preciſely, 29 Days, 12 Hours, and 44 Minutes, and

which by confequence is 2 days and feven hours lon-

ger than the Periodical Month, i. e. the Revolution

or Period of the Moon by its proper Motion from a

Periodical Point of the Zodiack to the fame Point again ; which

Period extends to 27 Days, 5 Hours, and 44 Mi-

nures, and indeed muft unavoidably be lefs than the

Synodical Month, by reaſon of the proper Motion of

the Sun, by vertue of which it runs in a Periodical

Month about 27 Degrees, which the Moon has ftill

to go before it can reach the Sun, after its return to

the fame Point where it was in conjunction with the

Sunbefore. Nowto travel theſe 27 Degrees,the Moon

requires 2 Day, and 7 Hours, after finiſhing its Period

or Revolution in the Zodiack.

The Synodical Months being each of 'em 29 days

and a half, are found in the Calendar to be alternately

29 and 30 Days. Some beginthe firft Month from the

New-Moon in January, as the Jews of old did from

that in September ; and the Church of Rome begins

it with the Eafter New-Moon, i. e. the next full

Moon after the Vernal Equinox, or upon the day of

that Equinox, which among them is fix'd to the 21st

of March, becauſe the Vernal Equinox (as we inti-

mated above) happened on that day when the Council

of Nice fat.

If the Moon is full before the 21st of March, that

do's not begin the new year, but concludes the former

year; for the first full-Moon or the fourteenth day of

the Moon, muft happen either upon or after the first of

March, in order to adjust the feast of Eafter, which

the Roman Catholicks celebrate the next Sunday after

the New-Moon : From whence it follows, that all

the Moons beginning from the 8th of March, to the

5th of April inclufive, may be Pafchal Moons ; and

confequently the Pafcha or Eafter can't be celebrated

before the 22d of March, nor after the 25th of April ;

and
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and fo it may happen 35 days later in one year than in

another.

To find the Epact of any year (which begins only

in the Month of March) find by the foregoing Pro-

blem, the Golden Number of the year, and after

multiplying that number by 11, (the difference ofthe

Solar and Lunar year) divide the Product by 30, the

number of days in a Synodical Month, and neglecting

the Quotient, mind the Remainder for the Epact

fought for, if the year in queftion was before the Re-

formation of the Calendar, or if you reckon bythe

old ſtile ; but if you reckon by the new, and if the

year propos'd came fince the Reformation of the Ca-

lendar, you muſt ſubſtract from it the 10 days that

Pope Gregory threw out ; nay, if it comes after the

year 1700, you muſt fubftract 11 days, becauſe the

Leap day in the year 1700 is fupprefs'd for reaſons

abovementioned. If the number is fo fmall as not

to admit of that Subſtraction, add 30 to it, and then

Subſtract.

Thus to find the Epact of the year 1693, (accor

ding to the Gregorian Calendar) I multiply its Gol-

den Number, viz. 3 by 11, and divide the Product

33 by 30; the Remainder being 3 , from which I

can't yet fubftract IO, I add 30 to the 3, and from

the Sum 33 fubftract 10, whichleaves 20 for the Epact

of the year.

The old Epact without regard to the Gregorian

Emendation, may be found thus without the trouble

of Divifion. Obferve the top or end, the middle

Joynt and the Root of the Thumb of your left

Hand ; and fix upon 'em theſe different Values, viz.

Letthe top ofyour Thumb be a place of 10, the mid-

dle Joynt of 20 and the Root of o. Now reckon

the Golden Number of the propos'd year upon your

Thumb, beginning with the end or top, reckoning

the end 1 , the middle Joynt 2, the Root 3 , and fo

go over again, the End 4, the middle Joynt 5, the

Root 6, the End 7 , &c. till you come to the Golden

Number ; and if it happens upon the Root, add no-

thing to it, the place of that being adjufted o, if up-

on the middle Joynt add to it 20 , orif upon the End

add 10. The Sum is the Epact ifunder 30 ; ifabove

30throw 30 out ofit, and the remainder is the Epact.

J 'Tis
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Remark,

'Tis evident that when the Epact of a Year is once

found, the addition of 11 will give that of the next,

and i more the next after that, and ſo on ; only you

must take care ftill, to throw out 30 when the Sum is

above 30, and to add 12 inftead of 11 when you have

19 or rather o for the Golden Number.

PROBLEM XV.

To find the Age of the Moon on agiven Day of a Year

propos'd.

To find the Age of the Moon, add to the Epact of
the Year the number of the Months from March

to the Month propos'd inclufive, and fubftractthe Sum

from 30 or from 60 if it furpaffes 30 ; and the Re-

mainder gives you the Day of the Month, on which

'twas New Moon ; fo having that, you may eafily

compute the Age of the Moon on the Day propos'd.

Or, without knowing the Day of the New Moon,

you may find it thus : Add together theſe three, The

Epact ofthe Year Current, the number of the Months

from March inclufive, and the Day ofthe Month pro-

pos'd ; the Sum is the Age of the Moon if not above

if it is, take 30 from it, and the Remainder is

the Age. Thus if the Epact of the Year is 23, and

the 18th of April is the Day propos'd, add 23 and 2

(for the Months of March and April) and 18 ; and

from the Sum 43 fubftract 30 ; the Remainder 13 is

the Age of the Moon.

30 ;

Since the Epact of a Year does not begin but in

March, the way of finding the Age on a certain Day of

a Month of that Year preceding March, is this : Inftead

of the Epact of that Year, take the Epact of the pre-

ceding Year, and fo proceed as above, reckoning the

number of the Months from March incluſive,`January,

for example, 11, &c.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XVI.

To find the Dominical Letter and the Solar Cycle of a

propos'd Year.

Since
Ince the common Year confifts of 365 Days, which

amount to 52 Weeks and a Day, and the Bif-

fextile Year confifts of 366 Days or 52 Weeks and 2

Days ; fince thefeven Days of the Month, call'd Feria,

are reprefented in the new Calendar, by the feven firft

Letters of the Alphabet, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, which

are call'd Dominical Letters, becauſe each of 'em is

employed in their turn to repreſent the Lord's Day :

'Tis evident, that thefe Letters wou'd return in the

fame order every feventh Year, if the order were

not interrupted every fourth Year by the additional

Leap Day ; from whence it comes that they do not

return into the fame order, till after four times (even

Years, i. e. 28 Years ; and that Period is what we

call the Solar Cycle and the Cycle of the Dominical Letter. What the

This Cycle was invented for the ready knowing of the Solar Cycle

Sundays any time of the Year by the Dominical Let-

ter.

To find the Dominical Letter of aYear propos'd , and

withal the Letter for every Day of that Year : Divide

thenumberof the Days elapſed from the first of January

to the Day propos'd inclufive, by 7 ; and if nothing

remains the Letter fought for is G ; if any number re-

mains, the Letter that correſponds to that number, be-

ginning from A as 1 , is the Letter fought for. Thus

if 4 remains, D is the Letter for the Day propos'd.

And if the Day propos'd be a Sunday, the Letter thus

found is likewife the Dominical Letter of the Year.

To find the Dominical Letter for a propos'd Year

fince Chrift, according to the new Calendar ; add to

the number of the Year its fourth part; or the next

part lefs, if ' tis not exactly divifible by 4 ; and having

fubftracted 5 from rhe Sum (the Year being within

the 17th Century) divide the Remainder by 7 and

neglecting the Quotient, mind the Remainder, which

fhews youthe dominical Letter, reckoning from G the

laft Letter towards A ; fo that if nothing remains the

is.

Domi-
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Dominical Letter is A, if I remains G is the Letter,

if 2 F, and ſo on. Thus for the Year 1693 we add

to it its fourth part 423, and after fubftracting 5 from

the Sum 2116 we divide the Remainder 2111 by 7,

and without regarding the Quotient, are directed by

the Remainder 4 to the fourth Dominical Letter inthe

retrograde Order, viz. D.

I faid above that 5 is to be fubftracted when the Year

is withinthe 17th Century, i.e. between 1600 and 1700 ;

for in the Century of 1700 we muſt fubftract 6 , in that

of 1800 7, in that of 1900 8, theſe Years being not

reckon'd Biffextile by the new Calculation, as we in-

timated heretofore. Indeed the Year 2000 is reckon'd

Biffextile, and fo for that Century we continue to fub-

ftract but 8 ; but for 2100, 2200 , 2300 we muſt ſub-

ftract 9 , 10 , 11, the Biffextile Days being thrown out

in theſe, and ſo on.

To find the Solar Cycle of a propos'd Year, add 9

to the number of the Year, divide the Sum by 28,

and the Remainder is the Solar Cycle. Thus for the

Year 1693 , 9 added make 1702 , and that divided by

28 leaves 22 remaining for the folar Cycle. The num-

ber 9 is here added, becauſe the Solar Cycle immedi-

ately before the firſt Year of Chrift was 9 , and confe-

quently the Cycle began 10 Years before Chrift.

'Tis evident that after finding the Solar Cycle ofone

Year fince Chrift, the addition or fubftraction of 1 gives

the Cycle of the next enfuing or preceding Year.

'Tis equally evident, that after finding the Do-

minical Letter for a Year,the Letter for the next enſuing

or next preceding Year is eafily found by taking the

next following Letter for the Dominical of the prece

ing Year and reciprocally the next preceding Letter in

the orderof the Alphabet for the Dominical of the fol-

lowing Year ; which willferve for the whole Year if 'tis

not Biffextile : Indeed if it is, the Dominical thus

found will ferve no longer than the 24th of February,

at which time the other Letter next preceding in the

order of the Alphabet is taken in for the reft ofthe

Year: For a Biffextile Year having an additional Day,

has two Dominical Letters.

PRO
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PROBLEM XVII.

To find on what Day of the Week a given Day of agi

ven Year will fall.

IF the Year be fince Chrift, add to the number of the

Year given, its fourth part, or the next leffer, if

'tis not exactly divifible by 4 ; to this Sum add the

number of Days comprehended between the firſt of

February and the propos'd Day, inclufive ; then ſub-

ftract 2 for the Julian Calendar, or 12 for the Gregorian

(if it be before 1700, otherwife it must be 13) and di-

vide the Remainder by 7. The number remaining af-

ter this Divifion, is the number of the Feria in queſtion ;

reckoning Sunday 1 , Munday 2, Tuesday 3, and fo

on ; and if nothing remains, Saturday is the Day.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To find the number of the Roman Indiction for a Year

propos'd.

IN ancient Times the Greeks computed their Years

by Olympiads, which is a Revolution of four Years,

at the end ofwhich they celebrated the OlympickGames,

fo call'd becauſe they had been inftituted by Hercules

near Olympus in Arcadia ; but after Romebrought Greece

in fubjection to them, they wou'd not reckon their

Time by Olympiads, four Years being too fhort a term

for them, but lettled the Period of Computation to

three Luftrums or fifteen Years, which they call'd an

Indiction.

So that the Roman Indiction is a term of fifteen What an Ing

Years, at the end of which they begin their Computa- diction is.

tion with a continual Circulation : This Period of fif-

teen Years, was call'd Indiction, as fome will have it,

becauſe it ferv'd to point out (indicare) the Year of

payment of the Tax or Tribute to the Republick,

whence 'twas call'd the Roman Indiction , and fince the

Pontifical Indiction beginning the firft of January, be-

cauſe the Court of Rome uſe it in their Bulls and Dif-

patches
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patches. Others take it from the fummoning of the

Provinces every fifteenth Year, to diftribute Ammuni-

tion to the Soldiers ; at which Period thoſe who had

ferv'd fo long in the Army were free to draw their Paf-

ports, and entitled to Immunities and Privileges.

However that be, the way of finding the number of

the Roman Indiction for any Year fince Chrift is this.

Add 3 tothe number of the Year, and divide the Sum

by 15, and the Remainder is the Year of Indiction.

Here we add 3 becauſe the Cycle of Indiction re-

commenced 3 Years before the Nativity of our Sa-

viour. Thus for the Year 1700, add 3 , and divide

the Sum 1703 by 15 , and the Remainder of the divi-

fion is 8 for the number of the Indiction.

The Con-

PROBLEM XIX.

To find the Number of the Julian Period for a propos'd

Year.

Bructio
n
ofTH

the Fulian

Period.

'HE Roman Indiction has no connexion with the

Celeſtial Motions, yet that Revolution of 15

Years is compar'd with the Period of the Solar Cycle

of 28 Years, and the Period ofthe Golden Number of

19 Years ; viz. by multiplying together theſe three Cy-

cles , 15 , 28 , 19, the folid product of which gives

that famous Period of 7980 call'd the Julian Period,

from Julius Scaliger, who firft invented it, and intro-

duced by the modern Chronologers, as a Standard for

adjuſting all the difference of Times mentioned by Hi-

ftorians ; it being certain, that this number of 7980

Years contains all the different Combinations of the

three abovementioned Cycles, which in all that ſpace

oftime can meet but once in the fame difpofition.

The number of this Period is eafily found for any

Year fince Chrift, if once we know its beginning, that

is,the time when it would have begun before Chriſt,and

even before the Creation of the World ; for as this Pe-

riod is great, fo the time of its beginning when all the

Cycles ofwhich ' tis compoſed wou'd have been Number

1, furpaffes by many Years not only the Chriftian E-

pocha, but even the time attributed in Scripture to the

Crea-

4
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Creation of the World.

commencement is this.

Now the way of finding its

Since the first Year of Jefus Chrift correfponded to

the 4th of the Indiction, the 10th of the Solar Cycle,

and the 2d of the Lunar Cycle or the Golden Number ;

multiply 4 the number of the Indiction by 6916 , 10

the number of the Solar Cycle by 4845, and 2 the

number oftheLunar Cycle by 4200 ; then add together

the three Products, 27664, 48450, 8400, in order to

divide their Sum 84514bythe Julian Period 7980 : The

Remainder of this Divifion fhews that the beginning of

the Julian Period is 4714 Years before the Nativity of

Chrift.

This done, if we want to know the number of this

Period for any Year fince Chrift, as for 1693 , we add

4714 to 1692 and the Sum 6406 is the Julian Year

fought for. Or else you may follow the method a-

bove-mention'd iu multiplying 1 the number of Indi-

ction for the Year 1693 , by 6916 ; 22 the number of

the Solar Cycle for the Year, by 4845 ; and 3 the num-

ber of the Lunar Cycle by 4200, and add together all

the Products, viz. 6916, 106590 , 12600 ,in order to di-

vide their Sum 126106 by 7980 ; upon which the Re-

mainder of the Divifion 6406 anſwers the Queftion:

The Reaſon for chufing theſe Multipliers is contained

in the Remark upon the next Problem, which fee.

PROBLEM XX.

To find the number of the Dionyfian Period for a Year

propos'd.

THE

HE Multiplication of 28 the Period of the Solar

Cycle by 19 the Period of the Lunar, forms a Pe-

riod of 532 called the Dionyfian Period, from its Inven-

ter. This Period ferves to difcover all the Differences

and Changes, that can happen between the new Moons

and the Dominical Letters in the courfe of 532 Yeers ;

after which the Combinations of one and t'other return

in the fame order, and repeat the former Series.

To find the number of this Period , for any Year

fince Chrift, multiply the number of the Solar Cycle

for the Year propos'd by 57, and the number of the

LunarZ
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Lunar Cycle for the year by 476, and after adding

their two Products, divide the Sum by 532 the Dio-

nyfian Period ; the Remainder of this Divifion folves

the Queſtion .

The number 57 which here multiplies the num-

ber of the Solar Cycle, is fuch that being divided by

28 the Period of the Solar Cycle, it leaves 1 Re-

maining ; and if it be divided by 19, the Period of

the Lunar Cycle, there remains nought : And Reci-

procally the number 476 (which here multiplies the

number of the Lunar Cycle) divided by 19 the Peri-

od of the Lunar Cycle, leaves 1 remaining, and divi-

ded by 28 the Period of the Solar Cycle, nothing

remains. Thus the firſt number 57 fhews the Diony-

fian year, which has o or 19 for the Golden Number,

and for the Solar Cycle ; and the fecond number

476 gives us to know the Dionyfian Year, in which

we have o or 28 for the Solar Cycle, and 1 for the

Golden Number.

Now, to find this firft number 57, which ought

to be multiple of 19, that its Divifion by 19 may

leave no Remainder ; if we put, for Example, 38 the

double of 19, for the number demanded ; this 38

divided by 28 leaves 10 remaining, inftead of 1 ; to

helpwhich, fince 10 is less than the Divifor 28 by 18,

if you add that 18 to 38 you have 56, which divided

by 28 leaves nothing remaining ; and therefore if

you add to 38 , 19, inftead of 18, you have 57 the

true number demanded, as being the exact multiple of

19, and but I above the multiple of 28.

If you fubftract this firft number 57 from 532 the

Dionyfian Period , and add 1 to the Remainder 475,

you have the ſecond number 476 ; which may like-

wife be found directly and immediately by a Ratio-

cination not unlike the former ; only you have more

effays to make, as I am about to fhewyou.

To find this fecond number 478, which muſt be

multiple of 28, that nothing may remain upon its

Divifion by 28 ; put for the number propos'd 56

(for Example) the double of 28 ; this 56 divided by

19, leaves 18 remaining inftead of 1 , which the quefti-

on requires ; now, this Remainder 18 being less than

the divifor 19 by 1 , if you add that I to 56 you

have 57, which divided by 19 leaves no Remainder ;

and
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and therefore if inftead of 1 you add 2 to 56 you

have 58, which leaves 1 Remainder upon its Divifion

by 19. But tho' 58 has one of the qualifications re-

quifite, ' tis deftitute of the other, viz. that of being

the multiple of 28 ; and fo can't be the number in-

quir'd for. This Tryal proving fruitless, we muft

e'en try again after the fame manner, in taking the

Triple, Quadruple or Quintuple of 28, and fo on,

till we find fuch a multiple of it, as leaves remain-

ing upon its Divifion by 19 ; and fuch a multiple we'll

find to be the 17th, or the Product of 28 multiplied by

17, viz. 476 the number fought for. If you Sub-

ftract this 476 from 532 the Dionyfian Period , the

Remainder is 56 which augmented by unity makes

57 forthe first number.

In like manner, the number 6916 by which you

multiplied the number of Indiction in the foregoing

Problem, is fuch, that being divided by 15 the Peri-

od of Indiction, it leaves I remaining ; and when 'tis

divided by 28 the Period of the Solar and 19 the Pe-

riod of the Lunar Cycle, or, which is the fame thing,

by 532 the Product of theſe two Periods , there re-

mains nothing. Again, the number 4845 by which

we multiplied the number of the Solar Cycle in the

foregoing Problem, is fuch, that being divided by 28

the Period of the Solar Cycle it leaves I remaining ;

and divided by 19 the Period of the Lunar Cycle,

and by 15 the Period of Indiction, or, which is the

fame thing, by 285 the Product of thefe two Periods,

it leaves no Remainder. And in fine, the number

4200 by which we multiplied the number of the Lu-

nar Cycle in the foregoing Problem, is fuch, that

being divided by 19 the Period of the Lunar Cycle,

it leaves I remaining, and divided by 15 the Period

of Indiction and by 28 the Period of the Solar Cycle,

or, which is the fame thing, by 420 the Product of

theſe twoPeriods, it leaves no Remainder.

The first number 6916 gives us to knowthe Fulian

Year, in whichwe have for the Indiction, and o

forthe Golden Number, and Solar Cycle, or o forthe

Dionyfian Period ; the fecond number 4845 thews

the Julian Year, in which we have I for the Solar

Cycle, and o for the Golden Number and ludiction ;

and the third number 4200 diſcovers the Julian Year,

Z 2 117
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Iin which we have 1 for the Golden Number, and e

for the Solar Cycle and Indiction. Theſe three num-

bers were found after the fame manner with the two

numbers mention'd above.

PROBLEM XXI.

To know what Months of the year have 31 days, and

what have 30.

Hold up your Thumb A, your Middle-finger C,

and your Little-finger É ; and lower or bend

downwards your other two Fingers, viz. the Fore-

A

E

finger B , and the

Ring- finger orfourth

Finger D.
.

Then

count the Months of

the year upon your

Fingers thus placed,

beginning with Mar.

upon your Thumb,

then April upon the

Fore-finger, Mayup-

on the Middle, Fune

upon the Ring, and

July upon the Little-

finger ; then count

on , returning to

your Thumb and

fo round till you

have reckon'd allthe

Months. When you

have done, remem-

ber that all the Months that fell upon the Fingers held

up A, C, E, have 31 days ; and thofe upon the ben-

ded Fingers have but 30, excepting February upon the

Fore-finger, which has 28 in a Common, and 29 in

a Biffextile Year.

>

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXII.

To find what day of each Month, the Sun enters a

Sign of the Zodiack.

THE
"HE Sun enters the Signs of the Zodiack, about

the 20th day of each Month of the Year ; that

, the beginning of about the 20th of March, the

beginning of about the 20th of April, and fo on.

But to know the time more preciſely, you may make

uſe of theſe two Artificial Verſes ;

Inclyta Laus Juftis Impenditur, Hærefis Horret,

Grandia Gefta Gerens Felici Gaudet Honore.

Diftribute the twelve words of theſe two Verfes

among the twelve Months ofthe Year, beginning with

March, and ending with February, attributing to the

first Inclyta, and to the laft Honore. Then confider

what number the firſt Letter of each word obtains in

the order of the Alphabet, for that number fubftract-

ed from 30, leaves remaining the day of the Month

in queſtion.

For Example ; Inclyta anfwers to March, and to

the Sign of Aries ; andI its firft Letter is the 9th of

the Alphabet, which fubftracted from 30, gives us to

know that the Sun enters Aries on the 21st of March.

And fo of the reft.

PROBLEM XXIII.

To find what degree of the Sign the Sun is in on a given

day of the Year.

THE place of the Sun in the Zodiack, i . e. the

degree of the Sign it is in, any day of any

Month, is thus known. Suppoſe the day propos'd is

May 18, Juftis in the two Verfes mention'd but now

answers to that Month, and the Letter I being the

9th Letter of the Alphabet, we add 9 to 18the num-

Z 3
ber
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ber of theday propos'd ; and by the Sum 27 we are

taught, that on the 18th day of May the Sun is in

the 27th degree ' of Taurus, to which anſwers the

word Laus.

This is the Method, when the Sum is under 30 ;

for if it be above 30, we take the Sign that anſwers

to the Latin word of the propos'd Month, and fub-

ftract 30 from that Sum, the Remainder being the

degree of the Sign. Thus, if Aug. 25. be the day

propos'd, the word Horret anfwering to that Month,

and the Sign being Virgo, we add 8 (the numeral

value of the firft Letter H) to 25, and ſubſtracting 30

from 33 the Sum, learn that on the 25th day of Au-

guft the Sun enters the 3d degree of Virgo.

In this and the preceding Problem, we have taken

it for granted, that the Reader is acquainted with the

Order of the twelve Signs of the Zodiack, and their

correfponding Months. The two following Verfes

thew the order of the twelve Signs.

Sunt Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,

Libraque, Scorpius, Arcitenens, Caper, Amphora, Pifces.

In which we muft obferve, that the firft Sign Aries

correfponds tothe Month of March; the fecond Tau-

rus to April; and fo on to the laft Piſces which anſwers

to February.

PROBLEM XXIV.

To find theplace of the Moon in the Zodiack, on a given

day of a given year.

FInd
Ind firft the place of the Sun in the Zodiack by

the foregoing Problem'; and then the diftance of

the Moonfrom the Sun, or the Arch of the Ecliptick

comprehended between the Sun and the Moon, by the

following Method.

Having found by Problem 15 the Age of the Moon,

and multiplied that by 12, divide the Product by 30,

and the Quotient is the number of the Signs; as the

remainder of the Divifion is the number of the De

grees
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grees ofthe diftance ofthe Moon from the Sun. So if

you count this diftance upon the Zodiack, according

to the order of the Signs, beginning from the place

of the Sun, you'll end in the place of the Moon fought

for.

For Example ; I find the Sun on the propos'd'day

tobe in the 17th degree of Taurus, and the Age of

the Moonto be 14. After multiplying 14by 12 I di-

vide the Product 168 by 30 ; and the Quotient s

with the remainder of the Divifion 18, give me to

know that the Moon is diftant from the Sun 5 Signs

and 18 Degrees. So if I reckon 5 Signs and 18 De-

grees upon the Zodiack, beginning from the place of

the Sun, the 27th Degree of Taurus, I find the place

of the Moon to be the 15th Degree of Scorpius.

PROBLEM XXV.

Tofind to what Month of the Year a Lunation be-

longs.

IN the ule ofthe Roman Calendar every Lunation is

computed to belong to that Month in which it ter-

minates, according tothe ancient Maxim ;

In quo completur Menfi Lunatio detur.

And therefore to folve the Problem, find by Problem

XV. the Age of the Moon onthe laft day ofthe Month

propos'd, and that will direct you whether the Moon

terminates in that or in the fucceeding Month, (the

which laft if it do's it belongs to that fucceeding

Month :) Or whether a prior Lunation did not ter-

minate in the Month propos'd, and confequently be-

long to it.

Z4 PRO-
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·

PROBLEM XXVI.

To know which Lunar Years are Common, and which

Embolifmal.

THI
HIS Problem is eafily folv'd by the foregoing

Problem, which gave us to know that one Solar

Month may have two Lunations, or that two Moons

may finish their Periods in the fame Month, when 'tis

a Month that has 30 or 31 Days ; as November, on

the first day of which one Lunation may terminate,

and another on the 30th. In short, when we find any

one Month of the year to have the termination of

two Moons, we may conclude that that year has 13

Moons, and confequently is Emboliſmal.

PROBLEM XXVII.

To find the time of a given Night when the Moon gives

Light.

HAving found byProblem XV. theAgeofthe Moon ,

and added to it, multiply the Sum by 4 if it

do's not exceed 15 ; but, if it exceeds 15, fubftract

it from 30 , and multiply the Remainder by 4 ; then

divide the Product by 5, and the Quotient will give

you ſo many twelfth parts of the Night, during which

the Moon fhines. Theſe twelfth parts are call'd une-

qual hours, and muft be counted after Sunſet when

the Moon Waxes , and before Sunrifing when it

Wanes.

For Example ; ' tis demanded to know what time of

the Night ofMay 21. N. S. the Moon will ſhine , its Age

being then 17 ; we add 1 to 17 , and after fubftracting

the Sum 18 from 30, we multiply the Remainder 12

by 4, and divide the Product 48 by 5 ; the Quotient

gives us 9 unequal hours and for the time of Moon-

fhine before Sun-rife.

'Tis an eafy matter to reduce the unequal hours to

equal or Aftronomical hours, each of which is the

24th part of a natural day comprehending Day and

Night;
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Night ; This Reduction I fay, is eafy, whenonce you

know the length of the Night or Day propos'd. Thus

in the foregoing Example, knowing that at Paris the

Night of May 21 is 8 Hours 34 Minutes, I divide

thefe 8 Hours 34 Minutesby 12 ,and ſo have 42 Minutes

and 50 Seconds for the extent of an unequal Hour,

which being multiplied by 93 (the number of une-

qual Hours from the rifing of the Moon to Sunriſe )

gives in the Product 6 equal Hours and about 51 Mi-

nutes for the value of the ſaid number of unequal

Hours.

COROLLARY.

Here we ſee that ifwe knowthe time of the Rifing

of the Sun, we may from this Problem compute the

timeof the Moon's Rifing ; for, if to the hour ofthe

Sun's Rife , viz. 4 Hours and 17 Minutes, we

add 12 Hours , and from the Sum 16 Hours and 17

Minutes fubftract 6 Hours and 51 Minutes (the time

between Moon's-rife and Sun's-rife) we have 9 Hours

and 26 Minutes for the time of the rifing of the

Moon.

PROBLEM XXVIII.

Tofind the height of the Sun and the Meridian Line:

WHEN wefhew'd in Problem III . the way of

taking the Latitude of a Place, we then fup-

poſed the Altitude of the Sun and the Meridian Line

to be known. So, we come now before we conclude

tofhew you how to find theſe.

Firft
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Firft for the Altitude of the Sun any hour of the

Day, Raife at Right Angles upon an Horizontal Plain

the Stylus or Pin AB of what length you will, and

mark a Point fuch as C at the extremity of the fha-

dow of the Style AB, at the very time that you would

know the Elevation of the Sun upon the Horizon.

Then drawfrom the foot of the Style A tothe Point

D

F

of the fhadow C, the Line AC repreſenting the Ver-

tical of the Sun ; and the Line AD equal to the Style

AB, and perpendicular to the Point A. At laft draw.

from the Point of the fhadow C to the Point D the

Line CD, repreſenting the Radius of the Sun drawn

from its Center to the Extremity B of the Style AB ;

which at the Point C, will make with the vertical of

the Sun AC, the Angle ACD, and that Angle mea-

fured gives the degrees of the height of the Sun.

In the fecond place, to find the Meridian Line ;

mark upon any Horizontal Plain about two or three

hours before Noon, the Point of the fhadow C ; and

from the Root of the Style A, which repreſents the

Zenith, draw thro' the Point C the Circumference of

a Circle CFE, which shall reprefent the Almicanta-

rat of the Sun ; then mark after Noon, a fecond

Point of the ſhadow, fuch as E, when the Extremity

of the ſhadow of the Style AB is return'd to the Cir-

cumference CFE ; and having divided the Arch CE

into two equal parts at the Point F, draw from that

Point
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Point F to the Root of the Style A the Right Line

FA, which is the Meridian Line demanded.

PROBLEM XXIX.

To know the Calends, .Nones, and Ides of every Month of

the Year.

THE
'HE Calends, Nones, and Ides , formerly in uſe

among the Romans, are eaſily known by thefe

three Latin Verſes ;

Principium Menfis cujufque vocato Kalendas,

Sex Majus Nonas, October, Julius & Mars,

Quatuor at Reliqui ; dabit Idus quilibet O&o.

The firft of thefe Verfes fhews that the Kalends are

the first day of each Month, the first day of theMonth

amongthe Romans, being the firft day of the Appari-

tion of the Moon at Night, on which they had a cu-

ftom of calling in to the City the Country People to

tellthem what they were to dothe rest ofthat Month.

The fecond Verfe gives us to know that the Nones

are the 7th day of the four Months, March, May,

July, and October ; and the fifth day of the other

Months And from the third Verfe we learn, that the

Ides come eight days after the Nones, that is, on the

fifteenth day of March, May, July and October, and

the thirteenth of the other Months.

The Romans counted the other days backwards,

ftill diminishing the Number ; for the days between

the Calends and the Nones of any Month, were de-

nominated from the Nones ; as in the Month of March

the ſecond day was Sexto Nonas, the third Quinto No-

nas; the fourth Quarto Nonas ; the fifth Tertio Nonas ;

and the fixth not Secundo but Pridie Nonas ; the

meaning of all which was, fix, five, four, &c. days

before the Nones, the Præpofition ante being under-

food. In like manner the days between the Nones and

the Ides, were denominated, Septimo, Sexto, Quinto, &c.

Idus, the Præpofition ante being ftill understood. The

days between the Ides of a Month, and the Calends of

the next, took their Denomination after the ſame man-

ner from the fucceeding Calends.

' ' PRO-
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PROBLEMS

OF THE

MECHANICKS.

Mc

OST, if not all, the Problems of the Me-

chanicks are more uſeful than curious, in re-

gard they commonly relate to the execution

of the moſt neceffary things in the way of Life, fo

that one might be very large upon that Subject : But,

that this Volum may not exceed the due bounds,

we ſhall here confine our ſelves to fuch Problems as

feem to be the moft uſeful, the moſt agreeable, and

the eaſieſt to be underſtood and practis'd.

PROBLEM I

Tokeep a beavy Body from falling, by adding another

heavyer Body to that fide on which it inclines to

fall.

A Table AB being fet Horizontally, lay upon it

a Key, (for instance) CD, which is like to fall

becauſe the part ED is fuppos'd heavier than EC ;

add to its extremity D a crooked Stick DFG with a

weight H made faft to the end of it G, and fo po-

fited as to anſwer perpendicularly to the Point E.

In this cafe ' tis evident that the Key CD will not

fall, upon the account, that in order to its fall EC

which lies Horizontally muſt incline, and its Extremi-

ty
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B

ty C make the Arch of a Circle, with its Center at

the Point of reft E ; but this can't be unleſs the weight

H afcends inſtead of defcending. And therefore the

PointH and the Key CD will continue in repoſe.

PROBL
EM II.

By means of a Small Weight anda ſmall pair ofScales,

to move anotherWeight asgreat as you will.

Suppofe the Ballance AB is made faft at F above

its Center of Motion E, by an unmoveable Hook

EF, and that near its Extremity B there's a fmall

weight Cmade faft at H; by vertue of which we

H

A

E

MG

D

want to raiſe a huge weight D, which might repre-

fentthe Earth if we knew its weight ; and had a firm

place to fix the Scales at.

To find the diftance EH of the Weight C fromthe

Center of Motion E, at which the Weight D is tobe

mov'd by the ſmaller Weight C ; fee for a fourth pro-

portional EH to the Weight I leffer than the Weight

7 C, to
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C, to the great Weight D, and to the Line AE which

ought to be very fmall. By this means you have

the PointH, from which the Weight I being fufpen-

ded will hold the Point D in Equilibrio, as appears

from that general Principle of the Mechanicks, that

two Weights continue in Equilibrio about a fix'd

Point, when their diſtances from that Point are in a

reciprocal proportion to their Gravity. And there-

fore if inftead of the Weight I, you put the greater

Weight C at H , this greater Weight C will be able

to move and caft the Weight D.

PROBLEM III

Toempty all theWater contain'd in a Veffel with a Sty-

phon or Crane.

LE
ET the Veffel AB, be propos'd to be emptyed

without ftooping the Veffel or piercing the Bot-

tom. Take a crooked Syphon fuch as CDE full of

Water, one ofwhofe Extremities touches the bottom of

the Veffel AB, and the end E ftop'd cloſe with your

Finger is lower than the bottom of the Veffel AB.

Then take away your Finger,and the Water of

the Crane CDE running out at the extremity E , the

D

C

B

Waterin the Veffel will enter at the other end, and

fupplying the place of that which is gone will conti-

nue to follow it, and run out till none, or very little

is left in the bottom of the Veffel. This Experi-

mentwill fucceed the eafier, if the Syphon CDE be

bigger
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bigger in the middle than at the two ends, becauſe

then the Water in the middle will weigh more, and

have more force in fucking or drawing the Waterfrom

the Veffel. See Probl. XIV .

Thus ' tis that we eafily empty a Cask of Wine by

the Bung, without opening the Head ; which may

likewife be done by an empty ftraight Pipe ſmaller at

the two ends than in the middle, plunged in at the

Bung,for thenthe Wine will enter it ; and ifwith your

Finger you ftop the upper end of it, and ſo take the

Pipe out, you'll find it full of Wine, which you may

pour into a Glafs, by taking off your Finger, which

will makethe Wine defcend at the other end, becauſe

the Air is freeto fupply its room.

By the fame means we can make Water rife from

a low place in order to defcend to a lower, provided

eminence over which ' tis to pafs is not higher

than 32 Foot : For we know by many Experiments

that the gravity of the Air, to which the Modern

Philphers attribute what others call'd fuga vacui,

can't make Water rife higher than about 32 Foot.

'Tis likewife by means of a crooked Pipe, that,

without an Aqueduct and with very little Charge,

we can carry Spring-Water fromthe top ofone Moun-

tain to another of equal or little lefs height. For

this end, we take a long Leaden Pipe which de-

fcends from the Spring to the Valley, and with a

bend rifes again to the top of the adjacent Mountain ;

for the Water entring the Pipe afcends about as far

as it defcends ; I faid about as far, upon the confi-

deration that the Refiftance of the Air keeps the Water

from rifing to the exact height.

PROBLEM IV.

To make a deceitful Ballance, that ſhall appear just and

even both when empty, and when loaded with unequal

Weights,

MA
Ake a Ballance the Scales of which A,B, are of Plate 14.

unequal Weight, and of which the two Arms Fig. 26.

CD, CE are of unequal length, and in reciprocal

proportion to theſe unequal Weights ; that is, the

fcale
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Plate. 14.

Fig. 27.

fcale A is to the fcale B, as the length CE is to

the length CD ; for thus the two fcales A, B, will

continue in Equilibrio round the fix'd Point C ; and

the fame will be the Cafe, if the two Arms CD, CE are

of equal length and of unequal thickneſs, ſo that the

thickneſs of CD is to that of CE, as the weight of

the ſcale B is to that of A.. This fuppos'd, if you put

into the two ſcales, A, B, unequal weights which have

the fame Ratio with the Gravities of the two ſcales,

the heavier weight being in the heavier fcale, and

the lighter in the lighter ſcale, theſe two Weights and

Scales will reft in Equilibrio.

We'll fuppofe that the Arm CD is three Ounces,

and the Arm CE two Ounces, and reciprocally the

fcale B weighs three Ounces, and the Arm A two ;

in which cafe the ballance will be even when they

are empty. Then we put a weight of two pound

into the fcale A, and one of three into B, or elſe one

of four into A, and one of fix into B, &c. and the

ballance continues ftill even, becauſe the weight with

the gravity of the Scales are reciprocally proportional

to the length of the Arms of the Beam. Such a pair

of Scales is difcover'd by fhifting the weights from

one fide to another, for then the Ballance will caft to

one fide.

PROBLEM V.

To make a new Steel-yard for carrying in one's Pocket,

THere has lately been invented in Germany, a new

Steel-yard fit to be carried in one's Pocket, which

is very convenient for weighing off-hand any indif-

ferent big Weight, fuch as Hay or Merchants Goods,

from one to fifty pound weightand upwards.

This Machine is made of a Copper Pipe or Gutter

AB, about fix Inches long, and almoft eight Lines

broad, and within it is a Spring of Steel in the form

of a Screw. Atthe upper end towards A there's a

fquare Hole, thro' which there paffes a ſquare Rod of

Copper CAD that runs thro' the Screw, and upon

this Rod are the divifions of Pounds mark'd, byhang-

ingfucceffively to theHookE a weight of one, oftwo,

of
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of three Pound, &c. and running a Score upon the

Rod where 'tis cut by the Square Hole A ; which

will fall upon different Parts or Points according to the

different weight faften'd to the Hook E, for thefe

different weights extend the Spring, and fo push out

a greater or leffer part of the Rod, according as they

are more or less heavy. Here the Steel-yard is fup

poſed to be fufpended by the Ring F, and the Rod is

fecured at the lower end by a Copper Ferrel.

The Sieur Chapotot, Ingeneer and Inftrument-ma- Remark:

ker to the King of France, has invented another fort Plate 14.

of Pefon or Steel-yard in the form of a Watch, by Fig. 28.

whichthe gravity of any weight may be taken with

great facility.

This new Machine is compos'd firft of two Pullies

AB, CD, made faft upon their Axletrées, and kept

together by a String or Cord. The upper of theſe

two, AB, is hollow like a barrel of a Watch, and

contains within a Spring like that of a Watch, which

being ftop'd by the Axletree of the Pully, will have

the fame effect with that of a Watch.

4

The fame Pulley AB contains the divifion of Pounds,

mark'd Mechanically as in the Steel-yard deſcrib'd

but now, namely, by clapping fucceffively upon the

Hook E a weight of one, oftwo, of three Pound, &c.

the Machine being fufpended by the Ring F : For

thus the gravity of the weight will tarn the Pully

AB, and fo by vertue of the different gravities, the

Point I will anſwer to different Points of the Pully

AB, upon which thefe different Points are mark'd

with the number of the reſpective Pounds hanging

at E. Such is the new Machine with which any thing

maybe weigh'd, after the fame manner , as with that

laft defcrib'd .

One may eafily perceive by the Figure, that the

String or Cord BDCA keeps up and runs under the

lower Pully CD, and is made very faft at one end

at the Point G, and at the other end at fome Point of

the otherPully, fuch as H: Which contributes very

much to turn the Pully AB round its Axletree when

'tis drawn or pull'd by the part AC of the Rope, by

reafon of the weight at the Hook E ; which weight

will then be mark'd upon the Pully AB by the Point

I, the Machine being fufpended upon one's Thumb,

A a or,
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1

Of Barome-

ters.

Plate. 14.

Fig. 29.

or, which is better, upon a Stick run through the

Ring F.

PROBLEM VI.

To obferve the various Alterations of the Weight of the

Air.

THE
HE Air being a Body must needs have Gravity ;

a proof of which we have in a Football or Blad-

der, which weighs more when blown than when 'tis

not, and in an infinite number of other Experiments.

Torricelli was the first that affign'd the gravity of the

Air for the cauſe of all the effects that the Philofo-

phers had till then imputed to a fuga vacui. As this

Gravity is not infinite, the Sphere of the Air being

limited, fo its effect is limited, as we fee in a Pump,

where Water will not rife higher upon drawing up

the Sucker, than 32 Foot, becauſe the gravity of the

Air can't force it beyond that height. In like man-

ner in drawing up Quickfilver with a Syringe, ' twill

rife no higher than two Foot and about three Inches,

(at which height it weighs equally with a Column

of Water of 32 Foot high) more or lefs according as

the Air is fraighted with Vapours, or condenſated with

Cold.

Thus you fee the gravity of the Air is not always

equal at the fame place ; but varies, as ' tis more or

leſs ſtuff'd with Vapours. Now, this difference of

gravity is known by an Inftrument call'd a Barometer,

which is contriv'd after the following manner.

Take a crooked or bended Tube of Glaſs, fuch as

ABC, upon which are two Cylindrical Boxes E, D,

mutually diftant in height 27 Inches, that being much

about the height to which the gravity of the Air can

raiſe Quickfilver ; that is tofay, a Priſm of Air from

the Earth to the uppermoft Surface of the Air is in

Equilibrio with about 27 Inches of Quickfilver in a

Tube or Gutter perpendicular to the Horizon.

The BoxD muft be much bigger than the reft ofthe

Tube CD, for a reafon that you'll meet with in the

Sequel ; and the extremity A ought to be hermeti-

cally ftop'd, that is, ftop'd with its own properSub-

ftance ;

t
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ftance ; but the other extremity C muſt be open ; and

there we muſt pour in as much Quickfilver as fills

the Tube ABC, from the middle of the Box D to

the middle of the other Box E, the capacity ofwhich

fhould be almoft equal to that of the firſt D.

At laft you muft fill the remainder of the Tube

CD with fome other Liquor that do's not freeze in

Winter, nor yet diffolve Quickfilver. Such is com-

mon Water mix'd with a fixth part of Aquafortis.

If you place the Tube ABC thus fill'd with Air,'

and Water, and Mercury in the middle, perpendicu→

larly againft a Wall in a Room, where it may be

conveniently feen and not hurt, you'll fee the Quick-

filver afcend or defcend in the two Boxes D, E, up-

on the leaſt alteration ofthe gravity of the Air. When

the Air is heavier it preffes the Water ofthe Tube CD,

and makes it defcend in the Box D, as well asthe

Quickfilver, which rifes as much in the Box E. If

the Mercury defcends thro' the gravity of the Air,

for Example, a Line in the BoxD, ' twill rife a Line

in the Box E, and the Water in the reft of the Tube

CD will defcend into the Box D, fo that if the Box

Dis ten times more capacious than the reft of the

Tube CD, 'twill require ten Lines of the Water of

the Tube CD to fill one Line of the Box D; and

thus the leaft alteration of the gravity of the Air is

veryfenfibly perceiv'd, eſpecially if the BoxesE, D,

are made large. For the diftincter perception of this

Alteration, there is ufually a flip of Paper divided in-

to Inches and Lines, pafted on along the Tube ABC ;

in order to obferve the Divifion at which the Mercu-

ry hangs ; as we do in the Thermometers , which what a

ferve to diftinguish the Degrees of Heat and Cold, Thermometer

as the Barometer do's the greater or leffer gravity of

the Air ; which may likewife be done by a fingle Tube

of Glafs three or four Foot long, fhut at one end and

fill'd with Quickfilver, after this manner.

Having ftop'd with your Finger the open end of

the Tube, to keep the Quickfilver from dropping out

when the Tube is inverted , dip the open end into

other Quickfilver in a Veffel, then take off your Fin-

ger, and the Tube will not be quite empty, but the

Quickfilver will hang in it to the height of 27 In-

ches and a half, more or lefs, according to the diffe-

A a 2 rent

isa
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rent temperature of the Air. Here the Mercury hangs

by reason of the gravity of the whole Mafs of Air,

which gravitating upon the Mercury in the Veffel,

preffes it down and hinders its rife, fo as to give

place to that in the Tube, whichby confequence can't

défcend.

PROBLEM VII.

Toknow bythe Weight of the Air, which is the highest of

two places upon the Earth.

THE gravity of the Air is not every where equal,

for it gravitates lefs upon eminences and tops of

Mountains, than in fuch places as lie lower, as Val-

leys ; by reaſon that there's more Air over Valley's

than over Mountains ; juft as the bottom of a Pit is

more prefs'd by the gravity of Water when 'tis full,

than when ' tis half full ; for Liquid Bodies gravitatė

according to theirheight.

Thus we know by experience, that in all level pla-

ces, or fuch as being equally high are equidiftant from

the Centerof the Earth, Quicksilver rifes in a Baro-

meter to an equal height ; and to a leffer heighe in pla-

ces that lie lower. From hence we may conclude,

that two Mountains, for example, are of equal height,

if the Quickfilver rifes equally upon both ; and that

one is higher than t'other, if the afcent ofthe Mercury

is unequal.

To determine, as near as may be, the height of

any place above the Plain of the Horizon, we must

mind the following Experiments made by Mr. Pafcal

of the gravity of the Air upon the level of the Sea,

and in places lying 10, 20 , 100 , 200 and 500 Toifes

higher, when the Air was indifferently charged with

Vapours.

Upon the level of the Sea, the attracting Pumprai-

fes Water 31 Foot and about 2 Inches ; and in places

that are to Toiles higher, it raiſes it 31 Foot and I

1nch. Here you fee 10 Toiles Elevation caules

Inch Diminution. (A Toife is 6 Foot.)

By
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By other Experiments we learn that in places that

are 20 Toifes higher than the Sea, the Water rifes

only 3 Foot ; and in thoſe of 100 Toiles higher only

30 Foot 4 Inches ; in the height of 200 Toifes, only

29 Foot 6 Inches ; and at 500 Toifes about 27

Foot.

PROBLEM VIII.

To find the gravity of the whole Maſs of Air.

WE
E found in Problem VII. Cofm. that the Sur-

face of the whole Earth is 32356800 fquare Pa-

rifian Leagues, which amounts to 4659379200000000

fquare Feet. We muft know likewife that a Cube

foot of Water weighs about 72 Pound ; and confe-

quently that a Prifm of Water having a fquare foot

for its Bafe, and 32 foot for its height, weighs 2304

Pound, as appears by multiplying 72 by 32.

In fine, we muſt know, that confidering that the

gravity ofthe Air can't raiſe Water above 31 or 32

Foot, if we fuppofe all the places of the Earth to be

equally loaded with Air, tho' indeed that is not abſo-

lutely true, fince all places are not equally remote

from the Center of the Earth, and the Air is not every

where nor at all times equally pure ; upon this Con-

fideration, I fay, we may fuppofe all the parts of the

Earth to bear as great a preffurefrom the Air, as if they

were cover'd with Water to the depth of 31 or 32

Foot.

Upon this Suppofition, which may readily be re-

ceiv'd in Mathematical Recreations, ' tis manifeft that

if the whole Earth were cover'd with Water 32 Foot

high, there would be as many Prifms of Water 32

Foot high, as there are ſquare feet upon the Surface

of the Earth , viz. 4659379200000000 Prifms of

Water ; which Number multiplied by 2304. (the

weight of one of theſe Priſms in Pounds) yields

1.0735209676800oooooo pounds for the weight ofthe

whole mafs of Air.

PROAa 3
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PROBLEM IX.

To find by the Gravity ofthe Air the Thickness of its Orb,

andthe Diameter of its Sphere.

BY

Y the thickneſs of the Orb of the Air we under-

ftand the distance from its upper Surface where

its gravitation ceafes, to the Surface of the Earth,

which we fuppofe to be in the Center of the Sphere

of the Air, without farther enquiry into the precife

truth of that Suppofition, the difcuffion of which

would be of little confequence in Mathematical Re-

creations.

To find in the firſt place this thickneſs, let's confi-

der, that if 10 Toiles ( or 60 Foot) of height, cauſe

an Inch diminution of the effect of the gravity of the

Air, as we obferv'd Probl. VII. and if the whole

weight amounts only to 31 Foot 2 Inches, that is,

374 Inches, after a diminution of which the Air will

ceafe to gravitate : We may find the thickness of the

maſs of Air, or the diftance of its upper Surface from

the Earth, by the Rule of Three Direct : If the di-

minution of one Inch arifes from 10 Toifes of height,

what height muft the diminution of 374 Inches pro-

ceed from ? Here multiplying 374 by 10, you have

3740 Toiles for the thickneſs in queftion, which doubt.

lefs is much greater.

In a fecond place, tofind the Diameter ofthe Sphere

of the Air, we take the Diameter of the Earth, which

in Probl. VII. Cofm. we found to be 3210 Parifian

Leagues, or 6420000 Toifes ; and add to it 7480 the

double of 3740 the thickness of the Air, andthe Sum

gives 6427480 for the Diameter of the Sphere of the

Air.

PRO-
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PROBLEM X.

To fill a Cask with Wine or any other Liquor by a Tap in

the lower part.

WE've intimated already that Liquid Bodies gravi- Plate 15 .
tate only according to their height, andfo to fill Fig. 30.

the Cask Anot by the Bung E, but by a lower Tap B

in the lower part of it ; we need only to put into that

aperture a crooked Pipe, fuch as BCD, with a fort of

Funnel in its upper end D, which ought to be as high

as the Cask ; and pour the Wine in at the Funnel D,

whichfalling down the branch DC that ought to be

very near Perpendicular, and entring the Cask by the

other branch CB, which ought to be level, will af

fume an Horizontal Situation , and keepan equal height

in the Cask with that in the Crane ; and ' tis for that

reaſon that we know the Cask to be full when the

branch CD is full.

PROBLEM XI.

To break with a Stick another Stick refting upon two Glaf-

fes, without breaking the Glaffes.

THE Stick AB that is to be broken must not be
Plate Is.

very thick, nor yet lean much upon the Glaffes ;Fig. 31.

it ought as near as poffible to be equally thick all over,

for the eaſier finding ofits Center of gravity C, which

willthen be in the middle.

The ftick AB being thus qualified, we lay its two

ends, A, B, which ought to terminate in a Point, upon

the brim or edge of two Glaffes of equal height, fo

that the ftick AB do's not lean to one fide or end more

than t'other, and the two pointed ends reft but light-

ly upon the edge of each Glafs, to the end that when

it bends a little thro' the violence of the ftroak, it

may eafily flip off, and break at the fame time. This

done, we take another ftick, and with that give a

fmart blow upon the middling Point C, which being

the Center of gravity will receive all the force of the

A a 4
blow;
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Plate 14.

Fig. 26 .

blow ; thus, will the ftick AB break, and that the

more easily that the blow is violent, and fall clear of

the two Glaffes which remain unbroken, becauſe the

ftick lay but very gently and equally upon the brim

of each ; for if it refts more upon one Glafs than

t'other, 'twill prefs that one moft, and fo may break

it.

PROBLEM XII.

To find a Weight of a given number of Pounds, by the

means of fome other different Weights.

TH
HIS Problem may easily be refolv'd by the dou

ble or triple Geometrical Progreffion, efpecially

the Triple, 1 , 3 , 9, 27 , 81 , 243 , &c. the property of

which is fuch, that the laft number contains twice all

the reft and one more, when the Progreffion commen-

ces from Unity, as here. So that if the given num-

ber of Pounds is, for example, from 1 to 40, which is

the Sum of the four firft Terms, 1 , 3 , 9 , 27 ; you may

make ufe of four different Weights, one of which

weighs Pound, another 3 , a third 9 , and the fourth

27 ; and by them find the weight of any other num-

ber of pounds, for example 11 pounds.

For, fince the given number 1 is lefs than 12 by 1,

and fince 12 isthe fum of the Weights 3 and 9 which

you have ; if you put intothe Scale A the one pound

weight, and into the other Scale the 3 and 9 pound

weights , these two weights will then weigh only 11

pound, by reafon of the one pound weight in theother

Scale; and confequently if you put any fubftance into

the Scale A along with the pound weight, which

ftands inEquilibrio with the 3 and 9 in the other Scale,

you may conclude that Subſtance weighs II pound.

In like manner to find a 14 pound weight, put into

the Scale A, the 1 , 3 , and 9 pound weights, and into

the Scale B that of 27 pound, becauſe this 27 b.

weight outweighs the other three by 14. To find a

weight of 15 lb. put in one Scale 3 and 9 , and in the

other 27, which exceeds the other two by 15.

PRO
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PROBLEM XIII.

A Pipe fullofWater beingperpendicular to the Horizon,

to findto what distance the Water will flow thro' a hole

made in a given Point of the Pipe.

Efcribe round the Pipe AB which is fuppos'd to be plate 15 .

full of Water and perpendicular to the Horizon, Fig. 32.

the Semicircle ABC, and bore the Pipe in feveral pla-

ces, as at the Points D,E,F, for the Water to flow out

at ; In this cafe, the Water in flowing out will make

the Semi-Parabola's DG, EH , FG ; of which the Am-

plitudes BG, BH are double the correfponding Sines,

i. e. the Lines DI, EC , FK, perpendicular to the Dia-

meter AB ; the Amplitude BG being the double of

DI and of FK, and BH the double of EC : So that

if the Point E is the middle of the Pipe AB, or the

Center of the Semicircle ABC, EC being the greateſt

Sinus, the amplitude EH will likewife be the great-

eft ; and fince the Sines equally remote from the Cen-

ter E, as DI, FK, are equal, fo the two Semi-Para-

bola's DG, FG, found by the fall of the Water thro'

the holes D and F equidiftant from the Center E,

have the fame Amplitude BG. 'Tis evident that the

greateſt Amplitude BH is equal to AB the height of

the Pipe, and that its extremity B is the focus of the

Semi-Parabola EH, and by confequence if you broach

the Pipe AB at its middle-point E, the Water will

fpout out to a diſtance equal to the length of the

Pipe AB.

But if you make a hole in the Pipe above or be-

lowthe middle E as at F, you'll find the diftance BG ,

to which the Water will then flow, by defcribing

round the Pipe AB or round a Line equal to it,the Semi-

circle ABC, and drawing from the Point F to the Dia-

meter AB the perpendicular FK, which will be half

the diftance fought for.

Or if the Pipe is fo large, that you can't draw a

Circle round it, do it by Arithmetick, multiplying the

two parts AF, BF, into one another, the fquare Root

of which Product gives the quantity of the Perpendi-

cular FK, or half the distance BG. Thus, if AF is

2 In-
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Fig. 33.

2 Inches, and BF 32 Inches, the length of the Pipe

being 34. multiply 32 by 2, and from the Product

64 extract the fquare Root 8, the double of which is

16 Inches for the diſtance BG.

PROBLEM XIV.

To contrive a Veffel, which keeps its Liquor when fill'd

to a certain height , but lofes or Spills it all whenfill'd

a little fuller with the fame Liquor.

Plate 15. TAKE a Glafs, for example ABCD, and run thro

the middle of it a ſmall bended Pipe or Crane

EFG open at the end E next the bottom of the Glaſs,

and likewife at the other end G which must be lower

than the bottom of the Glafs ; for then the Water or

Wine pour'd into the Glafs continues in it while the

branch EF is filling,and till it comes tothe bend For the

uppermost part of the Crane, which withal ſhould be

a little lower than the upper edge of the Glafs : But

after that if you continue to pour more in, 'twill rife

higher in the Concavity of the Glaſs, and not finding

place for a farther afcent into the Crane by reafon of

its bending downwards at F, ' twill change its Aſcent

into a Defcent thro' the branch FG, and continue to

defcend and run out by the end G, as long as you

continue to pour in ; nay, when you have done pour-

ing, you'll fee that all that was in the Glafs before is

Plate 15.

Fig. 34.

gone.

You may make the Water run out at the lower

end G, tho' the Glafs is not fill'd up to the top of the

Crane, namely, by fucking at the lower Aperture G

the Air contain'd in the Crane, for then the Water

will neceffarily fucceed in the room of the Air, and

continue to defcend thro' the branch FG till the Glass

is empty, eſpecially if the Qrifice touches the bottom

of the Glafs, as you faw in Prob. III.

Or elfe ; run thefmall Pipe EF perpendicular down

thro' the Glafs ABCD ; let the Pipe be open at both

ends , E and F, the uppermost of which, viz. E ought

to be a little lower than the brim of the Glaſs, and the

other end Fa little lower than the bottom of the

Glafs . Put this fmall Pipe EF in another larger Pipe

GI
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GI ftop'd at the upper end G, which must be a little

higher than the end E of the first and fmaller Pipe

EF, and open at the lower end I, which muft touch

the bottom of the Glaſs if you would have all the Wa-

ter to run out, which ' twill do when it rifes to G, for

then paffing thro' the Orifice I of the Pipe GI, 'twill

enter the Pipe EF by the end E, and run out at the

other end F.

PROBLEM XV.

To make a Lamp fit to carry in one's Pocket, that ſhall

not go out tho you roll it upon the Ground.

To make aLamp that never fpills its Oil, and ne-

ver goes cut in any pofition whatſoever, make

faft the Veffel that contains the Oil and the Match to

an Iron or Braſs Ring, with two fmall Pivots or Hin-

ges diametrically oppofite, that fo the Veffel may by

its weight continue in Equilibrio round the two Hin-

ges, and turn with freedom within the Circle, fo as

to keepalways to an Horizontal Pofition, as in your

Sea-Compaffes, which have two fuch Circles to keep

them Horizontally : And in like manner this firft Cir-

cle ought to have two other Pivots diametrically oppo-.

fite, which enter into another Circle of the fame

Subſtance ; and that ſecond Circle has two other little

Hinges inferted in another Concave Body that fur-

rounds the whole Lamp. Thus the Lamp with its

two Circles may turn freely upon its fix Hinges, which

give tothe Lampwhen 'tis turn'd, fix different Pofiti-

ons, viz. up and down, forwards and backwards, to

the right and left, and which ferve to keep the Lamp

in an Horizontal Pofition , which being in the middle

do's always reft upon its Center of gravity, that

is, its Center of gravity is always in the Line of Di

rection, which hinders the Oil to fpill , turn it which

way you will,

PROB-
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Fig. 35.

PROBLEM XVI.

To place threefticks upon an Horizontal Plain, in ſuch a

manner, that each of ' em refts with one end upon the

Plain, and the other ftands upright.

Plate 15. Tomake three Sticks, or three Knives, &c. keep

one another up while each of 'em refts with one

end upon a Table, even tho' a weight were laid upon

'em: Incline or flope one of ' em, as AB, raifing the

end Baloft, and reftingthe other end A on the Table ;

then put one of the other two Sticks as CD, a-croſs

overit, raifing the end C, and touching the Table with

the other end D ; then take the third Stick EF and

compleat the Triangle with it , making one of its ends

E reft on the Table, and running it under the firſt

AB fo as to reft upon the ſecond CD. The three

Sticks lying thus a-crofs one another, will mutually

fupport one another, fo that they cannot fall, through

any weight upon 'em, unleſs they bend or break thro'

the over-bearing Gravitation ; which if moderate,

will, inftead of makingthem fall, ftrengthen them and

keep them firmer in that Pofition.

Tlate 15.

Fig. 3

PROBLEM XVII.

To make three Knives turn upon the point of a Nee-

dle.

Toth
Othe end ofthe Haft of one Knife , as AB, faften the

point of another Knife AC, fo as to make BAC a

right Angle orthereabouts ; then faften to the end ofthe

haft ofthe Knife AC the point of a third Knife CD,

fo as that the Angle ACD comes near to a right An-

gle ; for thus the three Knives, AB, AC, CD, will

be difpos'd in the form of a Ballance ; the two Scales

of which are reprefented by the two Knives that hang,

AB, CD, and the Beamby the Knife AC, upon which

by confequence you will find after feveral effays the

Center of Motion, or the fix'd Point, from which the

Ballance being fufpended, will reft in Æquilibrio with

its
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its two Scales AB, CD. To this Point, fuch as E,

put a Needle EF at Right Angles, fo that the Knife

AC, withthe two other Knives, AB, CD, may remain

in Equilibrio round this the Center of their compoun-

ded Gravity. The Needle muft be held very tight

upon thePerpendicular , and then the leaft force, fuch

as that of the blowing of one's Mouth, will make

them turn and dance, as it were, round the point of the

Needle without falling.

PROBLEM XVIII.

To take up a Boat that's funk with a Cargo ofGoods.

F a Boat finks in a deep River, you may bring her

up again, by getting two other Boats, one empty,

and the other deep loaded with ſome heavy Subftance,

as Stones, &c. You muſt tie theſe two Boats to the

Boat that's funk with two Ropes, and extending the

Rope of the deep loaded Boat, unload her into the

other that's empty ; which will raiſe the firft Boat a

little, and make it draw along with it the Boat that's

under Water, and at the fame time make the ſecond

Boat fwim fo much deeper in the Water. The fe-

cond Boat being thus loaded, you must bend her Rope

and unload her again into the empty Boat, and there-

upon fhe becoming lighter, will rife and draw the

Boatunder Water fo far further up. Thus you conti-

nue to load and unload till you bring the Boat even

with the Water, and then tow her to the fide.

PROBLEM XIX.

To make a Boat go of it felf up a rapid Current:

THE
E more rapid a River is, the eaſier 'tis to make

a Boat go of it felf up againſt the Current, by a

Rope and a Wheel with its Axletree that has Wings

like the Wings or Sweeps of a Mill- wheel.

Fix the Wheel with its Axletree at the place to

which you would have the Boat conducted, and let its

Sweeps be as deep in the Water, as there is occafion

for
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Plate 15.

Fig. 37.

for turning it round ; tie a Rope to the Boat and to

the Axletree of the Wheel, which turning with its

Axletree by vertue of the rapidity of the Water, will

wind up the Rope on its Axletree, and fo by the fuc-

ceffive abbreviation of the Rope, drag it againſt the

Current to the place propos'd ; which ' twill reach fo

much the ſooner that the Current is rapid, the rapidity

quickening the motion of the Wheel.

PROBLEM XX.

To find the weight of a Cubical foot of Water.

WEintimated above Prob. VIII . that a Cubical foot

of Water weighs about 72 Pounds ; which is

eafily tried by filling a Veffel, the Concavity ofwhich

is juft a Cubcical foot, and meaſuring the Water. But

an eaſier way is this.

Get a Rectangle Parallelepipedon , as ABCD,of fome

homogeneous Matter, the fpecifick Gravity of which

is less than that of Water, fuch as Firwood, fo that,

when put into Water 'twill not fink quite : Take an

exact account of the weight of this folid Body, which

we ſhall fuppofe to be 4 pound.

Put it into Water, and make a mark where it cea-

fes to fink, as EFG ; for then the space taken up by

it in the Water being ABGE, the Water that would

fill that space, would weigh exactly 4 pound, that is,

as much as the Body ABCD weighs in the Air, by

this General Principle of the Hydroftaticks, that the

weight of a Body is equal to that of a Column of

Water equal to that the room of which is taken up in

the Water.

This Column of Water, which is here repreſented

by ABGE, may be meaſur'd Geometrically, by mul-

tiplying the breadth EF, which we fhall fuppofe to be

4 Inches, by the height AF, which we fuppofe to be

3 Inches ; and the product 12 by the length AB, or

FG, which we fhall call 8 Inches : For thus you

have 96 Cubical Inches for the folidity ofthe Prifm

ABGE.

Thus we know that 96 Inches of Water weigh 4

pound ; and to know the weight of a Cubical-foot of

the
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the fame Water which is 1728 Cubical Inches (as ap-

pears by multiplying 12 by 12, and the Product by

12 again) we muft fayby the Rule of Three direct ;

If 96 Inches weigh 4 Pound, how much will 1728

Inches weigh ; that is to fay, we muſt multiply 1728

by 4 , and divide the Product 6912 by 96, and fo

we'll find that a Cubical foot of Water weighs 72

Pound.

PROBLEM XXI.

To make a Coach that a Man may travel in without

Horfes.

TH
"HE two fore-wheels must be little, and movea- Plate r

ble round their common Axletree, as in the or- Fig. 38.

dinary Coaches ; and the hinder Wheels muſt belarge,

as AB, CD, and firmly fix'd to their common Axle

tree EF, infomuch that the Axletree can't move, with-

outthe Wheels move along with it.

Round the middle of the Axletree EF put a Trun-

dlehead, with ftrong and cloſe Spindles, and near to

that fix upon the Beam a notch'd Wheel IK, the

notches of which may catch the Spindles of the Trun-

dlehead, and fo in turning with the handle NOL,

that Wheel round its Axletree LM, which ought to

be perpendicular to the Horizon, it will turn the Trun-

dle GH, and with that the Axletree EF, and the

Wheels AB, CD, which will thereupon fet forward

the Coach, without Horfes or any other Animal . I

need not tell you that the Axletree must enter into the

Beam, in order to turn within it.

There was invented at Paris, fome years ago, a

Coach or Chaiſe like that in Fig. 42. which a Footman Plate 17.

behind the Coach makes to go with his two Feet al- Fig. 42.

ternately, by vertue of two little Wheels hid in a Box

between the two Hind-wheels, as A,B, and made faft

to the Axletree of the Coach.

i

In short, the contrivance of the Machine is this . Plate 17.

AA in Fig. 43. is a Roller, the two ends of which are
Fig.43.

made faft to the Box behind the Chaife, B is a Pully

upon which runs the Rope that faftens the end of the

Planks CD, upon which the Foorman puts his Feet .

E is
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E is a piece of Wood that keeps faft the two Planks

at the other end, allowing them to move up and down

by the two Ropes AC, AD, tied to their two ends.

F , F, are two little plates of Iron which ferve to turn

the Wheels, H, H, that are fix'd to their Axletree,

which is likewife fix'd to the two great Wheels, I , I.

Thus, you will readily apprehend that the Footmani

putting his Feet alternatly upon C and D, one ofthe

Plates will turn one of the notch'd Wheels ; for Ex-

ample, if he leans with his Foot upon the Plank C,

it defcends and raifes the Plank D, which can't rife

but at the fame time the plate of Iron that enters the

notches of the Wheel, muft needs make it turn with

its Axletree, and confequently the two great Wheels.

Then the Footman leaning upon the Plank D, the

weight of his Body will make it defcend and raiſe the

other Plank C, which turns the Wheel again ; and fo

the Motion will be continued.

'Tis easy to imagine that while the two Hind-

wheels advance, the two Fore-wheels muft likewiſe

advance ; and that theſe will always advance ftraight,if

the Perſon that fits in the Chaiſe manages them with

Reins made faft to the Forebeam.

PROBLEM XXII.

To know which of two different Waters is the lighteft ,

without any Scales.

TA
Ake a folid Body the fpecifick gravity of which is

lefs than that of Water, Dale or Firwood, for

inftance ; and put it into each of the two Waters, and

reft affured that ' twill fink deeper in the lighter than

in the heavier Water ; and fo by obferving the diffe-

rence of the finking you'll know which is the lighteſt

Water, and confequently the wholfomeft for Drink-

ing.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXIII.

To contrive a Cask to hold three different Liquors, that

may be drawn unmix'd at one and thefame Tap.

THE Cask muſt be divided into three Parts of Plate 16%

Cells , A, B, C, for containing the three different Fig 39.

Liquors, as Red-Wine, White-Wine, and Water ;

which you may put into their reſpective Cells at one

and the fame Bung, thus ;

Put into the Bung a Funnel D with three Pipes,

E, F, G, each of which terminates in its respective

Cell. Upon this Funnel clap another Funnel H with

three Holes, that may anſwer when you will the Ori

fices of each Pipe ; for thus, if you turn the Funnel H

fo as to make each Hole anſwer fucceffively to its cor-

refponding Pipe, the Liquor you pour into the Funnel

H will enter that Pipe, it being ftill fuppos'd that when

one Pipe is open, the other twoare fhut.

Now to draw thefe Liquors without mixing, you

muft have three Pipes K, L, M, each of which an-

fwers to a Cell, and a fort of Cock or Spigot IN with

three Holes answering the three Pipes, and fo turning

it till one of the Holes fits its refpective Pipe, you draw

the reſpective Liquor by it felf.

PROBLEM XXIV.

To find the refpective parts of a Weight that two Perfons

bear upon a Leaver or Barrow.

TO find the part of the Weight C, fuppos'd to be Plate16.

150 Pounds, which two Perfons bear upon the Fig . 40%

Barrow AB, fuppos'd to be 6 Foot long ; we'll fup-

pofe that D is the Center of gravity of the Body C,

and its line of Direction is DE, in which cafe we

muft confider the Point E, as if the Body C were

hung; and then ' tis evident, that if the Point E be in

the middle of AB, each Perfon will bear 75 pounds.

or half the weight C ; but if ' tis not in the middle,

but bears nearer to B for inftance than to A, ſo that

Bb a heas
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Plate 16.

Fig.41.

Plate 18.

Fig. 44.

a heavier part of it falls upon B than upon A, that

part may be determin'd, thus ;

If you fuppofe the part AE of the Leaver or Bar-

row AB, to be 4 Foot, and confequently the other

part to be 2 Foot (the whole length being fuppos'd

to be 6 Foot) multiply the given weight 150 by 4

the meaſure of the part AE, and divide the Product

600 by the length AB, viz. 6, and the quotient gives

100 pounds for the part of the weight born by a Power

applied at B ; fo that confequently the Power at A

must bear only 50 .

PROBLEM XXV.

To find the Force neceſſary for raising a weight with

a Leaver, the length and fix'd point of which are

given.

WE'll fuppofe the weight C to weigh upon the

Leaver AB 150 pounds ; and the Power applied

at its extremity B to be diftant 4 Foot from the fix'd

Point D, ſo that the remaining part AD of the Lea-

ver is 2 Foot, the whole Leaver AB being fuppos'd

6 Foot long. Multiply the weight C, 150 , by 2 the

part AD, and divide the Product 300 by 4 the other

part BD ; and the Quotient 75 will be the Force re-

quifite for fuftaining the weight C by aPower at B ;

from whence you will readily conclude, that the Pow-

er applied at B must have a force fomewhat greater

than that of 75 pounds, for moving and raifing the

weight C.

PROBLEM XXVI.

Tocontrive a Veffel that holds its Liquor when it ftands

upright, and Spills it all if it be inclin'd or stoop'd

but a little.

You may eafily refolve this Problemby obferving

Problem 3. and 14. for if you put within the Vel

fel AB, a Syphon or bended Tube CDEF, the Orifice

of which C touches the bottom of the Veffel , the

other Mouth F being lower than the bottom of the

Veffel
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Veffel, fo that the Leg or Branch CD is fhorter than

the other DEF : And then, if you fill the Veffel with

Water to about the upper part D, the Water will not

run out ; but if you incline the Veffel AB never fo

little towards A, as if you were going to drink, the

Water will go from the Branch CD into the Branch

DEF, and run all out at the Mouth F, even tho' the

Veffel be fet upright again, upon the account that the

Air can fucceed into the room of the Water when it

defcends thro' the Branch DEF.

PROBLEM XXVII.

To find the weight of a piece of Metal or Stone without

a pair of Scales.

IN
N the firft place get a Concave Veffel in the figure Plate 18.

of a Priſm, of what Baſe you will, tho' a fquare Fig. 45.

or oblong Bafe is moft convenient, as ABC, the length

of which AB is ſuppoſed to be 6 Inches, the breadth

BC 4 Inches, fo that the Bafe ABC is 24, as appears

by multiplying 6 by 4.

This Veffel muſt be fill'd with Water to a certain

part, for example to DEF ; in which you're to put

the piece of Metal taking care that it be all cover'd,

for if 'tis not quite cover'd, you muft pour more Wa-

ter in: When the Metal is in, the Water will rife to

the part GHI, for example, fo that the Priſm of Wa-

ter GEI will be equal to the folidity of the piece pro-

pos'd.

Now, the folidity of the Prifm of Water GEI is

found by multiplying the Baſe DEF, which is equal

to the Bafe ABC, i. e. 24 fquare Inches, by its height

EH or FI, which we fuppos'd to be 2 Inches ; for

the Product gives 48 Cubical Inches for the folidity

of the Prifm of Water GEI ; by which you may find

its weight, fuppofing a Cubical Foot of the fame

Waterto weigh 72 Pounds, and faying by the Rule of

Three Direct ; If a Cubical Foot or 1728 Ounces

weigh 72 Pounds, what will 48 Inches weigh ? Thus

multiplying 72 by 48, and dividing the Product 3456

by, 1728, you find the weight of the Prifm GEI to be

z Pounds,

BB2
The

!
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Remark.

of finding

The weight of the Water being thus found, you

will easily find the weight of the piece of Metal o

Stone, by multiplying the weight found 2, by 3 if the

piece is Flint or Rock-Stone, by 4 if ' tis Marble, by

8 if Iron or Brafs, by 10 if Silver, by 11 if Lead

and by 18 if Gold. Thus you'll find the propos'

Piece, to weigh 6 pounds if it be hard Stone, 8 pound

if Marble, 16 if Iron, 20 if Silver, 22 if Lead, and

36 if Gold.

'Tis true the weight thus found is not very exac

An eafieway but it may ferve for Mathematical Recreations. T

the Solidity to be obferved that by this Problem you may fin

of Irregular with great facility the folidity of a Body, that can

Bodies.
be taken exactly by common Geometry without di

ficulty, that is, when a Body is very irregular, as

rough Stone , or any other unpolish'd Body. Fo

hereby you may find the folidity of a Priſm of Wate

to which the rough Body muft needs be equal.

PROBLEM XXVIII.

To find the folidity of a Body, the weight of which

known.

THI
"HIS Problem may eafily be refolved by t

following Table, which fhews in Pounds a

Ouncesthe weight of a Cubical foot of feveral dif

rent Bodies ; and in Ounces, Drams, and Grains,

weight of a Cubical Inch of the fame Bodies,

Pound containing 16 Ounces, the Ounce 8 Dra

and the Dram 72 Grains.
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ATable ofthe weight of a Cubical Foot, andofa Cubical

Inch offeveraldifferent Bodies.

A Cubical Foot A Cubical Inch.

Pounds. Ounces. Oun. Drams. Grains,Of

Gold
1326

4 12

Mercury 946
10 8

Lead 802 2 7

2
6
3

52

8

3 30

Silver 720 12

Copper
627 12

Iron 558

Pewter 516 4

WhiteMarble 188

5
6
4
6
6

6
i
n
n
+2
2

28

36

24

17

O

Free-Stone

Water

139

69

Wine 68

12

6

Wax 66

Oil 64

8
2
6
4
0

4

н
о
о
о

2
5
5

24

12

5

4 65

4 43

You learn by this Table, that a Cubical foot of

Iron, for inftance, weighs 558 Pounds, and fo if a piece

of that Metal weighs, for example, 279 Pound, you

find its Solidity by the Rule of Three Direct, viz. If

aweight of 558 Pounds gives a Cubical foot, or 1728

Inches of Solidity, what will a weight of 279 Pounds

yield ? Thus multiplying 279 by 1728, and dividing

the Product 482112 by 558 , you have in the Quotient

864 Cubical Inches for the folidity of the piece

propos'd.

If on the other hand you have a piece of Silver, Remark.

for example, and wantto know the weight of it, find

first its Solidity with Water as in the foregoing Pro-

blem ; and if that Solidity, is, for example, 43 Cubi-

cal Inches, multiply the number 48 by 6 Ounces,

5Drams, and 28 Grains, which is the weight of a

Cubical Inch of Silver, as you fee in the foregoing

Table, and you have in the Product 20 Pounds, 2

Drams, and 48 Grains for the weight of the Piece of

Silver propos'd . And fo in other cafes.

Bb 3 PRO-
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Fig.45.

PROBLEM XXIX.

A Body being given that's heavier than Water, to find

what height the Water will rife to, in a Veffel fill d

to a certain part with Water, when the Body is

thrown into it.

Plate 18. E'll fuppofe a Veffel in the form of a Rectangle

Parallelepipedon , as ABCL, in which there

is Water to the height AD: We throw into it a Ball

of Iron, the Specifick Gravity of which is greater

than of Water ; and want to know what height the

Water will then rife to. We meaſure the Area of the

Rectangular Bafe ABC or DEF, in multiplying the

length ED by the breadth EF ; and the folidity of

the Ball by multiplying the Cube of its Diameter by

157, and dividing the Product by 300 : And if the

Solidity, is, for example, 96 Cubical Inches, and the

Area DEF 48 fquare Inches, in dividing the folidity

96 by the Area 48 , you have in the Quotient two

Inches for the height EH or DG, to which the Ball

makes the Water rife, as taking up a Place or Room

equal to that of the Priſm GEI, the folidity of which

is confequently 96 Inches, as well as that of the

Ball.

Another way is as followeth. Take with an exact

pair of Scales the weight ofthe propos'd Body, which

we fhall fuppofe to be 31 Pounds ; and from thence

find the folidity of the fame Body by Problem 28,

where you will find it to be 96 Cubical Inches if it

be Iron. For this reaſon, the folidity of the Priſm

GEI will likewife be 96 Cubical Inches, and confe-

quently that Prifm being divided by the Bafe DEF

which we fuppofed to be 48 fquare Inches, the height

EH will be found 2 Inches.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXX.

A Body being given of lefs Specifick Gravity than Wa-

ter, to find how far ' twill fink in a Veffel full of

Water.

Take a piece of Deal, for example, the Specifick

Gravity of which is less than Water, and you'll

find 'twill not fink quite in the Water, but only to

fuch a depth, till it takes up in the Water a certain

extent of space antwerable to a Bulk of Water of

equal weight with the piece. Now to find exactly

what part of it will be under Water, you must find

the weight of it, and the meaſure of a quantity of

Water of the fame weight , by the foregoing Pro-

blems; and then you'll fee the Body fink until it hath

taken up the ſpace of that quantity of Water.

Suppofing the piece of Deal ABCD to weigh 360 Plate 18.

Pounds, and a Cubical foot of the Water contain'd in Fig. 46.

the Veffel EFGH to weigh 72 Pounds ; divide 360

by 72 , and you have in the Quotient 5 for the Cubi-

cal foot of Water that weighs likewife 360 Pounds ;

fo that the Prifm ABCD will fink in the Water till

it fills the ſpace of 5 Cubical feet ; and to know how

far that will be upon the Prifm, take upon it at its

lower end a Prifm of 5 Cubical feet of the fame Bafe

with the Baſe ABCD, which we here fuppofe to be

4 fquare Foot, and divide the 5 Cubical feet by the

Baſe 4, for fo you have i Foot 3 Inches for the

height or depthAI, to which the PrifmABCD will

fink in the Water.

PROBLEM XXXI.

To know if a fufpicious piece of Money is good or bad.

F it be a piece of Silver that's not very thick, as

a Crown or half a Crown, the goodness of which

you wantto try : Take another piece of good Silver

of equal ballance with it, and tie both pieces with

Bb 4 Thread
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Thread or Horfe-hair to the Scales of an exact Bal-

lance (to avoid the wetting of the Scales themſelves)

and dip the two pieces thus tied in Water ; for then

if they are of equal goodnels that is, of equal puri-

ty, they will hang in Equilibrio in the Water as well

as in the Air: but if the piece in queſtion is lighter in

the Water than the other, ' tis certainly falfe, that is,

there's fome other Meral mix'd with it that has lefs

Specifick Gravity than Silver, fuch as Copper ; If 'tis

heavier than the other, ' tis likewife bad, as being

mix'd with a Metal of greater Specifick Gravity than

Silver, fuch as Lead.

If the piece propos'd is very thick, fuch as that

Crown of Gold that Hiero King of Syracufa ſent to

Archimedes to know if the Goldfmith had put into it

all the 18 pounds of Gold that he had given him for

that end ; take a piece of pure Gold of equal weight

withthe Crown propos'd, viz. 18 pounds ; and with-

out taking the trouble of weighing them in Water,

put them into a Veffel full of Water, one after ano-

ther, and that which drives out moft Water, muſt

neceffarily be mix'd with another Metal of lefs Spe-

cifick Gravity than Gold, as taking up more ſpace

tho' of equal weight.

F

PROBLEM XXXII.

To find the Burden of a Ship at Sea, prin a River.

Rom what has been faid in Problem 30. one may

eafily find the burden of a Ship, e. what weight

' will carry without finking. For ' tis a certain truth ,

that a Ship will carry a weight equal to that of a

Quantity of Water of the fame Bignefs with it felf;

fubftracting from it the weight of the Iron about

the Ship, for the Wood is of much the fame weight

with Water ; and fo if ' twere not for the Iron a Ship

might fail full of Water.

The Confequence of this is, that, however a Ship

be loaded, ' twill not fink quite, as long as the weight

of its Cargo is lefs than that of an equal bulk of

Water. Now to know this Bulk or Extent , you muſt

measure the Capacity or Solidity of the Ship,which we

here fuppofe to be 1000 Cubical feet, and multiply

that
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that by 73 pounds the weight of a Cubical foot of Sea

Water ; for then you have in the Product 73000

pounds for the weight of a bulk of Water equal to

that of the Ship.

Sothat in this example we may call the burder of the

Ship, 73000 Pounds, or 36 Tun and a half, reckoning

a Tun 2000 Pounds, that being the weight of a

Tun of Sea-water. If the Cargo of this Ship ex-

ceeds 36 Tunand a halfthe will fink ; and ifher Load-

ing is juſt 73000 tb. fhe'll fwim very deep in the Wa-

ter uponthe very point of finking ; fo that he can't

fail fafe and eafie, unless her Loading be confiderably

fhort of 73000 pounds weight. If the Loading comes

near to 73000 pounds, as being, for example, juſt 36

Tun, he will (wim at Sea, but will fink when the

comes into the Mouth of a fresh Water River ; for

this Waterbeing lighter than Sea-water will be fur-

mounted by the weight of the Veffel, eſpecially if

that weight is greater than the weight of an equal Bulk

of thefame Water.

PROBLEM XXXIII.

To make apound of Water weigh heavier, or as much

more as you will.

WEknowbyExperience, that if you hang a great
Stone by a Cord, the Stone hanging within a

Veffel fo as not to touch it, leaving room for a pound

of Water round it ; and if you fill that void ſpace

with VVater, the Veffel that with the VVater alone

weighs but about a pound, as containing but a pound

ofVVater, will weigh above an hundred pounds ifthe

Stoneinthe Veffel fills the space of an hundred pounds of

Water. Thus, you fee a pound of Water in this Cafe

weighs above an hundred pounds ; and if the Stone

takes upthe ſpace ofa thousand pounds, the one pound

ofWater will weigh above a thouſand ; and ſo on.

For the fame end you may make uſe of a Ballance, Plate 18.

the two Scales of which AB, CD, gravitate equally Fig. 48,

round the Center of Motion E, which fhall be, ifyou

will, at the middle of the Beam E, as in the common

Ballances ; for having fix'd with an Iron Hook HIK,

at the point H of a Nail or any other firm thing, the

Body
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Body LM, equal for example, to 99 pounds of VVa-

ter, you need only to put the Scale AB round the Body

LM, fo as to leave ſpace for a pound of VVater ; for

then 100 pounds of VVater pour'd into the Scale CD,

will be in Equilibrio with one pound of VVater in the

other Scale AB.

PROBLEM XXXIV.

To know how the Wind ftands, without stirring out of

one's Chamber.

FIX

X to the Cieling of your Room a Circle divided

into 32 equal parts, with the Names of the 32

Rumbs or Wind-points , the points of North and

South beingupon the Meridian Line. The Circle or

Dial thus divided, muft have a Needle or Hand movea-

ble round its Center, like the hand of a VVatch or

Clock ; and that Hand muft be fix'd to an Axletree

that's perpendicular to the Horizon, and may move

eafily upon the leaſt VVind, by vertue of a Fane on

its upper end above the roof ofthe Houſe ; and then the

VVind turning the Fane, will at the fame time turn its

Axletree, and the Hand that's fix'd to it, which will

accordingly point to the Rumbfrom whence the VVind

blows.

Upon the Pont Neuf at Paris, and likewife in the

French King's Library, there's fuch a Dial, not upon

a Cieling , but againſt a VVall ; which fhews the

VVind-point by the Motion of a Fane, AB, the Axle-

tree of which CD, which is likewile perpendicular

to the Horizon, is fuftain'd above by an Horizontal

Plain EF, thro' which it runs at Right Angles, and

below by the Plain GH, upon which it refts with its

extremity D, which ought to be ſharp pointed, for

the refting a'moft upon a Point contributes to facili-

tate its Motion upon the leaft air of VVind ; and at

the fametime that of the Cop IK, which has eight

equal VVings or Gutters that the notchesofthe VVheel

LM catch upon ; whence it comes, that the Motion

of the Fane turning the VVheel LM, turns likewiſe

the Axletree PQ, which being parallel to the Hori-

zon, paffes thro' the VVall at Right Angles, and like-

wife
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Plate. 19.

Fig.so.

Body LM, equal for example, to 99 pounds of VVa-

ter, you need only to put the Scale AB round the Body

LM, fo asto leave ſpace for a pound of VVater ; for

then 100 pounds of VVater pour'd into the Scale CD,

will be in Equilibrio with one pound of VVater in the

other Scale AB.

PROBLEM XXXIV.

To know how the Wind ftands, without ſtirring out of

one's Chamber.

FIX
IX to the Cieling of your Room a Circle divided

into 32 equal parts, with the Names of the 32

Rumbs or Wind-points , the points of North and

South being upon the Meridian Line. The Circle or

Dial thus divided, muft have a Needle or Hand movea-

ble round its Center, like the hand of a VVatch or

Clock ; and that Hand muſt be fix'd to an Axletree

that's perpendicular to the Horizon, and may move

eafily upon the leaſt VVind, by vertue of a Fane on

its upper end above the roof ofthe Houſe ; andthen the

VVind turning the Fane, will at the fame time turn its

Axletree, and the Hand that's fix'd to it, which will

accordingly point to the Rumb from whence the VVind

blows.

Upon the Pont Neuf at Paris, and likewife in the

French King's Library, there's fuch a Dial, not upon

a Cieling, but against a VVall ; which fhews the

VVind-point by the Motion of a Fane, AB, the Axle-

tree of which CD, which is likewile perpendicular

to the Horizon, is fuftain'd above by an Horizontal

Plain EF, thro' which it runs at Right Angles, and

below by the Plain GH, upon which it refts with its

extremity D, which ought to be ſharp pointed, for

the refting a'moft upon a Point contributes to facili-

tate its Motion upon the leaft air of VVind ; and at

the fame time that of the Cop IK, which has eight

equal VVings or Gutters that the notches ofthe VVheel

LM catch upon ; whence it comes, that the Motion

of the Fane turning the VVheel LM, turns likewiſe

the Axletree PQ, which being parallel to the Hori-

zon, paffes thro' the VVall at Right Angles, and like-

wife
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"
wife the Hand NR, fix'd to its extremity P, which

Paffes thro' the Dial on which the Rumbs are mark'd.

PROBLEM XXXV.

To contrive a Fountain, the Water of whichflows and

Stops alternately.

Provide two unequal Veffels, AB, CD, of white Plate 1 .

Iron or fome fuch Matter, the greateſt being the Fig. 47.

uppermoft AB, which communicates with the leffer

CD bythe Orifice E ; that fo the VVater pour'd into

the greater AB may run from it into the leffer CD,

and from thence out at the Extremity H of the Crane

GH, the other Extremity of which, F, is open, and

placed not far from the bottom of the Veffel.

VVhen the VVater of the Veffel CD rifes thro' the

open end F of the Crane to the upper part G, 'twill

defcend thro' the other Orifice H, if it be lower than

the aperture F, and if the Crane FGH is fo large or

thick that it diſcharges more VVater at H than there

enters into the Veffel CD at E, the Veffel CD willfoon

be empty, and the Fountain give over running : But

the VVater will recommence its flux thro' H, when it

reaſcends thro' the Branch FG to G ; and fo on al-

ternately.

You may contrive this Fountain of what figure you

will, as well asthe following which runs likewife al-

ternatly by Intervals, and is madethus ;

Take a Veffel AB which has two Bottoms, that is, Plate 19 .

is cloſe on all fides like a Drum; thro' the middle ofFig. s¹.

it run a long Pipe CD foldered to the lower bottom

at F, with its two ends open, C, D ; the firft ofwhich

C muft not quite touch the upper Bottom, but leave

paffage for the VVater, when one has a mind to fill the

Veffel AB; which is done by turning up the Veffel AB

with its Pipe CD, fo that the Hole D will then be

uppermoft, and pouring in the VVater at D. This

done ftop up the Pipe CD with another and a very

little ſmaller Pipe ED, that can just enter it, and is

fix'd in the bottom of a Cafe or Ciftern that's a little

longer than one of the two bottoms of the Veffel

AB.

The
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Remark.

The two Pipes CD, DE, ought to have at an equal

height two Apertures or Holes I, I, and the fmalleft

DE ought to be moveable within the greater CD,

that fo you may turn the ſmaller with its Cafe GH

when you will, till the two Holes I, I, meet. Far-

ther, the Veffel AB ought to have feveral little Holes

in its lower Bottom, as KL, for giving egrefs to the

VVater ; and the Cafe or Receptacle GH ought like-

wife to have two fmaller Vents, M, N, for the VVa-

ter to run out.

Now, the Veffel AB being fill'd with VVater, as

we directed but now ; and the Pipe CD being ſtop'd

by the Pipe DE, which we fuppos'd fo thin that it

could juft fill it, without any neceffity of the Extre-

mity E its reaching to the end C, provided the two

other ends, D, D, do but fit : This done, I fay, turn

the Veffel again to its firft Pofition , in which 'twill

ftand as in the Figure, the Cafe GH being its Baſe,

and being turn'd together with its Pipe E till the two

Vents I, I, meet and make but one Orifice ; forthen

the VVater contain'd in the Veffel AB will run out at

the Vents KL, as long as the Air can paſs thro' the

aperture I to fupply the room of the VVater that

runs from AB into the Cafe GH ; but when the VVa-

ter in the Receptacle GH rifes above the Vent I (which

will infallibly happen, fince more VVater runs at the

Vents K, L, than atM, N, the former being fuppos'd

larger than the latter) the Air not finding accefs at I,

the VVater in the Veffel AB, will give over running

thro' the Vents K, L, but the VVater in the Recepta

cle GH will continue to run at the Vents M, N, fo

that this VVater will growlower by degrees, till the

Vent is uncover'd again, and then the Air having

accefs at I will renew the Aux of the VVater thro

K, L ; which in a ſmall time will raise the VVater in

the Cafe GH, fo as to cover the Vent I again, upon

which the Stream from A, B, will ftop, and fo on

alternately till there's no VVater left in the Veffel

AB,

This is call'd the Fountain of Command, becauſe it

runs at a word given, when the VVater is near the

renewal of its flux thro' the Vents KL, which is easily

known; for when the Vent I begins to get clear of

VVater in G, H, the Air ftruggling for access at that

Vent
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Vent makes a little noife, and fo gives notice that the

Fountain is about to run.

To

PROBLEM XXXVI.

To make a Fountain by Attraction.

#

O the Mouth B of the Phiol or Glaſs Matrafs AB, Plate 20,

adjust two Pipes, CD, CE, inclining the one to Fig. 53.

the other in the form of a Syphon or Crane, and

foldering them together at the Extremities C, which

ought to be open as well as the other Extremities,

D, E ; and then ftopping the remaining part of the

Mouth B fo as to keep the Air quite out.

Turn this Machine upfide down, and fill it either

quite, or to a certain part by one of the two Pipes.

CD, CE, the firit of which CD ought to be fmaller

and shorter than the fecond CE, for a Reaſon to be

given in the Sequel.

This done, put the Phiol AB in its firft Situation,

as you fee it in the Figure, placing it perpendi-

cular upon a Table with a hole in it, thro' which

the big Pipe CE muft pafs ; then place under the other

leffer Pipe CD a Veffel full of VVater , as DF,

fo that the Pipe CD may touch the bottom of the

Veffel ; and you'll fee the Water of the Phiol AB run

out at the greateſt Pipe CE ; but when it has run out

to C, the weight of the Water that flows out at the

Mouth E of the greater Pipe CE will draw or fuck

the Air of the Matras AB, and that ſo much the more

forcibly, as it is bigger and longer than the Pipe CD ;

upon which the Water of the Veffel DF will mount

up thro' the Pipe CD, and ſpout out at the Mouth

Cwith an impetuous force into the Phiol ; and conti-

nue the fpout fo much the longer , the more Water

there is in the Veffel DF, for the Water caft up into

the Phiol will continually fall down and find an egrefs

in the greateſt Pipe CE.

PRO-
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Vent makes a little noife, and fo gives notice that the

Fountain is about to run.

PROBLEM XXXVI.

To make a Fountain by Attraction.

O the Mouth B of the Phiol or Glafs Matrafs AB, Plate 20,

adjust two Pipes, CD, CE, inclining the one to Fig. 53.

the other in the form of a Syphon or Crane, and

foldering them together at the Extremities C, which

ought to be open as well as the other Extremities,

D. E ; and then ftopping the remaining part of the

Mouth B fo as to keep the Air quite out.

Turn this Machine upfide down, and fill it either

quite, or to a certain part by one of the two Pipes

CD, CE, the first of which CD ought to be ſmaller

and horter than the fecond CE, for a Reaſon to be

given in the Sequel.

This done, put the Phiol AB in its firft Situation,

as you fee it in the Figure, placing it perpendi-

cular upon a Table with a hole in it, thro' which

the big Pipe CE muft pafs ; then place under the other

leffer Pipe CD a Veffel full of VVater , as DF,

fo that the Pipe CD may touch the bottom of the

Veffel ; and you'll fee the Water of the Phiol AB run

out at the greateſt Pipe CE ; but when it has run out

to C, the weight of the Water that flows out at the

Mouth E of the greater Pipe CE will draw or fuck

the Air of the Matras AB, and that ſo much the more

forcibly, as it is bigger and longer than the Pipe CD ;

upon which the Water of the Veffel DF will mount

up thro' the Pipe CD, and spout out at the Mouth

C with an impetuousforce into the Phiol ; and conti-

nue the ſpout fo much the longer , the more Water

there is in the Veffel DF, for the Water caft up into

the Phiol will continually fall down and find an egrefs

in the greateſtPipe CE.

PRO-
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Fig. 49.

PROBLEM XXXVII.

To make a Fountain by Compreſſion.

Plate 18. THIS Fountain is compos'd oftwo equal Veffels

or Bafins, AB, CD, joyn'd together; the bottom

of the lowermoft being flat to ferve for a baſe to the

Machine, and that of the upper being fomewhat Con-

cave to receive the Water that's pour'd into it, when

we mean to fill the Veffel CD with Water, and make

the Fountain run. The Veffel AB ought to have in

the middle of its Concavity an Orifice with a ſmall

Pipe EF, the Extremity of which O muſt be near the

bottom of the Veffel, the other end being rais'd a lit-

tle above the fide of the Veffel AB, that fo the Water

contain'd in the Veffelmay run out with facility.

Befides this, there are in the Machine two hidden

Pipes, GH, IK ; the firft of which GHis folder'd to

the bottom of the Veffel AB aboutH, where the Ori-

fice or Hole is, thro' which the Water pour'd into the

Concavity of AB paffes into the lower Veffel CD,

making its egrefs from the Pipe GH at the lower ex-

tremity G, which for that reafon ought not to touch

the bottom of the Veffel. The fecond hidden Pipe

IK is folder'd to the upper part of the Bafin CD,

where there is likewife a Vent or Mouth as well as at

the other extremity K, which muft not touch the

bottom of the Veffel AB, to the end that when the

Machine is inverted, the Water of the Bafin CD may

enter the Pipe IK, and fill the Bafin AB, the Capa-

city of which is ſuppos'd equal to that of the Bafin

CD.

This done, fet the Machine in its firft Situation,

as you fee it in the Figure, and pour Water a fecond

time into the Concavity of AB ; upon whichthe Wa-

ter will enter the Pipe GH at H, and ſo repair to the

Bafin CD, where 'twill make a ftrong preffure upon

the Air, as well as upon that in the Pipe IK ; and the

Air thus comprefs'd will prefs the Water in the Bafin

AB, and fo force it to fpout out impetuously at the

Mouth F. This agreeable Waterwork will continue

to play a long time, becauſe the Water ftill falling

back
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back into the Bafin AB, ' twill re-enter the Bafin CD

by the Pipe GH, and fo continue the preffure of the

Air, till all the Water of the Bafin AB is gone, and

the Air can havefree acceſs at the Mouth F ofthe ſmall

Pipe EF.

One may readily apprehend, that the two Veffels

AB, CD, ought to have no other mutual Communica-

tion, but what they have by the two Pipes GH, IK,

asyou fee in the Figure ; and that the two Pipes GH,

IK, ought to be ſo foldered at H and I, that no Air

can either enter or get out.

In Figure 55. you have another Model of a Foun- Plate 20.

tain, bythe Cock L of the Pipe EF, and the Cock M Fig. 55.

of the Pipe GH, the Mouth of which H enters the

lower bottom of the upper Veffel AB, giving vent to

the Cock L, and turning or ftopping the Cock M,

you fill the Veffel AB with Water, pouring it in atthe

Mouth F ; and then by opening the Cock M, the

Water of AB will paſs thro' the Pipe GH and fill

the Veffel CD. Again, ftopping the Cock M and

opening L, you fill AB, as before ; and then if you

give vent to the Cock M, the Water of the Bafin

AB will make a preffure upon that of CD, and the

Water of CD thus comprefs'd will push out with Vio-

lence the Water of AB at the Mouth F, and ſo will

make a Water ſpout like that laft defcrib'd.

To make this Jet or Water ſpout twice as high,

divide the Bafin AB into three Cells, and the Bafin.

CD into two, and double the Pipes GH, IK, as you

fee in Fig. 57. for then the preffure of the Air be-

ing double, will have a double effect, that is, the

Water will rife twice as high as before.

Plate 20.

Fig. 57.

Another Fountain by Compreffion may be made Plate 19.

with only one Veffel AB, and one Pipe in the middle Fig. 52.

CD, open at its two ends C, D; the lowermoft of

which D ought not to come cloſe to the bottom of

the Veffel. At the MouthA the Pipe ought to be fo

folder'd that no Air can paſs ; and above the Mouth

A the Pipe CD ought to have a Spigot or Cock, E,

for ftopping or giving vent to the Pipe CDas there is

occafion ; and that after this manner.

Put into the Veffel AB as much Air and Water as is

poffible, with a Syringe, at the Mouth C, ftopping

the Cock E as you Syringe to prevent the exit of the

Air
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Plate 20.

Fig. 54.

Plate 21.

Fig 58.

Air that's extreamly comprefs'd in the Veffel AB ;

in this cafe, the Water being heavier than the Air will

remain at the bottom of the Veffel, and bear a ſtrong

preffure from the Air, which is likewife mightily com-

prefs'd it felf ; and for that reafon, if you open the

Pipe CD by opening the Cock E, the Air will make

the Water ſpout out with Violence at the Mouth C,

and that pretty high. This agreeable Water-Spout

will continue fo much the longer, that the Mouth C

is ſmall, and the Air in the Veffel ABmuchcomprefs'd ;

and that Compreffion of the Air will be confiderably

greater ifyou heat the Veffel but a little.

We ſhall mention yet another Method of contriving

a Fountain by Compreffion, with only one Veffel or

Bafin ; viz. Take the Veffel ABCD cloſe ftop'd on all

fides, with two Pipes EF, GH, communicating mu-

tually at H where they are foldered, and open at the

ends , E, F, G. The end F muft not touch the bottom

of the Veffel ABCD ; and each of the two Pipes muſt

have a Cock out of the Veffel, as L, M, and withal

muft be fo foldered at I, K, as to deny all paffage to

the Air.

Now, to fet this Fountain in going, turn or ftop

the Cock L, and open the Cock M, in order to force

with a Syringe as much Water as you can into the Veſ-

fel ABCD ; then ftop the Cock M to prevent the

egrefs of the Air that's extremely comprefs'd in the

Veffel ABCD : But open the Cock L, and the Water

will fpout impetuoufly out at E, which ought to be

but a fmall vent that the Water-Spout may continue the

longer.

PROBLEM XXXVIII.

To contrive a Fountain by Rarefaction.

Having joyn'd two unequal Veffels AB, CD, clofe

on all fides, by two equal Pipes, EF, GH, fol-

der'd to the lower bottom of the upper Veffel AB, at

F and H, and to the upper bottom of the lower

Veffel CD at E and G; fo that the Air can have no

paffage but by the Mouth of theſe two Pipes, which

are fuppos'd to be open at the ends E, F, G, H ; puc

ia
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in the middle of the upper Veffel AB a third ſmaller

Pipe IK, the lower end of which I, muft not come

clofe to the bottom of the Veffel AB, and the upper

end K muſt be ſomewhat higher than the upper End

of the Veffel AB. This aperture at K ought to be

ſmall, and each of the three Pipes, EF, GH, IK, ought

to have aCock, as L, M, N.

Having fhut the two Cocks L, M, open the Cock N,

and at the Mouth K fill the Veffel AB with Water.

Then open
the two Cocks L, M, that the Water ofthe

Veffel AB may defcend thro ' F and H into the Veffel

CD, and fill it but part full, the capacity of CD being

fuppos'd greater than that of AB. Then ftop the two

Cocks L and M, and fill the Veffel AB with freſhWa

ter. This done, ftop the Cock N, and put hot burn-

ing Coals under the Veffel CD, which will rarifie the

Air and the Water in the Veffel CD ; and fo if you

open the Cock N, the Water in the Veffel AB will fly

out at K, and make a pleaſant Water-Spour.

Anotherway is as followerh. Get a Veffel of Cop-

per or any other Metal , as AB divided into two

parts, the uppermoft of which CDE is open, and the

other GHfhut clofe on all fides, but at I, where it

has a little Pipe in the form of a Funnel IL with a

Cock M, in order to pour in at that Funnel, the

Cock being open, as much Water as will fill part of the

part GH.

In the middle of the Veffel AB place a Pipe HO,

with its lowermoft end H not quite touching the

bottom ofthe Veffel, and the upper end O a little

fmaller, and rais'd above the Veffel to receive a Sphere

of Glafs KN, thro' which and thro' the upper fide

of the Veffel AB you're to run another Pipe PQ,

open at its two ends, that the Water that rifes from

AB into the Sphere KNthro' the Pipe HO, may re-

turn bythe Pipe PQinto the Veffel AB, and fo make a

continual Water-Spout.

But to make the Water in the Veffel AB rife of it felf

into the Sphere KN, bythe Pipe HO, you muft ftop

the Cock M, and hear the Air and Water in the Vel-

fel AB, by putting under the Plain RS a Grare co-

ver'd with red hot Coals, the heat of which will ra¬

rifie the Air and make the Water afcend , &c.

C 'There's

Plate 21.

Fig. 5 .
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Remark.

Plate 21.

Fig. 60.

Plate 20.

Fig. 56.

Remark.

1

There's no queftion, but theſe two forts of Foun-

tains will fucceed, when the Machine is duly made ;

but I can't promife fo much of athird fort of Foun-

tains, which you fee repreſented in Fig. 60. andwhich

is preſently apprehended by only looking upon the Fi-

gure; for perhaps the Candle O may go out, when

tis put into the Concave Sphere AB, at the aperture

C, which is defign'd for rarifying by its heat the Air

in the Sphere, that the Air thus rarified paffing from

the Sphere thro' the Pipe DE, may prefs the Water

contain'd in the VeffelDF, and fo force it to fpout out

at the upper end of the Pipe GH.

PROBLEM XXXIX.

To make a Clock with Water.

As
S heavy Bodies in defcending freely thro' the Air

continually increaſe their Celerities, and in equal

times paſs thro' unequal Spaces, which rife or increaſe

in the proportion of the Squares, 1 , 4, 9 , 16, &c. of

the natural Numbers, 1 , 2, 3, 4, &c. beginning from

the point of Reft : So, on the Contrary, liquid Bodies

runninginto any Veffel thro' the fame Orifice, conti-

nually leffen their Celerities, and the upper furface of

the Liquor , as Water contain'd in the Glaſs Cy-

linder AB, falls lower, in running continually at the

Orifice B, inthe proportion of the fame fquare Num-

bers, 1 , 4, 9, 16, &c. in equal times.

For this Reaſon ; if the Tube of Glafs AB full of

Water empties it felf in 12 Hours, the way to know

how muchthe Water finks every Hour, and to mark

the Hours uponthe Tube AB, is this. The Square of

12 being 144, we divide the length AB into 144 equal

Parts, andthen take 121 the Square of 11 for the firſt

Hour from Bto C ; 1oo the Square of 10 from B to

´D for the Point of 2 a Clock, fuppofing A to be the

Noon-Point ; 81 the Square of 9 from Bto E for the

Point of 3 ; 64 the Square of 8 from B to F for the

Point of4, and ſo on.

If the Tube AB do's not empty it felf exactly in 12

Hours thro' the Orifice B, you must make it ſo to

do by leffening or increafing the Orifice B, as you fee

occafion. Now
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Now, to find this Diminution or Augmentation,

that is, to find the meaſure of B or the Diameter ofa

Hole thro' which all the Water in the Cylinder AB

willpafs in juft 12 Hours : We'll fuppofe the Diame-

ter of the Orifice B to be two Lines, and all the Wa-

ter of the Cylinder AB to run out thereby in 9 Hours ;

in this caſe we multiply 9 by 2 the number ofthe Dia-

meter, and divide the Product 18 by 12, the time

allotted for the due flux ofthe Water ; and thus you'll

find that the Diameter of the Hole B ought to be a

Line and a half, to give paffage to all the Water in the

Prifm AB juft in 12 Hours.

If you would know the quantity of Water that runs Plate 20,

each Hour thro' the vent B, meaſure the height AB, Fig. 56%

fuppos'd to be 6 Foot, and the Area of the Baſe of

the Cylinder by multiplying 144 the Square of 12 its

Diameter (fuppos'd to be an Inch or 12 Lines) by 785 ,

and dividing the Product 113040 by 1000 ; the Quo-

tient will give about 113 fquare Inches for the Area of

the Baſe of the Cylinder AB.

This Area being common to all the Cylinders of

Water, the heights of which are AC, CD, DE, &c.

will lead us tothe knowledge of their Solidities, viz.

by multiplying the Area's by the heights when known ;

and thefe Solidities are the quantity of Water that

iffues each Hour thro' the Orifice B. Now, the Me

thod of finding the heights, AC, CD, DE, &c. is

this :

The heightAB being fuppos'd 6 Foot which is equi-

valent to 864 Lines, and which we have divided into

144 equal Parts, each of theſe Parts will be 6 Lines;

as appears by dividing 864 by 144 ; and the height

BC which is 121 of thefe Parts will by confequence be

726 Lines, as appears by multiplying 121 by 6 ; fo

that the part AC will be 138 Lines, as appears by

Subtracting 726 from 864. Therefore, if you mul

tiply 113 the Bafe of the Cylinder by 138 or the height

AC, you have 15594 Lines for the Solidity ofthe Cy-

linder AC, or the quantity of Water that will run

thro'the Orifice B in the firft Hour, that is, from Noon

to one a Clock.

In likemanner, the height BD being 100 Parts, Sub-

tract it from the height BC, which was 121, and the

Remainder is 21for the Height CD of the fecond (y-

Cea linder
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Plate 22.

Fig. 61,

Plate 22.

Fig. 62.

linder ; and each part being 6 Lines, the part CD will

be 126 Lines, as appears by multiplying 121 by 6.

So if you multiply 126 by the common Baſe 113, you

have in the Product 14238 Cubical Lines for the fo-

lidity ofthe ſecond Cylinder CD, or the quantity of

Water that will iffue thro' the Aperture B from i to

2 a Clock. And fo of the reft.

COROLLAR Y.

This directs us to the way of adding to this Wa-

ter-Clock another that fhews the Hours by its afcent

in the Priſm GHI, the Baſe of which is known, for

example 226 Square Lines ; in making the Water of

the Cylinder AB fall into this Priſm, which for that

end fhouldbe placed lower than the Orifice B, and

be at leaft as wide or large as the Cylinder AB ; and in

markingthe Hours uponthe Priſm, thus.

The quantity of Water thatanſwers to the firftHour,

being 15594 Cubical Lines, we divide that Solidity

15594 by 226 the Area of the Bale of the Prifm GHỈ,

and find in the Quotient 69 Linesfor the Height GK of

the firft Hour in the Prifm GHI.

In like manner, the quantity of Water correfpond-

ing tothe fecond Hour, or to the Cylinder CD, being

14238 Cubical Lines, we divide that Solidity 14238

by the fame Baſe 226, and find in the Quotient 63

Lines for the height KL of the fecond Hour in the

Prism GHI. And foofthe reft.

'Tis evident, that, if the Bafe of the Prifm GHI

were equal to that of the Cylinder AB, the divifions of

the Hours in the Priſm GHI, would be equal to thoſe

of the Cylinder AB ; only the Order would be inver-

ted, the height GKbeing equal to the height AC, the

height KLto the height CD, and fo on.

PROBLEM XL.

To contrive a Water Pendulum.

BYa Water Pendulum, we mean a Water-watch er

Clock in the figure of a Drum or round Box of

Metal well folder'd, as ABCD, in which there's a

certain

?
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certain quantity of prepar'd Water, and feveral little

Cells communicating one with another near the Cen-

cer , which gives paffage to no more Water than juft

what is neceffary for caufing the gradual and gentle

deſcent of the Watch by its own weight, which is

uppos'd to hang by two fine and equal Threads or

Cords, EF, GH, winded round an Iron Axletree IK

chat is equally thick, which paffes thro' the middle of

the Box at Right Angles, and defcending along with

It fhews without any noiſe, by one or both its Extre-

mities, I, K, the Hours mark'd upon an adjacent Ver-

ical Plain, with the Divifions taken from a good

Wheel-Clock.

་

Who was the firft Inventer of thefe, I do notknow,

but I have feen one of ' em, made of Pewter, the

Meaſures and Proportions of which I fhall here lay

down as a Rule for making of others, whether larger

or ſmaller.

The Diameter AB or CD of the two Heads of the Plate 22 .

Drum or Barrel ABCD was about five Inches ; and Fig. 62.

the breadth AD or BC, or the diftance between the

two Heads, which were equal and mutually parallel ,

was two Inches. The infide ofthe Barrel was divided

into feven Cafes or Cells by as many fmall plains in-

clin'd, or Tongues of Pewter folder'd to each Head,

and to the Circumference or Concave Surface, Thefe

Tongues were each of ' em two Inches long, as A, B,

C, D, E, F, G, and , as you fee in Figure 63. did Plate 22.

fo flope that they graz'd upon and touch'd the Cir- Fig. 63.,

cumference of a Circle defcrib'd round the Center H

at an Inch and a halfInterval. Thefe fhelving Tongues

ferve to make the Water paſs from one Cell to ano-

ther as the Machine turns and defcends, and points to

the Hours with the extremity of the Axletree, which

was run at Right Angles thro' the middle of theDrum,

or the Hole H, that Hole being fquare that the Clock

might reft the firmer upon the Axletree.

In fine, there were in this little Machine feven Oun-

ces of purified, that is, diftill'd and prepar'd Water,

put in thro' two Holes in the fame Head at an equal

diſtance from the Center H, which were afterwards

ftop'd upto hinder the egrefs of the Water, when the

Clock turns with its Axletree, continually changing

its fituation, in deſcending infenfibly by the unwind-

Cc 3 ing
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Remark.

ing of the two Cords that hold it always perpendicu

lar and are wirded round the Axletree, which by

that means is always parallel to the Horizon.

'Tis evident that if this Clock had been fufpended

by its Center of Gravity, as ' twould be if the lower

furface of the Axletree paſs'd exactly thro' the middle

of each Head, it would not move at all ; and the

cauſe of its Motion is its being hung off of the Center

of Gravity by the two Cords winded round its Axle-

tree ; the thickneſs of which ought not to be very

confiderable with respect to the bulk of the Clock

and the quantity of Water therein contain'd, that fo

the Clock may roll moderately by vertue of the paf-

fage of the Water from one Cell to another. ' Tis

equally evident that the Machine muſt not deſcend all

on a fudden, becauſe the force of its Motion is coun-

terballanced and leffen'd by the weight of the Water

it contains.

To wind up this Clock, when it has run down to

the end ofthe two Cords, you need only to raiſe it with

your Hand, and make it turn the contrary way, on

the fame two Cords, which may be as long as you

will, provided they are equal, and fix'd at equal

heights above the Horizon, that fo the Axletree may

be always Horizontal.

The Pendulum's of this kind, that are now made at

Paris, are of Copper, and commonly go 24 Hours

from the top to about two Foot- below. The Divifi-

on of the Hours is regulated, as we faid before, by

aClock that goes true.

1

This Clock is liable to the change of Air, i. e. its

Drinefs or Humidity, as well as other Clocks ; but it

has this conveniency that it makes no noife, and fo

do's not diſturb one inthe Night, and when one wakes

the Hours may be diftinguish'd by little Buttons or

Pegsfix'd upon ' em.

Befides, this fort of Clocks do's not often want

mending; you need only to change the Water once in

two or three Years ; becauſe it foils and grows thick

in time, and fo for want of due Fluidity makes the

Clock go flower. This fresh Water, which ought to

be diftill'd Spring Water, is put in at a Hole made in

one of the two Heads, and afterwards ftop'd up with

Wax, the Barrel being firft clear'd of its foul Wa-

ter
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ter, and waſh'd five or fix times with warm fair

Water.

Father Timothy the Barnabite has made one of theſe

Clocks 5 Foot high, that wants winding but once a

Month ; and fhews not only the hours of the Day up-

on a Dial- Plate, but the day of the Month, the Feafts

of the Year, the Sun's place in the Zodiack, its time

of Rifing and Setting, the length of Day and Night,

by means of a ſmall Sun that moves and defcends im-

perceptibly, and at the end of every Month is rais'd

up to the Head of the Barrel, after finiſhing its Month-

ly Courſe.

PROBLEM XLI.

To make a Liquor afcend by vertue of another Liquor

that's beavier.

E'll fuppofe there's Wine in the Veffel AB, Plate 23.

which we want to raiſe tothe part DG of the Fig. 64 .

Concave Sphere CD, fuppos'd to be feparated into two

parts, C,D, which have no other Communication one

withanother, but what they have by the Orifice O.

At this Orifice O we fuppofe a Funnel fo contriv'd

that the Water pour'd into it may enter (when we

will) the part CE, and fill it quite full. This Funnel

muft have a Cock for opening and ſtopping upon oc-

cafion.

The Concave Sphere CD is fupported by two Pipes

EF, GH, open at both ends, the greateft of which

EF is foldered at E and I, and has its lower end F.

near the bottom of the Veffel AB, which is ſhut clofe

on all fides, and the other Mouth E near the lower

bottom of the Sphere CD. The ſmalleft Pipe GH, is

foldered at G and K, and its lower Mouth H termi-

nates near the upper fide or Head of the Veffel AB,

and its upper end G at the inferior fide of the Sphere

CD. Each of theſe two Pipes, EF, GH, has a

Cock, as L, M ; and the part DG, has a Cock below

at N.

Open the Cock O, and ftay the other three, L,

M, N; and pour Water in at O till the part CE is

full; then open the two Cocks, L, M, and the Wa-

Cc 4
ter

1
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ter contain'd in the part CE, will defcend thro' the

Pipe EF, and prefs the Wine contain'd in AB, ſo as to

make it rifethro' the Pipe GH into the part DG, by

reafon that the Pipe CF being larger than the GH,

has more weight. So if you ftop the Cock M and

open N, you may draw the Wine at Nand drink

ic.

PROBLEM XLII.

When two Veffels or Chefts are like one another , and of

equal weight, being fill'd with different Metals, to

diftinguifh the one from the other;

THIS
HIS Problem is easily refolv'd, if we confider

that two pieces of different Metals ofequal weight

in Air, do not weigh equally in Water ; becauſe that

of the greateft Specifick Gravity takes up a leffer

fpace in Water, it being a certain Truth, that, any

Metal weighs lefs in Water than in Air, by reaſon of

the Water the room of which it fills. For example,

if the Water weighs a Pound, the Metal will weigh

in that Water a pound lefs than in the Air. This Gra-

vitation diminishes more or less according as the Spe-

cifick Gravity of the Metal is greater than that of

the Water,

We'll fuppofe then two Chefts perfectly like one

another, of equal weight in the Air, one of which is full

of Gold, and the other of Silver ; we weigh 'em in

Water, and that which then weighs down the other

muft needs be the Gold Cheft, the Specifick Gravity

of Gold being greater than that of Silver, which

makes the Gold lofe lefs of its Gravitation in Water

than the Silver. We know by experience, that Gold

lofes in Water about an eighteenth parth only, whereas

Silver lofes near a tenth part : So that if each of the

two Chefts , weighs in the Air, for Example 180

Pounds, the Cheft that's full of Gold will lofe in the

Water ten pounds of its weight ; and the Cheſt that's

full of Silver will lofe eighteen ; that is, the Cheft

full of Gold will weigh 170 Pounds, and that of Sil-

ver only 162.

Or,
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And

Or, if you will, confidering that Gold is of a grea-

ter Specifick Gravity than Silver, the Cheft full of

Gold tho' fimilar and of equal weight with the other,

muft needs have a leffer bulk than the other.

therefore, if you dip feparately each of ' em into a

Veffel full of Water, youmay conclude that the Cheſt

which expells lefs Water, has the leffer Bulk, and con-

fequently contains the Gold.

PROBLEM XLIII.

To measure the depth of the Sea.

TIE a great Weight to a very long Cord, or Rope ;

and let it fall into the Sea till you find it can de-

fcend no farther, which will happenwhenthe Weight

touches the bottom of the Sea, if the Quantity or

Bulk of Water the room of which is taken up bythe

Weight and the Rope weighs lefs than the Weight

and Rope themſelves ; for if they weigh'd more, the

weight would ceaſe to deſcend, tho' it did not touch

the bottom of the Sea.

Thus one may be deceiv'd in meaſuring the length

of a Rope let down into the Water, in order to de-

termine the depth of the Sea ; and therefore to pre-

vent miftakes, you had beft tie to the end of the fame

Rope another Weight heavier than the former, and

if this Weight do's not fink the Rope deeper than

the other did, you may reft affured that the length of

the Rope isthe true depth of the Sea : If it do's fink

the Rope deeper, you muft tie a third Weight yet hea-

vier, and ſo on, till you find two Weights of une-

qual Gravitation that run juft the fame length of

the Rope, upon which you may conclude that the

length of the wet Rope is certainly the fame with the

depth of the Sea.

PRO-
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Plate 23.

Fig. 65 .

PROBLEM XLIV.

Two Bodies being given of a greater Specifick Gravity

than that of Water, to diftinguish which has the grea-

teft Solidity.

IF

F the two Bodies propos'd were of the fame Homo-

geneal Matter, 'twere eafie to diftinguiſh that of

the greateft Solidity, by weighing them in a pair of

Scales, and adjudging the greater Bulk, i. e. in this

cafe Solidity , tothe heavier.

But if they confift of different Homogeneal Mat-

ters, of different Specifick Gravity, but greater than

that of Water ; put them feparately into a Veffel

full of Water, and reft affured, that that which ex-.

pells moft Water, is moft bulky, as taking up moft

Room.

Or else weigh them both in Air and Water, and

obſerve how much the weight found in the Air de-

creaſes in the Water ; for queftionleſs that of the

greateſt Bulk or Extent, will loſe moſt of its Weight,

as filling the room ofa greater Bulk of Water.

'Tis bythis Problem that we know whether a fuf-

picious piece of Gold or Silver is good or bad, by

comparing it with a piece of pure Gold or Silver, as

we fhew'd Prob. 31 .

PROBLÈ M XLV.

To find the Center of Gravity common to feveralWeights

fufpended from different points of a Ballance.

To find the Center of Gravity, of three Weights,

for example, A, B, C, fufpended from three

Points,D, E, F, of the Ballance DF, to which we ſhall

attribute no Weight, nor to the Strings, DA, EB,

FC, which hold up the Weights : We'll ſuppoſe the

Weight A to be 108 Pounds, the Weight B 144

Pounds, and the Weight C 180 Pounds ; the diftance

DE Inches, and the diſtance EF 9 Inches, fo that

the whole length of the Beam DF is 20 Inches.

Upon
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Upon this Suppofition, we find firft of all the Cen-

ter of Gravity G common to the two Weights ,

B, C, by finding a fourth proportional to their Sum,

to the Weight C, and to the Diſtance EF, that is, to the

three Numbers 324, 180, and 9 ; for in this fourth

Proportional we have 5 Inches for the Distance EG,

and confequently 16 for the Diſtance DG, and fo find

the Point & about which the two Weights, B, C, con-

tinue in Æquilibrio.

In the next place we look for a fourth Proportional ,

to the Sum of the three Weights, A, B, C, to the

Sum of the two former Weights, B, C, and to the

Diſtance DG, i. e. to the three Numbers 432, 324,

16 ; forthis fourth Proportional gives 12 Inches for

the Diſtance DH, and confequently one Inch for the

Distance EH ; and fo the Point H is the Center of

Gravity fought for, about which the three weights

given A, B, C, will remain equally poiſed.

PRO-
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PHYSICK S.

Remark.

THE

PROBLEM I

To reprefent Lightning in a Room.

'HE Room in which you're to repreſent Lightning

must not be large, but quite dark, and ſo very

cloſe, that the Air can't readily enter it. The Room

being thus in order, take a Bafin into it with Spirit of

Wine and Camphyr, which muft boil there till ' tis all

confum'd and nothing left in the Bafin. This will ra-

rifie the Camphyr, and turn it into a very fubtile Va-

pour, which will difperfe it felf all over the Room ;

infomuch that if any one enters the Room with a

lighted Flambeau, all the impriſon'd Vapour will in a

Moment take fire, and appear as Lightning, but with-

out hurting either the Room or the Spectators.

Camphyr is of a nature fo proper to retain and keep

an unextinguishable Fire, that 'twill burn entirely, and

that very easily upon Ice or among Snow, which it

melts notwithstanding their coldneſs ; and if it be re-

duced to Powder and thrown upon the Surface of

any ftill Water, and then lighted, ' twill produce a

very pleaſant fort of Fire, for the Water will appear

all Fire and Flame ; the Reafon of which I take to

be, becauſe the Camphyr is ofa fat Nature which refifts

Water, and of a light and fiery Subftance, which the

fire
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fire grafps fo keenly, that 'tis impoffible for this Sub-

ftance to difengage it ſelf when once 'tis intangled.

PROBLEM II.

To melt at the flame of a Lamp a ball of LeadinPaper,

without burning the Paper.

TAKE avery round andſmooth leaden Ball, wrap

it up in white Paper, that is not rumpled, but

clings equally about the Ball without Wrinkles, at

leaft as far as is poffible ; hold the Ball thus wrapt up

over the flame of a Lamp or a Flambeau, and 'twill

grow hot by Degrees, and in a little time melt, and

fall down in drops through a hole in the Paper, with-

our burning it.

PROBLEM III.

To represent an Iris or Rainbow in a Room.

Every one knows that theRainbow is a great Arch

of a Circle, that appears all on a fudden in the

Clouds before or after the Rain , towards that part of

the Air that's oppofite to the Sun, by vertue of the

refolution of the Cloud into Rain ; This Arch is

adorn'd with ſeveral different Colours, of which the

Principal are five in Number, namely, Red which is

outtermoft, Yellow, Green, Blue, and Violet and Pur-

ple which is interiour.

This Iris feldom appears alone, and is call'd the

Firft and the Principal Rainbow, to diftinguish it from

another that commonly appears along with it, and for

that Reaſon is call'd the Second Rainbow, the Colours

of which are not fo lively as thoſe of the First, tho'

they're difpofed after the fame manner, but in a con-

trary order, upon which account a great many take it

for a Reflection of the First.

If you want to reprefent at one time, two fuch 'Iris's

in yourRoom, put Water into your Mouth and ftep

to the Window (upon which the Sun is fuppos'd to

fhine) then turn your Back to the Sun, and your Face

to
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to the dark part of the Room ; and blow the Water,

which isinyour Mouth, making it fpurt out with Vio-

lence, into little Drops orAtoms ; and amongthefe little

Atoms or Vapours, you'll fee by the Rays ofthe Sun,

two Rainbows reſembling the two that appear in the

Heavens in Rainy Weather.

Oftentimes we fee Rainbows in Water-works or

Spouts, when we ftand between the Sun andthe Foun-

tain, eſpecially when the Wind blows hard, for then

it difperfes and divides the Water into little drops.

Which is full evidence, that the Rainbow, which the

Philofophers admire as much as the ignorant People do

Thunder, is form'd by the Reflexion and Refraction

of the Rays of the Sun, darted againſt ſeveral little

drops of Water, that fall from the Clouds in time

of Rain.

A Rainbow may likewiſe be very easily Reprefent-

ed, in a Room with a Window thatthe Sun fhines

upon, bya Triangular Prifm expos'd tothe Rays of

the Sun, which in paffing thro' the Glafs, will by

their different Reflexions and Refractions produce up-

onthe Wall or Cieling of the Room, a very agreea-

ble Iris, or at leaft a texture of feveral different Co-

lours relembling thofe of the Rainbow ; and the fur-

ther the Cieling or Wall is diftant, and the more 'tis

dark, the Colours will appear the more Charming and

Lively. You may likewiſe imitate the Colours ofthe

Rainbow by expofing totheSun a Sphere of Crystal or

Glafs, or a Glafs full of clean Water.

PROBLEM IV.

Of Profpective Glaſſes or Teleſcopes.

Elefcopes are long and light Pipes or Tubes, which

contain in their Concavities two or more Sphe-

rical pieces of polish'd Glaſs Perpendicular to the Axis

of the Pipe, and placed at ſuch a diſtance one from

another, that when one or two Eyes look thro' theſe

Glaffes they fee remote Objects, as if they were near

at hand. They are likewife call'd Profpective Glaſſes,

and Dioptrical Ocular Glaffes. When they are made

only
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only for one Eye, as they are moft commonly, they are

call'd Single OcularGlaffes ; and on the other hand they

are call'd Double Ocular Glaffes, or Binocles , when

they're compos'd of two fingle Ocular Glaffes, ſo ad-

jufted in one Pipe, that both Eyes may fee through

'em at once. Father Cherubin the Capuchine, has writ

a particular Treatife of them, and pretends that re-

mote Objects are better difcern'd by them, than by

the fingle Profpective Glaffes.

The Imall Profpective Glaffes that People carry in

their Pockets, and thoſe which are larger and are made

ufe of for diſcovering remote Terreftrial Objects, and

even the greateft of all which are ufed for Celeſtial

Obfervation, have commonly only two Glaffes at the

extremities of the Profpective which are call'd Lens's,

and of which that neareft the Eye, call'd the Ocular

Glafs, is Concave, and that at the other end neareſt the

Object, call'd the Objective Glass, is Convex.

In a Profpective that's a Foot long, the Diameter

of the Lens, that's Convex on both fides, may be four

Inches, and that of the Concave as much ; and in a

Profpective that's five Foot long thefe Diametersmay,

eachof ' em, be twelve Inches. The Teleſcopes for

the Stars, which are Aftrocopes, are made with two

Convex Glaffes, and the larger they are they are the

better ; thofe made for obſerving the fpots of the Sun

call'd Heliofcopes, are made like the ordinary Telef-

copes, only the Glaffes are colour'd to prevent the Rays

of the Sun from annoying the Eyes.

Theſe Profpective Glaffes, are faid to have been The ufe of

firft invented in Holland, and firft made ufe of for Ce- Telescopes.

leftial Obſervations by Galileus. They are ofgreatuſe,

for reading a piece of Writing at a Diftance, for de-

fcrying at Sea, Ships, Capes, and Coafts, and in an Ar-

myby Land for taking a view of the Officers , Can-

non, March, &c. ofthe Enemy.

Bythe uſe of them ſeveral remarkable things in

the Heavens, unknown to the Ancients, have been

diſcover'd. In ancient times they reckon'd only fe-

ven Planets in the Heavens, namely, the Moon, Mer-

cury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn ; but

the Moderns have found many more. By Telefcopes

they've diſcover'd four round Jupiter, which Galileus

who firft defcry'd 'em call'd Stelle de Medicis, and

which
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Several Dif-

coveries

leſcopes.

which turn regularly round Jupiter at unequal Di-

ftances, without ever quitting it, and for that Reaſon

they're call'd the Satellites of Jupiter. The firſt of

thefe Satellites or that next to Jupiter, compleats its

Period in I Day, 18 Hours, and 29 Minutes, and the

laft or that which is remoteft from Jupiter, finiſhes its

Circumvolution in 16 Days, 18 Hours, and 5 Mi-

nutes.

By the fame means they've diſcovered five Planets

round Saturn, which are likewife call'd the Satellites

of Saturn ; and of which the firft or that neareſt to

Saturn finishes its courfe in I Day, 21 Hours, and 19

Minutes ; and the laft or that remoteft from Saturn in

79 Days, and 21 Hours.

They've likewiſe obſerved round the fame Saturn a

Ring of Light, that's flat and thin , which declines

from the Ecliptick about 31 Degrees, and turns con-

tinually round Saturn, as is gather'd from its appear-

ing fometimes in a ſtraight Line, viz. when ' tis feen

Profil-ways which happens every fifteenth Year, and at

other times in an Oval form when ' tis turn'd Ob-

liquely, and again quite round when ' tis ſeen in the

Front.

Ariftotle took the Galaxie or Milky way for a Me-

teor, but our Teleſcopes give us to know that 'tis

a Collection of feveral little Stars which form a

broad Circle like the Zodiack, that paffing from North

to South thro' the Conftellation of Orion towards the

Equator, cuts the Zodiack at almoft Right Angles.

'Tis true indeed that according to the teftimony of

Plutarch, Democritus did utter fome fuch thing, but

then 'twas only by Conjecture.

Befides theſe, there's an infinite number of other

Stars hid to the natural infirmity of the Eyes, which

madebyTe- are eafily brought to light by Teleſcopes. Monfieur

Caffini informs us, that fome Stars appear to the naked

fight like the reft, but when view'd by a Teleſcope

appear double, triple and quadruple. The first of

Aries appears to be compos'd of two equal Stars , di-

ftant from one another the length of one of their

Diameters. The fame thing is obferv'd of that at the

head of Gemini ; and in the Pleiades there are ſome

which appear to a Teleſcope Triple and Quadru-

ple.

In
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In fine, by the means of Teleſcopes, we have ob-

ferv'd confiderable inequalities in the Moon, parti-

cularly, Mountains cafting their Shadow to the fide

oppofite to the Sun, Concavities, Plains and Valleys.

Likewife Macula or Spots, i. e. dark Bodies turning

round the Sun, which in appearance blacken and dark-

en it. Monfieur Tarde took theſe for Stars, and call'd

them the Stars of Bourbon, which have regulated Pe-

riods round the difcus of the Sun, from Eaft to Weft,

with respect to the Inferior Hemiſphere of the Sun,

and finish theſe their Periods in 26 or 27 Days.

We have likewiſe remark'd upon the furface of Ju-

piter, not only feveral dark Girdles, like unto the

fpots obferv'd in the Moon, which move in Parallel

Lines round that Planet from Eaft to Weft, almoſt ac-

cording to the Ecliptick ; but likewife Spots of dif

ferent fizes among theſe Girdles, whichhave their Re-

gulated Periods. The fame thing is obferv'd in Ve-

nus, which gives us reafon to prefume that theſe Pla-

nets turn round their Axis's variously inclin'd, except-

ing the Moon which do's not feem to turn, in regard

its Spots appear always turn'd to the Earth after the

fame manner.

Ptolemy believ'd, as appears by his Syftem, that

Venus and Mercury were always under the Sun, up-

on the account that he had fometimes feen ' em eclipſe

that glorious Star ; but fince the uſe of Teleſcopes

we've diſcover'd that theſe two Planets have, like the

Moon, two different Phaſes ; which gives us to know,

that Venus and Mercury not only borrow their Light

from the Sun, as the Moon do's, but likewiſe turn

round it like Satellites ; and fo we difcover that Pto-

lemy's Syftem is abſolutely falſe with respect to theſe

two Planets,

Since we have not found different Phafes inthe three

other Planets, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn , which are

call'd the Superior Planets, we readily infer from

thence, that, they are higher than the Sun, for they

borrow their Light from it, as well as the Satellites of

Jupiter and Saturn : For with respect to the Satellites,

for inftance, of Jupiter, we obferve by a Teleſcope ,

that they caft their Shadows againſt its Difcus, when

they are between the Sun and Jupiter, and in like

manner Jupiter darkens them, when 'tisbetween them

Dd and
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Remark.

Of Multiply-

and the Sun : And with refpect to Mars we find by

a Teleſcope , that ' tis always of a round Figure in

its Oppofition, and crocked between its Conjunction

and Oppofition, as it happens to the Moon a little be-

fore and a little after its Oppofition.

If instead of applying the Eye to the Ocular Glafs

of a Teleſcope, we apply it to the Objective Glaſs,

'twill produce a quite contrary effect, that is, in ftead

of augmenting the Object or bringing it nearer, ' twill

make it appear lefs and more remote by an agreeable

fort of Perſpective. This we offer upon the Suppofi-

tion that the two Glaffes are well placed, for other-

wife the Object will appear confuſed, and without

any diftinction of Parts. Thefe Glaffes are put into

Tubes for the better gathering of the Species, and

keeping off the dazzle of too much furrounding Light ;

for to fee an Object well, the Object ought to be

furrounded with Light, and the Eye with Darkneſs.

And for this reafon, the Eye placed at the bottom of

a very deep Well, may fee the Stars at Noon time of

Day; and 'tis by this Contrivance that in the Royal

Obfervatory at Paris one may fee in the Day time the

Stars that are near the Zenith.

Some Profpectives are made of Cryſtal cut withthe

ing Glaffes. point of a Diamond to feveral Angles, which ſerve to

multiply the appearances of Objects to the Eye looking

thro' the Cryftal ; the occafion of which is the vari-

ous Refraction, whichfends to the Eye as many diffe-

rent Images of the Object, as there are different

Plains in the Cryftal ; and theſe are call'd Multiplying

Glaffes, and Polyedron Glaffes, Thro' this fort of Pro-

fpectives, a Tree appears as a Foreft, a Houſe as a

City, and a Company of Soldiers like a numerous

Army.

Of Microf-

copes.

We have likewife Ocular Microſcopes, which are

call'd barely Microfcopes, and are compos'd of one or

more lenticular Glaffes, that are parts of a very ſmall

Sphere, and magnifie the Objects prodigiouſly , fo

that by their means one may easily and diftinctly fee

the ſmalleſt and otherwife Invifible Objects, when

they are near at hand.

Thefe Microſcopes, which are likewife call'd En-

gyfcopes, are made after ſeveral different ways, which

'tis needlefs here to repeat. I fhall only take notice,

that
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that fomeare made only ofone lenticular Glafs convex

on both fides, and done up in alittle Box, in which

is a fmall Hole for one's Eye to fee thro' the Glaſs a

Flea, or any other Infect placed on the other fide of

the Bottle or Box, upon which occafion all its o-

therwiſe invifible Parts are diftinctly and wonderfully

magnifyed.

If you put into fuch a Microſcope a Flea or a Of ſeveral

Loufe, you'll fee a fort of a Fight between theſe two Infects,

- monftrous Animals. The Flea will reſemble a Grafs-

Hopper, of rather a Lobfter, by reafon of the Scales

obferved upon its Body, and its pointed Tail, with

which thefe Animals prick Men. The Louſe will

refemble a hideous Monster with a tranfparent Body,

which gives the opportunity of feeing the Circulation

of the Blood in its Heart, which fenfibly beats and

boils, thro' the paffion excited in it by itsEnemy.

4

In thefe and feveral other Infects , we obferve com-

monly two Eyes ; among which thofe of Flies

and of feveral other Infects that creep upon the Earth,

appear interfected with feveral little Squares , like

Fishers Nets. I faid, weobferve commonly twoEyes;

becauſe in a Spider we find fix and fometimes eight

Eyes, fix of which are placed in an Arch ofa Circle,

and the other two in the middle.

croſcopes.

An Ant has likewife Eyes, tho' feveral are of ano- Several Dif

ther Opinion who have not obferv'd them, by reaſon coveries

of their black Colour like that of their Eyes. Thefe made by Mi-

Eyes are easily perceiv'd in the fmall Ants that we

find in the largest Eggs, for thefe little Ants are white,

which contributes much to the difcovering of their

black Eyes.

- To a Microſcope the fmootheft Skin of Mankind

appearsfrightful, and full of Wrinkles ; and theſmoo-

theft beft polifht Glafs appears rough, full of chinks,

and as compos'd of feveral uneven irregular Pieces. ".

In like manner the fineſt Paper appears rough and un-

even, and full of Cavities and Eminences. Thefame

thing is obferv'd in the hardeſt and beſt polifh'd Bo-

dies, fuch as a Diamond ; and therefore when we

would chooſe a good Diamond, we ought to look up-

on it with a Microſcope, and take that which is leaft

ragged.

Dd z By
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By a Microfcope we diſcover in the powder or duft

of Cheeſe, and even in the Cheeſe it felf, an infinite

number of Animals colour'd very agreeably, with very

large clear black Eyes, Claws on their Feet, Horns

on their Head, and three remarkable Points in their

Tail. In Milk, Vinegar, and Fruit ready to spoil

thro' long keeping, we find Animals in the form of

Worms and Serpents. In the Nofes of feveral Men

we find Worms with a black Head, reſembling Li

zards and Spiders ; as well as in the Scab, the (mall

Pox, Ulcers, and generally in all Corrupt Bodies.

In fine by the means of a Microſcope, we find that

a Mite has its Back cover'd with Scales that

it has three Feet on each fide, and two black Spots

on the Head. We likewife find that the leaft ſpot of

Mouldinefs upon the cover ofa Book is a little Parterre

cover'd with Plants, which have their Stems, their

Leaves, their Buds and their Flowers. We dilcover

in Common Salt the figure of a Cube, in Salt of Ni-

tre the figure of Pillars with fix Faces, in Sal Armo-

niack an Hexagon, in Salt of Urine a Pentagon, in Al-

lum an Octagon, and in Snow a Sexangular Form.

PROBLEM V.

To make an Inftrument by which one may be heard at a

great diftance.

AS Profpective Glaffes ferve the Eyes, fo an Inftru-
ment may be made to ferve the Ear : For certain

it is, that the long Tubes call'd Sarbacanes will make

one to hear very diftinctly at a good diftance : For

Pipes ferve generally to inforce the activity of Na-

tural Caufes. Of this Experience is fufficent Evi-

dence ; for by it we find that with a Sarbacane we

can fhoot to a great diſtance, and with a great force

a little Ball placed in the Pipe , only by blow-

ing upon it ; and that the longer the Pipe is, the

greater is the force : Tho' after all, as I take it, it

ought not to be extravagantly long, but proportion'd

to the force of the blowing. Thus, we fee Cannons

of the fame bore, and different length, increaſe their

force from eight to twelve Foot long ; but beyond

that length their force diminishes ; which proceeds un-

doubtedly
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doubtedly from this, that the length of the Cannon is

no longer proportion'd to the force of the Powder,

which pushes out the Ball.

Since every thing that's mov'd thro' the Cavity of

a Pipe, has fo much the more Violence, the longer the

Pipe is, provided the length of the Pipe is propor-

tional to the moving Force ; we may eafily gather

from thence the Reaſon, why a Voice thro' a long

Pipe is heard at a great diftance, the Air being push'd

with Violence thro' the Pipe ; and ' tis for much the fame

Reaſon, that Fire confin'd within a Tube burns ve-

ry fiercely, what it would ſcarce heat in the Air ; and

Water runs impetuouſly when confin'd to a long Ca-

nal, as we ſee in Waterworks and Spouts of Foun-

= tains.

Some Sarbacanes are made of fine Metal, as Silver,

Copper, or any other Sonorous Matter, in the form

of Funnels, or at leaft wider at one end than at the

other ; and theſe are made ufe of for hearing at a Di-

ftance a Preacher or any other Perfon that fpeaks pub-

lickly, by clapping the narroweft end to the Ear ;

and turning the wide end to the Speaker, in order to

collect the found of his Voice.

Experience fhews that Horns and Trumpets, which

arealmoft of the fame form, contribute very much to

fortifie the Sound, and make it to be heard at a Di-

C

B

D

E

ftance ; eſpecially_thofe Trumpets which are bended

to an Arch of a Circle, as AB ; for the Air makes a

ftronger Reflexion in a crooked than in a ftraight Pipe ,

Dd 3 as
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as is evidentfrom the Figure, in which the Lines AC,

CD, DE, &c. repreſent the different Reflexions ofthe

Air pufh'd out by him who blows at B.

Father Kircher the Jefuit , in his Treatife De

arte magna lucis & umbra, l. 2. Part. 1. cap. 7. Prop.

3. fpeaks of a certain Horn with which Alexander

the Great ſpoke to his whole Army though nu-

merous and widely difpers'd, and by which his Or

ders were heard by all his Soldiers, as well as if he

had been just by every one of ' em. He adds , that

according to what he had read of it in the Vatican at

Rome, 'twas feven foot and a half in Diameter, and

might be heard at the diftance of an hundred Stadia,

the extent of which makes about five Leagues.

Thus you fee that the Invention of the Speaking

Trumpet is very Ancient ; and of this its Antiquity

you will be more fully perfwaded if you believe Theo-

dorus, who fpeaking of the Oracle of Delphos, fays,

they fometimes made ufe of the Speaking Trumpet,

for the more dexterous gulling of thoſe who came to

confult the Oracle, for this Inftrument made them

hear a more than human Voice. This Inftrument has

been reviv'd in our days by Sir Samuel Morland, who

call'd it Tuba Stentereophonica ; and tho' that Tuba do's

not carry fo far as Alexander's, yet it raifes a Man's

Voice with a greater diftinction of the Syllables and

Words.

This Author made feveral of different Sizes, the

Reach of which was likewife different. One of 'em

which was four Foot and a half long , was heard at

the diftance of 500 Geometrical Paces : Another that

was fixteen Foot and eight Inches long, was heard

at the diftance of 1800 Geometrical Paces ; and a

third of four and twenty Foot above 2500. He tells

us, that if theſe Trumpets be good, they muft widen

gradually by little and little, and as it were infenfibly

like AB, and not all on a fudden. See the following

Figure,

That
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3

That Author has not given us a very exact Fi-

gure of the Trumpet, he only tells us that the Aper-

ture A ofthe narrow end, ought to be equal to the

Aperture of the Mouth of the Speaker ; otherwife the

Voice dwindles confiderably, there being a great deal

AQ

of Air loft. So that the fmall end ought to be fo ad-

jufted to the Mouth as to lofe no Air ; and at the fame

time the Mouth muſt have liberty to open and fhur,

that the Articulation may be form'd and preferv'd

entire.

We have here reprefented the Trumpet ſtraight,

like the ordinary Trumpets ; but you may give ' em

any other Figure, for example, a Circular or Ellypri-

cal Figure, like that of Alexander's. For the wind-

ing, inftead of doing any harm, ferves rather to forti-

fie than to weaken the Voice, as we have faid alrea-

dy. A Piftol fhot off inone of thefe Trumpets makes

a noiſe like a Cannon. 'Tis now high time to come

tothe Ufes, andthe advantage of this Speaking Trum-

pet.

Trumpet.

In the firft place, the Speaking Trumpet is ofgood The ufes of

ufe at Sea, in a Storm or a dark Night, when one theSpeaking

Ship dare not come within reach of ſpeaking nakedly

to the other. For by this Trumpet they mayſpeakto

another at the diftance of a Mile or more, eſpecially

if theytake the advantage of the Wind, which for-

wards the Voice very much.

An Admiral may, in imitation of Alexander the

Great, make ufe of it in a Calm, to convey his Or-

ders to his whole Fleet, tho' difpers'd to the extent of

two or three Miles round him.

In fine, if a Ship is all alone in a great Storm , he

who commands the Ship, may by a Speaking Trum

pet, make his Voice to be diftinctly heard by all the

Seamen. And in cafe of a great Expedition, it may

be uſed on Shoar, to give fpeedy Orders to all the

Ships in a Road ; and if Secrecy be requir'd, the Or-

Dd 4 ders
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Remark.

ders may be conveyed in obſcure Terms previouſly

concerted.

In the ſecond place ; The Speaking Trumpet may

be of great ufe at Land ; for by it a General may,

like Alexander, fpeak to his whole Army at once,

tho', forty or fifty thouſand ftrong ; both for giving the

neceffary Orders, for rallying difpers'd Troops, and

for raising the Courage of the Soldiers ; and by the

fame Inftrument, a Herald at Arms may be diftinctly

heard by feveral Millions of Souls, whereas without

it his Voice could not be heard by above thirty orforty

Perfons.

'Tis likewife very convenient for an Intendant or

Overfeer of Works, in giving Orders to all his Work-

men at once, without fhifting his place ; as alſo for

giving the Alarm to the adjacent Country,
when a

Houfe is rob'd.

In fine, ' tis of great uſe, when a Town is Befieged,

for acquainting the Befieged when they may expect

Succour, for keeping the Officers to their Duty, and

fcaring the Inhabitants from Mutinies.

The Speaking Trumpet ought to be made of fome

refounding Subſtance, fuch as white Iron, for that con-

tributes much to the fortifying of the Voice. 'Tis ſaid

that a Monk happening one day to fing thro' a fingle

Cornet of Paftboard, obferved his Voice to be very

muchheighten'd by that Inftrument, and fo took up the

fancy of filling a Chorus ofMuſick with it, a moderate

Voice fo imployed furpaffing the force of the Bafe

Hoboys and Violins generally made ufe of in Mufick.

As this Trumpet inlarges the Sound, and fortifies

the Voice ; fo ' tis very uſeful for a help to the Ear ;

for if you fix to its Mouth or fmall end a little Cor-

net of Paftboard, and put that to the Ear, it fortifies

the Senſe of Hearing, and will make one hear the

leaft noife made at a great diftance ; for the width

of the other end of the Trumpet ferves to gather and

ferch in the Sound, and the Cornet to convey it to

the Ear. ' Tis upon this Principle that Vitruvius men-

tions certain Veffels or Pipes, that were ufed in Plays

for inforceing the Voice of the Actors ; and 'twas by

the fame Veffels and Pipes that an Italian Prince heard

from his Parlour, the Voice of thoſe that were walk-

ing in an adjoining Flower-Garden.

The
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The Hearing may likewiſe be affifted, and the

Sound augmented, by a long Beam of fome light re-

founding Wood, fuch as Fir, as AB ; for we know

by Experience, that if a Man lays his Ear to one Ex-

tremity A, he will hear the leaft noife at the other Ex-

B

A

tremity B, tho' the Beam were 200 Foot long ; for

by reafon of the quantity of the Pores of which the

Wood is compos'd, it may be confider'd as a Canal

or hollow Pipe, the property of which is to convey

the Sound as far as 'tis long.

Experience teaches, and Geometry demonftrates

that one laying his Earto one of the two Focus's ofan

Elliptick or Oval Vault, will readily hear another

Perſon ſpeaking very low at the other Focus ; and at

the fame time People standing in the middle between

'em fhall hear nothing. Let the Elliptick Arch-roof

be ABC, the two Focus's of which are E and F ; he

who ſpeaks very low at E, will be readily heard by

another at F ; tho' thoſe who are in the middle be-

AE

A
B D

D D

D

FC

tween E and F, fhall hear nothing. Now, the cauſe

of this, is the Air, which being pufh'd on all hands

from E towards D againſt the Arch-roof, by the Voice

at E, reflects in an infinite number of ftraight Lines

which terminate at the other Focus F, with Angles of

Reflexion equal to thoſe of Incidence ; for the pro-

perty of theſe two Focus's EF is fuch, that if from the

fame Point of the Eilipfis ABC, fuch as D, you draw

the two ftraight Lines DE, DF, theſe two ftraight

Lines will make with the fame Ellipfis, on one fide

and t'other, equal Angles.

•

The
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The cafe is almoft the fame in a Parabolick Arch-

Roof or Dome, ABC, the Focus of which is E,

where a Perfon ftanding may eafily hear another

Speaking very low at D, for the Air which the Voice

BBB

B

B

B

B

E

OfEccho's.

D D D D D D D D

pufhes from D against the Roof at B, by the Line

DB parallel to the Axis of the Parabola, reflects in the

Line BE, which by the property of a Parabola repairs

to the Focus E.

"

PROBLEM VI.

To make a Confort of Mufick of ſeveral parts, with only

one Voice.

THE
HE Sound conveyed diftinctly tothe Ear, by re-

mote Bodies, againſt which the Air is driven by

the Voice of an Animal or otherwiſe, and then re-

flected, is what we call an Eccho ; which is fometimes

double, triple, &c. when the Voice is ftrong enough

to make feveral Bodies, at different Diftances, beat

back at ſeveral times the parts of the Air to our Ears,

fo that oneEccho is no fooner ended than another be-

gins.

Tho' moft Eccho's make us hearonly the laft words

of the Voice, becauſe the Air, tho' ftrongly impreſs'd,

has not the fame force at the end that it had at the

beginning ; yet it may be fo contrived as to make a

Confort of Mufick of feveral Parts, that is, a Confort

of
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of feveral Songs tun'd together, by only one Voice

or one Inftrument, tothe found of which the Eccho

Anſwers.

For if the Eccho anſwers only once to the Voice or

the Sound of the Inftrument, he who Sings or Plays

maymake a Duo, that is, a Mufick of two Parts ; and

again a Trio or Mufick of three Parts, if the Eccho

answers twice. But indeed he muſt be an expert Mu-

fician, and one that's well vers'd in varying the Tune

andthe Note.

Thus commencing, for example at Ut, he may be-

gin Sol a little before the Eccho anſwers, ſo as to fi-

nish the Pronunciation of Sol by that time that the

Eccho has compleated its Anfwer, and then he will

have a Fifth, which is a perfect Confonance in Mu-

fick ; and in like manner, if at the fame time with

the Eccho's anſwering to the fecond Note Sol, or a

little before, he repeats it upon a higher or lower

Note, he will make a Diapafon or Eighth, which is

perfect Harmony in Mufick. And fo on, if he has a

mind to continue the chace with the Eccho, and fing

alone the two Parts.

To this purpoſe we fee by Experience in feveral

Churches, when they're finging, that there ſeems to

bemany more partsin the Chorus than there really

are, the quantity of Eccho's making the Air to re-

found on all fides, and fo multiplying the Voice and

redoubling the Chorus.

PROBLEM VII.

To make the String of a Viol fake without touching

it.

CE
Hooſe at pleaſure three Strings in aViol, or any

other Inftrument ofthat fort, without any Interme-

diating String, and tune the Firſt and the Third to the

fameNote, without touching that in the Middle ; then

ftrike one of the two Strings thus tun'd pretty hard

with a Bow, and you'll find that when it ſhakes the

other will tremble fenfibly and vifibly, and the middle

String tho' nearer, fhallnot ftir no manner of way.

This
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This Problem may likewiſe be refolved by two

Stringed Inftruments of the fame fort, as two Viols,

two Lutes, two Harps, two Spinettes, &c. by put-

ting the two in thefame Tune, and then placingthem

at a convenient Diſtance, and in a proper Pofition

for one of the two Inftruments being touch'd with a

midling force, will move the other, that is, the Strings

of the other, which are fuppos'd to be in Unifon, will

produce fuch another Harmony , eſpecially if the

Strings in one and t'other Inftrument are equally long

and equallythick. For this I can affign no other Rea-

fon but Experience.

PROBLEM VIII.

Tomake a Deaf Man hear the Sound of a Mufical In

ftrument.

IT must be a String'd Inftrument, with a Neck of

fome Length, as aLute, a Guitarre, or the like ;

and before you begin to play, you muſt bySigns di-

rect the Deaf Man to take hold with his Teeth of the

end of the Neck of the Inftrument ; for then if one

ftrikes the Strings with the Bow one after another, the

Sound will enter the Deaf Man's Mouth, and be con-

veyed to the Organ of hearing thro' the Hole in the

Palate : And thus the Deaf Man will hear with a

great deal of Pleaſure the found of the Inftrument, as

has beenſeveral times Experienced. Nay, thoſe who

are not Deaf, may make the Experiment upon them-

felves, by ftopping their Ears fo as not to hear the In-

ftrument, and then holding the end of the Inftrument

in their Teeth while another touches the Strings.

LE

PROBLEM IX.

To make an Egg enter a Vial without breaking.

ET the Neck of the Vial be never fo Atrair,

an Egg will go into it without breaking, if it be

firft fteep'd in very trong Vinegar, for in procefs of

time the Vinegar do's fo foften it, that the Shell will

bend
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bend and extend lengthways without breaking. And

when ' tis in, cold Water thrown upon it will recover its

primitive hardneſs, and, as Cardan fays, its primitive

Figure.

PROBLEM X.

To make an Egg mount up of it felf.

Make a little Hole in the thell of the Egg, and fo

take out the Yelk and the White, and fill the

Egg-fhell with Dew ; then ftop up the Hole and ex-

pole it to the Rays of the Sun at Noon-day ; for then

the Dew not being able to bear the Light, nor too

great Heat, will rife up with the Egg-fhell, eſpecially

if it leans againft a little Stick or piece of Wood,

that flopes never fo little, and if the Hole is well

ftop'd. May Dew is faid to be beft ; and ' tis obferv'd

by the Farmers, that the more May abounds in Dew,

the more plentifully do's the Earth bring forth ; for

Dew being a fubtile Vapour, produced in the Morn-

ing by a weak Heat, and preferv'd by a moderate

Cold, ' tis verywell difpofed for the Reception of Ce-

leftial Vertues ; and when it infinuates it felfinto Ve-

getables, it communicates to them the Vertues it re-

tains ; and hence it comes that Plants moiften'd with it

thrive better, than whenthey are nouriſh'd with Spring,

Well, or River Water.

PROBLEM XI.

Tomake Water freeze at any time in abot Room.

Fla

Ill a Vial with warm Water, the Neck of which is

fomewhat narrow, and having ftop'd it cloſe, put

it in a Veffel full of Snow mix'd with common Salt

and Saltpetre, ſo as to leave the Vial cover'd all over

with Snow ; and in a little time the Water will be

quite frozen, tho' in the Summer time, and in a very.

hot Room,

If you throw cold Water with Snow upon a Table,

and upon the Snow fet a Platter full of Snow with

a fuf-
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Summer.

a fufficient quantity of Salt and Saltpetre pounded ;

the Salt and the Saltpetre will make the Snowfo cold,

that in a little time the Water under the Platter will

be turn'd to Ice, and make the Platter ftick fo faft to

the Table, that you can't move it without fome dif-

ficulty.

The Saltpetre and Sal-Armoniack are likewfe pof-

fels'd of the vertue of making Water fo extremely

cold, that if you put a fufficient quantity of ' em in

Common Water , 'twill become fo cold that your

Teethcan ſcarce bear it. They might therefore be ve-

ry uſefully imployed in Summer for cooling Wine or

any other Liquor, by fetting the Wine Bottles in Wa-

ter thus refrigerated.

If you diffolve a pound of Nitre in a pail of Wa-

ter, theWater will be exceflive cold, and fo verypro-

per for the uſes above-mention'd . 'Tis well known

thatWine is likewife cool'd with Ice ; and in regard

Ice can't always be had in Summer, I shall preſcribe

a way ofmaking it.

To make Ice in Summer, put two Ounces of re.

make Ice in fin'd Saltpetre, and half an Ounce of Florentine Or-

ris, into an Earthen Bottle fill'd with boiling Water ;

ftop the Bottle cloſe, and convey it forthwith into a

very deep well, and there let it fteep in the Well-Wa-

ter for twoor three Hours, at the end of which you'll

find the Water in the Bottle all Ice ; foyou have no-

thingtodo but to break your Bottle and take out your

Ice.

PROBLEM XII.

To kindle a Fire by the Sun-beams.

THIS Problem may be refolv'd either by Re-

fraction in ufing lenticular Glaffes thicker in the

middle than in the fides, call'd Burning-Glaffes, thro

which when the Rays país they refract and unite in

one Point call'd the focus, at which you may light a

Match or any other combustible Matter : Or elſe by

Reflexion, in ufing a concave Looking-Glaſs of Metal

well polifh'd in its Concavity, which may be either

Spherical or Parabolick , and is likewife call'd a

Burn-
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Burning-Glafs, but much better than the formerfort ;

for byityou may in a Moment fet fire to a piece of

Wood, and in a ſhort time melt Lead, and even Iron,

and vitrify Stone, as we intimated above at large in

Probl. 16. Of the Opticks , which fee.

PROBLEM XIII.

To make a Fowl roafting at the Fire, turnround ofitfelf

withthe Spit.

TAK
Ake a Wren and ſpit it on a Hazel Stick, and lay

it down before the Fire, the two ends ofthe Ha-

zel Spit being fupported by fomething that's firm ; and

you'll fee with Admiration the Spit and the Bird turn

by little and little without difcontinuing, till ' tis quite

roafted. This Experiment was firft found out by

Cardinal Palotti at Rome, who fhew'd it Father Kir-

eber, in order to know the Phyfical Cauſe of it ;

which to my Mind is eaſily diſcover'd , for the Ha-

zel Wood is compos'd of feveral long and porous Fi-

bres, into which the heat infinuates it felf, and ſo makes

it turn round when the Wood is hung right.

PROBLEM XIV.

To make an Egg ftand on its ſmalleſt end, without fali

ling, upon a Smooth Plain fuch as Glass.

PLace a Looking- Glafs quite Level, or Horizontal-

ly, without inclining to either fide ; tofs the Egg

with your Hand till the Yelk burfts, and the matter

of it is equally difpers'd thro' all the parts of the

White, fo that the White and the Yelk make but one

Body. Then fet the end of the Egg upon the Hori-

zontal Plain, holding it till ' tis upright, and then 'twill

continue in that fituation without falling, by reaſon

of the Equilibrium made on all fides by the parts of

the Yelk equally mix'd with the White, fo that the

Center of gravity in the Egg continues in the Line of

Direction.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XV.

To make a piece of Gold or Silver diſappear, without al-

tering the pofition of the Eve or the Piece, or the in-

tervention of any thing.

PUT the piece of Gold in a Porringer fullof Wa-

ter, or a Veffel that's broader than ' tis deep, and

let the Eye be in ſuch a Pofition, as juft barely tofee

the piece at the bottom over the Brim of the Veffel ;

then take out the Water, and tho' the Porringer conti-

nues in the fame Pofition as well as the Eye, the

Piece which appear'd before by vertue ofthe Refraction

made inthe Water, will then be cover'd from the

fight bythe fides of the Porrenger.

PROBLEM XVI.

To make a Loaf dance while 'tis baking in the Oven.

PUT into the Dough a Nutshell fill'd with Live

Sulphur, Saltpetre and Quickfilver, and ftop'd

clofe; as foon as the Heat comes to it, the Bread will

dance inthe Oven ; which is occafion'd by the nature

of Quickfilver, for it can bear no Heat without be-

ing in a continual Motion. Thus, by the means of

Quickfilver put into a Pot where Peaſe are to be boil'd,

all the Peaſe will leap out of the Pot as foon as the

Water begins to heat. In like manner Quickfilver

put into hot Bread, will make it dance up and down

the Table.

PROBLEM XVII.

To fee in a dark Room what paſſes abroad.

Make your Room fo cloſe and dark, that the Light

can come inno where but through a little Hole

left in a Window upon which the Sun fhines

againſt this Hole, at a reaſonable diftance from it,

; over

place
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place fome white Paper, or a piece of Linnen ; and

you'll fee every thing that paffes by the outfide ofthe

Window appear on the Paper or Linnen, only their

Figures are inverted.

For your further Satisfaction in the Refolution of this

Problem, look back to Problem 18 ofthe Opticks,

PROBLEM XVIII.

To holda Glafsfull of Water with the Mouth down, So

as that the Water fhall not run out.

TAK
AKE a Glafs full of Water , cover it withaCup

that's a little hollow, inverting the Cup upon the

Glafs ; hold the Cup firm in this Pofition with one

Hand, and the Glafs with the other, then with a Jerk

turn the Glaſs and the Cup upfide down, and fo the

Cupwill ftand upright, and the Glafs will be inver-

ted, refting its Mouth upon the interior bottom of the

Cup. This done, you'll find that part of the Water

contain❜d in the Glafs will run out by the void ſpace

between the bottom of the Cup and the brim of the

Glafs ; and when that ſpace is fill'd , ſo that the Wa-

ter in it reaches the brim of the Glafs, all paffage be-

ing then denied to the Air, fo that it can't enter the

Glaſs, nor fucceed in the room of the Water, the Wa-

ter remaining in the Glafs will not fall lower, but con-

tinue fufpended in the Glaſs.

If you would have a little more Water defcend in-

to , theCup, you muſt with a Pipe or otherwife draw

the Water out of the Cup, to give paffage to the Air

in the Glaſs ; upon which part of the Water will fall

into the Glafs till it has ftopt up the paffage of the

Air afreſh, in which cafe no more will come down ;

or, without fucking out the Water in the Cup, you

may incline the Cup and Glafs fo that the Water in

the Cup fhall quit one fide of the brim of the Glaſs,

and fo give paffage to the Air, which will then ſuffer

the Water in the Glaſs to defcend till the paffage is

ftopt again.

This Problem may likewife be refolved by cover-

ing the brim of the Glafs that's full of Weter, with

a leaf of ftrong Paper, and then turn the Glaſs, as

E c above;
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above ; and without holding your Hand any longer

upon the Paper, you'll find it as it were glewed for

fome time to the brim of the Glafs, and during that

time the Water will be kept in the Glaſs.

PROBLEM XIX.

To make a Vefjel or Cup that shall throw Water in the

face of the Perfon that drinks out of it.

Plate. 24. GET a Cylindrical Veffel of Metal or of what
Fig. 72..

other Subftance you will, fuch as ABCD ; and

another Conical Veffel EFG, the Mouth or Aperture of

which EF, is larger than the Mouth AB ; and fo the

Conical Veffel being put with its Vertex down into the

Cylinder it exactly fills the Aperture AB, but its Point

Gat which there's another Aperture do's not touch

the bottom CD, and that for a reafon to be given in

the Sequel. Tho' this Conical Veffel do's by its

roundness exactly ftop the Mouth or Aperture AB,

yet 'tis difficult to hinder the Air to enter in between

'em, and therefore to cut off all manner of paffage for

the Air, the Conical Veffel fhould be neatly glewed

to the brim AB.

This done pour Water or Wine into the Conical

Veffel, at its Mouth or Aperture EF, and the Liquor

will defcend thro' the Aperture G, into the Cylindri- ,

cal Veffel, and will there rife to about the height of

the Aperture G ; for ' twill fcarce be able to rife

higher by reafon of the Air inclofed in the Veffel,

which will be there very much comprefs'd. Now, the

Liquor not being able to rife higher in the Cylindri-

cal Veffel ABCD, will rife in the Conical Veffe!

EFG, and fill it if you continue to pour Liquor into

the Veffel EFG.

After this Preparation, if you prefent the Veffel to

any one, to drink out of it when the whole Coni-

cal Veffel EFG is empty, the Water remaining in the

Cylindrical Veffel ABCD being prefs'd by the Air,

which is likewife comprefs'd it felf, will impetuously

fly out thro' the Aperture G, and wet all the face of

the Perſon that's a Drinking.

PRO
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THE

PROBLEM XX.

To make a Veffelthat will produce Wind.

"HE Veffels that produce Wind are call'd Æolipile, Plate 24.

being compos'd of Metal , fuch as Brafs, in the Fig. 73.

form of a hollow Ball, as ABCDE, which at firft is

fill'd only with Air ; and then being brought to the

Fire, the Air is rarified, ſo that a confiderable part ofit

gets out at the Aperture A which ought to be very

fmall. This Aperture is fo made, that, Water may

by it enter the Eolypile, when the neck A is dip'd

into cold Water, which will condenſate the Air and

give paffage to the Water, and force it to enter to fill

the Vacuum,

Having thus fill'd part of the Æolipile with Water,'

as far, for example, as CE, fet it upon hot burning

Coals in a fituation like that reprefented in the Fi

gure ; and the Water in the lower part CDE upon

the approach of the Heat, will gradually rarefy, and

by little and little rife up in Vapours, which fly into

the ſpace CBE, where there's nothing but Air ; and

then the Vapours and the Air purſuing one another,

ftrive to get out in a Croud at the Aperture A ; upon

which occafion, thoſe which are next the Aperture fly

out with great Velocity, and produce fuch an Impe-

tuous Wind and Whizzing, that 'twill cauſe a wind

Inftrument, fuch as a Flagelet, to found if applied to

the Aperture.

To render this Machine more agreeable, they com-Remark ,

monly make it in the form of a Head, with the hole

at the Mouth, which will continue to blow till all

the Water is evaporated , which may hold long

enough, for, as we intimated above, it evaporates but

by little and little. If in ftead of Common Water,

you putintothe Holypile Spirit of Wine, and fet fire

to the Vapour that comes out, you'll fee with Plea-

fure a continual Fire, which will laft as long as the

Vapour continues its violent egrefs.

This Wind having all the properties of the Winds of thecau

that blow on the furface of the Earth, fome Philofo- of winds.

phers pretend to demonftrate from thence the Origin

E e 2 of
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Fig. 75.

of Winds, by comparing the Cavities of Mountains

to the Cavity of an Eolypile ; the Water convey'd

from the Sea to thefe Cavities by feveral Subterrane-

ous Paffages, to the Water contain'd in the Holypile ;

the Heat in the Bowels of the Earth which reduces

that Water into Vapor, to the heat that rarifies and

dilates the Water in the Eolypile ; and in fine the va-

rious chinks of the Earth, thro' which the Vapours

rife, to the hole of the Eolypile.

PROBLEM XXI.

To make Glass-Drops.

Plate 24. GLafs-Drops are thick little pieces of Glaſs, made

almoſt like a Drop, which have a long flender

end, as ABCD, which being broken at its Extremity

A, the Drop CD breaks prefently with a Crack, and

flies into white Powder and little Fragments to two or

three foot round.

Theſe Drops, which have excited the Curiofity,

and perplex'd the Reafon of moft Philofophers, are

made by letting a little of the melted Matter of which

the ordinary Glaffes are made, fall into a Veffel full

of cold Water ; for then this melted Matter which is

very glutinous while ' tis red, makes a long String,

by which they hold the Drop in the middle of the

VVater, where it cools and hardens in a little time ;

after which they ſeparate the String which is out of

the Water, fo that the remaining part in the VVater

do's not break, commonly call'd a Glaſs Drop. To this

Drop there ſticks a fmall end, part of which may be

feparated, by making it red at the flame of a Candle,

without breaking the Drop ; nor will this Drop break

if you lay it upon VVood, and with a Hammer ftrike

upon its thickett part D, for its External Parts are

very hard, and fupport one another like a Vault. And

they only break, upon bending the flender end A till

it breaks, by vertue of the Spring rais'd by that effort

in all its parts, which ſhake and tremble like an ex-

tended String, put into Motion by forcing it to bend ;

whence it comes that thefe parts do in a little time re-

turn with very great velocity to their firft Difpofition ;

and
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and that the parts which are lefs united, and only

contiguous, as it were, difunite and ſeparate, and that

occafions the Difunion and Separation of all the reft,

and their flying all about with a Noife. See upon

this Head Mr. Mariotte's Difcourfe of the Nature of

the Air publish'd in 1679, in which he has in my Opi-

nion wrote more pertinently of this Subject, than any

one befides.

PROBLEM XXII.

To make new Wine keep its Sweetness for several

Years.

MR.
R. Lentin informs us, that if you let New Wine

heat by it felf, it lofes in a little time all its

Sweetneſs, eſpecially if the Casks are left open ; but

if you boil it upon a Fire immediately after the Grapes

are preffed , moft of the Volatile Principles of the

Sweetneſs concentrate, and link themſelves with the

more fix'd parts of the VVine, which preferves its

Sweetneſs for feveral Years.

A fweet and new VVine may preſerve its Sweetneſs Remark:

at leaſt a whole Year, if you pitch the Cask well

both within and on the outfide, to hinder the Water

to penetrate into it, and fo fpoil the VVine, which

ought to be put into it before it boils ; and keep the

Cask well ftop'd in a Ciſtern of VVater, fo as to be

cover'd all over for a Month or thirty Days ; and

then take out the Cask and place it in a Cellar.

In the year 1692 , I had a Cask full of Burgundy

VVine brought me in the Summer to Paris by VVa-

ter, which immediately upon its Arrival was clap'd

into my Cellar ; and after a few days ftanding, I`

found it boiling as if it had been quite New, and that

it had reaffumed its former Sweetness, which conti-

nued about a Month ; and after that it prov'd extra-

ordinary good VVine. Some tell you that a piece of

Cheeſe or Pumice-ftone thrown into the Cask, will

break the violence of fermenting VVine.

VVhen the New VVine has loft its Sweetneſs, it To Recover

may be recover'd by Casking it up immediately , and the Sweet-

putting in the bottom of the Cask half a pound ofWine.

Ee 3
3

Muſtard-

nefs of New
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Muftard-Seed, leſs or more, according to the fize of

the Cask.

PROBLEM XXIII.

To know when there is Water in Wine, andto Separate

it from theWine.

IF

F the VVine is neither fweet nor new, but fine and

clear of its Lee, you may know (according to Porta

and Father Schott) whether 'tis mix'd with VVater or

not, by throwing into it Apples or Pears, for if the

VVine is unmix'd they'll fink to the bottom, if 'tis

mix'd they'll fwim above, becauſe the Specifick Gra-

vity of VVater is greater than that of VVine.

Some order wild Apples or Pears, and if theſe can't

be had, ripe Apples or Pears. Others make uſe of an

Egg, and alledge, that when the VVine is pure the

Egg falls fwiftly to the bottom, but if ' tis mix'd with

VVater, the Egg defcends more flowly, the 'VVater

having by vertue of its Gravitymore force to bear up

the Eggthan the VVine has.

Now the contrary will happen, if the VVine be

Sweet and New ; that is, when fuch VVine is un-

mix'd, the Egg will defcend flower than when ' tis

mix'd ; by reafon that New VVine unmix'd is by

vertue of its Lee heavier than VVater, and confe

quently becomes lighter by the addition of Water.

VVhenyou have diſcovered that the VVine is mix'd

you may ſeparate the VVater by a dry Bulruſh, accor

ding to Mizauld ; for the Rufh being a Plant tha

grows and thrives in watry marshy Places, if it b

dryed, and one end of it put into mix'd VVine, the

VVater will infinuate it felf into the Rufh, and fo the

VVine will be left alone. By the fame Reaſon, the

Ruſh may ſerve to diſcover whether the Wine is mix

with VVater or not.

Onthe other hand, fome pretend you may feparat

the VVine from the VVater, by putting in a long na

row piece of Linnen, VVoollen, or Cotton Cloth, on

end of which hangs out of the Veffel, as if the Win

being lighter would rife and flow out upon the Clot

while the VVater ftays behind ; but this and fevera

othe
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other ways for the fame purpoſe, are difproved by

other Authors.
་

mixing.

You may pour Wine upon Water without mixing, To pour Wa-

if you put a toft of Bread upon the Water in a Glafs , ter intoWine

and while this toft fwims above the VVater, pour in without

the Wine very softly ; for then you'll fee the VVater

remain unmix'd at the bottom of the Glaſs without any

alteration in its Colour.

with Water.

Here by the bye I fhall fhew you a way of know- To knowif

ing when VVater is mix'd with Milk ; put a little Milk is mix'd

Stick into the Milk, then pull it out, and let a drop

of the Milk fall from it uponthe Nail ofyour Thumb;

and ifthe Milk is pure, the drop being thick will ſtand

for fome time upon your Nail ; but if ' tis diluted with

VVater 'twill run off immediately.

You may turn VVater into Wine in appearance, by To turn Wa-

fetting a Vial full of Water in a Cask full of Wine, ter feeming-

turningthe Mouth of the Vial downwards ; for then

the Water will run out, and the Vial will be fill'd

with Wine ; which the Ignorant will take to be a

turning ofVVaterinto VVine.

PROBLEM XXIV.

Having two equal Bottles full of different Liquors, to

make a mutual exchange of Liquor, without making

ufe of any other Veffel.

I
Suppoſe the two Bottles to be of equal Magnitude

both in Neck and Belly, and the one to be full

of VVine, and the other of Water. Clap the one

that's full of VVater nimbly upon the other that's

full of VVine, fo that thetwo Necks fhall fit one ano-

ther exactly, as in the Figure, where the Bottle AB Plate 24.

repreſents that which contains the VVater, and BC Fig . 74.

that which contains the Wine. In this cafe, the Wa-

ter being heavier than the VVine will defcend into the

place of the VVine, and make the VVine aſcend into

its place ; but in this cafe the Wine will be confidera-

bly alter'd, for ' twill have loft its Vapours and Fumes,

and be uncapable to Intoxicate.

As the Wine can't Intoxicate, fo it do's not drink Remark.

Palatably, as having loft all its Strength. But if you

Ee 4 want
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wantto prevent the intoxication of good Wine, Wecker

and Alexis adviſe you, for this purpoſe, to take, be-

fore you begin to drink , an Ounce of the Syrup pre-

par'd of two Ounces of the Juice of Coleworts, two

Ounces of the Juice of four Pomgranates, and an

Ounce of Vinegar, all boil'd together for fometime.

VVe are inform'd by the fame Alexis, that, to pre-

vent Drunkennefs, you ſhould break your faft with

fix or ſeven bitter Almonds, or with the Juice ofPeach

Leaves, or elſe with four or five Sprouts of the Leaves

of raw Coleworts. We are told that when the Egyp-

tians prepar'd for a Drinking Match, they eat Cole-

worts boil'd in VVater, before any thing elſe.

PROBLEM XXV.

To make a Metallick BodySwim above Water.

THO
HO' the Specifick Gravity of VVater is inferior

to that of Metals, and confequently VVater is

uncapable, abfolutely fpeaking, to bear up a Metal-

lick Body, fuch as a Ball of Lead ; yet this Ball

may be flatted and beat out to a very thin Plate,

which when very dry and put foftly upon ftill Water,

will fwim upon it without finking, by vertue of its

drynefs. Thus we fee a Steel Needle will fwim upon

VVater, when ' tis dry and laid foftly lengthways upon

the furface of ſtill VVater.

But ifyou would have a Metallick Body to fwim

neceffarily upon VVater, you must reduce it to a very

thin Plate, and that Concave like a Kettle, in which

cafe the Air it contains weighs lefs than the VVater

whoſeroom it poffeffes. ' Tis by this Contrivance that

Copper Boats or Pontons are made for paffing whole

Armies over Rivers without any Danger.

If you put this Concave Metallick Veffel upon the

VVater with its Mouth perpendicularly down, 'twill

ftill fwim, by reaſon that the Air contain'd in its Ca-

vity finds no exit ; infomuch that if you push it under

VVater and hold it there by force, the detain'd Air

will keep the bottom from being wet on the infide.

And by the fame Reaſon, you may have a burning

Coal in the bottom, and find it not extinguifh'd when

you
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-you take it out of the VVater, provided you do not

hold it long under Water, for Fire ftands in need of

Air to keep it in.

PROBLEM XXVI.

Tomake Aquafortis put up clofe in a Bottle boil without

Fire.

PUT a fmall quantity of Aquafortis, and of the

Filings of Brafs in a Bottle, and you'll fee fo great

an Ebullition, that the Bottle will appear quite full,

and be fo hot that you cannot touch it without burning

yourfelf.

In like manner if you mix Oil of Tartar and Oil Remark.

of Vitriol together, you'll prefently fee a very great

Ebullition with a fenfible Heat, tho neither of theſe

Liquors is compos'd of any Combustible Matter.

Regia.

Aquafortis is fo call'd with refpect to its Strength in of Aquafor-

diffolving almoft all Metals and Minerals. ' Tis com- tis and Aqua

monly a Diftillation from Saltpetre and Vitriol or

GreenCopperas ; and ' tis yet better, if it be a Diftil-

lation from Saltpetre and Roach Allum . It diffolves

all Metals, but Gold ; but is render'd capable of the

diffolution of Gold by diffolving Sal Armoniack or

Sea-Salt in it, after which it affumes the name of Aqua

Regia.

Roch Allum.

To avoid all obfcurity of Terms ; I fhall here ac-

quaint you bythe bye, that Sal Armoniack is a Com- Of Sal Ar-

pofition of Bay- Salt, Chimney- Soot, and the Urine moniack

of Animals That Roch Allum is a mineral earthy

fharp Salt fill'd with an acid Spirit, which is often-

times found condenſated in the Veins of the Earth, or

is taken from Aluminous Springs by Evaportion ; or

is found among Mineral Stones, and difengaged from

them by diffolution in Water and Evaporation : And in

fine, That Saltpetre is a Salt that's partly Sulphureous Saltpetre.

and Volatil, and partly Terreftrial ; it is found in the

dark Cavernous places of the Earth, and likewiſe in

Stables, by reaſon of the great quantity of Volatil

Salt in the Urine and Excrements of Animals , which

joyns in with the Salt of the Earth by the continual

action of the Air.

The
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Vitriol.

Tartar.

Salt ofTar-

bar.

The Oil of Vitriol (mention'd above) is a Cauftick

Oil diftill'd by a ftrong Reverberating Fire from Vi-

triol . Now, Vitriol is a Mineral Salt, approaching to

the nature of Roch-Allum, which is found cryftallis'd

inthe Earth of fuch Mines as abound in Metals, which

gives us to know that it contains in it fome Metallick

Subftance, and particularly Iron or Copper. When

'tis loaded with Copper, if you rub it againft Iron,

'twill ftain it with a Copper colour. But ' tis beft for

all manner of Preparations when it partakes moſt of

Iron.

The Oil of Tartar (mention'd above) is diftill'd

from Tartar along with the Spirit, from which 'tis ſe-

parated by a Funnel lin'd with brown Paper. Tar-

tar it elf is an Earthy incorruptible Subftance, form'd

like a reddish Cruft round the infide of Wine-Casks,

whichthickens and congeals to the hardneſs of a Stone,

and is ſeparated from the pure parts of the Wine, by

the action of the Fermentative Spirit.

TA

PROBLEM XXVII.

Tomake the Fulminating or Thundring Powder.

'Ake three parts of Saltpetre, two parts of Salt of

Tartar, and one part of Sulphur, pounded and

mix'd together ; heat in a Spoon 60 Grains of this

Compofition, and ' twill fly away with a fearful noiſe

like Thunder, and as loud as a Cannon, breaking

thro' the Spoon and every thing underneath it, for it

exerts it felf downwards, contrary to the nature of

Gunpowder which exerts it ſelf upwards.

The Salt of Tartar here uſed , is only a Solution in

Water of the black Subftance that remains after the

Diftillation of the Oil of Tartar, and an Evaporation

of that Solution to a dry Salt, which must be kept

very cloſe, leaft the moisture of the Air fhould melt

it.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXVIII.

Tomake the Aurum Fulminans or Thundering Gold.

putinto a Matrals upon hot Sand the filings of

fine Gold, with a triple quantity of Aqua Regia,

which will diffolve the Gold: Mix this Solution with

a fextuple quantity of Spring Water, and then pour

upon it drop by drop the Oil of Tartar or Volatil

Spirit of Sal Armoniack, till the Ebullition ceaſes, and

the Corroſion of the Aqua Regia is over ; for then the

Powder will percipitate to the bottom, whichmay be

dulcified with warm Water, and dried with a very

flow Fire.

This Powder is much ftronger than that laſt de-

ſcribed ; for if you fet fire to 20 Grains of it, 'twill

act with more Violence and have a louder Crack, than

half a pound of Gunpowder, and two Grains of it

kindled at a Candle have a ftronger report than a

Musket Shot.

PROBLEM XXIX.

To make the Sympathetick Powder.

THE Sympathetick Powder is nothing elfe but the

Roman Vitriol calcin'd and reduced to a white

light Powder, which is faid to cure Wounds at a Di-

ftance, bybeing put upon a Linnen Cloth dip'd in the

wounded Perfon's Blood, or upon a Sword, whereon

is the Blood or Pus that comes out of the Wound.

This Cloth or Sword is wrap'dup in a white Linnen

Cloth, which is open'd every Day, in order to ftrew

fome fresh Powder upon the Blood or Pus of the

Wound. This courſe they continue till the Wound is

perfectly Cured , which happens the fooner, if the

Cloth upon which is the Blood and the Powder, is

kept in a place that's neither too hot, nor too cold,

nor too moift. Nay, ' tis neceffary fometimes to shift

the Cloth from place to place, according to the diffe-

rent difpofitions of the Wound, by putting it for ex-

ample,
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Vitriol.

ample, in a cold place, when the Patient finds an ex-

ceffive heat in the Wound.

To calcine the Vitriol for the Sympathetick Pow-

der, take fome Roman Vitriol, when the Sun is in

the Sigh of Leo, or in the Month of July, diffolve it

in Rain-Water, and filtrate the Water thro' finking Pa-

per. Then let the Water evaporate upon a gentle

Fire, and you'll find at the bottom the Vitriol in lit-

tle hard Stones of a fire green Colour. Spread theſe

Stones carefully, and expofe 'em to the Rays of the

Sun, ftirring them often (with a Wooden Spatula ;

not an Iron Spatula, becauſe the Spirits of the Vitriol

are ready to joyn in with Iron, which would rob the

Sympathetick Powder of its Volatil Spirits, in which

all its Vertue confifts) that the Stones may be the

better penetrated by the Sun, and calcined and re-

duc'd to a Powder, which will be as white as Snow.

And to render the Subftance of the Vitriol more pure

and homogeneous, the Diffolution, Filtration, Coagu-

lation and Calcination ought to be repeated three

times.

This wonderful Powder must be carefully kept in

a Vial cloſe ftopt, and in a dry place, for the leaft

moiſture of the Air may turn it to Vitriol again, and

fo make it lofe its Sympathetick Vertue.

We are told that this Powder ftops all Bleedings,

and mitigates very much all forts of Pains in any part

of the Body, particularly the Toothach ; and that,

by Application, not to the part affected, but to the

Blood taken from it, and cover'd up in a Linen Cloth,

as above.

The Chymifts have another Calcination of Vitriol

Colcothar of call'd Colcothar, which being put into the Nofe ftops

a Bleeding at Nofe, and provokes to Sneeze ; being of

foveraign uſe for rouzing the Senfes, wherefore 'tis given

in Lethargies. ' Tis alſo fuccefsfully us'd for dry-

ing up Wounds and Ulcers. This Colcothar is only

the Vitriol kept melted upona Fire till all its Humidi-

ty is evaporated, and ' tis reduc'd to a hard reddiſh

brown Maſs, whereby ' tis render'd fit for the cure of

the forefaid Maladies, and many others not here to be

mention'd .

PRO-.
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PROBLEM XXX.

Of the Magnetical Cure of Difeafes by Transplanta-

tion.

THE
HE Magnetick Cure by Tranfplantation, is, that

which is performed by communicating the Dif-

eafe to fome Beaft, Tree, or Herb , and, as fome

will have it, is founded upon the efflux of the Morbi-

fick Particles, which pafs by infenfible Tranfpiration

out of the Body of the Patient into another Animal

or Plant.

Froman informs us, that a young Student got rid of

a Malignant Fever by giving it to a Dog that lay in'

the Bed with him, and died of it ; which if true,

muft needs proceed from the infenfible Tranſpiration

ofthe fubtile Matter, that thereupon entred the pores

of the Dog.

Thomas Bartholin ſays, his Uncle was cur'd of a vio-

lent Cholick by applying a Dog to his Belly, which

was thereupon feiz'd with it ; and that his Maid-Ser-

vant was cur'd of the Toothach by clapping the fame

Dog to her Cheek, and when the Dog was gone from

her, he howl'd and made fuch Motions, as gave 'em

to knowhe had got the Maid's Toothach.

Hoffman fpeaks of a Man cur'd of the Gout by a

Dog lying in the Bed with him , who thereupon was

feiz'd with it. And frequently after the Dog had fits

of the Gout, as his Mafter had uſed to have before.

However this be, certain ' tis, that Dogs are often fub-

ject to the Gout, without any infection from Men ;

and this and the other Stories of Tranſplantation are

not here offer'd for Conclufive Proofs, but by way of

Recreation.

Moufieur de Vallemont, who ſeems inclinable to be-

lieve Tranſplantation of Diſeaſes, fays, ' tis done not

only by infenfible Tranſpiration, but likewiſe by Sweat,

by Urine, by the Blood, by the Hair, or by taking up

what falls from the Skin, upon a ftrong Friction. For

this he brings feveral Inftances, and particularly that

which follows.

A
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Vertues of

the Afb

Tree,

A Perſon of Quality in England uſed to cure the

Jaundice at a great diftance from the Patient, by mix-

ing the Ashes of Afh-wood with the Patient's Urine ;

and making of that Compofition three, or ſeven, or

nine little Balls, with a hole in each of 'em, in which

he put a Leaf of Saffron, and then fill'd it up with

the fame Urine. This done he hanged theſe Balls in

a private place where no Body could touch them ;

and from that time the Diſeaſe began to abate.

The Ah, which is a common Tree all over Europe,

The great has merited the Appellation of the VulneraryWood, by

reaſon of its peculiar Property in curing feveral Dif

eafes, and above all Wounds and Ulcers. Not to

mention the almoft incredible Vertues afcrib'd to it,

'tis faid to ftop Bleeding at Noſe, if the Face be but

rubb'd with the Wood, and then wash'd with fair

VVater, and if the Patient holds in the hand of that

fide where the Bleeding is, a piece of the Wood till

it heats his Hand.

PROBLEM XXXI.

To stop a Bleeding at Nofe, or at any other part of the

Body.

Father Schott the Jefuit fays, that to ftop a Bleeding
at the Nofe, you need only to hold to the Nole

the Dung of an Afs very hot, wrap'd up in an Hand-

kerchief, upon the plea that the Smell will preſently

ftop it. Wecher did the fame with Hogs Dung very

hot done up in fine Taffeta, and put into the Nofe.

I have feveral times experienced, that a piece of

red Coral held in the Mouth, will ſtop a Bleeding at

the Nofe. Some tell you that the Conftriction of the

Thumb of the fide of the Noftril that bleeds, will do

the buſineſs.

.

To ftopthe bleeding of a Wound, take a Linnen

Cloth in the Spring whenthe Frogs lay their Eggs in

the Water, and wash it in that Water till it is well im-

pregnated with the Frogs Eggs ; then dry it at the

Sun; and after repeating this Impregnation and De-

ficcation three or four times , keep the Cloth to be

applied to the Wound twice in the form of a Cata-,

plafm.
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plafm. We are told the fecond Application will

do.

PROBLEM XXXII.

To prepare an Ointment that will cure a Woundat a Di-

Stance.

THE Ointment mention'd by Paracelfus is prepar'd

thus, according to Goclenius. Take oftheUfnea

or Mofs of the Scull of a Man that was hang'd, two

Ounces ; Mummy, Human Blood , of each half an

Ounce ; Earth-worms wafh'd in Water or Wine, and

dried, two Ounces and a half ; Human Fat, two

Ounces; the fat of a wild Boar, and the fat of a

Bear, of each half an Ounce ; Oil of Linfeed and

Oilof Turpentine, of each two Drams.

John Baptift Porta preſcribes it a little otherwiſeby

throwing in fome Bole Armeniack, and leaving out

the Earthworms, and the Bears and Boars fat. But

let the Compofition be which it will, it muſt be well

mix'dand beat in a Mortar, and kept in a long narrow

Vial. Some fay, it ſhould be made when the Sun is

in Libra. The way of ufing it is this.

Put into the Ointment the Weapon or Inftrument

that gave the Wound, and leave it there ; then let

the Patient wash his Wound every Morning with his

own Urine, and apply nothing elſe to it ; after 'tis

well waſh'd and cleanfed, let him tie it up tight with

a clean white Linen Cloth, and he'll find ' twill heal

without any Pain.

Monfieur Vallemont fays, if you can't get the In-

ftrument with which the Wound was given, you may

take another, which if gently convey'd into the Wound,

and impregnated with the Blood and Animal Spirits

refiding there, will have the fame effect. He adds,

that if you want a ſpeedy Cure, you muſt anoint the

Inftrument often, otherwife you may let it lie a day

or two without touching it.

The effect of this Unguent he imputes to thefubtle

Particles, which are thefe little Agents that di engage

themſelves from the moft fpirituous and tranfpirable

Ingredients of which this Unguent is compos'd.

Το
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To add to the Credibility of its Operation, he

quotes Father Lana, who obferv'd that when the Vines.

in France were in Flower, the Wines in Germany, tho'

at a great Diſtance, fuffer an Effervefcence ; which he

explain'd by the effluvium's of the Subtile Matter,

making theſe to reach as far as the Stars, and alledg-

ing that if the Atoms, which transpire from the Ter-

reſtrial Globe, were not carried to the Stars, and fent

back from the Stars to the Earth by a perpetual Flux

and Reflux, there would be noPhyfical Commerce be-

tween the Heavens and the Earth .

PROBLEM XXXIII.

When an Object appears confuſedly by being too nearthe

Eye, togain a diftinct view of it, without changing

the place either of the Eye or the Object.

Takea Leaf of Paper, or a very thin Card, make

a hole in it with a Pin, as we uſe to do in view-

ing an Eclipfe of the Sun to hinder the too great

numeroufnels of the Rays from offending the Eyes ;

and the Object tho' fo near your Eye will appear very

diftinctly ; for then the Eye receives a leffer quantity

of Rays from each Point of the Object, and fo each

point of the Object depicts its Repreſentation in the

bottom of the Eye only in a narrow Compass, and

thus it is that two Images coming from two adjacent

Points are not confuſed.

PROBLEM XXXIV.

Of the Origin of Springs and Rivers.

'TIS a hard matter to do Juftice to this Subject , in

the way of Demonftration ; however I ſhall give

you the divers Sentiments of Authors about it.

Ariftotle attributes the Origin of Springs to the Va-

pours of the Earth, which mounting upwards, are

itop'd in the Caverns of Rocks and Mountains form'd

as it were intoa Vault ,where ſticking to the Top, as

in the Head of an Alembick , they are increas'd by the

accefs
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acceſs of others till they're reduc'd to little drops of

Water, as upon the lid of a Pot in which Water is

boiling, and falling thence run down forcing their

Paffage.

Thoſe who reject this Opinion, fay, 'tis not proba-

ble that the Earth could contain fo many Vapours, as

to furnish Water for fo great a number of Springs and

vaft Rivers. But to this, one may reply, that the

Springs andRivers are kept up and increaſed by the

Rain and melted Snow, which penetrating into the

Pores of the Earth, and Clefts of Rocks, gather into

a fort of Ciſterns or Heads, from whence they after-

wards repair by Subterraneous Paffages to the ſurface

of the Earth, and there ſpread themſelves.

Some may object with Father Kircher, that fome

Mountains have Springs and yet no Rain ; as Mount

Gilboa according to the facred Text, and others both

in and without the Torrid Zone. But I anſwer,

that whenthe Ground hath not Vapours enough to pro-

duce Springs, they may come from afar by Subter-

raneous Paffages to the higheſt Places, fuch being the

natureof Water, that 'twill rife a'moft as high as it

defcends.

I can't joyn with thoſe who afcribe the Origin of

Springs to the Waters of the Sea, conveyed by hidden

Veins to the bofom of the Mountains, and to all the

parts where we find Sources : For as ' tis the nature

of Water, and of all liquid Bodies to defcend and re-

pair to the loweft Stations, fo the Sea in which moſt

Rivers difembogue muft be the lower Station, and

confequently the reafcenfion of Water upon the Earth

and the Mountains, would be contrary to the nature of

heavy Bodies.

I believe indeed, there are feveral accidental Cau-

Tes, that may make it rife, fuch as the Flux and Re-

Hux of the Sea ; but I do not think that can do much,

or force it to the top of the highest Mountains. Fa-

her Cafati imagines a Central fire in the Earth , which

poils the Sea-water in its Abyffes, and ſo forms it into

Vapours ; but that I think is utelefs, it being high-

y probable, that the Sun has force enough without it

o attract Vapours.

'Tis offer'd by fome Philofophers in Vindication of

he Opinion afcribing the Origin of Springs to the

Ff Sea,
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Sea, That if the Sea did not furnish Water to all the

Springs, the greateſt part of which are never dry, the

Rivers which are a Collection of the Waters of

Springs, would fwell the Sea beyond its limits, whic

is contrary to Experience. But to this I answer, that

the Water of all the Rivers is inconfiderable in refped

of the wide Sea , that covers more than half the Sur

face of the Earth : Befides that the Water which run

upon the Earth, is in part imbib'd by the Earth, and

continually reduced to Vapours ; fo that the Remain

der of Water that flows into the Sea, fupplies in a

manner the place of the Vapours that afcend from

it.

Thus you fee that feveral Caufes contribute to the

Origin of Springs and Rivers ; the Principal of which

feems to be the quantity of Vapours fo powerfully at-

tracted by the Sun, not only from the Waters tha

run in open Channels upon the Surface of the Earth,

but likewife from thofe that lie conceal'd in the Bofom

of the Mountains, and the Bowels ofthe Earth.

Thoſe who attribute the Origin of Springs on the

tops of Mountains to Subterranean Fires, may al

ledge in Vindication of their Opinion, the following

Experiment ; by which we fee, that, the Dilatation

caus'd by the heat, makes a Liquor fpout our of a

Tube of Glaſs in fuch a manner, that it will produce

an agreeable and curious Fountain.

Take
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Take a Tube of Glafs that's fomewhat flender, and

urn'd with windings as this in the Cut ; at the lower

nd of whichthere's a Glass Bottle A, into which you

may convey Water or any other Liquor by the other

Extremity B, by, heating the Air contain'd in the

Tube, fo as to make as much go out as is poffible,

B

nd dipping the other Extremity B in the Liquor,which

ill effectually enter the Tube as the Air within con-

enfates and takes up leffer room. Then heat the

ottle A, fo that the Rarefaction may be greater than

was before, and you'll fee the Water afcend and

out like a Fountain out at the upper end B.

Ff2 PRO
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PROBLEM XXXV.

To know in what parts of the Earth, Sources of Wate

lie.

TIS
IS neceffary for the conveniency of Life to have

good Water, and confequently we can't be too

diligent in learning to find out the places where the

Sources of Waters are, in order to dig Wells or Pits

for the Accommodation of Mankind, I fhall there-

fore imploy this Chapter in laying before you the beft

Methods used by the Ancients and the Moderns, for

diſcoveringthe Veins of Water that lie hidden in the

Earth.

Plinyfays, that to know if there be a Vein of Wa-

ter under the Ground, you muſt have a particular Eye

upon the places where you find moift Vapours and

Exhalations ; and in making this Obfervation, fays

Palladius, you must take care that the place wherethe

Vapours rife be not moift in the Surface ; for if 'tis

not, you ſafely attribute the humid Vapours to Sub-

terranean Sources of Water. This Experiment you

had beft make in Auguft, when the Pores of the

Earth are open, and give a freer paffage to the Va-

pours.

But to make this Obfervation with all the certainty

and facility that's poffible, Father Kircher (in imitati-

on of Vitruvius) adviſes to lie down with your Belly

to the Ground, a little before Sunrife, and to bear

upon your Chin with your Hand refting upon the

Ground, that fo your Sight may extend to the level of

the Country, and the Eye being rais'd only to a juft

Height, may view the furface of the Ground byVi-

fual Rays that graze upon the Horizon, and eafily

difcern the places from whence moift, waving and

trembling Vapours do arife ; for in theſe places you'll

infallibly find Veins of Water, there being no fuch

Vapours obferv'd upon the Grounds that are deftiture

of Water.

Vitruvius, and after him Dechales, acquaints us, that

places which have Veins of Water conceal'd in the

Bowels of the Earth, are diftinguifh'd by the ſponta-

neous
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:

eous growth of Rushes, Willows, Alder-trees, Roſe-

iftes, Ivy, and fuch other Aquatick Plants, that are

t planted thereby Art, but come naturally. Ano-

er fign, is the Frogs when they begin to brood,

hich preſs downthe Earth ſo much as to drawup the

umidity ; which doubtless proceeds from the Vapours

at continually arife from the Veins of Water hid un-

r thoſe parts, and which reveals as it were what Na-

re affected to keep fecret.

Another Contrivance for the difcovery of Water,

commended by Vitruvius, and ufed by the Ancients,

this. Dig a Ditch three Foot broad, and five Foot

ep, where you fufpect there may be Water ; at Sun-

place in the bottom of the Ditch a Brafs or Lead

effel or Bafin, inverted or turn'd with its Cavity

wnwards, and rub'd with Oil on the infide ; cover

is Veffel and the whole Ditch with Reeds and Leaves,

d afterwards with Earth : And the next day if you

d drops of Water hanging upon the infide of the

effel, 'tis a fign of Water.

Inftead of a Veffel or Bafin of Metal, you may put

the Ditch an Earthen Veffel not bak'd , without

bbing it with Oil, or covering it with Reeds, Leaves

Earth; and next Morning if you find it foft with

pifture, you may conclude there's Water underneath :

nd if inftead of this Earthen Veffel, you put in

ool, and next Morning you can exprefs Waterfrom

e Wool, you may conclude there's a great deal of

ater underneath.

Father Kircher fhews us an admirable way of find-

dout Water, having by his own Experience found

e happy fuccefs of it. He orders it to be tried in

Morning when the Vapours are plentiful, and not

t waftedby the heat of the Sun. He takes a ſmall

ck of two pieces of Wood joyn'd together, onthe

tremities being Alder or fome fuch Wood that rea-

y imbibes the Moiſture ; and having hung this Rod

Needle (not unlike the Needle of a Compaſs) by

Center of Gravity upon a Pivot, fo as to make

hang in Equilibrio, he carries it thus hung, or elfe

pended with a Thread, to the place where he fuf-

As Water ;, and if there be any there, the Rod will

put from its Equilibrium by the Vapours penetra-

g the Alder extremity, and making it incline to the

Ff3 Ground.

3
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Ofthe Divi-

call'd Ba-

natoire.

Ground. This he calls his Baguette Divinatoire, or

Divining Rod.

But now adays, we underſtand by a Baguette Divi

ing or Con- natoire, a fmall forked Branch of light Wood, com-

juring Rod, monly of Hazelwood, which feveral have made ufe

guette Divi- of to very good purpofe in difcovering not only the

Sources of Water, but likewife the moft noble Me-

tals, which are now the bond of Society ; and, as

'tis faid, even Robbers and Murderers, of which we

had a notable Inftance in 1693 , in one James Aymar

of Dauphiny, who purfued a Murderer 45 Leagues,

and found him out by this Rod ; and when he came

to Paris, he gave feveral Proofs of his Dexterity in

making uſe of the Rod, by the diſcovery of Water,

Metals, and hidden Treaſures.

Plate 24.

Fig. 77.

Plate 24

Fig. 79.

Plate 24.

Fig. 80.

He takes a forked Branch of any fort of Wood,

fuch as ABCD, and holds the two Prongs with his

twoHands, but do's not grafp ' em hard. He holds

them fo, that the back of his Hands are turn'd to the

Ground, the Point CD goes, foremoſt, and the Rod

or Stick is a'moft parallel to the Horizon. In this fa-

fhion he walks foftly along, and when he paffes any

place where there's Water, or Mines, or Silver hid,

the Rod turns in his Hands and bends downwards

and the fame thing happens in holding it over ftolen

Goods, and following the track of Robbers and Cri-

minals, whom he eafily diftinguiſhes from the Inno-

cent, for when he puts his foot upon one of theirs,

the Rod turns towards the Criminal. Sometimes he

makes ufe of a ftraight Stick, and holds it upon

his fingers with his two Hands at fome diftance, as you

fee in Plate 24. Fig. 79.

As all Perfons are not of the fame Temperament,

fo this Divining Rod do's not fucceed equally with all ,

for a great many have uſed it without Succefs, as bes

ing deftitute of that gift of Nature. Kircher, and

Schott and Dechales, do all fpeak of it as a thing fre

quently experienced ; tho' every one is not capable of

making the Experiment ; and the laſt ofthe three fays

' tis abfolutely the eafieft and moſt certain means y

tried for the difcovery of Water.

Some take a long ftraight and ſmooth ſhoot of Ha

zel, or any other Wood, fuch as AB, and hold it by

the two ends bending a little Archwife, and keepi

parall

;
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parallel to the Horizon that it may turn more readily to

the Ground, when it paffes over a Source of Water.

Father Kircher has feen the Germans practife this Plate 24.

piece of Divination another way. He fays, they cut Fig. 81 .

a fmall Hazel Stick, fuch as AC, CB, into two almoſt

equal Parts ; making the end of the one hollow, and

cutting the other to a Point, and fo inchafing the one

in the other. The Stick or Shoot thus uſed muft be

very ftraight, and without Knots. They carry it be

fore them between the tops of the fore-fingers of each

Hand,as you fee in the Figure ; and whenthey país over

Veins of Water or of Metal, the Shoot moves and

bends.

Some make uſe (as we are told) of a forked Rod

a Foot long, holding it upon the extended palm of

their Hand, as AB. Others lay it in Equilibrio up-

on the back of their Hand, as CD, that it may

D

C

move with more facility when they pass over a Spring

of Water.

Tho' the Modern Authors abovemention'd take this Remark.]

Divining Rod to be a new thing, yet ' tis certain the

Ancients fpoke of it, and gave it different Names.

Neubufius call'd it Virga Divina, and Varro feems to

have meant fome fuch thing, by entituling one of his

Satyrs Virgula Divina. Peter Belon call'd it Caduceus

Willenus, Virga Mercurii, and Agricola the inchanted
Ff4

;

Rod;
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Fumes and

Exhalations

one Sign.

Rod; fome have call'd it Aaron's Rod, others Jacob's

Stick, others Mofes's Rod, withwhich he brought Wa-

ter out of the Rock ; and Cicero in his Offices fpeaks

to his Son of a Divine Rod.

Some fay this Divining Rod turnslikewife to a Load-

ftone ; others that it turns to the Bones of dead Corps ,

and has been uſed with Succefs, in diftinguiſhing the

Bones of Canoniz'd Saints from thofe of others.

Several other things are faid of it, which I fhall

not here mention, becauſe they feem incredible. I

leave every oneto their own Experience ; for my own

part I ne'er try'd it, and fo can neither refute, nor

vouch forthe truthof what is faid of it.

PROBLEM XXXVI.

To diftinguish thofe parts of the Earth, in which are

Mines or hidden Treafures.

WIthout infifting further upon the Vertues of the

Divining Rodin turning upon Metals and Trea-

fures ; we ſhall obferve in the firft place, that the

Mountains which contain Mines, do generally fill the

Air with Fumes and Exhalations, fuch as the Work-

men meet with in Mines, who find 'em a'moft always

very Malignant. Plinyfays, there rifes a Vapourfrom

the Silver Mines, that's unſufferable to all Animals,

and especially to Dogs.

Theſe Vapours and Exhalations, which contribute to

the Generation of Metals and Minerals, are caus'd,

without doubt,not bythe heat of the Sun, which, in my

Opinion, can't penetrate fo far (there being fome

found 500 Cubits deep) but by the heat of the Sub-

terranean Fires, of the exiftence of which we have

no room to doubt, fince we ſee Mountains and other

places of the Earth vomit up Flames and Aſhes. To

convince us that theſe Vapours proceed from Subter-

ranean Fires, rather than from the heat of the Sun,

weneed only to confult thoſe who work in the Mines,

who affure us, that the deeper they penetrate into the

Earth, the more fenfibly they feel the heat that iffues

from its Bowels , and to all appearance is the effect of

Subterranean Fires ; infomuch that they can't work

but
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but ftark naked at the bottom ofthe Mine-Pits. They

tell you, that fometimes there rife fuch Mineral Va-

pours as put out their Lamps, and would ftifle them-

felves if they did not speedily retire. To remedy

this Inconveniency, they have long Pipes which ſuck

the Malignant Air from the bottom of the Mines, and

fo give place for that which is purer and wholfomer.

Agricola, in his Book de re Metallica, defcribes feveral

other Contrivances for the fame purpofe, which we

leavethe Curious to Confult.

Befides this Heat that's obferv'd at all times in the

Abyffes of the Earth, we have intimation of the Sub-

terranean Fires from the hot Springs, and the boiling

Springs, fuch as that at Grenoble, which from time to

time throws out Flames, eſpecially when it Rains,

or is about to Rain ; as well as from the burning

Mountains, fuch as Mount Etna in Sicily, Mount Ve

fuvius in Campania, Mount Hecla in Mandia, that in

Guatimala in America, and others in Perou, in the Mol-

luca Iſlands, and in the Philippine Islands. And thefe

Subterranean Fires I take to be the cauſe of the thick

Vapours or Smoak that I have oftentimes ſeen rife in

the Winter time from the Caverns of the Alps ; and

which are fometimes feen by Mariners, as rifing from

the bottom of the Sea, and preſaging the ſpeedy riſe

of Windsand Storms.

BarrennessAs Fumes and Exhalations are one fign by which

the Mineral Philofophers diftinguith the places that ofthe Earth

are ftored with Mines ; fo another diftinguishing fign another.

is the Barrennefs of fome Places, which produce nei-

ther Trees nor Plants ; for doubtlefs that proceeds

from the dry and hot Vapours or Fumes, whichfcorch

and dry up the Roots of the Plants and Trees, and fo

kill 'em . For the fame end, we take notice of the AlfonoSnow

places upon which Snow do's not lie long, or where nor Hor

we obferve no Hoar-froft, for the heat of the Subter-

ranean Vapours arifing fromthe Mines melts the Snow

in a little time, andkeeps off the Froft.

froft.

'Tis well known that Hungary abounds with Gold Several other

and Silver Mines, as well as thoſe of Iron and Steel ; Marks.

and that the Gold Mines throw out very thick or

grofs Vapours, which are fometimes fo Malignant,

that in a little time they fuffocate the Workmen.

Now, thoſe who have trayel'd into Hungary on pur-

poſe
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poſe to ſee the Golden Mines, inform us, that the

Leaves of the Trees in thoſe parts are oftentimes co-

ver'd with a Gold colour, owing to the Exhalations.

Alexander ab Alexandro fays, that in Germany they

have found over the Gold Mines the Vine - leaves all

over gilded, and fome even pure Gold, which may

arife from the infinuation of the Metallick humour

into the Root of the Vine, which being very Porous,

may have drawn up in the Intervals of its Fibresfuit-

able Nourishment. Thus we've known by Experi-

ence, that Metals Vegetate, and ſometimes have ri-

fen up in Trees, with Trunks, Roots, and Branches.

'Tis faid, that if you carry a lighted Candle of Hu-

man Greaſe to a place where Treaſure is hid, 'twill

difcover the Treaſure by its continual noife, and by

going out when it comes very near it : And Father

Tylkowski a Polish Jefuit, affures us, that, when Va-

pours are feen to rife upon a Mountain at Sun-rife,

when the Air is clear and ferene in April or May,

tis a fign that the Mountain contains a Quick-filver

Mine.

With Reference to what I mention'd but now, the

Speedy melting of the Snow, and there being no Hoar-

froft upon the places that cover Mines ; I call to

mind, what Vallemont fays in his Occult Philofophy,

that the Soldiers when they go into Winter Quarters,

are not ignorant of that Sign ; for they obferve nar-

rowly in the Garden or Orchard, fuch places as bear

no Snownor Hoar-froft, in order to fee if the Land-

lord has not hid fome Treaſure re ; for they con-

clude that the Earth of fuch parts has been lately

ftir'd or dig'd up, and fo being more Porous, gives a

freer paffage to the Exhalations, which crouding thi

ther melt theSnow and the Hoar-froft.

The faid Author Monfieur Vallemont has feveral

other marks of Mines in the Bowels of the Earth.

One is the finding of pieces of Oar or Metalupon the

Ground ; by which meansthe rich Mine of Kuttem

berg in Bohemia was difcover'd by a Monk, who ob-

ferving by chance, as he walk'd in a Wood, a fmall

Stalk (as 'twere) of Silver fhooting out of the Earth,

very gravely left his Habit upon the Spot , that he

might know it again , and fo run back to acquaint the

Convent,

Another
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Another fign of Mines, which is reckon'd pretty Plants fpeck-

fure, is, if towards the end of the Spring the Plants led, and not

vigorous.

and Trees round a place have but little Vigour , and

their Leaves are fpeckled with different Spots, their

Greenbeing not very bright.

Again, Whenthe Foot of a Fountain points to the

North, and its Head to the South, it oftentimes has

Silver Mines, which ufualy run from Eaft to Weft.

Afourth fign given in by Mr. de Vallemont, is taken The Colour

from the Colour of the Earth, and the Stones. If the ofthe Earth.

Earthbe Green, ' tis the fign of a Copper Mine ; if

Black, it promiſes Gold and Silver ; if Gray, we ex-

pectfrom it Iron and Lead.

His fifth fign is the Barrenness of the Earth men-

tion'd above ; upon which Head he adds, that perhaps

Fob alluded to it, when he faid, that no Fowl know-

eth the Ground where Precious Stones are, and the

Vultur's Eye hath not ſeen it, Job 28.

Again, if the Stones or Earth of any Place are hea- weight of

vier than ufually , it gives us ground to fufpect that the Earth.

Metals are there.

In a ſeventh Place, we muft mind the Springs that

flow bythe foot of Mountains ; for not only their

Colour and Smell ferve to inform us, but even the

Channel of fuch Water do's always bear fome Grains,

and other Veftiges of Metals. Agricola fays, the In-

habitants of Navarre took out of the bottom of their

Wells a fort of Earth loaded with Gold, which gave

'em to think, that there were Rich Gold Mines in that

part of France. Agricola de re Metallica, lib. 2.

Plants and

Mr. De Vallemont, informs usfurther, that fome few Sympathy

Plants which bear a Sympathy and Analogy to Metals,between

grow commonly over Mines, and fuch are Juniper,

Tree- Ivy, the Fig-tree, Wild Pine-trees, and moft of

the Plants that are pointed and prickly.

The laft fign he mentions, is, the Exhalations of

Vapours round the top of a Mountain.

Metals.

'Tis a certain Truth that we do not always light on Remark.

the fecrets of Nature, whenwe hunt for 'em ; Chance

has the greateft hand in moft Diſcoveries, particular-

ly thofe of Mines ; thus, Mines have been diſcovered

by theWind blowing up Trees by the Roots, by a

Horſe's foot ftriking againſt the Ground, by Hogs.

grubbing up the Earth ; and Diodorus Siculus fays,

the
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the Mines in Spain were diſcover'd by a Foreft taking

fire Accidentally ; and Athenæus fays, very rich Silver

Mines were diſcover'd in Gaul, by an accidental fire

in the Woods, which melted the Silver fo as to make

it run in Brooks. Near Fribourg in upper Saxony,

Silver Mines were diſcover'd by great Rains waſhing

away the Earth that cover'd the Minerals ; and the like

Diſcovery hasbeen made elſewhere by the fall ofSnow,

by Thunderbolts and Earthquakes , tearing Rocks

from the tops of Mountains. Tis faid , than in the

Country call'd la Brie in France , a Gold Mine was

lately diſcover'd in tilling the Ground, which the

French King has order'd to be incloſed ; and Juſtin

fays the like of Gallicia, but the Gold of that Country

is not now much minded, by reaſon of its being blen-

ded with other Metals, that are hard to be feparated

and refined.

PROBLEM XXXVII.

To measure at all times the dryness and humidity of the

Air.

AS the Thermometer fpoken of in Probl. 6. of the

Mechanicks, meaſures the Degrees of Cold and

Heat, and the Barometer thoſe ofthe weight ofthe Air ;

fo we make uſe of a Machine call'd an Hygrometer of

Hygrofcope to meaſure the drynefs or humidity ofthe

Air; for certain it is, that the Air is more or lefs moift,

as 'tis more or lefs ftock'd with Vapours. Now, fince

Fir-wood is extreamly fufceptible of drynefs or moi-

fture, it ſeems to be the moft proper for a Hygrometer,

or for diſcovering the leaft change in the Air, as to dry-

nefs and moisture.

The firft Hygrometer we shall here mention, was in-

Hygrometer. Vented in England, and is compos'd of two very thin

boards of Fir, in the middle of one of which is a

Needle like theHand ofa Watch,made faft to the Cen-

tre of a Circle divided into feveral equal Parts, which

repreſents the Degrees of the Moifture or Dryneſs

of the Air, pointedto bythe Needle as it moves round

its Center by vertue of the two Fir-Planks, which
1

move
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move intwoGrooves, according as they fwell or fhrink

thro' the moisture ordrynefs ofthe Air.

Another Hygrometer made in England, and more The fecond

efteem'd than the former, is this. They take the Hygrometer.

Beard of a green Ear of Barley, and twift it round Plate 24.

Fig. 76.

a Pin fuch as AB, rais'd perpendicularly upon the

bottom of a round Box, like that of a Compaſs, as

CD, the upper Circumference of which is divided in-

to equal Parts, commonly 60. This Pivot or Pin AB,

is as high as the Box CD, to the end that the light

Needle EF which they clap upon the Point B, where

the Beard terminates in a Hole made in the middle

of the Needle, may appear above upon the lid of the

Box, and mark upon its fide how many Degrees the

Air is dryer or moifter than 'twas the day before, in

moving round the Point B, as the Beard twifts or

untwifts, in proportion to the greater or leffer dryness

ofthe Air : Mr. de Vallemont fays, the moisture turns

the Beard from Eaft to Weft by the way ofthe South,

and the drynefs from Eaft to Weft by the North.

Fig. 78.

At the Emperor's Court, we meet with another Hy- Athird Hy-

grometer made thus. Chooſe a Room that's not very grometer.

large, to avoid the too great agitation of the Air, Plate 24.

and with a String or Rope AB, hang up in it a round

flat piece of Wood, CD, by its Center of Gravity B,

fo that it may hang Horizontally, and always in

Equilibrio round the Point B. This piece of Wood or

Cylinder CD, muſt be about half a Foot broad, and

almoſt as thick as one's Finger, and its Circumference

must be divided into 60 equal Parts, mark'd all round

upon the thickneſs, to denote the Degrees of the dry-

nefs and moiſture of the Air, eafily diftinguish'd by

the Finger of a Hand, as EF fix'd near to it, for

then the Cylinder CD will turn round the Point

B to the Right or to the Left, according asthe Air is

moifter or dryer.

To avoid the inconveniency of the continual agita-

tion of the Air in a large Room, the leaft Motion be-

ing capable to turn the Cylinder CD, while 'tis fuf-

pended by its Center of Gravity B ; you may cover

the Cylinder with a Glass Bell perforated above, io

as to give paffage to the String AB, and to fuffer it to

move without any hindrance ; for then you may ſee

the Alterations ofthe Air thro' the Glaſs.

The
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The Ingenious Mr. Richard informs me, hehasuſed

this Hygrometer with great Satisfaction ; only inftead

of a common String, he takes a String of Catgut, as

AB, and hangs it in a hollow Glafs Cylinder with a

Foot to it, and a little perforated Cupola ; to the

lower end of the String B, he ties an Artificial Bird

1

B

The fourth

which by turning to the Right or Left, as the String

untwifts by the moisture, or retwifts by the drynefs

of the Air, fhews the Degrees of that moiſture or dry-

nefs, upon equal divifions made upon the Circumfe-

rence of the Cylinder.

Another Hygrometer as eafie as the former is made

Hygrometer . in Germany, of a String of a Catgut ABC, made faft

D

E

at its two Extremities A and C, and loaded in the

the middle with a fmall Weight F, tied with a Thread

to B, which lowers the String ABC more or less

according,
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according to the degrees of the drynefs or moiffure of

the Air, reckon'd upon the perpendicular Plain DE

divided into equal Parts, which Divifions the Point B

touches in rifing or falling according to the moiſture

or dryness of the Air ; for we know by daily Expe-

rience, that when the Air is moist, the watry Va-

pours infinuate themſelves eafily into a String, and

fwell and ſhorten it, which makes the String ABC draw

in and raiſe the weight F, as the Air grows moi-

fter.

Inftead of a Gutftring you may take a piece of

Packthread, which indeed feems to be more fufcep-

tible of Moisture ; for Moisture eafily infinuates into

all Porous Bodies, and above all , into the Strings that

fhorten fenfibly upon the acceffion of the leaft Moi-

fture. Thus, we find, that when Sixtus V. fer up

the great Obelisk of the Vatican, the Cables being

made longer by that huge Weight, which weigh'd

one Million fix Thouſand forty eight Pound, he or-

der'd the Cables to be foak'd, upon which theyfhrunk

fc , that they fet that huge Mafs upon its Bafe, as it

now ftands.

Theſe moift Vapours do likewife infinuate readily

into Wood, eſpecially that which is light and dry,

as being extream porous ; infomuch that they are

fometimes made ufe of for dilating and breaking the

hardeft Bodies, particularly, Mill-ftones ; for when a

Rock is cut into a Cylinder, they divide that into fe-

veral leffer Cylinders , by taking feveral Holes

round the great Cylinder at diftances proportional to

the defign'd thickneſs of the Millftones ; and filling

them with as many pieces of Sallow Wood dried in

an Oven ; for when wet weather comes, theſe Wedges

or pieces of Wood are fo impregnated withthe moist

Corpufculums in the Air, that they fwell and break,

or feparate the Cylindrical Rock into feveral Mill-

ftones.

The Humidity of the Air infinuates it felf not onlyFifth Hygro

into Wood , but likewife into the hardeſt Bodies meter.

which are not deftitute of Pores, and eſpecially into

the light Bodies, which take up a great Space ; and

hence ' tis, that Mr. Pafcal in his Treatife ofthe Æqui-

librium of Liquors fays, that, if a pair of Scales con-

sinues in Equilibrio, when loaded with two equal

Weights,
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Weights, one of whichis of a more voluminous Sub-

ftance than the other, as Cotton or any Body of a

leffer Specifick Gravity, the Ballance will depart from

its Equilibrium, and incline to that more voluminous

Weight, when the Air is ftuff'd with Vapours ; for

the watry Particles, with which theAir is loaded , will

infinuate themſelves more readily into this, than into

the other Weight, which being leſs Voluminous, muſt

needs have leffer Pores.

But of all the Bodies that are apt to imbibe the

moiſture of the Air, I know none more fuch, than

the Salt af any hot Plant, or Saltpetre well calcin'd,

which upon the leaft moisture of the Air, melts rea-

dily into Water, ſo as to weigh three or four times

as much as before. For this is the common quality

of a'moſt all Salts, that they are eafily impregnated

with the Bodies contain'd in the Air; and according-

ly when the Salt at a Table is moiſter than ordinary,

we take it for a certain Sign of approaching Rain, as

denoting that the Air is loaded with moift Vapours,

which willquickly diffolve into Rain.

So, if you want a good Hygrofcope, puta certain

quantity of Saltpetre well calcin'd into one Scale of

a juft Ballance, and an equal weight of Lead drops

into the other, fo as to make the Scales hang perfectly

in Equilibrio ; then add to the Center of the Motion

of the Ballance, a fmall Circle divided into equal

Parrs, repreſenting the Degrees of the dryness or moi-

fture of the Air, which the tongue of the Ballance

will point to as the Air grows moifter or dryer, for

the moifter the Air grows, the more willthe Lead riſe.

Another way of using Gutftring for Hygrometers,

is this ; Tune a Lute or any other String-Inftrument,

to the tune of a Flute or a Flageolet, which are leſs

liable to the alterations of Weather ; and while the

Air continues in the fame Temperature, you'll find

the Inftruments keep in Tune ; but when the Air

grows drier, the String founds fharper, and more up-

on the Baſs when the Air is moifter.

The variety of Hygrometers is infinite ; you may

invent as many as you will ; for the very hardeft and

folideft Wood will well by the moiſture of the Air,

as appears bythe difficulty of fhutting our Doors and

Windows in wet Weather.

Nay,
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Nay, the very Body of all Animals and Vegetaà-

bles, is, as 'twere, a Contexture of Hygrometers, Ba

rometers, and Thermometers ; for the Humours with

which the Organiz'd Bodies are repleniſh'd , increaſe

or decreaſe according to the different Difpofitions of

the Air ; and Plants are compos'd of an infinite num-

ber of Fibres, which are like ſo many Canals or Pipes,

thro' which the moisture of the Air, as well as the

Juice of the Earth, is conveyed into all their Parts.

Mr. Foucher fays, he has experienced by the means

of an Hygrometer, that in Summer the Weather is

moifteft between feven and eight at Night, and in

Winter between eight and nine in the Morning ; and

that the Air is moiſter at Full-Moon, than when thể

Moonis near the Change.

PROBLEM XXXVIIt.

Of Phosphorus's.

WE give thename of Phosphorus to a Body that's

fraughted with fuch a quantity of the Corpuf

culum's of Light, that by its means one may eafily

fee in the darkeſt Night the next adjacent Objects,

and even read a Manufcript without much difficulty.

Some Phoſphorus's are Natural, and ſome Artificial . Of 'Glov

The Natural are a fort of Worms with Wings, which worms.

ſhine at a diſtance in the Hedges in the Summer Nights,

and are commonly call'd Glow-Worms, by the Latins

Cicindela, Nitedule, Nitele, Lucule, and Luciole, and

by the Greeks Lampyrides ; which give your Hus-

bandmen to know the feafon for cutting down their

Corn, and bringing in their laft Harveft, as the Man-

tuan Poet has elegantly exprefs'd it in the following

Lines.

Hi tandem ftudiis hyemem tranfegimus illam.

Ver rediit, jam fylva viret, jam vinea frondet.

Fam fpicati Ceres, jam cogitat horrea meffor.

Splendidulis jam nocte volant Lampyrides Alis:

Befidesthefe Glow-worms,which ceafe to fhine when

hey are dead, there's likewife an Indian Snail which

Gg
fhines
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ſhines while alive, and ceafes fo to do when dead, as

indeed all Animals do. But there's a fort of Shell-Oy.

fters that preſerve fome fiery Spirits, and give fome

light after their Death. Rotten Herrings give fome

light in the Night ; and rotten Wood a great deal

Some Diamonds when rubb'd have the fame effect ;

and Gonzalo Doviedo, fays, there is a Fowl in the In-

dies call'd Coërno, which has fuch ſparkling Eyes, that

it ferves for a Candle at Table.

The Artificial Phoſphorus's are made of a fort of

Stone like unto Plaifter, heavy, clear and Tranfpa-

rent, found in Mount Paterna near Bologna, and from

thence call'd the Bolonian Stone. This Stone being

calcin'd and expos'd to the light of the Day, imbibes

that light without burning, and keeps it for as long a

time as it has been ſet to receive it, as we obſerve by

conveying it into a dark place where it fhines like a

burning Coal.

Some Artificial Phoſphorus's are made of Chalk

Urine, Blood, and other Sulphureous Subftances ; and

theſe burn with a Flame that's quite different from

that of other burning Bodies ; for it fpares fome Sub-

ftances that other Fires confume, and confumes thoſe

that another Fire (pares ; what extinguishes other

Fires kindles it, and what kindles other Fires extin-

guishes it.

There are fome things that this Phofphorus do's not

inflame when it touches 'em , and yet puts them in

a flame when it do's not touch them. Its flame is

more hot than that of Wood, more ſubtil than that of

Spirit of Wine, and more penetrating than that of

the Sun, the Rays of which collected by a Glaſs

burn black Subftances fooner than white, whereas the

Phoſphorus attacks them equally.

The flame of fuch a Phoſphorus is faid to pass thro

Paper or Linnen without burning ' em, unless it be

old Linnen, or old Paper without Gum. 'Tis alfo faid,

that if this flame runs upon a little ball of Sulphur,

'twill not fet it on fire, nor yet Gunpowder ; but if

you bruite 'em together 'twill put them into a flame,

Camphyr always takes fire preſently.

The Phoſphorus has always been reckon'd one of

the most curious and furpriſing productions of Chy

miſtry, by reafon of its uncommon and peculiar Pro

perties
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perties ; for befides thofe already mention'd, ' tis pof-

fefs'd of many more, fome of which we fhall briefly

hint at.

If you write in the dark with a Phoſphorus, the

Letters will appear light like a Flame ; and if you

rub your Face with it, which you may do without

any danger, your Face will be luminous in the dark ;

and in fine, if you beat it up with fome Pomatum,

'twill make it fhine in the dark.

If you dip one end of a piece of Paper or Linen in

Spirit of Wine, or good Brandy, and rub fome Phof-

phorus upon the other end, the Spirit of Wine or the

Brandy, will be put in a flame by the Phoſphorus,

tho' it do's not touch 'em immediately, and will fet

fire to the Paper or Cloth ; which would not happen,

if the end of the Paper or Cloth had been dip'd in

Oil of Spike or of Turpentine : And if you rub the

Phoſphorus upon the end that's dip'd in the Spirit of

Wine, the Phofphorus will not take fire ; but if the

Cloth be dip'd in common Warer, ' twill then take

fre notwithstanding that ' tis preferv'd by being kept

In Water ; and this Water ftir'd about will give Light,

tho' Spirit of Wine with Phoſphorus dip'd into it will

not ; but if you pour fome drops of this Spirit of

Wine into the Common Water, each drop will pro-

luce a light that preſently diſappears like Lightning,

3c.

I've already intimated that to preſerve the Artifici- TheCompo

1 Phoſphorus, we must keep it in Water ; and now fition ofthe

come to fhew you the way of preparing it with Phofphorus

Jrine.

Evaporate upon a gentle fire what quantity you will

f fresh Urine, till there remains a black Subſtance

'moft dry ; let this Subftance rot for three or four

Months in a Cellar ; then mix it with double the

uantity of Sand or Bole-Armeniack ; and clap the

ixture upon a gentle Fire, in a ftone Retort with a

ecipient well luted and half full of Water. Raife

e Fire by degrees for three Hours ; and there will

fs into the Recipient firft a little Phlegm, then a

tle Volatil Salt, then a great deal of black ftink-

g Oil, and at laft the Subftance of the Phofphorus

ll remain fticking to the Veffel, in a white Mafs

hich you muſt melt in Water to reduce it to a Rol-

G g z ler,
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ler. This you may keep ſeveral years in a Vialfull of

Water clofe ftop'd.

The Phofphorus being the fat and volatil part of

the Urine, it may likewiſe be drawn from other Ex-

crements ; alfo from Flesh, Bones, Hair, Feathers,

Nails, Horns, Tartar, Manna, and any thing that

yields by Diftillation a fetid Oil.

Another fort of Artificial Phoſphorus is made of the

Bolonian Stone, calcin'd after the following manner.

Take five or fix great Stones, pound two of them in

a Mortar to a very fine Powder, and with that make

a Cruft round the other four. Then put all in a lit-

tle Furnace upon a Grate, cover them with Coal, and

continue the Fire for three or four Hours, or till the

Coal is confum'd to Athes. This done take out the

Stones, and clear 'em, and fo your Work's done.

I intimated above, that with the Artificial Phoſpho-

Writing that rus one may Write, fo as that the Letters ſhall fhine

fhines in the as a flame in the Dark ; and Wecker ſays, after Porta,

that this may be done by the Natural Phofpho-

rus, that is, by Writing with the Liquor of Glow-

Worms. But this wants to be confirm'd by Experi-

ence ; for, as I faid before, Glow-Worms give no

light after Death.

Howto

red Ink.

Wecker, in imitation of the fame Author, makes an

Artificial Phofphorus of Glow- Worms, after the fol-

lowing manner. Beat feveral Glow-worms together,

put them in a Matrals well top'd for fifteen Days in

Horfe-dung, then draw off with an Alembick a Wa-

ter, which put into a Vial, will caft fuch a light is

the Dark, that you may readand write by it.

But now that we are got upon the Subject of Wri-

make good ting, I fhall here fhew by the bye, the way of ma-

king good red Ink. Soak the White of an Egg thirty

Hours in a Spoonful of good Rofe Vinegar ; thenthrow

away the White, which you'll find half boil'd, and

ftrain what remains thro' a clean Cloth, and fo you

have a Gummed Water, which you're carefully to

keep in a little Vial, to bemade ufe of on occafion in

the following manner.

Put a little of your Gummed Water into a Gally

Por, fuch as your Apothecaries ufe for their Oint

⚫ments, and mix it with a little Powder of Vermillion

or Cinnabar, till ' tis red enough to Write without

being
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being too thick ; and fo you will have a very good

fort of Ink that will ftick cloſe to the Paper, and not

fet off to the oppofite fide , when the Paper is beat

by the Book-binders or others, as it do's when made

of bare Water or CommonGum. This red Ink muft

be ftir'd with a Pencil from time to time, when you go

to Write, becauſe the Vermillion or Cinnabar finks

by its weight to thebottom of the Pot.

Another fort of red Ink which do's not want to be

fo often ftir'd, and may be uſed as Common Ink, is

this. Take four Ounces of Brafil Wood cut fmall,

one Ounce of Cerufs, one Ounce of Roch-Allum ;

pound all in a Mortar, and pour on Wine till all's

cover'd. After three days ftanding, ftrain the Liquor

three or four times thro' a very clean Cloth. then put

it in a white earthen Mortar, and let it dry in a

dark place, where Sun nor Day-light can't reach its

At laft fcrape off the Flower of this dry Subftance,

and keep it to be diluted in Gummed Water for uſe

upon occafion.

be feen

1 fhall here fubjoyn Alexis's Directions for Writing Writing

upon Paper, foas thatthe Writing fhallbe invifible till on Paper

the Paper is dipt in Water, Put the Powder ofRoch- that will not

Allum into a little Water, and with that write upon without

the Paper when you pleaſe. When the Letters are it be wet.

dry they will diſappear ; but clap the Paper in fair

Water, and the Letters will look white and ſhining , the

Paper being a little black'd with theAllum.

The fame Author directs to Write fo as that theWriting that

Writing fhall not be read but before the Fire, by can'tbe read

Writing with the Water in which Sal Armoniack well without fire,

pulveris'd is diffolv'd. For when the Letters thus

Written are dry, they will diſappear, but hold them

near the Fire, and then they become visible again.

The fame is the cafe if you Write with the juice of a

Lemon, or of an Onion.

G & 3 PRO-
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trates aWall.

THE

PROBLEM XXXIX.

To make the Sympathetick Ink.

HE Sympathetick Ink is made of two different

Waters, the firft of which difcovers the Letters

writtenwith the fecond , which do not appear ofthem-

felves when they are dry ; but when a Spunge mui-

ften'd never fo little with the firft is drawn over them

or near them, they appear of a red colour inclining to

the Black. When thefe two Waters are filtrated,

they are very clear and Tranſparent, but when mix'd

together they become Opaque, and affume a very

brown Colour. Their Compofition is as follows.

The Water which difcovers the Letters, and which

we call the First, is thus made. Put into a new and

very clean earthen Por fome fair Water, in which

infufe a little Orpiment, with a piece of quick Lime

for 24 Hours, and fo you have your firft Water. As

for the Second Water with which you write the invifi-

ble Letters, ' tis a Gallon of diftill'd Vinegar boil'd for

half a quarter of an Hour with an Ounce of Li-

tharge of Silver.

When theſe two Waters are freſh made, and care

is taken to ftop the Por well which contains the First,

the first Water has fuch a Vertue by the force of the

Lime infufed in it, that if you cover a Letter writteg

with the fecond Water with a Quire of Paper, 'twill-

blackenthe Letters and make 'em appear, tho' it be on-

ly pour'd upon the upper fheet of the Paper that co-

vers the Letter. Take notice that theſe two Waters

muſt be ftrain'd apart, for ' tis that which renders them

clear and tranfparent.

But there's another fort of Sympathetick Ink, that

therick Ink penetrates not only thro' a quire of Paper, but thro'

a thick Book, and even thro' a Wall, provided there

be Planks on the two fides to hinder the Evaporation

of the Spirits. In this cafe the firſt Water is the fame

as above ; but the fecond is an Impregnation ofSaturn

or Lead, as clear as Rock-Water, made thus. Take

an unglazed earthen Pan, melt Lead in it, and ſtir it

continually upon the Fire with a Spatula, till ' tis all

redu-
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reduced to Powder ; diffolve this Powder in diftill'd

Vinegar, and ſo you have a clear tranſparent Liquor,

withwhich you may write what you will upon a piece

of Paper, and then put the Paper between the Leaves

of a very thick Book ; which being turn'd, obferve

as near as you can the part of the laft Leaf that cor-

refponds to that in which your Paper lies, and rub

that laft Leafwith Cotton impregnated with the firſt

E Water (made, with quick Lime and Orpiment ; ) then

leave the Cotton upon the place, with a double piece

of Paper over it, and quickly fhut the Book, giving

it four or five knocks with your Hand.

turn the Book, and put it in a Prefs for half a quarter

of an Hour, after which you'll have a diftinct appear-

ance of the Letters that were formerly Invisible.

PROBLEM XL.

This done

Of the Sympathy and Antipathy obferv'd between Ani-

mate and Inanimate Bodies.

BY Sympathy we underſtand a Conformity of the

natural qualities of Humours or Temperament, or

a fuitableness of occult Vertues, fo diftributed to two

things, that they eafily agree and bear with one ano-

ther, nay love, fo to speak, and court one ano

ther.

We find in our felves the effects of Sympathy, when

we have a particular Affection or Efteem for an un-

known Perfon, as foon as we fee him ; and of Anti-

pathy when we avoid a Perſon that has never diſobli-

ged us, and in whom we have. diſcovered no confi-

derable Fault. A'moft all of us hate to hear the gra-

ting of a Knife againſt any other thing. I know fome

would die rather than tarry for any time in a cloſe

Room with a Cat ; fome can't fee Cheeſe without

fainting ; and it must be by the like Antipathy, if it

be true, what is faid, that the Blood of a Murdered

Perfon will flow from the Wound in the prefence of

the Murderer ; fome have an Antipathy against the

agreeable ſmell of Rofes ; Women in Childbed hate

Perfumes, particularly Musk ; fome will Swoon a-

way at the fmell of an Apple. The Cock feems to

Gg 4
have
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have a Sympathy with the Morning, which it wel-

comes with Crowing and Clapping itsWings ; Turn-

Sol with the Sun, to which it turns ; the Hazel Rod

withthe Metals which it diſcovers by its turning: there

feems to be an Antipathy between a Horfe and a

Wolf, fince, as ' tis laid, the former will not eat if

there be a Wolf's Tail hung uponthe Rack ; between

the Vine and Coleworts ; between HemlockandRue ;

between a Man and a Serpent ; between a Hart and

a Serpent ; between a Weazle and a Serpent, and an

Infinity of other things, which for Brevity's fake we

here omit.

We are told there's fuch a Sympathy between Ele-

phants and Sheep, that the Romans by that means de-

feated King Pyrrhus with his Elephants. Ireland pro-

duces no venomous thing, nor indeed any thing that

do's Harm, except Wolves and Foxes ; and near

Grenoble in France, there's an old Town ftanding on

a Mountain, where neither Serpents nor Spiders, nor

any other poiſonous Animal will live.

Mr. Boyle fpeaks of a venomous Tree in America,

call'd Manchinelle, whichthe Fowls will not fo much

as pearch upon. The Agnus Caftus is faid to banish all

venomous Plants ; and every one knows that the Sen-

Gitive Plant fhrinks up it felf if it be but touch'd.

An Artificial Stone is faid to be imported fromGoa,

which the Portugueſe call Capellos de Colubras, the

Snake-Stone, as being made of the bones of certain

Snakes, which being made up with another Drug that

few People know, compoſes that marvellous Stone

that draws all poyfon out of Wounds made by the

biting of Venomous Creatures. But Mr. Charras

tried this upon Pigeons bit with Vipers, to no ef-

fect.

Quickfilver which penetrates the Pores of all other

Metals, and reduces 'em to a Paft, has fuch a Sympa-

thy with Gold, that if you put one end of a Rod of

Maffy Gold into it, 'twill infinuate it felf alter the

Rod to the other end, both on the outfide and infide.

This dry Liquid is fuch, that if you ftir it with your

Hand, a Gold Ring upon the other Hand will be

white and cover'd with Quickfilver ; and in like man-

ner a piece of Gold held in the Mouth attracts the

Spirits of Mercury. 'Tis needleſs to mention the

force
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force of Quickfilver in paffing thro' Leather when 'tis

heated but never fo little ; and the re-union of its

Particles in the primitive form, after being difpers'd

into Vapoursby Diftillation.

·

Few People are ignorant of the force of Electrical

Bodies, which are fo call'd, becauſe, like Amber,

they attract Straw, &c. without touching them. Eve-

ry one knows the Power of the Loadſtone, of which

more at large in the next Problem.

PROBLEM XLI.

Of the Loadstone.

THE Loadftone is a very hard and very heavy

Stone, the colour of which approaches common-

ly to that of Iron, which it attracts by a peculiar

vertue at a reaſonable Diſtance, and that with a force

that makes a fenfible Refiftance when you go to part

'em. This admirable Stone has many fine Proper-

ties, which I am now briefly to hint at.

The Loadſtone has not only the vertue of attract- The Load-

ing Iron even by penetrating the intervening Bodies ;ftone not on

but likewife that of communicating to the Iron that but commu-
ly attracts,

it touches, the vertue of attracting other Iron , which nicates its at-

in like manner acquires the power of attracting ano- tractive Ver

ther For we fee with our Eyes, that an Iron Ring

touch'd by a good Loadftone lifts another Ring, and

that fecond Ring lifts a third, and ſo on. We fee

likewiſe, that a blade of a Knife touch'd by a Load-

ftone, raifes Needles and Iron or Steel Nails.

:

If you lay feveral fewing Needles cloſe to one ano-

ther upon a Table, and bring a Loadftone near the

firft, 'twill attract the firft, which acquiring a Ma-

gnetick Vertue, will draw the Second, and that the

next, and fo on, till all the Needles hang to one ano-

ther, as if they were link'd together, unleſs you part

'em by Violence.

Iron reciprocally attracts the Loadſtone at a reaſo-

nable Diſtance, when that Stone can move freely , as

when 'tis hung up, or floats in Water ; notwithſtand-

ing the intervention of another Body. For example,

put a piece of Loadftone in a light Boat made like a

tue toIron.

Gon-
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Gondola, fo as to make the Loadſtone float upon the

Water, and prefent to it a piece of Iron at a reaſona-

ble Diftance, you'll feethe Gondola cut the Water to

go and joyn the Iron.

This puts me in mind of a Clock I once faw at Ly-

ons in Mr. Servieres's Clofet, which fhew'd the Hours

by throwing an Artificial Frog into a Bafin of Water,

round which the Hours were mark'd, as upon a Di-

al ; for the Frog fwimming upon the Water, ftop'd

and pointed to the refpective Hour, and infenfibly

follow'd the Hour of the Day, like the Hand of a

Clock. I judge this was done by a Loadſtone hid un-

der the Bafin, which followed the hour of the Day

bythe vertue of Clock Wheels, and drew to thefame

Hour the Frog , in which no queſtion was hid a

piece of Iron.

When a Loadſtone floats upon the Water, without

any thing about it to cramp its free Motion, or hin-

der it to take what Situation it finds moft convenient,

it turns always the fame way with refpect to South

and North ; fo that one particular part of the Stone

always looks to the North, and its oppofite to the

South ; whence theſe two places pointing to the two

Poles of the World, are call'd the Poles of the Load-

ftone ; and the ftraight Line paffing from one Pole to

the other, is call'd the Axis of the Loadſtone. Now,

all the force and efficacy of the Loadftone is in this

Axis, for the other parts off of the Axis have very

little Vertue ; and ' tis chiefly from the two Extremities

or Poles, as from two Centers, that the Vertue is di

ftributed.

That part which is equally remote from its two

Poles, we call the Equator of the Loadſtone ; and

this has fuch a quality , that if you lay a fewing Needle

upon it , 'twill lie all along it parallel to its Axis ; but if

you take it off of that Line, it rifes more and more

as it approaches to one of the two Poles, where it

ftands upright. This is diftinctly obferv'd in the Sphe-

rical Loaditones, which I here fuppofe Homogeneal,

as they commonly are, for otherwife they may have

more than two Poles. I know a Gentleman at Lions

who has a Loadftone that has four Poles, two on the

South fide lying oppofite oneto another, and two after

the fame manner pointing to the North.

The
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The Loadftone communicates its Vertue not only

to the Iron that it touches, but even to that which

paffes near it ; it attracts likewiſe another Loadſtone,

and fometimes repulfes it, according to the different

Afpects of their Poles, which are call'd Friendly Poles

when they're of a different Denomination, that is, the

one Meridional, the other Septentrional ; and Hoftile

Poles, when they're of the fame Denomination, that

is, both Meridional or both Septentrional : For the

North Pole of one Loadftone attracts the South, and

repells the North Pole of another, and è contra ; pro-

vided the other can move freely, as when it floats in

Water, Mr. Puget has a Loadſtone, that in ftead of

attracting another that floats upon Water, when the

Poles are friendly, draws it indeed to a certain di-

ftance, but repells it if it comes nearer.

We obferve in all Loadftones, that when the North

Pole of one has attracted the South Pole of another,

the Afpect of the North Pole of a third parts ' em.

Here I purpoſely wave the Reaſons of theſe Phæno-

mena, becauſe they are Abftrufe, and improper for

Recreation.

·

Loadftones.

When we fay, a Loadftone in attracting Iron pene- Several Ex-

trates all forts of intervening Bodies, as freely as ifperiments of

there were none between ; we muft except the inter-

vention of Iron it felf; for we find by Experience,

that the intervention of a plate of Iron impairs the

activity of the Magnetick force ; doubtlefs, becauſe

the Vertue taking hold of the Plate, is partly ſpent

upon it.

When we ſay, that the Loadftone draws Iron to it,

we muft fuppofe that it can draw it ; for if it can't,

and if 'tis at liberty to move, the Iron reciprocally, at-

tracts it, and when joyn'd together they fenfibly refift

the efforts of Separation.

Tho' the Magnetick Vertue penetrates all interve-

ning Bodies, Iron excepted, with as much Facility, as

if nothing interven'd, yet ' tis obfervable that this Ver-

rue is communicated with more difficulty thro' Fleſh,

than thro' any Metal whatſoever.

When we ſay, that the blade of a Knife acquiresthe

Magnetick Vertue by being touch'd with a Loadſtone,

we muft add, that this Vertue is communicated to

the part of the Knife that's laft touch'ds fo that if you

rub
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rub the blade of a Knife from the Haft to the Point

along a Load one, all the Magnetick Vertue will re-

main in the Point, and the other end towards the Haft

will have no attractive Force ; and if you rub it the

contrary way, the Virtue will be tranfplanted to the

other end. Farther, the Vertue thus imparted will

be greater or leffer, according to the place ofthe Load-

ftone that the Blade is rubb'd upon ; fo that, if you

rub it upon one of the Poles where the Vertue is moſt

Efficacious, 'twill receive the greateſt attractive force

that 'tis capable of.

This Rubbing is done by drawing the Blade AB

of the Knife ABC, lengthwife, from the Haft BC to

the Point A, or from the Point to the Haft, along

the Pole D of the Loadftóne DE, the other Pole of

which is E ; and then the Blade AB acquires the Ver-

rue of raising as much Iron as is poflible ; and if the

Blade is drawn over the Pole from B to A, ſo that

A

D B

E

B touches the Pole firft, and A laft , all the Magne-

tick Vertue lies in the Point A. But if after thus

touching, you rub it again the contrary way, drawing it

over the Pole D from A to B, in that very inſtant it lo-

fes that attractive Vertue it had acquir'd.

All Loadftones are not equally good ; and we muſt

nt always judge of the goodneſs of ' em by their

Weight ; for fometimes an Ounce of Loadtone is

al le to lift a pound of Iron ; tho' indeed oftwo Load-

ftones
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ftones of equal Vigour, the greater, has always more

force thanthe leffer. The more folid and lefs porous

that the Stone is, the greater is the force ; and it has

more vigour when polish'd than when rough , and

more ftill when arm'd with a plate of Steel or po-

lifh'd Iron. But here you muft obferve, that if a

Loadftone thus arm'd holds Iron by one of its Poles,

and the friendly Pole of another naked or unarm'd

Loadſtone is preſented to it, it holds it the more for-

cibly ; but upon the prefenting of the Hoftile Pole it

lofes the force and lets it drop. In breaking a Load-

ftone, you may find one part of it to have more force

than the whole Stone.

The Loadftone attracts twice as much Steel as

Iron, and at a greater Diſtance ; for the former be-

ing folider and lefs porous than the latter, it joyns

more intimately with the former ; and when thus

joyn'd with fine well polish't Steel, it attracts a grea-

ter Weight, than when faften'd to grofs unpoliſh'd

Iron. A ftronger Loadftone draws a great weight

with more Expedition, and at a greater Diſtance,

than a weaker Stone . We feldom fee a large Load-

ftone raiſe more than its own Weight, unleſs it be

arm'd ; but oftentimes we meet with little ones,

raiſe ten, twelve, and fometimes eighteen times their

own Weight; thus an Ounce Stone will raiſe a pound

of Iron, as above.

that

We fometimes obferve with Aſtoniſhment, that a

large fine Loadſtone ftrips a little one that comes too

near it of its Vertue ; but the little one recovers it

again in two or three Days, We obferve likewiſe in

breaking off a part of a Stone, the Axis and the two

Poles fhift their places. Father Schott the Jefuit, tells

you, that if you cut a Loadftone by its Equator into

two parts, each part will have two Poles , a new Pole

at the Section, and the old one at the old place bear-

ing the fame Name ; and if you cut it in two by its

Axis, each part acquires new Poles, of a fimilar Si-

tuation to that of the Poles of the firft Stone , and like-

wife with the fame Properties.

This Stone is fo, hard, that ſcarce any Iron Inftru-

ment will touch it, and it can't be cut but with a

brafs Saw without Teeth, made as ſharp as a Knife,

and with the Powder of Emmery diluted in Water ;

10
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Loadftones.

it being impoffible to cut it with any other Saw tho'

of the fineſt Steel.

I forgot to acquaint you, that by the North Pole ofa

Loadſtone, we understand that Pole which turns or

points to the North, when the Stone hangs free by

its Equator ; and by the South Pole, the oppofite Pole

that points to the South. I faid, when it hangs free by

its Equator, for if 'twere fufpended by one of its two

Poles, 'twould continue unmovable, becauſe the North

Pole could not then turn to the North, nor the South

Pole to the South.

Some will have the Loadſtone to be call'd in Latin

Whencewe Magnes, from Magnefia, a County inMacedonia, where

' tis frequently found. Now, the Magnefia Loadſtone

is fometimes black, fometimes red ; the Natolia Load-

ftone is white ; but, as Hiftorians tell us, neither of

thefe has much Vertue. The Ethiopian Loadſtone,

which is very heavy and very vigorous, is fometimes

yellow. The beft Loadftones we have in Europe, are

forthe most part found in Norway. There is a fort

ofred and of blew Loadftone, which Diofcorides prefers

to that of the rufty Colour. In Italy they have a fort

of Loadſtone, that's red on the out-fide , and blew

within, which when beaten gives a fort of Flower

that Iron attracts at a certain Diſtance.

The beſt

If the name of Loadſtone he allowed to the Stones

that attracts other Metals, we may reckon in this

Lift a Stone call'd Pantarbe, which attracts Gold, and

another call'd Andromantie , which attracts Silver.

Cardan fays, there's a Stone call'd Calamites that at-

tracts Flesh. In Æthiopia there's a Stone call'd Thea-

medes, that inftead of loving Iron can't indure it, and

repells it ; which has given fome occafion to fay, that

as thoſe who carry Iron about ' em to the Loadſtſtone

Mountains can't ſtir, ſo on the other hand if theſe

Mountains produced the Theamedes they could not

keep to a fixed Station.

To conclude this Problem, the beft Loadftones are

Loadtones. commonly thofe of a warry or of a fhining black Co-

lour, and very little Red ; and of a folid Homoge-

neous Subſtance, that is , they have but few Pores,

and are free from the mixture of a foreign Matter.

The figure of a Loadftone contributes very much to

its Force, for ' tis a ſtanding Truth, that of all Load-

Atones
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ftones of equal Goodness, that which is the longeft,

the beft poliſhed, and fo cut that its two Poles are at

the two Extremities, is the moft vigorous . A Spherical

Figure is likewife very advantageous to a Loadftone.

The Loadſtone preferves its Vertue in Filings of

Steel, tho' the filings may ruft with it, and likewife

impair its Vertue ; but the violence of Fire impairs

it more in one Hour, than the Ruft does in feveral

Days. Father Deehales fays, the Loadſtone do's not

attract red hot Iron, the occafion of which is undoubt-

edly this , that the Heat diffipates the Magnetick Spi-

rits by putting them in Motion.

In fine ; a Loadstone alfo lofes its Vertue of at-

tracting Iron, when 'tis beat too violently upon the

Anvil ; for that changes the Difpofition of its Parts,

and the Figure of its Pores. This Reafon is con-

firm'd by the Experience of Mr. Puget, who having

put filings of Steel Into a Glafs Tube, and placed a

good Loadftone near the filings in order to commu-

nicate its Vertue, obſerv'd that theſe filings loft their

Magnetick Vertue by being ftir'd and mov'd, fo that

they could not attract Needles as they had done be-

fore. To this purpoſe, ' tis faid that if a Magneted

Steel Needle changes its Figure, i . e. is turn'd from

a ftraight to a bended, or from a bended to a ftraight

Figure, it lofes its Vertue quite.

PROBLEM XLII.

Of the Declination and the Inclination of the Load-

Stone.

THE foregoing Problem difcover'd three confide-

rable Vertues in the Loadſtone, viz. its affecting

a certain Afpect in the World, its drawing Iron, and

its communicating the fame attractive Vertue to Iron.

And in the Problem we are now upon, we are about

to fhew that nothing in the World is more variable

than the direction of the Loadftone, and hence ari-

fes what we call the Declination of the Loadſtone :

For under the fame Meridian the Loadſtone declines

fometimes to the Eaft, fometimes to the Weft, as ap

pears by the Angle which the Compafs Needle makes

with the Meridian Line, which is call'd the variation

of
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Declination

ofthe Nee-

dle.

of the Needle, reckon'd from North to Eaft, inwhich

cafe ' tis an Oriental Variation, or from North to Weſt,

in which cafe ' tis call'd Occidental.

The Irregu- This Variation or Declination is very irregular,

larity of the for under the fame Parallel it fometimes vary's very

much in a little ſpace, and oftentimes but little in a

great many Leagues. Neither is it always the fame

at all times, for we find a Declination now where

there was none before. In former times, the Declina-

tion at Paris was very fmall, and now ' tis almoſt fix

Degrees from North to Weft ; which evidently fhews,

that Mr. Riccioli's large Table of Variations of the

Needle, inferted in his Geography , is altogether

uſeleſs.

Whatwecall

its Inclina

tion.

All Loadſtones and all Magneted Needles, ofwhat

length foever, decline after the fame manner in the

fame place at one and the fame time ; which fhews

that the different forts of Loadftones, or the different

length of Needles, have no hand in the Declination.

Since the Eruption of Mount Vefuvius, we find a con-

fiderable change in the Declination at Naples ; and in

feveral other places, we find nofuch Declination as our

Anceſtors obferv'd.

As the Philofophers are puzzled in accounting for

the variable Declination of the Loadftone, ſo theyare

equally gravell'd upon the ſcore of its Inclination, by

which we ſee a rod of Iron or Steel, fufpended by its

Center of Gravity in Equilibrio, before ' tis touch'd

by the Magnet ; we fee it, I fay, lofe its Æquilibrium

after ' tis touch'd ; for that End which points to the

Pole that's elevated in the Horizon, where ' tis fuf-

pended, becomes heavier, and confequently inclines

towards the neareſt Pole of the Earth, when the Rod

is in the Plan of the Meridian. And this is evidence,

that the Magnetick Matter comes from North and

South, and that the Earth may be confidered as a

great Loadſtone, and a Loadſtone as a little Earth, as

you fhall fee in the Sequel.

'Tis for this Reafon, that the Workmen, who

make Needles for the Portable Dials, make the South

Point of the Needle a little heavier than the North

Point ; that fo when 'tis touch'd with the Magnet in

the North Point, the Needle may reft in Equilibrio

pon its Pavit, that is, be parallel to the Horizon.

To
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To make the end of a Needle point to the North,

you muſt make it to touch the South Pole of the Load-

ftone, gliding it along from the middle to the end ;

and if after that you touch it again, gliding it con-

trariwise from the fame end to the middle, the touch'd

Point that formerly turn'd to the North, will then

point to the South, and inftead of inclining tothe North

Horizon, will rife towards the South.

As an Iron Needle applied to a Loadftone do's not

incline equally upon every part of the Stone, info-

much that upon its Equator it do's not incline at all ,

and the further ' tis fromthe Equator, it ftill inclines

the more, till it arrives at the Pole of the Loadſtone

where it rifes perpendicularly, as if it fprung out of its

Pole, and meant to continue the Axis, as we fhew'd in

the foregoing Problem ; So the Inclination of the Load-

ftone is not the fame in all Climates : for under the

Equinoctial Line the Needle is certainly in a perfect

Equilibrium, and the nearer it approaches to a Pole

it inclines the more, but not in the fame Proportion ;

for if it did, we might thereby find out the Lati-

tude of a place , as fome have thought without

ground.

'Twas likewiſe a groundleſs thought of fome, that

the end ofa Magneted Needle that turns to the Norch,

rifes towards the Pole or the Polar Star, for on the

contrary, it inclines to the Earth, and at Paris where

the Elevation of the Pole is about 49 Degrees, the

Needle inclines to the Horizon, almoft 7c Degrees

according to Mr. Robault's Obfervations. In England

in the Latitude of 50 , it inclin'd 71 Degrees and 40

Minutes ; and in Italy in the Latitude of 42 , which

is near to that of Rome, it inclines to the Horizon

about 62 Degrees.

When a Magneted Needle fets one of its Points to

the North, and the other to the South, we conclude

it has been touch'd by one of the Poles of the Load-

ftone ; for if you rub it againft the Equator of the

Loadſtone, or only crofs its middle, ' twill have no

Direction. When your Compaſs-makersmagnet their

Needles, they touch ' em only at one end, (namely ,

that which is commonly mark'd with the Flower de

Luce) drawing theNeedle over themeridional Pole from

НЬ the
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the middle to the end, that fo it may turn to the

North. ६

You may likewife touch the Needle if you will,

beginning to glide it from the Flower de Luce end

to the middle ; and then the touch'd part of the Nee-

dle willturn to the fame part of the World with that

part of the Loadftone that touch'd it. And therefore

if you would have the Flower de Luce turn to the

North, as it commonly do's , run the Needle foftly

over the North Pole from the Flower de Luce to the

middle ; and if you want to change the touch of

your Magneted Needle, rub the oppofite end againſt

the fame Pole of the Loadftone, after the fame man-

ner as you did before, or elle touch with the oppofite

Pole the fame part that was touch'd before .

A generous Loadftone communicates its Vertue, to

an Iron Needle, at a reaſonable diftance without.

touching it ; and nothing can rob the Needle of this

its derived Vertue, unless you bend it when ' tis ftraight,

or turn it from a bent to a ftraight form : For if you

heat it in a fire red hot without melting, ifyou rub

it , if you file it, it ftill retains the Direction. It al-

ways follows the Pole of the Loadftone that has

touch'd it, tho' when ' tis at liberty it points to the

Pole of the World that's oppofite to that ofthe Load-

ſtone.

Of all the forms that can be given to Iron, a long

ftraight Figure is the moft proper for receiving the Di-

rection, which is always according to the greateſt

length of the Iron. In an Iron Ring, the Direction

lies in the touch'd part and its oppofite Point. Hold

a Knife over a Compafs, and the Needle will turn

the South end to it ; hold it under, and the Needle

will prefent that of the North to it.

In the Needle of a Compafs, we call that Point

which turns to the South, the Meridional Pole , and that

which turns to the North, the North Pole ; and the

South Pole of the Loadftone attracts the North Pole

of the Needle, and è contra, when it can move free-

ly, and is in the ſphere of the activity of the Load-

ftone: The fame is the cafe with two Loadſtones

placed by one another.

In two Magneted Needles, we callthofe the Friend-

ly Poles, which have different Denominations , as the

North
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North and the South ; for the one attracts the other,

when the two Needles can move freely upon their

Centers And thoſe are the Hoftile Poles, which are of

the fame Denomination, viz, the two Meridional or

two Septentrional Poles ; for when two Compaffes are

put directly one upon another at a reaſonable diſtance,

the Similar Poles avoid one another, in the Plain of

the Meridian, and fo the two Needles take a contra-

ry Situation, one to another, the ftronger forcing the

weaker to change.

But if two touch'd Needles fufpended freely upon Plate 25:

their Centers or Pavets, be placed upon the fame Ho- Fig. 83.

rizontal Plain, at a reaſonable diftance, as AB, CD,

fo as to be parallel one to another, and to the true

Meridian Line, and to have each Pole of the fame

Denomination turn'd to the fame fide : In this cafe,

the Poles will continue in the fame Situation ; for in

order to turn to the contrary Directions (as they

would do were there no Impediment, and were one

hung over the other, as CD is over AB, Fig. 82.) Place as
Fig.82.

the two Hoftile Poles which we have fuppofed to be

on the fame fide, muft of neceffity approach one to

another, which is contrary to their Nature, And

therefore they are kept by force near one another , as if

they were Friends.

If between two fuch Needles, as AB, CD, fuf- Plate 19
Fig. 45%

pended in their Compaffes AEBF, CGDH, you puta

Spherical Loadſtone at a reaſonable diftance, upon the

A

I

E

B

M

K

D

H

D

G

fame Horizontal Plain, as IKLM, the North Pole

of which is I, and the South Pole L, fo that the Axis

IL is parallel to the Horizon, and in the Plain of the

Meridian : In this cafe, each of the two Needles,

Hh 2 AB,
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AB, CD, will place it felf in the Plain of the fame

Meridian ; that is to fay , they'll put themſelves in a

Right Line with the Axis IL, the South Pole B of the

Needle AB pointing to the North Pole I of the Load-

ftone, and the North Pole C of the Needle CD point-

ing to the South Pole L of the Loadftone."

But if you turn the Loadftone IKLM round its

Center O, fo as to keep the Axis IL always parallel

to the Horizon, and to make the North Pole 1 move

to the right to K, and the South Pole L to the left

to M, each Pole moving thro' a Quadrant of a Cir-

cle: In this cafe, the South Pole B of the Needle

AB, attracted by the North Pole I of the Loadſtone,

will likewiſe run a quarter of a Circle from the right

B

D

M
K

ус

L

to the left to E, and in like manner the North Pole C

of the Needle CD, attracted by the South Pole L of

the Loadſtone will move a quarter of a Circle, from

the left to the right towards H ; that is to fay, the

Poles, I , L, of the Loadftone having acquir'd their

Situation as in the annex'd Cut, the Needles, AB ,

CD , will turn themſelves Parallel to the Axis IL, and

take the Situation here repreſented ..

But
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But if inſtead of making the Poles, I, L, of the

Loadftone turn a Quadrant of a Circle, they be made

to move a Semicircle, fo as to affume the Situation

repreſented inthis Cut. The Needles, AB, CD, will

M

B
A

K

I

likewife move to the extent ofa Semicircle, and turn as

you fee in the fame Cut. Again if you make the

Poles I, L, turn to the extent of three quarters of a

Circle, fo as to affume this Situation , the Poles of the

K

DOD

K

I

M

Needles, AB, CD, willmove to the fame extent, and

ange themſelves as ' tis here reprefented.

aNeedle

The Needles commonly made ufe of in the Boxes Remark.

r Compaffes for Dials, have one end pointed like an How tohave

arrow, and the other Plain ; or elfe that end which touch'd

rns to the North is cut like a Crofs or a Flower de

uce, being touch'd with the South Pole of a good

-oadſtone as above.

Such a Needle ought to be ftraight, and made offine

olish'd Steel, with a little ftud of Copper or Silver

the middle, perforated in the form of a Cone,

Hh3
that
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twoPoles.

that fo the Needle may easily counterballance upon

its Pin, which is rais'd at Right Angles from the Cen-

ter of the Box. Father Kircher fays, that if you

would have a Needle well impregnated with the Ma-

gnetick Vertue, it ought not to be too fmall ; becauſe

then it do's not fo readily fhew the Declination of

the Loadſtone ; nor yet too big, by reaſon that if its

length furpaffes the Semidiameter of the Sphere of

the activity of the Loadftone, ' twill receive a'moft

nothing of the Direction, and fo be of no ufe. Up-

on this Confideration, when you are about to touch

a Needle, you ought to examine before- hand, the

Sphere of the activity of the Loadftone ; and that

Pole of the Loadſtone which touches the Needle

ought to be polish'd (if ' tis not arm'd) and that ought

to be done not by beating it with an Iron Hammer,

for that impairs its force, but rather with a gentle foft

File.

PROBLEM XLIII.

To findthe two Poles of a Spherical Loadſtone, with its

Declination and Inclination

Tofind the O find the two Poles of a Spherical Loadſtone ;

raiſe at Right Angles upon any Point of its Sur-

face a ſmall Pivot or Pin, upon which place a Com-

pafs-Needle, fomewhat fhorter than the Diameter of

the Loadſtone. This Magneted Needle will turn

one of its Points to the North, and the other to the

South, but 'twill not keep an Horizontal Pofition ,

unleſs it anſwer to the Axis of the Loadſtone. If

it don't, you must turn the Loadſtone to the Pivot of

the Needle, till the Needle is exactly parallel to the

Horizon, and then the Pin which I fuppofe placed on

the higheft part of the Magnet, will be upon its

Equator, and the two Points of the Loadftone cor-

refponding to the two Extremities of the Needle, will

be the two Poles you look for.

Or elfe hold the Loadſtone near to the Needle pla

çed in the Compaſs, and turn it from one fide to the

other, till the Needle is perpendicular to the furface

of the Loadſtone, and then the Point of the Load

fton
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ftone that anfwers perpendicularly tothe Point of the

Needle, will be one of the two Poles of the Load-

ftone. But in ftead of a Compafs- Needle, you may

make ufe of a good Steel Sewing Needle, fufpended

by one end with a Thread, and turn the Needle thus

fufpended round the Loadftone, till it touches it at

Right Angles, for then the point of Contact is one

of the Poles fought for.

Or again, clap the end of a fine Steel Needle upon

the furface of the Loadftone, and the Needle will

incline to the Loadftone divers ways, according as

'tis more or leſs remote from one of the two Poles,

but when it comes to one of the Poles ' twill ftand

perpendicular, as intimated above. So that, to find

the Pole, you need only to place the Needle in diffe-

rent parts of the Surface, and mark the Point where

it comes perpendicular.

a Luadftone
We rarely meet with a Loadſtone, the two Poles of One Pole of

which are equal, that is, of equal force, for one is fronger than

a'moft always ftronger than t'other. Moft frequently t'other.

they are Diametrically oppofite, that is, they lie in

the Line call'd the Axis, which paffes thro' the mid-

dle of the Loadftone ; but fometimes they are not

directly oppofite ; and fome Loadftones are fo vigo-

rous and lively, that they have equal vigour every

where, being, as 'twhere, all Poles, for every Point

unites to Iron.

In the next place, to find at all times and in all To find the

places the Declination of the Loadftone, mark exact Declination.

ly upon an Horizontal Plain the true Meridian Line,

by the means of two Points of a fhadow mark'd up-

on the Plain before and after Noon, as we fhew'd you

Probl. 31. Cofm. and after applying to that Meridian

Line the fide of a Square Compafs, which has a Cir-

cle within nicely divided into 360 Degrees,and a Nee-

dle well magneted, the end of the Needle will fhew

upon the divided Circle the Degrees of Declination

fought for, counting them from the ftraight Line that

paffes thro' the middle of the Compals, which is the

ide of the fame Compaſs that was applied to the Me-

ridian Line.

After this manner, we find, that, at Paris, the Ma-

gnet declines at prefent, from North to Weft almoft

fix Degrees ; and by the fame way we know the De-

Hb 4 clination
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nation of a

Vertical

Plain.

The Decli- clination of a Vertical Plain, viz. by applying to that

Plain the fide of a Square Compafs, or at leaft ſuch

a fide as is perpendicular to the Meridian Line ,

drawn in the bottom of the Compaſs ; and here you

must take care that there be no Iron hid in the Wall,

to hinder the Direction of the Magneted Needle, one

of whofe Extremities will fhew upon the divided Cir-

cle the Declination fought for, reckoning from the

Meridian Line of the Compafs, where the Declinati-

on of the Loadftone ought to be mark'd , in order to

take the Declination of the Vertical Plain more ex-

actly.

To findthe

Monfieur Robault fays in his Phyficks, that the

Compafs Needles are ſcarce proper for fhewing , in this

and the other Northern Climates, how much the end

of a Needle pointing to the North inclines towards

the Earth, becauſe their Center of Gravity is a great

deal under the fix'd Point round which they move.

For this reafon we fhall now propoſe a way of finding

(as near as may be) the Inclination of a Magneted

Needle.

Take a very ftraight piece of Steel Wire, equally

Laclination, thick all over, and of a proper length as four or five
whichverys,

well as the Inches. Run a piece of Brafs Wire cross its Center

the Declina of Gravity or middle at Right Angles , and that will

as

tion. hold it in Equilibrio, juft as a Beam of a pair of

Scales is held by the Hook. Now, as foon as this

Steel Wire or Needle is touch'd with a good Magnet,

and placed in the Plain of the Meridian, ' twill lofe

its Equilibrium, and the end that points to the North

will incline to the Ground ; and fo the Needle will

fhew the Inclination of the Loadftone, which Rohault

found to be at Paris in his time 70 Degrees, and

others fince only 65 Degrees ; and from thence I con-

jeure, that the Inclination changes as the Declinati-

on ; but a great many Experiments are wanting to

fortifie the Conjecture.

But however that be, the Inclination do's not va-

ry under the Equator, for there there's none at all ,

and as it do's not begin till the Needle is moved to

fome Diftance from the Equator towards one of the

Poles, fo it fill increafes as it approaches to a Pole ;

and hence ' tis that the Navigators failing North-

wards, have been obliged in Sailing North, to clap a

little
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little Wax upon the South end of the Needle, becauſe

the other end bended down to the North Pole of the

Earth ; and to take it off under the Equator ; and in

Sailing on the other fide of the Equator to put the

Wax upon the North end of the Needle, the South

end of which inclin'd there to the South Pole ofthe

Earth.

<

<

Monfieur Vallemont very ingeniouſly explains the Remark.

Inclination of the Divining Rod by that of the Ma-

gneted Needle, in the following Words. As the Ma-

gnetick Particles that circulate round the Earth meet-

ing with a Rod of Magneted Iron, range it in the

direction of their Courſe, and render it parallel to

the Lines that they defcribe round the Terreftrial

Globe : So the Corpufculum's flowing from Veins

of Water, from Mines, from hidden Treaſures, and

from the tract of fugitive Criminals, rifing vertical-

ly in the Air, and impregnating the Hazel Rod,

make it turn or bend downwards in order to be pa-

rallel to the Vertical Lines that they deſcribe asthey

• riſe.
The fame thing happens in this cafe, that

would happen to a Rod of Magneted Iron at the

Pole of the Earth, where 'twould incline perpendi-

cularly, by reaſon of the Magnetical Particles their

rifing Vertically. Juft as when you make faſt

the branch of a Tree to the ftern of a Boat, you fee

it quickly difpofes it felf lengthways according to the

ftream of the River, to which the branch always af-

' fects to be Parallel.

.

.

TH

PROBLEM XLIV.

To reprefent the four Elements in a Vial.

'HE four Elements of which the Author of Na-

ture has , compofed the Elementary World, are

the Earth, Water, Air, and Fire ; of which, the Earth

being the heavieft, is faid to have the lowermoft Sta-

tion in the Center of the World ; Water being ligh-

ter covers the Earth ; Air being lighter than Water

covers it ; and at laft Fire the lighteft of all furrounds

the Air. So that in this fenfe theſe four make four

Concentrical Orbs, the common Center of which is

the Centerofthe World, We
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2We may repreſent the four Elements in this Order,

in a long Vial of Glafs or Crystal, as AB, by the help

of four Heterogeneous Liquors, that is, Liquors of a

different Specifick Gravity, which are of fuch Quali-

ties, that, tho' fhak'd together by a violent Agitation,

they foon after return to their natural Stations, and

all the Particles of one and the fame Liquor unite in a

B

Fire.

Air.

Water.

Earth.

feparate Bodyfrom the reft, the lighter giving way to

the heavier.

To repreſent the Earth, make ufe of Crude Anti-

mony, of blue Smalt well refin'd, or black Smalt

coarfly pounded, which byits Weight will fink to the

bottom of the Vial AB.

To reprefent Water, pour upon the laft the Ter

reftrious Subftance of the Spirit of Tartar, ar Cal-

cin'd Tartar, or the clear Solution of Pot-Athes with

a little Roch-Azur, which will give a Sea Colour.

To reprefent the Air, pour upon this Compofition

Spirit of Wine rectified three times, till it has a co-

lour of Air, or elfe the moft Spirituous Brandy with

a little Turnfol, which will give it a Celestial Blew or

Air Colour:

To
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To repreſent Fire, pour upon all three the Oil of

Behn, which by its Colour, Lightness and Subtilty,

will make a pretty near Reſemblance,

PROBLEM XLV.

Several ways of Prognofticating the changes of Wea-

ther.

THE

E Winds are the cauſe of the moft fudden

and extraordinary alterations of the Gravity of

the Air; and the nature of the Winds is fuch, that

by the Experience we have of them, we may from

thence predict (very near) the Weather that will in-

fue for two or three days after ; for the Wind that

blows is readily known by the Anemofcope, of which

Probl. 34. of Mechanicks. We know, for example, in

this Climate, that a South Wind generally brings

Rain, and a Weft Wind yet more (which is the Pre-

dominant Wind here, doubtlefs , becauſe the Ocean

lies on that fide ; ) that the North Wind brings fair

Weather, as well as the Eaft Wind, which do's not

laft fo long as the former,

The Inhabitants of the Antilla Iſlands have an ad-

mirable faculty of Prognofticating by Experience the

Hurricanes that ufually happen in thoſe Iſlands , and

are fometimes fo Violent as to tofs Men in the Air,

raiſe up big Trees, &c.

We may foretel the alteration of Weather by a

Barometer (of which Probl. 6. Mechan.) for when 'tis

calm Weather, and about to Rain in a little time, the

Quickfilver ufually defcends.

Mr. Guerick Bourgomafter of Magdebourg invented

a Barometer, which he call'd an Anemofcope, becauſe

by it he pretended he could not only tell how the

Wind ftood in the Air, but likewife predict Rain,

Drought, Storms, and Tempefts two hundred Leagues

off ; and even the formation of Comets in the Hea-

yens.

This Barometer is made like a Glafs Tube, in

which is a little ' Artificial Man of Wood, that af

cends or defcends according tothe weight of the Air,

Wa
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We are told, that in the year 1680 this little Man

mounted fo very high at Magdebourg, that all on a

fudden he funk quite down in the Tube for two or

three Hours ; upon which Mr. Guerick Prognofticated

a great Storm, which accordingly happen'd foon after,

and did great Mifchief all over the Sea-Coaſt of

Europe.

This Gentleman's Secret is faid to be known to

none but the Elector of Brandenbourg, who has one

of his Barometers in his Library. Butwhat he knew

by his Barometer, the Savages know by a long habi-

tual Confideration of the Temperament of the Air,

when Hurricanes happen, or of the courſe of the

Clouds, or of the Windsthat oftentimes arethe fore-

runners of Hurricanes ; fometimes they predict Hur-

ricanes from the flight of certain Fowls.

The Labouring Men and Ancient Inhabitants of

Rural Places, are not lefs expert in foretelling the

alterations of the Weather ; above all , the experienc'd

Pilots never fail almoft in predicting Storms from the

precedent Signs formerly obfervid.

Some tell you, there's a hole in a Mountain in the

Alps, the ftopping of which brings a Stormin that

part an hour after. We are likewife told that there

are fome natural Tubs or Caverns in the Rocks near

Grenoble, which, when full of Water in the Spring,

prefage a good and fertile Year, and when dry a bar-

ren Year.

Thoſe who apply themſelves to the obſervation of

the fore-running Signs of good or bad Weather, lay

down the following Rules. When a thick white

Dew lies upon the ground in a Winter Morning,

you'll have Rain the ſecond or third day after. When

the Sun rifes red or pale, it generally rains that day :

When the Sun fets under a thick Cloud, you'll have

Rain next Day; or, if it rains immediately, you'll

have a great deal of Wind next day ; which is al-

most always the Confequence of a pale fetting Sun.

A red Sky at Sun-rife is a fign of Rain ; but a red

Sky where the Sun fets, is a fign of fair Weather ;

indeed if the Sky be red at a great diftance fromthe

part where the Sun fets, as in the Eaft, you'll have

either Rain or Wind the next day. If juft after

Sun-fet, or before Sun-rife, you obferve a white Va-

pour
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pour rifing upon Waters, or Marſhes, or Meads, you'll

have fair warm Weather next day.

If a full Moon rifes fair and clear, it portends a fet

of good Weather ; a pale Moon is the fore-runner

of Rain, a red Moon of Wind, a clear Silver-co-

lour'd Moon of fine Weather ; according to the Latin

Verſe.

Pallida Luna pluit, rubicanda flat, alba ſerenat.

When the Fowls pick their Feathers with their Bill,

'tis a fign ofRain. Other figns of Rain, are ; When the

Birds that ufually pearch upon Trees fly totheir Nefts ;

When Coots and other Water-Fowls, efpecially Geefe,

keckle and cry more than uſually ; When the Land-

Fowls repair to Water, and the Water-Fowls to Land ;

Whenthe Bees do not ftir (or at leaſt not far) from their

Hives ; When the Sheep leap mightily, and push at

one another with their Heads ; When Affes fhake

their Ears, or are much annoyed with Flies ; When

Flies are very troublefom, dafhing often againſt a

Man's Face ; When Flies and Fleas bite wickedly ;

When many Worms come out of the Ground ; When

Frogs croak more thau ufually ; When Cats rub

their Head with their Fore-paws, and lick the reft

of their Body with their Tongue ; When Foxes and

Wolves howl mightily ; When Ants quit their La-

bour and hide themſelves in the Ground ; When Ox-

en tied together raiſe their Heads, and lick their

Snouts; When Hogs at Play break and fcatter their

bottles of Hay ; When Pigeons return totheir Pigeon-

Houfe; When the Cock crows before his uſual Hour ;

When Hens creep in Clufters into the Duft ; When

Toads are heard to croak upon Eminences ; When

Dolphins are often feen at Sea ; When Deers fight,

&c.

A

A Rainbow in the Eaft is a fign of great Rain,

eſpecially if it be of a bright lively Colour ;

Rainbow inthe Weft prefages an indifferent quan-

tity of Rain, and Thunder ; but a Rainbow in the

Eaft in an Evening, predicts fair Weather, and if its

colour is lively and red, it foretells Wind.

An Iris round the Moon, is a fign of Rain with a

South-Wind; an Iris round the Sun with a fair clear

Air,
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Air, is a fign of Rain, but in the time of Rain 'tis

a fign of fair Weather.

We apprehend changes of VVeather, when the

leaves of Trees move without VVind ; when the Wa-

ter dries more than ufually, or where it did not uſe

to dry ; VVhen Spring or River VVater increaſes

without Rain ; VVhen we fee an Iris round a Torch,

a Candle or a Lamp ; VVhen Fire kindles with Dif-

ficulty ; VVhen the Flame inftead of mounting up-

wards bends fideways, and the Rays reflect ; VVhen

falt Meat or Salt becomes moift, and when Stones

fweat, that Humidity being a fign that the Air is over-

loaded with moift Vapours.

In Summer we apprehend a future Storm, when

we fee little black loofe Clouds lower than the reſt,

wandring to and fro ; VVhen at Sun-rife we fee ſe-

veral Clouds gather in the VVeft ; and on the other

hand, if thefe Clouds difperfe, it fpeaks fair VVea-

ther. VVhen the Sun looks double or triple through

the Clouds, it Prognofticates a Storm of long Dura-

tion. Two or three difcontinued and fpeckled Cir-

cles or Rings round the Moon , prefage a great

Storm .

PROBLEM XLVI.

Of the Magical Lantern.

THO' I took notice already Probl. 27. Opt. of the

Magical Lantern , the Invention of which is at-

tributed to Frier Bacon of England, yet having there

fpoke but tranfiently of it, I think my felf obliged

to deſcribe it a little more particularly in this place,

fince it has made fo much noife in the VVorld of

late, infomuch that fome think 'twas known to So- >

lomon.

This Lantern is call'd Magical, with respect to

the formidable Apparitions that by vertue of Light it

fhews upon the white VVall of a dark Room. The

Body of it is generally of white Iron, and of the Fi-

gure of a fquare Tower, within which towards the

back part is a Concave Looking-Glafs of Metal A,

which
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which may either be Spherical or Parabolical, and

which by a Groove made in the bottom of the Lan-

thern, may be either advanced nearer, or put further

back from the Lamp B, in which is Oil of Olives or

Spirit of VVine, and of which the Match ought

to be a little thick, that when ' tis lighted it may

caft a good Light, that may eafily reflect from the

Glaſs A to the forepart of the Lanthern, where there's

an Aperture C, with a Profpective CD in it com-

pos'd of two Glaffes that make the Rays converge and

magnifie the Objects.

VVhen you mean to make uſe of this Machine,

light the Lamp B, the light of which will be much

augmented by the Looking-Glafs A at a reaſonable

Distance ; between the forepart of the Lanthern and

the Profpective-Glafs CD, you have a Trough made

on purpoſe, in which you're to run a long flat thin

frame EF, with feveral little different Figures, paint-

ed with tranſparent Colours upon Glafs or Talk :

Then, all thefe little Figures paffing fucceffively before

the Profpective CD, thro' which paffes the Light of

the Lamp B, will be painted and reprefented with the

fame Colours upon the white VVall of a dark Room,

in a Gigantick monftrous Figure, which the fearful

ignorant People take to be the effect ofMagick.

PROBLEM XLVII.

To pierce the Head of a Pullet with a Needle withous

killing it.

THIS is a very eafie Problem, for there's a place

in the middle of a Puller's Head, that may be

pierced without hurting the Cerebellum. But the Nee-

dle muft not be kept in above a quarter of an

Hour,

Ji PRO:
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PROBL'E M XLVIII,

To make handſom Faces appear pale and hideous in a

dark Room.

BURN fome Brandy and common Salt in a Glafs,

then put out the fire and all theLights in the Room ;

and the Particles of the Salt and Brandy evaporating

into the Air fhut up in the Room, will make the Fa-

ces of the People in the Room appear thro' that Air

hideous and frightful.

I intimated above, That, if inftead of Brandy, you

take good Spirit of Wine mix'd with Camphyr in a

glaz'd earthen Pan put upon hot burningCoals ; he that

enters the Room with a lighted Candle will be agree

ably furpris'd ; for the Candle fetting fire to the Par-

ticles of the Spirit and the Camphyr, with which the

Air is replenish'd , that Air will feem to be all in a fire,

and the Perfon will fee himſelf in the midft of Flames

without being burnt.

PRO-
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Trotechny is an Art that teaches to make Fire-

works of all forts, whether for War or for

Diverfion. Of the firft. kind, are Grenades,

Bombs, Carcaffes, Petards, Mines, and fuch

other Machines ofWar fitted for the Terror and De-

ftruction ofan Enemy : Ofthe Lattet,are Rockets, Fire

Lances, Serpents, and other artificial Repreſentations

of various things in Fire, which are fit for Diverfi-

on, and for Entertainment upon folemn Occafions of

Joy ; fuch as of Suns, Stars, Rain of Gold , flying

Dragons, Rocks, Towers, Pyramids, Arches, Coaches,

Triumphal Chariots , Coloffes or Gigantick Statues,

Swords, Scymitars, Cudgels, Bagonets, Shields, Scutche

ens,&c. as will appear in the following Problems.

PROBLEM I

To make Gun-Powder.

Gun-Powder, which is faid to have been invented

about three hundred years ago by a German

Monk, being required to the making up of all Fire-

works, ' tis neceffary we ſhould begin by fhewing the

Manner of its Compofition, the Effects of which,

when in whole Grains or Corns, are fo fudden and

violent, tho' when beaten ſmall, it lofes moft of its

1 Force, as Experience teaches ; of which we ſhall not

here trouble our felyes to find out the Reafon.

Ii 2 The

48F
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The principal Things of which Gun-Powder is

made are three, viz. Nire or Saltpeter which gives it

the Force , Sulphur or Brimstone which makes it

quickly to take fire , and Wood-coal Duft which unites

the Compofition, and qualifies the force of the Pow-

der.

The Saltpeter must be very white , being well

skimm'd and clarified, which is done in this Manner ;

first it must be boiled, with a quantity of Water fuf-

ficient to diffolve it, in a Kettle, or in a glaz'd Ear-

then Pot, on a Fire , flow at firft , and increas'd by

degrees till the Nitre is all diffolv'd, and the Liquor

begins to thicken : After which fome yellow Sulphur

well pouder'd muft be thrown in, which will imme-

diately take Fire ; this Injection beingmany times re-

peated, will confume the grofs and viscous Humour

of the Salipetre, which hereby will be purified.

The Salt-Peter thus diffolv'd and purify'd, muft be

pour'd out upon a well- polifh'd Marble , or upon

glazed Tiles, or upon Plates of Iron or Copper,

where, when cold, it becomes hard, and white as

Marble After which it muſt be reduc'd to a Flow-

er or Powder, by drying it on a Coal- fire, and ſtir-

ring it continually with a large Stick, till all the Hu-

midity is exhal'd, and its become perfectly white ;

then more clear Water, or rather White-wine, muft

be pour'd upon it, fufficient to cover the Salt-Peter,

which will diffolve it ; and when it has acquir'd a

fomewhat thick Confiftence, it must be perpetually

ftirr'd, and as quick as poffible, with the fame Stick,

till this Moiſture is alfo evaporated, and all is re-

duc'd into a very dry and white Powder , which

muſt be afterwards pafs'd thro' a very fine Silk

Searce.

The Sulphur muft alfo be well clarified and skim-

med with a Spoon, being diffolv'd by little and little

on a Coal-fire without Smoke, in an Earthen or Cop-

per Pot Then being taken from the Fire, it muſt be

train'd thro' a Linnen Cloth, into another Veffel,

where it remains pure and clean, feparated by the

Cloth from all the grofs and oyly Humour, of which

it, no leſs then the Salt- Peter , did partake.

Some there are , who to make the Sulphur more

active and violent, add to it, when diffolv'd as is

before
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before order'd , a fourth part of its Weight of Quick-

filver, ftirring and mixing it inceffantly, and as faft

as poffible with a Stick, till it be cold, and the Mer-

cury is well united and incorporated with the Sul-

phur, infomuch that all is reduced into one folid

Body.

Others, to render the Sulphur more forcible, pure,

and clean, inſtead of Mercury mix it with Glafs finely

powder'd, and pour upon it Brandy with fome Pow-

der of Allum. This is a good way to make fine

Gun Powder for Piftols, Carbines, and other fuch

Fire-Arms ; but for ordinary Gun-Powder the com-

mon yellow Brimftone is fufficient, which makes a

Noife when ' tis held to the Ear.`

The Coal required in making of Gun-Powder muſt

be light ; for the lighter 'tis, the more thereof goes

to make up the Weight, and when reduc'd to Pow-

der it takes up moſt room, and goes the further. The

lighteft of all others is that made of pilled Hemp-

ftalks ; but in my Opinion the Coal of the Willow-

tree is better ; or if this can't be had , we may uſe the

Wood of the Hazel-tree, or that of the Lime-tree,

or even that of Juniper for the fame End. And ' tis

done thus.

The Branches of the Wood you defign to ufe, muft

be cut in May or in June, when fulleft of Sap, of

two or three Foot in length, and half an Inch thick ;

then with a Knife you must clear them of the Bark

and Twigs, and tie ' em up into little Faggots, and

dry them in a hot Oven ; you muſt burn them after-

wards in a large Pot, till they are reduc'd into live

Coals, which muft then be extinguifh'd by covering

the Pot cloſe with Earth fomewhat moift, which af-

ter 24 hours may be uncover'd, and the Coal taken

thence to be us'd upon occafion when ever you have

mind to make up your Gun- Powder, which you

muft do in this manner.

Having fhewed already that theſe three things , Preparation

Salt-peter, Sulphur and Wood-Coal, which we have of Gunpow-

already taught how to prepare, are required in the der.

Compofition of Gun-powder, what remains is only to

determine the Proportion and Quantity of each, to-

gether with the Order and Method to be obſerv'd in

mixing 'em. Wherefore,

Ii3 Το
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'To make fine Powder fit for Rockets, you must add ,

to eight Pounds of good Salt-petre well refined , one

Pound of Flower of Sulphur, and two Pounds of the

Coal of Willow-tree.

Or, to fourteen Pounds of Salt-petre , add two

Pounds of Sulphur prepar'd with Mercury, or in Flow-

ers, and one Pound of Coal made of Hemp-ftalks.

Or again, add to fix Pounds of Salt-petre, one

Pound of Brimstone, and one Pound of Coal.

Or, finally, tofour Pounds of Salt-petre, add one

Pound of Sulphur, that has been made to paſs thro' a

very fine Searce, and two Pounds of Coal taken from

a Baker's Oven ; and this to me feems the beſt of

all.

If ' tis requir'd that this Powder ſhould burn in Wa-

ter, you must add, to one of thefe four Compofiti-

ons, a quantity of Quick- lime equal to that of the Sul-

phur.

To make Powder fit to be us'd in Fire-Arms, and

in the first place for Cannons, add to four Pounds of

Salt-petre. one Pound of Sulphur, and one Pound of

Coal ; or elfe to twenty five Pounds of Salt-petre, add

five Pounds of Sulphur, and fix Pounds of Coal.

For Mufquets, to fifty Pounds of Salt-petre add nine

Pounds of Sulphur, and ten of Coal : Or elfe, to an

hundred Pounds of Salt-petre , add fifteen Pounds of

Sulphur, and eighteen of Coal.

In fine, for Pistols, add to an hundred Pounds of

Salt-petre, twelve Pounds of Sulphur, and fifteen of

Coal : Or to fifty Pounds of Salt-petre, five of Sul-

phur, and four of Coal.

The Proportions of the Ingredients being thus ad-

jufted, all together muft be thrown into a brazen

Mortar, and with a Peftle of the fame Metal well

beaten, for feven or eight Hours and more, without

ceafing, gently fprinkling the Mixture with Water

from time to time, or rather with Urine, or with

ftrong Vinegar, or, which is yet better, with Bran-

dy; and if you defire a fine light Powder, uſe, in-

ftead of theſe abovefaid Liquors, the diftill'd Water

of Orange or Citron-peel, taking care that you moi-

ften it not too much ; and to hinder the Coal from

fying away, you may diffolve a little Ifing-glaſs in

the Liquor : If ' cis required that the Grains of the

Powder
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Powder be very hard after they are dryed, the Com-

pofition, towards the End, muſt be fprinkled with

Water wherein Quick-lime has been quench'd.

The Mixture being thus fufficiently beaten and

ſprinkled, muſt be pals'd thro' a Sieve with round

Holes, more or lefs wide, according as the Size of the

Grains is defir'd ; after this it must be put into a hair

Searce, and ſhaken till all paſs through but the Grains,

which must be kept for ufe. But that which is not

reduc'd into Grains, that is the Duft which paffes

thro' the Searce, muft not be loft ; for it may be dry'd

in the Sun, or fome hot Place, as in a Stove, and then

pur into the Mortar, pounded, fprinkled, pafs'd thro'

the Sieve, and fearced, as hath juft now been faid,

and the fame Operations may be reiterated till all the

Mixture is brought into Corns or Grains.

Some there are that don't beſtow ſo much Pains in

making this Powder, eſpecially upon that for Can-

nons : For they judge it fufficient to put into an Ear-

then Pan fome Salt-petre, Sulphur, and Wood-coal,

in a Proportion approaching fome of thoſe formerly

fet down, or fuch an one as Experience has taught

'em to be the beft, which they boil in Water over a

gentle fire two or three Hours, till, the Water being

confumed, the Mixture acquires fome Confiftence ;

after which they dry it, as formerly, in the Sun, or

infome warm Place, and then make it to paſs through

a Searce of Hair, thereby to reduce it into fmall

Grains.

PROBLEM II.

To make Gun-Powder of any required Colour

TH

"HE Powder, of which we have given the Com- To make

pofition inthe preceding Problem, muft of necef- Powder of

ty be of a black Colour, by reafon of the Coal mix- any Colour,

ed therewith; which yet is not abfolutely neceffary

to it : For we are at liberty inſtead of it to uſe any

other Matter that is eafily inflammable, which will

communicate its Colour to the Powder, to be made as

has been taught above : But the following Proportions

muſt be obſerv'd,

114
if
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White Gun.

Powder.

Yellow Gun-

Powder.

Bine Powder.

GreenPowder.

Red Gun

Powder.

Sitent Povo-

If. ' tis requir'd to make White Powder, to fix Pounds

of Salt-petre, muſt be added one Pound of sulphur ,

and one Pound of the Pith or Heart of Elder well

dry'd : Or elfe to ten Pounds of Salt-petre, add one

Pound of Sulphur, with one Pound of pilled Hemp-

Stalks.

If Tellow Powder is defired , add, to eight Pounds of

Salt-petre, one Pound of Sulphur, with one Pound of

wild Saffron boil'd in Brandy, and afterwards dry'd

and pulveriz❜d .

To make Blue Powder, take, to eight Pounds of

Salt-petre, one Pound of sulphur, with one Pound of

the Saw-duft of the Lime-tree, boil'd in Brandy with

fome blew Indigo, and after dry'd, and Powder'd.

If you would have Green Powder ; with ren Pounds

of Salt-petre, you must mix one Pound of Sulphur,

and two Pounds of rotten Wood, boil'd in Brandy

with fome Verdigreafe, and then dry'd and reduc'd to

Powder.

Finally, Red Powder may be made, by adding to

twelve Pounds of Salt-petre, two Pounds of Sulphur,

one Pound of Amber, and two Pounds of Red Sanders :

Or, to eight Pounds of Salt-petre, and one Pound of

Sulphur, you may take one Pound of Paper dry'd

and pulveriz'd, and afterwards boil'd in Water of

Cinnabar, or of Vermilion , or of Brafil-wood, and then

'dry'd.

PROBLEM III.

To make Silent Powder, or fuch as may be difcharged

without a Noife.

Making of THIS unfounding Powder , if any fuch there is,

goes commonly under the Name of White Pow

der, becauſe, poffibly, the firft made was of that Co-

lour. Tis not probable it can be of any great Force,

for as much as the Noife of Gun-powder, proceeds

from the violent Percuffion of the Air, occafion'd by

the ftrength of it. I have not indeed feen this Pow

der, my felf, yet I have read in Authors feveral Ways

of making the fame, of which the followingtwo on-

y occur to myMemory.
→

The
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The firft is thus : To one Pound of Common Gun- The firſt

Powder, take half as much Venetian Borax, which ha-,Way.

ving pulveris'd, mix'd, and well incorporated toge-

ther, reduce the Mixture into Grains, as above direct-

ed, and you have the Powder required.

The other Way is : To four Pounds of Common The ſecond

Gun-Powder, add two Pounds of Venetian Borax, one Wáy.

Pound of Lapis Calaminaris, and one Pound of Sal-

Armoniack ; pulverize ' em all together, to make of

'em aPowder in Grains, as before.

TH

PROBLEM IV.

To know the Defects of Gun-Powder.

HE Defects of Gun-Powder may be known fe-

veral Ways as firſt, by the Sight, when ' tis too

black ; for then it has too much of the Wood- coal, as

you may perceive if you put fome of it upon white

Paper, which it will blacken : Now too much of the

Coal renders it moift, and the Moiſture diffolves the

Salt-petre, feparates it from the other two Parts of

the Mixture, and fo leffens its Force. The Powder

that is good, fhou'd be of a dark Afh-colour, incli-

ning fomewhat towards a Red.

Secondly, by the Touch ; if you rub fome Grains of

it with the end of your Finger upon a well-polish'd

Table, and they are eafily reduc'd into Duft, ' tis a

fign that the Proportion of the Coal therein is more

than enough : And if the Grains don't crumble with

equal Facility , fome of them being fo hard that

they prick the Finger, 'tis an evidence that the Sul-

phur is not well imbodied with the Salt- petre, and the

Powder therefore not duly prepared.

Thirdly , the Faults of Gun-Powder may be

perceived by means of the Fire : For if when 'tis

fired upon a ſmooth Board, it blackens it much, ' tis

a token there is too much Coal in it ; and if upon

that Board or Table there remains only fome black

Mark, it appears thereby that much of the Coal has

not been well burnt : And, in fine, if the Board re-

mains as it were greafy, this difcovers that the Sul-

phur and the Salt-petre have not been fufficiently py-

1

rified
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rified ; that is freed of that oily, greaſy and viſcous

Humour, which is ever hurtful and fuperfluous.

'Tis likewiſe a fign that the Salt-petre has not been

fufficiently refined, that is, feparated from that groſs

terreftrial Matter which is prejudicial in the Compo-

fition, and that the Sulphur has not been beaten e-

nough, nor well incorporated with the other Parts,

when there appear in the Powder fmall Grains, white,

or of a Citron-colour.

The good or bad Qualtity of Gun-powder may al-

fo be thus difcerned by means of Fire, if you lay

feveral little Heaps thereof upon a clean and well-po-

lifh'd Board, at the diftance of four or five Inches

from one another : For when 'tis well prepar'd , if you

put fire to one of thefe Parcels, the Powder will take

fire of a Sudden, and it will burn by it felf with a

little Crack, the clear white Smoak arifing all at once

like a Circle in form of a Crown.

PROBLEM V.

To amend the Defects of Gun-Powder, and to restore it

when decay'd.

IF Gun-powder has not been well prepared, or, if,

being kept in a moift Place, or being too old, ' tis

altered , weaken'd, or fpoiled, degenerating thus from

its firſt Vigour, it may be recovered in the following

Manner.

Take a quantity of good Gun-powder equal in bulk to

that which you would amend or reftore ; that will be

much heavier than this : To this laft therefore a quan-

tity of well clarified Salt-petre must be added, fuffici-

ent to make it of the fame Weight with the former,

which being beaten together in the ufual Manner,

must be reduc'd into Grains, as was elſewhere taught,

which will be a very good Powder, that must be kept

in fome Wooden Box or Veffel, untill there's occafi-

on to uſe it.

Whenthe Powder is but a little altered, it will be

fufficient to mix fome of it with an equal quantity of

good Powder newly prepar'd, upon a Table or a

Cloth,
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Cloth, with the Hand or a Wooden Shovel, and then

to dry it in the Sun.

PROBLEM VI.

To prepare an Oyl of Sulphur , required in Fire-

works.

Having melted what quantity of Sulphur you think

fit , upon a moderate Fire, in an Earthen, or

Copper Veffel, throw into it fome old, or in defect of

this fome new Brick, that is well burnt, and was

never wetted, broken into many fmall pieces about

the bigness of a Bean ; ftir them continually with a

ftick, till they have drunk up and confum'd all the

Sulphur ; this done fet them upon a Furnace to diſtil

in an Alembick ; fo you fhall have a very inflammable

Oyl, fit for your purpoſe.

You may make it otherways thus : Fill one third

or fourth part of a Glafs-bottle with a long Neck with

Sulphur pulveris'd ; then pouring upon it Spirit of Tur-

pentine, or Oyl of Walnuts, or of Juniper, till the

Bottle is half full, fet it upon hot Cinders, leaving it

there eight or nine Hours ; and you fhall find an Öyl

therein of the above-faid Qualtity.

PROBLEM VII.

To prepare the Oyl of Salt-petre uſeful in Fireworks.

PUT, upon a Fir-board well plain'd , and dry,

what quantity of purify'd Salt-petre you pleaſe,

and cauſe it to melt by putting thereupon burning

Coals ; and you fhall fee the Liquor to pass thro'the

Board, and to fall down Drop by Drop, which muſt

be received in an Earthen or Copper Pot, where

you have an Oyl of Salt-petre , fit to be uſed in

Fire-works, as we ſhall declare in its proper Place.

P'R O-
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PROBLEM VIII.

Toprepare the Oyl of Sulphur and Salt- petre mix'd

together.

Having mix'd and well incorporated equal Porti-

ons of Sulphur and Salt-petre, reduce all into a

fine Powder, which must be pafs'd thro' a fine Searce :

Put this Powder thus fearced into a new Earthen Pot,

or one that hath not been uſed, and pour upon it good

White-wine Venegar, or elſe Brandy, till ' tis covered.

Then cover your Pot fo that no Air may get into it,

and fet it to ftand in fome hot Place, till all the Vi-

negar is confumed or diſappears. Laft of all, draw

from the remaining Matter the Oyl by means of an

Alembick, which will ferve to feveral Purpoſes of Py-

rotechny.

PROBLEM IX.

To make Moulds, Rowlers, and Rammers for Rockets

of all forts.

A Rocket, whichthe French call Fufee ; the Latins

Rocheta ; and the Greeks, Pyrobolos , confifts of a

Cartouch or Paper-tube call'd the Coffin, and a com-

buftible Compofition, with which ' tis loaded ; which

being fired, mounts into the Air, in a manner moſt a-

greeable to behold..

•

There are three forts of 'em ; the small, the Mid-

dling, and the Great. All fuch are reckon'd mall,

whereof the Diameters don't exceed that of a Lead-

bullet of one Pound, or whofe Moulds admit not a

Bullet above that Weight. The Middling, are thoſe

the Moulds of which will admit Bullets from one to

three Pound-weight. The Great will carry from a

three Pound toan hundred pound Ball.

To determine the Bignels of thefe Coffins to a requi-

red Meaſure, that is Length and Thickneſs, and to

make any demanded Number of ' em, of the fame

Reach, and of equal Force, they muft be fitted to a

concave Cylinder, made of fome hard Matter, and

turn'd
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turn'd exactly in a Lath : This is called the Mould or

Form, which is fometimes made of Metal, but moſt

commonly of hard Wood, fuch as Box, Juniper, Aſh,

Cyprefs, wild Plum- tree, Italian Walnut-tree, and

fuch like.

Befides this, there is another, but a convex and fo- Plate 23.

lid Cylinder of Wood required, call'da Rowler, upon pag. 391.
Fig. 66.

which the thick Paper, whereof the Coffin is made,

muft be rowled, till ' tis of a bignefs exactly to fill

the Concavity of the Mould. This Rowler is here

repreſented by the Letter B, and its Diameter muft

contain five eight Parts of that of the Mould A, the

Length of which must be fix times the Diameter of

its Bore, in fmall Rockets ; but in the Middling and

the large ones, it must be only five, or four times the

length of the Diameter of their Bore.

Another Cylinder of Wood muſt alſo be had ,

which is to be a little ſmaller than the formher, that it

may go into the Coffin with the greater eaſe. And this is

to ferve for a Rammer , as C, to drive downthe Compo-

fition into the Coffin when you charge it. But firft your

Coffin muſt be ftraitned or choaked , which is doneby

winding a Cord about the end of it, after you have

a little withdrawn the Rowler, turning in the mean

time the Coffin, and drawingthe Cord , till thereremains

only a little Hole, whichthen muſt be ty'd with ſtrong

Pack-thread. This done you muſt draw out the Kow-

ler, and introducing the Rammer into the Coffin, put

all into the Mould ; and when you have ftruck five

or fix blows with a Mallet upon the Rammer, to give

a good form to the Neck of the Rocket, the Coffin is

finiſhed, and ready to be filled upon Occafion.

ThisRammer C, muſt be bored lengthwife to ſome

depth, that it may receive into its Concavity the Nee-

dle DE, which must be inthe Mould A, together with

the Coffin andRammer. The uſe of this Needle, which

muſt be one third Part of the length of the Coffin or

Mould is to make a vent for the Priming in the bot-

tom of the Compofition, of which we fpeak in the en-

fuing Problem.

PRO-
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PROBLEM X.

Toprepare a Compofition for Rockets ofany fize.

THE Compofition wherewith the Coffins are to be

fill'd is different, according to the different bigness

of 'em ; for 'tis found by Experience, that what is fit

for ſmall Rockets, burns too violently, and too quick-

ly inthoſe that are large, becauſe the Fire is bigger,

andthe Matter alſo driven cloſer together : Hence it

is that noGun-powder is us'd in the larger fort. In

making up this Compofition, according to the differ-

ing fizes of Rockets, the following Proportions muſt

be obſerved.

For Rockets from 60 to 100 Pounds, you muft to

three Pounds of Salt-petre, add one Pound of Sulphur,

and two Pounds of good Wood-coal.

If they are from 30 to 50 Pounds, to thirty Pounds

of Salt-petre, put feven Poundsof Sulphur, and fixteen

Pounds of Coal.

Rockets from 18 to 20 Pounds, totwenty one Pounds

of Salt-Petre, require fix of Sulphur, and thirteen of

Coal.

' From 12to 15 Pounds, require to four Pounds of

Salt-petre one Pound of Sulphur, and two Pounds of

Coal.

If they be from 9 to 12 Pounds ; to fixty two

Pounds of Salt-petre, add nine Pounds of Sulphur, and

twenty of Coal.

From 6 to 9 Pounds ; add to ſeven Pounds of Salt-

petre, one of Sulphur, and two of Coal.

From 4 to 5 Pounds ; to eight Pounds of Salt-pe-

tre, add one Pound of Sulphur, and two ofCoal.

From 2 to 3 Pounds ; to fixty Pounds of Salt- petre ,

add two of Sulphur, and fifteen of Coal.

For one Pound ; to fixteen Pounds of Gun-powder,

add one Pound of Sulphur, and three of Coal: Orto

nine Pounds of Powder, four of Salt-petre, one of

Sulphur, and two ofCoal.

For twelve Ounces ; put to nine Pounds of Pow-

der, four of Salt- petre, one of Sulphur, and two of

Coal.

For
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For Ounces ; add to thirty Pounds of Powder,

twenty four of Salt-petre , three of Sulphur, and eight

of Coal

For 5 and 6 Ounces ; to thirty Pounds of Powder,

add twenty four Pounds of Salt-petre, three Pounds of

Sulphur, and eight Pounds of Coal.

For 4 Ounces; add to twenty four Pounds of Pow-

der, four Pounds of Salt- petre, two Pounds of Sul-

phur, and three Pounds of Coal.

For and 3 Ounces ; to twenty four Pounds of

Powder, put four Pounds of Salt-petre, one Pound of

Sulphur, and three Pounds of Coal.

For an half Ounce, and an Ounce ; take fifteen

pounds of Powder, and two pounds of Coal.

For the ſmaller Rockets ; to nine or ten pounds of

Powder, add one pound, or one and a half of Coal.

Here follow alfo other Proportions, which Experi-

ence hath taught to fucceed extremely well.

For Rockets that contain one or two Ounces of

Matter. Add to one pound of Gun-powder , two

Ounces of good Coal : Or, to one pound of Muſ-

quet-Powder, take one pound of courfe Cannon-

powder : Or, to nine Ounces of Mufquet-powder,

put two Ounces of Coal : Or to one Ounce of Pow-

der, an Ounce and a half of Salt-petre, with asmuch

Coal.

For Rockets of two or three Ounces ; add to four

Ounces of Powder, one Ounce of Coal : Or to nine

Ounces of Powder, two Ounces of Salt-petre.

L

For a Rocket of four Ounces ; add to four pounds

of Powder, one pound of Salt-petre, and four Oun-

ces of Coal, and if you pleaſe half an Ounce of Sul-

phur : Or to one pound two Ounces and an half of

Powder, four Ounces of Sulphur, and two Ounces of

Coal : Orto one pound of Powder, four Ounces of

Salt-petre, and one Ounce of Coal ; or to feven

Ounces of Powder, four Ounces,of Salt-petre, and

as much Coal : Or, add to three Ounces and an half

of Powder, ten Ounces of Salt- petre, and three Oun-

ces and an half of Coal. The Compofition will be

yet more ftrong, if it be made up of ten Ounces of

Powder, three Ounces and an half of Salt-petre, and

three Ounces of Coal,

For

1
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For Rockets of five or fix Ounces ; take two

pounds five Ounces of Powder, to half a pound of

Salt- petre, two Ounces of Sulphur, fix Ounces of Coal,

and two Ounces of Filings of Iron.

For Rockets of feven or eight Ounces ; add to fe-

venteen Ounces of Powder, four Ounces of Salt- pe-

tre, and three Ounces of Sulphur.

For Rockets from eight to ten Ounces ; to two

pounds five Ounces of Powder, put half a pound of

Salt-petre, two Ounces of Sulphur, feyen Ounces of

Coal, and three Ounces of Filings.

For Rockets from ten to twelve Ounces ; take to

feventeen Ounces of Powder, four Ounces of Salt-

petre , three Ounces and an half of Sulphur, and one

Ounce of Coal.

For Rockets from fourteen to fifteen Ounces, to

two pounds four Ounces of Powder muft be added,

nine Ounces Salt-petre, three Ounces of Sulphur,

five Ounces of Coal, and three Ounces of File-

duft.

For Rockets of one Pound, to one pound of Pow-

der, take one Ounce of Sulphur, and three Ounces

of Coal.

For a Rocket of two Pounds, add to one pound

four Ounces of Powder, twelve Ounces of Salt-pe-

tre, one Ounce of Sulphur, three Ounces of Coal,

and two Ounces of File- duft of Iron.

For a Rocket of three Pounds, to thirty Ounces of

Salt-petre, put feven Ounces and an half of Sulphur,

and eleven Ounces of Coal.

For Rockets of four, five, fix, or feven Pounds,

add to thirty one pounds of Salt- petre, four pounds

'and an half of Sulphur, and ten pounds of Coal .

For Rockets of eight, nine, or ten Pounds, take to

eight pounds of Salt-petre, one pound four Qun-

ces of Sulphur, and two pounds twelve Qunces of

Coal.

The Proportion of the different Materials being

thus determined, each of ' em must be well beaten,

and fearc'd apart , and afterward weigh'd and

mix'd. Thus is your Compofition ready wherewithal to

charge your Coffins, which must be made offtrong Pa-

per well pafted.

PRO:
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PROBLEM XI.

To make a Rocket.

YOUR Coffins and different Compofitions being in

readineſs, You muſt chufe a Compofition fuitable

to the largeneſs of your defign'd Rocket, which muft

neither be too wet nor too dry, but a little moiſtened

with fome oyly Liquor, or with Brandy ; then take

your Coffin, the length of which must be propor-

tion'd to the bignefs of its Concavity; put it, with Plate 234

the Rammer C, into the Mould A; then put into Fig. 66.

it fome of your Compofition, taking good care not

to put in too much at a time, but only one Spoonful

or two ; then put in your Rammer, and with a Mal-

let fuited to the bigness of the Coffin, ftrike three or

four (mart Blows directly upon it ; then withdraw the

Rammer again, and pour in an equal quantity of

your Compofition, and drive it down in like manner

with your Rammer and Mallet, givingthe fame num-

ber of Blows ; continue thus doing till the Coffin is

fill'd to the height of the Mould, or rather a little

below it, that five or fix Folds of the Paper may be

doubled down upon the Compofition thus driven into

the Coffin, which fometimes inftead of Paper is made

of Wood,

The Coffin being filled with the Mixture, and the

Paper doubled down upon it, you muſt beat it hard

with the Rammer and Mallet to preſs down the Folds

of the Paper, upon which you may put fome Corn-

powder, that it may give a Report. In this Paper

folded down, you must make three or four Holes as
Fig. 67.

you fee in A, with a Bodkin FG, which muft pene- Fig166.

trate to the Compofition, to fet fire to the Stars, Ser-

pents, and Ground Rockets, when fuch there are ; 0-

therwiſe it will fuffice to make one Hole only, with

a Broach or Bodkin, which muſt be neither too fmall

nor too great, but about one fourth of the Diameter

of the Bore, as ftraight as poffible, and in the very

middle, in order to fire the Corn- powder.

Kk PRO-
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Plate 23.

Fig. 67.

Fig. 68.

PROBLEM XII.

To make Sky-Rockets, that mount into the Air with

Sticks. 4

"TIS tobe noted, that the Head of a Rocket , is the

higheft end A, by which ' tis loaded, and which

rifes firft when ' tis fired : The Neck of the Rocket, or

its Tail, is the lower end B, where it was choak'd

or ftraitned, and the Priming is put, which must be

of good Corn-powder.

Your Rocket being charg'd, as was taught in the

preceding Problem, you must have a long Rod or

Stick, as AB, of fome light Wood, fuch as Ofier or

Fir, which must be bigger and flat at one end grow-

ing flenderer towards the other. This Stick muſt be

ftraight and ſmooth, without Knots, and plained if

need be. Its Length and Weight must be proportio-

ned to the Size of the Rocket, being fix, ſeven, or

eight timesthe Length of it ; to the larger End ofthis

where ' tis flatted, you must tie your Rocket, its Head

reaching a little beyond the end of the Stick , as you

fee in Fig. 68. and being thus fix'd, lay it upon your

Finger two or three Inches from the Neck of the

Rocket, which should then be exactly ballanced by

the Stick, if 'tis rightly fitted ; after which you have

nothing to do, but to hang it loofly, upon two Nails,

perpendicular to the Horizon, with its Head up, and

then ' tis ready for Firing . But if you would have it

to rife very high, and in a ſtraight Line, you muſt

put a pointed Paper Cap, fuch as C, upon its Head,

and it will pierce theAir with greater Facility.

To thefe Rockers, for the greater Diverſion of the

Spectators, feveral other things may be added : as

Petards or Crackers, thus ; get a Box of Iron folder'd,

of a convenient bignefs, fill it with fine Grain-pow-

der ; put it into the Coffin upon the Compofition,

with the Touch-hole down, double the reft of the

Paper upon it to hold it faft till the Mixture is con-

fum'd, and then firing it will give a Report in the

Air.

You
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You may add to them likewife, Stars, Golden-rain,

Serpents, Fire-links, and other fuch agreeable Works,

the making of which ſhall be taught afterwards. In

order to this, you must have in readineſs an empty

Coffin, of a larger Diameter than your Rocket. This

muſt be choaked at one end, fo as only to admit the

Head of the Rocket, to which it must be faftned . In-

to this large Coffin, having first ftrewed the bottom

of it with Meal-powder, you muſt put your Serpents,

or Golden-rain, or Fire-links , with the prim'd end

downwards ; and amongft, and over your Stars you

muft throw a little Powder. Then you may cover

this additional Coffin with a piece of Paper, and fit

to it a pointed Cap as before, to facilitate its Afcen-

fion.

PROBLEM XIII.

To make Sky-Rockets which rife into the Air without a

Stick.

SKY-Rockets without Sticks muſt be fmall, becauſe Plate 23.

they are held in the Hand, from whence they rife, Fig. 69.

after you have put fire to the Priming. They are

made as the foregoing ; butthat they may the better

fly into the Air, you must fit to 'em four Wings dif

pofed Cross-wife, like the Feathers of Darts or Ar-

rows, as A, A ; their Length muſt be one third part

of that of the Rocket, their Breadth at the lower part

half their Length, and their Thickneſs about a fixth

or eighth part of the Diameter of the Orifice ofthe

Rocket.
ว

Inftead of four of thefe Wings, you may uſe three

of the fame Dimenfions with equal Succefs ; but

with this Caution , that in placing them upon your

Rocket, the lower ends of 'em muft be let down be-

low the Tail of it the length of one Diameter of its

Orifice. There are many other ways of making theſe

Rockets, according to the various Fancies of Artists,

which would be too tedious for this Work.

If the Compofition for your Rockets is defective, as Remark.

is known when they rife, either not at all, or with

difficulty, or falldown again before confumption of

Kk 2 the
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the Mixture ; or when they mount not with an equal

and upright Motion, but turning and winding, or

whirling in the Air ; to amend your Compofition,

you muſt diminish the Quantity of Coal when ' tis too

weak, and add to it if too ftrong, as it is when it

burfts the Rocket, the Coal ferving to abate the force

of the Powder, and to give a fine Train to your

Rocket. Wherefore it wou'd be convenient, before

you make up a Quantity of Rockets, to try your

Mixture and correct its Faults.

1

To preferve your Rockets in good Condition , they

must be kept in a Place, neither too dry, nor too

moift, but temperate ; and the Compofition fhould not

be made up, but upon occafion to uſe it. Your

Rocket muft not be pierc'd , till you deſign to play it ;

which must not be in a Seafon of Wind or Rain, or

when the Nights are moift with Fogs and Mifts, all

which are prejudicial to the agreeable Effects of a

Rocket.

If you would have your Rocket to burn with a

pale white Flame, mix fome Camphire with your Com-

pofition ; inftead of which if you take Rafpings of

Ivory, the Flame will be of a clear Silver-colour, but

fomewhat inclining to that of Lead ; if Colophony or

Grecian-pitch, 'twill be of a reddith Copper-colour ;

if black or common Pitch, the Flame will be dark

and gloomy ; if Sulphur, it will be blue ; if Sal-ar-

moniack, it will appear greenifh ; if crude Antimony,

or the Rafpings of yellow Amber, it will emit Flames

of a like Colour.

PROBLEM XIV.

To make Ground-rockets, which run upon the Earth.

Rockets that run along the Ground, call'd there-

fore Ground- rockets, require not fo ftrong a Com-

pofition, as thoſe that mount into the Air ; and there-

fore continue longer, burning as well as moving more

flowly: Wherefore they vary from the others, as well

. in the Demenfions of their Coffins, as in the Compo-

fition wherewith thefe are charg'd. The length ofthe

Bore or Concavity, may be eleven times that of its

Diameter ;
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Diameter ; the Rowler on which the Coffin is made,

may be five Lines in Diameter, and the Rammer a

little leſs, that it may go eafily into the Coffin without

fpoiling it.

The Compofition may be of Cannon-Powder only, Plate 23.

well beaten and fearc'd till ' tis as fine as Flower, Fig. 70.

wherewith you must fill the Coffin, by little and little,

as before, within a Finger's breadth of the Brim of

the Mould ; then doubling down one third part of

the Paper, knock it down with the Rammer and Mal-

let, and after, with a Bodkin, make a fmall Hole

which may penetrate to the Compofition ; then put

in a Piftol- charge of fine Powder, doubling down

fome more of the Paper upon it, the reft of which

muſt be choak'd tying it hard with Pack-thread, as

you feeinA.

Theſe Rockets being ſmall are charg'd only with

Powder finely pulveriz'd, without any Coal, herein

differing from the large ones, that have no Powder

at all, except in their Priming , which in both forts

must be of well grained Powder : The Reafon of

which is, becauſe in a greater Concavity there is a

greater Fire acting upon a greater Quantity of Mat-

ter, and confequently with more Violence ; there be-

ing alſo a greater Quantity of Air to be rarified in a

great than in a ſmall Rocket.

When you choak or ftraiten the End of your Rock-

et, whether ſmall or great, you muſt have a Hook

or Staple driven into a Poft or into a Wall, to this

tie one end of your Cord, which must be of a fize

proportionable to your Rocket , or to the Bar of a

Window, and the other to a ſtrong Stick , which

you must put between your Legs : Thus the Cord

being winded about your Rocket in the defign'd place,

you may draw, turning, and ſtraitning it by Degrees as

you defire.

Remark.

Kk 3 PRO-
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Remark.

PROBLEM XV.

To make Rockets that fly on a Line, call'd Air-

Rockets.

TH
HIS is done with ordinary Rockets, that muſt

not be too big, by faſtning to ' em two Iron

Rings, or, which in my Opinion is better, a wooden

Pipe or Cane, thro' which muft pafs a well-ftreched

Line: Thus if you fet Fire to your Rocket , 'twill

run along the Line without ceafing till all the Matter is

Spent.

If you would have your Rocket to run back, as

well as forward, after you have fill'd one half of the

Coffin with the Compofition , feparate this from the

empty half by a Wheel of Wood fitted exactly to the

Cavity; inthe middle of this Wheel muft be a Hole,

from which a ſmall Pipe, fill'd with Meal-Powder,

muft pafs along the middle of the empty half, which

then muſt be fill'd with the Compofition ; and ſo after

the first half of the Rocket is confum'd , the Fire

being communicated by the little Pipe, will light it at

the other Extremity, and fo drive it back tothe Place

from whence it came.

9

The fame thing may be effected by means oftwo

Rockets ty'd together, the Tail of the oneto the Head

of the other, one of which being burnt to the End

fires the other, making it to run back : But leaft

the fecond fhould catch fire at the Head, it must be

defended with a Cover of Paper or wax'd Cloth.

This fort of Rockets is commonly us'd to fet fire

to other Machines in Fire-works for Diverfion, to

which, for the greater Pleafure, they give the Figures

of feveral Animals, fuch as Serpents or Dragons,

which then are call'd Flying Dragons ; and are ex-

tremely agreeable, chiefly when fill'd with feveral

other Works, as Golden Rain, Hairs dipt in Wild-

fire, Small- nut Shells fill'd with the Rocket Compo-

fition, and many other diverting things, of which af-

terwards.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XVI.

To make Rockets that burn in the Water, call'd Water-

Rockets.

'THO
"HO' the Fire and Water are oppofite Elements ,

mutually deftroying one another ; yet the Roc-

kets we have hitherto defcrib'd, being once lighted will

continue to burn even in the Water, and will have

theirfull Effect ; but for as much as ' tis done under

Water, we are depriv'd of the Pleaſure of beholding

it. In order, therefore, to make them 'to fwim upon

the Water, we muft alter fomewhat the Proportions

of their Mould, as well as the Materials of their

Compofition.

The Monld, then, requir'd to fuch Rockets, may

be eight Inches in Length, and its Bore an Inch over.

The Rowler muſt be of nine Lines Diameter , and the

Rammer not quite fo thick : No Needle is required to

this Mould.

The Compofition, if you would have your Rocket

burn on the Water with a clear Flame like a Candle,

must be made of three Ounces of Powder beaten

and ſearc'd, one Pound of Salt- petre, and eight Oun-

ces of Sulphur mix'd together : When you defire

your Rocket to appear on the Water with a fine

Tail, you muft, to eight Ounces of common Powder,

add one Pound of Salt-petre, eight Ounces of Sul-

phur, and two Ounces of Coal.

The Compofition being prepar'd, and the Coffin

charg'd with it, as is taught above, put a Fire-Link

at the end of it ; and covering your Rocket with

Wax, Pitch, or Rofin, to preferve the Paper from the

Water, faften to it a ftick of white Willow about two

Foot long, which will cauſe it to ſwim upon the

Water.

Many other different ways may fuch Rockets be

made without altering either the Mould or Compofi-

tion, for which the curious may confult the Au-

thors that have writ particular Treatises of Pyro-

techny.

Kk 4 A Rock-
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Pláte 23.

Fig. 71.

B

A Rocket alſo may be made, which, after burning

fome time in the Water, will throw up into the Air

Sparkles and Stars ; which is done by dividing the

Rocket into two parts with a wooden Wheel having

a Hole in the Middle, one Partition being fill'd with

the common Compofition, the other with Stars, ha-

ving fome Powder ftrew'd amongſt 'em.

Moreover you may contrive a Rocket, which, ha-

ving burnt one half of its time in the Water, will

mount upinto the Air with great Swiftnefs ; thus :

Having fill'd two equal Coffins with good Compofi-

tion, paffe ' em together flightly only at the Middle

A, the Head of the one anſwering the Tail of the

other ; betwixt them muſt paſs a little Pipe at the

Extremity B, to light the other when one is confum'd.

Then faften the Rocket D, to which the other is

joyn'd, to a ftick of fuch Length and Bignefs as is

requir'd for ballancing it, and to the lower end of

the Rocket C, tie a Pack-thread at F, to which you

muft faften a large Mufquet-Ball that muft hang

upon the ſtick at E by means of a bent Wire. This

done fet fire to C, your Rocket being in the Water ;

and its Compofition being ' confum'd to B, will light,

by means of the little Pipe, the other Rocket, which

will mount into the Air, through the ftrength ofthe

Fire , the first being kept down by the Weight it

fuftains.

PROBLEM XVII.

To make Fire-Links.

AFire-Link focall'd from its refemblance to the Links

ofa Saucidge, is a kind ofRocket, that is uſually

tied to the end of a bigger one, to render the Effect

more agreeable. I faid ufually, becauſe there arèfome

of ' em made that fly into the Air as Sky-rockets, and

are call'd Flying Fire-Links, to diftinguiſh ' em from the

others which are nam'd fixed Fire-Links. We shall here

briefly teach the Making of both Sorts.

And firft the fixed kind to be faftned to a Rocket

is made thus : Take a Coffin of what Bignefs you

think fit, and having choak'd it at the End, fill it

with
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with fine Powder, and choak it at the other End :

Then roll it ftrongly with fmall Cord from one End Plate 24.

to the other, as you fee in A, gluing the Cord with Fig. 72.

good Glue, to keep it faft, and to ftrengthen the

Coffin, that it may give the greater Noife when it

breaks : Thus is your Fire-Link ready to be faften'd

to the end of a Rocket either withPaper, Parchment,

or Cord, or otherwife ; but note, that you muft pierce

the End of your Fire-Link , which joyns to the

Rocker, and prime it with Corn-powder.

To make flying Fire-Links, you must have fuch

Coffins as fortheformer, only they must be a little lon-

ger, and having choak'd 'em at one End, charge them

with Corn-powder, adding at laft Meal-powder to

the thickness of one Inch, driving all down, as in

Sky-rockets, with a Mallet. Then ftrengthen the

Coffin with Line, as in the former, after you have

choak'd the other End, leaving a Hole about the big-

nefs of a Gooſe-quill, to which you must put a little

moiſtned Powder for Priming.

Or, having choak'd at one End, and charg'd your

Coffin within one Inch of the other End, choak it

there, leaving only a fmall Hole, which if quite fhut

up, or too fmall, must be open'd with a Bodkin ; then

fill up your empty space with Powder finely flow-

ered, or with the Compofition for Sky-rockets, which

muſt be driven clofe with a Rammer and Mallet,

doubling down the remaining Paper, if any, upon

your Compofition, which will give a fine Tail to

your Link; and when you have made a Hole in the

Middle of this laft Paper, and prim'd it, your flying

Link is ready to be thrown into the Air, which is

done thus .

You muſt provide Guns or Cannons with a Vent at Fig 734

Bottom, where there must be a Tail fomewhat long,

which must pass through a Piece of Wood, fuch as

A, that it may reach to a Fire-conveyance running

along underneath, to fet Fire to the Cannons one

after another, which will alſo throw up into the Air

the Links with a Noiſe in the fame Order.

PRO-
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Plate 24.

Fig.74.

•

PROBLEM XVIII.

To make Serpents for artificial Fire-works.

SErpents are fmall Sky- rockets , which inftead of

Mounting ftraight upwards, rife obliquely, and de-

fcend with feveral Turnings and Windings. The

Compofition for them may be much the fame with that

for Sky-rockets ; or that for Ground-rockets, if you

defire their Motions to be more brisk. The Conftru-

ction and Proportions of their Coffin are as fol-

lows.

The Length AC of the Coffin may be about four

Inches, and it muſt be rowled on a Rowler fome-

what bigger than a Goofe-quill : This done you muſt

choak it at one End, as at A, and filling it with Compo-

fition a little beyond the Middle, as to B, choak it

there alfo, leaving a little Hole ; the reft you muft

fill with Corn-powder, to make a Report when it

breaks, choaking it quite at the other Extremity C.

The Extremity A muft be prim'd with fome moift-

ned Powder, by which when you have fired the

Compofition in the Part AB, the Serpent will rife into

the Air, and afterwards coming down, will make ſe-

veral Turnings and Windings, ' till the Grain-Pow-

der being fired, it breaks in the Air with a Bounce be-

fore it fall.

If it be made up without choaking it towards the

Middle, inftead of Turnings and Windings, it will

have a waving Motion rifing and falling, till it breaks

as above.

PROBLEM XIX.

To make Fire-Lances.

Ances of Fire, are long and thick Pipes or Can-

nons of Wood, with Handles at the End, where-

bythey are made faft to Stakes or Pofts, well fixed that

mayfuftain the force of the Fire, having feveral Holes

to contain Rockets or Petards. They are us'd in

1
feſtival
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feftival Fire-works that reprefent nocturnal Fights, as

well for throwing Rockets, as making Vollies ofRe-

ports.

You muſt uſe 'em thus : Put a Rocket into every

Hole, and fill the Bore of the Cannon with Compo

fition, which fired will, as it confumes, fire the Rock-

ets one after another, and throw them up into the

Air. But if you would have many thrown up at

once, cover the Bottom of the Lance with Compofiti-

on, and thereupon place a long ſmall Pipe fill'd with the

fame Compofition, about which put your Rockets,

'till you have fill'd your Cannon , the prim'd End

being downwards, that fo firing the Compofition in

the Pipe, this may light that at the Bottom of the

Lance, which firing the Rockets, they will mount all

at once into the Air.

There may be many other ways of contriving Fire-

Lances inimitation of this, of which I fhall not ſpeak :

I shall only mention one other fort of thefe Lances.

This confits of a Coffin made of ftrong Paper well

glued, which may be of what Dimenſions you think

fit, according as ' tis defign'd to give more or lefs

Light ; this must be fill'd with the Star Compofition ,

( of which in Prob. 22. ) pulveriz'd, and prim'd with

Meal- powder moiftned : The lower End must be

ftopp'd with a round piece of Wood, which muft

appear two Inches without the Coffin, that thereby it

may be faftned at Pleaſure.

The Name of fiery or burning Lances, and Pikes , Remark.

is also given to a kind of Pikes, like a Javelin or

Dart, with a ftrong Iron pointed Head, as AB, call'd Plate 2 4

by the Latins, Phalarica, and Dardi di Fuoco by the Fig . 75.

Italians, which were formerly thrown, being firft

fired, againſt the Enemies, either by the Hand, or

from Engines, being cover'd between the Iron and

Wood with Tow dipt in Sulphur, Rofin, Jews Pitch,

and boiling Oyl ; where they lighted they ftuck , fet-

ting on firewhatever was inflammable.

This fort of Lances is not now in ufe, but inſtead

of them we have Burning Arrows, that are no less

terrible, tho' not muchnow in Efteem : Howeverwe

will here gratify the Curious with a brief Deſcription

of them. Flaming Arrows, are artificial Firebrands

thrown amongft the Enemies Werks, to reduce them.
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Plate 24.

Fig. 76.

Fig. 76.

to Aſhes ; they are made thus : Prepare a little Bag

of ftrong courfe Cloth, about the bignefs of a Goole's

or a Swan's Egg, fuch as C, of a globular or fphæ

roidal Figure, which must be filled with a Compofi-

tion made of four Pounds of beaten Powder, as

much refin'd Salt-petre, two Pounds of Sulphur, and

one Pound of Gracian Pitch : Or you may make it

of two pounds of Meal-powder, eight pounds of

Salr-petre refined , two pounds of Sulphur, one pound

of Camphire, and one pound of Colophony : Or yet

more imply thus ; of three pounds of Powder, four

pounds of Salt-petre, and two pounds of Sulphur.

With one of thefe Mixtures fill the Bag, preffing it

hard, and make an Hole through the Middle of it

lengthwise, to receive an Arrow, like thoſe of the

ordinary Bows or Crofs-bows, fuch as AB , the Head

of it remaining without the Bag, which must be

faftned fo as it may not move, or flide towards

the Feathers. This done, roll your Bag with ftrong

Pack-thread as thick as poffible from one End to

another, and then cover it all over with Meal-powder

mix'd with melted Pitch. Thus it is ready to be shot

out of a Bow or Croſs-bow, after it is fir'd by two

little Holes made for that purpoſe near the Head of

your Arrow.

PROBLEM XX.

To make Fire-Poles or Perches.

Flery Poles or Perches properly fpeaking are what

We have call'd Fiery Lances, of which We have

fpoken in the preceding Problem ; which might fu-

perfede any further Labour about ' em, but that We

defign here to fhew another way of making 'em.

You must have a Pole of fome light and dryWood

ten or twelve Foot in Length, and two Inches in

Thickneſs, in one of the Ends whereof you must

make three or four Grooves or Gutters oppofite to

one another, two or three Foot long ; In fome of

thefe put Rockets, fill'd with a Compofition made

of five Ounces of Powder, three Ounces of Salt-

petre, one Ounce of Sulphur, and two Ounces of

Coal ;
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Coal ; in others put Petards or Crackers of Paper,

which must communicate with the Rockets by Holes

paffing between And laft of all cover your Artifice

over neatly with Paper, the better to deceive the Eyes

of Spectators.

PROBLEM XXI.

Tomake Petards for Fire-works of Diverfion.

PEtards or Crackers, for Fire-works of Pleaſure, are

made of Paper, or thin Pieces of Metal, as Cop-

per, Iron, or Lead. Thoſe of Paper have their par-

ticular Moulds, and are made as is directed in Probl.

11. Their Coffins are charged towards the Head, i. e.

the upper Part, with grained Powder, which will

cauſe the Petard to give a Report, when thePriming

which is put towards the Tail is burnt : This Priming

muft be of a flow Compofition made of Powder

mix'd with one thire Part of Coal, each fubtilly

pulveriz'd apart, that they may the more intimately

incorporate. It will be convenient to keep this Com-

pofition in a moift Place, that thereby becoming

wettiſh, it may be the more cloſely driven into the

Coffin ; and therefore if ' tis too dry, it is uſual

to fprinkle it a little with Oyl of Petre, or of Lin-

feed.

When the Petard is of Iron, it is divided into two

Partitions, by a Wheel or round Plate of Iron, fitted

to its Cavity, pierc'd with a little Hole in the Middle ;

the Partitions are call'd Chambers, whereof the upper

one contains the Corn-powder, and the lower, the

Compofition or Priming, which being fired by a fmall

Hole at Bottom, carries the Fire to the Powder in

Grains thro' the Hole inthe Wheel.

A Petard may be charg'd with Grain-powder only,

and ftrongly wadded with Paper or Tow : Or each

End may be fhut up with an Iron Wheel folder'd ,

making one Hole only in the fide, by which it muſt

be loaded and fired.

Befides theſe for Pleaſure, there are alfo Petards Remark,

made for Service in War, which are likewife of Iron

or Copper, without Bottoms ; they are parted into

three
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three equal Divifions or Chambers, the Middle of

which is fill'd with Corn-powder, and the two extream

ones with Lead-bullets, which are parted from the

Powder with Paper, the two Ends being allo ftop'd

by two little Paper Wheels, with a Hole in the

Middle for the Priming.

PROBLEM XXII.

To make Stars for Sky- Rockets.

STars are little Balls, about the bigness of a Muf-

quet-Bullet, or an Hazle-nut, made of an inflam-

mable Compofition , which gives a fplendid Light,

reſembling that of Stars , from whence is the Name.

When they are put into the Rocket, they must be

cover'd with prepar'd Tow, the Manner of making

which fhall be taught, after that of Stars.

They are made thus : Tone pound of Powder

finely flowered, add four pads of Salt-petre, and

two pounds of Sulphur ; and having mix'd all very

well, roll up about the bigness of a Nutmeg of this

Mixture in a piece of old Linnen or in Paper ; then

tie it well with Pack-thread , and make a Hole through

the Middle, with a pretty big Bodkin, to receive fome

prepared Tow, which will ferve for Priming : This

being lighted, fires the Compofition, which emitting

a Flame through both Holes, gives the Refemblance

of a pretty large Star.

If inftead of a dry Compofition , you uſe a moist

one in form of Pafte, you need only roll it into a little

Ball, without wrapping it up in any thing, fave, if

you will, in prepared Tow, becauſe of it felf it will

preferve its Ipherical Figure ; nor needs there any

Priming, becaufe while moift you may rowl it in

Meal-powder, which will ſtick to it, and when fired

will light the Compofition, and this at falling forms it

felf into Drops.

There are many other Ways of making Stars, too

long now to be mention'd ; I fhall only here thew

how to make Stars of Report, that is, Stars that give

a Crack like that of a Pitol or Mufquet, as fol-

lows.

Take
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Take fmall Links, made as is taught in Probl. 17.

which you may chooſe either to roll with Line or

not ; tie to one End of ' em, which must be pierc'd,

your Stars if made after the firft manner, that is, of

the dry Compofition : Otherwife you need onlyleave

a little piece of the Coffin empty beyond the Choak

of the pierced End, to be fill'd with moift Compofi-

tion, having firft prim'd your Vent with Grain-Pow-

der.

You may also contrive Stars, which, upon Con-

fumption of the Compofition, may appear to be turn'd

into Serpents, a thing eafy to be perform'd by fuch

as underſtand what precedes ; upon which account,

and becauſe they are but little in ufe, I fhall fay no

more of 'em.

PROBLEM XXIII.

To make prepared Tow for Priming to Fire-works.

PReparedTow, called alfo Pyrotechnical Match, and

Quick-match, to diftinguish it from Common Match,

is uſed for priming all forts of Machins for Fire-

works of Diverfion, fuch as Rockets, Fire- Lances,

Stars, and the like; and ' tis made as follows.

Take Thread of Flax , Hemp, or Cotton, and

double it eight or nine times, if it is for priming your

large Rockets, or Fiery Lances ; but four or five

Times only, if ' tis to be put through your Stars.

Having made it of a Bignefs proportion'd to your

defigned Ufe, and twifted it, but not too hard, wet

it in clean Water, which must be after ſqueezed out

with your Hands. Then put fome Gun-powder in a

little Water, fo as to thicken it a little ; in this foak

your Match well, turning and ſtirring it till ' tis

throughly impregnated with the Powder ; and then

taking it out, rowl it in fome good Powder-duft, and

hang it upon Lines to dry either in the Sun or Shade :

Thus you havea Pyrotechnical Match ready for Uſe on

all Occafions.

Common Match, call'd alfo Fire-cord, is thus made :

Take an unglaz'd Earthen Pot ; cover its Bottom with

red Sand well wash'd and dry'd ; upon this lay fpiral-

1

wife
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wife plain Match of Cotton, or well clean'd Tow,

half an Inch thick, the diftance of half an Inch being

between each Revolution, and then cover it with

Sand ; upon which again place a Lay of Match as

before, and upon this another of Sand, and fo inter-

changeably till the Pot is full, but finiſhing always

with a Lay of Sand : Then cover it with an earthen

Cover, and lute with Clay the Joining, fo as no Air

may get Entrance. This done put burning Coals

round the Pot, and after it has been kept hot for

fome Hours, let it cool of it felf ; fo your Match is

prepar'd, which will burn without Smoke or offenfive

Smell.

PROBLEM XXIV.

To make Fire-Sparkles for Sky-Rockets.

Sparkles differ only from Stars in their Smallneſs and

fhort Continuance, thefe being larger and not fo

foon confumed as thofe ; which, when you have oc-

cafion to uſe them in Rockets, may thus be made.

Take one Ounce of beaten Powder, two Ounces

of pulveris'd Salt- petre, one Ounce of liquid Salt-

petre, and four Ounces of Camphire in Powder ;

upon theſe, being put into a white earthen Veffel,

pour Water wherein Gum-Dragant is diffolv'd , or a

Diffolution either of the laft nam'd Gum, or Gum-

arabick in Brandy, till you have reduc'd the Mixture

unto the Confiſtence of a thin Pap ; into which put

as much Lint , made of Rags , boil'd in Brandy,

Vinegar, or Salt-petre, and after dry'd, as will drink

up all your Mixture ; and thus have you a Matter

prepar'd, which you may form into little Pills ofthe

bignefs of a Pea, to be dry'd either in the Sun or

Shade, after they have been dip'd in Meal-powder,

that they may easily take Fire.

PRO-
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THere

PROBLEM XXV.

To make Golden Rain for Sky-Rockets.

Here are fome Sky-rockets, which in falling make

little Waves in the Air, like unto Hair half

curled, and are therefore call'd Hairy Rockets ; they

end in a fort of Rain of Fire, call'd Golden Rain. 'Tis

thus made.

Fill with the Compofition for Sky-rockets Gooſe-

quills, the Feathers being cut off ; putting fome wet

Powderin the open End of each, both to keep in the

Compofition, and to ferve for Priming : With theſe

fill the Head of your Sky-rocket, and it will end in

a Golden Rain very agreeable to behold.

This Golden Rain calls to my Mind a Pyrotechnical

Hail, fo call'd from its Refemblance to the Natural,

which is a Quantity of fmall hard Bodies, being ei-

ther pieces of Flint, round Stones, leaden Bullets, or

fquare pieces of Iron , inclos'd in a Cartridge of

Wood, Iron, or Copper, and is therefore called Car-

tridge or Cafe-fhot ; they are us'd in War, either in

open Field to diforder an Enemy's Army, or in a

Siege to drive them away from a Breach or Gate to

be feiz'd, being fhot either out of a Mortar, or a

Great-gun of a large Bore.

PROBLEM. XXVI.

Fo reprefent , with Rockets, Several Figures in the

Air.

F you take a Rocket of the larger Sort, and place

round the Head of it many fmall ones, fixing their

Sticks all round the large Coffin upon the Head of

your big Rocket, which uſes to contain the Head-

works, ordering it fo, that your fmall Rockets take

Fire whilft the Great one is Mounting up, you will

have the Reſemblance of a Tree, very delightful to

the Sight , whereof the big one will reprefent the

Trunk, and the little ones the Branches.

Remark.

LI But
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But if the fmall Rockets take Fire when the great

one is half turned in the Air, they will have the

Appearance of a Comer : And when the large one is

altogether turn'd, fo that its Head points downwards

to the Earth, they. will exhibit the Similitude of a

Fountain of Fire.

If you put on the Head of a large Rocket many

Goofe-quills, the Feathers being cut off, fill'd with

Sky-rocket Compofition, as in the preceding Problem ;

when fired, they will appear to thofe under them as

a fine shower of Fire ; butto thoſe who view them

on one fide , like half curl'd Hair very delightful to

the View.

Finally, with Serpents ty'd to a Rocket with Pack-

thread, by the Ends which are not fired, leaving two

or three Inches of the Thread between Each, you

may reprefent at pleaſure ſeveral forts of Figures inoft

entertaining and agreeable tothe Sight.

PROBLEM XXVII.

To make Fire-Pots for Fire-works ofDiverfion.

A Pot of Fire, is a large Coffin fill'd with Rockets,
that take fire all together, and are difcharg'd from

the Pot without hurting it. The Bottom of the Pot

must be cover'd with Powder-duft, which being fired

by a Match that muſt paſs through a Hole in the

Middle of the Pot, will fet fire to all the Rockets

at once.

When there are many Fire-Pots, they must be co-

vered with fingle Paper, that they, may not play all

at once ; otherways one when fired might fet fire to

another and you muft ufe only a fingle Leaf of

Paper, that it may not hinder the Rockets to fly

out. Pots of Fire are also made for War-fervice, of

which in Probl. 35.

द

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXVIII.

To make Fire- Balls for Diverfion , that burn` ſwimming

inthe Water-

THefe Globes, or Balls of Fire, are made com-

monly of three feveral Figures, viz. either Sphe-

rical, Spheroidal , or Cylindrical. They must be

made of a light Wood, that they may ſwim on the

Water , and hollow to receive a fit Compofition,

which is prepared as that for Rockets ; but obfer-

ving the following Proportions.

To one pound of Grain-powder, put thirty two

pounds of Salt petre finely pulveris'd, eight pounds

of Sulphur, one ounce of raped Ivory, and eight

pounds of Saw-duft of Wood, that hath been first

boil'd in Water of Salt-petre, and after dried in the

Shade, or in the Sun.

Or ; to eight pounds of beaten Powder, add forty

eight pounds of Salt-petre, twenty four pounds of

Sulphur, one pound of Camphire, fixteen pounds of

Saw-duft, one pound of yellow Amber rafped, and

one pound of beaten Glafs.

Or; to two pounds of beaten Powder, take twelve

pounds of Salt- petre, fix pounds of Sulphur, four

pounds of Filings of Iron, and one pound of Greek-

Pitch or Colophony.

There is no neceffity your Compofition fhould be

fo finely beaten as that for Rockets, ' tis fufficient if

it be well mix'd and incorporated, tho' neither pow-

der'd nor fearc'd and left it become too dry, it

will be proper to fprinkle it a little with common

Oyl, or Oyl of Wall-nuts, Lin-feed, or Hemp-feed,

or with Stone-oyl; or fome other fat and inflammable

Liquor.

In the first place to make a Spherical Ball of Fire, flate 21 ,

you must get a Globe or Bowl of Wood of what Fig 77.

bignefs you pleaſe, which must be hollow, and very

round , as well withinfide as without , fo that its

Thicknels AC, or BD, be about one ninth part of

L12 the
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Place 24.

Fig. 77.

Plate 25.

Fig. 79.1

Plate 25%

Fig. 79.

*

the Diameter AB : Add to the upper part of it a

ftraight concave Cylinder, as EFGH, of which the

Thickneſs EF, must be about one fifth part of the

fame Diameter AB, and the Wideneſs of its Cavity

LM, or NO, muft equalize the Thickneſs AC, or

BD, that is one ninth part of the Diameter AB.

'Tis by this Cavity you muft prime your Fire-Ball,

after you have fill'd it with Compofition bythe lower

Orifice IK, by which you fhall convey into it the

Petard of Metal P, which must be charg'd with good .

Corn-powder, and laid athwart the Orifice, as you

fee in the, Figure.

This done, the Orifice IK, which is almoft equal to

the Thickness EF, or GH, of the Cylinder EFGH,

muft be shut up with a Bung or Stopple dip'd in

melted Pitch ; this Bung must be covered on the up-

per fide with fuch a Weight of Lead, as may fink

the Globe into the Water ; ſo that nothing but the Part:

GH mayappear above it, which will fall out, ifthe

Weight of the Lead, with the Ball and Compofition,

be equal to that of a like Bulk of Water. If there-

fore thus ballanc'd it be thrown into the Water, the,

Weight of the Lead will keep the Orifice IK, directly

down, and the Cylinder EFGH perpendicularly up-

right, which fhould be fired before the Globe is

thrown in.

In the next place , to make a Fire-Ball of a Spheroi-

dal Figure, the Thickneſs AC, or BD, muſt be one

ninth part of the ſhorteſt Diameter AB, and to the

upper End of the largeſt Diameter, a Cylinder EFGH,

muft be fitted, like that of the preceding, making an

Orifice, as IK, at the lower End of the fame lar-

geft Diameter, and its Stopple alfo as before, with

this Difference, that inftead of covering it with Lead,

and putting a Petard within, a Grenade of Lead,

charg'd with good Corn-powder, muſt be annex'd

to it without, the Neck of it entring into the Bottom

of the Ball, that it may take fire when the Compofi-

tion is spent,

Laftly, a Cylindrical Fire-ball, fuch as ABCD, may

be made of what Bignels you pleaſe, provided its

Height AD, or BC, be the Triple of its Breadth AB,

or CD, its Thickness being, as in the preceding, one

..ninth
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ninth part of the fame Height AD, as well as the

Widenefs EF of the Orifice EFGH, which must be

narrower by one half above than below. By this

Orifice the Cylinder is to be charg'd ; after which

it must be fitted with a Stopple, wrapp'd round with

a Cloth dip'd in melted Pitch, or Pitch and Tar, and

bored Lengthwife, for holding the Priming.

This done, make faft to it, near the Priming, a lit-

tle concave Globe of Metal, as I, which must first

be fill'd with Water, as is done in the Eolipyles, by

putting it in cold Water after it is heated pretty hot.

To the fides of the Cylinder alſo you muſt faften

two fmall leaden Pipes, as K, L, the upper Orifice

of which must be joined to the Globe I, by the two

Horns M, N, made of fome bending Material bor'd

from one End to the other with a very fmall Hole,

but fmalleft at the lower End.

Now whenyouhave a Mind to fet this Aquatick Ma-

chine a playing ; firft fire the Priming with a . Match

or otherwife, and when ' tis well lighted, throw it into

the Water, fo that the Bottom AB may be down ;

and you fhall behold with Pleafure, fo foon as the

Fire of the Priming has heated the Globe, that the

Ou Contain'd
therein

being rarefy'd
, fhall come

out in form of Vapour impetuously by the fmall Holes

of the Horns M, N, making a very agreeable Noiſe

in the Orifices of the two Pipes K, L.

There are many other ways of making theſe fiery Remark

Globes, for which I fhall remit my Readers to Py-

rotechnical Authors. I fhall only add, that a Ball of

Fire, like thofe of the first fort , may be contriv'd,

which when fired in a ſmall cloſe Room, will emit a

moft acceptable Smell, the Compofition of which

makeup as follows.

Take to eight Ounces of Salt petre, two Ounces of

Storax Calamita, two Ounces of Frankincenfe, two

Ounces of Maftick, one Ounce of Amber, one Ounce

of Civet, four Ounces of the Saw-duft of Juniper-

wood four Ounces of the Saw-duft of Cyprefs-

wood, and two Ounces of Oil of Spicknard. Mix

and incorporate all theſe things together, as is faid in

the Compofition for Rockets. Or ; to four Ounces

of Salt-petre, add two Ounces of Flowers ofSulphur,

L13 one
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one Ounce of Camphire, one Ounce of yellow Am-

ber rafp'd and well pulveris'd, two Ounces of Coal

of the Lime-tree, and one Ounce of Flowers of Ben-

jamin, All theſe fhould be pulveriz'd each apart, then

mix'd and imbodied together, as in the Compofition of

common Rockets.

PROBLEM XXIX.

To make Fire-Balls for Diverfion, that will dance upon

an Horizontal Plain.

MAKE a Ball of Wood , with a Cylinder A, like

the first of the three defcrib'd in the preceding

Problem, and charging it with a like Compofition,

put into it four, or more Petards or Crackers, if you

pleafe , fill'd with good Grain-poder to the Top, as

AB, which must be ftop'd ftrongly with Paper, or

Tow rowl'd hard : Thus you have a Ball, which

being fired by the Priming at C, will leap upon a

finooth Horizontal Plain according as the Fire lays

hold on the Petards.

•

But instead of putting the Petards within, you may

faften them without to the Surface of the Globe,

and they will make it to roll and dance as the Fire

reaches the Petards, which, as you fee in the Figure,

are plac'd carelefly upon the Surface of the Ball.

You may alſo thus contrive a like Ball, which ſhall

roll to and fro upon an Horizontal Plain with a very

(wift Motion. Make two equal Hemifpheres of

Paft board, and fit to one of ' em, as AB, three com-

mon Rockets charged and prim'd as your ordinary

Sky-rockets, without Petards, ſo that the Rockets,

C, D, E, don't exceed in Length the Diameter of

the Concavity of the Hemifphere, with the Tail of

one anfwering the Head of the other, as in the Fi

gure, that the Fire paffing from one to another, they

may burn fuoceffively : To this join the other Hemif-

phere, gluing them neatly together with good Paper,

that they may not be feparated by the Motion ; there

muft only be made one Hole oppofite to the Tail of

the

{
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the firft Rocket for Priming , which being fired

thereby, when ſpent, will fire the Second, and this

in like manner the Third, which will give a continu-

al Motion to the Ball when plac'd on an Horizontal

and ſmooth Plain, making it to go and come with an

extraordinary Swiftneſs.

The two Hemifpheres of Paper or Paft-board

may be thus made : Take a large Wooden Globe,

coat it all over with melted Wax, entirely covering

its Surface, that you may glue to it many Fillets of

ftrong Paper, about two or three Fingers wide, one

above another to the Thickneſs of about two Lines.

Or you may do it thus, which is in my Opinion the

better and more eafy Way ; Diffolve in Glue-water

that Maſs or Paft which is us'd in Paper-mills to make

Paper withal, and lay it over the whole Surface of

the Globe, which, when dryed by degrees at a ſmall

Fire, must be cut aſunder in the Middle ; ſo you

fhall have two folid Hemiſpheres, to be rendered

concave, if you feparate the Wood from the Paft-

board, by melting the Wax at a good Fire.

PROBLEM XXX.

To make Sky Fire-balls for Fire-works ofDiverfion.

ΤΗ
'Hefe Balls are call'd Sky or Air-Balls, becauſe they

are thrown up into the Air from a Mortar, which

is a well known Piece of Artillery, fhort, well-forti-

fied, and of a large Bore, us'd in Warto throw Fire-

works of Service againft the Enemy, and in Fire-

works of Pleaſure to raiſe into the Air Balls of Fire,

and other fuch things, for Diverfion.

Tho' thefe Balls are of Wood, and of a conveni-

ent Thickneſs, viz. the twelfth part of their Diame-

ter ; yet if you put too much Powder into the Mor-

tar, they will be unable to refift its Force. There-

fore it is, that you muft proportion the Quantity of

Powder to the Weight of the Ball to be thrown ;

which if it weigh four Pounds, one Ounce of Powder

willferve; but if your Fire-ball weigh eight Pounds,

L14 it
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it will require two Ounces of Powder , and fo on in

the fameProportion.

It may fall out, that the Chamber of a Mortar

may prove too big to contain exactly the Quantity

of Powder requir'd to the Fire-ball, which fhould be

put immediately above the Powder, that it may be

thrown up and lighted at the fame time ; In this

Cafe, you may make another Mortar of Wood, or

of Paft-board, with a Bottom of Wood , as AB, con-

taining a Quantity of Powder proportionable to the

Weight of your Ball, which may be put into the

large Mortar of Brafs or Iron.

This fmall Mortar must be made of light Wood,

or of Paper pafted, and rowl'd in form of a Cylin-

der, or of an inverted Cone without a Point, fave

that its lower Bottom muſt be of Wood. The Cham-

ber AB, where the Powder lies, must be bor'd obli-

quely with a fmall Wimble, as at BC, fo as the

Vent B may anſwer to that of the metallick Mortar,

to which if you put Fire, it will light the Powder at

the Bottom of the Chamber AC, immediately under

the Fire-ball , which will alfo take Fire, and rifing

into the Air, will make an agreeable Noife ; which

otherwife would not fucceed , if an empty Space were

left betwixt the Fire-ball and Powder.

The Profil or perpendicular Section of fuch a Ball

is reprefented by the Rectangle ABCD, the Breadth

of which AB is . almoft equal to its Height AD The

Thickness of the Wood at the two Sides LM, is

equal, as we have already faid, to a twelfth part of

the Diameter of the Ball, and the Thickness E F,

of the Cover, is double that of the Sides, or equal to

a fixth part ofthe fame Diameter. The Height GK,

or HI, of the Chamber GHIK, where the Priming

is put, and which is bounded by the Semicircle LG

HM, is one fourth part of the Breadth AB, and its

Breadth GH is one fixth part of the fame Breadth

AB.

This Ball muft be fill'd with Canes or common

Reeds, of a Length fitted to the inward Height ofthe

Ball, and charged with a flow Compofition made of

three Ounces of Meal-powder, one Ounce of Sul-

phur moistned a little with Oy! of Petre, and two

Ounces
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Ounces of Coal : And that thefe Reeds or Canes may

the more easily take Fire, their lower End, which

refts upon the Bottom of the Ball, fhould be charg'd

with Powder beaten and moiftned in like manner

with Oyl of Petre, or ſprinkled with Brandy, and af-

ter dried.

This Bottom of the Ball muft be covered with fome Plate 26.

Powder, half of it in Flower, and half of it in Grain, Fig. 84.

which will fet fire to the lower End of the Reeds,

being it felf fired by the Priming put to the End of

the Chamber GH, which must be fill'd with a Com-

pofition like that of the Reeds, or another flow one'

made of eight Ounces of Powder, four Ounces of

Salt-petre, two Ounces of Sulphur, and one Ounce

of Coal : Or elfe of four Ounces of Salt-petre, and

two Ounces of Coal ; all being beaten, put together,

and well mixed.

Inſtead of Reeds, you may charge your Ball with Remark.

Ground-rockets, or with Petards of Paper, together

with Stars, or Sparkles mix'd with beaten Powder

and laid confuſedly upon the Petards, which muſt be

choak'd at unequal Heights, that they may not pro-

duce their Effects all at once.

There are many other ways of making theſe Balls,

too long to be here infifted on. Butyou must remèm-

ber to take care when they are charg'd, before they

are put into the Mortar, to coverthem above and all

round with a Cloth dipt in Glue, and to make faft

a Piece of Cloth, or Wool prefs'd hard into a round

Form, underneath, exactly upon the Hole of the Pri-

ming, &c.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXXI.

To make Shining- Balls, for Diverſion, and for Service

inWar.

FIrft, to make Shining-bills for Recreation ; tofour

Pounds of Salt-petre, put fix Pounds of Sulphur,

two pounds of crude Antimony; four Pounds of Co-

lophony, and four Pounds of Coal : Or, to twơ

Pounds of Salt- petre, take one Pound of Sulphur, as

much Antimony, two Pounds of Colophony, as much

Coal, and one Pound of black Pitch ; melt theſe, be-

ing well beaten, in a Kettle, or in a glaz'd earthen

Pot, and thereinto throw fuch a Quantity of Hards of

Flax, or of Hemp, as will juft fuffice to imbibe all

the Liquor, of which as it cools make little Pellets

or round Balls, to be covered over with prepared

Tow, which I taught to make in Probl. 23. and after

put into Sky-rockets, or Balls for Diverfion, as is ufual

to be done with fiery Stars.

Next, to make Shining or Flaming-balls for Service

in War, to be thrown from a Mortar againft the Ene-

my, you must melt, in a Kettle, or glaz'd earthep

Pot, as above, equal Parts of Sulphur, black Pitch,

Rof , and Turpentine, into which dip an Iron, or

Stone bullet, fomewhat lower than the Bore of the

Mortar, and when its Surface is cover'd with this.

Matter, row it in Corn-powder : Which done co-

ver it over with Callico, and dip it again into the

fame Liquor ; rolling it after in Grain-powder ; this

must be reiterated feveral times, covering, dipping,

and rowling it, till it fills exactly the Bore of the

Mortar or Cannon, into which you defign to put it,

remembring ftill to end your Operations with rolling

it in Grain powder, that being put into your Piece,

immediately above the Charge of Powder, it may

take fire as it is thrown into the Air againſt the Ene-

my, either to annoy them, or to diſcover their De-

ſigns, which is uſually done in Sieges.

Inftead
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Inftead of theſe Shining- Balls , Red-hot-balls are Remark.

more frequently uſed for offending the Enemy, by

burning them, their Houſes, or Works. Thefe Bul-

lets are of Iron, and being heated red-hot in a Fur-

nace are thus ufed . Your Cannon being Charg'd

with Powder, freed from Corns, and pointed fome-

thing upwards, you must have in readineſs a Cylin-

der ofWood fitted exactly to its Bore, which you must

put intoyourGun next the Powder, and upon it you muſt

ramdowna Wad of wei Straw, Hay,or Tow ofHemp,

or fomefuchmoift Materials ; thenputtingin your Red-

hot-Ball with a Ladle, immediately put Fire to your

Gun,

PROBLEM XXXII.

To make a Wheel of Fire-works.

A Wheel of Fire, or Fire-works, is a Wheel of Plate 26 .
light Wood, fet round with Rockets of a middle Fig. 85.

Size, the Head of one regarding the Tail of another,

that when the firft is fpent, it may fet fire to the next,

which makesthe Wheel turn round its fix'd Axle-tree

without Intermiffion, till all the Rockets are conſum'd.

See the Figure.

• Upon this account ' tis call'd a Fire-Wheel, and ' tis'

allo call'd a Fiery Sun, becauſe plac'd horizontally up-

on a Stake ſomewhat large and perpendicular to the

Horizon, it turns round, and reprefents a Sun in

Night Combats, which is very diverting.

You may alſo make Fire-wheels which have a Si-

tuation perpendicular to the Horizon, and turn upon

an Axis parallel to it, very agreeable to behold. Fire-

wheels are likewife ufed to light other Works at a

Diſtance, in aſcending or defcending upon a ftretch'd

Rope, like Flying-Dragons ; and on many other Oc-

cafions, to the great Pleaſure of the Spectators.

PRO-
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PROBLEM XXXIII.

To make a Balloon, or fiery Foot-ball.

Balloons are Coffins of a large Diameter, fhot out

of a Mortar whither one pleaſes, fill'd commonly

with Serpents about the Thickneſs of a Ground-rock-

et, but not fo long, with two fall Fire-links of

the fame Length and Breadth, which being fir'd by

their Priming, burft the Coffin, this having below a

Fire-conveyance, at the Mouth of which there is a

Priming of Cotton dipt in Powder.

The Coffin is made with a thick Wooden Rowler,

about which is rowled ftrong Card-paper, glued to

keep it from undoing, which being choak'd below,

a Hole is made there for a Fire-conveyance, fill'd

with a Compofition more flow than that of Ground-

rockets, being like to that of Sky-rockets : After this

it may be filled with Serpents, and fometimes with

Stars, and then choaked above.

PROBLEM XXXIV.

To make Pyrotechnical Maces or Clubs, and other Fire-

Machins, for Nocturnal Combats.

Nocturnal Combats may be very agreeably re-
prefented in artificial Fire-works with Maces of

Fire, Hangers, Scimetars, Faulchions, Swords, Cud-

gels, Shields, Targets, and other fuch Pyrotechnical

Weapons ; all which, befides in the Form they re-

prefent, differing but little, as to their Construction,

we fhall here only defcribe one or two for Examples,

leaving the reft to the Contrivance of an ingenious

Operator.

Maces or Clubs of Fire, being a Species of theſe

diverting Fire balls that burn upon the Water, which

we have taught to make in Probl. 28. it will not be

needful here much to infift upon ' em. Let it fuffice

then
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then to ' fay, that Handles well turn'd and polish'd

muſt be added to ' em, after you have made ſeveral

Holes in them to receive your Rockets, which will

be fired bythe Compofition at diverſe times ; which

Compofition, as is faid, is the fame with that of the

Water-balls, or with this which follows : Take four

Drahms of Sulphur, one Pound of Pitch, and two

Drahms of Coal ; let all be well beaten and mixed,

and afterwards moiftned with Brandy, or fome other

inflammable Liquor.

A Fire-Hanger is a Hanger of Wood, refembling a

Turkish Scimetar. It is made of two Boards of dry

Wood, joyning together at the Edge, and parting a-

funder at the Back, along which there runs as it were

a triangular Groove, that muſt be divided into feve-

ral little Partitions or Chambers by fmall triangular

Boards ; into theſe Partitions you may put Ground-

rockets, or you may fill them with Petards , Stars,

Sparkles, Shining-Balls, and other fuch things, which

you must cover with Paper well pafted, as you muſt

all your Hanger with Linnen Cloth. The Touch-hole

muft be towards the Point, by which you muft fet fire⚫

to its Compofition contain'd in a little Canal run-

ning along the Edge, and this as it confumes will

communicate the Fire to the little Chambers fuccef-

fively The Compofition must be of the flow Kind,

made up of five Ounces of Powder, three of Salt- pe-

tre, one of Sulphur, and two of Coal.

Cimetars are crooked Hangers made of dry and

light Wood, hollow alfo, and open in the Back , into

which you must put feveral Rockets well glu'd and

faften'd, andfo difpos'd that the Head of one may be

near the Neck or Tail of another, which must be fir'd

by it after its Compofition is ſpent , as may be ſeen in

Fire-wheels.

Targets are made of thin Boards, with a Channel

running in a ſpiral Line, from their Circumference to

the Center, for containing the Priming, which muft

be all covered over with a thin Covering of Wood or

Paft-board , bored with Holes fpiral alfo, exactly

over the Priming to receive the Ends of Rockets,

which must be made faft therein.

Amongst
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Plate 26.

Fig. 86.

Fig. 87.

Fig. 88,

Amongst other Pyrotechnical Machins, we muft

not here forget to mention the Fire-pipe, which is not

the leaft confiderable among them. This may be made

feveral Ways, of which I fhall here make choice of

the moft fimple, and moft eafy to be understood and

performed.

Get a wooden Pipe, as AB, of what Length and

Thickness youpleafe,about which mark out a Line wind-

ing, in Screw-fashion, from one End tothe other, upon

which make Holes, bored obliquely downwards in re-

fpect to the Axis of the Cylinder, as C, D, E, into which

youmustput Coffins or Pipes ofPaperwith wooden Bot-

toms, as F, G, to receive , the Ends of as many

Ground or Sky- rockets , as you fee in H, under

which must be put fome Powder, that muſt be light-

ed by fmall Pipes paffing between each Hole and the

Cavity of the great Pipe AB, which must be fill'd

with a Compofition like that of the Fire-balls that

burn on the Water, the little Pipes themſelves being

fill'd with Powderfinely pulveriz'd.

Inftead of Rockets fitted in Coffins obliquely af-

cending, you may fet round the large Pipe as many

Boxes of Paper, difpofed fcrew-wife as the Coffins,

fitted with wooden Bottoms, and ftanding upright ,

that is, parallel to the Axis of the Pipe, as C, D, E,

which must be glued, and well faften'd to the Surface

of the Pipe, and fill'd with a fufficient number of

Ground- rockets , &c.

For the greater Ornament, the Pipe AB, may be

cut withoutfide into a Priſm of many Sides, and on

each oppofite Plain many Holes made, equidiftant from

one another, and bored obliquely, to receive Petards,

or Rockets as before. All this will be easily appre-

hended bylooking on the Figure.

Befides the Compofition for the Aquatick Balls, you

may uſe the following, made of fix Pounds of Pow-

der, four of Salt- petre , and one of Filings of Iron :

Or this, of twelve Pounds of Powder, five of Salt-

petre, three of Sulphur, two of Coal, one of Colo-

phony, and four Pounds of Saw- duft.

PRQ-
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PROBLEM XXXV.

To make Fire-Pots for Service in War.*

WE
E have taught, in Probl. 27. the Way of making

Pots of Fire for diverting Fire-works, and

here we are to fhew how to make Fire-pots for War,

which have diverfe Names according to the different

Figure may be giv'n to ' em ; when they are made

like earthen Pots with an Handle on each Side, they

are call'd Fire-pots or Fire-pitchers ; when they re-

femble a Bottle or a Vial, they are call'd Fire-bottles

or Vials ; when like a Box, Fire-boxes. But whate-

ver Figure they have, they are ordinarily made in the

follwing Manner.

Put into a Veffel of Metal or Earth Quick-lime

finely pulveris'd , or, if you can't have this, Afhies of

Oak or Ah-wood well fearced, till the Veffel is fill'd

to a third Part, and then fill it up to the Brims with

good Corn-powder : This done cover it exactly above

with ftrong Paper, or rather with a Wheel ofWood,

and wrapping it round with a Linnen Cloth pitched,

tie to the Neck or Handle Ends of Match, which be-

ing lighted, and the Pot thrown amongft the Ene-

mies, will fire the Powder, and make a prodigious

Havock among the Soldiers, the Veffel breaking into

a thouſand Pieces, which will kill all they hit : Be-

fides that the Quick-lime rifing up into the Air, will

make a thick Duft reſembling that of a Whirl-

wind, which will extremely incommode all within its

Reach.

Or you may take an earthen or glaſs Veffel with a

long Neck, like a Matras or Body of an Alembick,

and fill its Belly with Grain-powder, with a little

Sublimate and fome Bole-Armoniack, mixing with

all thefe, if you pleaſe, ſmall Pieces of Iron, to pro-

duce as it were a Hail. Laftly, fill the Neck ofyour

Veffel with a flow Compofition, that after 'tis fired

there may be fufficient time to throw it where one

would have it to do Execution,

'Theſe
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Thefe Fire-pots are of good Ufe in War : They

may be thrown by the Befieged in an Attack, from

the top of the Rampart, into the Moat, if the Ene-

my is come fo far, or upon the Counterfcarp, with

the Hand ; and out of proper Engins, they may be

thrown into the Trenches and other Works of the

Enemies. They may be uſed alfo againſt the Be-

fieged, being thrown, out of fuch Machins, into a

Place by the Be-fiegers . They are alfo of great uſe

in Naval Fights, when Veffels come to be grappled

or boarded ; for by throwing thefe Pots into the

Enemy's Ship, you may either blow it up by firing

their Powder, or fet it on Fire, and put the Soldiers

and Sailors into great Confufion .

But when you have a Mind to uſe 'em for fetting

Ships on Fire, they must be 'd with a Compofition ,

that can't be extinguish'd by Water, or otherways,

fuch as the following, which Water is fo far from

quenching, when once fired, that it rather encreaſes

its Force : So that if it fall upon, the Deck of any

Veffel, it will burn through it in a little time, and

fticking to whatever is in its Way, fet all in a

Flame.

Take, two Pounds of powder, two Pounds

of Salt -petre, eight Ounces of Sulphur, two Drams

of Camphire, four Drams of Colophony, and one

Dram of Sal-Armoniack. All thefe put together and

well mix'd, muſt be made into Dough or Pafte with

Linfeed or Common Oil , which must be formed

into Balls about the Bignefs of a large Wall-nut,

and fo put into the Fire - pot , the empty Spaces

being filled up with Corn and Meal-powder mix-

ed.

PROBLEM XXXVI.

To make Fire-Crowns for Service in War.

Fiery Crowns, or Fire-garlands are little Sacks or

Bags, of Linnen or Canvas, bent round in form

of a Circle, being full of a Compofition like that of

the Fire- pots in the preceding Problem, or that which

follows
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follows in this : They are uſed , as Fire-pots, to

throw among the Enemies for burning of Ships, and

Houſes. Theſe Bags are four, five, or fix Inches

wide, and from three to four Foot long And to

hinder them from becoming ftraight when their Com-

pofition is a burning, their Ends must be well fow-

ed together befides you muſt have an Iron Circle

to ftrengthen them , to which they are made faft by

the ſmall Cords that are to be twifted round ' em from

one End to another.

Into thefe Bags you may put Petards of Iron loa-

ded with good Powder and Lead- bullets, one End.

of ' em entring into the Bags, and their Mouth ftand-

ing out, that they ma o off, when fired by their

Touch-holes that are 1urrounded by the Compofition,

which muſt be ſet on fire by two or three Holes made

in this circular Bag.

Inftead of Petards, you may fet round the Crown

Hand Grenades, about the Bignefs of an Iron-bullet

of one or two Pound-weight, having little Pipes three

or four Inches long for , into their Mouth, to hol

them fast , and to fet on Fire, after they have

been fired by the Compofition of the Fire-Garland,

which must be made as follows.

To four Pounds of Powder, add fix Pounds of

Salt-petre, two Pounds of Sulphur, and one Pound

of beaten Glaſs : Or, put four Pounds of Powder,

to fix Pounds of Salt-petre, and one Pound of Colo

phony ; all being well beaten, fearced , and mixed

together.

1

Two of thefe, Crowns may be joyn'd together Remark,

croſs-wife, as the Circles of an artificial Sphere of

the World : and therefore fuch a Machin is call'd`a

Fire-fphere or Circle. It must be dipt in Pitch and

Tar , and have Holes made in feveral Places, that it

may be fired on all Sides, that none may lay hands

on it, nor extinguish it, when it is thrown among the

Enemies, whom it will put into great Diſorder, killing

all in its Way,

When thefe Bags are not bent into a round Form ,

they are call'd Fire-facks, as alto Fire cylinders, from

their Figure but there is fome fmall Difference be

tween theſe two Machins, which are chiefly uſed in

M.m the
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the Defence of Places befieged, as in Affaults, Sca³

ling of the Walls , to kill and deſtroy in the Brea-

ches , or in the Moats all they come near, and

with their Weight to crush whatever they fall up-

on.

Inftead of the two Crowns join'd croſs-wife ohe

within another, three or four, or more may be put

together, to make up an artificial Sphere, the two

outward and greater croffing at Right Angles, to

repreſent the two Colures , to which others may be

allo added to exhibit the other Circles of the Sphere ;

and all of ' em well faftned together with Iron or

Brafs-wier

Cylinders of Fire ate Pipes of Wood, fortified at

each End, and in the Middle upon the Powder-place

with good Iron Hoops, and ftopp'd with a Wheel

or Stopple of Wood , after they have been loaded

with Stones, fquare Peces of Iron , and fuch like,

which bythe Violence of the Powder are criven and

fcattered hither and thither, to the Right and Left,

and kill, break, and deftroy whatever withſtands.

PROBLEM XXXVII.

To make Fire- Barrels for Defending a Breach, and Ru

ining the Enemies Works.

IN the Defending of a Breach there are alfo uſed

Artificial Barrels, call'd Flaming or Fire-Barrels, as

allo Thundring-Barrels, becauſe they are employed to

overwhelm and thunderftrike the Enemy, and to

ruin their Works, by rolling them down from a

Breach or other Eminence upon them, being bound

with Iron Hoops, and containing within 'em another

little Cask full of Powder, and fix'd upon an Axle-

tree, in the Middle of the large one : Or Fire- pots,

Petards, and Granado's wrapt up in Tow fprinkled

with Oyl of Petre, and dipt in liquid Pitch, Turpen-

tine and Colophony.

But it will be fufficient to put thereinto one large

Grenade, which may be encompaffed with Pieces of

Stones, Flints , and fquare Iron or Dice- fhot , and

fuch
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fuch like things, which being difpers'd by the Vio-

lence of the Powder, may kill, and bruife the Ene-

my, and deſtroy their Works ; but you ſhould fill

up the vacuities with Quick-lime. To thefe Casks or

Barrels, Pipes must be fitted and well faftned, for

carrying Fire to the Powder, by means of a Priming

to be puttherein.

We forbear here to give a particular Defcription Remark

of fome other Pyrotechnical Machins for War, which

are too too common, as of Grenades, that are ſmall

hollow Balls or Shells, commonly of Iron, fill'd with

fine Corn-Powder, which are fired by a Fufe of a flow

Mixture made of equal Parts of Powder, Salt-petre,

and Brimftone : Ot Bombs , which are large hollow

Balls or Shells of Iron , fill'd with Nails, Powder,

and other offenfive Fire-works, that are thrown into

Places befieg'd, to deftroy the Houſes : And of Car-

caffes, which are large oval Cafes made of Ribs of

Iron, and fill'd with Grenades and Ends of Piftol

Barrels charg'd with Powder, and wrap'd up toge-

ther with the Grenades in Tow dipt in Oyl, and

other Combustible Matters. They are covered over

with a Courfe pitch'd Cloth before they are thrown

from the Mortar into the Place defigned, where they

make a moft dreadful Havock.

PROBLEM XXXVIII.

To make an Ointment excellent for Curing all forts of

Burnings.

Boil, over a gentle Fire, in common Water, Hogs

Lard, or the Fat of fresh Pork, skimming it per-

petually, till no further Scum arifes ; then expoſe it

thus melted to cool in the clear open Air three or

four Nights. After this melt the fame Lard or Greaſe

in an earthen Veffel over a flow Fire, and ftrain it

through a Linnen Cloth into cold Water, and after

wath it well in fair River or Fountain Water, to

take away its Salt, which will make it become white

as Snow. Finally , being thus purify'd, put it up

Mm 2 in
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in a glaz'd earthen Veffel, to be kept for Uſe upon

Occafion.

If it falls out, as commonly it happens , that by

a Burning Blifters arife upon the Skin, they muft

not be cut or broken, till the Oyntment has been

us'd to it for three or four Days. You may al-

fo ufe the following, which you will find to be

of great Efficacy, and is made of Hogs Lard mel-

ted and mix'd with two Drams of the Water of

Night-fhade, and one Dram of Oyl of Saturn : Or

with two Ounces of Juice of Onyons , and one

Ounce of Oyl of Wall-nuts.

FINIS.
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